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FOREWORD

Publication of this volume upon various aspects and implications of

organic evolution signifies the formal completion of work by the Com-
mittee on Common Problems of Genetics, Paleontology, and Systematics

which was established on February 6, 1943, as a joint or interdivisional

committee by the Division of Geology and Geography and the Division of

Biology and Agriculture of the National Research Council. The Committee

itself made a number of minor changes (not detailed here) in title and

personnel during the development of its work.

Throughout its existence, however, the Committee has adhered to its

stated functions of trying to bring about a meeting of minds in the ter-

ritory between the fields of genetics and paleontology, of furthering co-

operation between students in the two and in other disciplines, and, by

pooling knowledge and methods and resources, of outlining promising

lines for future research. Information and ideas and speculations were

exchanged by meetings of subgroups of the Committee, by writing and

distributing bulletins, and by holding a final symposium to which many
additional specialists in several geological and biological fields were

invited.

No member of the Committee ever expected that its self-set task would

be easily or completely accomplished. Habits of thought in the tradition

of a science are not readily changed, it is not easy to deviate from the

customary channels of accumulated experience in conventionalized sub-

jects or to predict the extent of thought confluence when old channels are

brought together.

Few committees can so accurately define the instant that the idea of

their work was generated. In 1941, at the annual meeting of The
Geological Society of America, Walter Bucher suggested that some of the

riddles of evolution, the most significant and basic fact of biology and
paleontology, might be solved by a synthesis of the two subjects. He re-

marked that geneticists “have little time for, and less interest in the body
of solid fact which . . . morphology, taxonomy, and paleontology are ac-

cumulating,” and that when paleontologists show interest in genetics “it

is intenningled with distrust in the long range significance” of the

findings of geneticists.

Informal discussion immediately followed (indeed, several paleon-

tologists were waiting for him at the door) about means of correcting

the situation he had described, and on October 17, 1942, a small group of

geneticists, paleontologists, and systematists met in the library of the

zoology department of Columbia University. They agreed that paleon-

tologists should learn more about the techniques and the essential results

of genetics, that geneticists should become better acquainted with the
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FOREWORD
degree of reliability of stratigraphic and paleontologic methods and the

validity of generalizations proposed by paleontologists, and that special-

ists in the several evolutionary disciplines should learn each others

languages.

It was further decided that workers in genetics and paleontology

should be brought together in a large committee which could be divided

into two geographical subcommittees, an eastern group and a western

group, to be concerned respectively with zoological and with botanical

aspects of the problems. Organization under the National Research

Council followed, as reported above.

In June of 1943 the western group met for three days in Berkeley at the

University of California and the eastern group convened for two days

at the American Museum of Natural History in New York. A report of

these meetings, including abstracts of the papers and discussions, was

distributed to the Committee members and to other specialists. These

discussions revealed some of the kinds of information which could be

profitably exchanged between geneticists and paleontologists in the

synthetic attack upon the common problems, and also showed what

aspects of each field are crucial for coordinate research in the other.

Soon war conditions made it impossible to hold meetings, but a plan was
developed whereby members exchanged questions and answers by letters,

and the correspondence thus stimulated was mimeographed and dis-

tributed, under the editorship of Ernst Mayr, in four bulletins which

totaled 115 pages.

These communications not only heightened the interest and increased

the knowledge of the committee members and others but aided in stiU

further defining the subjects which might most profitably receive co-

operative attention and be the basis for this final symposial volume.

Reading lists in the three fields of the Committee’s name were compiled

and distributed in furtherance of the design of mutual education. These
methods of exchanging information and ideas stimulated new research,

and some synthetic studies of previous research resulted in several pub-

lications in scientific journals and bulletins.

In 1945 a committee member was reported missing in action in

Germany. The annual report for the year carried the comment, “He
continues to be listed as a committee member in the hope that he is a

prisoner and may soon return.” This hope was fulfilled. Later that year,

however, the Committee was saddened by the death of Bruce L. Clark,

an active and valued member, on September 23.

As plans advanced for the final conference and for the publication

of the terminal volume the need became more obvious for a permanent
organization to continue and expand the work of the Committee and for

the establishment of a journal devoted to the field and to allied subjects.
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In Chairman Simpson s annual report for 1946 he explained the need for

a permanent organization: “Immediately before the war the Society for

the Study of Speciation had been organized in a very informal way, with

aims similar to but more limited than those of the Committee. This

Society became dormant during the war. Under the stimulus of this Com-
mittee and as a result of plans made by its members and others, a new
society was organized on 30 Marbh 1946 at the St. Louis meeting of the

A.A.A.S., under the name of the Society for the Study of Evolution. The
new society is devoted to evolutionary problems on an inter-science basis,

essentially covering the field of this Committee, broadening it still further

but retaining its focal aims. At the same meeting the Society for the Study

of Speciation, the aims of which are also included in the new Society, was
dissolved and its records, mailing list, and treasury were turned over to

the Society for the Study of Evolution.” In 1947 Simpson reported: “The

Society held a successful First Annual Meeting at Boston in December,

1946, and its success and permanence seem to be assured. With the

assistance of a grant from the American Philosophical Society, the Society

for the Study of Evolution has established an international journal titled

Evolution”

In 1946 the Committee received and accepted an invitafion from

Princeton to hold the final symposium under the sponsorship of the Uni-

versity in connection with one of a series of Bicentennial Conferences.

This logical combination of the work of the Committee and the desire of

the University to advance research in the field of the Committee resulted

in the international Conference on Genetics, Paleontology, and Evolu-

tion which was held at the Princeton Inn on January 2-4, 1947. Princeton

invited each member of the Committee and other active workers in

the various fields of evolutionary studies to be its guests for the Con-

ference and also contributed transportation expenses for foreign guests

and for American principal speakers who came from areas west of the

eastern seaboard.

Under the title of the Conference Princeton published a brochure

which summarized the proceedings and discussions and was distributed

to members of the Society for the Study of Evolution and other organ-

izations. The brochure also listed all Conference participants.

For the record a brief formal meeting of the Committee was held in

Princeton on January 4, 1947, with the chairman presiding and twenty-

three other Committee members in attendance.

All authors contributing to this book attended the Conference. Fourteen

of them served on the Coxnmittee. Membership of the Committee, as it

has been since 1945, is listed on page xi.

To complete the assembly and editing of this volume an editorial sub-
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FOREWORD
committee consisting of Ernst Mayr, George Gaylord Simpson, and Glenn

L. Jepsen, as chairman, was appointed.

Indexing a book of this sort is a difficult job, and the editorial sub-

committee here expresses its gratitude to members of the Lunch Club

of the Chicago Natural History Museum for doing it.

This volume is not a single synthesis of its three titular subjects, but is,

rather, a compound of data, of ideas, and of conclusions. Researchers who
realize the magnitude and significance of the work still to be done in

their own fields usually need active and even aggressive encouragement

to stray beyond the conventionalized limits of their subjects. To this end,

each author in this book was subjected to close association with prac-

titioners in other fields during the period of the Conference, and many
critical, penetrating, and sometimes embarrassing questions and com-

ments were exchanged in an attempt at mutual education.

Such interchange of the concepts, which sometimes arise in one field

of research and develop their greatest meaning in another, may be ob-

served in the book’s various sections which, in this sense, are individual

syntheses. Synthesis of diverse subject matter is a process which must of

course occur in minds before it does in books.

Not only do the authors herein view the subject of evolution from

different directions, but the method of treatment varies from the specific

to the general. Some sections contain the results of new and detailed

original research; in others the authors present speculations and reflections

upon many decades of effort toward the common goal.

Genetics is concerned largely with a small number of concepts or

‘Taws” whose manipulation results in the derivation of many deductive

propositions which may be tested by the way they fit observed situations

in the field or in the laboratory. According to a member of the Committee,

. . learning genetics involves not only (or not so much) memorizing a

body of facts but also acquisition of a habit of thinking in terms of certain

genetic concepts.” Among its subdivisions modem genetics includes

developmental or physiological genetics and population genetics. In

physiological genetics the role of the gene in ontogeny is the principal

subject for attention; whole individual organisms and their aggregates in

populations are but terminal results of genic and environmental action.

Population genetics is the study of the behavior of genes in populations

and of the means by which genes are distributed in populations. It deals

with multiples of individual organisms; its focus is phyletic, and it attempts

to predict and to test the consequences of various genetic situations to

gene frequencies and to species. In the studies undertaken by the Com-
mittee these and other subdivisions of genetics have contributed evidences

for mathematical regularities and for hypotheses concerning the mech-
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FOREWORD
anisms and processes by which men and fruit flies may have developed

from the organic magma.
Paleontology supplies the annals of morphologic and ecologic events

and their time and space relationships for five million centuries of the

adaptive organizations of protoplasm; it historifies the geological records

of life. Comparative anatomy and time and the means of describing

individuals and groups of individuals have classically occupied the at-

tention of paleontologists who thus, perforce, must be skilled in compara-

tive anatomy and in taxonomy.

From morphological and stratigraphic and taxonomic data a species’

phylogenetic history, our knowledge of its ancestral stages and their

sequence in time, may be established. Details of the time dimension were

not treated as very significant elements in phylogenetic studies until

an enormous fund of paleontological facts had been accumulated.

Anatomists, including paleontologists, formerly arrayed species in the

order of their complexity and assumed that the more “primitive” forms

represented older stages in morphologic history and were thus structural

ancestors of the “higher” types. Unfortunately no truly definitive criteria

for primitiveness and complexity could be devised and, as paleontological

records frequently proved, the order postulated for some anatomical

sequences was the reverse of the actual historical sequences.

In modern studies of phylogeny relative time forms a coordinate

system with estimates of morphologic or genetic status. Although we will

never have the complete geological record of evolution, the principal

outline of the histories of many living and many extinct groups is now
at hand, and is plotted against fairly satisfactory estimates of time in

years.

Systematics or taxonomy is the most obvious link between genetics and

paleontology because it attempts to provide a universally recognized

system of perceiving and symbolizing the groups of organisms which re-

ceive attention in paleontology and in population genetics. In modern
evolutionary studies concern has shifted from the organism as a

describable object to the more sophisticated view of it as a morphological

expression of the genetic and environmental status of an evolving

population.

This revision in attitude emphasizes the Limitations and the multiple

character of our taxonomic practices. Names and classifications of organ-

isms formerly presented no intricate problems of manipulation or

symbolism. As long as species were believed to be immutable and
anatomically as static as the names by which they are symbolized, species

had no history of change. However, when paleontological discoveries

proved evolutionary transformation as a historical fact, the sempiternal

problem of classification arose to new heights in biology—the problem
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FOREWORD
of developing a satisfactory device to reconcile the frozen mechanics of

the Linnean system with the concept of a species' modification in time.

Nmnerous and widely-discussed attempts have been made to harmonize

vertical and horizontal (or transverse) taxonomic schemes, but as yet the

proposed solutions are incomplete and unsatisfactory.

Recently another perplexing puzzle has developed from the differences

between paleontology and genetics in the methods and motives for

classifying organisms. This also is a problem of deciding when and how to

use one or the other of two systems for taxonomy, one based upon gross

morphology and one (called “genetic” or “biological”) upon breeding

habits and the distribution and behavior of genic materials. The latter

species-concept separates species upon the basis of tested or assumed

genetic discontinuity. It has considerable use in describing and postulating

genetic and distributional situations and in making decisions about

specific allocation of living individuals. This criterion of discontinuity,

however, is inapplicable in most paleontological or phylogenetic studies,

which must be based upon morphological conditions, and it represses or

ignores the principle that genetic continuity is the sine qua non in the

vertical or time sequence of species in phylogeny.

Many such differences in materials, methods, and logics are revealed

in the writings of the authors of this book. Each evolutionary discipline,

as herein represented, holds a mirror for self-observation in the light

radiated from other lines of study.

Glenn L. Jepsen

Sinclair Professor of

Princeton, NJ, Vertebrate Paleontology
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TIME IN EARTH HISTORY

BY ADOLPH KNOPF^

Duking the past two decades the length of geologic time and its sub-

divisions as measured by radiogenic lead has become the stjindard against

which all other estimates are compared. These measurements, demanding

a twenty-fold extension of our ideas of the length of geologic time (2),

were received with profound skepticism at first, but since 1931 (13) they

have gradually become orthodox. The method based on the amount of

lead generated in a radioactive mineral by atomic disintegration was first

proposed by Boltwood (3) in 1907, when the science of radioactivity was

in its infancy. As the years have gone by, the lead method of measuring

geologic time, as it has come to be known, has grown steadily in strength,

until it now appears to be impregnable. It has grown in versatility too, so

that it can now step over its earlier limitations and use not only fresh

unaltered minerals but also altered, oxidized minerals. Since most radio-

active minerals contain three radioactive elements— and

thorium—and all three produce leads of differing atomic weights and at

differing rates, it is now possible by proper quantitative analysis to obtain

three independent determinations of age on one and the same mineral.

One determination is based on the ratio between and the radiogenic

lead derived from it; the second, on the radiogenic lead derived from Th;

and the third is based on the ratio between the radiogenic lead derived

from and that derived from U^®®. If all three age determinations agree,

assurance is rendered trebly sure. As the most ancient minerals were

formed as much as 2000 million years ago, such a three-fold check on

determinations of age is highly welcome in view of the enormous extra-

polation backward in time.

Three other methods based on radioactivity have been used to measure

absolute time. One of these is based on radiohalos, on the intensity of the

color produced around minute particles of radioactive minerals inclosed in

certain minerals. The alpha-particles emitted from the radioactive centers

crash through the space-lattice of the host mineral and cause the color of

the host mineral to deepen. The depth of color thus caused is determined

by the intensity and the duration of the bombardment by the alpha-

particles, which is a function of the radioactive content of the enclosed

mineral and the length of time. To translate this color effect into time in

1 Sterling Professor of Geology, Yale University.
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GEOLOGICAL TIME

years is a diflScult feat. So diflScult, in fact, that only one investigator,

Henderson of Dalhousie University, has continued to work on the problem

during the last two decades. The usable halos so far found are scarce and

have been found only in very ancient rocks, about 960 million years old.

No great future in measuring geologic time by means of radiohalos is

yet in sight.

The second method, strontium method, based on the transformation of

rubidium 87 to strontium 87, is currently being developed and holds great

promise (1, 8). Because rubidium transforms so slowly into strontium—in

900 million years only one per cent of the active rubidium (Rb®^) will

have changed to Sr®^—the strontium method will most likely be useful in

determining the ages of the most ancient rocks.

A third method of measuring time is based on the accumulation of radio-

genic helium. The helium method, as it is called, has had a curious history.

It was the first method based on radioactivity to be applied to measure

geologic time. The pioneer attempt in 1909 gave astonishingly high

figures, much higher than had been considered probable. For example, a

Precambrian zircon gave an age of 700 million years. The great age thus

indicated was a minimum, because the zircon was able to hold within

itself only a third or at most a half of the helium generated from the

uranium contained in it. As the lead method grew in strength, the helium

method was abandoned.

In 1928 a new form of the helium method was devised. It was based on

the fact that a remarkable new technique had just been developed,

whereby quantities of helium as small as one-millionth of a cubic cm.

could be accurately measured. The new form of the helium method, then,

was not to take strongly radioactive minerals, which accordingly contained

large amounts of radiogenic helium, but to take minerals that contain a

minute quantity of radioactive matter, one might say an almost infinites-

imally small quantity. In the course of geologic time this small quantity

generated an extremely small amount of helium, so minute in fact, so the

hope was, that it was all retained in the mineral in which it had formed;

none had leaked away. The great advantage of the new helium method
was that it could be applied to rocks, since all rocks contain radioactive

matter. Consequently, what was of immense importance to geology, the

new helium method could be applied to rocks whose geologic age is

precisely known. Rocks of known geologic age can be obtained in

abundance and can therefore be subjected to the new procedure. The
great desideratum—measuring geologic time in years—seemed to be
within our grasp. A large number of rocks were examined and their ages

in years determined: Unicoi basalt in the Early Cambrian beds of North
Carolina, 430 million years; late Triassic dolerite, at New Haven, Con-
necticut, 160 million years; and many others. These numerous determina-
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tions are now doing duty in the literature, and many are being used by
geologists to prove that their estimates of the length of the geologic

periods or portions thereof obtained by other than the methods based on

radioactivity must be right, because the estimates agree with the figures

“obtained from radioactive data/*

Suddenly in 1939 the new helium method collapsed (7). It collapsed for

a number of reasons, but chiefly because it was shown that if a rock is

separated into its constituent minerals, each mineral gives highly different

values for its age. The Cape Ann granite of Massachusetts, for example,

was separated into its component feldspar, quartz, and dark minerals:

the feldspar gave an "age” of 59 million years; the quartz 94, and the dark

minerals 159 million years. The Palisade diabase was broken down into

its constituents—plagioclase, pyroxene and magnetite; the plagioclase

indicated an age of 36 million years, the pyroxene 103 million years, and

the magnetite 134 million years. Manifestly the three minerals have

greatly differing retentivities; the magnetite retains the helium generated

within it three times as well as does the feldspar.

To salvage the helium method if possible was the next step. Much work

along this line has been done by Clark Goodman and P. M. Hurley (12)

and is being continued by Hurley. The fundamental assumption in this

work is that all the helium generated in the magnetite is retained in the

magnetite. Consequently the age of the magnetite can be determined by
separating the magnetite from the rock in which it occurs and cleaning

it completely of all adherent minerals and measuring the helium, uranium,

and thorium content, and from th^se data computing the age. Preliminary

determinations on a series of magnetites thus investigated agree fairly

well with the ages as found by means of the lead method. But occasionally

some highly disconcerting results are obtained, as when a Keweenawan
lava gives an age of 36,000 million years, instead of the usual 550 millions.

This new form of the helium method—the magnetite-helium method—is

therefore insecure and needs to be greatly strengthened in order to

inspire confidence. Another fundamental assumption underlying the

magnetite-helium method, in addition to the assumption that the radio-

genic helium is completely retained in the magnetite, is that all the

helium is derived from uranium and thorium. If, for example, some of the

other radioactive elements such as ionium should have been deposited

in the magnetite as well as uranium and thorium, the age determinations

will bear no relation to the real age of the magnetite.

Of the three methods for measuring geologic time based on atomic

disintegration we are therefore forced to rely entirely on the lead method.

As I have already emphasized, it has grown enormously in strength since

it was first proposed by Boltwood. It can now use oxidized minerals; it

can evaluate the amount of ordinary lead deposited in a mineral at the
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time the mineral was formed; and on an unaltered mineral it gives three

independent values for the age.

A considerable number of determinations of the ages of minerals based

on the lead method have now been made. To evaluate their reliability

they can be divided into four classes: Class I, in which U, Th, and Pb
have been determined by standard gravimetric chemical analyses and the

isotopic composition of the lead has been determined by means of the

mass spectrograph; Class II, in which U, Th, and Pb have been determined

by standard gravimetric methods and the atomic weight of the lead has

been determined chemically; Class III, in which U, Th, and Pb have been

determined by standard gravimetric methods; and Class IV, in which a

few milligrams of mineral have been analyzed for their U, Th, and Pb
content by microanalytic methods.

About 25 Class I determinations have so far been made, 21 of them by

A. O. Nier (18) alone. They represent 18 localities scattered over the

globe. The oldest indicate ages of about 2000 million years. As these

minerals occur in pegmatites that cut older rocks, and these older rocks

themselves record a long history, it follows that the age of the Earth is

considerably more than 2000 million years. The youngest mineral

determined by Class I measurements is a pitchblende, from Central City,

Colorado; its absolute age is 58 million years; and the youngest minerals

as determined by the lead method. Class III determinations, are a uraninite

from Chihuahua, Mexico, which is 35 million years old, and brannerite,

from Idaho, also 85 million years old.

One of the tasks of geology is to build up an absolute time scale, to

determine the length in years of the major divisions and of the subdivisions

of the established geologic time scale. How long was the Ice Age? Was it

600,000 years, as some astronomers think, or 1,350,000 years, as other

astronomers think, or 3 million years, as some geologists think? How long

was the world’s principal coal-forming period, the Carboniferous? And
so on, for all the divisions of the geologic time scale. The importance of

such absolute time measures to studies of the rates of organic evolution is

very great.

Two severe limitations have retarded the use of the lead method in

building up the absolute geologic time-scale. First, the highly radioactive

minerals, uraninite and other minerals rich in uranium and thorium, are

restricted almost exclusively to pegmatites. Pegmatites are not common,
however, and only a few of them carry radioactive minerals. Secondly,

from their nature, most pegmatite masses cannot be accurately dated in

the geologic time-scale. To illustrate, pegmatite dikes or veins occur at

Branchville near Danbury, Conn., and others occur near Middletown,

Conn. The radioactive evidence tells us that the Branchville pegmatite is

350 million years old, and those at Middletown are 260 million years old.
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Geologically, however, all that can be positively ascertained as to their

ages is that they are older than Late Triassic, but how much older we
cannot determine because nature has failed to supply the necessary

evidence in the rocks themselves. Consequently the ages of these peg-

matites, although conclusively established by the lead method, cannot be

used directly in building up the absolute geologic time-scale.

So far only three Class I determinations are precisely dated by geologic

evidence. One is the remarkable marine oil shale from Sweden known as

kolm; it carries trilobites and other fossils, which date it as being very late

Cambrian in age. The kolm contains 0.45 per cent of uranium, which

appears to have been precipitated out of the sea water and incorporated

into the kolm at the time the kolm was forming. The isotopic composition

of the radiogenic lead in the kolm was determined by Nier. Very dis-

concertingly, it yielded the result that the age based on RaC/U^^® is 380

million years, whereas that based on AcD/RaC is 770 million years. Now
Nier, it must be recalled, regarded the figure given by the AcD/RaC ratio

as the least subject to error and hence the most reliable. For the kolm,

however, the figure 770 million years is manifestly too large. No answer

to this paradox was forthcoming; but recently Wickman (21), a Swedish

investigator, has proposed a solution. During the transformation of U to

lead, one of the intermediate radioactive products is radon, a gas of half-

value period of 3.82 days. Consequently the possibility exists that some

of the gas may escape. If some of the radon diffuses away, the amount of

radiogenic lead (RaC) ultimately formed will be too small. Therefore the

age given by the ratio AcD/RaC is too large, and the age given by the

ratio RaC/U^®® is too small. By solving two simultaneous equations

involving these quantities, the probable real age is found to be 440

million years.

The other precisely dated age determination is the end of Early

Permian time. Remarkably enough, we have two localities where this has

been done: one based on pitchblende from Joachimstal, Bohemia, which

gives 230 million years, and the other, based on thorite from near Oslo,

Norway, also gives 230 million years. From these figures I infer that the

end of the Paleozoic was in round numbers 200 million years ago.

The youngest Class I absolute age determination is based on pitch-

blende from Central City, in the Front Range, Colorado. The mean of two
closely concordant results by Nier in 1942 gives an age of 58 million

years, or in round numbers ^ million years. This figure is identical with

the long-accepted figure based on Hillebrand’s analysis, a Class III

determination. This figure of 60 million years has long done duty as dating

the Laramide Revolution and the beginning of Tertiary time. The
Laramide Revolution, however, is now known to comprise eight or

more orogenic phases. These orogenic phases took place from Middle
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Cretaceous time until Oligocene or later. The problem as we now see it is

which phase of the Laramide Revolution is it that is dated by the pitch-

blende of Central City. According to Dr. T. S. Lovering (16), who has

made a special study of that part of Colorado, the pitchblende veins are

related in origin to the intrusion of a porphyry stock that cuts through a

great thrust 50 miles long, known as the Williams Range thrust. This

thrust has affected strata as young as Fort Union, of Paleocene age. The
pitchblende is therefore post-Paleocene and is regarded as marking the

diastrophism and igneous activity that took place at or near the end of

Paleocene time. If the length of the Paleocene is 10 million years, for

which we have no assured evidence, then the length of Tertiary time is

60 + 10 million years, or 70 million years.

Remembering that all helium age determinations before 1943 must be

discarded, we have only a few apparently reliable magnetite-helium age

determinations for all of Tertiary time. The geologic ages corresponding to

these determinations rest on slender evidence, which may or may not prove

to be correct. The best magnetite-helium age determinations are based

on material from the Iron Springs district, Utah-four determinations

ranging from 15 to 21 million years and averaging 17 million. The geo-

logical age is given as doubtfully Miocene (15), and recent detailed field

work has not yet turned up definitive evidence (17).

Summarizing the age evidence based on the radioactive minerals, we
find that the oldest minerals are 2000 million years old. At least three-

fourths of geologic time, 1500 million years, had passed before the

beginning of Cambrian time, when life other than algae first became
abundant on this planet, or at least left records in the rocks. The first

accurately dated strata are the Late Cambrian of Sweden, 440 million

years old. The end of Early Permian time is accurately dated by radio-

active and geologic evidence, from two localities, Joachimstal, Bohemia

(5), and Oslo, Norway (10, 11). These independent determinations

gratifyingly agree in establishing that the end of Early Permian time was
230 million years ago.

The indicated length of the Paleozoic era is 300±: million years, of the

Mesozoic era 130±: million years, and of Cenozoic time 70±: million

years. No secure evidence is yet at hand from radioactivity on the length

of any of the periods. We have made only a beginning in establishing an
absolute geologic time scale.

Let us now examine the rocks themselves to see what evidence they

give as to the length of geologic time and of its subdivisions. The thickness

of the strata have long been used in estimates of this kind. The strata

consist of rocks of various lands—sandstones, limestones and shales, each

of which had not only an inherently different rate of accumulation, but
also had rates that differed during Ae different geologic periods and the
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subdivisions thereof and in the various parts of the world. But these

rates cannot in general be determined. Hence the thicknesses of strata

aflFord no reliable measures of time. The conclusion has recently been

reached by Twenhofel (20) that estimates of time based on thicknesses

of strata are hardly worth the paper they are written on, and this judg-

ment is unfortunately in the main true. Average rates at which one foot of

sedimentary rock was formed have been frequently used in the effort to

translate thicknesses of strata into years.

A more promising mode of attack on the problem is to examine the rocks

themselves to see what internal evidence they give as to the rate at

which they were formed. Some stratified rocks show a thin layering, or

lamination, and these laminae suggest that each one represents a year, like

the rings of a tree. Such annual layers, as is well known, are the varves of

the Swedish geologists, a term now in international use. It is an interesting

fact that the finest example of varves, and affording the clearest evidence

of their annual nature, was the first deposit ever suggested to have been

built up of recognizably annual layers. It was described by the paleo-

botanist Heer (9) in 1865 long before the present great interest in varves.

In certain Miocene shales at Oeningen, Switzerland, layer upon layer

repeat the following sequence: at the bottom of each layer are blossoms

of poplar and camphor trees, indicating the spring of the year; above

this is a thin zone containing winged ants and fruits of the elm and the

poplar, indicating summer, and the summer zone in turn is overlaid by a

zone containing fruits of the camphor tree, wild grape, and date-plum,

indicating autumn. The three zones together constitute a varve in which

the progression of the season is thus marvelously recorded. In the per-

fection of the evidence the shales 'at Oeningen are still a unique example.

To obtain criteria by which laminated rocks believed to be built up of

varves can be proved to be actually varved is the present urgent task of

geology. The most thorough study of rocks thought to be varved are the

Green River shales of Eocene age in Wyoming and Colorado. These shales

have been intensively investigated because they contain a potential supply

of oil far greater than all the oil so far taken out of the rocks of the United

States. As a by-product of these investigations Bradley (4) has made a

penetrating study of the chronology of the oil shales. The shales are very

thinly layered; and each layer consists of two laminae, one of which

contains considerably more carbonaceous matter than the other. The
paired laminae are interpreted as representing the sediment laid down
during one year, in short a varve, an interpretation which is strengthened

by the fact that the varves fluctuate in thickness in a cycle corresponding

to the sunspot cycle. The varves average less than 1/2000 of a foot in

thickness, and as the Green River shales are 2,600 feet thick, the time

represented by their accumulation is about 6 million years. Green River
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time, which is possibly one-third of the Eocene, is the longest span of

time so far measured by means of data obtained from the rocks them-

selves. While this span of 6 million years is compatible with estimates

based on radioactive evidence, there is however no direct evidence for the

length of Green River time based on radioactivity, i.e. on the lead

mefiiod or even on the helium-magnetite method, by which this estimate

of 6 million years can be rigorously checked. No one has yet measured the

beginning of the Eocene and the end of the Eocene by methods based on

radioactivity. Until that is done, rigorous comparison of the length of the

Eocene as obtained by geologic methods is of course impossible.

At present the best estimates of the lengths of the several subdivisions

of the Tertiary are based on the evolution of the horses. This method was

first used by Matthew in 1914 and was recently employed in somewhat

different form by G. G. Simpson (19), who took into account the adverse

criticisms leveled at Matthew, as well as the newer knowledge about the

horses. Furthermore, Simpson took the total length of time required to

evolve from Eohippus (or Hyracotherium) to Equus as given by radio-

activity data. However, he took the time involved, namely from the

beginning of the Eocene to the present as 45 million years instead of 60

miUions which as previously shown in this paper is demanded by the

geologic and radioactive evidence. Incidentally, the figure 45 million

years has obviously been obtained by subtracting 15 million years from

the 60 million years, which has long been held to be the orthodox measure

of the whole of Tertiary time, including the Paleocene. Fifteen million

years is therefore the estimate of the vertebrate paleontologist as to the

length of Paleocene time, based on the amount of mammalian evolution.

If then we take as the proper value 60 million years for the time involved

in the evolution of the nine genera of horses from Hyracotherium to Equus
from the beginning of the Eocene to the present, Simpson's figures must
be increased by a factor of 60/45, or 1 1/3 times. The estimates for the

durations of the Tertiary epochs younger than the Paleocene become then

as follows:

Pleistocene

Pliocene

Miocene

Oligocene

Eocene

Total

1 million

11

17

11

20

60

At present there appears to be no objective evidence by which these

figures for the individual epochs can be checked. That interesting task

remains yet to be done.
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In conclusion, we can say that a solid framework for the absolute length

of geologic time and its major divisions has been constructed by the

combined labors of geologists, chemists, and physicists. The highly im-

portant details, such as the lengths of the subdivisions from Cambrian

through Pliocene, not a single one of which has yet been detennined,

remain as tasks for the future.
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GENE AND CHARACTER

BY CURT STERN

'

The speculations of the last and of preceding centuries often implied a

rather close connection between hereditary elements and external char-

acters. Even the earlier Mendelians’ concept of unit characters determined

by unit factors was reminiscent of the idea of particles in the germ plasm

representative of the external properties. These ideas have gradually

faded out. The localization of genes inside the cell nucleus, the realization

of their large numbers and the limitations thus imposed on them in

respect to size related them to the lines of thought which are characterized

by the concept of “molecular biology.” This term, “molecular biology,”

is to be taken in a wider sense than that of the chemical molecule.

Molecular biology may deal with the smaller entities, atoms and ions, and

the energy changes impinging on them or the larger structures met with

in protein- and other macro-molecular chemistry. Genic action then in-

volves aspects of cellular physiology, the biological field par excellence in

which the molecular approach has found its successful application. On
the other hand genic action, too, often transcends the molecular level.

Many biological processes, functional and morphologic, while being based

upon the planes of biochemistry and biophysics, extend to new, different

planes of organization. The effects of genes in development lead most

frequently to these more strictly biological levels. To study the interrela-

tions of genes and characters, in ontogeny and phylogeny, requires thus

many-sided approaches.

A character may be defined as any observable product of genic action. -

If immediate genic action is thought of in terms of molecular interaction

of a chromosomal gene with its protoplasmatic environment, then a

character may be the product of this immediate interaction itself, or may
be removed from it by several or by numerous steps in a chain of reactions.

Some of these steps may again be molecular in an elementary sense, that

is, minute amounts of reagents participate in them and no biological

phenomena in terms of new functions or changes in form are involved.

Other steps may have consequences beyond the elementary ones. The pro-

duction, at a suitable period in the life of cells, of new molecular species,

or of old ones in different quantities, may be the beginning of far-reaching

developmental processes which may best be described in such biological

^ Professor of Zoology, University of California, Berkeley.
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terms as determination, differentiation, and organ formation; organ func-

tion and regulation; in terms of behavior and of ecological interrelations.

It is well known how the introduction of an organized assembly of genes

in the form of the goat onto an oceanic island may completely change its

flora, fauna, and physiography. Changes of comparable extent may well

be brought about by the occurrence of a single gene change in a plant

which causes increased production of an alkaloid that protects it from a

hitherto limiting predator. In reality no sharp boundary can be expected

between occurrences at the elementary and the higher levels since the

latter are nothing but aspects of the former.

It is possible that we know of characters that are the immediate

products of genic action. It has been suggested that antigens belong to

this group (see Irwin, 1946). The facts underlying this hypothesis consist

of the genetic demonstration that certain antigens are always found when
a given genic variety, a specific allele, is present. This is true irrespective

of all kinds of genetic backgrounds tested hitherto, and it comprises the

interesting fact of additive phenotype of heterozygotes between two

different antigen-causing alleles A and A'. The heterozygote AA', instead

of showing the usual phenomenon of dominance or intermediacy, may
possess both antigens controlled by the two alleles. A long known example

is furnished by the human blood groups. Whenever the alleles or P
are present in an individual, antigens A or B develop, respectively, and

the heterozygote I^P forms both antigens simultaneously. More recently

antigenic properties of a similar kind have been found in various other

organisms. In pigeons simply inherited antigens exist which are species-

specific, and others which certain species have In common and which

differentiate them from other species. It is possible without hybridization

to clarify the genetic interrelations between different species by means of

agglutination tests. Thus characters of interest to the systematist may be

very closely linked in their origin to immediate gene action.

Even more may this be true in microorganisms where ontogenetic

changes are limited. In the fungus Neurospora and in yeasts enzymatic

differences were found to be intimately related to genic differences. It

would not be surprising to discover that different enzymatic systems based

on perhaps few genetic differences would furnish isolating mechanisms

which in turn would favor further speciation. In this connection the case

of the American and Russian lines of Paramecium bursaria may be cited

(Jennings and Opitz, 1944; Chen, 1946). Apparently due to a reaction

between their cytoplasms, conjugation between these lines leads to death

of the conjugants. Nothing is known yet about the genetic basis of this

reaction. It may conceivably be due to a simple aUelic difference. If this

were true then this case would provide a model for the initiation of

sympatric speciation in an organism vdth alternating asexual and hi-
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sexual mode of reproduction. A mutant gene which during conjugation

with a member of its own strain would make its carrier liable to death,

would become extinct soon after it originated, if sexuality were a neces-

sary part of reproduction. Asexual fission, however, would lead to

existence of many individuals with the new gene and subsequent conju-

gation among the descendants of the first mutant individual would be

harmless while back-crosses to the original type remain fatal. To
complete such speciation further events are needed which eliminate

attempts of hybridization before they are fatal. What these “further

events” may be is a subject of speculation. It may be surmised that in

some cases antigenic properties by themselves can prevent the initiation

of conjugation or gametic fusion in asexual-sexual species without any

fatal effects being involved.

For most characters of multicellular organisms the relation betweea

genes and character is not that of “one-to-one” but that of a long multi-

dimensional network of interrelations between numerous genes and their

interweaving reaction sequences. Consequently, changes in many genes

may affect the “same” character. Thus, in corn (Zea mays) at least 50

genic loci in chromosomes have been discovered all of which are con-

cerned with the production of chlorophyll. A change in any of these loci

may result in absence or abnormality of pigment. In Drosophila more
than 40 loci are known to affect eye color, and at least 43 jointly to be

responsible for normal, flat wings. Reduction in wing size, an evolutionary

important trait, has been found to be caused by each one of 34 different

loci. In mice, shortness of tail is known to be due to any one of 10 different

loci. The list could be continued far, since these examples are typical for

any one of the more thoroughly investigated organisms. The paleontologist

and systematist who finds similar character changes in different groups,

be they different isolates of the same species or be they members of dif-

ferent larger taxonomic units, cannot with certainty, and need not, at-

tribute such phenotypic similarities to similar genetic changes in the

different groups.

Another consequence of the network-like relation between genes and
characters is that a change in a simple locus may result in changes in

more than one seemingly related character. Dobzhansky ( 1927; see also

Dobzhansky and Holz, 1943) showed many years ago that alleles in

Drosophila known only for their effects on eye- or body-color had also

diverse influences on the proportions of an internal organ, the female

spermathecae, chosen at random for study. Such cases of multiple effects

of genes are probably the rule. Often the developmental connection

between the different characters is obscure. In some cases it is known
how the different manifestations all depend on some primary effect. Thus,

in mice dwarfness and sterility due to the allele d are both consequences of
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the gene-controlled absence of eosinophile cells in the anterior pituitary

and the consequent lack of production of pituitary growth hormone

(Smith and MacDowell, 1930). In fowl, the allele frizzled leads to a

peculiar curliness of the feathers which makes them wear off quickly, and

in homozygous birds results in more or less complete bareness. This

initial character has far-reaching consequences. The lack of insulation

against loss of body heat causes “subnormal body temperature, stimula-

tion of cellular oxidation and increased metabolic rate. From here, one

chain of adaptations leads to acceleration of heart rate, ventricular

hypertrophy, enlarged blood volume, and excessive size of spleen. In

order to sustain the acceleration of these vital processes more food is

consumed and this, in turn, produces enlargement of the intestinal parts,

hypertrophy of the pancreas and of the kidneys. A heavy burden falls on

the adrenals and thyroid and they show corresponding changes”

(Landauer, 1946).

It is likely that most cases of multiple effects of genic conditions will

resolve themselves as consequences of a single primary event, but fre-

quently we lack knowledge. Thus, it is not known how in Drosophila the

numerous mutants known as “Minutes,” which in many cases have been

shown to be due to cytologically visible losses of short chromosomal

sections, influence such diverse characters as size of bristles, smoothness

of eye surface, contour of wings, female fertility, and length of larval

development. Nor is it understood how the genic condition for the

Laurence-Moon-Biedl syndrome in man leads simultaneously to poly-

dactyly, obesity, and mental deficiency. It may turn out that some cases

like these are independent consequences of truly multiple primary action

of the complex genic particles. Others may be due to identical primary

gene action in different parts of the developing organism. These different

parts, as a result of their ontogenetic differentiation, would react differ-

entially to the same primary event within their cells (“repetitive gene

action,” Stern and Schaeffer, 1943a).

It is interesting to contemplate that striking evolutionary trends may
be due to the secondary effects of gene changes, that is, those that are

only distantly related to the more immediate ones. Important properties

of the classes Aves and Mammalia may have emerged “spontaneously”

when mutations changed the reptilian scales into feathers and hairs, and

adaptations to land-living modes of life may have been “unexpected”

consequences of minor genetic modifications. Just as the loss of feathers

in the frizzle fowl has its far-reaching consequences on metabolism, and
organ structure and function, so would the acquisition of heat insulating

body coverings result in complex internal changes. In the frizzle fowl

many of these changes consist of regulations, more or less successful at-

tempts to adapt the organism to its changed status. Similarly, in evolution,
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the organism can draw upon its physiologic and morphologic plasticity

with which it can adjust to a new situation either of environmental or

genetic nature. An example among plants may be found in the numerous

species which have turned out to be allopolyploid hybrids of preexisting

species. Without immediate internal regulations in forms and functions

the bringing together of widely different genomes could hardly have led

to the establishment of evolutionary successful new entities.

The perfection of all new structures and functions certainly is due to

selection of genes which permitted the most adaptive response to the new
setup initiated by the primary gene. This polishing-off function of selec-

tion is a well-founded concept and its Neo-Darwinian extension to cover

evolution in general is a fruitful approach. It is doubtful, however,

whether we are forced to rely exclusively on the slow elaboration of all

organic properties or whether "the potentialities of development” which

Goldschmidt ( 1940 )
urges us to consider do not present us with a needed

phenomenon without which our understanding of the more revolutionary

events in evolution will remain inadequate. Experimental morphogenesis

suggests that minor changes in the physio-chemical status of cells, caused

by changes within them or in their cellular environment, may result in

widely different responses such as the formation of nervous versus

epidermal tissue, or of epidermis versus lens. Must we assume that the

ability to respond so strikingly to slight differences is the result of many
accumulated small mutational steps or could it not have been inherent in

some cellular organizations that they would respond this way if a single

mutation provided the right differential? May not a mutational change of

a gene become amplified beyond expectation in its developmental effect

and thus make a cataclysmic origin of strikingly new characters be com-

patible with typical gene mutations?

In this connection it is obvious that terms such as large or small gene

changes are without precise meaning. Character changes may perhaps be
classified in this way, but the differences between alleles are on a different

level from those of characters. If we knew in physico-chemical terms what
the difference between two alleles of a gene is, we would probably find

that some such differences, slight in molecular configuration, cause striking

effects while others which consist of more important structural differences

of the gene become hardly expressed in the phenotype. An analogy may
be found in the experiences of the organic chemist who finds the biological

activity of related groups of compounds greatly affected by some changes

of his molecules and little by others. As so often in passing from a lower

to a higher level of organization new properties may arise which could

not have been foreseen—though a later analysis shows, of course, that

they are rationally understandable consequences of the properties of the

lower level’s elements.
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Another frequent and misleading term is “defective gene.” Generally the

term is meant to designate an allele which does not result, partly or

completely, in a phenotype which another allele makes possible. Ob-

viously, even at the character level the term defective is orJy relative.

The two-wingedness of flies is not a defect in spite of their typical insect

ancestors having had four wings, nor is the lack of gills a defect in the

Amniota, though fishes and amphibians are endowed with them. An allele

which in contrast to another one results in a decreased expression or

absence of a character does so by means of a changed reaction sequence—

a different sequence, hardly to be called a defective one. Mullers (1932)

terms hypomorph and amorph refer only to the decreased or lost action of

a gene whose allele makes a certain character possible, but these terms do

not imply a gene defect. Sometimes insuflBcient effect on one character

may be accompanied by destructive effect on another one, as in the case

of a gene in Drosophila which affects the presence or absence of different

bristles in such a fashion as to behave as a hypomorph in some respects

and an antimorph in others (Tsubina, 1935). Evolution consists of

simultaneous character losses and gains; it makes constant use of “de-

fective genes,” thus reducing this term ad absurdum.

Genes are intracellular physiological agents and their developmental

and finally evolutionary significance emerges after the question of their

activity has passed the test of intracellular fitness. Selection of new alleles

must be accomplished not only on the basis of the final character or the

multicellular developmental interactions but already on the intracellular

level. If we assume for simplicity that a gene interacts with only one

specific intracellular component, its substrate, then experimental results

may be interpreted in terms of competition for the substrate between

different alleles of a locus (Stern, 1943). Thus, a “normal” allele of the ci

( cubitus interruptus ) locus in Drosophila melanogaster if present alone,

in single dose causes slight interruptions in the cubital vein, in double

dose leads to uninterrupted veins. The mutant allele ci itself, in single

dose, causes wide interruptions, in double dose lesser interruptions, and
in triple dose still smaller ones. Both alleles, if like is added to like, act

cumulatively toward normality. That indicates that their substrate is

present in larger amount than can be acted on by either one normal allele

or one or two mutant ones. Yet, the substrate is limited. If a mutant allele

is added to a normal, that is, if a heterozygote is produced, the resulting

venation is less complete than if the normal allele had been present alone.

It appears that the two kinds of alleles compete for the not inexhaustible

supply of the substrate, with the mutant allele causing a less eflBcient

product in terms of full venation than the normal allele. A study of several

alleles, both normal and mutant, may be described in terms of independ**

entity varying "combining powers” for the substrate, and "efficiencies”;
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one allele may have both higher combining and eflBciency properties than

another, or one allele may be higher in one but lower in the other respect.

It is possible to use alternative explanations for the phenotypic eflFect of

difiFerent doses and combinations at the ci locus. The general concepts of -

specific substrates of genic action, of their limited amounts within the .

small volume of the nucleus or cell and of difiFerent combining powers of .

difiFerent alleles remain valid in any case. It may also be regarded as likely

that not only difiFerent alleles of one locus may compete for a given

substrate, but that difiFerent loci share in such a substrate. No such case is .

known with certainty, but no search has been made yet. At a slightly

difiFerent stage of cellular metabolism, the formation of enzymes in yeast

active in the fermentation of difiFerent sugars, a competition for their build-

ing blocks has been demonstrated; adaptive formation of galactozymase in

the absence of exogenous nitrogen leads to decrease and final disappear-

ance of the amount of maltase present originally ( Spiegelmann, 1946).

This intracellular interplay of gene activity may account for limiting

factors in evolution which could not be suspected from a consideration of

derived characters. The curious “Minute” phenomenon in various species

of Drosophila may possibly be related to such an intracellular limit. As

mentioned earlier, many rather frequently occurring mutants are known
which reduce the size of the bristles on various parts of the body surface.

Why did this small bristle size never become established in nature? It has

been found that the “Minute” bristle character is generally accompanied-

by reduced female fertility and greatly prolonged development of the

individual, and Sturtevant (1924) has suggested that the ecological dis-

advantages of these characters are the limiting factors which have tended

to keep bristle size larger. May it not be possible that the retarded rate

of ontogeny itself is an outcome of insufiBciency of some important intra-

cellular reaction? Such supposition may be difiBcult of proof at present, but

its possibility should be recognized in evolutionary discussions. " The
adaptations of organisms include not only fitness of organs, tissues and
cells as wholes but also the intranuclear adjustment of gene activities. If,

for instance, an external morphological character depends in its develop-

ment on high activity of a certain gene, the limiting factor in the evolution

of that character may lie in an intranuclear situation.

On the other hand, the multiple dependence of characters on the genic

reaction network makes it possible to have certain successful external

characters preserved despite evolutionary processes which have changed

the genic conditioners of these characters. In general, the work of

geneticists has been concerned with allelic difiFerences which cause

striking external efiFects. There are, however, many allelic difiFerences

which cause no or hardly any phenotypic difiFerences. That such “iso-

alleles” ( Stem and SchaefiFer, 1943b ) exist, can be shown by special experi-
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ments in which the external effects are accentuated through combination

with unusual genetic or environmental conditions. In spite of their similar

phenotypic expression, different iso-alleles will hardly have identical

selective values on the intracellular level. They will make use of different

substrates, or of different quantities of a substrate, and thus change the

reactions between the substrates and other loci. To retain highest

eflBciency, selection will tend to associate a given iso-allele at one locus

with specific iso-alleles on other loci, while a different iso-allele on the

first locus will become incorporated within a harmonious system of

different iso-alleles on the other loci. Consequently, given suflScient isola-

tion for the evolution of such different systems of iso-alleles, two or more

populations may exhibit the same fa9ade of external characters, yet based

on genic interiors Which have undergone considerable remodeling since

the groups became separated. The frequent occurrence of the very similar

“sibling species” of the systematist (Mayr, 1942) seem to be results of

conservative retention of external characters under cover of which

different genic systems have evolved. That crosses between sibling species

lead to sterility, or to morphological features different from those of the

nearly identical parents, indicates the internal divergence of their genetic

bases. In the formalism of genetics these facts have long been expressed

in terms of complimentary factors whose presence, in different species,

becomes obvious only when a cross joins them in a hybrid.^

Characters due to mutant genes are often different from those long

established by being more variable in expression and by having a lowered

adaptive value. Thus, in Drosophila, the eye size of the wild type varies

within narrow limits but many mutants which reduce eye size lead to

extreme variability from individual to individual or even from the left to

the right eye of the same specimen. Similarly, mutants which increase the

number of dorsocentral bristles above the highly constant number four

characteristic for wild-type will cause a whole range of phenotypes, from
that of the typical number of four to more than ten bristles. In mammals
the variability of coat pattern is often extreme in domestic or laboratory

forms in contrast to the constancy of wild patterns. Such variability is not

exclusive to the geneticist’s mutants. Taxonomists and paleontologists, too,

are familiar with such cases, as, for instance, the variations in number
and kind of vertebral elements in the posterior body region of reptiles

which are in the process of changing from a walking to a crawling locomo-

tion ( Severtzoff, 1931 ) ,
or the presence or absence of a ridge on the teeth of

condylarths (Simpson, 1944). The variability of such characters has been
regarded by Simpson as due to variability in the genetic background in

which mutations have to work, while Goldschmidt ( 1946) has stressed the

intrinsic variability of many developmental reactions as exemplified

2 These considerations follow the trend of thoughts expressed by Muller (1939).
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particularly well in the asymmetrical expression of mutants which on the

two sides of the same individual obviously act within identical genotypes.

It seems that the cell-physiological and developmental processes in-

fluenced by mutant genes are not suflBciently “buffered” to yield constant

results, and that selection of genetic modifiers which narrow down the

variability of these processes is an important part of evolution.

There may be an initial advantage in the variable expression of new
mutants, a variability which may in some individuals overlap the non-

mutant type, i.e. lack expression altogether (so-called “lack of pene-

trance”). A strikingly expressed initial appearance of a mutant character

will have little prospect of occurring within a genetic background or at an

ecological niche which permits it to be suflBciently well adapted for sur-

vival. In contrast, low expression or even lack of penetrance will permit

the character to spread more or less invisibly and to crop up pheno-

typically in diverse genetic backgrounds or ecological niches, some of

which may happen to harmonize with the mutant toward higher adaptive-

ness. Variable penetrance thus may accomplish for dominant genes what

recessiveness does for recessive genes, namely, spread under cover of

unchanged phenotypes. Even the establishment of recessive genes, in

homozygous state, may be helped by their variable expression.

Once the exploration of genetic or environmental backgrounds has led

to a well-adapted configuration, the variability and low penetrance of a

mutant becomes a hindrance rather than a help in the final establishment

of the character. Selection will tlien tend to reduce variability around the

new phenotype till it becomes stabilized as a constant normal one.

Reversal in the selective value of gene-controlled developmental proper-

ties is an interesting example of the complex interrelations between gene

and character.
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GENE HOMOLOGIES AND THE MUTANTS

OF DROSOPHILA HYDEI

BY WARREN P. SPENCER^

In recent years the general concepts of homology and analogy have been

the subjects of critical reviews by several authors (for a bibliography see

Boyden, 1947). Hubbs (1944) has clearly stated the difficulties involved

in adhering to exact definitions in the light of modern work in genetics,

embryology, and micro-evolution. He concludes with: “Both concepts—of

homology and analogy-should be recognized as involving grave complex-

ities. These ideas involve the same sort of inexactitude that is inherent in

such principles as those expressed in Haeckers biogenetic law and Dollo’s

law of irreversible evolution. Precision in any of these concepts should not

be allowed to transcend the complexities that exist. Despite these diffi-

culties, the concepts of homology and analogy retain, in their evolved,

modern meaning, a place of importance and value in biology."'

Most studies of homology have dealt with organs or parts of organs,

the structure of which must certainly be conditioned by a complex of

genetic factors. In summarizing his views on homology Boyden (1947)

states: “The original and necessary concept in homology is essential

structural similarity. The secondary meaning for homology of common
phylogenetic origin has no place in serial homology and a role of second-

ary importance in special homology because in special homology essential

similarities must be recognized first before ancestry can be assumed and

always special homologues are not only required to show such essential

similarities but they must be of such a nature as to leave no real doubt of

their structural correspondence.” This would seem to minimize the basic

concept of the common ancestral origin of homologous structures. Boyden
rightly emphasizes the importance of careful comparative anatomical

studies, but seems to minimize the role of embryological and, where pos-

sible, paleontological evidence.

To some, who deal with the grand strategy of evolution as evidenced

by structural similarities and continuities in organs and organ systems, the

consideration of gene homologies may seem trivial or at most of secondary

importance. In any case it is a study of homology at quite a different level

from that of organs and organ systems. In considering the course of

evolution one is forced to conclude that there has been a progressive in-

1 Department of Biology, The College of Wooster.
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crease in the numbers and kinds of genes as life has evolved from the

simple to the complex. Many recent studies on the nature of the gene and

its action and on the origins of chromosomal and gene diversities have

been instituted and vigorously pursued. A corollary of such studies is a

recognition that those organisms which have diverged from a common
stock still retain in recognizable form a large group of common or

homologous genes.

One might define homologous genes as those which, in a common
genetic background, behave as alleles. Obviously, except in forms

capable of crossing and producing hybrid offspring, this criterion is not

experimentally verifiable. We are therefore forced to rely upon their

“structural correspondence,” to use Boyden’s phrase. This structural cor-

respondence is deduced indirectly from the allelic forms which a gene

may assume and the changes in the character complex conditioned in the

organism by these alleles. Another important structural correspondence

deals with the spatial relations of genes in the chromatin complex.

In the genus Drosophila considerable material has been accumulated

for the study of gene homologies. The present paper deals with a com-

parative study of the mutant genes in Drosophila hydei in respect to their

possible homologies with genes in D. melanogaster and other species.

Former Work on Gene Homologies in Drosophila

Sturtevant and Novitski ( 1941 )
have summarized data published up to

that time on gene homologies in about fifteen species of Drosophila. On
the basis of a considerable number of parallel mutations and the distribu-

tion of these in the chromosomes they have come to the conclusion that

the six elements of chromosome limbs found in D. melanogaster have re-

mained largely intact in the five other species for which they give

extensive data, namely simulans, pseudoohscura, affinis, ananassae, and
virilis. They have followed the suggestion of Muller (1940) on symbols

for designating these elements. The X of melanogaster is designated A,

II L as B, II R as C, III L as D, III R as E, and IV as F. These authors

clearly recognize the possibility of interchange of euchromatic material

from one element to another, either through translocation or pericentric

inversion involving two elements in a V-shaped chromosome. They men-
tion, furthermore, the one case of pericentric inversion known at that time

to occur in natural populations, that found by Miller (1939) in D.

algonquin. But on comparative cytological grounds they consider that only

the element E is involved, this element having acquired a median rather

than a terminal centromere. They also point out that the end of element

A in anarmssae, containing the “bobbed” locus, has become attached to

element F (Kikkawa, 1938).

Wharton (1943) has made an extensive study of the cytology, both
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metaphase and salivary chromosomes, of 80 species and three additional

subspecies of Drosophila, She finds evidence that in several cases peri-

centric inversions must have occurred in the process of speciation. From
her studies she concludes that ‘‘in the course of the divergence and evolu-

tion of Drosophila species some widespread alterations have changed the

original six chromosome elements in species of the genus. It is futile to

assume the integrity of chromosome ‘elements' in the light of the evidence

presented by fusions, translocations and pericentric inversions, which

have been shown to occur throughout the genus. Homology in terms of

whole chromosome elements has doubtless been disrupted by such events.

There must be, in some instances, particularly in closely related species or

species groups, some, or even extensive homologies, but this is not an

indication of stable and inviolable linkage relationships.” In conjunction

with her comprehensive work on the cytology of the genus these con-

clusions of Miss Wharton are likely to cast doubt on the validity or ex-

pediency of attempts at establishing gene and chromosome element

homologies. The writer considers that, on the basis of the data, she has

overstated the case. Actually most of the cases which she has interpreted

as pericentric inversions might well involve only one of the six chromo-

some elements, and still leave these as continuous structures with median

or sub-median centromeres.

It should be pointed out, however, that Carson and Stalker (1947)

have recently reported two cases of pericentric inversions in D. robusta.

One of these is in chromosome 11 and widely spread through the geo-

graphic range of the species. The other is in chromosome 111 and has only

been recovered once. They report that the species contains three pairs of

V-shaped chromosomes, one large, one intermediate, and one small, and a

pair of dots. The salivary chromosomes show six arms and a small chromo-

some. The largest V has been identified as the sex chromosome, the inter-

mediate V has been designated chromosome 11, the small V chromosome

111, and the dot chromosome IV, Thus, on the postulate that there were

six elements corresponding to the six elements of melanogaster, at least

one of these pericentric inversions must represent an exchange of

chromatin material between two of the original elements. These facts

establish beyond a doubt that within this species the six postulated

elements for the genus do not always remain intact. It seems likely that,

should similar large-scale cytological studies of many other species of

Drosophila be undertaken, other such cases may appear. However, the

evidence summarized by Sturtevant and Novitski and that to be presented

in this paper indicate that many species within the genus have retained

these six chromosome elements sufiiciently intact that a study of their

homologies may be profitably pursued.

It should further be noted that some species apparently show relatively
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few paracentric inversions within their chromosomes. Warters (1944)

reports only one such inversion in D. hydei in a study of 518 chromosomes

from stocks collected from 28 widely separated localities. However, in

view of the many paracentric inversions found in such species as pseudo-

obscura, funehriSy robusta, and affinis, linkage relations within elements

must certainly have undergone wide variations both intraspecifically and

interspecifically. In any case, even with translocations, paracentric and

pericentric inversions occurring, extensive studies might show chromatin

blocks containing pairs or groups of homologous genes maintaining their

linkage relations intact even in widely divergent species within the genus.

A comparative study, both genetic and cytological, should throw new
light on the evolution of the gene complex.

With the data at hand any study of gene homologies in the genus

Drosophila must start with D. melanogasteT as a base of reference. In a

comprehensive monograph (Bridges and Brehme, 1944) several thousand

gene mutations in this species have been described and many of these

illustrated. By far the most extensive chromosome maps of mutant loci for

any species of plant or animal are given here. This work, containing a vast

amount of exact data both on the description of mutants and their linkage

relations has been acciunulated over a long period of years, through the

eflForts of many workers and particularly through the life-long studies of

Dr. Calvin Bridges.

It may well be asked whether mutations in one species may be

recognized with any degree of accuracy, even if they do arise in another

species. Fortunately Sturtevant (1929) has made an extensive study of

mutations arising in D. simulans, a species which hybridizes with D,

melanogaster. Sturtevant made the requisite tests for aUelism and demon-

strated that in two hybridizing species many mutants can be recognized

as alleles, and this judgment was vindicated by hybrid tests. It should,

however, be emphasized that such judgments can be made with accuracy

only by individuals who have had considerable training in the study of

mutant types.

Criteria for Establishing Homologies

We may now consider the criteria to be set up for establishing

homologies in two or more species which do not hybridize. Before such

studies can have much significance a large number of mutant loci must
have been observed in the species being compared. The difiBculties in-

volved have been discussed by Sturtevant (1921) and by Morgan,

Bridges, and Sturtevant ( 1925). ITbus in D. melanogastery where thousands

of mutants have been observed in hundreds of loci, there are numerous
cases of ‘mimic mutations occurring in different loci and yet distinguish-

able in slight degree or not at all in their phenotypic expression. The
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dominant ‘Minutes/ occurring at many loci, and some of the eye colors

are examples. Obviously these loci are of little value in establishing

homologies, even though homologous mutations may occur in other

species. On the other hand, if only one or two loci in this species have

given mutants of a distinct phenotype, these loci furnish good material

for establishing homologies. The locus par excellence for comparison is

one which has given mutations marked by a unique complex of pheno-

typic characters, a polymorphic mutant locus. The spineless-aristapedia

complex is a good example. In this connection it should be emphasized

that mutant types often show subsidiary characters likely to be over-

looked unless carefully studied. Such character complexes strengthen the

case for homologies. Sometimes the subsidiary characters have been over-

looked in the first species in which the mutation has occurred, only later

to be found when they appear, possibly in an exaggerated form or against

a different background, and are observed in a second species.

In the great majority of Drosophila species there are five long arms or

elements and a short element of euchromatic material in the salivary

chromosomes. If, then, mutant types which meet the above criteria are

found to be associated in six linkage groups corresponding to these

elements, as shown by Sturtevant and Novitski ( 1941 )
for the species on

which most genetic data have accumulated, the evidence for gene

homologies is strengthened. In spite of fusion of certain elements and in

other cases shifts in the centromere from a terminal to a subterminal or

median position, the elements appeared to have remained largely intact

as judged by their gene contents. A strong case for homologies can be

established where groups of similar mutant genes appear in species after

species, always associated with some chromosome element having a

distinctive position in the chromosome complex, as the sex chromosome, or

recognized by its size, as the dot or short element. Finally, if two

distinctive genes are so closely linked in one species that they give little

or no crossing-over and the same condition is met with in another species,

the case for homology seems established beyond a reasonable doubt.

More cases of this kind may be found as genetic data accumulate on

species other than melanogaster. If the present evidence justifies the con-

clusion that these comparative studies can be profitably undertaken, then

a study of very closely linked genes should give valuable evidence on the

evolution of the chromatin complex in the genus.

Gene aot Element Homologies in the X-Chromosome of D. hydei

Preliminary accounts of the origin and linkage relations of vermilion,

Extra-scutellars, white. Notch, miniature, and bobbed mutants of D.

hydei have been published (Clausen, 1923; Spencer, 1927, 1932a). A
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description of the sex-linked mutants known in this species, with a dis-

cussion of their homologies in other species, follows.

Highly Probable Homologues of Mutant Loci in Other Species

(1) bobbed; locus 116. (Clausen, 1923; Spencer, 1927, 1930, 1938, 1944,

1945 ) . A large series of alleles found in many wild strains from California,

Kansas, Ohio, New York, and Tennessee. Males, except when XO, are

normal, due to strong wild-type allele in the Y. Females show a complex of

characters, alleles differing in respect to the grade of character expres-

sion; abnormal abdominal sclerites; reduction in bristle size; lowered

fertility; late emergence; late sexual maturation after emergence. Clearly

a parallel of sex-linked bobbed in D. melanogaster ( Bridges and Brehme,

1944); simulans (Sturtevant, 1929); pseudoobscura (Sturtevant and Tan,

1937); virilis (Chino, 1936); funebris (Luers, 1937); affinis (Sturtevant,

1940); subobscura (Jermyn, Philip, Rendel, and Spurway, 1943); and of

the JVth chromosome mutant, bobbed, in ananassae (Kikkawa, 1938).

(2) cut; locus 77.3. Seven cut males found in a cross of vermilion scute

miniature jauntex x garnet light. Margin of wing nicked. Better expression

in males and at high temperature. The large series of cut alleles in

melanogaster makes it easier to establish the parallel. Resembles closely

the cut-notch allele found by Ives (Plough and Ives, 1935). Probable

homologues in other species—beaded, D. pseudoobscura (Sturtevant and

Tan, 1937); beaded, persimilis (Beers, 1937); cut, affinis (Sturtevant,

1940); cut, ananassae (Kikkawa, 1938); cut, simulans (Sturtevant, 1929);

cut, subobscura (Spurway, 1939).

(3) dusky; locus 55.8. Found by R. E. Clausen. Small, dark wings;

female sterile. Probable homologues of same name—frequently recurring

mutant in melanogaster; simulans; pseudoobscura; virilis; ananassae. ( See

description and linkage relations with miniature below.

)

(4) flared; locus 0.0 Found by R, E. Clausen. Deltoid areas at distal

ends of longitudinal veins, best developed at end of second longitudinal;

wings spread. A good parallel of deltex in melanogaster, with character

expression intermediate to the two alleles known in that species. To the

author s knowledge these are the only two species in which this good
homologue has been reported. This situation may well be explained as due
to a low mutation frequency at this locus. Only two occurrences of deltex

are recorded in melanogaster (Bridges and Brehme, 1944), while most of

the good homologues have been recorded several to many times in this

species.

(5) miniature; locus 59.6. Found in one male in a stock culture. Small,

dark wings; wings tend to be stringy in moist cultures. The locus of this

gene and that of dusky, which has a very similar phenotype, are 3.8 units

apart on our map. However, as these loci have been determined in refer-
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ence to other genes and no direct linkage tests on the two are available,

they may lie even closer together. Two very closely linked, but non-allelic

loci, giving similar phenotypes have been found in melanogaster^ pseudo-

obscura, affinis, virilis, and ananassae. This is one of the strongest cases

for homologous genes and is of additional interest in that two closely

linked loci give mutants which are phenotypically alike. Griineberg

(1937) has reviewed cases of such gene doublets in Drosophila, Lewis

(1945) has made an extensive study of the relations of two such closely

linked genes, Star and asteroid, in melanogaster. Dunn and Caspari ( 1945)

report a case in mice where five closely linked genes all have similar

phenotypic effects. In addition to the doublet homologues mentioned

above, mutation at one locus, either miniature or dusky, has occurred in

busckii (Krivshenko, 1939), affinis, algonquin, and takahashii (Sturtevant

and Novitski, 1941), immigrans (Spencer, 1947), and subobscura (Spur-

way, 1946).

(6) Notch; locus 22.3 (Spencer, 1927). One female in a large stock

bottle. Not a deficiency for the white locus. Another Notch found by R. E.

Clausen was a deficiency for white. Two other Notches found by the

author were not white deficiencies. Wings notched; this character quite

variable; wing veins thickened, a constant character; eyes often reduced

in old and dry cultures; homozygous lethal. Clearly a homologue of Notch

in melanogaster and like the alleles in that species variable in the size of

the deficiency. Parallel mutants have been recorded in pseudoobscura,

virilis, ananassae^ busckii, funebris (Sturtevant, 1918; Kiil, 1946); sub-

obscura; and montium (Osima, 1940).

(7) sable; locus 35.8. Several males in the Fg generation of a cross of

wild male from Gatlinburg, Tennessee, to scarlet, gray, pearly, javelin.

Dark body color, obscuring the thoracic spotting; pollinose sheen when
viewed obliquely; fair viability. Probable parallel of sable in melano-

gaster, Only two mutations at this locus are recorded by Bridges and

Brehme ( 1944 ) . As this is the only dark body color known in the X of

melanogaster it seems fairly safe to consider it a homologue. Its absence

among observed mutants in other species may be due to low mutation

frequency; but in dark species as pseudoobscura and virilis it might be

difficult to distinguish.

(8) scute; locus 15.6. Scute-1 found as one male in a cherry stock. Scute-

2, one male collected at a citrus dump near Azusa, California. Scute-1

always removes anterior orbital and posterior sterno-pleural; effect on

scutellars and other bristle groups variable. Scute-2, more extreme, re-

moves all scutellars and several other bristles; variable effect on other

bristle groups. This is a clear parallel of the scute locus in melanogaster,

at which a large series of alleles has been found. Scute has also been
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recorded in simulans, pseudoobscura, affinis, ananassae, willistoni ( Lance-

field and Metz, 1922), subobscura, virilis and busckiL

(9) singed; locus 31.4. First found by R. E. Clausen; recurrence as

about half the males in progeny of one female in a laboratory culture.

Both alleles produce short, gnarled bristles and hairs; female sterile.

This locus has mutated many times in melanogaster and many of these

mutations are female sterile in contrast to the phenotypically similar

forked mutants, all of which are female fertile. Homologues in simulans,

pseudoobscura, ananassae, willistoni, subobscura, virilis, immigrans

(Spencer, 1940), and busckiL

(10) vermilion; locus 7.4. (Clausen, 1923). Clausen found a second

vermilion mutant associated with an X-V translocation. Vermilion could

be recovered for some years from populations in and near Wooster, Ohio

(Spencer, 1932b). Also found in one male collected from citrus dump,

Azusa, California. A brilliant, scarlet-like eye-color. Only one sex-linked

locus in melanogaster gives such an eye-color and many mutations have

been recorded at this locus. Additional evidence for homology was

secured through interspecific eye-disc transplantation tests made by G. W.
Beadle. For the method used see Beadle and Ephrussi ( 1936). Most of the

homologues in other species have been determined by these inter-

specific transplants. The mutant has been found at least once in simulans,

pseudoobscura, affinis, ananassae, willistoni, montium, subobscura,

busckii, virilis, and funebris.

(11) white; locus 19.0. (Clausen, 1923). A second mutation to white

was found in one male in a linkage test involving several Vth chromosome

mutants. In melanogaster only one locus, and that always in the X-
chromosome has given a white eye mutation. This mutant has been

recorded many times in melanogaster and repeatedly in several other

species. It is known in simulans, pseudoobscura, affinis, ananassae,

montium, subobscura, persimilis, busckii, virilis and funebris,

(12) yellow; locus 38.8. Found twice by R. E. Clausen. The two mutant

alleles are identical. Wild-type spotted thoracic pattern is obscured; body,

wings, and bristles yellow. Even in species as different in color as hydei

and melanogaster the mutant is readily recognized as a probable homo-
logue. The yellow locus in melanogaster has mutated many times and there

are no other loci which give similar mutations. Good parallels have been
found in simulans, pseudoobscura, affinis, ananassae, wiUistoni, sub-

obscura, busckii, virilis and immigrans (Spencer, unpublished).

Possible Homologues of Mutant Loci in Other Species

(IS) cherry; locus 115.7. One male in a miniature, vermilion stock.

In addition one female, heterozygous for this mutant, was collected in

Wooster, Ohio. Dark, cherry eye-color. The name cherry has been used
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for a white allele in melanogaster. However, it seems unnecessary to

restrict the names applied to a large multiple allelic series at the white

locus in melanogaster only to alleles at this locus in other species. In

addition to white and vermilion there are seven other eye-color loci known
in the X of melanogaster^ carmine, carnation, garnet, raspberry, ruby,

prune, and bordeaux. With the range in color of alleles at a given locus

and the similarity in phenotype of certain alleles at one locus with those

at another it is not safe to determine eye-color homologies on the basis of

similar phenotype alone, unless these are distinctive as in white and ver-

milion. Cherry might be a homologue of ruby, garnet, carmine, carnation,

or raspberry, but probably not of prune or bordeaux. Garnet and ruby are

the most frequently recurring mutants of the five in melanogaster and thus

most likely to be represented in other species. Possibly eye-color inter-

action and hormone studies may eventually assist in establishing these

homologies.

(14) garnet; locus 32.5. Wild female collected in Wooster, Ohio, was

heterozygous for this eye-color. Purplish ruby, translucent eye-color,

darkening with age. Nearest to garnet of melanogaster^ but the same

reservations hold here as stated above for cherry in determining homo-

logue. In any case it is not unlikely that both of these mutants have their

homologues at two of the five loci mentioned above in the melanogaster

X.

(15) jauntex; locus 112.0. Found by R. E. Clausen. Wings imperfectly

unfolded, or with a wavy surface; wing tips turning up or down and lateral

margin kinked. Closely resembles wavy in the melanogaster X, but here

there are some other mutants which produce irregular wing surface.

(16) russett; locus 94.5. Found by R. E. Clausen. Pale, light brownish

body color; legs pale. Viability and fertility low, but males become sex-

ually mature earlier than in most wild stocks. Resembles silver of

melanogaster; might, however, be a parallel of chlorotic or lemon.

It is apparent that the four mutants, cherry, garnet, jauntex, and russett

in hydei resemble certain mutants in the X of melanogaster, but owing
to similar phenotypes at different loci in this species it is not advisable to

draw conclusions on their homologues without further study. It is there-

fore not profitable to look for their homologues in other species.

Mutant Loci with no Recognizable Homologues in melanogaster

The six mutants described below are not suflBciently similar to any

known mutants in the X of melanogaster to warrant comparisons. Neither

is there evidence that they are homologues of specific autosomal mutants
in this species. While most of the frequently mutating loci in melanogaster

have certainly been discovered, there are undoubtedly many loci in this

species in which mutations are still to be found. In his limited work on
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melanogaster the author has found several such loci. It is thus not sur-

prising that the investigation of a new species uncovers some mutant loci

which are not yet represented by mutations in melanogaster. Furthermore,

owing to the widely different appearance of hydei and melanogaster, there

should be some mutants in one species, which, even if they appeared in

the other, would not be recognizable against the new phenotypic back-

ground. Finally, with the genetic divergence of two species, there may well

be loci in one not represented in the other.

(17) Extra; locus 16.5. Two females and one male in a vermilion

stock. From one to four extra scutellar bristles present; normal overlaps

in many cultures; semi-dominant. Linkage determined by counts of Extra

males only. While there are several mutants in melanogaster characterized

by extra bristles and hairs, none resembles this mutant in bristle distribu-

tion.

( 18 )
Light; locus 39.0. One male collected at Azusa, California, citrus

dump. Dark thoracic spots reduced; semi-dominant. This mutant il-

lustrates the masking eflFect of the phenotype in certain species. D. hydei

has a thoracic pattern marked by dark spots on a light gray background.

Obviously such a mutant would not be recognizable in a species lacking

this color pattern. A sex-linked semi-dominant has been repeatedly found

in wild collections of D. repleta, a closely related species with a similar

thoracic color pattern (Sturtevant, 1915). It appears that this locus

mutates more frequently in repleta as the mutant has only been found once

in hundreds of thousands of hydei. As there are many species in the

repleta-hydei group light should be found in some of these if they are

thoroughly investigated.

(19) rusty; locus 88.9. Found by R. E. Clausen. A modifier of vermilion

eye, changing it to a yellowish color. Owing to the dark mahogany eye-

color of the wild-type in hydei it is possible that certain mutants, which

are easily recognized in species with lighter eyes, may have little or no

phenotypic eflFect alone but may act as modifiers of mutant eye colors.

There is no locus in melanogaster which can be considered a homologue
of rusty.

(20) scaloid; in X, locus unknown. Found by R. E. Clausen. Imperfect

abdominal banding. Possible homologue of Abnormal in the X of melano-

gaster.

(21) scaly; locus 47.3. Found by R. E. Clausen. Similar to scaloid but

not an allele. Either of these mutants might be a homologue of Abnormal.

There are also several mutants of this type in the autosomes of hydei and
melanogaster.

(22) tiny wing; locus 47.4. Several males in a stock culture. Wings of

normal shape but scarcely half normal length. Much smaller than miniature

or dusky; viability poor. No mutant in melanogaster resembles tiny wing.
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Comparison of the X of melanogaster.

Element A, with the X of hydei

The metaphase chromosomes of D. hydei in the female consist of a pair

of large Vs, four pairs of rods and a pair of dots. In the male one large V
and a /, one limb of which is quite short, take the place of the pair of large

Vs in the female (Wharton, 1943). The Vs are the X-chromosomes, but

one limb is entirely heterochromatic. The salivary chromosomes consist

of five long strands and a very short strand. On the basis of the gene

comparisons made above we may now consider whether the euchromatic

limb of the X in hydei is the homologue of element A, the X of melano-

gaster, The linkage map of the X of D. hydei is shown in Figure 1. This

map is based on approximately 295,000 cross-over determinations. Figure

1 also includes a map of the X in D. melanogaster, containing those loci

which are probable or possible homologues. Inspection of the two maps

will show that genes reasonably interpreted as homologues are scattered

the length of both maps. The longest distances containing none of these

are 21.6 units between garnet and bobbed in melanogaster and 17.5 units

between russett and jauntex in hydei. There seems little doubt that in the

main the euchromatic limb of the X in hydei is homologous to the X or

element A of melanogaster. The question as to whether the X of either

species has gained or lost a sizeable block of euchromatic material must

be left for future study.

The order of the genes indicates numerous paracentric inversions in one

or both phylogenies since the time of origin from a common ancestral

stock. D. melanogaster belongs to the subgenus Sophophora and D. hydei

to the subgenus Drosophila (Sturtevant, 1942). Considering the number
of intraspecific paracentric inversions found in the chromosomes of popu-

lations of some Drosophila species, this realignment of the genes within

a chromosome element for two species as distantly related as these appear

to be may not be surprising. It should be pointed out, however, that

neither species shows this tendency to undergo inversion in the X at the

present time. In this connection it might be mentioned that Sturtevant’s

extensive study of D, simulans has shown that in this species, which

hybridizes with melanogaster, homologous genes both in the X and the

autosomes have maintained their order largely intact in the divergence of

the two forms. It would be of interest to make a similar study of one of the

close relatives of hydei.

Examination of the linkage maps will show that in some of the clearest

cases of homology, such as yellow and scute, two genes very closely

linked in one species are widely separated in the other. Scute, white and
Notch and miniature and dusky have retained their linkage relations intact

in the course of the divergence of hydei and melanogaster. Of the 22 loci
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in which visible mutants have been found in hydei 12 seem clearly to be

homologues of loci in the X of melanogaster; for four more there are pos-

sible homologies; the remaining six are doubtful, although there is no

reason for considering them homologous with autosomal loci in melano-

gaster.1.5
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Figure 1. Linkage maps of Drosophila melanogaster and DrosophUa hydei; probable
homologues shown on melanogaster map; all known loci shown on hyd^ map.
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Autosomal Homologies

We turn now to the more difficult study of autosomal homologies. In the

first place the visible mutations in the X are more easily discovered owing

to the fact that the male carries only one X and any visible present in this

X, even though it be recessive, will be expressed in the phenotype. There

is some evidence that mutation rates are higher in the autosomes than in

the X, a mechanism which would protect the species against deleterious

sex-linked mutants. In spite of this mechanism in D. melanogaster there

are more loci known for the X than for any of the other elements, although

four of these are comparable to the X in length. The discrepancy shows

even more clearly when a tabulation is made of those loci in which

mutants have been found three or more times. An approximate count

from Bridges and Brehme ( 1944 ) showed 36 such loci in the X and only

23 for the second and 21 for the third chromosomes. This would mean that

roughly three times as many such loci are known for the X as for each of

the other long elements.

In D. hydei autosomal mutants at approximately 130 loci have been

found, and repeatedly in some of these loci. However, most of these

autosomal mutants have been found by inbreeding flies taken as samples

of three populations. The mutants extracted from a few thousand flies

from a few localities would hardly be expected to give a true picture of

the mutating loci in the species. Due to genetic drift (Spencer, 1947) even

rare mutants may have a high local frequency and conversely many com-

mon mutants will be absent from the samples taken. In considering the

data presented the inadequacy of the mutant samples, particularly of D.

hydei, should be kept in mind. Of the autosomal mutants found in hydei

81 have been identified to chromosome, 26 in the JInd, 20 in the Illrd, 15

in the JVth, 14 in the Vth, and 6 in the Vlth. Most of the remainder were

either semi-lethal or sterile types not easily studied. Maps of the auto-

somes will not be presented here. Apparently homologous genes show

the same lack of order in the autosomes as in the X when compared with

melanogaster mutants.

Probable Homologies in Chromosome VI

We shall first consider the dot-like chromosome VI, because it represents

a small distinctive block of autosomal chromatin, presumably carrying

relatively few genes, a highly localized segment. Sturtevant (1946) has

presented a discussion of the homologies of the dot chromosome in D.

hydei and D. repleta. The following mutants have been found in the Vlth

chromosome of D. hydei.

(1) Cubitus interruptus. A dominant found in a male collected in

Wooster, Ohio. In heterozygotes part of the fifth longitudinal vein is
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missing. The character is variable, but with no normal overlaps. In

homozygous form the character is more extreme and the fourth vein may
also be affected. Sturtevant questions the homology of this mutant with

cubitus interruptus of melanogaster. However, two of the four alleles

recorded in Bridges and Brehme affect the fifth as well as the fourth vein.

It is apparently a homologue of Gap in D. virilis. Fortunately in this

species a large series of alleles has been found. Most of these affect the

fifth vein but Gap^° acts on both the fourth and fifth veins. It therefore

seems probable that Cubitus interruptus is homologous to Gap of virilis

and to Cubitus interruptus of melanogaster.

(2) grooveless. The wild fly carrying Cubitus interruptus also carried

the recessive, grooveless, in the same Vlth chromosome. Groove between

the scutellum and thorax obliterated; black excrescences at sides of

scutellum. A clear parallel of grooveless in melanogaster and several

other species. In fairly extensive tests it has never been separated from

Cubitus interruptus by crossing-over.

(3) tibia bent. Recessive in wild fly from Azusa, California. Hind tibia

bent; hind femur broken; wings inflated.

(4) bent. Recessive in wild fly from Azusa. Tarsal joints short; legs

misshapen. Hind legs most affected. An allele of tibia bent, but with no

effect on wings. The locus of these two mutants appears to be homologous

to the bent locus in melanogaster IV. In melanogaster the bent alleles pro-

duce leg effects shown in hydei. Tibia bent in hydei also affects wings,

though somewhat different from melanogaster bent. Both hydei and

melanogaster bents show a tendency for wing character to become less

extreme as stock is maintained. This is a good case to show variation in

alleles in both species.

(5) Extension; semi-dominant. Found in wild fly from Azusa, Cali-

fornia. In heterozygote the dark thoracic spots, particularly on sides, are

enlarged. Always identified by a dark spot around the humeral bristles. In

homozygote spotted pattern of the thorax is obliterated by evenly distrib-

uted dark brown pigment; head bristles lie flat and thorax is humpy.
Extension has crossed over with Cubitus interruptus-grooveless so does

not lie between these two genes.

(6) lethal. A recessive lethal or semi-lethal has occurred in the Cubitus

interruptus-grooveless chromosome, which was carried in stock in

heterozygous form over Extension. The stock is now Cubitus interruptus-

grooveless-lethal/Extension. Consequently grooveless flies are seldom

seen.

Of the five visibles which have been found in the V/th chromosome of

D. hydeiy four of them, lying in three loci, are apparent homologues of

mutants known in chromosome IV, element F, of melanogaster.
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Probable Homologies in Chromosome II

Of the 26 mutants which have been found in chromosome II of D. hydei

three of them, each with a distinctive and unique phenotypic complex,

show a striking resemblance to three mutants in III R, element E, of

melanogaster.

(1) spineless-aristapedia. A fly collected in Wooster, Ohio, was het-

erozygous for this recessive gene. An extreme spineless-aristapedia com-

plex; sterile in both sexes; low viability; antennae changed into legs of

three or more joints with well defined terminal claws; all three pairs of legs

shortened, with the tarsal joints fused into a club-shaped structure with

a heavy knot near the distal end; all bristles reduced to tiny hairs no larger

than the microchaetae; groove between scutellum and thorax missing as

in grooveless; wings thin textured. A good homologue of the spineless-

aristapedia locus in melanogaster and several other species; the most

extreme allele found in any species.

(2) ebony. Recessive found by R. E. Clausen and named black. Body
and legs dark; golden brown bristles on rear tarsi of wild flies are black in

the mutant; larval spiracles are black in contrast to brown spiracles of the

wild-type. Both larval and adult characters identify this as a homologue of

ebony in melanogaster. Black and ebony of melanogaster may be distin-

guished by the black larval spiracles of the latter.

(3) warped. Wild fly collected in Wooster, Ohio, was heterozygous for

this recessive. Wings saddle-shaped, divergent, waxy textured and dark.

An excellent homologue of warped in melanogaster.

Seven other mutants appear to be good parallels with mutants in

III R of melanogaster, although they are not distinctive enough to make
identification certain and could, in some cases, be compared with mutants

in other elements. They are cardinal eye color with cardinal; peach eye

color with pink locus; pink eye color with the maroon locus; scarlet eye

color (Hyde, 1915) with karmoisin; taxi wing with taxi; water wings with

blistery; rough eye-II with rough. Of the remaining mutants several have

mimics in other hydei chromosomes, several are not similar to any of the

described mutants in melanogaster, and none show a clear-cut and unique

phenotype parallel to that of any mutant in III R or any other element of

melanogaster.

Probable Homologues in Chromosome III

Of the 20 mutants in the third chromosome of D. hydei four are ex-

cellent parallels of mutants in II R, element C, of melanogaster.

( 1 ) cinnabar. Fly heterozygous for this recessive collected at Azusa. A
brilliant scarlet-like eye color. Interspecific transplants between hydei and
melanogaster, made by G. W. Beadle, showed this to be a homologue of

cinnabar in melanogaster.
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(2) engrailed. Heterozygous in a fly from Azusa. This recessive has

a polymorphic character expression including nicked scutellum*or split

thorax; wing veins altered, with sections missing or extra venation;

rounded, broad, and thin textured wings; all these characters also present

in melanogdster engrailed. At high temperatures the hydei engrailed shows

other characters, as bifurcated antennae; shortened tarsi, sometimes

branched; eyes bulging or reduced and roughened; and pupal lethal at

30 C (Spencer, 1942).

(3) scabrous; formerly named roughest. Heterozygous in a fly from

Gatlinburg, Tennessee. This recessive shows large, bulging eyes; some

facets very large, rounded and irregularly distributed; extra acrostichal

rows of microchaetae. An excellent parallel of scabrous in melanogaster.

(4) vestigial. Heterozygous in a wild fly from Gatlinburg, Tennessee.

This recessive shows wings with varying degrees of scalloping and nicking

of margins; no normal overlaps. A good parallel of some of the inter-

mediate alleles of vestigial in rnelanogaster.

There are several eye colors which may well be homologues of eye

colors in II R of rnelanogaster. Orange and orange-like, not alleles, are

similar to light and lightoid, and purple is like purploid. Brown of hydei

is phenotypically similar to brown of rnelanogaster. Most brown alleles of

rnelanogaster in homozygous combination with vermilion, scarlet, or

cinnabar give an almost white eye, but brown® found by Clancy

(Bridges and Brehme, 1944) gives a yellowish eye color with vermilion.

Brown hydei in combination with the vermilion-like eye colors gives a

yellowish color in young flies, darkening with age. Red in the Illrd

chromosome of hydei seems to have no known parallel in II R of

rnelanogaster. However, it resembles closely the wild-type eye of

rnelanogaster and might well be a homologue of such a mutant as

pinkish in that species, by itself not classifiable, but a dilutor of eosin. Red
dilutes the orange-like eye colors of hydei but has no effect on the

vermilion-like group. Taken together, the Ilhd chromosome eye colors of

hydei, even excluding the clear homologue of cinnabar, resemble more

closely the known eye colors in 11 R of rnelanogaster than those in any

other element in this species.

EvmENCE OF Translocation or Duplication in III of D. hydei

There are two mutants in the third chromosome of D, hydei which do

not fit the scheme of homologies with 11 R of rnelanogaster. A wild fly

collected in Pasadena, Califomia, was heterozygous for the third

chromosome mutant, shaven. This recessive reduces many bristles to the

size of hairs. There are bristles varying in size to normal in an irregular

mosaic pattern, but no normal overlaps. Females are sterile. The mutant
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resembles closely alleles at the shaven locus in chromosome IV, element

F, of melanogaster.

Another mutant, sanded, a recessive carried in heterozygous form in a

fly collected at Azusa, resembles the IVth chromosome dominant, Cataract,

in melanogaster. In both mutants a part of the eye is quite rough, with

facets irregularly arranged. In Cataract the disturbance is in the posterior

part of the eye; in sanded the upper part is affected. According to the

most recent revision of the cytological and genetic maps of melanogaster

IV ( Slizynski, 1944 )
bent lies in the tiny left limb, cubitus interruptus and

grpoveless in the right limb near the spindle attachment, shaven and

Cataract in the distal end of the right limb. Sparkling, which affects the

entire surface of the eye, is a recessive allele of Cataract.

It seemed that a reciprocal translocation might have occurred between

element C, {UR of melanogaster and III of hydei), and element F, (the

dot), in the course of the divergent evolution of these two species. Exten-

sion, which is far enough from Cubitus-interruptus-grooveless in hydei

to give some crossing-over might, therefore, be found in II R of melano-

gaster, An inspection of the II R mutants in Bridges and Brehme ( 1944

)

reveals a dominant body color, Blackoid, found by Goldschmidt and local-

ized by Braun. In view of the very different wild phenotypes in the two

species Blackoid is a good parallel for the body color part of the Exten-

sion complex. The fact that these are the only two dominant body colors

in either species lends weight to the argument. In considering the Exten-

sion mutant as a complex of a dominant body color and recessive body

shape, possibly capable of separation by separate mutation either in hydei

or melanogastery it must be remembered that the Cubitus-interruptus-

grooveless mutants in hydei arose as a complex, not yet separated but

clearly parallels of two separate loci in melanogaster. Furthermore, when
mutants in the dot chromosome of other species are examined, the mutant,

hump, in D. virilis of the subgenus Drosophilay described and figured by

Chino (1936) compares closely in body shape to the recessive expression

of Extension in hydei. The head bristle character, however, seems to be

absent in the virilis mutant. Chino s chromosome map of the dot in virilis

shows that hump lies toward the distal end of the chromosome from Gap.

The author suggests that there may have been a reciprocal translocation in

the process of speciation by which a chromosome block carrying the

shaven and Cataract loci exchanged places with the block carrying the

Extension complex. Evidence for such translocations would more likely

be found in the dot where a group of genes are tied into a small chromatin

block, not capable of vdde dispersion through paracentric inversions.

A good case can be made for an alternative hypothesis that the dot,

element F, represents duplicated material carried also in element C, 11 R,
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of melanogaster. Thus Malformed is a dominant eye mutant depending

for its expression on genes in II R and the dot. Gap of II R is a, good

parallel for Cubitus interruptus; knot for Cell; engrailed for Scutenick; and

possibly roof for bent. On this hypothesis Blackoid-like should eventually

be found in the melanogaster dot, and grooveless-like, Cataract-like, and

shaven-like in II R. This hypothesis, if estabhshed, would suggest a

mechanism through duplication of chromatin blocks whereby additional

genes might be added to the chromatin complex. At the present stage in

the investigation the question may be left open and neither hypothesis

accepted.

Probable Homologies in Chromosome IV

Of the fourteen mutant loci known in this chromosome three are good

parallels of mutants in II L of melanogaster and several others are pos-

sible parallels.

(1) irregular-IV. A fly heterozygous for this mutant was collected in

Coffeyville, Kansas. In this recessive the bristles and hairs on the wing

and abdomen are disarranged; the marginal hairs on the wing stand out

at a wide angle. This is a good parallel of fuzzy in II L of melanogaster,

(2) squatty. Recovered from a laboratory stock. Cross-veins close

together; wings short and wide; abdomen and legs chunky; posterior

cross-vein broken. This is an excellent parallel of dachsous alleles in

II L of melanogaster,

(3) short. Recovered from the same laboratory stock which gave

squatty. Fifth longitudinal vein does not meet the margin; character

somewhat variable. A good parallel of abrupt in II L of melanogaster.

Wavy, a recessive mutant in which the wing surface undulates, was
carried in heterozygous form in a fly from Azusa. The mutant resembles

jaunty in II

L

of melanogaster. Three rough eye loci are known and might

correspond to rough eye loci in II L, although this type of mutant, unless

accompanied by some unique expression, is not favorable for comparisons.

Grooveless-iV is similar in phenotype to grooveless in the sixth chromo-

some. There are no mutants recorded for II L of melanogaster which

compare with this; however, ascute in III L is similar. This seems to

constitute another exception to the hypothesis that the elements have

remained intact. The other mutants in hydei IV are not readily comparable

with melanogaster mutants or are of types too general in phenotype to be

of value for establishing homologies. It is of interest to note that no eye

colors have yet been found in hydei IV; the same holds for mutants

reported by Chino ( 1936) in IV of virilis, the chromosome in that species

which Sturtevant and Novitski (1941) consider the homologue of 11 L
in melanogaster.
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Probable Homologies in Chromosome V

Of the fourteen mutants known for this chromosome several are good

parallels of mutants in III L of melanogaster.

(1) irregular-V. Found in a stock culture. Phenotype almost identical

with irregular-ZV. This is a good parallel of frizzled in III L. Thus fuzzy

in II L and frizzled in III L, which are rather distinctive mimic mutations

in melanogaster, have their parallels in the fourth and fifth chromosomes

of hydei, the apparent homologous elements.

(2) javelin. A recessive recovered from a wild fly collected at Azusa.

Bristles long, not tapering at ends, often hooked. A good parallel of

javelin in III L.

(3) sepia. A recessive recovered from a wild fly from Gatlinburg,

Tennessee. Dark brown eye-color changing to black in old flies. An ex-

cellent parallel of sepia in III L.

(4) incomplete. Recessive recovered from an Azusa wild fly. Second

and fifth longitudinal veins incomplete distally or gap in the second

longitudinal; wings slightly warped. A good parallel of radius incompletus

in III L.

(5) rose. Recessive recovered from Wooster wild fly. A deep purplish

pink eye color; variable; better classification in old flies when eyes become

translucent although darker in color. A good parallel of rose in III L. In

hydei rose sepia homozygotes go through a striking cycle as the fly ages.

Comparison with melanogaster might be helpful in establishing homology.

(6) blister. A recessive recovered from an Azusa wild fly. A blister

between fourth and fifth longitudinal veins and posterior to posterior

cross-vein. Generally in only one wing though few normal overlaps;

wings a little smaller than normal; often held out at an angle. This seems

a good parallel of divergent in III L. The blister character is shown in the

figure illustrating this character though not otherwise mentioned in the

description (Bridges and Brehme, 1944).

Three semi-lethal or poorly viable mutants, one from a Gatlinburg,

Tennessee, fly, and the other two from wild flies from Alabama, resemble

abdominal, ragged and tiny wing of melanogaster III L, A good cross-

veinless-V found by R. E. Clausen has no known parallel in III L. There

are, however, two cross-veinless loci in III R and one in the X of melano-

gaster. The presence of these three mimics suggests that the character is

of doubtful value for comparative purposes.

Table I presents a summary of probable parallel or homologous genes

in the autosomes of D. hydei and D. melanogaster.

Discussion and Conclusions

Drosophila hydei and D. virilis are the two species in the subgenus

Drosophila on which sufficient genetic work has been done to justify a
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tentative study of gene homologies with those species in the subgenus

Sophophora on which extensive genetic studies have been made.

The data presented here indicate that there is a large series of

gene loci in the X-chromosome of hydei, which like those in the

virilis X, are almost certainly homologues of loci in element A of

melanogaster, simulansy pseudoobscura and other members of the sub-

genus Sophophora, One may conclude that in the main these elements are

homologous from species to species.

It is obvious that significant comparative data have accumulated and

will continue to accumulate more slowly for autosomal elements, owing

to the technical difficulties involved in discovering and locating new
autosomal mutants. With the limited material already at hand it is clear

that there are a considerable number of autosomal loci which give mutants

so distinctive in character in species after species, even in different sub-

genera, that their homologies can be established with a high degree of

probability.

TABLE I

Probable parallel loci in the autosomes of D. melanogaster and D. hydei

D. melanogaster D, hydei D. melanogaster 2). hydei

Element B Element E
11 L IV III R II

dachsous squatty warped warped
fuzzy- irregular-IV pink peach?
abrupt short blistery water wing?
jaunty wavy maroon pink?

karmoisin scarlet?

Element C spineless spineless

II B III
ebony ebony
cardinal cardinal?

light orange?
taxi taxi?

lightoid

cinnabar

orange-like?

cinnabar
rough rough-II?

engrailed engrailed

scabrous scabrous
Element F

vestigial vestigial
VIbrown brown? IV

purploid purple? cubitus inter. cubitus inter.

grooveless grooveless

Element D bent bent; tibia bent

III L V
javelin javelin

divergent blister

sepia sepia

rose rose?

frizzled frizzled

radius incompletus radius incomp.

The present study indicates that the transposition and rearrangement

of autosomal chromatin has not gone too far in the evolution of the
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Drosophila subgenera to make profitable an attempt to study element

homologies. The data presented indicate that for the most part the

autosomal elements have remained suflSciently intact in the divergence of

hydei and melanogaster so that they can still be recognized. However,

there is evidence that translocation or duplication of some material has

taken place. The same criteria and judgments used in establishing element

homologies indicate exchange or duplication of material in the study of

the third and sixth chromosomes of hydei and the right limb of the second

chromosome and the fourth chromosomes of melanogaster.
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THE EVIDENCE AFFORDED BY FOSSIL VERTEBRATES

ON THE NATURE OF EVOLUTION

BY D. M. S. WATSON^

Before entering on the consideration of actual evolutionary series it is

desirable to consider in a simple and generalized manner the nature of the

evidence bearing on the process of evolution which may be derived from

the study of fossils. Paleontological procedure is as follows: it begins with

the collection of the fossil remains, in general only skeletal elements of

animals, from beds of rock whose relative ages can be established, funda-

mentally by superposition, but in practice largely ( and in the case of rocks

in disconnected areas entirely) by the use of ‘characteristic fossils.” All

experience since William Smith in 1812 shows that this procedure is

reliable; it enables predictions to be made which can be ( and very often

have been) confirmed by subsequent discoveries. The whole of the tech-

nical exploitation of coal and oilfields depends on such work. The material,

then, consists of groups of fossils found together, or shown to be of the

same age, which stand in a known time relation to one another. The first

process of examination of such groups is the determination of the species

represented. It is taxonomist's work carried out by the methods used by

morphologists in the investigation of the structure, and of the classification

based upon that structure of recent animals. The methods of morphology

have never been precisely stated and discussed. They are known tradi-

tionally and by example to working zoologists, and they also have been

justified by the confirmation by later discoveries of the solutions reached

by morphologists of such recondite problems as the segmentation of the

head in vertebrates, or the determination of the morphological nature

of the ear ossicles of mammals.

The classification of animals is thus based on similarities of structure

between two or more allied forms, the similarities being judged according

to an order of importance established by experience in the application of

morphological principles. Thus it is possible to classify the animals con-

tained in a series of successive faunas into smaller groups and ultimately

into species. It was recognized by William Smith and by Cuvier that

species have only a limited persistence in time; on this limitation rests the

power of recognizing “strata by the organised fossils which they contain.”

Very often in those cases where we possess a succession of faunas of the

1 Jodrell Professor of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy, University College,

London.
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same ecological type, for example inhabitants of sea floors of the same

grade of sediment at the same depth of water, we find that genera may
persist over considerable periods, species having shorter ranges, and it is

then possible to pick out a series of species occurring in successive beds

and to claim that they are ancestral to one another, the differences

between them having been brought about by evolution. Such evolutionary

series among invertebrate animals have repeatedly been brought forward

and it is useful to consider on what basis the forms included in them
have been selected.

Probably the most perfect of such evolutionary series amongst inverte-

brates is that of Micraster in the English Chalk. Here we are dealing with

an echinoid which lived burrowing in the mud of a sea floor which is now
chalk. Chalk in general contains very little detrital material which has

been derived from the land, pure chalk may have less than \% of material

other than calcium carbonate, and the only common constituent is silica

as flint formed in situ, presumably from the skeletons of sponges and

radiolaria which are themselves taken from sea water. The uniformity of

chalk is probably due to the aridity and lack of river discharge from the

neighboring lands, but it was clearly laid down in comparatively deep

water and at a depth which varied. Specimens of Micraster are scattered

through this chalk, more abundantly at certain horizons than at others,

but they can be found in southern England in Cenomanian and Senonian

times and clearly inhabited the area continuously. These animals, like all

echinoids, have a test of very elaborate structure which is perfectly

preserved in the fossils. They were first satisfactorily discussed by Dr.

A. W. Rowe in a classical paper and he found it convenient to divide them
into five species, each of which has a limited range in time, although these

ranges overlap. Rowe was able to show that eleven apparently independ-

ent qualities of the test change with time, the direction of the change not

running constantly in the same direction throughout the whole period,

and that it is possible to date a series of Micraster found together rather

accurately. In this particular case there is no possibility of confusing

Micraster with any other form of echinoid found with it except for

**Epiaster” which by definition differs from Micraster by not possessing a

sub-anal fasciole.

In these circumstances it is natural to suppose that the differences

between the earliest and the latest members of this series depend on an

evolutionary change which has gone on in the area which is now southern

England. It would be conceivable that the change had been brought about

by immigration of new types into the area from somewhere else. The
story as it is shown in north France appears to be identical with that in

England. Micraster occurs also in north Germany and has been recorded

frcMn Italy, the Caucasus, and Madagascar, with very uncertain reliability.
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But so far as present materials allow one to judge, the courses of change

are so similar all over the known distribution of Micraster as to make an

explanation of the English conditions by immigration impracticable. We
have thus in Micraster what is to all appearance a perfectly well-

established record of the process of evolutionary change. Evolutionary

series comparable in their apparent reliability with that of Micraster are

exceedingly rare; many such have been put forward, for example among
ammonites, but these have involved very much more diflScult problems

of selection. Most of the richly fossiliferous ammonite horizons contain

forms belonging to many genera, some of which are closely similar, and
the genera themselves have often been divided into numerous species.

The number of recognizable qualities to be found in the ammonite shell

is much less than that in an echinoid, so that those persistent characters

on which we depend for recognition that species B in a later horizon is

closely related to species A, which lived earlier, are few and often "small,”

and the possibility of error is thereby disproportionately increased. It is

therefore exceedingly diflScult to discover material which can throw light

on the problem of the evolution of species in a convincing manner. Most

of the casual suggestions that B is the descendant of A cannot be

established on evidence which is at all adequate. In the case of fossil

mammals, where the structure is extraordinarily intricate and in which the

recognizable characters are very numerous, it is evident that persistent

characters on which we depend for the selection of the individuals of

which our series is composed may be so numerous that the probability of

their existence in association with one another throughout the term of the

series, except in a true line of descent, is very small and may be negligible.

It should therefore be possible to find true evolutionary series illus-

trating the origin of species of mammals. The chief diflBculties arise from

the rarity of cases in which we have a series of successive forms represent-

ing the same ecological niche. None the less in such cases, for example the

species of Siphneus described by Teilhard de Chardin from North China,

we are probably near the truth. This case might have the special impor-

tance that the latest members of these series are still living and thus avail-

able for investigation by geneticists and cytologists. There are, however,

evolutionary series of fossils of a diflFerent character and of much greater

reliability. It will be appreciated that the doubts presented by series

purporting to show specific changes of character arise from the fact that

the process of selection of the materials which compose the series neces-

sarily depends on small qualities, and generally on very few of such. If

we can avoid these diflBculties by dealing with groups which at the par-

ticular horizons concerned are sharply marked oflF from all others, and use

the whole of the available material, we are in a much stronger position.

Thus it is possible to consider the relatively large structural dianges
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which are common to all members of a relatively large group, a family or

sub-family, over a prolonged period by making use of everything wherever

it be found, in a continent or over the world, as the basis of our series.

The classical case is of course that of the horses. W. Kowalevski, writing

in 1873, presented an evolutionary series of horses from the Late Eocene

to today in which the Eocene horses were represented by the palaeotheres

and paloplotheres, those from the Miocene by Anchitherium. Hipparion

was his Pliocene horse, and Equus was the final term. From these ma-

terials, which represented the whole group of equine perissodactyls then

known (the relationship of Hyracotherium being then unrecognized),

Kowalevsky made out an essentially correct story of the mechanical

evolution of the horse foot and dentition. But none of these forms is on the

direct line of descent of Equus, indeed all represent side branches of

aberrant structure. Consideration of the very large literature of Tertiary

horses, or still better of actual materials of such things, shows that it is

relatively easy to distinguish the members of such side lines by comparison

of a totality of qualities and by their possession of characteristic features

which persist for some time. Thus the "true” Late Eocene horses of North

America and Europe are usually less than half the size of the Eocene

palaeotheres, as measured in any linear dimension, and are distinguished

by many qualities of the teeth, and so for all later stages. But within the

true horse line, although we can recognize the existence of several species

of hyracotheres, Orohippus, etc., even if we consider only specimens

found at the same horizon and in the same region, it is as yet impossible

to be certain that any given species of Orohippus has descended from any

nameable species of hyracothere, though the absence of all other genera

of true horses in the Early and Middle Eocene rocks of America makes it

certain that the later is derived from the earlier genus. Thus the fact that

the horse series lacks specific detail is associated with a very much greater

reliability of the fundamental facts of horse evolution than exists in the

case of most series which are supposed to show the origin of one species

from another.

Let us then consider in outline the kind of information which may be

drawn from the evolutionary story of the horse, using that group as it is

very familiar to general zoologists as well as to palaeontologists, is well

based, and remarkably complete. It is one among many; Dr. W. D.

Matthew told me that he believed that materials existed which would
allow a history of camels, even more complete than that of the horse,

to be written by a man who could visit the very large number of museums
in which it is contained. Dr. Thorpe's monograph of the oreodonts shows

that that group also would provide a complete though much less spec-

tacular story, and there must be other groups equally profitable. May I

therefore consider the horse story. Freed from the palaeotheres, the
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Equidae begin in Europe and North America in the form Hyracotherium,

small with three- and four-toed feet, with cheek teeth extremely brachyo-

dont and of a simple sex-tubercular pattern. It passes on through Orohip-

pus, Epihippus, Mesohippus, Miohippus, Parahippus, Menjchippus,

Pliohippus, Plesippus to Equus, and from Merychippus direct to Hipparion.

With the partial exception of the very few known specimens of Epihippus,

this series shows a steady increase in size through the whole history, al-

though at various times dwarf members occur. {Archaeohippus is a

dwarf Parahippus, Nannippus is a dwarf Hipparion, the Shetland pony is a

dwarf Equus and the dwarfs in a very curious way retain the characters of

the normal sized horses from which they were derived.
)
Throughout the

series of horses, from its beginning to its termination in Equus and Hip-

parion, we find a tendency to increase the area of the grinding dentition

of the two jaws by an increasing size and by further elaboration of the pre-

molars, and we find concurrently an increase in the depth of the teeth to

the extreme presented by the African Pleistocene Hipparion. These

changes proceed steadily in the normal horses but in the side branch

Anchitherium, Hypohippus, etc., in which there is a very marked increase

in size, although the premolars increase in size relatively to the molars,

and in complexity, their relative height does not increase. The same series

of animals shows an increase in the transverse sectional area, and ulti-

mately in the length of the third metapodial, in comparison with its

neighbours on either side. The process in Equus is carried to the stage at

which the lateral metapodials are only about two-thirds the length of the

median bone with which they lie in contact. The story has long been

known, and can be followed in very great detail, of addition of cusps to

the teeth and of their remodelling, and the whole has long been regarded

as the classical example of orthogenesis as it is understood by paleontol-

ogists. This orthogenesis is sometimes supposed to have been brought

about by some mechanism inherent in the animal which would ensure

that changes proceeded, as it were, automatically with time, and that

they proceed in a definite direction. This conception, which is not by any

means impossible, demands very serious consideration and criticism.

It is evident and has long been realized that the effect of these changes

is to secure an improvement in mechanical eificiency. The horses are now
galloping animals; when moving at the highest speed of which they are

capable-somewhat of the order of 40 miles per hour—they gallop, all the

feet at a certain stage of the stride being off the ground at the same time,

the whole weight of the animal very little later being received on one hind

foot, the leg flexing to take up the shock. The magnitude of the impulsive

forces acting, in the case of a large horse, is very great indeed and it is

clear that only extremely good design in an engineering sense enables the

whole structure of the leg to take up the initial shock and to control the
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subsequent movement of the horse. In general in such circumstances the

fewer moving parts the better, and it is clear that the disappearance of the

lateral hooves greatly reduces the probability of damage to the whole
structure. I have been told by a veterinary surgeon that racing greyhounds,
which run at very high speeds, quite commonly break individual toes,

and I have seen such cases of healed fractures in the lateral toes of

Mesohippus, an animal in which the lateral hooves were in contact with
the ground. Such fractures, until healed, must seriously reduce the speed
of the animals and thus their viability. We do not know what gaits were
possible to Hyracotherium, but it seems to me in every way probable that

it galloped as does a modern horse, for I have seen an African black

rhinoceros in the London Zoo galloping round a paddock in a typical

horse manner.

The effect of increasing size on the structure of the limbs of an animal

is evident in the area of transverse section of a metatarsal, which ( if the

increased size did not involve proportional changes) would increase as

the square of a linear dimension; if we ignore shape changes the weight of

the animal which possessed it would increase as the cube of a linear

increase. In other words to be adequate the area of transverse section of

a limb bone should increase as the cube of a linear dimension, the bone
becoming proportionally thicker. To this process there is an obvious limit

although the horses do not reach it, but it seems reasonably clear that

replace three smaller bones by a single larger one is economical in

material, a given increase in strength being attained by a smaller increase

in weight. Thus it seems in every way probable that the changes which
take place in the limbs of horses are adaptive in that they enable a large

and heavy animal to move as fast as its small and slender ancestor with
the smallest utilization of material.

The development of the grinding dentition may have the same end. The
food requirements of every animal may be divided into two parts-the
maintenance ration, representing the amount of foods of varied chemical
natures necessarily consumed in order that the animal may remain alive,

that its heart may continue to beat, its respiratory movements to take
place, that the necessary enzymes be secreted, the minimum necessary
excretion be provided for, the constant cost of maintaining tone in muscles
met, and that inevitable continuous breakdown of living materials may
be made good. This amount contains the basal metabolism but is some-
what larger in the case of animals living a normal life. To this maintenance
ration must be added an amount, which the agricultural physiologists call

the production ration, which provides the energy needed for activities of
all kinds, locomotion, growth, reproduction, and the production of milk.

In an animal like the horse the greater part of this production ration will

be spent in running about. The maintenance ration is related to the weight
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of the animal but is not proportionate to it. It increases roughly as the

animaFs surface area, that is as the two-thirds power of the weight (in

the case of domestic cattle the figure is more accurately the 0.73 power of

the weight). The production ration, on the other hand, varies in strict

accordance with the amount and kind of the materials produced or, in the

case of locomotion, as the amount of energy used in these movements,

which will clearly vary in some direct proportion to the animal's own
weight. Thus the total food consumption of an animal is built up by a

maintenance ration, varying roughly as the square of a linear dimension,

plus a production ration varying as its cube. In domestic animals, for

example cows producing a gallon of milk a day, the maintenance and

production rations are of the same order of magnitude, as they are in

horses doing heavy work.

In the case of an animal which feeds on vegetable food the area of the

cheek teeth and the character of their surface must be related to the total

daily food consumption, for the object of the cheek dentition is to cut up

and triturate the food suiBBciently to disrupt any cell walls and thus make
the contents of the cells, both living protoplasm and food stored in the

form of starch or of fat, accessible to the enzymes in the digestive juices.

It is evident that, other things being equal, the amount of vegetable

material which can be reduced to a standard degree of preparation will be

related to the surface area of the teeth over a unit period. But plant

materials vary very greatly in character and it is probable that grasses,

with their narrow hard stems and leaves, need very difierent treatment

from the leafy twigs which are eaten by browsing animals. Grass stalks

are not adequately disrupted by mere pressure between bunodont teeth,

they must be cut into short lengths before swallowing and this can only

be done by a scissor-like action of an enamel ridge in a lower molar being

drawn across a similar ridge in an upper molar. This process implies that

the amount of food prepared in a given time will be related not to the

surface area of the dentition but to the length of the enamel ridge

presented by it. This would imply that with increase in size the total super-

ficial area of the crowns of the grinding teeth should increase dispropor-

tionately, and that at the same time the length of the enamel ridge on the

surface should increase even more rapidly than the surface area. We have

here an explanation in functional terms of the increase in area of the

cheek dentition represented by the greater molarization of the premolars

in the Eocene horses, and subsequent enlargement of the premolars, and

indeed of the cheek teeth in general, in later horses, and of the great

complexity ultimately obtained in the enamel pattern in such animals as

Hipparion. The size of the face is determined by the size of the teeth

which it carries, but brain size does not increase proportionately to

increased weight, it varies much more nearly as the two-thirds power of
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the weight, and it is brain size which determines that of the cranium which

contains it. Thus it is evident that the face of a horse will increase in size

relatively to the cranium, with increasing weight of the horse, and such an

increase has long been recognized, but Robb first showed that the in-

crease was systematic and that the ratio of length of face to length of

cranium could be represented by a regression equation which conforms

to the equation of heterogonic or allometric growth discovered by Huxley.

Robb has shown that the equation for such growth applies not only to

growth stages of recent horses, and to recent adult horses of varying

size, but to the approximately direct evolutionary series from Hyra-

cotherium to Equus. The only weakness in Robb s examination of the

problem is that he related facial length to total skull length, which, though

it establishes that the proportional changes do take place in accordance

with a definite law, does not enable us to go much further with an analysis

of the significance of the phenomenon; for both total skull length, which is

the face and the cranium, and the cranial length are independently

related to the animal’s size as judged by its weight; and the existence of a

regression equation connecting skull length and cranial length is thus a

secondary phenomenon dependent on the existence of two other series of

proportional changes, each of which could obviously be expressed as a

regression on weight, which is the fundamental quality with which all

other measurements should be compared. None the less it is obvious that

all or at least the great majority of characters in horses whose evolutionary

change is known are (or may be) due to the effect of increasing size and

the necessary food and mechanical requirements that go with it. In some

cases at any rate they seem to depend on the carrying on, from generation

to generation over some fifty million years, of the mechanism, whatever it

may be, which determined the changes in proportion in the skeleton

which took place during the growth of a new bom Hyracotherium to its

adult size. It is not however clear that this explanation in terms of a

hereditary mechanism is adequate for all cases; it is possible that the

molarization of the premolars, for instance, has been brought about by
natural selection acting upon the limited variations thrown up by muta-

tions.

It therefore appears that much of the change which distinguishes

Equus from Hyracotherium is not orthogenetic in the esoteric sense that

that term has sometimes acquired. It depends in some cases on a lack of

evolutionary change in a mechanism controlling development and in other

cases may have been brought about by natural selection retaining and
directing changes made necessary by a steadily increasing size of the

animals during the evolutionary series.

A steady increase in size is very commonly found in evolutionary series

of fossil mammals. It is for example general in artiodactyls, perissodactyls
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and Proboscidea; it is not, however, characteristic of carnivores in general

nor of rodents and insectivores. Indeed modern insectivores are no larger

than their Oligocene and Eocene forerunners, and the pygmy shrew is

probably the smallest of all known mammals, recent or fossil. It is there-

fore impossible to regard a steady increase in size as a phenomenon
characteristic of mammals as a whole, and it is useful to consider how it

may have arisen. The analysis of food intake discussed above shows that

if the activity, meaning the distance run per day at a given speed, be

constant through an evolutionary story, the thermodynamic eflBciency of

the large animals is greater than that of the small to an amount which may
be very material, and is certainly suflBcient to give to these larger animals

an advantage great enough to afford the basis for natural selection. In

addition, beyond a certain point increase in size may well reduce the

incidence of the attacks of predators.

Thus it seems probable that the whole story of horse evolution, which

is orthogenetic in the actual etymological significance of the word, may
be accounted for entirely by the bringing about of an increase in size by
natural selection, this increase in size at once producing a need for altera-

tions in proportions in order that the body as a whole may remain a work-

able machine, able to stand up to the mechanical forces which act on it

when running, and able to provide an adequate amount of properly masti-

cated food for its maintenance. It seems quite clear that similar con-

siderations lie at the base of the apparent orthogenesis to be seen in other

groups of perissodactyls, in artiodactyls and Proboscidea, and it is im-

portant to try to find any example of an orthogenetic change which cannot

be accounted for in terms of natural selection.

One such case appears to be presented by the character of the ossifica-

tion of many lower vertebrates. In cephalaspids, osteolepids, coelacanths.

Dipnoi, and the series from palaeoniscids to sturgeons we find regularly

occurring a reduction in the amount of cartilage bone in the skeleton

taking place with time, and without, in very many cases, an equivalent

reduction of membrane bones. Many of the facts have been recorded by
Professor Stensio, who has called attention to the wide existence of the

phenomenon. It presents itself in a way which may be set out in com-

paratively few words. The neural cranium is known in many palaeoniscids

from the Late Devonian Cleveland shale, the Early Carboniferous of

Scotland, the Coal Measures of North America and of England. In all

cases in adults the separate bones, which are present in young individuals,

fuse completely and indeed become unrecognizable. In the Triassic

palaeoniscids of Greenland, which Stensio has described, such a complete

fusion does not occur, although it does in the perleidids of Greenland and
of Madagascar which are descendants of palaeoniscids. In the Liassic

Chondrosteus, ossifications in the neural cranium are very much reduced,
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and in the living sturgeons they make their appearance only in old age.

Similarly in the earliest coelacanths from the Late Devonian of Wildungen

the whole neural cranium, although, as in osteolepids, it is divided into

two parts, is fully ossified. Carboniferous coelacanths, where the con-

ditions are not well known, have certainly much less completely ossified

brain cases. Stensio has shown that the conditions in his Spitzbergen

Triassic forms are similar to those in the Carboniferous genera, although

probably the ossification is even less complete. In the Late Cretaceous

Macropoma, although several bones are present in the brain case, they are

always exceedingly lightly ossified, and the living coelacanth shows still

further reduction. In Dipnoi we have the same story, Dipterus from the

Middle Old Red Sandstone of Scotland has a very well ossified brain case

which still lacks complete description. Phaneropleuron from the Upper Old

Red Sandstone has little bone in its brain case and the living Ceratodtis,

like the living sturgeon, only produces replacement bone in the skull in

old age. Thus the phenomenon of a reduction of cartilage bone, which

occurs throughout the entire skeleton, is very widespread, and it occurs in

fish from the sea as well as in those which lived in fresh water. Dipterus

and all other dipnoans lived in streams and lakes, the early palaeoniscids

were fresh water forms, those from the Trias marine, Chondrosteus is a

relatively shallow water sea fish, the sturgeon is both marine and fresh

water. The earliest coelacanths are found in a marine deposit. Carbon-

iferous forms are predominantly fresh water, those known from the Trias

are shallow water marine, while Macropoma occurs in relatively deep sea.

It is thus very diflBcult to account for this steady reduction of cartilage

bone by any process dependent on the environment in which the animal

lived. Reduction of cartilage bone is vividly shown in the labyrinthodont

Amphibia. All the labyrinthodonts in which conditions are known, oc-

curring in the “Lower CarboniferouT' of Scotland (much of which is

probably of Namurian age), and all those occurring in the productive

Coal Measures of Great Britain possess fully ossified brain cases and well

developed ossifications in the postcranial skeleton. The embolomerous

vertebral columns associated with them contain relatively massive bones,

the ribs are long, and where remains of the limbs are known these bones

are really well-finished, recalhng those of Permian reptiles. Membrane
bone in the head covers very large areas but the bones themselves are

thin, the pits of the ornamented external surface leaving only a thin layer

of continuous bone below them. These animals were all inhabitants of a

Coal Measure type of country, that is, they lived in or near the shallow

streams and ponds on a land surface at sea level on which the great

forests which provided the materials now forming coal seams stretched

over vast and scarcely interrupted areas.

LfEter, in Late Carboniferous times, for example in South Joggins, Nova
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Scotia, there are labyrinthodonts of a diflFerent type, in some at least of

which the brain case is still well ossified. In the Texas Red Beds it is

evident, if we consider the Labyrinthodonts as a whole (excluding per-

haps the form Archeria [Cricotus] which is in effect a carry-over from

Carboniferous times), we find that the brain case, although it still con-

tains a good deal of cartilage bone, is much less completely ossified than it

was in the Carboniferous labyrinthodonts and that the ossifications ap-

peared to have been a good deal less solid. Relatively few labyrinthodonts

are known in later Permian rocks, but those that are appear to have less

cartilage bone than those from the Texan Early Permian.

When we pass on to the labyrinthodonts of the Early Trias it is evident

that a very great reduction in the amount and postponement of the time

of appearance of cartilage bones has taken place. Large, obviously nearly

full grown specimens of Capitosaums and Trematosaurus may show very

little ossification in the brain case other than the functionally necessary ex-

occipital condyles, and even the most completely bony specimens show
very little cartilage bone. The Late Triassic labyrinthodonts, even in the

case of relatively gigantic skulls, often show no ossification other than the

ex-occipitals in the neural cranium. Meanwhile the dermal bones and the

membrane bones of the palate, on which increased demands for strength

are made, become thicker until in the large Late Triassic labyrinthodonts

they may be immensely massive, a centimeter or more thickness of con-

tinuous dense bone occurring in Cyclotosaurus,

We have then, in the same animals, a thickening of membrane bones,

which assures us that ample supplies of calcium and phosphatase were

available, going on side by side with a great reduction and final complete

loss of cartilage bones, of immensely smaller total volume. The conditions

are in fact completely parallel to those occurring in those groups of fish

I have mentioned above and they take place among animals the early

forms of which were certainly aquatic. The Early Permian forms were

generally terrestrial, the Early Triassic forms aquatic, some living in fresh

waters and others in the sea, while the Late Triassic animals are certainly

restricted to life in fresh water pools and streams.

There is another series of changes in labyrinthodonts which can be

brought out by a consideration of the whole available materials of such

animals from the Scotch Early Carboniferous to the Rhaetic of Scania.

The one completely undistorted skull of a Carboniferous labyrinthodont,

that of Megalocephalus from Coalbrookdale, shows the remarkable

condition of having an extremely deep occipital region, while the anterior

part of the skull in the region of the nostrils is much depressed and very

low indeed in proportion to its width. This shape occurs in an exagger-

ated form in all or nearly all labyrinthodont skulls, the dorso-ventral

depression which it presents proceeding further and further backward
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until in the Late Triassic labyrinthodonts the whole skull is very shallow,

even in the occipital region. This reduction in the height of the skull seems

to have proceeded at very different rates in different stocks of labyrin-

thodonts, but taking the group as a whole the change from first to last is

obvious. The dorso-ventral depression is recognizable in a highly de-

veloped condition throughout the skull even in such Early Permian

creatures as Eryops, which were certainly inhabitants of the land. It is

thus diflBcult to believe that its occurrence was induced by environmental

influences, although its effect, when carried to an extreme, is to render the

animal incapable of progress on land and thus to compel it to live through-

out its life on the floor of a pond or river. But this dorso-ventral depression

has many mechanical sequels and is associated with a series of changes in

the basi-cranial region which are made necessary in part also by the

deficient cartilage ossification.

One of the most easily discussed of all the changes which take place

in very many of the labyrinthodont stocks is the development and steady

exaggeration of the retro-articular process. In all the labyrinthodonts of

the British Carboniferous, whether they be anthracosaurs or loxommids,

there is a complete absence of any trace whatsoever of any protuberance

behind the articular facet on the articular bone; the crest which marks the

hinder edge of the articulation of the quadrate descends smoothly and un-

interruptedly to curve round into the lower border of the jaw; even in later

labryinthodonts from the Texan Permian the retro-articular process is still

little developed. In Eryops it may perhaps be said to exist, in the much
flattened Trimerorachis it is relatively rather larger, in Cacops (as shown

by a photograph published by Case )
it is relatively well developed. When

we go to the later forms we find that in Capitosaurus, for example, it is a

considerable projection which is further exaggerated in Cyclotosaurus.

In the brachiopids it is present as a small projection in the Late Permian

Dwinasaurus, It is relatively somewhat larger in Bothriceps australis, in

the Middle Triassic Plagiosuchus it is a remarkably large and powerful

process, while the Rhaetic Gerathorax has an enormous greatly elongated

retro-articular process. The function of this process is very evident. It gives

attachment to the depressor mandibulae muscle which arises from the

posterior surface of the upper border of the skull, from tabulars and post-

parietals, dorsal and internal to the otic notch. This muscle passes down-

ward and outward to be inserted on the posterior extremity of the retro-

articular process; its function is to open the mouth by depressing the lower

jaw. In animals whose legs are so short that the body habitually lies in

contact with the ground, and the lower jaw is thus in contact with the

soil, the mouth can only be opened by raising the head, leaving the lower

jaw where it was; this condition is very familiar in crocodiles. The raising

of the head is normally brought about by the contraction of those muscles
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which are inserted on the occiput and pass backward to the dorsal parts

of the vertebral column. In the case of the very flattened amphibia, such

as Cyclotosaurus and Gerathorax, these muscles are inserted very in-

advantageously, for in a large amphibian such as Metoposaurus, where

the skull is 22.5 cm. wide, the upper border of the occiput lies only 3.75

of a centimeter above the centre of curvature of the condyle, and such a

skull is 28.5 cm. in length. It is therefore obvious that the epiaxial muscula-

ture, when flattening is excessively developed, will be inadequate; hence

the musculus depressor mandibulae is enlarged and its point of applica-

tion removed as far as possible from the fulcrum represented by the

quadrate condyle. Hence as the skull becomes more and more flattened the

retro-articular process tends to lengthen as a direct adaptation to enable

the mouth to be opened by raising the head while the lower jaw remains

in contact with the ground.

In all the early labyrinthodonts the occipital condyles lie much in front

of the quadrate condyles and hence, if the head be raised so as to open

the mouth with the lower jaw in contact with the ground, not only must

the head be raised but the anterior part of the vertebral column (which

is articulated with the occipital condyle) must also be pulled up, greatly

increasing the weight which has to be lifted and the tension necessary

in the muscles to bring the movement about. In the large late labyrin-

thodonts with exceedingly flattened skulls the shape is so changed that

the occipital condyles come to lie in the same transverse plane as the

quadrate condyles and are even lowered so that the two condyles are

surfaces of rotation about the same axis. In these circumstances the head

can be raised while the lower jaw remains in contact with the ground

without any displacement of the anterior part of the body behind the skull.

The process is indeed carried beyond this point in brachyopid forms,

where the occipital condyles actually lie posterior to the quadrate

condyles and considerably above them, and hence when the skull is

raised the lower jaw is automatically pushed forward.

It seems perfectly obvious that these changes in the relative positions of

the quadrate and occipital condyles, and the development of the retro-

articular process, serve a functional end and meet a need that has arisen

through the flattening of the anterior part of the animal which places the

fore limbs in such a position that they could certainly not have raised

the head from the ground on land, and could have done so only very

ineffectively under water. Furthermore the fore limbs of later labyrin-

thodonts are considerably reduced in comparison with Eryops and other

Early Permian land living amphibia, and their feebleness may perhaps be

related (at any rate in part) to the decrease of cartilage bone in such

forms, not only in the skull but in the post-cranial skeleton.

It is possible to give a functional explanation of many of the other
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changes which are seen to take place with time, all the labyrinthodonts of

early being compared with all those of later time, for example the change

in the basi-cranial connection of the pterygo-palatine cartilage, and its

functional replacement by a sutural union of the pterygoid with the

parasphenoid. These changes may all be shown to be of such a nature that

they secure the mechanical strength of the skull despite the dorso-ventral

compression of the animals and the decline in cartilage bone. It is in fact

possible to explain the whole evolution of the labyrinthodonts (apart from

that which is clearly related to such matters of habit as the nature of the

animal’s food) as the eflFect of natural selection so altering the structure

that the skull, and indeed other parts of the skeleton, remain mechanically

competent despite the flattening and the loss of cartilage bone which ap-

pears to have provided the drive which called natural selection into effect.

So far the case is parallel to that of the horses, where it is possible to

explain the majority of all those changes in the dentition and feet which

seem to present an orthogenetic change as due directly to natural selection

in some cases, in others to the working out of a hereditary mechanism,

persisting throughout the whole history of horses, which determines the

proportions of the animal. In both cases the changes ultimately depend

on the increase in size; this increase can itself be explained as a product

of natural selection because an increase in size automatically increases

the overall thermodynamic eflBciency of a mammal.
I have been able to find no advantage that an animal can obtain by a

reduction in the amount of cartilage bone. The cartilages which then re-

main functional in the adult are weaker than the bones which would
usually have replaced them, and where specially great stresses have to be

met, as in the occipital condyles, cartilage bone is retained. It cannot be

due to lack of calcium, phosphate or a general inability to produce phos-

phatase, for the weight of membrane bone in the skeleton probably in-

creases. The condition does in fact recall the disease phocomelia, shown
characteristically in the Scotch Dumpy or Creeper fowl, where there is a

similar dechne in cartilage ossification without the corresponding decrease

in membrane bone. As their name indicates, these abnormal fowls have

very short limbs, as do the late labyrinthodonts, and the condition in the

fowls is heritable; it is indeed produced by a single recessive gene. No
one has yet suggested that mutation is directed, although it may be
evoked by external conditions.

Thus considering the labyrinthodonts as a group, neglecting none of the

existing material and thus freeing ourselves from the danger inevitable in

the selection from a larger material of those individuals which we believe

to belong to a narrow line of descent, we can recognize a series of changes

which exhibit an orthogenetic evolution and show that these more visible

and obvious changes may be adaptive, not to any circumstances external
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to the animal, but in relation to other changes going on in the animals

which continue, to all appearances, throughout the whole history of the

group. And these basal changes which evoke those which are easily

recognizable are not of such a character that it is at present possible to

explain their occurrence as an adaptation and hence their appearance as

a result of natural selection.

If I am correct in regarding the decrease of cartilage bone and the

progress of a dorso-ventral compression backwards from the anterior part

of the skull (which can be observed from the whole material of labyrin-

thodonts) as phenomena not imposed by any environmental influences,

and hence incapable of explanation by natural selection, but produced in

response to some continuing internal condition, it is obviously desirable

to consider whether any other examples of the same strange type can be

found. It is only in fossil material forming a continuous series relatively

well known, and representing a large group, that we could expect to

recognize a parallel. The idea of the occasional occurrence of such changes

has long been present in my mind and when, about thirty years ago, I was

actively examining mammal-like reptiles, I reached the conclusion on the

materials then available that those animals exhibited a decrease in height

(and subsequently in size) of the quadrate which could be associated

with a general reduction in depth of all parts of the skull in the region of

the brain case which lie below the brain. Since then our knowledge of

mammal-like reptiles, especially of the beginnings of the group in the

Pelycosauria, has increased enormously and our understanding of the

interrelationships of the independent stocks within the order or super-

order has become much more precise. So far as I can judge without a very

lengthy new investigation, the phenomenon is genuine if we take as the

end terms the typical cynodonts {Cynognathus, etc.) and the later

bauriamorphs {Bauria itself). In these two lines, which are quite inde-

pendent of one another, the quadrate does become a very small bone and

the whole of the skull laterally to the occiput is much less deep than it is

in the earlier Deinocephalia and in the sphenacodonts. It is thus possible

that my original view that these changes in structure existed and exhibited

an orthogenetic evolution is justified.

The next stage in the argument is to try to discover some way in which

they can be shown to be mechanically advantageous or, if not desirable

on mechanical grounds, have been forced on the animals exhibiting them
by some requirement of head shape, itself desirable functionally, which

can be brought about only if the quadrates and the hinder part of the

lower jaws suffer such reduction. I have not been able to discover any such

explanation and am thus still inclined to regard the evolution of these

groups of mammal-like reptiles as having been induced by an internal

mechanism. I expect further light on this matter from the study of the
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tritylodonts, which are descendants of cynodonts of some kind not re-

motely related to Diademoclon, The Anomodontia, although they seem to

have followed the same course between the time of their origin from early

Deinocephalia to the establishment of a typical dicynodont structure,

show no steady changes from this time in the Tapinocephalus zone to the

disappearance of the group some time in the Late Trias.

I may perhaps summarize the evidence which paleontology may con-

tribute to the study of the mode and the machinery of evolution as follows.

The establishment of the smallest recognizable groups of individuals in

the animal kingdom, geographical varieties or subspecies, may be due to

one of two things, or to both. If we consider a population of one species

with a wide geographical range we may expect to find differences, which

can only be expressed in statistical terms, between populations from

separate regions. These differences may be due to direct environmental

effects. If one area affords a more adequate food supply than another, the

individuals inhabiting it will tend to be larger, the curves representing the

distribution of weight in the populations having different means or modes.

But in the case of mammals, change in size may actually bring about

changes in proportion which owe their appearance to the nature of the

hereditary mechanism which determines the mode of growth of an animal.

Indeed the matter is even more complex, for Hammond has shown in the

case of domesticated pigs that if two animals be fed so that they reach the

same weight on the same day, one having been well fed in its early days

and poorly fed subsequently, and the other subjected to the reverse of this

treatment, they will differ very greatly in appearance and in all their

bodily proportions. And Hammond has shown also that sheep and cattle

seem to show a similar condition. Thus changed conditions of nutritional

level may bring about large proportional changes in the bodies of mam-
mals of a kind which would mark out a geographical race or a subspecies.

But it seems evident that populations of different character have arisen

within a species in groups separated from one another, either geograph-

ically or in any other way which does not permit free breeding between

the separated groups, simply because the initial group contained few
individuals. It is probable that these individuals, chosen by hazard, will

contain different associations of genes and with interbreeding among the

individuals of the group in isolation these will spread through an enlarging

population until something near a steady state is achieved, so that viewed

statistically the isolated populations will differ in their visible characters

even if natural selection has not come into operation.

If these be the two extreme ways in which geographical races or sub-

species have come into existence, it seems evident that paleontology can

very seldom, if ever, contribute much of importance to the matter. In the

case of the species, which is perhaps the only real group with a theoretical
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strict limitation, paleontology could perhaps do rather more, but could

only do so under the very rare conditions of an abundance of material fit

for statistical treatment, collected from a series of horizons in the same

district not far separated from one another, and representing a continuous

and unvaried ( or if varied then regularly varied )
ecological condition. In

these circumstances it should be possible to determine 'whether recogniz-

able and statistically significant changes do occur and whether the char-

acter of the whole population exhibits a change of character with time. It

is possible theoretically that structural changes could go on for some

distance without any true new species being established, that is, without

such modifications of the chromosomal pattern or otherwise as would

prevent interbreeding from taking place, but the conditions are rare and

very few of the evolutionary stories among invertebrates are based on

materials which comply with them. In the case of vertebrates such series

will be rare and can only be expected to be found in mammals, and per-

haps only in small mammals. If they could be discovered in Late Pleistocene

and Holocene deposits they would be extremely important because the

possibility would then exist of breeding of the still surviving animals and

thus affording the opportunity of comparing the conclusions drawn from

two entirely different kinds of evidence.

Paleontological evidence as to the nature of evolution is really of im-

portance in the consideration of relatively large groups, families, orders,

and even larger units. It is to the consideration of such cases that the

present paper is devoted. Paleontology is indeed our only mode of study of

such major evolution, the results it obtains rest ultimately on the validity of

the morphological methods worked out by the zoologists of the past. They
require the selection from the whole mass of fossils, found on each of suc-

cessive horizons, of particular animals which are shown to be related to

one another on a basis of the common occurrence of particular structural

features, and this process becomes more and more precarious as the line

of assumed descent becomes narrower. If we deal with species we are

dealing inevitably with a discrimination of animals which differ only in

minute qualities. If we deal with families we may be concerned, as we are

in the case of the horses, with a sharply delimited group of forms. If we
treat an order we may be able to use all the materials which have been

collected falling within it, and setting bounds to our material will,

except perhaps in the most primitive members of the order, be easy. The
case of the labyrinthodonts considered above falls into this class; there

can be no real doubt in any case that a well-preserved skull of an adult is,

or is not, a labyrinthodont. If I am right in the conclusions I have drawn

as to the evolution of this group we have exhibited in it a new phenom-

enon, the existence of structural changes which proceed with time brought

about not by any environmental influences (adaptations in the ordinary
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sense) but dependent upon some internal quality common to all members
of the group, which survives from its introduction to its disappearance.

The changes so produced may make necessary a whole series of conse-

quential modifications carried out in order that the animal may remain a

working whole, all the mechanical requirements of the skeleton being

met, and these consequential changes ( in as much as they are not carried

out in exactly the same way in different stocks within the large group and
are adaptive in nature

)
may well have been produced by natural selection

acting on variability in the form of mutants which occurs in all animals.

It is interesting to attempt to find out how far through a large group

changes of the kind which I believe to be produced by internal conditions

in the animals concerned may extend, and this may conveniently be done

in the case of the Amphibia. There is now a very large number of genera

of labyrinthodonts known; Romer in his most useful review lists 130, some

of which may perhaps not be labyrinthodonts, and many are very in-

completely known. From this vast mass it seems to me possible to select,

on a basis of characters which persist over considerable periods of time, a

certain number of series which appear to represent more or less closely

true phylogenetic lines. Comparison of these with one another shows that

the reduced ossification and flattening proceed at very different rates in

different lines, and that the mechanical rearrangements in the skull

rendered necessary are met in a variety of different ways; this is indeed

the basis of my belief that these consequential changes have been brought

about by natural selection. When we go to other of the great groups of

Amphibia we can, I think, find traces of a similar change in progress in

them. Of these the clearest is that presented by the group including the

Coal Measure Ceraterpeton and Batrachiderpeton and the Early Permian

Diplocaulus. These animals are very sharply separated from all labyrintho-

donts by the structure of their vertebral columns, but they certainly show

a progressive flattening, Diplocaulus being perhaps the most extreme ex-

ample of this change known in the whole of the amphibia, and they seem

also to exhibit the customary reduction of cartilage bone. Actually

Diplocaulus is remarkably like a Late Triassic labyrinthodont in the

structure of its basicranial region, whilst Ceraterpeton recalls a Late

Carboniferous labyrinthodont such as Dendrerpeton, but on the other

hand the very incompletely known true Microsauria, Adelospondyli, do

not show any clear evidence of such changes. The frogs are of labyrintho-

dont ancestry, and in them extreme forms such as Pipa are obviously

highly flattened, and in some cases at any rate are deflcient in cartilage

ossifications. The urodeles, whose ancestry is still unknown, are clearly a

group exhibiting flattening and loss of cartilage bone, though here the

conditions are not so readily recognized, there are so many neotenic

species which retain a larval skull. The Gymnophiona, on the other hand,
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with their bodies of circular transverse section, present no trace whatso-

ever of flattening, which may be due to the fact that they never possessed

the mechanism which produces such a change, or may merely mean that

their burrowing habits inhibit any such development. They are on the

whole well-ossified forms, a solid and massive skull being a necessity in

any creature which burrows in the earth presumably by using its nose as

a ram. Thus the two independent phenomena are not exhibited throughout

the whole range of the amphibia, but some conditions which may reason-

ably be interpreted as representing them are widely spread through that

group.

The various stocks of labyrinthodonts clearly exhibit an adaptive radia-

tion; they are fitted for different kinds of life and especially for different

feeding habits. It now seems evident that differences of this kind can, in

principle at any rate, be brought about by natural selection. Indeed there

are in animals very few changes of such a character that natural selection

is excluded as an explanation, and those which are of such a nature seem

to me to be of small importance, matters which characterize species and

not greater groups. Such characters may well be without adaptive signifi-

cance, that is their possession or lack does not affect the viability of the

animals under their natural conditions and hence will not be affected by
natural selection. One possible case is presented by the existence in

England of the two shrews Sorex vulgaris and S. minutus; these animals

differ only in that one is half the weight of the other, they may live in the

same district feeding on identical food and having, so far as is known,

identical habits and behavior, and both are relatively common. In such a

case it is exceedingly difficult to believe that the differences have any

adaptive significance whatsoever, and they may have arisen, perhaps, as a

single chance mutation.
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COMPARATIVE ANATOMY AND THE EVOLUTION
OF VERTEBRATES

BY D. DWTGHT DAVIS^

The past ten years have witnessed a striking rapprochement of various

biological disciplines in the study of evolution and allied problems. A
convergence of interests scarcely dreamed of a decade ago has been dis-

covered between such once divergent fields as genetics and paleontology.

Recent syntheses of current evolutionary thought have, almost without

exception, ignored comparative anatomy completely or considered it only

very obliquely. This is an amazing change from seventy years ago, when
comparative anatomy ( with descriptive embryology

)
was quite generally

regarded as the only productive approach to evolutionary problems.

Many non-morphologists believe that the morphological sciences, because

they are “descriptive” rather than “experimental,” are excluded from ef-

fective participation in the essentially dynamic modern assault on the

problems of evolution. Paleontology, however, is certainly no less

descriptive than any other morphological science, yet in the hands of

Simpson and others it has yielded conclusions whose importance the ex-

perimentalists would probably be the last to deny. It is diflBcult to escape

the conviction that the undistinguished role that comparative anatomy has

played in modem evolutionary studies results from failure on the part of

comparative anatomists rather than of their science.

The basic aims of comparative anatomy have changed more during the

past half century than is generally realized. The newer concepts are

not yet fully crystallized, and many of the statements made below are

doubtless grossly oversimplified or even erroneous generalizations. The
conclusions as to the relation between comparative anatomy and adapta-

tion are admittedly inadequately documented. Nevertheless it seems desir-

able to try to set forth the relation, actual and potential, between modern
comparative anatomy and neo-Darwinian ideas of evolution. Naturally

only those aspects of comparative anatomy that seem to me to bear

directly on this question are considered here.

I. Comparative Anatomy, Old and New

In the years following 1859, when the fact of evolution was still being

debated, comparative anatomy quickly became the most influential of

1 Curator, Division of Vertebrate Anatomy, Chicago Natural History Museum.
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the biological sciences and certainly contributed the bulk of the “prooF
that led to general acceptance of the theory. Carl Gegenbaur typified and
largely fathered the morphological research of this era—comparative

anatomy based on the theory of descent. Its proponents maintained that

the fundamental problem of biology is to discover the history of the

structural elements of the animal body. Gegenbaur himself regarded the

elasmobranchs as the structural prototypes of all vertebrates, and tried

to derive all vertebrate structure from the conditions seen in sharks. The
Gegenbaurian school thus aimed at documenting the concept that Julian

Huxley has recently called "evolutionary progress,'’ a general improvement

in all-around biological efficiency, such as is implied in the terms "lower”

and ‘Tiigher.” This is indeed the most obvious manifestation of evolution,

but the facts of paleontology demonstrate evolutionary progress far more

convincingly than do the inferences of comparative anatomy.

The need for further proof of the fact of evolution soon passed, and the

decline of comparative anatomy from its position as the leading biological

discipline in the 1880 s was, if anything, more rapid than its rise. Darwin's

emphasis on individual variations and the development of modem
cytology, plus the rediscovery of Mendel's work at the turn of the century,

revolutionized the formulation of the fundamental problems of biology.

Interest shifted from observation of the major phenomena of evolution to

observation of individual variations on the one hand and experimentation

with the minute random mutations (genetics) and “natural selection

within the organism” ( developmental mechanics ) on the other. The era

of the speculative phylogenist was ended, although the methods developed

during this period are still among the basic tools of taxonomy.

During the first quarter of the present century morphologists were

largely occupied with trying to reorient their science toward the new
biological outlook. Two major schools, extremely divergent in outlook and

aims, eventually emerged, A third school, that of the statics and mechanics

of morphological elements, has been more active than either of the others,

but such studies are not usually comparative and have as yet contributed

little to evolutionary thought.

The Neo-Classicists

A neo-classical school of idealistic or “pure” morphology, led by

Jakobshagen, Naef, and Kalin, has returned to the non-phylogenetic type

concept of Goethe. Goethe's morphological type (which has no relation to

the type concept of taxonomists) is an abstraction arrived at by combining

the fundamental structural features of all representatives of a given

taxonomic category. What is achieved is regarded as the basic structural

plan of that category, its morphological “theme,” of which each of the
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subsumed categories is merely a variation. Hierarchies of such morpholog-

ical types, corresponding to the taxonomic hierarchies, can be set up.

The most characteristic feature of this concept is that it is devoid of

phylogenetic implications, and deals only with structure as such. This

thesis has been developed with great skill by Kalin (1935, 1941). It is

easy to dismiss such thinking as a quaint sort of atavism, a return to pre-

evolutionary ideas, but its full implications have yet to be explored.

Certainly the interpretation of homology that Kalin has developed is far

more logical than the recent crop of illogical and poorly thought-out

suggestions by non-morphologists.

The Functional Comparative Anatomists

A second morphological school, represented especially by Hans Boker,

is founded on the interdependence of form, function, and environmental

factors. Morphology is regarded, correctly I believe, as merely one facet

of the dynamic organism-environment relationship that directs evolution.

It is further maintained that the organism as a whole, or at least its major

functional units (locomotor apparatus, nutrition apparatus, etc.), are

subjected to selection, and not genetic characters or the usual artifically

segregated morphological units. Conclusions as to major evolutionary

phenomena based on isolated morphological characters are therefore re-

garded as suspect. The detailed operations of genetic mechanisms under-

lying such holistic adaptation are of course unknown at present. But this

does not preclude profitable study of the phenomenon any more than in-

complete understanding of the genetical details involved in species

formation invalidates the study of speciation.

This genuinely dynamic approach to comparative anatomy is at present

in a rather amorphous state. Its proponents have adopted an uncompromis-

ingly hostile attitude toward genetics, and have retreated into meta-

physical assumptions that explain without explaining. Boker, for ex-

ample, repeatedly and emphatically aflBrmed his belief in contrasting

“active" and “passive" forces that maintain “equilibrium" between a

species and its environment and thus determine structure. This gives a

superficial appearance of naiVet6 to such studies, but it is only the

interpretations that are naive; the method is sound. The neo-Darwinians,

by assigning the decisive role in evolution to selection, have focused atten-

tion on adaptation. The importance of morphological adaptation may be
debated at the population or subspecies level, as it has been ad nauseam^

but at higher taxonomic levels adaptation is so obvious that it cannot be
denied. Adaptation at these supraspecific levels is precisely the problem
of functional comparative anatomy. As I shall attempt to show below, it

actually aims at reducing the generalized abstractions represented by the

mathematical models of Wright and Simpson to concrete cases.
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11. Genetics and Comparative Anatomy

Geneticists have made their position with respect to evolution abun-

dantly clear. The voluminous evidence and the conclusions derived there-

from have been reviewed so often that they need be repeated here only

in briefest outline. Genes and gene systems control phenotypic characters.

Small random mutations of the genes and structural and numerical

chromosome changes produce corresponding changes in the phenotype.

No other agency is known to produce heritable changes in the phenotype.

Under the directive influence of selection, new genetic systems arise

gradually as a result of these chromosomal changes. Thus distinctive

populations, subspecies, species, and finally genera and the higher

categories evolve in an orderly and successive manner by the accumula-

tion of small mutations, rigidly screened by selection. The creative role in

evolution is thus assigned to selection.

As long as geneticists were concerned solely with the mechanism under-

lying the transmission of inherited characters there was virtually no

contact between genetics and the morphological sciences. But geneticists

have recently turned to questions of how the genetic mechanism achieves

its phenotypic expression (physiological genetics), and how gene frequen-

cies behave in breeding populations (population genetics), and their con-

clusions are of distinct and immediate concern to morphologists. On the

other hand, morphology is the most tangible embodiment of what has

actually been achieved by these processes, not in a few experimental

animals but in the whole extent of nature. Therefore conclusions resulting

from properly oriented morphological research should likewise be useful

to geneticists.

Physiological genetics comes into contact with morphology via embryol-

ogy, and its implications for comparative anatomy are considered briefly

in the next section. Physiological genetics deals with the mechanisms

whereby genetic differences are translated into differences in the pheno-

type. Thus it actually does not come to grips with the basic problem of

evolution, which is how these differences become established.

Population geneticists seek to answer precisely that question. Evolu-

tion, they maintain, is not primarily a question of the nature or origin of

mutations, or of how they are brought to expression in the organism, but

of their fates in breeding populations. ‘‘A mutation, chromosomal or genic,

major or minor, must undergo a virtually continuous process of change in

frequency before becoming characteristic of a population. The elementary

evolutionary process is therefore change of gene (or chromosome)

frequency” (Wright, 1945). The expected behavior of gene frequencies

under various conditions has been demonstrated by means of mathemat-

ical models, employing statistical concepts. In addition to speciation—
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the mere multiplication of subspecies and species by processes that are

either non-adaptive or adaptive only to minor ecological zones—it is

recognized that “under certain conditions the processes considered in the

statistical theory may lead to a very rapid, almost explosive, origin of

higher categories” (Wright, 1941a). Simpson (1944) recognizes a third

mode, phyletic evolution, the sustained directional shift in average direc-

tion of evolution that is particularly apparent in sequences of fossil forms.

Simpson points out that speciation is the only mode of evolution that is

open to investigation by experimental biology and genetics, although it

is not necessarily the most important from the evolutionary standpoint.

The mathematical models set up by population geneticists are statistical

abstractions, and the conclusions based on them are extremely broad

generalizations. Such concepts are useful only if they can be documented.

Experimental biology, and especially field studies of actual breeding

populations, may be expected to supply such documentation for the

phenomena of speciation. As Simpson has stated, phyletic evolution is a

peculiarly paleontological problem. But the origin of new major adaptive

types (Simpson’s “quantum evolution”) is a problem that is not amenable

to the methods of either experimental biology or (for reasons given below)

of paleontology. This central problem of evolution can, I believe, be docu-

mented only by the data of functional comparative anatomy.

III. Embryology and Comparative Anatomy

Embryology, as represented by modern concepts of developmental

mechanics and the genetical control of developmental processes, differs

greatly from the descriptive and comparative embryology of the era of

Haeckel. Descriptive embryology was essentially an adjunct of compar-

ative anatomy, confirming and extending the conclusions as to phylogeny

that were derived from study of adult organisms. Thus its role, like that of

Gegenbaurian comparative anatomy, was chiefly a historical one.

Many modem embryologists claim that ontogeny plays a part in evolu-

tion that is in no way less important or less fundamental than that played

by the genes.^ Every adult animal, they point out, is a product of an

individual ontogeny. This ontogeny is the resultant of a large number of

correlated reactions proceeding at definite relative velocities. It is the

timing and integration of these reactions that determine the differentiation

of originally indifferent cells and their subsequent fates in the individual.

Goldschmidt (1927) suggested twenty years ago that the rates of these

2 The school of embrydbgists, of which Weiss ( 1939 ) is a typical example, that is

attempting to reduce development to a set of physico-chemical systems, is not

considered here. Even if this work succeeds in its aim it will have little direct

bearing on evolutionary problems, since evolution is not a matter of ultimate

mechanisms in the organism, but the mechanisms of change.
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processes are gene controlled, and that mutation may alter the velocity of

one or several such reactions. Such a change would shift the whole subse-

quent course of the ontogenetic reaction involved, or of its rate relative to

the rates of the other integrating processes of differentiation. On the model

of the chain reaction, this involves change in the character of a large

number of tissues, combined with a considerable capacity for self-

differentiation in individual tissues, and the resulting difference is not in a

few crude respects but a permeating change in general facies.

This concept has since been verified by numerous experimental studies.

It changed greatly our ideas of the nature of the available raw materials

on which natural selection can act, although opinions as to the actual

evolutionary efiicacy of such a mechanism have varied widely. Gold-

schmidt (1940) argued that changes of such magnitude would provide

natural selection with material for saltatory evolution, since a relatively

simple genetic alteration could condition a more or less thorough repat-

terning of adult morphology. Thus the detailed and, to Goldschmidt,

otherwise unaccountable differences in morphological pattern between

genera, families, orders, etc. would rest on a relatively simple genetic

basis, with natural selection (1) seizing upon a potentially successful

new adaptive type so produced, and (2) refining the crude pre-adaptation

by a process of post-adaptation. A residue of “neutraF morphological

features, not directly affected by selection but an incidental product of

the altered ontogenetic velocities, would help account for the permeating

differences (the ‘unbridgeable gaps"’) between representatives of differ-

ent taxonomic categories.

Goldschmidt himself was interested chiefly in the mechanism whereby

developmental rates could be altered, and suggested that chromatin re-

arrangements were responsible for such “systemic mutations.” This

relatively non-essential feature of his theory has been the chief target of

criticisms. As Waddington (1941) has pointed out, however, this highly

speculative suggestion is not to the point so far as evolution is concerned,

since what evolutionary theory requires is “a picture of the possible kinds

of inter-actions between developmental processes,” rather than a hypoth-

esis of the ultimate physico-chemical mechanisms of development. Wad-
dington points to the fact that adult tissues fall into a few quite sharply

defined kinds rather than varying continuously from one type to another,

and postulates a succession of “branching points” during ontogeny, at

each of which development can move into one or another of a few
alternative paths. Ontogeny is thus envisaged as a “set of branching de-

velopmental paths along each of which a certain part of the egg moves
during its development.” Changes in ontogeny would then be (1) in the

pattern of the developmental paths, or (2) in the actual course of the
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paths, or (3) combinations of the two, and qualitative discontinuous

differences in adult organization would be accounted for.

It is apparent that Goldschmidt and Waddington are concerned with

the same concept as the neo-classical morphologists. The "morphological

type” of the latter is the correlative of Goldschmidt's "unbridgeable gap.”

Homeosis

Homeosis was defined by Bateson as the alteration of one organ of a

segmental series from its own characteristic form to that of some

homologous member of the series. Villee's recent review (1942) of the

observational and experimental evidence for this phenomenon, plus his

rather naive interpretation of the evolutionary importance of isolated

features characteristic of another family or order, have drawn attention to

this type of mutation and have contributed to misunderstanding (e.g.

Simpson, 1944, p. 52). It is evident that homeosis represents a special case

of the reaction rate concept of ontogeny, and that its particular interest

is based on the relative abundance of experimental evidence. The data

considered by Villee all relate to arthropods, mostly dipterans. But Sawin

(1945, 1946) and Sawin and Hull (1946) have interpreted displacements

of the thoraco-lumbar and lumbo-sacral borders (i.e. variations in

vertebral formula
)
in rabbits as due to genes having generalized regional

rather than a specific field of action. The genes are visualized as controlling

growth and differentiation gradients during ontogeny and thus determin-

ing the position and magnitude of the thoracic and lumbar regions. Butler

(1939, 1946) has argued that the teeth of mammals have evolved as part

of a system rather than as individual units, and that a common morpho-

genetic cause must have acted on more than one tooth germ to account

for the close similarity between adjacent teeth. The concept of homeosis

with its genetic and ontogenetic background is implied throughout But-

ler s work, although he does not mention it specifically.

From the morphological standpoint homeosis is intimately related to

the concept of serial homology. Old ideas of serially repeated structures,

in which each adult unit in the series was regarded as a distinct structural

entity that under certain circumstances became "transformed” into an

entity characteristic of an adjacent region, are no longer tenable. The
adaptive evolution of the vertebral column, for example, is not explained

by the genetical control of fields, but the mechanism involved in such

evolution is enormously simplified.

In some cases, at least, there is a similar field effect on non-serial (non-

homeotic) structures, with a common genetical control of functional

rather than morphological units. This is seen in Washburn s ( 1943, 1946)

interpretation of the sequence of epiphyseal union in mammals. Washburn
found that the epiphyses of a region, such as the shoulder or knee, unite at
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more nearly the same time than epiphyses in general or than the epiphyses

of a single bone. He further points out that acceleration or deceleration of

maturity tends to affect a whole region (involving some epiphyses of

several bones) rather than the epiphyses of a single bone, or a single

epiphysis.

Modern Descriptive Embryology and Evolution

Another school of embryologists has continued embryological investiga-

tion in the Gegenbaur tradition, i.e. from the standpoint of comparative

morphology. Franz and Naef in Germany, Sewertzoff in the Soviet Union,

and de Beer in England have been particularly active in this field. It is oi

the utmost interest that this purely morphological work has independently

derived a set of empirical “principles” that often amount to a restatement

of the conclusions of the genetically-minded experimental embryologists.

These rules have been derived quite independently and are based on a

wholly different type of data. A well-documented review was recently

presented by de Beer (1940), although somewhat colored by his pre-

occupation with refuting the old Haeckelian idea of recapitulation.

Morphological embryologists are agreed on recognizing a principle of

heterochrony, alteration of the sequence of ontogenetic stages in the

phylogeny of a structure. Obviously this is merely a morphologist s phras-

ing of the geneticists’ conclusion that mutation may alter the relative

velocity of ontogenetic processes. Heterochrony may be expressed in a

variety of ways, depending on the time during ontogeny when its effects

become manifest. Thus de Beer recognizes eight principles of hetero-

chrony, the names of which are largely self-explanatory: caenogenesis,

deviation, paedogenesis, reduction, adult variation, retardation, hyper-

morphosis, and acceleration. Haldane earlier (1932) discussed this

question and recognized three “ontogenetic tendencies”: acceleration,

retardation, and caenogenesis (embryonic and larval adaptations not

affecting the adult). It is illuminating and instructive to compare de Beer’s

“descriptive historical” account with the “causal analytic” account given

by Goldschmidt ( 1940, 341 ff
.
) . The convergence of concepts is evident

and striking.

Thus the most important e£Fect that embryological work has had on

morphological thinking is the altered notion of the mechanics underlying

morphological change. Morphologists a generation ago were thinking in

terms of the transformation of an adult structure in one organism into an

adult structure in another organism. The assumptions demanded by such

an interpretation often strained credulity beyond the breaking point.

A far simpler mechanism, consonant with genetical ideas, is supplied by

the concept of reaction velocity or “ontogenetic field” development under

genetic control. Statisticians deny that profound changes could have
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arisen as abruptly as postulated by Goldschmidt and have therefore dis-

missed his theory. It is apparent, however, that evolution via alteration of

ontogenetic rates has taken place on lower levels, involving less drastic

changes in morphological pattern, and from the standpoint of mechanics

this is a quantitative and not a qualitative diJBEerence from the type of

change suggested by Goldschmidt. In the final analysis, of course, any

genetic change can achieve phenotypic expression only via a change in

ontogeny.

Important as this interpretation is, however, it fails to get at the core of

adaptive evolution. Embryologists may explain post facto the changes in

the mechanics of ontogeny that are reflected in an adult adaptation, but

evolution demands an explanation of why a given course has been fol-

lowed far more than it demands detailed clarification of the course

actually followed.

IV. Vertebrate Paleontology and Comparative Anatomy

Vertebrate paleontology is comparative osteology in the time dimension.

What is implied in this statement? First, that paleontological data are

essentially limited to a single morphological system, the skeleton.^ And
second, that paleontologists have at their disposal a succession of samples

of this one system extending backward into time. The factual data of

vertebrate paleontology therefore relate to ( 1 ) the actual rate of change

in the skeleton, and (2) the pattern of phyletic change in the skeleton.

All other factors, both as to organism and as to environment, must largely

be inferred.

Comparative osteology is one of the several subdivisions of comparative

anatomy, and this suggests a critical reexamination of the relationships

between paleontology and comparative anatomy.

Subdivisions of the Organism

An organism can be subdivided into systems on the basis of several

widely different criteria. The classical division into morphological systems

(skeletal, muscular, circulatory, etc.) has logical validity and is a con-

venient subdivision for practical study. No one today believes that these

various systems evolved as separate entities, however, although such a

view is implied in much of the comparative anatomy of the past century.

With equal propriety the organism can be divided into physiological

systems, and such a division is useful for certain types of study. This

criterion has the additional merit of associating tissues on a functional

^ In some cases data are available on individual variation in the skeleton. Brain
casts give information on the evolution of the brain, but still via the skeleton. The
dentition is functionally a part of the digestive system. These exceptions, however,
do not alter the generalization.
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basis, regardless of their topographical relations, as is admirably illus-

trated by the endocrine system.

A division on the basis of the major functions of the organism is also

possible, involving such basic activities as locomotion, nutrition, repro-

duction, and self-defense. In the end, each of such functional systems in-

volves the whole organism, and finally not only the organism but the

organism plus its environment. It is obvious that it is these functional

systems as wholes that were subjected to selection during evolution, and

not their component parts. It is logically inconsistent to speak of the

"evolution of the dentition,” for example, unless it is kept firmly in mind

that the teeth are an integral part, quite artificially segregated for purposes

of study, of the nutrition apparatus of the organism as a whole. This

seeming truism deserves emphasis because the arbitrary nature of the

segregation is all too often lost sight of.

The neobiologist’s knowledge of the structure, functioning, activities,

and environmental relationships of members of the contemporary fauna

is potentially unlimited. It can embrace the total existing fauna in one

direction and can extend down to the very molecules of the individual in

the other. Of the history of these organisms he knows nothing, except

what paleontology can tell him of the history of their skeletons plus what

can be inferred by comparing "primitive” with "specialized” forms. The
paleontologist, by contrast, must infer the major part of each functional

system, the functioning of those systems, and the conditions under which

they functioned. These limitations are extremely severe, often insurmount-

able. The diflBculty is dramatically illustrated in the case of forms that

have no existing counterparts or of lines that died out completely. The
chalicotheres, to cite a single example, were perissodactyl ungulates with

an undistinguished ungulate dentition and huge claws on the feet, a

combination not found in any existing mammal. Numerous careful studies

by competent students have failed to produce any even remotely probable

explanation of the biology of these animals. Yet they were no more bizarre

than many existing types are.

It is evident not only that the paleontologist and the comparative

anatomist are studying evolutionary phenomena in diflFerent dimensions,

one in time and the other in space, but also that their basic data differ. The
two dimensions are by no means wholly complementary. The comparative

anatomist has at his disposal a complete cross section of a given moment in

time, containing all the results of evolution as of that moment. He likewise

has available all the factors, both organismic and environmental, that are

contributing to evolution as of that moment. The paleontologist has

threads of this cross section, disconnected and fragmentary because of

deficiencies in the record and further limited by being restricted to a

single morphological system, extending backward into time. Both depend
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upon observation of the static results of evolution for inferring the

dynamic processes of evolution, but the inferences differ, sometimes in

scope and sometimes in natiure.

Paleontology and Evolution

Paleontology is unique in being a factual record, however defective, of

evolution. This record reveals, as Simpson (1944, 1946) has emphasized,

that evolution is gradual, that it is often sustained and directional, that

progressive adaptation is typical, and that major adaptations often appear

suddenly. These are major features of the mode of evolution that could

hardly have been demonstrated in any other way, and it is curious that it

was precisely these facts that were largely responsible for the antagonism

that long existed between genetics and paleontology. Only recently have

attempts to reconcile such empirical paleontological facts with the data

of genetics met with approval from both sides.

Neo-Darwinism, with its emphasis on environmental selection of small

mutations as the directing force in evolution, explained most of these

evolutionary modes to the satisfaction of nearly all paleontologists. The
sudden emergence of major adaptive types, as seen in the abrupt appear-

ance in the fossil record of families and orders, continued to give trouble.

The phenomenon lay in the genetical no man s land beyond the limits of

experimentation. A few paleontologists even today cling to the idea that

these gaps will be closed by further collecting, i.e. that they are accidents

of samphng; but most regard the observed discontinuities as real and have

sought an explanation for them.

The origin of new adaptive types, as opposed to their subsequent

evolution, is the crux of the whole adaptation question, whether from the

standpoint of paleontology or of neobiology. This fact has been clearly

recognized by paleontologists for a decade. Two attempts, in some
respects from widely different viewpoints, have been made to extend

genetical concepts to cover them.

Schindewolf (1936) was influenced by the concept of “morphological

types” of the neo-classical morphologists. These basic patterns obviously

correspond to the complexes of morphological features characterizing the

taxonomic categories, from phyla down to genera (logically to species and
even subspecies). The observed discontinuities between these patterns

led many German morphologists in the 1930 s to question the validity of

the evolutionary theory, or to limit its operation to the confines of a given

morphological type. These limits were drawn by different authors at

various levels: at phyla, at classes, in extreme cases even at genera.

Schindewolf noted that the morphological discontinuities correspond to

the observed discontinuities in the fossil record, which he accepted as

representing abrupt transitions from one major adaptive type to another,
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rather than as deficiencies of record. He suggested that new morpho-

logical types (new major adaptive types, in current terminology) stem-

ming from such discontinuities are attributable to disturbances in onto-

genetic processes, which can produce abrupt and profound changes in

adult organization. He argued that such changes would occasionally, by

chance, produce a form that was basically preadapted to a new way of

life, and that this basic type would then be “shaped” or “perfected”

(ausgestaltet) by selection. According to this view transitional stages

between one basic type and another never existed, since the fundamental

determining features of the new type arise instantaneously during

ontogeny. Schindewolf postulated two successive phases in the origin of a

new adaptive type: “(1) a usually short phase of discontinuous, explosive

origin of types, and ( 2 ) a succeeding, usually longer phase of continuous,

gradual, orthogenetic shaping of the type complex.” With respect to

environmental relationships these are designated “preadaptive” and

“adaptive” phases. A mechanism capable of producing changes in the

manner postulated, through alteration of ontogenetic processes, has been

demonstrated experimentally (see above). Schindewolf's theory is prac-

tically identical with that of Goldschmidt.

Nearly a decade later, Simpson (1944) attempted another synthesis

of paleontological and genetical data, utilizing the newer concepts of

population genetics as developed especially by Wright. Simpson rejected

any method of saltatory evolution as an important evolutionary factor^

and embraced the completely neo-Darwinian thesis of Wright ( 1941b ) that

new adapUye arise via the action of strong selection pres-

sure on small mutations. Simpson describes the typical pattern

a change in adapli^^^ as follows: “.
. . a large population is

fragmented into numerous small isolated® lines of descent. Within these,

inadaptive diflEerentiation and random fixation of mutations occur. Among
many such inadaptive lines, one or a few are preadaptive, i.e. some of their

characters tend to fit them for available ecological stations quite dififerent

from those occupied by their immediate ancestors. Such groups are sub-

jected to strong selection pressure and evolve rapidly in the further

direction of adaptation to the new status. The very few lines that success-

* Simpson’s list of the various means by which saltation might occur ( p. 52 ) does

not include the most likely of all, mutations affecting developmental velocities, and
there is no evidence that he has considered it. This is one of the weakest points in his

whole argument. Origin of the ‘^raw materials” for the higher categories via this

means is the core of the theories of Schindewolf, Goldschmidt, and most recent

embryologists. It certainly deserves more consideration than it has been given by
geneticists.

® Wright ( 1945 )
points out that mutation rate is the limiting factor if small popula-

tions are completely isolated, but that if numerous small populations are not quite

isolated, there is available "an enormous store of potential, easily available but not

actually manifested, variability,” and the mutation rate can then be largely ignored.
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fully achieve this perfected adaptation tlien become abundant and expand

widely at the same time becoming diflFerentiated and specialized on lower

levels within the broad new ecological zone.” Thus the origin of a new
adaptive type (Simpsons ‘quantum evolution”) involves three successive

phases: (1) an inadaptive phase, during which the population loses its

former adaptive equilibrium with its environment, (2) a preadaptive

phase, during which the population moves toward a new equilibrium,

and (3) an adaptive phase, during which a new equilibrium is reached.

Simpson admits the possibility of preadaptation arising in the absence of

any positive inadaptation ( which would virtually eliminate phase 1 )
and

becoming fixed through a threshold effect of selection pressure.

These two views have long been argued back and forth as contrasting

and more or less mutually exclusive explanations of major evolutionary

phenomena. It is usually urged that one postulates discontinuous saltatory

origin of new adaptive types, the other transition from one type to another

by a continuous process occurring at extremely rapid but finite rates. Both

agree that, once initiated, adaptation is carried on by selection. Thus dis-

agreement actually involves only the initial preadaptive phase. But any

mutation or combination of mutations is discontinuous too, and therefore

the question is merely as to the magnitude or degree of the initial pre-

adaptation visualized in the two systems. Geneticists often assume that the

“new type” referred to by morphologists is a fully equipped new form,

that the first bird quite literally hatched from a reptile egg, and have with

reason ridiculed such an idea. Schindewolf (among others) has pointed

out, however, that it is the determining features, the basic structure or

combination of structures deciding the direction of the new adaptive type,

that are postulated. What is actually visualized is a morphological

threshold effect. The magnitude of the initial change would vary from

situation to situation ( in some cases a very trivial morphological change

would suflBce), and the subsequent shaping or perfecting of the type

follows by selection, perhaps interspersed with further saltatory changes.

This view is hardly distinguishable from Simpson's concept of “quantum
evolution”; indeed the analogy with the quanta of the physical sciences is

even closer. It is true that morphologists have not thought in terms of

populations, but in my opinion the final convergence of the ideas evolved

by population geneticists and evolutionary morphologists is astonishingly

complete. Disagreement can be attributed far more to mutual failure to

understand concepts and terms than to differences in views.

Paleontology and Adaptation

More important than any fundamental similarity between the views of

Schindewolf and those of Simpson is the fact that neither was derived

from the data of paleontology. Each has taken a theory derived from
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neobiological data and superimposed it, so to speak, on the data of

paleontology. The fact that the observed data of paleontology conform

with the neobiological theory enhances the probable validity of the

theory, and certainly no theory that does not so conform can be accepted.

But the facts of paleontology conform equally well with other interpreta-

tions that have been discredited by neobiological work, e.g. divine crea-

tion, innate developmental processes, Lamarckism, etc., and paleontology

by itself can neither prove nor refute such ideas.

The neo-Darwinian school, by emphasizing the role of selection on

variations in populations, interprets evolution as a process of adaptation

going on at various ecological levels. But adaptation can be demonstrated

in fossil material only by the most oblique means. A few groups of living

vertebrates (e.g. horses, elephants) have long well-documented histories

of rectilinear evolution. The extant survivors show a high degree of

adaptation and morphological specialization. Since the fossils indicate

that the group was evolving in this direction during most or all of its

history it is extremely probable that the history of the group is one of in-

creasingly close adaptation. Non-skeletal (and even non-morphological)

conditions, as known among the survivors, can be projected back along the

evolutionary line, but with probability decreasing as the lineage recedes

into time. In other cases, where there are no survivors, paleontologists

infer by analogy with unrelated living forms that morphological specializa-

tion denotes adaptation, although the nature of the adaptation may be

(and usually is) wholly unknown. Finally, in the case of forms that show
no particular morphological specialization, it is inferred ( again by analogy

with similar but unrelated living forms
) that some sort of adaptation did

exist.

Adaptation can be studied to advantage only when the complex

organism-environment interrelationship can be studied, even though

from the evolutionary standpoint it is the morphological specialization of

the organism that is of chief interest. The skeleton, recent or fossil, ex-

hibits a part of the total morphological change of the organism, which in

turn is only a part of the dynamic relationship that is adaptation. Evolu-

tion is measured in terms of morphological change, however, rather than

in terms of dynamic relationships, and thus interest is ultimately in the

agencies producing such changes. In the final analysis evolution is (except

possibly on the very lowest levels) a shift in the direction or level of

adaptation. The factors initiating such shifts are rarely, STever, subject

to fossilization, and here the paleontologist must depend upon the

neobiologist. We have seen that both genetics and embryology supply

some, but not all, of the required data. Paleontology supplies vitally

important data on the rates and direction of (supposedly) adaptive

changes. But none of the fields so far mentioned, nor all together, reveals
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how these various organismic and environmental factors have operated in

specific cases to produce a new direction of morphological specialization.

V. Adaptation and Comparative Anatomy

One of the greatest biological controversies centers around the role of

adaptation in evolution. The most casual examination of the literature

shows, however, that differences of opinion are confined almost entirely

to the question of adaptation at the lowest taxonomic levels, the subspecies

and species. This is the level at which the tremendously active experi-

mental attack on evolutionary problems is being carried on, and for this

reason the controversy assumes an importance that is largely fictitious.

Among the higher vertebrate categories adaptation is an empirical fact,

and here the problem is not whether adaptation exists, but how and why
adaptations arose, and what part they have played in evolution.

ITiere can be no doubt that unadaptive (neutral), and even adverse,

characters can arise in and spread through breeding populations, nor can

there be much doubt that many of the morphological characters used

to distinguish subspecies are of this type. It is equally obvious, however,

that the basic morphology of most and probably all vertebrate orders, such

as the rodents, the carnivores, or the hawks and falcons, is in each case a

major adaptation to a particular way of life. And the basic functional

adaptation of the cats or the eagles, for example, must either have started

as a minimal departure from the parent stock, or have appeared suddenly,

essentially full-blown.

The Nature of Adaptation

Adaptation means many things to many different people. Both Lamarck
and Darwin regarded adaptation as indicated in any change in the

structure of an animal that better fitted it to its organic or inorganic

environment. Thus a general increase in the efficiency of an animal is an

adaptation. Gegenbaur defined adaptation as "gradual, but steadily

progressive, changes in the organisation,” which is equivalent to Julian

Huxley s "evolutionary progress”—the all-around improvement in func-

tional efficiency that is implied in the terms ‘lower” and ‘liigher.” Experi-

mental embryologists, since Roux’s attempt to extend the concept of

natural selection to a "struggle of the parts” in the developing organism,

have spoken of "adaptation” of the developing parts to the roles they are

destined to play in the mature individual. This is akin to the physiologists’

definition of adaptation as the adjustment of one part of the organism to

other parts.

Modern evolutionary biologists define adaptation in various ways,

usually emphasizing the "fitness” between the organism and its environ-

ment. Such definitions are accurate as far as they go, but they lack the
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preciseness, especially the quantitative exactness, that is required of a

genuinely usable concept. This has led to attempts to demonstrate the

existence and degree of adaptation by various oblique and logically invalid

criteria, such as increase in numbers relative to supposedly worse adapted

forms ( Cause
)
or by the ‘power conferred over the environment” ( Rob-

son and Richards, 1936, p. 353).

Population geneticists (Wright, 1932, 1937; Simpson, 1944) have

emphasized the adaptive aspect of the population-environment relation-

ship. Wright visualizes the genetic structure of a population as a number

of adaptive peaks separated by inadaptive valleys, with selection tending

to keep the population closely clustered around the adaptive peaks.

Simpson, on the other hand, has emphasized the environmental aspect of

the relationship, visualizing the environment as a set of discontinuous

adaptive zones and subzones into which populations can deploy under the

guidance of natural selection. These are useful concepts for establishing

general principles of adaptation. They reduce the unmanageable facts of

adaptive relations to a system that is amenable to statistical analysis. But

at supraspecific levels adaptation almost invariably involves gross morpho-

logical, physiological, and psychological specializations. Interest is ac-

cordingly focused on the adapted organism ( as a sample of the adapted

population), rather than on the genetic structure of the population or on

the environment to which the population is adapted. For example,

statistical treatment would be required to demonstrate the differential

adaptive value of a character in subspecies of Peromyscus, but any rodent

individual would exhibit the basic morphological adaptation of the order

Rodentia. A method of defining adaptation from the standpoint of the

organism which would complement the environmental concept and sup-

plement the mathematical models is clearly needed if adaptation is to be

studied from the standpoint of functional morphology.

By implication ( though to my knowledge it has never been so expressed )

,

most modem biologists regard adaptation as exemplified in any deviation

from the basic plan of any taxonomic category when such deviation is

associated with some special and characteristic mode of life. The “basic

plan”® logically includes not only the morphology but also the physiology

and psychology of the unit—in short, the total biology. Thus adaptation is

actually a hierarchy of increasingly restricted or less inclusive features as

we move down the scale from class to species. This may be illustrated by

selecting one (out of the many) adaptive feature at each level of a

taxonomic sequence. Homoiothermy is an adaptation within the phylum

Chordata, appearing in the classes Aves and Mammalia. Carnassial teeth

•The concept of the basic plan has been developed chiefly by the German
morphologists, who refer to it as the “type.” Choice of the term type is unfortunate

because of its very different and much older use by taxonomists.
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involving and Mi are an adaptation within the class Mammalia, ap-

pearing in the suborder Fissipedia of the order Carnivora. Remodelling of

these camassial teeth into flat-crowned crushing teeth is an adaptation

within the order Carnivora, appearing in the family Ursidae. Reduction

of the entire dental battery, in correlation with fish-eating habits, is an

adaptation within the family Ursidae, appearing in the genus Thalarctos

(the polar bear). Thalarctos also exhibits all the more inclusive adapta-

tions of modified camassial teeth and homoiothermy, but none of these is

a polar bear adaptation.

The basic morphological plan can be determined at any taxonomic level

( Naef, 1919; Kalin, 1935, 1941 )
for an organ, an organ system, or the total

organism. The direction and x;nagnitude of any deviation from the basic

plan can likewise be determined and measured quantitatively. This, of

course, is a valid measure of adaptation only if a close correlation can be

demonstrated between environmental relations and these deviations from

the norm. At any supergeneric level such a correlation can probably be

safely assumed in most if not all cases because of the generally adaptive

nature of superspecific variation. Many mechanical and physiological

relations are amenable to experimental analysis, and their functional

importance, if not their adaptive value, can be measured directly. But the

convergent appearance of similar conditions in more or less remotely

related organisms under similar or identical environmental conditions is

the most readily available proof of adaptive value. Hence the shift of

morphological interest from homology to analogy.

Embryological processes and psychological and physiological traits are

doubtless subject to the same adaptive hierarchy, although existing

technics do not permit its demonstration. Logically they cannot be

divorced from morphology in the complex factors that combine to make
up adaptation from the standpoint of the organism.

The greatest diflSculty in the way of studying adaptation as an evolu-

tionary phenomenon of the organism ( except in the restricted sense pos-

sible in the few adequately documented cases of progressive adaptation

known to paleontology) has long been the lack of any valid method of

estimating degree of adaptation. If degree of divergence from an estab-

lished norm is a valid criterion of degree of adaptation, then it should be

an extremely useful tool for attacking this most obvious but at the same

time most refractory of evolutionary phenomena.

The Origin of Adaptations

Adaptations may appear at any taxonomic level, and obviously not all

adaptations are of equal value or have the same prospective outlook.

Wright (1941a) proposed a useful distinction between adaptations of

general importance^ which relax selective processes that have previously
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restrained variation and so set the stage for deployment into numerous
environmental niches via selection for accessory mechanisms; and special-

izing adaptations, which have the reverse effect of restricting selection. It

can be deteimined only a posteriori to which of these categories a given

adaptation belongs. The basic rodent adaptation was obviously a tremen-

dously successful adaptation of general importance, and the basic

adaptation of the anteaters an equally successful specializing adaptation.’^

On the other hand, the basic specialization of the snakes would surely

appear a priori to be a specializing adaptation, but actually it has been

exploited almost as successfully as that of the rodents. In general, though

by no means invariably, adaptations of general importance are associated

with classes and orders, and specializing adaptations with families, genera,

and occasionally species.

Neo-classical morphologists have emphasized the deep-seated perme-

ating morphological individuality of classes, orders, families etc., each

within the framework of the next higher category. This they express in

the term “morphological type.” The Rodentia, for example, are not merely

mammals supplied with chisel-like incisor teeth, nor are they a conglomer-

ation of “diagnostic characters.” Rather the Rodentia, like any other

mammalian order, represent a recasting of the features of the class

Mammalia. Neo-Darwinians, on the other hand, have emphasized the

fact that each of such categories is equipped to exploit a major adaptive

zone, and would regard the numerous supposedly neutral or non-adaptive

morphological features associated with each category as an incidental

result of genetic divergence. The crucial point in any theory of adaptation

is the origin of a new adaptive type, which is an essentially discontinuous

process, usually involving an abrupt change in direction of adaptation.

Practically all students of evolution agree in recognizing an element of

real or seeming discontinuity in the origin of a major adaptation.

Disregarding the frankly metaphysical explanations of Boker, Beurlen,

and others, there are three major theories that attempt to account for this

discontinuity. Goldschmidt regards the discontinuities (his ‘l^ridgeless

gaps”) as real, and postulated a special type of “systemic mutation”

resulting from chromatin rearrangements to account for them. Wadding-

ton and Schindewolf represent a second school that considers the dis-

continuities as real, but accounts for them via alterations of ontogenetic

processes through orthodox mutations. Population geneticists (Wright,

Simpson), on the other hand, interpret the discontinuities as artifacts

resulting from extremely short and rapid evolution during a phase of

^ Anteaters have survived essentially unchanged since at least the Early Pliocene,

and there is no reason to believe that their numerical position ever differed much from

the humble one that it is today.
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adaptive instability, with a resulting reduced probability that individuals

would be observed in this stage.

Comparative Anatomy and the Origin of Adaptations

It was pointed out above that the critical preadaptive phase initiating a

new adaptive type would rarely, perhaps never, be accessible to pale-

ontologists. It is also unlikely that embryonic changes of the type

postulated by some morphologists to account for the origin of radically

different adaptive types will be observed, or that they would be

recognized if they were observed. It was further pointed out that if the

nature of adaptation is to become more than a statistical abstraction it

must be verified on individuals as samples of populations.

Naturally, features are not likely to be observed in the actual pre-

adaptive phase among existing organisms. Nor would they be likely to be

recognized if observed, because a feature is seen to have been preadaptive

only after it has become adaptive. But it is entirely possible to segregate

preadaptations (but not the order of their appearance if more than one is

involved, as is almost invariably the case) by a proper synthesis of

morphological, embryological, and ecological evidence. From the morpho-

logical side this involves meticulous analysis of deviations from the basic

pattern of the taxonomic category to which the adapted type belongs.

Such studies offer a rich and almost untouched field for comparative

anatomy, and one that can hardly be approached from any other stand-

.
point.

The most promising situation for detecting morphological preadapta-

tion should be in a form or group of related forms showing some special-

ized habit or other environmental relation that would be reflected in its

morphology. The generic or family levels are most likely; at the ordinal or

class levels any basic preadaptation would be irretrievably masked by
postadaptation, and functionally correlated morphological features are

rarely shown by species. A further requirement is that the adapted type

belong to a taxonomic group large enough to exhibit a range of morpho-

logical variation, i.e. large enough that the basic morphological plan of

the group as a whole can be determined. Finally, knowledge of the

ecological relations of both the adapted type and its unadapted or differ-

ently adapted relatives must be suflSciently intimate and detailed to reveal

the functional relations of the preadaptation.

Few comparative anatomists have been thinking along these lines. The
most promising and ambitious work (Boker, 1935-1937) is marred by
naive neo-Lamarckism and resort to mystical "active” and "passive” forces,

although it contains a wealth of useful data. Examination of the scanty

pertinent data shows, however, that the origin of a new adaptive type via

preadaptation is not a simple mode of evolution, but that the preadaptive
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threshold may be achieved in several quite different ways. At least five

"sub-modes” can be distinguished;

1. Extension into a generally less favorable environment by selective

extension of adaptive features already present in the parent population.

Certain existing adaptive features or combinations of features are pre-

adaptive in the new environment and are then enhanced by selection.

This is perhaps the commonest but least characteristic type of quantum
origin of a new adaptive type. The crucial transition from one adaptation

to another, the threshold or "quantum” effect, is least evident.

The case of Weddells seal (Leptonychotes weddelli), which Simpson

has cited, is an example of this type. Related seals exhibit a tendency for

the upper lateral incisors to become enlarged and canine-like. In

Leptonychotes this trend is carried further, and these teeth and the

canines are used for cutting breathing holes in the ice. This seal is thus

able to survive the Antarctic winter beyond latitudes where there are

many natural breaks in the ice, and ranges farther south than any other

mammal. The emperor penguin {Aptenodytes forsteri) provides a parallel

case. This bird breeds at the edge of the Antarctic pack ice, where no

nesting materials are available and temperatures range down to —80® F.

(Murphy, 1936). A complex of adaptive behavioral features makes sur-

vival under these rigorous conditions possible, but most of these adapta-

tions are also found in the closely related king penguin (A. patagonicus)

,

which is found farther north.

2. Deployment into a new environmental relation by altering the direc-

tion of an existing adaptation. This mode is particularly useful for explain-

ing the "pre-useful” stages of many adaptations, which have long been a

favorite target of non-selectionists and even of non-evolutionists. An
adaptive relation, carried forward in a given direction by selection, may
quite fortuitously reach a threshold where it is preadaptive for an entirely

different adaptive relation. Selection will then begin to operate in the new
direction on the basis of features that are preadaptive in the new adaptive

relation. The quantum effect is particularly evident in this mode.

No clear-cut examples of this mode are at hand. The origin of the rays

from the sharks would theoretically fall in this class. Sharks are wide

ranging pelagic forms, free swimming and predaceous. Most rays are

littoral and bottom dwelling, feeding largely on inactive prey. The
absence of a swim bladder in elasmobranchs conditions the hydrostatics

and hydrodynamics, and thus the external morphology, of sharks ( Harris,

1936), Some of the features correlated with equilibrium, such as the

flattened belly and the fact that sharks must perforce rest on the bottom

when they are not in motion, are “preadaptive” in the bottom dwelling

littoral adaptive zone, and may have determined an abrupt shift in

adaptive direction that culminated in the rays.
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The flying lizards of the genus Draco are unique among living lizards in

having the ribs greatly elongated and supporting a membrane used in

gliding from tree to tree. Most arboreal lizards (including those of the

family to which Draco belongs) have vertically compressed bodies, an

adaptive direction quite different from the depressed body form of

Draco. The body is depressed in many arboreal geckos, however, and these

animals habitually mold themselves to a branch when at rest. In some

geckos there are fringes along the sides of the body that efface the shadow

of the resting animal. Such a condition can be visualized as reaching a

threshold stage for gliding flight, thus precipitating an abrupt shift in

adaptive direction. An entirely different, superimposed effect is seen in

Draco, in the secondary use of the highly colored flight membrane for

courtship display (Schmidt, 1935).

The ocean sunfishes (Molidae) are remarkably specialized, apparently

for bottom feeding at great depths. The body is greatly shortened and

deepened; the caudal fin has completely disappeared, and locomotion is

by means of the hypertrophied dorsal and anal fins. The lateralis mass of

metameric musculature, which composes 90^ of the weight of a typical

fish, has been entirely lost. Its locomotor function has been taken over by

the erector and depressor muscles of the dorsal and anal fins, and these

muscles are correspondingly hypertrophied (Raven, 1939a). One of the

molids (Ranzania) has secondarily become elongated into a fast-swim-

ming form, and its erector and depressor musculature and skeleton are

further modified ( Raven, 1939b ) . As Amadon ( 1943 ) has pointed out, it

is entirely conceivable that the new pattern of musculature might give

Ranzania a competitive advantage over other fishes with the old meta-

meric musculature, with the result that molids would differentiate rapidly

by displacing other fishes in various ecological zones. Similar examples

of representatives of a group highly specialized in one direction re-

invading another ecological zone via a morphological pattern radically

different from the typical occupants of that zone are numerous. In the

giant panda, for example, the carnivore morphology, with its numerous
specializations, has been adapted to a completely herbivorous diet. And
the tree kangaroos (Dendrolagus) represent a successful re-invasion of

the arboreal environment by the extraordinarily specialized kangaroo

stock.

3. Deployment into new environmental relations when a neutral

{
fortuitous?) morphological structure is preadaptive. A morphological

feature or combination of features, of neutral selective value or carried in

combination with other positively valuable features, becomes preadaptive

under certain circumstances or in certain morphological and/or psycho-

logical combinations. When this adaptive threshold is reached, an abrupt

shift in direction of adaptation ensues.
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The thrashers (Toxostoma) show a marked tendency toward ground

foraging, in contrast with the feeding habits of other mockingbirds. In the

less specialized thrashers, this involves pecking, poking, and hammering
the bill into the ground, while the more specialized forms habitually tunnel

insects out of the ground. Certain peculiarities of the pterygoid muscu-

lature, common to all mimids, are apparently preadaptive for the digging

habit of thrashers; strengthening and lengthening of the flexor muscles

of the head and neck appear in all thrashers, and may be considered pre-

adaptive for the tunneling behavior of the more specialized forms ( Engels,

1940).

In the Carnivora the panniculus carnosus muscle inserts in the axilla,

along with the pectoral musculature, as in other mammals. The mustelids

( weasels and their allies
)
differ from all other carnivores in having a slip

of the panniculus pass to the outer surface of the upper arm. No func-

tional advantage can be assigned to this mustelid aberration. In the badger

(Taxidea), which is a powerful burrowing mustelid, this slip is larger,

ties the elbow down to the body, and inserts on the acromion process of

the scapula. It thus aids in tying the scapula down, an important con-

sideration in the absence of a clavicle. The condition of the panniculus

in other mustelids is obviously preadaptive for the functional arrangement

in the badger ( Davis, unpublished )

.

4. Mutations with conspicuous effects resulting from an alteration of

relatively early ontogenetic processes could conceivably produce a new
type basically preadapted to a radically different ecological zone. Such a

preadaptation would be an example of Goldschmidt's ‘Tiopeful monster."

Despite the demands on chance involved, as compared with other modes

of preadaptation, this mode cannot be disregarded entirely as a theoretical

possibility. Among vertebrates at least, no examples are known that are

not sheer speculations, explainable in alternative ways.

5. Deployment into a generally less favorable environment as a result of

predisposition. Features that are neutral or even disadvantageous in one

environment may be wholly neutral in another environment, into which

the population is forced by competition, population pressure, or accidental

transport. Preadaptation is negative in this mode, and positively adaptive

features may secondarily arise in the new adaptive zone.

The cave fishes of Yucatan belong to four separate families, and thus

represent a minimum of four incursions into this environment. All show

various degrees of loss of eyes and pigment and increased development of

tactile and other sense organs. In each case it can be shown that the cave

forms were derived from non-cave dwelling forms that are nocturnal,

burrowing, or crevice-seeking (Hubbs, 1938). These ancestral forms al-

ready have weakened vision and seemingly compensatory development of

tactile and other senses, and often breeding habits suitable to reproduction
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in total darkness. Hubbs concludes that “only preadapted strays, if any,

have evolved into typical cave forms.”

Beurlen earlier ( 1931 )
came to exactly the same conclusions regarding

the origin of deep-sea decapod crustaceans. He showed that during the

geological history of this group only those that were preadapted to life in

the deep sea were able to colonize this environment. Others fled to fresh

water or to land, or became extinct when the littoral zone decreased.

Preadaptation, supposedly evolved among mud inhabitants of the shallow-

water zone, involved reduced eyes, elongate antennae, and reduced mouth

parts (for detritus feeding).

All the examples cited above are at the generic, subgeneric, or specific

levels. Nearly all (only the two Antarctic examples have not) have differ-

entiated further on lower levels within the new adaptive zone, indicating

that they are not examples of the severely specializing adaptations leading

to monotypic families and genera.

It is, of course, improbable that differentiation at specific or generic

levels is invariably, perhaps not even typically, adaptive, even among
vertebrates. The characters used to distinguish many snake genera, for

example, such as a single vs. a divided anal plate, are surely not adaptive,

although these may merely represent the most conspicuous, not the most

important, differences, and the less conspicuous differences may be

adaptive. It is suggestive that the very few generalized forms that have

been studied adequately do show divergent adaptive trends at these low

levels, although these often resemble phyletic rather than quantum

evolution. Howell ( 1926), for example, found such adaptive trends in the

subgenera of the woodrat Neotoma, which is a very generalized cricetine

rodent.

It is evident that quantum evolution, involving a typical threshold or

“quantum” effect, is common even at the lower (macro-evolutionary, as

opposed to mega-evolutionary) levels, where it may be studied to ad-

vantage on existing forms.

Population geneticists have postulated a condition of ecological dis-

equilibrium (the “inadaptive phase”) as the normal situation in which,

through a process of trial and error, random mutations or combinations of

mutations achieve a preadaptive status. Simpson ( 1944, p. 211 ) admits the

possibility of preadaptation arising in the absence of any positive in-

adaptation (disequilibrium), but assigns to this a lesser role. But none of

the examples given here suggests an inadaptive phase, although the

threshold effect is evident in each. It seems l&ely that the supposed in-

adaptive phase is actually adaptive in some other direction oftener than

population geneticists believe, i.e. that it is “inadaptive” only with

reference to the adaptive relation that develops later.

The scanty data suggest that in many cases adaptation may be a suc-
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cession of sudden, somewhat erratic, shifts in adaptive direction. This

would produce an overall pattern quite difEerent from the orthoselective

pattern displayed, apparently at least, by many examples of phyletic

evolution. In no instance do such shifts involve an inadaptive phase. The
pattern appears rather to be: a structure, or combination of structures,

carried forward in a given adaptive direction by selection, occasionally

achieves a preadaptive threshold that permits selection to begin operating

in a new adaptive direction. Each shift in direction sets the stage for the

next shift, and little or no disequilibrium is involved.

VI. Summary and Conclusions

1. The phylogenetic comparative anatomy of the nineteenth century

aimed at documenting the concept of evolutionary progress and thus

demonstrating the fact of evolution. The truth of evolution was proved

conclusively by paleontology, however, which has the tremendous ad-

vantage of being an actual time record. The phenomenon of evolutionary

progress is farthest removed from the basic mechanics of evolution, and

this type of comparative anatomy cannot contribute effectively to neo-

Darwinian study of adaptive evolution.

2. Twentieth century comparative anatomy is divided between two

main schools: (a) a neo-classical school of pure morphology attempting

to prove that the ‘morphological type” of a given taxonomic category is

its most basic quality, and ( b )
a school that regards morphology as merely

the most tangible product of the dynamic organism-environment relation-

ship, expressed in structural adaptation.

3. Neo-Darwinism has focused attention on adaptation, not only at the

population and subspecies levels but also at the higher levels of families,

orders, etc. The origin of new major adaptive types, such as characterize

the higher taxonomic categories, is the most controversial feature of neo-

Darwinian evolution.

4. The mathematical models of population geneticists are abstract gen-

eralizations of how such major adaptations may have arisen. Existing

statistical techniques cannot, however, demonstrate how a specific adap-

tive relation has arisen.

5. Discoveries in physiological genetics and embryology have greatly

simplified interpretations of the mechanisms underlying many kinds of

morphological change. These interpretations have profoundly altered

morphological thinking, but they relate to the mechanics of evolution only

in so far as they imply revaluation of the raw materials on which natural

selection can act.

6. Paleontology supplies factual data on the actual rates of change in

the skeleton and the patterns of phyletic change in the skeleton. Because

of the inherent limitations of paleontological data, however, it cannot
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perceive the factors producing such changes. Attempts to do so merely

represent a superimposition of neobiological concepts on paleontological

data.

7. The hierarchies of “morphological types” of neo-classical morphology

supply a set of norms against which morphological deviation can be

measured. If such deviations are adaptive, as implied by neo-Darwinism,

then it is possible to measure direction and relative amount of morpho-

logical adaptation.

8. Quantitative measurement of morphological deviation can be com-

bined with analysis of the environmental relations of the organism. The
morphological features peculiar to the adaptive relation are thus isolated.

In some cases, at least, a hierarchy of successive morphological deviations,

each dependent on what has gone before, can be demonstrated.

9. Existing data permit analysis of only a handful of specific cases, but

these indicate that (a) the preliminary inadaptive phase of adaptive

evolution that is postulated by population geneticists is not generally

evident, and ( b )
adaptive evolution is often a succession of sudden shifts

in adaptive direction, apparently resulting from attainment of a succession

of adaptive thresholds.
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SOME ASPECTS OF PLANT MORPHOLOGY
AND EVOLUTION

BY THEODOR JUST^

The spectacular rise and development of modern genetics and the renewed

interest in evolution promptly invite comparison with the attainments of

the older biological sciences. The "new systematics” clearly shows what

may be expected from such a comparison and reorientation. But has the

"new morphology” been integrated with related fields to the same extent

and with equally promising results, or is Berry ( 1945 )
correct in speaking

about the "predicament of morphology” and in castigating the "folkways”

of morphology?

Floral Morphology

It has long been customary to distinguish between an old, idealistic,

classical, pure ( typological
)
or pre-evolutionary morphology and a new,

dynamic (experimental), evolutionary (applied) or phylogenetic mor-

phology ( Arber, 1937; Bancroft, 1935; Thomas, 1933; Troll, 1935; Zimmer-

mann, 1930; Ziindorf, 1940). While the former is to all intents and purposes

synonymous with comparative morphology using essentially contempora-

neous plants, the latter aims to determine the true relationships of all

living and fossil plant groups, even experimentally as far as possible. The

more important viewpoints may be illustrated by those advanced in the

interpretation of the angiosperm flower. The following scheme readily

suggests the complexity of the problem and records the varied lines of

investigation pursued to date. One group is conveniently referred to as

(1) neoclassical, for the variants placed here are direct descendants of

the old morphology and essentially descriptive or anatomical in char-

acter; they are the typological approach (or Gestalt morphology),

organography, and carpel polymorphism; the second group is here called

(2) phylogenetic and includes the theory of reduced branching systems

(telome theory), the caytonialean theory, the bennettitalean theory, the

gnetalean theory, etc.; the third group has been called "developmental”

and is really (3) ontogenetic or histogenetic. Three theories should be

mentioned here, the theory of the fundamental difference between vege-

tative and reproductive apices, the theory of acarpy or of the complete

absence of carpels in the inferior ovary, and the theory of physiomorpho-

1 Chief Curator, Department of Botany, Chicago Natural History Museum. Paper
submitted: November 1947.
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logical fields. The delimitation of these groups must of necessity be some-

what arbitrary. However, the very fact that these and other theories still

hold the arena leaves little doubt “that, lacking fossil evidence, no theory

of the origin of the flower can ever be established except on the basis of

probability” (Wilson, 1941). As the details have been reviewed elsewhere

(Arber, 1937; Bancroft, 1935; Chadefaud, 1946; Just, 1948; Matthews,

1941; Ozenda, 1946; Parkin, 1933; Thomas, 1936; Wilson and Just, 1939),

the following comments can be limited to a discussion of fundamental

differences in approach and methodology.

Peculiarly enough, groups (1) and (3) have at least one thing in com-

mon, i.e. “the reaction against phylogeny” (Arber, 1937). This is the more

striking since the theory of acarpy is in reality more physiological than

morphological, as is evident from its author’s own words (McLean
Thompson, fide Arber) “the real problem of floral morphology is that of

the physiology of growth of a sporogenous axis.” The second important

ontogenetic theory was advanced by Gr^goire, who thought he had found

essential differences in the histogenesis of reproductive and vegetative

apices. However, this distinction must now be discarded, since Philipson’s

(1947) careful histogenetic studies have proved that such differences

actually do not exist. For he concluded that “the organization of the apical

meristems should not be regarded as essentially different in the vegetative

and the reproductive state.” Engard's theory (1944), the third of this

group, introduces from zoology the concept of physiomorphological

fields. Based mainly on histogenetic data it represents an attempt to

reconcile many conflicting viewpoints. According to it, the plant comprises

two major morphogenetic fields, reproductive and vegetative, each finding

expression in the various organs ranging from roots to carpels. In retro-

spect, modern ontogenetic botany dates from C. F. Wolff (1733-1794),

who was the first to study the early developmental stages of plants and

inquire into the processes and causes of development. As will be shown

below, the other main lines of morphological study were initiated at about

the same time.

Group (1), on the other hand, marks a return to “a standpoint not far

removed from that of Goethe” (Arber, 1937). But in order to gain a proper

perspective in this respect, a short historical digression may here be per-

missible. While it is generally accepted that the beginnings of modem
plant morphology can be traced to the eighteenth century and beyond, it

was Goethe who gave it its own methodology and concepts. This he ac-

complished by the introduction of the concept of morphological type, a

concept which was to embrace all particular structures falling within its

possible range, though obviously not according to their actual form. Arber

(1946), who has contributed so much to our understanding of Goethes

botanical work and its neoclassical sequels, appraises it as follows; ‘The
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Metamorphose must be judged, not as if it were a modern scientific

treatise, but as a presentation of a nexus of ideas, much of the material for

which was already in existence. These ideas Goethe alone succeeded in

developing into a unified organic whole, by adjusting them to the living

framework of his thought, and thus creating one of the minor classics of

botany.” Elsewhere she points out that the book really does not deal with

the whole plant but rather with the appendicular organs of the stem only.

Her studies of Goethe s botanical writings convinced her also of the need

for a less strict application of some of the time-honored morphological

concepts. For example, she proved convincingly that Goethe used the

word ‘leaf” for want of a better general term when he probably should

have referred to this “protean form” as a ‘liypothetical appendage.” On
this basis the carpel and foliage leaf would be regarded as “parallel

developments . . . between parts of one and the same plant body.” In her

opinion, this version of parallelism is free from any implications derived

from ontogeny or the “changing visions of phylogeny,” and permits

circumventing Goethe s type concept, should its abstract character prevent

its use in modern work.

Though at first widely accepted and used, the concept of morpho-

logical type was also frequently misused and finally fell into disrepute with

the advent of the theory of evolution and the reorientation of morphology

following in its train. However, in recent years it has been restored and

reapplied in the most extensive morphological treatise of the vascular

plants ever undertaken. In this work. Troll, the leading exponent of this

neoclassical morphology, simply defines morphology as the “doctrine of

type” and, since comparison of forms has always been its method,

synonymizes comparative morphology with “typology.” The results of

the application of the type concept to the interpretation of the flower are

evident from two recent reviews (Arber, 1937; Wilson and Just, 1939),

while other phases will be mentioned below under growth forms.

Parallel with Goethe’s morphology and quite independent of it, A. P.

De Candolle founded another field of morphological study. In his ex-

tensive taxonomic studies De Candolle used morphology as the sole basis

of taxonomy (Baron, 1931). In this way he arrived at a number of

morphological principles similar to those advanced by his great zoological

contemporaries and as valid as in his day. An epitomist of botanical knowl-

edge, he readily linked his morphological work with physiological ( and
ecological) data and thereby created the science of organography. Despite

his vast contributions toward the establishment of a natui^ classification

of plants, De Candolle never expressed any evolutionary ideas in his

writings. Neither did he know or employ the concept of morphological

type. Modem organography, as represented by GoeMs writings ( 1928-

1933), deals with two groups of problems, i.e. the origin and interrelations
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of all morphological forms, and the origin of adaptations in plants.

Goebers general conclusions, applicable far beyond the domain of the

flower will be discussed elsewhere in this paper.

While the beginning of organography is roughly contemporaneous with

that of the old morphology, its modern version closely approaches ex-

perimental morphology, a direct descendant of classical morphology.

The tremendous impact of the theory of evolution and its far-reaching

effects on morphology are well known and exemplified by the writings of

W. Hofmeister. His classical studies on the homologies of the reproductive

organs of the cormophytes appeared prior to the publication of Darwin’s

On the Origin of Species but were subsequently reinterpreted by others.

The same treatment was afforded a large body of morphological knowl-

edge accrued by the early morphologists. Meanwhile, Hofmeister himself

extended his exemplary studies and laid the real foundations for modern

‘‘developmental” morphology (Sifton, 1944). With improved techniques

and equipment there soon appeared also the healthy offspring of mor-

phology in such new and revitalized fields as cytology, anatomy, and

embryology. Developmental morphology is now often known as mor-

phogenesis. Its aims have been defined by Sinnott ( 1937) and include the

exact description of the progress of development, of the morphogenetic

changes and their causes, and the formulation of the results obtained in

quantitative teims. It is difiBcult to imagine the fragmentary character of

our knowledge if causal or developmental morphology had never achieved

its present prominence.

The phylogenetic theories, here referred to group (2), represent various

attempts to reconstruct the evolution of the angiosperm flower (and of

other structures
)
either on the basis of data assembled by the old mor-

phology or by entirely new lines of approach ( for details see the reviews

cited above).

Presumably the final answer to the perplexing problem of the origin of

the angiosperm flower may eventually come as the result of concerted

effort such as suggested by Joshi ( 1947). “Any theory of floral morphology,

if it is to hold the field, must attempt to reconcile evidence from all sources.

It appears to the writer that even today the classical theory with few

minor modifications, such as suggested by Arber ( 1937), Hunt ( 1937) and

Wilson ( 1942), is able to do so.” Accordingly, Joshi sums up the situation

as follows: “We can safely conclude that the flower and the vegetable

shoot are quite comparable structures. It may not be correct to say that

the carpel is a modified leaf, but there is ample evidence to state that it is

an appendicular structure of the stem like the leaf and is morphologically

equivalent to or comparable to a leaf folded along its midrib and bearing

the ovules along its margin.”
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Morphology of Shoot and Root

As in the case of the flower, the interpretation of the plant as a whole

has been subjected to considerable study (Bower and Wardlaw, 1947;

Browne, 1935; Emberger, 1944; Thoday, 1939; Thomas, 1947 ) . Three im-

portant theories may be mentioned here. Troll and his school, following

the classical tradition, accept root, stem, and leaf as “unanalysable

categories.'' Arber (1941), on the other hand, elaborated A. P. De
Candolle's theory of the partial-shoot nature of the leaf and now regards

the leaf as a “partial shoot with an urge to whole-shoot characters." In

conjunction with this new theory of the nature of the leaf, she also at-

tempted to draw the root into “a unified picture of plant construction."

The root, too, is regarded as a partial shoot, though in a different way.

According to this interpretation the root would correspond to the “internal

component" of the shoot which “is in some degree analogous to a peri-

clinal chimaera." On these assumptions, the vegetative body of an

angiospermous plant “consists entirely of shoots and partial-shoots." Allen

( 1947 ) ,
who is apparently the first actually to have tested this hypothesis

in Pseudotsuga, found it necessary to advance an alternative one. He re-

gards the “stele of the primary root" as ‘liomologous with the whole

primary shoot; the peripheral tissues of the root, that is, the ‘cortex' and

the rhizodermis, have no counterpart in the shoot."

Finally, Engard's distinction of two “morphological domains," stem

and root, as the “morphological units of organization" and the adoption

of reproductive and vegetative fields, the two “physiological domains" of

the stem, go beyond any other interpretation of plant construction. While

all structures of the reproductive field are regarded as “homologous among
themselves," the structures of the vegetative field are said to be organa

homologata at the organismal level, although each group represents organa

sui generis phylogenetically. Engard, then, aims to combine the important

features of the other schools of morphology in his effort to interpret the

structure of flowering plants as a whole.

Morphology of Cryptogams

The new and far more satisfactory classification of the lower plants,

especially their pigmented groups, is the direct result of the great progress

made in this branch of morphology (Smith, 1938; Schussnig, 1938). The
old collective group commonly called Thallophyta has been broken up
into several distinct phyla, all representing separate, though largely

parallel, evolutionary lines. Each of these lines begins at the morphological

level of a flagellated uni-cell and terminates with the production of

complex multicellular members after passing various clearly marked levels

of morphological differentiation. As the sequence of these levels was
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worked out in one phylum before all corresponding members of the other

phyla were known, it was possible to predict their existence and eventual

discovery. The missing members have, with few exceptions, been found

and thus lend considerable credence to the new polyphyletic division of

the thallophytes.

An interesting parallel is seen in the newer classifications of the vascular

plants. Although they are customarily retained as a unit, their main groups

apparently followed a similar course of evolution, each representing a

separate line long isolated from the others (Bertrand, 1937; Bertrand and

Corsin, 1937; Just, 1945).

These modern classifications of the lower and higher plants are bound

to restrict further the limited applicability of the “biogenetic law” in the

plant kingdom. For linear ascent, as postulated by it, is not a general

evolutionary phenomenon, but characteristic only of special cases (Dani-

ker, 1945).

Growth Forms

In contrast to these more or less strictly morphological lines of investi-

gation concerned with the interpretation of plant structure, classification,

and phylogeny, botanists have always studied plants in their native en-

vironments and attempted to determine the kind and nature of their

adaptations. Thus they came to distinguish with A. P. De Candolle

between constitutive and nonconstitutive characters or, in current termi-

nology, between indifferent, fortuitous, or karyogenetic and biological,

epharmonic, adaptive, or organismal characters. On this basis, botanists

have devised a number of systems of growth or life-forms of plants using

mainly adaptive characters or a combination of such with certain mor-

phological characters. These systems were used for the characterization of

vegetation types as well as the study of the ecological relationships be-

tween the plants themselves. The varying emphasis placed by different

authors on certain characters or sets of characters is clear from Du Rietz’s

exhaustive summary ( 1931 ) . Of the available systems, that of Raunkiaer

enjoys the widest acceptance, largely because of its great simplicity, even

in its variously emended versions. Its value has been assessed by Adam-
son (1939) as follows: “A close parallel can be drawn with taxonomic

classification; Raunkiaer s scheme might be compared with the Linnaean

system.” Actually Raunkiaer s system is based on the position of the re-

juvenating buds and the protective devices of plants for overcoming un-

favorable seasons, while the well-known Linnaean system is based on the

nature and numbers of reproductive organs of plants. In this respect both

systems have their obvious limitations.

As it seemed impossible to express in any one system all important

criteria, Du Rietz finally adopted Hayata's “dynamic system” of reticulate
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relationships and proposed an extended scheme of six parallel systems of

growth and life forms, viz., main life-forms, growth-forms, periodicity life-

forms, bud-height life-forms, bud-type life-forms, and leaf life-forms. The
immediate reason for this proposal can be traced to Du Rietz's refusal

to recognize the old distinction of adaptive and indifferent characters since

“life-forms should be founded simply upon the characters observed by

us, and not upon what we believe about the probable origin of these

characters. For anybody used to the inductive methodic of modern soci-

ological ecology it must also be quite clear that only life-forms delimited

independently of any adaptation theory can he of any use at all as units

for the inductive study of adaptation problems and of the actual correla-

tion between life-form and environment!" The full significance of this

statement is apparent if Du Rietz’s definition of life-form is kept in mind,

namely: “the term life-form’ is used by me ... in the widest possible

sense, i.e. as a general designation for any class of plants based upon any

other point of view than those of idiobiological taxonomy.”

One striking example may be given here. A very distinctive growth form

is represented by the so-called cushion-plants. Many species of diverse

systematic affinity are characterized by it and are known to occur under

widely differing ecological conditions. Previous efforts to study and in-

terpret the peculiar growth form of these plants from various ecological

points of view proved inadequate. This problem has lately been restudied

and resolved in essentially morphological terms. Rauh ( 1939 )
found that

all species of cushion-plants possessed the same mode of branching re-

gardless of their systematic aflSnity or ecological habitat. His results are

doubly significant as they were obtained by the strict application of the

methods of comparative morphology (typology). Likewise, the lists of

species referred to other fundamental growth forms are made up of similar

selections of plants of varied taxonomic affinity, indicating clearly the

wide occurrence of convergent evolution among flowering plants.

Adaptation and Standardization

In Bower’s ( 1931 ) opinion, convergent evolution “with a high degree

of similarity” is a “frequent consequence of homoplastic adaptation,” the

“final result” of which may be standardization. The latter is “most remark-

able” in the reproductive organs, viz. the uniformity of archegonia in

bryophytes and pteridophytes (Bower, 1935), of the megaspores of

heterosporous types, and of the embryo-sacs of angiosperms. Such stand-

ardized structures are convenient for purposes of classification, as in the

case of the Archegoniatae. Modern schemes, however, place the emphasis

on anatomical characters of the sporophyte. Consequently, standardiza-

tion of one organ may bring about results suggesting relationships difficult

to maintain in the presence of other standardized structures and neces-
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sitating, in this case, the removal of the pteridophytes from the Archego-

niatae to the vascular plants (Just, 1945). This and similar examples of

convergent evolution or standardization illustrate the results of evolution

as evident in contemporaneous groups. Morphologically speaking, con-

vergences may either be homologous, afiFecting the same organs ( Seybold,

1927) in widely separated groups, or analogous, afiFecting structures of

difiFerent organization either in related or unrelated groups, viz. resem-

blances between individual flowers and inflorescences, etc. (Troll, 1926,

1935 ) . As the adaptive value of many morphological characters remains

to be demonstrated, provided this can ever be done, convergences must

for the time being be studied from the morphological point of view. It

is here that the typological approach will yield more and more significant

results through the analysis of growth forms, root systems, leaf types,

floral types, etc. If the conclusions of the neoclassical school are compared

with those of the leading student of organography, the following inter-

esting result emerges, Goebel, from the organographic point of view,

claims that the variability of morphological types in plants far exceeds that

of the ecological conditions to which they are supposedly adapted. In fact,

morphological variants apparently radiate in all directions from the

principal organizational type. Rauh, who employed typological methods

in his study of cushion-plants, expresses his views as follows: “the real

morphogenetic principle is form,” whereas the environment plays an im-

portant, though secondary role. A statement of this kind approaches

closely the zoological concept of preadaptation involving the “fixation

of characters that are inadaptive or at most nonadaptive in the circum-

stances under which they first appear” (Simpson, 1944).

In the light of such considerations it is readily understandable that

taxonomists are more and more inclined to include a wider selection and

combination of characters of the vegetative as well as reproductive region

in their systems of classification. Both Hutchinson (1926) and Willis

(1946) have prepared lists of taxonomic characters and their distribution

in the families of flowering plants, while others ( Bessey, et al. ) have tried

to formulate phylogenetic series or principles from such data (Just,

1948). For instance, Hutchinson (1946) now goes all the way in dividing

the Dicotyledons into two phyla, Lignosae and Herbaceae, separating

completely the “one fundamentally and remaining predominantly woody,”

from “the other fundamentally and remaining predominantly herbaceous.”

In so doing he regards the woody phylum as “probably the older” though

both have apparently “evolved side by side.” Hutchinson’s phylogenetic

chart, like those prepared by others, quickly shows the great difiBculty met
in any attempt to express the known and probable relationships of the

many families of flowering plants. In his words, “the more natural a system

becomes the more diflScult it is to express on paper.”
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Although this difficulty has long been recognized, its possible reason

was never as apparent as it seems to be today. In his discussion of the

significance of polyploidy in plants, Stebbins ( 1947 ) suggests that a large

proportion of genera and even higher groups of angiosperms may be

polyploid and, therefore, largely of hybrid origin. If polyploidy is actually

as widespread as we have reason to believe, the result would be a "pattern

of relationships between genera of a family, and even between the

families themselves” that is to a large extent reticulate. As this assumption

is more likely to be substantiated than others proposed so far, an "ex-

planation is at hand for the fact that plant systematists have never been

able to construct a satisfactory system of relationships for the flowering

plants.”

On this basis, and in the light of other well-established genetical data,

it is no longer necessary to postulate the occurrence in the past or present

of large mutational steps, as was the opinion of some paleobotanists and

botanists (fide Scott, 1924; Willis, 1940). For Stebbins has clearly shown

that the main role of allopolyploidy lies in the fact that it provides new
combinations of characters rather than new characters, even if new
genera and families are concerned. If that is correct, the possible re-

combinations of available genetical characters through polyploidy should

also provide an adequate basis for all morphological variants conceivable

within the possible limits of any morphological type.

As previously shown, morphologists customarily compare various

representatives of the same type and then aim to visualize the latter by

abstraction of all specific characters. Geneticists establish the "modal

points” (Dobzhansky, 1941) on the basis of mathematical data and by

abstraction. Though theoretical, both concepts are as useful as those of

modern physics. If experimental proof of the effect of the environment is

furnished by transplant studies, the control gained thereby permits a

consolidated yet objective analysis of the vexed problem of adaptation in

plants.

Summary

The present status of plant morphology, particularly that of the angio-

sperm flower, is characterized in terms of the accomplishments of various

schools. The need for a coordinated attack involving aU possible avenues

of approach is demonstrated.

The growth forms of higher plants can be interpreted only by more

extensive morphological (typological) study and without recourse to any

special theory of adaptation.

Numerous convergences have been detected in modem angiosperm

groups. A possible explanation of these (and other phenomena) may be
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seen in the presence and operation of polyploidy in a large proportion of

the known families, genera, etc. Large scale mutations (saltations) are

not required to explain these phenomena.
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TIME SERIES AND TRENDS IN ANIMAL EVOLUTION

BY ALFRED SHERWOOD ROMER^

In the study of evolution it is impossible to overemphasize the importance

of the fossil record, the evolutionary lines apparent in this record, and the

evidence of evolutionary processes and trends which is revealed by the

study of these phyletic series. The study of living materials has furnished

vital knowledge, unavailable to students of evolution in early days, of the

nature of inheritable variations in organisms, and it continues to furnish

significant data concerning the nature of selective processes. It is, how-

ever, too much to expect that such studies can give us positive and con-

clusive answers as to the actual, obviously complex, operation of the

mechanisms concerned in major evolutionary developments. There are

many disadvantages and imperfections to be encountered in the paleon-

tological study of evolutionary series; nevertheless such series are the

factual material against which any theoretical conclusion must be checked.

I shall attempt here to discuss some of the more striking phenomena

which are apparent in the study of evolutionary lines in animal groups.

Adaptation

Evolution as seen in the fossil record is in its entirety a study of continual

adaptive processes, for any feature of mutational nature which becomes

well enough established in a group to appear in the fossil record is surely

suflSciently advantageous to be considered an adaptation or is associated

genetically with adaptive features in other structures or in functions.

Adaptation in general is being treated elsewhere in this volume by other

authors; I shall here discuss only certain points pertinent to the fossil

record.

Among fossil animals various structural features fall into categories

familiar in living animals and are thus reasonably interpretable as

adaptive in nature. But even among living animals not all features have

obvious utility, and interpretation is far more difiicult in the case of fossil

groups, where structures are often built on unfamiliar patterns and where

pertinent ecological conditions and life-habits are difficult to evaluate.

Frequently the attempt at interpretation in terms of adaptation is

abandoned, and odd and unusual structures are assumed to be non-

adaptive or even harmful products of evolutionary development. It is,

1 Alexander Agassiz Professor of Zoology and Director of the Museum of

Comparative Zoology, Harvard University.
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however, probable that fuller knowledge and more careful study will lead

to the conclusion that most if not all of these unusual features are

adaptive in nature.

A case in point is that of the development of long spines, connected

in life by a web of skin, in the case of a number of Permian pelycosaurian

reptiles (Romer, 1927; Romer and Price, 1940, 104-107, etc.). This sail was

independently developed in at least three and perhaps five separate lines.

Cope, who originally described these structures, jocularly suggested that

they were for sailing on the lake. Despite numerous discussions, in and

out of print, no more reasonable suggestions as to their use were brought

forward for many years. Recently, however. Dr. Alfred C. Redfield sug-

gested to the writer the possibility that the sail was a thermal regulating

device, capable of absorbing or giving off heat, and Dr. Jepsen informs

me that a similar suggestion was made to him in seminar discussion. It is

of interest that the pelycosaurs were primitive members of the mammal-
like reptile group, in the higher members of which a homoeothermous

condition was apparently developing. That the sail may actually have been

a primitive essay in this direction is suggested by the fact that in the

larger species of Dimetrodon the sail height (and area) increases out of

all proportion to the normal body parts. To keep pace, as a regulating

device, with body volume, the length of the spines should grow at such a

rate that the exponent of the length, in the equation y=bx^, should be 1.5

( or somewhat in excess of this figure, since additional expansion here is

necessary to compensate for the failure of the remainder of the body
surface to increase proportionately to volume). The actual figure for three

successively larger species of Dimetrodon is k=1.6. It is thus probable

that this pecuhar and puzzling feature of early reptiles may have been

of a reasonably adaptive nature, and we need not have recourse to any

mystical or mysterious evolutionary urge to explain this “spinescence."*

The same may prove to be true of many another puzzling phenomenon.

We must not, however, expect to explain every feature of our fossil forms

as directly adaptive; it is perfectly possible that certain structural features

were not in themselves adaptive but tied genetically to other adaptive

structures or functions. It is, however, almost impossible to prove such

correlations in fossil material.

Paleontology and General Evolutionary Theory,

Orthogenesis, “Irreversibility.'’

Currently most paleontologists seriously interested in evolutionary

processes subscribe, in common with their neozoological fellows, to a

Neo-Darwinian doctrine. In the past, however, they tended to worship at

other shrines—those of Lamarcldanism, orthogenesis, and a variety of

other mysterious and teleological cults. Backsliding is easy, for the Neo-
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Darwinian point of view brought forward by neozoologists and geneticists

gives a relatively simple explanation of the bulk of paleontological data

and tends to render unnecessary other and less tangible hypotheses.

From time to time we are confronted with teleological evolutionary

theories, evolved in general in the philosopher’s cabinet or theologian’s

study, which base evolutionary events upon the “design” of some external

force~a deity, or “Nature”—or upon some mysterious “inner urge” of the

organism or its protoplasm.

A recent example is du Noiiy’s best-selling Human Destiny (1947),

in which its author exhibits an amazing ignorance of both genetics and

paleontology. He frankly admits that his thesis is based on “wishful

thinking,” as appear to be most arguments of this sort: “Evolution ... is

comprehensible only if we admit that it is dominated by a finality, a

precise and distant goal. If we do not admit the reality of this orienting

pole . . . the appearance of moral and spiritual ideas remains an absolute

mystery. Mystery for mystery, it seems wiser, more logical and more in-

telligent to choose the one which explains, thus satisfying our need to

comprehend; the one which opens the door to hope; rather than the one

which closes those doors and explains nothing.”

Argument for such theories is frequently to the effect that more material-

istic bases are insuflBcient to explain the end results of evolutionary

processes as seen today or the evolutionary developments seen in fossil

forms.

In general the paleontologist can dispose of such theories by the ap-

plication of Occam’s razor. We may not fully understand the workings of

the internal combustion engine which purrs beneath the hood of our car;

but such facts as are known to the layman are interpretable in terms of

ordinary physics and chemistry, and there is no reason to believe that the

complications that we do not understand are not similarly explicable. If

someone postulates that the workings of the engine are directed or in-

fluenced by a small demon dwelling therein, one cannot prove him wrong;

but his theoretical demon is an unnecessary accretion. Many paleon-

tological facts are reasonably interpreted in an essentially materialistic

Neo-Darwinian fashion. Others are more obscure. But there seems little

positive reason for a call upon teleology, particularly when an increasing

number of puzzling and seemingly teleological questions, if critically ex-

amined, are capable of more rational explanation.

Teleology, or some mysterious “urge,” is often appealed to for an ex-

planation of the initial appearance, in a “rudimentary” state, of structures

which, when fully developed, are obviously advantageous and of selective

value. Thus, for example, Osborn (1929, 813-817, 834-843, etc.), in dis-

cussing the gradual phyletic dev^opment of horns as “rectigradations”

in titanotheres, assumes that they have, in early stages, little or no
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selective value. Hence he concludes that their origin and growth is due to

ill-defined “germinal potentialities” and exemplifies his syncretic but

(despite his denial) essentially mystical “principle of tetrakinetic evolu-

tion.” Recent genetic work, however, tends to show that even slight vari-

ants may be surprisingly effective as selective agents, and even a modest

thickening of the bone in the potential horn region may have been, in

the course of generations, influential in survival or (a field ripe for re-

study) sexual selection.

Again, recourse is made to teleology to explain the development of

features which (it is assumed) are evolved prior to a stage in which the

animal can utilize them; here selection cannot operate and “design” ap-

pears to be definitely in the picture.

We may, however, question in cases of this sort whether development

does actually precede utilization. As an illustration we may cite the general

evolutionary sequence, bony fish—amphibian—reptile. The three most

conspicuous developments in this transition are ( 1 )
lungs, ( 2 )

limbs, and

(3) the amniote egg. These three structures, in the attainment of a true

land stage in vertebrate history, are all of the utmost importance. It has

been assumed that they would be of no use to an aquatic vertebrate, and

hence that the appearance of these structures preceded their utilization.

This is not the case, as a consideration of the combined evidence from

fossil and recent forms shows. (1) It now seems clear that lungs were

present in the early bony fishes of the Devonian (Watson, 1926, 199-200;

Romer, 1945, 84-85, etc.) and were of immediate functional importance

under the conditions of drought then prevalent. (2) Limbs (Watson, 1926,

203; Romer, 1941, 47-48) were also of immediate use to water-dwellers

living under similar drought conditions, enabling them, paradoxically, to

remain in the water. ( 3 ) The amniote egg, instead of being “a transforma-

tion which does not confer an immediate advantage on the animal en-

dowed with it” (du Noiiy, 1947, 73-74) was obviously immediately ad-

vantageous to the aquatic ancestors of the reptiles among whom it appears

to have arisen; a point which I have noted elsewhere ( Romer, 1946a, 187

)

and hope to develop on another occasion.

Paleontologists, like other human beings, easily acquire a belief in

Lamarckian doctrine; their willingness to abandon it in favor of a Neo-

Darwinian explanation is due more to their acceptance of the neo-

zoological Scotch verdict of “not proven” than upon the results of their

own work. There is at present little available evidence from the paleon-

tological data bearing upon the inheritance of acquired characteristics,

although means might be devised to study it on a paleontological basis.

Copes theory of kinetogenesis (Cope, '1887), “a hypothesis that animal

structures have been produced, directly or indirectly, by animal move-
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merits/" was once widely accepted by vertebrate paleontologists; as a

theory related to that of Lamarck, it has been generally abandoned.

Orthogenesis, the doctrine of “straight line" evolution, has played a

prominent part in paleontological thought. This concept is a double-

barreled one. It includes the belief, based upon a considerable body of

evidence, that phyletic lines generally proceed in one direction in an es-

sentially undeviating fashion throughout their course, and this belief is

usually coupled with the supposition that some mysterious principle lies

behind the observed phenomena.

Currently, however, paleontological interest in this doctrine is on the

wane. There are probably few instances of long-continued phyletic lines

which are unbranched and do not change their direction. In many groups

which were thought to follow an orthogenetic pattern, fuller knowledge

of fossils shows that branching does occur. The fossil horses, the Equidae,

were once thought to be a prime example of orthogenetic phenomena, and

early “family trees"" of the group exhibited little but a direct succession of

genera from ''Eohippus" of the early Eocene to the surviving genus Equus,

and few if any side branches. The story as known today is quite different

(cf. Stirton, 1940). From “Eohippw/" through its Eocene successors

Orohippus and Epihippus, and Mesohippus and Miohippus of the

Oligocene there is still, as far as we know, a one-for-one sequence of

genera following in an unbranching, orthogenetic fashion. But at the

beginning of the story there was, in the Old World, considerable branch-

ing, a variety of forms known collectively as paleotheres springing out

from the basal “Eo/ifppws"" stock. And in the Miocene there again appears

a rather complex branching pattern. Thus even the horses fail to exhibit

the trim and proper orthogenetic pattern of an unbranching stem; and the

related rhinoceroses (Wood, 1941, etc.) show no trunk whatever for their

tree, but rather a straggling bushy effect.

Orthogenetic phenomena, then, are probably much less common than

they were thought to be. But even in cases where straight-line phenomena

are present, there is no need to postulate any teleological principle to

explain them. Phyletic lines of this sort are reasonably to be considered

as due to orthoselection, a process of increasingly improved adaptation

to a relatively stable environment. Under such conditions any deviation

from the “normal"" line would be negative as to survival value, and would

tend to be eliminated; the potential branches of the “tree"" would tend to

be pruned by selection before they became marked enough to become ap-

parent in the fossil record.

It is thus possible to account for orthogenetic phenomena without re-

course to any theoretical interpretation other than a Neo-Darwinian one;

and it is perhaps better, as Simpson and others suggest, to use some such
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term as rectilinear evolution for this type of phenomenon and thus avoid

the implications of teleology usually attached to the word orthogenesis.

As usual, of course, we cannot positively disprove the presence of some

mysterious “principle” underlying the described facts. One can, however,

bring forward evidence tending to minimize the necessity for the intro-

duction of such a principle. The evolution of horse premolars is a case in

point. The Eocene-Oligocene segment of the horse series is, we have noted,

one which is still to be considered as “rectilinear” in nature. A notable

event in equid evolution at this time was the expansion of the second to

fourth upper premolars from originally small structures to a point where

they attained a size (and structure) comparable to that of the true molars

lying behind them. If there were some orthogenetic directive principle

behind this process, one would not expect any great variation in the size of

the teeth at any given stage, for, if “directed,” all changes should be uni-

directional. On the other hand, if the attainment of increased size had
come about through the process of selection, one might reasonably expect

to find wide variation during the time of increase, giving an abundance of

material for selective processes. A study of all available horse material^

shows that the latter of the two situations considered was the actual one.

The data are presented in the accompanying table. The areas of premolars

are stated in terms of percentages of the area of ( as a “normal” mem-
ber of the molar series) of the same individual; the “total” is the area of

three premolars combined as a whole in terms of the percentage of the

combined areas of the six grinding teeth. It will be noted that the co-

eflScient of variation is markedly higher for each tooth at the beginning

of this evolutionary series than at the end, when it has reached or ap-

proached its definitive size, and that in general a less fully developed tooth

at any given stage is more variable than one which is closer to its definitive

size. These facts are certainly not in accord with an orthogenetic interpre-

tation of this phase in horse evolution; they are in accord with a Neo-
Darwinian interpretation, although of course they do not offer positive

proof for it.®

2 As part of a more comprehensive study of equid evolution, not yet completed;
this study was partially supported by a grant from the National Research Council.

8 These data are unfortunately on a generic rather than a specific basis. Specific

identification in fossil horses is a very dubious matter.

Areas of tooth
|

Coefficient of
surfaces variation

P2 ps P4 total P2 ps P4 total

Eohippus 21 41 53 39.8 28.4 25.6 24.2 23.8

Orohippus 39 65 78 46.0 85.0 26.8 28.9 18.8

Epihippus 86 65 78 46.2 22.8 18.4 19.5 16.4

Mesohippus 75 95 99 55.6 20.2 19.6 19.8 14.5

(E. Olig.)

Mesohippus 74 92 98 54.7

15.2 12.9 18.2 12.6

(M.OUg.)
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A special case of “orthogenesis” is the very common trend toward in-

creasing body size seen in group after group. So often do we see this

occurring in the fossil record that one gets the impression that this trend

was universal. Actually, of course, this was not the case; if it had been, we
would be living in a world of giants. There has been, it is sure, a per-

sistent reservoir of smaller forms lying along the main branches of the

evolutionary tree from which, in age after age, phyletic lines of larger

forms have constantly arisen.

There are obvious advantages to size, in greater eflSciency in energy

conservation, greater safety from attack, and other features. But also,

it would seem, there are major disadvantages, for lines of giant animals

do not in general persist over long periods of time. Among the vertebrates

many of those evolved during the Age of Reptiles have been long extinct,

and the larger living mammals appear to be but the last futile survivors of

Tertiary lines which for the most part did not outlive the Pleistocene.

Large size appears to be accompanied by the development of a type of

organization closely dependent upon a stable environment (i.e. special-

ized, to use an overworked term ) and hence highly susceptible to environ-

mental changes.

“The doctrine of the irreversibility of evolution” is a phrase which un-

fortunately has played an important part in shaping paleontological

thought. This “doctrine” is, as stated in a broad sense, a corollary to that of

orthogenesis. Literally interpreted it assumes that evolution does not

reverse itself, that an animal does not, or cannot, turn back toward a former

condition. It is usually interpreted in terms of organs. Structures once

acquired, it is believed, are not reduced or lost; structures once reduced

or lost are not redeveloped.

The phrase is an imposing one, but is obviously absurd in broad

interpretation and contradictory if stated in terms of organs. It is today

difficult to understand how any great degree of adherence to this

“doctrine” came about. Adherence to this creed has made it difficult to

develop reasonable phylogenies for various groups for which there is an

abundance of fossil material, and it has been responsible in many cases

for the supposition that successive representatives of a group have not

descended one from another, but that the known types are a series of side

branches from an unknown main line of “unspecialized” forms.

The late H. F. Osborn adhered strongly to this principle, although

stating his evolutionary beliefs in other fashions, and his conclusions as to

the phylogeny of the Proboscidea (Osborn, 1936, pis. X, XI) show the

difficulties into which a fixed belief in irreversibility leads one. In his

final “family tree” of the proboscideans shown on the plate cited, we see

that a wealth of these forms was present in almost every stage of the

Cenozoic from the Late Eocene to the Pleistocene. And yet, if one inspects
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this table, it will be discovered that in almost no instance is any known

form considered to be descendant from any other known form; every

subordinate group is assumed to have sprung quite separately, and usually

without any known intermediate stage, from hypothetical common
ancestors in the Early Eocene or Late Cretaceous. Despite the wealth of

Tertiary mastodons, and the presence in the Pliocene of stegodonts which

seem to bridge much of the structural gap, even the elephants of the

Pleistocene are assumed to have emerged directly from these hypo-

thetical ancestors, without any connection whatever with the other probos-

cideans! The reasons for this refusal to admit any earlier forms to the

pedigree of the true elephants, or even to a position close to their line of

descent, appears to be, basically, the fact that these forms possess char-

acters (although in general minor ones) not found in later types. If

evolution is irreversible, later forms which lack these characters cannot

be descended from them, no matter how closely they may resemble them

in every other way.

But evolution is definitely known to be reversible. Recent forms alone

give strong evidence to that effect, and the paleontological evidence is

conclusive. That structures once gained can be again lost is obvious from

even a broad and superficial glance at the evolutionary story. We need only

cite such examples as the loss in typical tetrapods of the bony armor of

their piscine ancestors, and the loss in snakes of the typical tetrapod limbs

present in their lacertiliam ancestors.

Further, apart from organs, trends in phyletic development are

frequently reversed. The equids are, as we have noted, a group exhibiting

for the most part a rectilinear type of evolutionary progress. Among the

notable trends in horse evolution is generally cited the increasing length

of the lower segment of the limb (radius, tibia) as compared with the

proximal segment (humenis, femur), a condition generally correlated

with increasing speed (cf. for example, Osborn, 1929, 733-739 and

passim). In the equids (cf. Fig. 1) the earlier genera show a rather steady

increase in the relative length of radius and tibia, and in the front leg this

tendency for increase continues on to the Pliocene. But Equus shows, on

the data available to me, a sharp reversal of these trends. In the case of

the tibia the reversal began earlier, and in Equtis the tibia-femur ratio is

actually lower than it was in the Eocene.

We have noted that increase in bodily size may be considered as a

special case of “orthogenetic” evolution. This too may show reversal.

Pleistocene and Recent mammals show a number of instances of pigmy
species of elephants, hippopotami, etc., especially on the Mediterranean

islands. These are definitely not a retention of a primitive diminutive size,

but are to be considered as a secondary dwarfism—a very clear reversal

of a definite evolutionary trend. In certain cases, at least, this appears to be
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Figure 1. The ratio of lower to upper limb segment lengths in the horse series.

The ratios given are the means of those obtained from all available specimens; the

ratios for each genus are indicated for the various faunal zones in which it occurs.

E. = Equus; P. = Pleistocene.

associated with selective processes peculiar to insular conditions. Even

such a seemingly ‘‘orthogenetic” group as the horses, however, may show

a reversal of the general trend without any evidence of insular isolation.

In Figure 2 are plotted in chronological order the lengths of the upper

cheek tooth series in the American equids, a measurement which appears

to be fairly proportionate to bodily dimensions as a whole. As may be seen,

the main line of horse evolution is one exhibiting on the whole a steady

increase in size. But there are definite reversals. Archaeohippus is a tiny

Miocene horse that is surely not primitive in its dimensions; in the Plio-

cene, Calipptis and Nannippus are further dwarfs; and in the Pleistocene,

dwarf horses, as yet incompletely known, were present in the Southwest

and in Mexico.

It is moreover possible that the latest chapter in mammalian evolution

may be a demonstration on a large scale of a reversal of the earlier general

trend toward large size. Weidenreich (1946) suggests that the post-

Tertiary evolution of the higher primates shows a strong trend toward

reduction in size. He believes that this is exceptional. But Hooijer (1947)
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Figure 2. Changes in absolute size in the horse pedigree as indicated by the length

of the cheek tooth series. Time, horizontal axis ( P. = Pleistocene ) ;
Lengths of P*-M*

in cm., vertical axis. The figures used are means of all material available of each genus
in each faunal zone.

points out that in a variety of cases Recent specimens of mammals are

distinctly smaller than Pleistocene fossils representing the very same
species. He further notes that their distribution shows that the phenome-
non cannot be interpreted in terms of Bergman s principle.

In its literal interpretation, then, the "doctrine” of irreversibility is

obviously untenable, and adherence to it, consciously or unconsciously,

by many paleontologists has been an obstacle to reasonable interpretation

of evolutionary events, fhe "doctrine” is usually ascribed to the late Louis

Dollo as "Dollo’s Law.” This, however, is an undeserved slur on this

distinguished Belgian paleontologist. His theory was one of a more modest
sort (DoUo, 1893, 1922, etc., Gregory, 1936). An animal, he admits freely,

may change the general course of its evolution and return, for example,

to a former mode of life long since abandoned; but in doing this it does

not revert precisely to its former structure. "Toute trace des Stapes

interm6diares ne disparait jamais entir^ment”; structures once lost are

not regained. An ichthyosaur or a whale may return to purely aquatic life;

but in doing so, gills never become functional again, the lateral line system
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does not appear. The limbs and tail are remodified into fin-like structures,

but these are not at all closely comparable to the original fish fins, and

show clearly the traces of the intermediate terrestrial phase.

In this original and limited sense, the doctrine of ‘‘irreversibility”

seems, on the paleontological evidence, to be essentially a statement of

fact. It seems further to be in reasonable accord with genetic theory. Since

every complex structure is presumably produced ontogenetically by a

considerable number of genes, the chance of reversion of a structure to a

condition characteristic of a far earlier and far diflFerent stage is very small

( Muller, 1939 ) . It seems highly improbable that reverse mutations would

take place to the extent and in the sequence which would be necessary for

a true return to a former condition. Phenotypic disappearance of a

structure may result from a single masking mutation ( or even an environ-

mental change in developmental conditions ) and it may readily reappear

after a few generations with the removal of the “block” to its expression.

Wright ( 1934) has cited in the guinea pig the reappearance, in apparently

normal form, of a digit which presumably had been lost far back in the

ancestry of the species. But it is highly improbable that the redevelopment

of a lost structure would often take place. Mutation would in general

tend over an extended period of time to alter radically the genetic factors

which could reproduce it. In Wright's example, most of the factors

necessary for the reappearance of the lost digit are obviously present in

the digital embryonic field, and little is needed except a reduplication

factor for the addition of the absent digit.

Patterns of Diversification

The essential picture of evolution under a Neo-Darwinian concept is

that of a slow steady change through the gradual building up of minor

modifications; over long periods of time animals become more perfectly

adapted to a stable environment or change gently with slowly changing

surroundings. The paleontological record of animal life is rich in examples

of this sort, with species changing to species, genus gradually evolving

into succeeding genus, together with a pattern of mild divergence,

frequently with indications of parallelism. From a theoretical point of

view, however, there have not been lacking concepts of evolutionary

changes of more radical and abrupt nature. Such changes may be con-

ceived of as either single major “saltations,” as in the original (and still

popularly held) concept of a mutation and the Goldschmidt hypothesis

of macroevolution, or as due to a multiplicity of smaller changes ac-

cumulated in rapid fashion.

Abrupt evolutionary changes very definitely do occur in the fossil

record, and Simpson ( 1944, 20i3-213) has recently discussed such phenom-
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ena under the term "quantum evolution.”* There are numerous cases

where it is obvious that there has been, in a relatively short time, an

abrupt shift, the "sudden” development of a novel type; following this

the new type may settle down into a more "normal” evolutionary pattern.

Simpson reasonably interprets such a phenomenon as a shift from one

adaptive "channel” to another, in the course of which there must be for

survival a rapid change in adaptations toward a pattern suitable for the

radically new environment.

There is, however, no positive reason to believe that in animals there is

here any phenomenon in the nature of a "saltation.” In plants polyploidy

may occasionally produce immediate changes of considerable magnitude.

This phenomenon, however, is generally believed to have been of little

moment in animal evolution. In rapid evolutionary changes in animal

lines the process may have been a typically Neo-Darwinian one of the

accumulation of numerous small adaptive mutations, but an accumulation

at an unusually rapid rate. Unfortunately there is in general little evidence

on this point in the fossil record, for intermediate evolutionary forms

representative of this phenomenon are extremely rare ( a situation bringing

smug satisfaction to the anti-evolutionist).

Reasons for the rarity of annectant forms may, as Simpson points out, be

readily adduced. The time concerned was short; the size of the popula-

tions concerned was probably small. The chances of obtaining a complete

graded series (if one existed) are hence obviously vastly less than in the

case of more normal phyletic evolution. "Links” are missing just where

we most fervently desire them, and it is all too probable that many "links”

will continue to be missing.

Of a somewhat different nature is the phenomenon of "explosive evolu-

tion,” particularly prominent in such invertebrate groups as the belemnites

and terebratuloid brachiopods, etc. In such cases we see, at some period in

the history of a group (frequently, but not always near its inception), a

sudden development of a great variety of forms, a host of genera and
species showing numerous variations of the central pattern of the group.

Later most of these types disappear, and but a few phyla remain for the

further history of the group.

Simpson (1944, 213) has interpreted this phenomenon in terms of a

number of changes of the "quantum” type into a variety of adaptive

channels. This is true if we include such large-scale phenomena as the

"adaptive radiation” of Paleocene mammals and the subsequent radiation

* Some substitute should perhaps be found for this term ( cf
.
Jepsen, American Mid-

land Naturalist, 35, 540 [1946] ). In one sense it is perfectly appropriate, as indicating
(as in physics) a sharp shift from one orbit to another. However the implication
usually attached to a "quantum” is that of something of the smallest possible
magnitude; the term "quantum evolution” would be very appropriate for the results

of a single mutation.
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of various definitive placental orders. At least in the case of certain of the

invertebrate groups, however, the phenomenon occurs in a more restricted

adaptive area, perhaps, in a single broad zone; for numerous forms result-

ing from the "explosion” may be found in a single bed and show little

evidence of variety in habits.

In many instances there is little evidence to explain the "explosion.”

In general it would appear that the balance between the organism and its

environment of the moment has reached a point where the pressure of

selection has been released and conformity to a narrow pattern is not a

requisite. This condition may have been attained as the result of evolu-

tionary progress in the organism itself, by entrance into a new environment

where restrictive factors are not present, or by changes in the environment

lessening unfavorable factors (enemies, rivals) or increasing favorable

features (as food materials).

Parallelism appears to have played an important part in animal evolu-

tion. This phenomenon is one in which two or more forms, basically

similar in pattern and related to one another, possess various common
features which were lacking in their common ancestor and which they

have acquired independently. Although parallelism is radically different

from the concept of convergence, the two are so frequently confused in

common usage that the contrast must be emphasized. In convergence, two

forms with similarities in directly adaptive structures (as wolf and

marsupial "wolP) have come from radically different ancestors with

basically different patterns of organization; in Gregory's terminology, the

habitus is similar, the heritage different.® In true parallelism, both habitus

and heritage are similar; the ancestral types were closely related, and

evolutionary progress, stage by stage, has been closely comparable in the

two or more lines concerned.

Gregory has long emphasized the importance of parallelism in various

vertebrate groups; Watson (1919, 1926, etc.) has commented repeatedly

on its frequent occurrence in labyrinthodonts (loss of ossification in

braincase, skull depression, palatal development, etc.) and therapsids

(phalangeal formula, secondary palate). The known presence of parallel-

ism in so many cases and its suspected presence in others suggests that

it may have been an almost universal phenomenon. A close student of

the subject may, if pressed, be driven to the logical though absurd admis-

sion of the possibility that two animals as closely related as, for example,

chimpanzee and gorilla may have evolved in parallel fashion all the way
from a piscine stage I

® Still further removed from parallelism is the purely superficial sort of resemblance,
found in fossil as in recent examples, often referred to as mimicry, but for which
the term homeomorphy, as lacking teleological implications, is preferable (Cloud,
1941).
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No difiBculty exists in explaining parallelism in evolution on a genetic

basis. The phenomenon of parallel mutation was long ago observed in

Drosophila. An accumulation in related species of favorable parallel

mutations would eventually result in evolutionary parallelism, the produc-

tion of forms with a genetic constitution very similar to one another al-

though dissimilar in many regards to that of their common ancestor.

The recognition of parallelism leads to disturbing thoughts on classifica-

tion and the homology concept.

We customarily define a group by the characters which its living

members possess in common. But in many cases we suspect, and in certain

cases we know, that part or all of these characters were not present in the

^ ancestral forms. How, then, may we define such a group? May we not

make our definition in terms of common trends, saying in effect that

these forms all have a basically similar genetic constitution and hence

are liable to similar modification?

The concept of homology implies that forms possessing structures

thought to be homologous have inherited them from a common ancestor.

Forms possessing structures evolved in parallel fashion have not so in-

herited them, but the complex of genes which are responsible for these

structures may be identical or nearly so. Both phenotypic and genotypic

identity may be present; shall we refuse application of the term homology?

The term phyletic drift may be applied to situations in which within

the broad limits of a major group there have been great diversities in

certain characters but parallel tendencies in others. Unfortunately no

clear distinction can be drawn between phyletic drift and parallelism;

our usage must depend on the relative dominance, in the group discussed,

of divergent or parallel evolutionary tendencies. As an example of

phyletic drift we may note that although the nectridian amphibian

Diplocaulus has diverged markedly in most regards from the labyrintho-

donts mentioned above, it has nevertheless paralleled them in skull flat-

tening, development of large palatal vacuities, etc. (Watson, 1913).

Again, most “modernized’' placental mammals show common advanced

brain characters which are generally assumed to have been inherited from

a common ancestry, but recent work by Dr. Tilly Edinger (1948) shows

that this is not the case. The brain of the common ancestor was organ-

ized on a lower, essentially marsupial, level, and the development of

“modernized” placental brain patterns is due to a phyletic drift running

counter to the development of diversity in other organs.

Racial Old Age; Extinction

Processes antithetical to evolution should not pass without mention-

evolutionary lines have failed to evolve; groups have become extinct.

There are various phyletic lines which have survived over long periods
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of time and yet show extremely little structural change. Among inverte-

brates the linguloid brachiopods are commonly cited as examples, for

Paleozoic shells are very similar to those of living forms.® Among verte-

brates the chelonians, for example, have changed very little since their

appearance. The attitude of students toward this phenomenon often has

a moral tinge. Such groups are spoken of as exhibiting "racial sterility.''

The use of the term sterility implies an invalid comparison of a group with

an individual. The term is often used in essentially a contemptuous sense,

as if lack of change were a shameful thing. It is however equally possible

to view this phenomenon from an opposite, approving, point of view—

namely that of an essentially perfect (and hence laudable) adaptation to

environment. Once a satisfactory adjustment to environment has been

attained by an animal, evolutionary change is necessary only if that en-

vironment itself changes; otherwise "evolution" is detrimental.

Degeneration is another term with derogatory implications often ap-

plied to forms which exhibit a secondary simplification of structure.

That such simplification has taken place has been reasonably deduced

for many soft-bodied living invertebrates, particularly parasitic or senfii-

parasitic types, and the fossil record shows many examples of such

degeneration. The term tends to imply a process antithetical to evolution.

But there is no reason to assume that increasing complexity or addition of

new parts are processes which have a copyright on the term evolution;

simplification may equally be a change leading to survival, which is the

only test of success. As regards, for example, dermal armor and squama-

tion, almost the entire known history of vertebrates is one of reduction and
simplification (Romer, 1942, 1946b). In many respects (such as jaws,

jaw muscles, dentition) human evolution shows degenerate features

which have not interfered with the success of mankind.

The phenomenon of extinction deserves greater consideration than is

currently given it, although various authors have discussed the extinction

of certain specific forms. It must be emphasized, however, that the major

question is not so much why animals become extinct as why a certain

favored few survive; for extinction is the common lot, survival the ex-

ception. Entire major groups have been wiped out in the course of

evolutionary history, and even in the case of surviving groups much
extinction has occurred along the way. The horse family has survived and
been plentiful in almost every stage of the Tertiary from the Early Eocene

onward, and a majority of the genera have given rise to succeeding genera.

But on the species level it is fairly certain that most of the species of any

given stage have become extinct, and that only relatively few horse

® But the shells, upon which the belief as to lack of change is based, show but little

"character*' in any case; internal structure may possibly have changed to a considerable

degree without being reflected in the shelL
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species have given rise to descendants. Reptiles, birds, and mammals were

all present in mid-Mesozoic days and have given rise to the dominant

terrestrial land vertebrates of today, but the present continental faunas

are derived from a very small percentage of the Mesozoic assemblages. As

a liberal estimate one may guess that perhaps not more than one per cent

of the tetrapod genera living in early Middle Mesozoic days have living

descendants.

Like static conditions, extinction has been given a moral slant through

the concept that end lines show a disgraceful "senescence,” "racial old

age.” This strongly implies a comparison with an individual and its life

history, a comparison which is without any reasonable foundation. The

organs and protoplasm of an individual may age in one fashion or another,

but it is obvious upon consideration that at a given stage in earth history

no one type of animal is a whit older than any other. Unless animal life

has come into existence more than once, each line has a pedigree just as

long as every other, and should be no more senescent than any other. The
senescent concept has arisen mainly in the study of invertebrates where

in certain groups spinescence and other peculiarities appear shortly before

the extinction; it has been especially developed by Beecher (1898. cf.

Smith Woodward, 1910) and has tended to be an accepted tenet among
many invertebrate paleontologists. In the vertebrates such phenomena
are relatively rare, but there are some examples. The duckbills (hadrosaurs

or trachodonts) of the Late Cretaceous, not long before the extinction

of the dinosaurs, show grotesque variants in the development of bony

crests on the skull, and the contemporary horned dinosaurs show great

variations of horns and neck frills (Lull, 1933; Lull and Wright, 1942).

But the last of ceratopsians, found in the Lance formation of the Late

Cretaceous, are relatively normal in construction; the more "spinescent”

forms are earlier. And among the duckbills the last representative in the

Lance is a simple form without spinescence. Again, the long spines of

Permian pelycosaurs have been considered as a "spinescent” condition.

These types were doomed to early extinction; but so were numerous

spineless relatives, and the spinescent forms were very flourishing groups

for the time.

Extinction can in general be attributed not to change in the organism

but to change in its environment. The animal is faced with changed con-

ditions with which it cannot cope, conditions under which it cannot survive

and reproduce successfully. In some cases the nature of the changes are

fairly obvious; in others reasonable deductions can be made; in many
instances satisfactory data are not available.

Obviously no single explanation is universally applicable (cf. Osborn,

1929, 859-894). Inorganic factors may have been responsible in many
cases—changes in temperature, in water salinity, in rainfall, in physio-
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graphic conditions, etc. Failure of the food supply surely looms large in

the picture. Competition with other forms for a common food supply

may result in racial starvation; disappearance of the forms, animal or

plant, upon which a group customarily feeds may have been a major

factor in the extinctions of such varied types as Paleozoic predaceous

sharks, ichthyosaurs and dinosaurs, both carnivorous and herbivorous.

The appearance of new enemies may have been, for example, important

in the disappearance of certain native South American herbivores in the

Pleistocene, and a similar phenomenon is apparently under way in

Australia today. Enemies in the form of disease may have been of im-

portance (proof is almost out of the question in the fossil record) but

Recent evidence suggests that this factor alone is unlikely to cause

complete elimination. All these varied factors may be summarized as en-

vironmental changes too great or too rapid for the organism concerned to

adjust itself to them.

One is tempted to explain extinction as the result of “specialization”

which prevents escape of the forms concerned from the evolutionary blind

alleys in which they find themselves. There is at least a modicum of truth

in such a facile verbal explanation. Forms on the verge of extinction are

frequently found to be individually large; abundant in numbers; and (in

the case of terrestrial vertebrates ) herbivorous rather than carnivorous in

habits. Size itself may in some degree limit ability to readapt to changed

conditions (but cf. Osborn, 1929, 878-880); numbers may imply an over-

perfect adaptation to a particular mode of life, but may be merely a

corollary of the fact that herbivores are likely to be more numerous than

fiesh-eaters. Herbivorous forms are usually more specialized in food-

gathering and digestive mechanisms than carnivores.

But the terms “specialized” and “generalized” should be used with

caution. It is said that the fossil record shows that generalized forms

survive and specialized forms become extinct, but this is true only because

extinct lines are ipso facto characterized as specialized; those which

survived are labelled as generalized. These terms have little meaning

otherwise. Were we living in the Jurassic we would have voted the

ancestral mammals, with their “specialized” (aberrant) jaws, teeth, etc.

as “least likely to succeed”; in the early Pleistocene, early man, as an ape

no longer able to live in the trees, with aberrant cranial structure and a

reduced pelt, might have appeared to an intelligent contemporary as

highly specialized and doomed to speedy extinction.
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ON THE EVOLUTION OF THE DIPNOI

BY T. STANLEY WESTOLL^

Introduction

The Dipnoi have provided, since the time of Dollo (1895), a >vell-known

textbook example of an evolutionary trend; the progressive change in the

median fins has been variously interpreted, but it remains a fact. The

skull-structure of fossil Dipnoi has been the subject of rather compre-

hensive studies by Watson and Gill (1923) and by Romer (1936), while

Holmgren and Stensio (1936) have commented extensively on these

forms in a general account of fish-skulls.

The post-Paleozoic lung fishes have shown hardly any significant struc-

tural change, and are often quoted as good examples of slow-rate evolu-

tion, together with the coelacanths. But it is already well-known that the

Devonian and Early Carboniferous Dipnoi showed much more rapid

evolutionary change. The Middle Devonian Dipterus shows many signifi-

cant resemblances ( in body-form, fins, histology of bones and scales, and

in the pattern of dermal bones and latero-sensory canals
) to the approxi-

mately contemporaneous Rhipidistia (the “basal stock” of the Crossop-

terygii). These resemblances are clearly a common heritage from a

common ancestor. The essence of our problem is the rate and mode of the

early diflFerentiation of the Dipnoi from this ancestral stock, which involves

analysis of early fossil populations. Backward extrapolation, from later

forms alone, would suggest that these common ancestors could not have

lived later than a period well before the Devonian, but knowledge of the

Devonian forms leads to a very different conclusion. Indeed, had Dipterus

been the earliest knovm form, it would have been a reasonable deduction

that the common ancestor could not have lived before the Middle

Devonian (see Fig. 11)1 It will be shown that the most probable date

is in the Early Devonian.

The fossil Dipnoi allow an unusually clear picture of a tachytelic phase

(Simpson, 1944, p. 134) to be drawn, and late and living genera may be

a bradytelic group (tfetd., p. 133); they thus provide a useful com-

mentary on some modem views on the evolution of major groups.

In this study the writer has been able to use the large and most valu-

able collections of Dipterus from Achanarras, Caithness, made by the late

Sir Clive Forster-Cooper, F.R.S. (Forster-Cooper, 1937; WestoU, 1937b,

1 University of Durham, Newcastle, England; formerly of University of Aberdeen,
Scotland. Paper submitted December 1, 1947.
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Graham-Smith and Westoll, 1937) ; fairly large material of Dipterus from

Banniskirk, Caithness, in various museums and in the writer’s collection;

numerous Scaumenacia, including part of the Patten collection at Dart-

mouth College, Hanover, N.H.; and important Carboniferous material in

the Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh, and the Hancock Museum,

Newcastle-on-Tyne.

A most important new form from the Early Devonian of Germany has

recently been discovered by Dr. W. Lehmann of Nahe. It is fully dis-

cussed in Lehmann and Westoll ( 1949), and most grateful thanks are due

to Dr. Lehmann for his great generosity in permitting the writer to use

excellent photographs of the fossil.

Comparison of Dipnoi with Rhipidistia

It is only necessary here to list some of the characters which assure us

that Dipnoi either stemmed from the Rhipidistia, or that both groups have

an immediate common ancestor. Both are moderately abundant in the

Middle Devonian (Dipnorhynchus, Dipterus; and OsteolepiSy ThursiuSy

Diplopterax, Glyptolepis)

y

but very rare in the Early Devonian {Dip-

norhynchus is the only lungfish, and Porolepis the sole rhipidistian ) . No
trace of either group is known from Downtonian or earlier strata.

The most primitive members of both groups have very similar histology

of dermal bones and scales, with cosmine; and in both the peculiar mark-

ings termed “Westoll-Linien” by Bystrow ( 1942) may be developed on the

cosmine-surfaces, and seem to indicate periodic resorption of cosmine

(Westoll, 1936; but see also Bystrow, 1942). The body-form in Middle

Devonian types is very similar, and there is the same complement of fins.

The paired fins have a very distinct scale-covered muscular lobe, which

on direct or indirect evidence had a longitudinally segmented endo-

skeletal axis with distinct rays borne by each segment. The shoulder-

girdles are rather closely similar (Jarvik, 1944b). The latero-sensory

system is very similar in general plan, and in particular the jugal line is

developed as an enclosed canal. The lateral-line bones of the mandible in

these early forms are easily comparable. It is significant that these points

of resemblance are in sharp contrast with all other contemporary and
earlier fishes.

But it is also true that the Middle Devonian Dipterus and Osteolepis

show remarkable differences: in Osteolepis there is a highly characteristic

intracranial kinetism between the trabecular and parachordal portions,

while in Dipterus the cranium is entire and the palatoquadrates are fused

with it; the skull-proportions are different; there are large dermal bones

forming an integrated pattern in the skull-roof and cheeks of OsteolepiSy

but not in early Dipnoi; the dermal bones of the jaws and palate show
rather notable differences, Dipterus lacks highly-developed marginal
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tooth-bearing bones, and also palatines, ectopterygoids, and coronoids; the

dentition is characteristically different; the “parasphenoids” of older ac-

counts are remarkably different in shape and extent; the opercular bones

differ in detail; and Jarvik (1942) considers that the structure of the

nasal capsule is very different in the two groups.

These and other differences are fully considered by the writer else-

where (Lehmann and Westoll, 1949) and it need only be said here that

they offer no insuperable bar to the conception of a very close relation-

ship. Indeed, the very primitive Early and Middle Devonian Dipnorhyn-

chus shows indications of a possible division of the endocranium, ptery-

goid bones almost osteolepid in proportions, a much longer cheek than in

Dipterus, and parasphenoid bones of somewhat modified osteolepid type.

Again, the large dermal bones (e.g. squamosal, ‘ffrontaF of authors) in

osteolepids are almost certainly secondary developments within the

history of that group. And finally the writer has given an analysis

(Lehmann and Westoll, 1949) showing that Jarvik's conclusions about

the nasal capsule and the snout are open to very serious question, and

that the dipnoan structure could be derived immediately from that of

primitive Rhipidistia.

We are therefore in a position to delineate in fair detail the structure

of a form directly ancestral to the Dipnoi and to at least some Rhipidistia.

The body must have been of about the same proportions as in Dipterus

and OsteolepiSy with a decidedly heterocercal tail; two dorsal fins, both

short-based and with concentrated endoskeletons; paired fins with well-

marked muscular scale-covered lobes fringed with fin rays, and not so

elongated as in Dipterus; and scales covered ( at least at intervals of time,

in well-grown individuals )
with cosmine, and either rhombic or rounded-

rhombic in shape. The skull must have been sheathed with exoskeletal

dermal bones, cosmine-bearing like the scales and forming a mosaic in

which only certain "series” of elements retained a marked individuality

from one specimen to another. These more constant series were associated

with enclosed latero-sensory canals and the circumorbital and opercular

regions. The endoskeletal cranium was, at least in juvenile forms, ossified

in separate sphenethmoid and otico-occipital portions, the former floored

by the parasphenoid (s.s.), the latter by paired parotic plates. There is

not suflScient evidence to determine whether intracranial kinetism was
developed, or whether the dermal bones of the skull-roof showed a marked
division, as in osteolepids, but both are distinctly possible. Other points

will be noted in discussions below.

Geological Distribution of Genera

Unfortunately only a small number of genera of fossil Dipnoi is known
in detail sufBcient for general comparisons. In order of geological age, and
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omitting for the moment some specialized forms, they are: Dipnorhynchus

(late Early Devonian, from the Hunsriickschiefer, marine Upper Siegenian

or possibly Lower Emsian [Coblenzian] strata of Germany; Middle

Devonian, marine limestones of Taemas, New South Wales, and probably

also from Buchan, Victoria—both probably Eifelian); Dipterus (Middle

Old Red Sandstone, also rarely in marine Middle Devonian, all material

used in this paper probably of Givetian age; also doubtfully from Upper

Devonian strata); Pentlandia (upper part of Middle Old Red Sandstone,

probably Late Givetian age); Scaumenacia (lower part of Upper Old Red

Sandstone, probably Frasnian age); Phaneropleuron (Upper Old Red

Sandstone, Famennian age); Uronemus (the type species, U, lobatus, is

from the Burdiehouse Limestone of Scotland, in the Oil-shale group of

the Calciferous Sandstone series, of Late Dinantian age; U. splendens is

from the Loanhead No. 2 Ironstone of Midlothian, in the Limestone Coal

Group of the Carboniferous Limestone series, which falls within the D3
zone of the British Early Carboniferous, of very Late Dinantian or Early

Namurian age); Sagenodus (from the Late Dinantian and Westphalian

of Scotland, and the Westphalian of England and Europe; found also in

the Pennsylvanian and in the Wichita of America); Ctenodus, including

**ProsagenoduSy' Romer and Smith, 1934 (from the Late Dinantian of

Scotland and the Late Mississippian [Chester] of Illinois; and from tlie

later Carboniferous of Europe [rare in America], and possibly also from

the Early Permian); Ceratodus (mostly very fragmentary remains in

Triassic and later rocks); and the three hving genera, Epiceratodus

{Neoceratodiis auctt.), Protopterm and Lepidosiren. These genera are

what might be termed ‘normaP Dipnoi. Certain other genera are

very obviously specialized. Bhynchodipterus ( Save-Soderbergh, 1937)

and Fleurantia (Graham-Smith and Westoll, 1937) have elongated nar-

row snouts, and both are from strata of Late Devonian age. Dipnoan

forms with elongated snouts are reported from rocks of very Late Devonian

age in Greenland (e.g. Save-Soderbergh, 1934), Finally, Conchopoma^

from the Early Permian (Lebach group) of Germany, is a peculiar form

with remarkably modified dentition and palatal structure; it may be noted

here that Uronemus has also a modified dentition, though not so “aber-

rant"’ as that of Conchopoma.

Very many records of fossil Dipnoi, especially from post-Palaeozic

strata, are based on isolated upper or lower tooth-plates; a broad com-

parative study would be necessary to determine their usefulness in

stratigraphical and general palaeontological studies. The present is not

intended as a revision of fossil Dipnoi, either morphological or strati-

graphical.
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Evolution of Skull

The earliest fossil Dipnoi have a more or less ossified endocranium with

a very large number (about 100) of dermal plates covering the outside

of the head, together with tooth-bearing bones of the palate and mandible,

"parasphenoid” elements and opercular bones. In the living genera the

number of separate bones is greatly reduced, e.g. in the skull-roof, from

35-40 in early forms to about 10 in Epiceratodus and about 6 in Protopterus

and Lepidosiren, Moreover, in early forms the dermal bones were super-

ficial, but in general closely related to the endocranium. In Epiceratodus

the bones lie in general much deeper, and the large median posterior bone

is partly separated from the cartilaginous endocranium by muscles; and in

Protopterus and Lepidosiren the posterior median bone is very deep,

closely applied to the endocranium, while the paired so-called "frontals”

have long posterior processes well separated from the endocranium. In

these respects the Dipnoi present many similarities to other groups of

teleostome fishes; the conditions in primitive Dipnoi are very like those

in primitive Rhipidistia ( except that these have some large dermal bones

developed) and Actinopterygii (in which the skull-pattern is still more
stable, consisting of a relatively small number of large bones). There is

some reason to suppose that early Dipnoi may retain a condition which

is in many respects primitive to all bony teleostomes.

The terminology of the dermal bones of Dipnoi has given rise to great

diflSculties. Some authors, such as Watson and Goodrich (cf. Watson

and Day, 1916; Watson, 1926; Watson and Gill, 1923; Goodrich, 1925,

1930), have attempted directly to apply normal tetrapod terms to the

bones of the dipnoan skull, and have, as is well known, reached very

different conclusions; for instance, the bones termed frontal, parietal and

supraoccipital by Goodrich are termed nasal, frontal and parietal by
Watson. These differences are of some interest, since Watson's interpreta-

tion places the bones at about the correct rostro-caudal relationships

to certain other structures if the comparison be made with bony fishes

(the “orthodox” nomenclature), while Goodrich's interpretation agrees on

the whole with the rostro-caudal extent of the similarly-named bones in

tetrapods. It is now known that tetrapod names have been incorrectly

applied to fishes (cf. WestoU, 1943a, for review). But we shall see later

that no single element among those just discussed is correctly identified

by either author in Dipterus, for example. The true homologues of nasals,

frontals and parietals of Rhipidistia, or of frontals, parietals and post-

parietals ( dermo-supraoccipitals ) of tetrapods, is to be sought in bones

traversed by latero-sensory canals, lying lateral to the bones so named by
Watson and Goodrich respectively in Devonian Dipnoi.

Another attempt to apply a more or less consistent terminology to
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dipnoan skull-bones is due to Stensio and his school ( especially in Holm-
gren and Stensio, 1936), The assumption is made (as usual with Stensio’s

school) that large bones in one form, which cover an area occupied by
several bones in another, are due to fusion; this leads to what has aptly

been termed “scissors-and-paste” homologies. Comparison of the figures

of Holmgren and Stensio (1936) with material used in this work shows
that those workers made substantial errors in the courses of the latero-

sensory canals and were not successful in identifying corresponding bones
even in different material of the same or closely similar genera, or in

making what seem to be obvious correlations with dermal bones in either

osteolepids or tetrapods. Their work will not be referred to in what fol-

lows, but evidence bearing on their methods of homology will be dis-

cussed.

Because of these various confusions Forster-Cooper (1937) introduced

a system of letters and numbers to distinguish the dermal bones of

Dipterus, based on a single well-preserved skull (Forster-Cooper, 1937,

PI. IV, Fig. 7; see Fig. 2c). This system was adopted, with certain modifi-

cations, by the writer ( WestoU, 1937b, 1943a; Graham-Smith and Westoll,

1937 ) . The modifications were necessitated by the discovery that some of

the bones (those lettered D, E, F, O and P) are extremely inconstant and
are sometimes replaced by many more elements, and that the bones
lettered Y and L, which are lateral-line elements, are rather frequently

represented by two separate bones, which have been termed and Y.,,

and Li and Lg. Two adjacent latero-sensory bones are quite frequently

fused, so the condition in Forster-Cooper’s original was a normal variation

from type. In the same way, some of the circumorbital bones, numbered
1-7 by Forster-Cooper, are probably composed of two fused elements;
there were probably nine or ten elements in the series. Other bones of the
cheek etc. were also given index-numbers. It is the v^iter s experience that

the indices used here can be applied directly and with no ambiguity to
all primitive Dipnoi, and that their homologues may be recognized with
little difllculty in osteolepifonn Rhipidistia. However, there is some
evidence that Dipterus has lost a few elements present as separate bones
in earlier forms (Dipnorhynchus), and for such the terminology is

modified (bones /1-/3 and of Dipnorhynchus)

.

Romer (1936) has also applied a simple code-system to the dermal
bones of the dipnoan skull. He recognizes a median series, which he let-

ters “A” (Ao, Aj, A2 from back to front), a medial paired series "B’' (B^-B^

etc.), a more lateral paired series “C’' (Ci-Cg, with at least five extra

elements in Dipnorhynchus), and a still more lateral series “D” of supra-
orbital and cheek elements, A spurious order was thus introduced among
the dipnoan skull-bones; further knowledge of the latero-sensory canals

shows, for example, that “Bi-B2-C4-C 5^io” form one true series in Dipno-
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rhynchus, where Romer’s Bg and B4 and C^-C^ are of entirely different

nature from the B and C elements just named. Furthermore, in

Devonian forms ( of this paper) is not homologous with “Ci'’ of later

forms (=ff of this paper). The Forster-Cooper notation is therefore used

throughout this paper.

Unfortunately little of critical value is known about the endocranium of

fossil forms; it is only ossified at all completely in some Devonian species,

and even there only in favorably preserved material—an interesting

circumstance, paralleled in many other groups, which suggests the pos-

sibility that endoskeletal bone is selectively destroyed during maceration

and decomposition of the corpse. There is, however, no doubt that at least

the otico-occipital part of the endocranium in Dipterus was in essentials

very much like the corresponding region in Epiceratodus, and there is no

certain evidence that Diptenis had a marked division between the otico-

occipital and sphenethmoid parts of the endocranium. But, as shown else-

where, Dipnorhynchus may have had such a division. In view of the

almost complete lack of information concerning the endocranium of fossil

Dipnoi, this account will be restricted to a discussion of the dermal bones.

Dipterus

(Figures 1-4)

It is most convenient to discuss this genus here and afterward return

to earlier forms. The generic name was published (Sedgwick and

Murchison, 1828, p. 143) for fishes from the quarry of Banniskirk,

Caithness (Middle Old Red Sandstone), Four species were named: D.

hrachypygopterus, D, macropygopterus, D. valenciennesi and D. macro-

lepidotus; the last now the genotype of the osteolepid Thursius, and the

other three are regarded as synonymous and the species has generally been

known, since the time of Pander (1858) as Dipterus valenciennesi, in

spite of the priority of D. hrachypygopterus S. & M. Later, Agassiz

described Polyphractus platycephalus from the Thurso flagstones, and

this has long been referred to Dipterus, the most obvious difference being

the cosmine-coating and “snout” of the platycephalus-type. These forms

have also, for more than 60 years, been referred to D. valenciennesi.

Recently (Westoll, 1936; Forster-Cooper, 1937) it was shown that the

cosmine may be present or absent in Ae same species, which confirmed

this recognition of a single species (with exception of Dipterus macrop-

terus Traq., the genotype of Pentlandia), But the writer now finds a

notably different pattern of skull-roof bones in the Banniskirk from that

of all other known material in Caithness, though the body and fins show
little or no significant differences, and each set may include individuals
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with or without cosmine. The name D. valenciennesi should therefore be

abandoned. Fortunately it is possible to use D. brachypygoptems S. & M.

(which has line-priority over D. valenciennesi) for the Banniskirk ma-

terial, and D. platycepfialus for the form found in the Thurso flagstones.

The best-known and most extensive material is of the latter type, from

Achanarras.

1. D. platycephalus, A large material is available from Achanarras,

especially in the valuable collections made by Sir Clive Forster-Cooper, to

whom the writer is greatly indebted. The nature of the bone-pattern will

be clear from Figures 1-3. The hard tissues of the ‘lips” are found only

in specimens with well-developed cosmine ( e.g. holotype of Polyphractus

platycephaluSy and similar material from Achanarras ) . In this tissue in the

snout the supraorbital canal of each side makes a characteristic curve, and

passes back into normal dermal canal-bones. The preparation of this canal

in the snout-tissue is not easy; its walls are frequently extremely indefinite.

But there appears to be no “anterior commissure” (cf. Goodrich, 1930,

Fig. 722) where the paired canals lie closest together, and the writer has

seen no evidence of any “rostral commissure” ( Goodrich, 1930 )
or of the

ethmoidal commissure linking the anterior ends of the infraorbital canals.

It is probable that the rostral and anterior commissures of Goodrich’s

figure of Epiceratodus are “new” primary tubule anastomoses, and not

primitive; they show variation in different individuals of Epiceratodus and

are not present in early growth-stages.

From the snout, the supraorbital canal traverses a series of small often

nearly square bones, namely, Qy N, M, Lg, L^, K; it usually passes back

to end in bone J Ui) is continued only by the anterior pit-line of the

head. In K it gives off the primary tubule which anastomoses in X with

one from the infraorbital canal. Within this longitudinal series there is

frequently a bone which occupies the normal territory of two elements;

thus Li and Lg in Forster-Cooper s “standard” specimen (Fig. 2c) were

represented by one element. Ontogenetical studies on living bony fishes

such as Amia show that true fusion of adjacent bone rudiments developed

along a latero-sensory canal is a normal feature of the development of

large bones. It is here accepted that fusion of this type occurs in Dipterus

(see discussion below).

The main lateral line enters the skull-roof in bone H, and anastomoses

in that bone with the occipital cross-commissure. The main canal con-

tinues forward through bones Yg and X, in which it turns laterally to

enter bone 4 and becomes the infraorbital canal. This traverses bones 4,

5, 6, 7, lA, IB, 1C (bone 5 may just possibly be double). The infraorbital

canal enters the lateral portion of the peculiar bony tissue of the ethmoidal

region, but its precise forward continuation is uncertain; no ethmoidal

commissure appears to be developed.
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Figure I. Dipterus platycephalus Ag. Reconstruction of skull in A, dorsal; B, ventral;

C, lateral; D, palatal views; E, occlusal view of mandible. From WestoU, in Graham-
Smith and WestoU, 1937, modified by addition of hypophysial foramen and oral

sensory-line. For identification of bones, see Figures IOC and 3D. The external dermal
bones from a single weU-preserved specimen without cosmine from Achanarras ( Univ.

Mus. Zool. Camb.), snout, ‘‘ossified* lower lip, palate and prearticulars from Thurso
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The occipital cross-commissure swings forward from bone H into bone

J, then backward again into the median bone A.

The jugal canal anastomoses with the infraorbital canal in bone 5, and

passes down into the preopercular canal in bones 8 and 9. Only a few

specimens show the succeeding chain of small canal-bones which carry

the rest of the preopercular canal and the posterior part of the mandibular

canal; the best material shows six or seven small bones between bone 9

and the angular. The other external bones of the mandible are angular,

post-splenial, and pre-splenial, all carrying the mandibular canal. There

is also, in these three bones, an enclosed canal apparently representing the

“oralo-mandibular line.”

All these latero-sensory canal bones are extremely constant in their

development, with the exception noted above that adjacent members may
"fuse.” This fusion extends even to X + K, members of two different series.

There are other bones which are also extremely constant: bones 2 and 3

above the orbit, bone B (the characteristic dipnoan median bone), the

paired bones C, and the main bones of the opercular folds. But the re-

maining regions of the head are filled in by extremely variable elements.

Thus between the supraorbital canal series, and in front of bone B, there

is usually but not always a pair of bones (CC ) , and also a number of other

elements which include the bones D, E and F of Forster-Cooper s original

'Tcey” specimen. In various specimens these bones in front of B number
from 6 to 20 or perhaps even more. They include quite typical anamestic

bones (cf. Westoll, 1936, p. 166), but the bones C are nearly always

present. Small variable anamestic bones may also be present between

bones 2-3 and the series L^-Q; up to seven such bones may be present

on either side in different individuals, two to four being most usual. The
region covering the quadrate-articular region has also, besides the latero-

sensory canal-bones already discussed, a number of small bones which are

rarely well preserved but are clearly somewhat variable. One (rarely two
or three) is wedged between bones 8-9 and 5-6 in all individuals, and is

clearly comparable with the quadratojugal of Rhipidistia, and is numbered
"10” in the figures. About three others occur between the chain of small

bones, carrying the preopercular and mandibular canals, and the angular,

but this region is nearly always very greatly disturbed.

The bones of the opercular fold are only rarely preserved at all

completely, but the arrangement seems to be uniform in all. A large

opercular is followed ventrally by two shallow "subopercular” elements;

the lower is followed by the large posterior paired gular. In front of the

posterior paired gulars is an anterior pair, and an anterior and a posterior

median gular are present as shown in the figures. In a few very well-

preserved individuals two small paired scale-like elements overlie the

lateral parts of the anterior and posterior paired gulars.
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Figure 2, Dipterus plaU/cephaius Ag. Dermal bones of skull-roof and cheek. A,

from Thurso Flagstones (Roy. Scot. Mus.); B-G from Achanarras (all orimnally in

Forster-Cooper collection, Univ. Mus. Zool. Cambridge). Latero-sensory can^ in part

restored from distribution of pores and local or partial collapse of their thin roofs.

C is the original of Forster-CooTCr’s index-lettering system; B shows presence of bone

Ja, and A shows series of bones mviding C-C.
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The bones of the palate and internal surface of the lower jaw are not

well shown in any of the Achanarras material, but they are well shown in

material from Thurso which has a very similar cranial pattern and must at

present be considered conspecific. The writer has seen insuflBcient

material for a thorough study of variation. The vomers are rather narrow

and bear sparse denticles. The pterygoids are of familiar dipnoan type.

The dental battery consists of some ten rows of rather high denticles

arranged in typical fan-shape; each row consists of almost separate teeth,

and there are frequently slight irregularities in the pattern. The para-

sphenoid is a broad almost rhomboidal element, with a small hypophysial

canal near its anterior end; it has no trace of the highly-developed

posterior “stalk” which underlies the anterior vertebrae of later forms,

and it does not reach back to the level of the radix aortae. As shown else-

where, this bone may be of compound origin. The only dermal bone of

the internal surface of the mandible is the prearticular, with its “tooth-

plate” similar in structure to that of the pterygoid.

We are now in a position to analyze some of the diflFerences shown by

different individuals.

A. FUSION OF LATERAL-LINE ELEMENTS. As noted above, “fusion” of

adjacent latero-sensory canal elements is fairly frequent; hardly a skull

exists without at least one case easily interpreted in this fashion on either

side. In a series of skulls, 21 sets of bones ( right or left side
)
of the skull-

roofing series were completely preserved. Fusions as follows were noted:

Y^-fX—3 L^+M—13

X-fK—6 M+N—

2

K+L,—10 N+Q—

4

In this rather limited sample, as in all other available material, no

single case of three fused elements could be detected ( except in one very

abnormal individual. Fig. 3e). If two is the normal limit of fusion, then

K + clearly cuts out any possibility of X -|- K or Li + Lg. If the fre-

quency of fusion between any one bone and either neighbor be con-

sidered, we get:

Yi 4 K—16 M—15

Y^—7 L,—13 N—

6

X—9 —16 Q—

4

From this it seems clear that the main region of potential fusion is the

series K-Lj-Lg-M, that X and Yg have a somewhat lower but still high

fusion potential, and that Yj, N and Q have a still lower fusion potential.

These figures will be significant in discussing later forms.

In the circumorbital series only a few specimens are suitably preserved,

and there is some doubt concerning element 5, which may normally
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Figure 3. Dipferus platycephdus Ag. Dermal bones of skull-roof and cheek. E,
from Thurso Flagstones, Thurso EJast Shore ( Univ. Mus. Zool. Camb. ) ; all others from
Achanarras (A, C, D, G-I, from Univ. Mus. Zool. Camb.; B, in Zoology Dept., Univ.

Coll. London, P. 146; F, to Brit. Mus. Nat. Hist., P. 17043). Note interesting condi-

tions to B (anterior pit-line, right side!), E (multiple anomalies), 1 (Bi and Ba, also

small separate extrascapular on right).
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represent two fused rudiments. In the region 4-6 only three possible

fusions were observed, and these may be due to the inconstant appearance

of a bone-rudiment rather than to true fusion. Other fusions are:

6+7—1 lA+lB—

8

7+lA—1 IB+IC—

2

The tendency is to produce a lacrimal-like element (lA-lC, possibly

also including 7); bones 5-6 (? + 7) correspond essentially to the jugal

of Rhipidistia.

Along the occipital cross-commissure there is normally the series of

bones H-I-A-I-H, Of these, A is almost certainly the result of fusion of

paired rudiments, each related to one or more neuromasts, and it is likely

that at least bone I also arose from more than one rudiment, since a few

specimens (e.g.. Fig. 3i) show two ossicles enclosing the appropriate

section of the canal.

There is never any difficulty in deciding where “fusion” has occurred

at least in the skull-roof; the resulting bone is quite distinctly larger than

single elements. It is very important that, in those few specimens in which

the bones have been dissected to expose the dendritic tubules of the

latero-sensory canals, the “fused” bones carry about double the number

of major tubules found in single ossicles. The frequency of such fusions

over the whole series and K-Q is sufficiently remarkable; the maxi-

mum possible in any one complete series of 9 bones is 4 fusions. In 21

complete series, 45 fusions out of a possible 84 were noted (54%); in the

sequence K-L^-La-M, with a maximum of 2 possible fusions in pairs, there

are 26 out of a possible 42, or 62%. It is important also to note that the

series of bones just discussed seems to be basically constant in number,

and that each element has in general very closely similar relations to

neighboring “fixed” bones—I, /, C, 2-3, and 4.

Nielsen (1936) and Pehrson (1922, 1940) have supported rather

different versions of the theory that lateral-line bone-rudiments are fre-

quently binary. It might be expected, on such a theoretical basis, that each

lateral-line bone of, say, the supraorbital series should have been formed

by the fusion of two bone-rudiments, one on either side of the canal, and

that in primitive forms the persistent separation of such rudiments might

be quite a common abnormality. This is not the case; only two extremely

doubtful examples have been seen in a large material of Dipterus and

Scaumetiacia.

B. FUSION BETWEEN “lATERAL-LINe” BONES AND OTHER ELEMENTS. The
cosmine layer frequently obliterates sutures by forming a continuous

external “skin” over bones which are really separate (cf. Westoll, 1936).

Also, in several individuals from Achanarras, in a few from Thurso, and in

very many from Orkney, a black “bituminous” material has so completely
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impregnated the dermal bones that the pattern of sutures may be entirely

obliterated. Such material has been entirely neglected in this section,

which is based entirely on Achanarras material without cosmine.

In view of the sweeping and almost indiscriminate ‘"fusions” accepted

by Stensio, Save-Soderbergh, and others of their school in any compar-

isons of different fossil fishes and early Tetrapoda, and of the clear

demonstration just given of the “fusion potential” of adjacent lateral-line

elements, numerous clear cases of fusion between lateral-line elements

and other neighboring dermal bones might be expected. In fact, no single

example of fusion between bone 3 and L2 , L^, K or X was ever seen in

several dozen favorably preserved specimens; only one possible (and

doubtful) case of fusion between C and any member of the supraorbital

canal series (L^) (see Fig. 2b) and none between X, Y2 ,
or and / or I

(except perhaps in a single specimen (Fig. 3e) with multiple “anomalies”—

an irregular single C bone, left J absent and replaced by extensions of B, Yg

and X—which appears to have suffered injury during development ) . These

are the only regions in which a clear-cut evidence of such fusion would be

seen, and the evidence is overwhelmingly against fusions between lateral-

line ossicles and adjoining “general” dermal bones. More anteriorly, with

no fixed points for guidance, the lateral-line bones show small differences

in shape and width in different specimens. Such differences are present

also in the more stable posterior region, and offer absolutely no grounds

for the supposition that the slightly larger elements in some individuals

have developed as a result of fusion with neighboring bones.

C. THE ANAMESTIC BONES OF THE FRONT OF THE SKULL-ROOF. The term

“anamestic” was introduced by the writer (1936, p. 166) to describe

dermal bones which appear merely to fill in a space between more fre-

quently occurring bones; in different individuals of the same species they

may differ greatly in number and individual shape. In Dipterus from

Achanarras the space between the supraorbital canal-bones and CC is

filled by from 4 to about 20 bones which seem to be typically anamestic,

and up to seven similar elements occur between bones and 2-3. A
poorly-known series of about 4 occurs behind the angular and below

bones 6-7. The median series has been analyzed by superposing tracings

made to comparable scale. No definite common pattern can be made out;

the superposed suture-tracings make, in the aggregate, a complex net-

work of approximately even distribution of lines. The writer takes this as

evidence of haphazard distribution of the rudimentary growth-centers

from which these bones developed. It follows that no single element of

such a group can properly be homologized with one in another animal,

so that their appearance was probably not under any strict genetical and
developmental control. This contrasts clearly with tlie great uniformity of

the lateral-line canal-bones and such elements as B, 2, 3, and the opercular
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bones. Bones C are rather constant in this material, but show more varia-

tion than the last-named, and in Banniskirk material they may be absent.

D. "abnormalities” in dermal bones of skull-roof, a small number

of specimens, otherwise clearly of platycephalus type, show certain other

difEerences from the norm. Some of these are doubtless due to accidents

during development; one specimen, for instance, has no bone J on the left

side ( its space being occupied by extensions from B, Yg and X -j- K ) ,
and

a single C element of curious shape suggests an early fusion of paired

rudiments (Fig. 3e). Abnormalities in the posterior part of the skull-roof

of some specimens, which might otherwise have passed with a cursory

note, are interesting in comparison with Dipnorhynchus. Three specimens

have been seen in which bone B is "replaced” by two median elements

(Fig. 3i) and three others in which a large bone-plate {J.^) is intercalated

between I and so that I is largely squeezed out of the skull-roof (Fig.

2b). In some six others a small median bone is enclosed between C-C (Fig.

3i), in one a similar element reaches B (Fig. 2a) and in two others it

meets anteriorly the posterior members of the anterior anamestic series

which normally wedge between the anterior ends of C-C. This is the

position of the pineal foramen in Dipnorhynchus,

e. abnormalities in latero-sensory system. Dipterus shows a clear-

cut diflFerence between the latero-sensory canals (large, enclosed in

bone) and surface grooves for lines of pit-organs (pit-lines). Though
information on some parts of the system of enclosed canals (in the

mandiblel) is not complete, it may be said at once that these canals

show no abnormalities in the material studied. Though the pit-line grooves

show a general similarity of arrangement throughout, they show several

abnormalities. The supraorbital canal passes back through and K (in

which it normally gives off the primary-tube anastomosis with the canal in

bone X) and curves medially into bone J^, in which it ends in a dendritic

cluster of tubules. Across the radiation center of towards that of B is

the groove for the anterior pit-line, which is to be regarded as a "degener-

ate” continuation of the supraorbital line. In one specimen only, the

posterior branch of the canal towards h is very short and confined to K;

in it the anterior pit-line traverses K, /j, and B. The middle pit-line

normally runs from the center of Yj, across that of 7, and (very rarely)

continues towards the center of B. The posterior pit-line runs from near the

radiation-center of I towards that of 77. On B, the hind ends of the

anterior pit-line do not usually meet, but bend outward again. Forster-

Cooper (1937, Fig. 5) shows diagrammatically some variations he has

observed in this region; the most important concern the apparent duplica-

tion of certain lines. Some of these instances are not due to pit-lines but

to the breakdown of the "roof’ of thin tubules from the enclosed canals

(his Fig. 5a, b, c in particular). True duplication may occur, but rather
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rarely. Much more remarkable is the clear evidence that certain pit-

lines may have widely different courses without any modification in the

pattern of bones. Thus the anterior pit-line has been seen to bend from

over Yz to or back onto /, or into the suture between I and Y^ (cf.

Fig. 3b). In all these cases there is no confusion through duplication, and

we have the clearest evidence of “capture” of a pit-line by other bones in

such cases. Similarly the middle pit-line has been seen in one specimen

to run nearly parallel with the posterior pit-line from I over i/, and then

to turn sharply forward to Y^.

The pit-line of the cheek may curve over bones 8 and 10, or 8, 5, and

10, or 8, 5, 6, and 10 in different individuals, and no doubt its ventral

continuation would show similar differences if adequately known. The

importance of such observations will be obvious in a later section; mean-

time it is clear that the pit-lines just discussed can play na part in the

determination of the pattern of dermal bones.

2. Dipterus hrachypygopteruSy S & M. (Fig. 4). This form is at present

known only from Banniskirk, from a horizon probably (unless powerful

faulting intervenes) distinctly above that of Achanarras, some 2 miles

away. There are interesting problems involved here. The Achanarras

type recurs above the probable horizon of Banniskirk, and it is possible

that something very like the Achanarras type (D. platycephalus) occurs

very rarely at Banniskirk. One such individual was figured by Pander

(1858, PI. 1, Fig. 2). The Banniskirk material seems to form, therefore,

an enclave (in the time-sense) in a continuous platycephalus faunal

range.

Unfortunately the material available for study is neither so plentiful

nor so well preserved as that from Achanarras, but a number of remark-

able differences are plainly obvious. The Banniskirk material is mostly

distinctly smaller than the Achanarras Dipterus, As in the smaller

Achanarras individuals, the ^platycephalus" snout-structures and ex-

tensive development of cosmine are rare, but fragmentary remains of

the former and occasional specimens with some partly resorbed cosmine

(cf. Smith Woodward, 1891, Fig. 38, p. 239) have been recovered.

The only significant differences between the two forms concern the

dermal bones of the skull-roof. They may be summed up quite briefly:

a, the median bone B extends much farther forward than in the

Achanarras material;

b, the paired bones C-C are (with the possible exception figured by
Pander) very much smaller and are generally absent;

c, the series of lateral-line bones from L^rQ tends to be distinctly broader

than in the Achanarras material; and
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d. partly in relation to (c) above, the anterior anamestic bones occupy

a much smaller area and tend to be fewer but perhaps individually

larger.

Otherwise the dermal bones are arranged in a very closely similar

manner. The precise shape and size of bone B varies very greatly, and

even in the small material available a few remarkable anomalies have

been noted. In one specimen (Fig. 4d) there are no separate elements,

whose territory is occupied by lateral “wings” of bone B. Whether this

is due to fusion or to simple invasion of territory cannot be directly

determined. But in all specimens the conditions may be understood as a

result of a single process—the ontogenetic failure, or delayed appearance,

of bones in the region enclosed by B, and the supraorbital canal-

bones {K-Q). This area has here been largely filled by expansions of B
and but to a varying degree. In a few individuals there may be no

anterior anamestic bones, or only a very few; but in a few at the other

Figure 4, Dipterus brachypygopterus, S and M. Dermal bones of skull-roof and
cheeks. All from Banniskirk Quarry, Caithness. A, D, in Yorkshire Museum, York; B, in

Oxford Univ. Mus.; C, E, in Inverness Mus., Nos. 54 and 124 respectively.
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extreme the conditions may not be very dissimilar from those in D.

platycephalus. Perhaps the abnormal individual with no separate

is due to an extension of the same process.

Since the whole assemblage shows this characteristic aspect it seems

that the implied diflFerences in development compared with Achanarras

individuals were governed by factors controlling osteogenesis. If a special

genotype were responsible, it appears to have had almost complete

penetrance in the Banniskirk population, but very varying expressivity,

and (in so far as the precise pattern of dermal bones is concerned) a

very varying specificity. These points are worth making since the Bannis-

kirk population represents a blind alley in dipnoan evolution, and what

is apparently the parent type persisted long after. It is reasonable to sup-

pose that we are dealing with an isolated population, derived from an

ancestral "'platycephalus* but which probably became extinct. It is

always possible that the genotype was not notably diflFerent in the two

forms, and that the phenotypic differences may be due to environmental

factors affecting osteogenesis. It is with these considerations in mind that

the writer previously hesitated to regard the Banniskirk material as a

separate species.

Dipnorhynchus

(Figure 5)

Hills (1933, 1941, 1943) has provided excellent accounts of a single

magnificently preserved skull-roof from the Middle Devonian Mur-
rumbidgee Limestones of Taemas, N.S.W., originally described as

(?) Ganorhynchus sussmilchi R. Eth. fil. and made the type of the new
genus Dipnorhynchus by Jaekel (1927). These limestones, on the

evidence of invertebrate fossils, are regarded as of Couvinian age.

From the Buchan Limestones of Buchan, Victoria, probably of about the

same age, a fine mandible has been described by Hills (1935); it belongs

in all probability to the same or a closely related species.

Recently W. M. Lehmann has obtained a remarkable dipnoan skull

from the Early Devonian (Late Siegenian?) Hunsriickschiefer of the

Rhineland. This should be referred to the same genus, but is unquestion-

ably more primitive.

D. sussmilchi (Fig. 5, a-d). The first description by Hills (1933) has

been used, among other writers, by Romer (1936) and Westoll (1943a)

in comparative accounts, but the new information provided by Hills

(1941, see also 1943) somewhat alters our conception of the structure.

The dermal bones have a good coating of cosmine, with typical ‘Westoll-

Linien” (Bystrow, 1942), and there is a snout and ‘lower lip*^ of D.

platycephalus or Ganorhynchus type. The skull-roof has, compared

with Dipterus, a shorter preorbital region and a longer, broader post-

orbital region.
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Figure 5. A-D, Dipnorhynchus sussmilchi (Eth. fil.). Reconstruction based on

material described by Hills (see text). Opercular series, cheek-bones and infraorbital

bones conjectural, palate hypothetical. A, lateral; B, dorsal; C, palatal; D, ventral

view.

E-F, Dipnorhynchus sp., from German Hunsriickschiefer. Distortion due to slaty

cleavage rectified. E, skull-roof; F, palate. From photographs generously supplied by
Dr. W. Lehmann. (See page 142 for correction to E.)

The most important more primitive features are the presence of a

"pineal” foramen and the nature of the supraorbital latero-sensory canal,

which continues far back as an enclosed canal instead of degenerating to

form the anterior pit-line, and does not anastomose with the infraorbital

canal. The bones and Yg are large, and lateral to there is on one

side a separate element, probably a supraspiracular or prespiracular

plate. Bones X and 4 seem to be fused on both sides. Bones 2 and 3 are

easily identified and in the supraorbital canal there is no difiBculty in

recognizing the homologues of Q, N, M, Lg, and K; Lg, L^, and K
appear to be fused on the right side. Slight differences in the contacts of

3-4-X with Li-K as compared wi\h Dipterus are apparently due to the

relatively more anterior position of the orbit in Dipnorhynchus

y

so that

(4 -f X) is slightly forwardly displaced and 3 is shortened. Behind K the
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writer formerly recogni!zed two bones (/^ and J2 ) carrying the supra-

orbital canal and lying in front of the series H~LA, but Hills new
description makes it clear that there are three such bones— J^y and Jg.

In Dipterus there is normally only one J bone, and the loss of and /g

may reasonably be associated with the loss of osteogenic stimulus when
the posterior end of the supraorbital canal “degenerated.” This loss has

allowed bone I to wedge firmly into the skull, a feature providing a firm

anchorage for the dermal shoulder-girdle. Unfortunately only a fragment

of bone I is present, on the right side, in Dipnorhynchus sussmilchi.

Between the supraorbital canal-series there are about 9 or 10 bones.

The most posterior ( B, ) is almost certainly not a member of the extra-

scapular series. It is followed anteriorly by Bg, which gives some indica-

tion of having been formed by the fusion of two elements, and at first

suggests comparison with C-C of Dipterus. However, the bone reaches

anteriorly to the level of the line through the centers of K, or slightly

behind it, and does not reach the line through the centers of (4 + '^)*

It therefore covers tlie same part of the skull-roof as the anterior part of B
of Dipterus, and is entirely behind the region of C-C; it may be compared

directly with of certain individuals of Dipterus. In front of is a

group of small irregular bones; the pineal foramen is enclosed between the

two most posterior. The irregular shape of these bones suggests either

fusion of separate rudiments or anamestic origin. C-C in Dipterus lie

between on each side. This is precisely the position of the posterior

three elements ( one on left, two on right ) which surround and lie closest

to the pineal foramen. The more anterior elements fade out under the

continuous cosmine of the snout-region. Romer (1936) thought that this

anterior shield was in the “process of breaking up into a host of small

elements.” This overlooks the effects of the cosmine in obliterating sutures,

but there is another point which makes any interpretation of this region as

a mosaic of bones very dubious. In Dipterus this region is not occupied by
separate bones, and in the various Devonian forms like Ganorhynchus

the snout and anterior part of the mandible are found entirely separate

from the rest of the skull, suggesting a different nature and histology. It

is true that the ancestors of Dipnoi may have had numerous lateral-line

and other bones in this region, but the most detailed histological and other

investigations of the snout will be necessary before its structure in

Dipnorhynchus can be assured.

In Figure 5, a-d is given a suggested reconstruction of Dipnorhynchus.

The various fusions of the lateral-line bones are resolved, and from the

shape of the lateral margins of the skull-roof the bones of the cheek, sub-

orbital region, and opercular apparatus have been freely restored. Since

Yi and Yg appear to be the homologues of the bones normally termed

supratemporal and intertemporal in Rhipidistia, the approximate position
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of the proximal articulations of the hyomandibular can be fixed. The

operculum must lie behind this, which fixes approximately the back of the

cheek-bones. The mandible is taken from the Buchan specimen, and fits

very well. Compared with Diplerus and Rhipidistia ( Osteolepis or

Eusthenopteron) the conditions in Dipnorhynchus are almost exactly

intermediate; the cheek in Dipterus has been much shortened and the

operculum is moved forward, while in Rhipidistia the cheek is greatly

elongated and the operculum lies far back. As already indicated by Hills

( 1943 ) , such a revised version of Dipnorhynchus is extremely close to the

hypothetical common ancestor of Dipnoi and Rhipidistia figured by the

writer ( 1943a). The palate (Fig. 5c) shows again a hypothetical condition

intermediate between those of Dipterus and Rhipidistia, with separate

parotic plates.

On all counts, therefore, D. sussmilchi is a very primitive form, showing

the clearest indications of not very distant relationship to Rhipidistia.

Dipnorhynchus lehmanni, sp. nov. The skull from the Hunsriickschiefer

will be fully described elsewhere (Lehmann and Westoll, 1949). It is

clearly related to, but specifically distinct from, D. sussmilchi, and I take

pleasure in naming tlie new species Dipnorhynchus lehmanni. This remark-

able discovery confirms and extends the deductions made from D.

sussmilchi (cf. Lehmann and Westoll, 1949). The specimen shows the

usual distortion of specimens preserved in cleaved slates, and this has been

partly corrected by simple graphical methods. In the skull-roof the median

line is obvious and several originally transverse lines can be plotted with

some accuracy. The resulting figure (Fig. 5, e-f) may be slightly too

compressed either laterally or antero-posteriorly, but the morphological

relationships are clear. Yj and Y^ are as in the right side of D. sussmilchi;

there was probably a prespiracular plate as in that form. In the left

supraorbital canal, series /g is very large, /g small; and K appear to be

fused, as are and Lg. On the right side /g, /i, and K appear to be fused.

Bi is small, but Bg is represented by a pair of large bones (cf. conditions

in D. sussmilchi). In front of Bg-Bg is a series of some 20 (at least)

anamestic bones; a pineal opening is present between two posterior

members of this series. The dermal bones have a thick cosmine-layer with

‘Westoll-Linien'' and there is a poorly preserved cosmine-covered snout.

No pit-line grooves are visible.

The reconstruction in Figure 5e, though correct where drawn in full

lines, is inaccurate in the region of bone A. X-ray photographs show that

bone B is pointed posteriorly, and that no bone A is present, bones 1 being

large elements meeting in the mid-line. The same may be true of D.

sussmilchi. This is not a fundamental difference in pattern, since the

extrascapular series was derived from a series of paired rudiments, and
bone A of other early Dipnoi undoubtedly arose by fusion. In Dipno-
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rhynchus these elements arising in this position fused with bone L Com-
parable differences may be noted among Actinopterygii, e.g. between

primitive palaeoniscoids (cf. D. lehmanni) and the Permian Paramblyp-

terns (cf. Diptertis), Acipenser also has a median extrascapular formed

by fusion of paired rudiments.

The palate is quite remarkable. The ventral aspect of the snout is

thoroughly dipnoan, and the pterygoids are not unlike those of Dipterus,

except that there is no well-marked lateral process at the back of the

tooth-plate. The teeth are not well preserved, but seem to have been

arranged in rather crude radiating rows. The most remarkable feature is

the parasphenoid, which is rhipidistian-like; the basisphenoid seems to

have had basipterygoid processes rather like those of Rhipidistia. If any

posterior parasphenoids were developed, they must have been separate

parotic plates. There is no ossification present in the otico-occipital part

of the brain-case, which suggests that such may have been removable

after death, and invites comparison with the brain-case of Rhipidistia.

These features are exactly comparable with the reconstruction of D.

sussmilchi, which was made on theoretical grounds before the German
specimen came to my notice. D. lehmanni confirms in a remarkable

way the truly primitive and almost annectant character of the genus and

greatly strengthens the theoretical considerations behind an earlier

synoptic figure (Westoll, 1943a, Fig. 7) and the attempted reconstruc-

tion of Dipnorhynchus (Fig. 5 a-d).

Pentlandia

Though specimens of Pentlandia macroptera showing the characteristic

elongated dorsal fin are not uncommon, good cranial material is scarce.

So far as known, it closely resembles that of Dipterus platycephaliis. The
main difference is that the individual bones tend to be more “square-cut”

than in Dipterus. Bones CC are well developed, and the more anterior

anamestic bones appear to be few in number and large. Bones H, /, and
A are as in Dipterus. The supraorbital latero-sensory canal probably enters

bone Ji, since the anterior pit-line groove starts on that bone.

Scaumenacia

(Figure 6)

A considerable material of this genus has been used in this study. Some
was collected in the years 1934 and 1937 by Dr. Graham-Smith and

the writer, and much was obtained from Dartmouth Gollege, the Museum
of Gomparative Zoology at Harvard, and the British Museum (Natural

History). The writer is especially indebted to Professor A. S. Romer, who
most generously made available the material he had brought together and

relinquished a most interesting study.
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The dermal bones of the skull are extremely similar to those of Dipterus

platycephalus in general features. The circumorbital and cheek-regions

are extremely similar, and the opercular bones are almost identical.

The bones carrying the occipital cross-commissure (H, 7, and A) are

present as in Dipterus, but 77 is a much smaller, rounded bone, set in a

deep notch formed by and 7. Bone A is much less frequently present

than in Dipterus and is apparently thinner and less heavily ossified. 77 and

A are widely separated, unlike the conditions in Dipterus, These are

developments carried further in later Dipnoi.

Bones Y^, Y2 , X and 4, 3, and 2 are almost exactly as in Dipterus, but

there is a most characteristic deep notch between Y^ and occupied by

the antero-dorsal corner of the operculum. In front of this, in one or two

specimens (Fig. 6d), is a separate prespiracular bone; in most this is

replaced by an extension of Y2 ,
and these conditions may be compared

directly with those in the two sides of the Dipnorhynchus sussmilchi skull.

The supraorbital canal series (K^L^-L^-M-N-Q) is almost precisely as in

Dipterus, and the individual bones have exactly the same relations to the

bones 4, 3, and 2. Fusions are much more extensive than in Dipterus; it

is not unusual to find three elements fused, and two specimens show ap-

parently four elements fused. Out of 20 complete sides, the following

fusions were noted:

Y,+Y2—

0

Y2+X—^0

X+K—

2

K+L,—14

L
1+L 2
—

3

L 2+M—

1

M+N—

3

N+Q—

4

Y,-fY2+X—

0

Yj-f-X-j-K—

0

X+K+L^—

0

K+L,+L2~~4
L.+L^+M—

2

L2+M+N—

3

—

8

Y,+Y,+X+K--0
y,+x+k+l,--0
X+K+L,+L,--0

—

0

L,+L,+M+N-—

0

L 2+M+N+Q—

2

The frequencies of fusions between neighboring elements are as fol-

lows:

Y,-~Y2—0 L,+L2—

9

Yg—X—0 7/2'4”j^—

®

X~K—2 M+N—16—18 N+Q—14

There seem therefore to be two regions of high fusion-potential, K-L^-Lg

and M-Q, The fusion-potential of each individual bone is as follows;

Y,:0 K:20 M:19
Y^.O Li:23 N:20
X:2 LgtlS Q:14
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The main diflFerences from Dipterus are the almost complete absence of

fusion-potential behind K and the great increase in front of M.

Bone B is constantly present, and normally extends as far forward as a

line through the centers of X-X, though its median process may extend

further. It is thus no larger than in D. platycephalus. In front of B there is

normally a large pair of bones (C-C), in front of which another large pair

of bones (E-£)^ frequently completes the skull-roof. This contrast with

Dipterus is remarkable. Out of 18 specimens which show this region well,

bones E-E are present without modifications in 12; in two, a single median

bone is present (Fig. 6e); in two (Fig. 6f), additional bones are present

(three in all in one, four in the other); and in two the bones E-E are

present but modified by the loss of C on one side (Fig. 6c). Bones C are

also normally present without modification; out of 25 specimens, 20 are

“normal,” 2 have bone C missing on one side and replaced by extensions

from B and E (Fig. 6c), and 3 have a narrow bone wedged between

/i, X-Lj, C and B (Fig. 6b), or a prong from bone B occupying thd same

territory. Jaekels **Canadiptarm" {sic, 1927, Fig. 62) shows apparently

multiple anomalies in a Scaumeruicia,

The circumorbital bones are much as in Dipterus, Bone 4 meets 5 and 8

below, 6 occupies the postero-ventral part of the orbit. Next anteriorly

is a long element which does not normally meet bone 2; it may, however,

be fused with the most posterior of the succeeding three elements, of

which the first two meet bone 2 above, and the most anterior lies in front

of that bone. Pending the study of more extensive collections, these are

provisionally identified as the homologues of bones 7, lA, IB and 1C of

Dipterus,

The jugal-preopercular-mandibular canal is carried by a series of bones

arranged almost as in Dipterus ( cf. Westoll, 1937a, Fig. 3b ) . Bones 8 and 9

are easily recognized, but are squeezed into an even narrower space than

in Dipterus, suggesting still further forward movement of the operculum.

The chain of small bones carrying the canal down to the angulo-post-

splenial comprises only four or five other elements in the available

material, against six or seven in Dipterus, but this may be due, at least

in part, to fusion of neighboring elements. The anamestic bones in this

region may be reduced in number, but bone 10 is generally present. In the

mandible a single element occupies the territory of the angular and post-

splenial of Dipterus; it will be termed angulo-postsplenial. The presplenial

is normal. As in Dipterus, there appear to be two latero-sensory canals in

the angulo-postsplenial section.

2 Forster-Cooper's original key-specimen from Achanarras seems to have been
chosen deliberately because of its resemblance to later Dipnoi; the index letters D,
E, and F are used here, though the bones so lettered may not always be strictly

homologous.
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The opercular region is composed of precisely the same bones as in

Dipterus,

The bones of the roof of the mouth and inner face of the mandible call

for little comment. The pterygoids are, on the whole, very similar to those

of Dipterus; each bears about 10 rows of compressed high teeth which

meet or almost meet their neighbors so that each row is almost like a saw-

edged ridge. The parasphenoid is considerably more “advanced” than

that of Dipterm, having a long posterior process. The vomers are narrow

bones with quite sharp teeth. The prearticulars are closely comparable

with those of Dipterus, but their tooth-rows are like those on the

pterygoids, and number 8 or 9. In several specimens up to four small

strips of bone bearing slender conical teeth are found in the debris of the

anterior part of the head. They may represent marginal teeth and are con-

ceivably derived from an ancestral type with maxillaries, “premaxillaries,”

and dentaries. On the other hand, no sign of such teeth has been noted in

Dipterus, and they may be secondary developments.

The latero-sensory system shows a few diflFerences from conditions in

Dipterus, The supraorbital canal never, in my material, extends into bone

/j. The remnants of this prolongation, and the anterior end of the anterior

pit-line, have been “pirated” by bone X, from which the pit-line groove

runs over towards the center of B, where it is frequently hooked out-

wards. The middle pit-line runs normally from over I towards the center

of B, the posterior pit-line from H to I, sometimes also continued onto B.

Abnormalities in the courses of these grooves are not infrequent; the

most remarkable is the case of a middle pit-line which runs from to the

center of I, bends forwards to the junction of I, J^, and B, and then to the

center of (Fig. 6d). The pit-line of the cheek is rarely well preserved,

but usually seems to run over the canal-bones 8-9-etc., not swinging for-

ward onto 5, 6, and 10 as is frequently the case in Dipterus.

Phaneropleuron

(Figure 7)

Though a large number of specimens of P. andersoni from the type-

locality of Dura Den exists in museums, really well-preserved heads are

extremely rare. Hence only a cursory description of the conditions in

this most interesting form is possible. But with small exceptions, the

structure is very close to that of Scaumenacia. Bones H, Y^, Yg, /, h, and B
are almost identical in the two genera, except that Y^ and Yg are on the

whole narrower, and Yg is deeply notched for the reception of the antero-

dorsal corner of the operculum. Bone A is very rarely preserved, and was
possibly absent. In front of and B, between the supraorbital canal series,

the “normal” condition is the presence of two pairs of large bones (C-C,
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E-E) filling the entire space, but in several individuals the anterior pair is

replaced by a single bone, and in at least one fossil a single pair of long

bones occupies the entire area (Fig. 7e).

The circumorbital series is rarely preserved, which makes the inter-

pretation of the supraorbital-canal series more diflBcult. In addition, the

latero-sensory canals are often not easy to follow. Bone X is almost invar-

iably separate from K, but considerable fusion has always taken place

between more anterior members of the series K-Q, No details can yet be

given. While it is clear that the other bones of the skull are essentially as

in Scaumenacia, a systematic account of variations is impossible. This is

unfortunate since Dipnorhynchus-Dipterus-Scaumemcia-Phaneropleuron

would afford a most valuable morphological series.

The pit-line grooves of the skull-roof are essentially as in Scaumenacia;

the anterior pit-line may start from K, or (much more rarely) from X, as

in that genus.

Before proceeding with a review of the later ‘normal” genera, it is as

well here to consider Rhynchodipterus and Fleurantia, two Late Devonian

genera with long narrow snouts. Some remarkable forms with long and

Figure 7, Phaneropleuron andersorU, Hux. Sketches to show skull-roof structure. A,

Manchester Mus., L 10867; B, C, St. Andrew's Univ. Mus.; D, E, Roy. Scot. Mus.,

both on 1895.147.12.
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broad snouts have been found in the Late Devonian of Greenland. Details

of their skull-structure are awaited with great interest.

The head of Rhynchodipterus ( Save-Soderbergh, 1937) is unfortunately

not very well preserved, and the type specimen (in Elgin Museum) has

had paint-lines placed along what Save-Soderbergh took to be sutures.

These are not always reliable, and the paint obscures the structure.

Rhynchodipterus will be omitted from this account.

Fleurantia

This genus was rather fully described by Graham-Smith and WestoU

(1937), and essentially the same bone-terminology was used as in this

paper. The structure of the circumorbital region and posterior part of the

skull-roof is precisely comparable with that of Scaumenacia; the only

correction the writer would make concerns the bones labelled 7, 1, la and

lb in 1937. Of these, “1” is the element here called lA, and “la,” which is

large, is probably IB -{- 1C; “lb” would therefore be a still more anterior

element, ID (cf. discussion of bone R below).

In the skull-roof, in front of B and / and between the supraorbital-canal

series, is normally a pair of bones C, reaching forward to about the level

of the back of bone M, but in one specimen there are two such bones on

one side. These C bones are succeeded by a strong median element F

(
growth-center very anterior

)
in all specimens where this region is known

( three new specimens have been discovered since 1937 )

.

The supraorbital canal series begins posteriorly with a long element

which covers precisely the territory of K, L^, and Lg in Dipterus or

Scaumenacia, and evidence for its compound origin has already been dis-

cussed in 1937. The next bone is precisely similar in its relationships to M
of Dipterus and Scaumenacia, and this is succeeded by N, Q, and R, the

latter not found in at least the vast majority of earlier forms. This more
anterior ossification along the supraorbital canal may be compared with

the presence of ID on the infraorbital canal.

The bones carrying the sensory canal from bone 8 to the angulo-post-

splenial are not preserved, but were probably present somewhat as in

Scaumenacia, In the mandible a long angulo-postsplenial is present, with

a short splenial.

The bones of the palate represent a simple modification of the condi-

tions in Scaumenacia and Dipterus, The bones named “dermopal-

atines(?)” in 1937 are the vomers, and should be placed in front of the

pterygoids, in contact along the middle line. The nature of the peculiar

modified teeth has been discussed by Bystrow (1945); the writer is in

substantial agreement with his conclusions. The parasphenoid has a long

posterior stalk.

The arrangement and distribution of the latero-sensory canals and pit-
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lines is as in Scaumenacia. Bone A is absent in all known specimens; it

may have failed to ossify. A development of considerable interest is the

presence of an important tubule from the occipital commissure which

leaves the center of bone I and runs towards the center of B. A similar

development has been noted in Scaumenacia,

Sagenodus

(Figure 8a, a')

Remains of Sagenodus are common in the Coal-Measures of Europe

and the Pennsylvanian of America, and are found also in beds probably of

Early Permian age. Sagenodus quinquecostatus, from the latest Dinantian

or Early Namurian of Loanhead, Scotland, is a typical Sagenodus in

cranial structure. The new genus Prosagenodus, instituted for ^Vtenodus

interruptus Barkas” (in the sense of Traquair, 1890) by Romer and Smith

(1934), is really a “pro-Ctenodus” with no sign whatever of the typical

Sagenodus skull-modification.

The skull-pattern in the species of Sagenodus is astonishingly stable. The
early S. quinquecostatus, various Westphalian species from Britain, Late

Carboniferous material from Europe and America (Romer and Smith,

1934), and Early Permian remains alike show a most characteristic struc-

ture, which has been carefully described by Watson and Gill (1923) and

Romer and Smith (1934). The material described by the latter workers is

incomplete and they reversed the dorsal and ventral surfaces of the skull

roofing bones, while the former do not describe the latero-sensory system

and, in the v^riter s opinion, have misinterpreted the circumorbital region.

In view of the great similarity in structure throughout, it has been thought

suflBcient merely to modify the figure of Watson and Gill ( 1923, Fig. 1

)

in the circumorbital region, and to insert the courses of the latero-sensory

canals and pit-line grooves (Fig. 8a). Important variations in structure

are so rare that it is suflScient here to give them a single composite figure

(Fig. 8a').

Certain bones can be recognized at once by comparison with Scaumen-

acia or Dipterus, e.g. 2, 3, 4, (X -f- Yg), Yi, H, /, B, /j. In the vast majority

of cases, X and Yg are fused, but they are separate in two individuals seen

by the writer. In front of X, /, and B is a large bone carrying the

supraorbital canal, which seems without much doubt to represent

K “b Li + Lg + M. In one specimen, K is separate on one side. In front

of this large bone there is usually a somewhat smaller element, N Q,
which is represented by two bones in some specimens. Q represents the

normal anterior limit of ossification along the supraorbital canal in earlier

forms, but here it is followed by a series of small bones along the in-

tumed section of the canal. These, which are somewhat irregular and
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Figure 8, Dermal bones of skull-roof of Late Paleozoic Dipnoi.

A, A', Sagenodus\ A' assembles certain abnormalities; separate bone K, bones X and

Y2 sometimes separate. B, Ctenodus. A and B based on figures by Watson and Gill

( 1923), modified in circumorbital region and with latero-sensory canals added.

C. Uronemus splendens (Tr.); D, Conchopoma gadiforme. Both original.
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separated by a small median element (F?), are in the writers opinion

"new” developments.

In front of B is a single median element D, one of the most characteristic

features of Sagenodus, followed by an anterior pair of bones E-E. Com-
pared with Ctenodus or Uronemus the structure is easily understood as a

result of the loss of C-C.

The cheek-bones are not well-shown in any material; Watson and GilFs

Figure 20 represents a brave try, but there is certainly also a chain of

bones carrying the sensory-canal from bone 5 to the mandible. In the

mandible the main features are exactly as in Scaumenacia, The opercular

series consists of a large and characteristic operculum, a narrow sub-

opercular, and apparently only a small anterior paired gular. Any other

plates, developed as in Scaumenacuiy should be easy to recognize, and

are never found.

The palatal bones are admirably described by Watson and Gill. The
posterior shank of the parasphenoid is even longer in proportion than in

Fleurantia, The tooth-plates are very familiar and require no comment.

With the exception of the remarkable anterior part of the supraorbital

canal, the latero-sensory system is on the whole closely comparable with

that of Scaumenacia and Fleurantia, One other difference is noteworthy:

the "occipital commissure” traverses bone B, and there is no bone A. Such

a structure may be regarded either as due to fusion of A and B, or to the

degeneration of the medial parts of the commissure, with resulting loss

of osteogenic stimulation for bone A, and anastomosis of other primary

tubules, as foreshadowed in Scaumenacia and Fleurantia, The known
structure of the two last, and of Phaneropleuron, supports the second

alternative.

Middle and anterior pit-line grooves are sometimes well marked. As in

many primitive Dipnoi, there appear to be two enclosed canals in the

angulo-postsplenial and splenial.

Ctenodus

(Figure 8b)

Watson and Gill ( 1923 ) have already given an excellent account of the

cranial anatomy of this genus; their figure has been used as the basis for

the drawing given here, in which the supraorbital region is modified

and the latero-sensory system added. In cranial structure ''Ctenodus

interruptus Barkas” (in the sense of R. H. Traquair, 1890, from the upper-

most Dinantian or earliest Namurian of Scotland) is an entirely typical

Ctenodus, but its tooth-plates are more hke those of "normal” earlier

forms and have not the characteristic appearance of later Ctenodus

material. Romer and Smith proposed the new genus Prosagenodus for

this form, but it is probably a very primitive Ctenodus.
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Ctenodus shows many resemblances to Scaumenacia and PJianeropleuron

on the one hand, and to Sagenodus on the other (Fig. 8b). The occipital

commissure traverses f/ (a very small bone), i, and B as in Sagenodus

(see discussion above); A is absent. Yi and Yg are normally separate, and

Ji is typically developed. X is a separate small bone in all available

material, and bones 2, 3, and 4 are normal. Along the supraorbital canal,

a large posterior bone (Lg + + K) is sometimes followed by a small

separate M, but all four are not infrequently fused. Still more anterior

elements are not well preserved; the figure shows the conditions in the

only specimens which show this region well. More anteriorly the peculiar

“prenasal fan” described by Watson and Gill is at present not susceptible

to detailed study; the inward flexure of the supraorbital canals must have

crossed this region, and some evidence suggests that they pierced some

of the bones of the “fan.”

The more median elements of the skull-roof are very like those of aver-

age Scaumenacia or Phaneropleuron, except that two median elements D
and F (the “interfrontal” and “internasal” of Watson and Gill) are

constantly present.

As in Sagenodus, we have in Ctenodus a genus with at least a few

species in which the cranial pattern, contrary to conditions in earlier

forms, is strikingly stable. Abnormalities are rare; one specimen has

missing on the right side, and its territory is occupied by extensions from

{L, + L, + K),Y„ and 1.

The latero-sensory canals are exactly as in those individuals of

Sagenodus which have separate X-bones. No pit-line grooves have been

observed; the dermal bones appear to have been deeper-lying than in

earlier forms.

Remains of the cheek, etc., are not preserved in intelligible form. The
structure of the palate and mandible are essentially as in Sagenodus, with

only minor differences. The tooth-plates are familiar and need no com-

ment.

Uronemus

(Figure 8c)

The genotype, C7. lobatus Traq., from the Late Dinantian Burdiehouse

Limestone of Scotland, lacks adequate cranial remains in all known
specimens. U. splendens Traq., from strata of somewhat later age, is per-

haps doubtfully congeneric, but the poor body-remains are at least fairly

closely comparable with those of the smaller U. lobatus.

The skull of U, splendens has been described by Watson and Gill

( 1923), and the writer has seen considerable material. It is notable for the

range of variation in the shape of the skull-roof as a whole; the breadth/

length ratio at extremes may be 15-20 per cent different from the mean.
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The skull-roof structure is closely comparable with that of Ctenodus,

except that X and Yg are apparently always fused. Along the supraorbital

canal, a large bone represents K -j- -1- L2 + Af and a smaller anterior

element is N + Cheek-bones are not adequately preserved. The only

‘abnormality” is in the specimen figured by Watson and Gill (1923, Fig.

30a), in which the anterior pair of bones E-£ is represented by a single

median bone.

The structure of palate and lower jaw has been discussed in part by

Watson and Gill. No complete description is required here, but it may be

noted that the parasphenoid has a very long posterior shaft, that the

pterygoid dentition is curiously reduced to one row (or possibly two

closely adjacent rows ) of compressed conical teeth along the margins of

the pterygoids, and a series of small denticles aranged in rows internal to

these, that the vomers are much like those of Phaneropleuron or Scaumen-

acia, and that the teeth of the prearticular consist of two closely adjacent

rows of compressed conical teeth along the dorsal margin and a few small

denticles on the lingual surface. This is clearly a greatly-modified denti-

tion, adapted for sectorial action. Small narrow “marginal” tooth-plates

occur, as in Scaumenacia and Phaneropleuron.

The latero-sensory system presents few points of interest. The canals

are deeply enclosed in the dermal bones, and the occipital commissure

traverses bone B. The groove for the anterior pit-line is sometimes present,

and in one specimen shows marked differences from the “normal” course

over the centers of (X -f- Yg), 7i, and B.

Conchopoma

(Figure 8d)

This remarkable genus, well known from the Early Permian Lebach

Shales, has a most remarkably modified dentition; the parasphenoid

expansion is covered with denticles, and this type of bone (Peplorhina

of Cope
)

is known from the Late Carboniferous of Linton, Ohio. The only

useful cranial material is that from Lebach, described by Watson and Gill

(1923) and by Weitzel (1926). The writer has also seen useful material

in the British Museum (Natural History), but only three or four good

specimens form the basis of the present account. Better collections would

probably necessitate the consideration of various “abnormalities.”

The structure of the skull-roof is shown in Figure 8d. There is a clear

resemblance in pattern to Sagenodus^ particularly in the bones between

the supraorbital canals. Also X and Yg are fused, as in Sagenodus^ a very

large element (M + Lj + Li + K) is found associated with the posterior

part of the supraorbital canal, and it is possible that this canal turns
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medially from {Q + N) into the element lying immediately antero-ventral,

as in the anterior series of Sagenodus,

However, Conchopoma shows some quite obvious differences from

Sagenodus; bone is always absent and is replaced by extensions from

I, (Yi + Yg), and (M -f Lg + + K); and Y^ is frequently fused to

(Yg + These are "progressive” changes in the group, but it is rather

remarkable to find that bone H is not deeply wedged into the skull-roof,

and that the occipital commissure runs behind bone B, probably in a

separate bone A. These are “primitive” characters which have been lost

in typical Sagenodus, Ctenodus and Uronemus.

The latero-sensory canals are embedded in the thin bones, forming

ridges on the inner surfaces. Only faint traces of pit-line grooves have been

seen.

The bones of the cheek are badly preserved in all the available material.

The parasphenoid is a remarkable bone; a moderately long posterior

“stalk” bears a very large anterior expansion, which is covered anteriorly

with closely-set rounded denticles. The pterygoids, which are unusually

narrow, are provided anteriorly with a similar dentition. In the mandible,

Watson and Gill figure a (possibly incomplete) prearticular with a

granulation of teeth which presumably engaged those of the pterygoid;

and Weitzel indicates that the parasphenoid was opposed by an unpaired

lower tooth-plate (“Zungenbein”?), unknown in other fossil Dipnoi.

Ceratodus

(Figure 9a)

We have now unfortunately almost completely exhausted the useful

fossil material. A partial skull from the marine Wengen shales (Norian,

Middle Triassic) of the Austrian Alps, was described under the name
Ceratodus sturii by F. Teller (1891). What little is known in detail is

most remarkable. The dermal bones of the skull appear to have been

deeply set in the skin, so that the latero-sensory canals merely formed

grooves on the outer surfaces of the bone. Teller’s figures show two

median bones, which he equates with the two large median elements of

Epiceratodus, These are flanked by a large paired element, bearing the

supraorbital canal groove (“C” of Teller’s figures) and a posterior paired

element (“D” of Teller). The orbital margin is very imperfect, and it is

impossible to decide whether bones 2 and 3 were present. The posterior

median bone is undoubtedly bone B of the present account (see Fig. 9a).

It has spread laterally into the area normally occupied in earlier forms

by /i and I. The anterior median element is too far back to be identified

as the homologue of F, the large anterior element of Epiceratodus; it

is much more like D of Sagenodus, Teller’s element “C” is clearly
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(M+) L2 + Li + K of Late Palaeozoic genera. His “D” is probably

Yj + Yg; his Plate IV gives some evidence of the presence of a process

from this bone lying outside the quadrate, and there is probably a

separate bone X. The main differences in pattern between C. sturii and

Epiceratodus are the continued importance of D in the former and the in-

vasion of the territory of by bone B in the former and M + Lg -f* -f- K
in the latter. These are not perhaps very important differences. It is

possible to draw limited conclusions from Teller s account—that in this

Triassic form the number of skull-roof bones are reduced and appear to

have lost their primarily superficial position in the dermis, and that in

some ways (loss of /, etc.) it resembles Epiceratodus; it may form a link

between Sagenodus and Epiceratodus,

The few other Triassic Dipnoi which have been described from any

material other than scattered scales and loose dental plates (e.g.

Gosfordia truncata. Woodward, 1890; Ceratodus formosuSy Wade, 1935)

agree in showing very thin dermal bones. In Wade’s species there is even

some evidence that a secondary growth of scales had begun to extend

forward over the head-bones. The teeth of Ceratodus are obviously quite

closely similar to those of Epiceratodus forsteri. A very useful discussion

of the Ceratodus problem is given by Stromer (1938).

It is possible to point to the ancestral forms of only one of the three

living genera. Ceratodus is at present merely a form-genus based on

tooth-plates, but it certainly includes the ancestry of the living Epice-

Figure 9. Skull-structure of A, Ceratodus sturii Teller, and B, Epiceratodus forsteri.

A is an interpretation of Teller's figures (1891); B is based on Goodrich's figure

( 1930), modified after specimens.
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ratodus (cf. Stromer, 1938 and references therein), which had emerged

in Late Cretaceous times. The familiar tooth-plates of Ceratodus have 4

(rarely 5) tooth-ridges in the mandibular plate, 5 (rarely 6) on the

pterygoid. Each ridge is normally without much sign of separate denticles

in the adult, though occasionally such traces can be seen. Romer and

Smith ( 1934) note correctly that certain Late Palaeozoic tooth-plates, with

tooth-ridges showing no sign of separate denticles, differ from the

normal Sagenodus-Ctenodus tooth-plates; they erect the new genus

Pratoceratodus for a Pennsylvanian pterygoid tooth-plate from Illinois,

and refer to the same genus material from the Cleveland Shale of Ohio

(Early Mississippian or latest Devonian) and the ‘Termian” of Texas.

Unfortunately the evidence of the very numerous isolated teeth, from

Devonian to Recent, requires a very great deal of careful sifting. It seems

at present premature to accept fully this "protoceratodont” lineage of

Romer and Smith, and it is perhaps most reasonable at present to suppose

that the Carboniferous or Permian ancestors of Ceratodus were closely

related to a Sagenadws-like form. For a r4sum6 of other views, see Stromer

(1938).

The modern Lepidosiren and Protopterus have even more remarkably

modified skull-structure and tooth-plates than Epiceratodus; the dentition

is modified to a purely sectorial type. The peculiar Carboniferous and

earliest Permian Gnathorhiza from North America occurs also in the Coal-

Measures of Northumberland. As pointed out by Romer and Smith ( 1934)

it strongly recalls some of the features of Lepidosiren, and may perhaps

be an ancestor of the latter. At such a distance in time, this can be no

more than a suggestion, and Stromer (1938) thinks that Protopterus may
have descended from a Ceratodus-group and produced Lepidosiren as a

derivative.
Epiceratodus

(Figure 9b)

The dermal bones of the skull are markedly different from the primitive

Devonian condition. They are few in number, separated from the

epidermis by considerable thicknesses of tissue, including separate scales

in the posterior part of the head(I), and in the adult bear no very close

relation to the latero-sensory canals. The precise pattern of dermal bones

varies somewhat. There is always a posterior ( B ) and an anterior median
bone (F) in the skull-roof, flanked by a long pair of bones extending

back from above the orbit to cover the region of the auditory capsules

(M + i'a + + ^) • These in turn are flanked by a large posterior bone
( Yj + ^2 ) which covers the lateral part of the otic region and sends down
a sheath outside the otic process of the quadrate, and a small anterior

element (X) which lies above and behind the orbit. Quite frequently

(perhaps always in complete skulls) an additional pair of bones (I) is
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present at the posterior margin of the skull (figured by Huxley; Kisselewa,

1929, etc. ) . The precise interpretation of these bones would not have been

easy without embryological evidence; G. D. Oury has allowed the writer

to quote some of his results. In the first place, at total length of say 50 mm.,

the sensory organs are well developed and in places folded under the gen-

eral level of the skin, and dermal bone forms are in fairly close relationship

to some of these infolded sections. The anastomosis of the occipital com-

missure with the main lateral-line lies behind the dermal bones, and on

the commissure is an extrascapular corresponding clearly to J. The medial

parts of the commissure appear to be ill developed. The posterior median

bone B apparently develops from a center well in front of the commissure.

Bone ( Yi + ^2 )
Is recognized by its relation to the forward continuation of

the main lateral line and to the end of the middle pit-line. The identifica-

tion of X is quite clear; this is the region of the anastomosis of supraorbital

and infraorbital canals, and the anterolateral end of the anterior pit-line

is slightly medial to the developing bone. In some individuals X may have

fused with Yg + Y^. The large bones flanking B are related to a section of

the supraorbital canal lying just behind the middle of the orbit, a section

which may include four well-developed neuromasts. We may therefore re-

gard this bone as equivalent to the ( Lj+ + K ) or (M + Lg + + ^ )

,

elements so characteristic of post-Devonian Dipnoi. The anterior median

element can hardly be directly comparable with the next median bone

(D) in front of B in SagenoduSy CtenoduSy UronemuSy and Conchopoma,

It lies, at early development-stages, far in front of the orbits and in the

region near or just behind the place where the supraorbital canals swing

close together. Oury thinks the bone may actually be related to the lateral-

line, in which case it may be derived from such apparent ‘ neomorphs” as

those in front of and between Q-Q in SagenoduSy but it is perhaps more
likely to be a hyperdevelopment of the most anterior median bone F so

constantly seen in such genera as SagenoduSy CtenoduSy UronemuSy and

Conchopoma, On this basis certain abnormalities can easily be under-

stood, e.g. in Kisselewa’s (1929) Figure 1 a bone is intercalated between

B and the anterior element, which occupies some part of the area filled by

Cy Dy and E in Late Palaeozoic forms.

The circumorbital region shows, immediately ventro-lateral to X, a

postorbital bone (4), succeeded by a somewhat variable and ill-developed

series along the infraorbital canal (cf. 5-6-7-1 etc. of Dipterus). The jugal

canal is carried by a separate bone (cf. 8 of Dipterus) which lies outside

the quadrate-process of (Yj + Yg) and is followed by a variable chain

of small bones which ultimately convey the mandibular canal to the region

of the angulo-postsplenial (cf. Westoll, 1937a, Fig. 3c). The bones of the

palate and mandible call for no special comment; they are extremely like

those of SagenoduSy for example. It may, however, be noted that marginal
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teeth appear in development near the front of Meckel's cartilage, and may
develop a small bony plate. No separate trace of either bone or teeth

persists in the adult; they may have been resorbed and lost (which is quite

possible) or absorbed into the presplenials.

Comparing Epiceratodus with Sagenodus or Ctenodus the following

changes are obvious: the bones 2 and 3 above the orbit are lost; bones

(N + <2), according to all published figures, are lost, but the writer has

seen probable remains of this element in one skull; bone is completely

absent, its territory is invaded entirely by (? M +)^2 + ^ mod-

erately frequent type of "abnormality” in the Carboniferous genera (cf.

also Conchopoma and Ceratodus sturii); and the paired elements CC,

EE and the median element D have normally been lost. There is no

evidence from the developmental study of fusion of numerous non-lateral

line elements. The evolutionary process apparently has in general been the

result of invasion of territory from more precocious centers of ossification

rather than widespread fusion.

Lepidosiren and Protopterus afford an even more remarkable picture.

Bones B and (

Y

2 + )
are very deeply embedded, and meet one another

(cf. Ceratodus sturii). The bone corresponding to (? M + ) ^2 + ^
remains largely superficial, except over the orbit, and forms a pair of

remarkable spines in the prepared skull. Otherwise the structure compares

with that of Epiceratodus, Many of the interesting points discussed by
Dollo (1895) show that Lepidosiren is the most modified of Dipnoi

(cf. also Stromer, 1938).

It is now possible to review some of the main features in the evolution

of the skull in Dipnoi. The evidence of Devonian forms shows very clearly

that the early Dipnoi were very closely related to the contemporaneous

Rhipidistia (Fig. 10, a-e). All the known early Rhipidistia differ from

early Dipnoi in having numerous bones in the snout, well-developed

marginal tooth-bearing bones (dentary, maxillary, "premaxillary”), and

an intermediate arcade of tooth-bearing bones (palatine, ectopterygoid,

coronoids). There are also some differences in the opercular series. But

the most remarkable differences are to be found in the existence of large

bones in Rhipidistia, such as those currently termed in "orthodox” texts

the parietal, frontal, and squamosal (= postparietal, parietal, and

squamosal respectively of primitive Tetrapoda, see Fig. 10, d-f). The
evidence of living bony fishes as Amia suggests that such bones as the

"frontal” in that fish originate as a series of separate rudiments, each

related to a section of the supraorbital latero-sensory canal carrying

(in general) a single neuromast. Early Dipnoi have, quite clearly, a series

of lateral-line bones which seem to have been related each to a neuro-

mast, or to a short section of infolded canal carrying a neuromast. In these
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early forms more or less random fusions of two or three adjacent bones is

frequent, but later members have a few stable larger fusions, such as the

(L2 + + K) or (M + Lj + i'l + or Carboniferous, Permian, and

later genera. These larger bones seem to develop at the expense of

anamestic bones. Their importance is foreshadowed by the fusion-

potential of separate bones in Dipterus, Another interesting feature in the

evolution of the skull-pattern of Dipnoi is the fate of bones related to a

"degenerating” section of a latero-sensory canal, i.e. one being replaced

by a pit-line. The best possible example is the series K-/
1
-/2-/3 of early

Dipnoi (Dipnorhynchus)

,

By the time we get to Dipterus (Fig. 10, b-c),

the section of the canal in Jo and has degenerated, and the pit-line has

normally been "captured” by B. At the same time has entirely disap-

peared as a separate bone, and J2 is very rarely present, their territory

being occupied by bone I. In view of the above analysis, it is quite un-

likely that J2 and have "fused” with I, though bone I has no doubt

invaded territory in which the fundamental physico-chemical changes

necessary for osteogenesis had proceeded some distance.

On comparing Dipnorhynchus with primitive osteolepids (Fig. 10,

B, d-e), certain homologies are at once clear. H -f- / and A of the former

are the lateral and median extrascapulars of the latter.® Yj, Yj, and X are

in every important way homologous with the so-called "supratemporal,”

"intertemporal,” and "dermosphenotic” of osteolepids, i.e. with the

tabular, supratemporal, and intertemporal respectively of early tetrapods.

Bone 4 and the postorbital of osteolepids and early tetrapods are

homologous; bones 2 and 3 are respectively the pre- and post-frontals of

tetrapods and their equivalents in osteolepids (cf. Graham-Smith and

Westoll, 1937; Westoll, 1943a). In primitive osteolepids the supraorbital

canal anastomoses with the infraorbital in bone X ( as in moderately ad-

vanced Dipnoi). In a few individuals a small back-turned sprig of the

canal has been observed in the osteolepid "frontal” (= tetrapod parietal),

but in most the anterior pit-line extends back over the "frontal” and may
occasionally pass onto the "parietal” or even onto the "intertemporal.”

The "frontals” normally extend almost to the suture between 2 and 3; they

correspond to (Lg + i'l + K) of Dipnoi, and probably also include the

equivalent of /j. The anterior limit may vary even on the two sides of one

specimen, so that we may get (M + Lg + + /i ?) on one side and
(

L

2 + + K -f /i ? )
on the other. The parietal of primitive tetrapods

corresponds rather to the latter condition. Between these osteolepid

"frontals” is the pineal foramen, often surrounded by a circlet of small

bones; comparison with Dipnorhynchus is thus far-reaching (Fig. 10,

B, d-e). The elements {M ?), N, Q of Dipnoi represent only those most
posterior elements of the "nasal series” of osteolepids, which may be

3 See above, pp. 142-143.
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equated roughly with the frontals of early Tetrapoda. Between these

bones in osteolepids is a series of anamestic bones; these tend to be

numerous and irregular in earlier forms, and fewer, larger and less variable

in later forms (cf. Westoll, 1936; Jarvik, 1944a), a decided parallel to

their nature in Dipnoi.

We are left with a most critical region, the so-called “parietals” of

osteolepids. The normal condition in all later osteolepids is a pair of long

bones, meeting the "supratemporal” and “intertemporaF laterally, re-

ceiving the medial parts of the middle pit-lines and the posterior pit-line

grooves, and overlying the medial parts of the otic cavities. The common-
est "abnormality” in primitive osteolepids is the presence of two pairs of

"parietals,” approximately opposed respectively to the "supratemporaF

and "intertemporal,” and in such cases it is the former which normally

carries the pit-line grooves and overlies part of the otic cavity. In a

number of specimens of the Middle Devonian Thursius, Diplopterax, and

Osteolepis the "parietals,” divided in this way, are partly separated by
median or irregular bones. These again may represent relics of an

ancestral condition.

Comparing these structures with Dipnorhynchus, where Y^, Yg, and X
are quite firmly established as homologous with the osteolepid "supra-

temporal,” "intertemporal,” and "dermosphenotic,” it is clear that the

two parts of the "parietal” of osteolepids may be equated with and /g,

and that the greater development of "median” bones in the Dipnoi is a

measure of the broadening of the skull and brain-cavity. The position

of the otic cavities can be fixed in Dipterus, where they occur under Y^

and I, with slight extensions under and /j, and not at all under B. The
corresponding region in Dipnorhynchus would be covered essentially by

Yi and /g.

It is not necessary here to go into further details of the skull-roof of

osteolepids, but it is now fairly clear that, with all the original supraorbital-

canal bones from Q and /g accounted for in primitive members of both

groups, the ancestral structure worked out by the writer (1943a, Fig. 7)

is very reasonable, even though at that time the structure of Dipnorhyn-

chits was not well known, and the probable incorporation of in the

"frontal” of osteolepids was not appreciated (cf. Fig. 10). The retention

of Jg and Js (usually replaced by the single "parietal”) in osteolepids

after the loss of the osteogenic stimulus of the supraorbital canal struc-

tures, may be paralleled by the retention of in numerous Carboniferous

Dipnoi and the clear evidence that bone-pattems, primarily conditioned

in early fishes by the presence of the latero-sensory system, can be traced

into such forms as modem Dipnoi (see above) and Tetrapoda, where

the bones subserve new functions. In Dipnoi the median bone B was no

doubt of growing importance (protecting brain during development),
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Figure 10. Suggested evolution of skull-roofing bones of Dipnoi, osteolepid

Rhipidistia and primitive Tetrapoda from a common ancestral tj^e, A, B, Dipnorhyrir

chu$; C, tHpterus; D, hypothetical pre-osteolepid; E, based on Diplopterax; F,

Elpistostege. In E and F the bone-names commonly used in osteolepids and early

tetrapods are indicated on the right side—F.MX, premaxillary; NA, nasal; FR, frontal;

FA, parietal; P.FR, pre-frontal; PT.FR, post-frontal; I.T, intertemporal; ST. supra-

temporal; TAB, tabular; E.SCM and E.SC.L, median and lateral extrascapulars; LA,

lacrimal; /(/, jugal; F.O, postorbital; SQ, squamosal; OF, opercular. Modified from

WestoU, 1943.
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and bone I gives support to the shoulder-girdle, so that its wedging into

the skull-roof in later forms than Dipnorhynchus, replacing /g £^d prob-

ably /a, is structurally advantageous. In the osteolepids, wKbre the

"parietals” were probably important in protecting the roof of the brain,

their retention was structurally advantageous. In the ‘ reptiliomorph'’ pat-

tern of early tetrapod skull-roofs their homologues
(
postparietals

)
are much

shortened, as though the true parietals had grown backwards more vigor-

ously in those forms.

It is now proposed to investigate the rate of evolution of important

characters in the Dipnoi, starting from an ancestral skull-type (cf. Westoll,

1943a; Fig. 7a; and Fig. 10a of this paper) . In various properties a sequence

of evolutionary changes can be determined, and in 17 of these a more or

less graded series of steps, from the presumed ancestral condition to that

of living forms, has been worked out and a grading is given to each genus

according to the degree of ‘primitiveness” shown by each character; high

marks indicate primitive conditions. Many other features (including some

stressed by Dollo, 1895) cannot be studied in fossil forms.

I. Skull-proportions,

5. Ancestral type; otic region moderately long, narrow.

4. Otic region becomes broader.

3. Posterior shortening of otic region begins ( cf . Dipno, sussmilchi )

.

2. Further shortening of posterior part, reduction of otic cavities

(Dipterus)

,

1. Further shortening, bones H^I much compressed.

0. Conditions of Ceratodus, etc.

Here it may be noted as a significant fact that nearly all primitive fishes

(e.g. Arctolepida ( Dolichothoraci ) among placoderms, Cheirolepis, etc.

among actinopterygians, osteolepids and primitive Tetrapoda in the lines

leading to higher vertebrates, and Dipnorhynchus in Dipnoi) have very

elongated otic regions, with presumably large otic structures and large

brain-nuclei supplying important latero-sensory systems. The change of

proportions in later members may be due in part to rapid loss of the

relative importance of the acoustico-lateralis system.

II. Size of cheek,

4. Ancestral conditions; cheek long, but not so long as in most

osteolepids, which have diverged in the opposite way to Dipnoi.

3. Cheek somewhat shorter, as probably in Dipnorhynchus,

2. Cheek shortened, as in Dipterus,

1. Cheek further shortened, as in Scaumenacia,

0. Cheek as in Epiceratodus,

This series of changes is bound up, inter aluiy with the attitude of the
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quadrate, which must have been nearly vertical in Dipnorhynchus^ some-

what forwardly directed in Dipterus, and very forwardly directed in

Scaumenacia and Epiceratodus, starting in each case from the otic process.

III. Nature of hone-tissue in snout,

5. Ancestral conditions; probably nearly as in osteolepids.

4.

J
Loss of marginal elements, gradual replacement by special tissue

3.

) developed only after considerable growth.

2. Cosmine-covered “snout” liable to resorption (Dipterus),

1. Only traces of snout-ossification.

0. No ossification in snout.

IV. Nature of dermal bones,

6. Bones thick, superficial, cosmine present, sensory-canals in lower

parts of bones, pit-line grooves deep where present.

5. As in 6, but cosmine largely absent.

4. As in 5, but pit-line grooves shallow.

3. Bones thinner, pit-line grooves absent because bones lie deeper

in skin.

2. Bones thinner, deeper in skin, still enclosing sensory canals.

1. Bones lying deeper, sensory canals in grooves or gutters on upper

surface.

0. Many dermal bones in adult separated from sensory canals; bones

he deep, may be covered by scales, etc.

V. Degree of ossification of endocranium,

3. Heavy ossification, at least in some individuals.

2. Moderate ossification, at least in some individuals,

1. Slight ossification, at least in some individuals.

0. Only very slight or no ossification.

This is not an easy character to work with, since individuals of the

same species and the same size from one locality may show notable diflEer-

ences in apparent degree of ossification, presumably because of diflFer-

ences in maceration of tissues.

VI. Division of cranium.

It is presumed that the ancestral type had an endocranium ossified

in more than one piece, a sphenethmoid region (trabecular) and a

separate element derived from the parachordals, with (or possibly

without) incorporation of otic capsules.

5. Complete division.

4. Division probably partly retained.

3-1. Fusion at earlier stages of growth.

0. Completely fused even in late embryonic stages.
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VII. Nature of parasphenoid.

This is bound up with the last.

5. “Parasphenoid” in 3 separate bones; parasphenoidal rostrum,

paired parotic plates; foramen for hypophysial duct present.

4. Incipient fusion or suture between 3 bones.

3. Three elements fused; no posterior “stalk”; foramen present.

2. Posterior “stalk” short, foramen lost.

1. Posterior “stalk” of medium size.

0. Posterior “stalk” long.

VIII. “PmeaZ” foramen,

3. Foramen well-developed.

2. Foramen occasionally present, or indicated by macula.

1. Epiphysial fontanelle in adult endocranium, roofed by bone.

0. Adult with strong cartilaginous and dermal-bone roof in this

region.

IX. Nature of supraorbital latero-sensory canal.

As in all primitive fishes, early members of this group have no

anastomosis between the supraorbital and infraorbital canals.

4. Conditions primitive; enclosed canal extends back to /g, anterior

pit-line possibly not developed or very short.

3. Anastomosis present; enclosed canal extends back into /g, anterior

pit-line short.

2. Enclosed canal extends back only into /g, anterior pit-line longer.

1 . Enclosed canal extends only into /j, anterior pit-line still longer,

0. Canal very short or absent behind anastomosis entering X or

confined to K; pit-line groove begins on X or K.

X. Fate of /i-Jg bones.

This is consequent upon IX, but the effect shows a time-lag.

3. Bones /1-/3 all present.

2. Bone /g absent
|

1. Bones /g and /g absent \ Bone I wedged into skull-roof.

0. Bones /g, /g, and absent
^

XI. Degree of fusion of bones along supraorbital canal.

4. Irregular, more or less random fusions.

3. Tendency for fusions to be in twos, especially in some parts of canal.

2. Still stronger tendency to fusion, rarely in threes or fours in

specific sections.

1. Three or four elements (K to M) generally fuse, but numerous ir-

regularities.

0. Three or four elements (K-Lg or K-M) always fuse,
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XII. Temporal bones,

3. Yi, Yg, and X all separate or randomly fused, separate supra-

spiracular or perspiracular plate.

2.

Yi, Yg, and X all separate or randomly fused, Y., extended in place

of supraspiracular or prespiracular plate.

1. X + ^2 normally fused, Y^ separate.

0. X 4“ Y2 + Yi normally or frequently fused.

XIII. Presence or absence of bones 2 and 3.

2. Both bones present, well-developed.

1. Development possibly irregular, one or both absent.

0. Both bones absent.

XIV. Nature of anamestic series and B, between supraorbital canals,

5. small, paired and perhaps irregular; more anterior elements

small and highly variable.

4. Bi small, Bg single, more anterior elements small and highly

variable.

3. Usually only one B-bone, but two in some specimens; more anterior

elements usually includes large C-bones (but even these may
be irregular), and a large number of small and highly variable

bones.

2. Single B-bone normal, large; more anterior elements nearly always

include large C-bones, and a small number of other large plates.

1. B single, large; very settled pattern of general dermal bones re-

places anamestic mosaic ( some or all of C, D, E, F )

.

0. B single, large; bone F large, other elements of this series small or

absent.

XV. Fusion of mandibular elements,

2. Pre-splenial, post-splenial and angular separate.

1. Fusion of post-splenial and angular in some individuals.

0. Post-splenial and angular normally fused.

XVI. Opercular series,

5. Fully developed, possibly intermediate between the Dipterus and
Osteolepis types.

4. Fully developed, Dipterus type.

3. Posterior paired gulars reduced.

2. Median gulars reduced, posterior paired gulars and lateral gulars

lost.

1. Opercular and subopercular slightly reduced.

0. Opercular and subopercular greatly reduced.
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XVIL Dentition,

5. Marginal tooth-bones, palatines, ectopterygoids and coronoids

probably present.

4. Those bones probably absent; increasing importance of teeth on

pterygoids and prearticulars.

3. Numerous separate teeth in many rows on pterygoids and pre-

articulars.

2. Teeth in each row compressed and confluent at base.

1. Teeth forming saw-like ridges.

0. Teeth forming smooth ridges.

Table 1 indicates the rating of the important genera, which are arranged

in stratigraphical order.

These ‘"total” figures are clearly in several cases not precise, but the

writer believes that the inaccuracies will prove small with further

knowledge. They have been plotted against geological time in Figure 11.

The time-scale used is the current radioactivity scale ( based on Holmes,

1947). Considerable interpolation is necessary, but the general picture

is sufficiently remarkable, and only minor modifications could be made
in any case by manipulating the time-scale. Other comments are reserved

until the body and fins have been discussed.

Evolution of Post-cranial Characters

Here will be considered the evolution of scales, fins, and axial skeleton.

It would be interesting to consider also the body-form as a whole (cf.

Dollo, 1895), but the material of most of the fossil genera does not allow

accurate comparative studies. Much unpublished material is incorporated

in the tabular matter. The characters are numbered consecutively with

those concerning the skull.

XVIII. Nature of scales.

The scales in such fairly early types as Dipterus are more or less

rounded in shape, but there is a possibility that they may have been

more or less “rhombic” in ancestral forms. The early forms have thick

scales covered with cosmine, which may show prominent “Westoll-

Linien.” For some time the history of the scales is parallel to that of

the head-bones, but the scales remain relatively very superficial.

7. Scales thick, bony, with strong cosmine, possibly not “cycloid” in

shape.

6. Scales thick, bony, cosmine well-developed, shape “cycloid.”

5. As (6) but cosmine not well-developed.

4. As (5) but cosmine quite absent.

3. Scales fairly thick, bony, ornamented surface in exposed region.
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Scales moderately thin, bony, smooth surface.

1.

Scales thin, bony(?), with markedly reticular structure.

0.

Scales thin, little or no bone, reticular structure.

To anyone familiar with dipnoan fossils these categories require no

comment.

XIX. Median fins.

The remarkable “degenerative” evolution of the median fins of

Dipnoi has been stressed by Dollo (1895) and frequently quoted

since that time. It is most convenient here to consider four separate

changes:

a. Change in nature of tail.

3. Tail very heterocercal.

2. Tail moderately heterocercal

1. Tail slightly heterocercal

0. Tail secondarily diphycercal (gephyrocercal).

b. Size and importance of anterior dorsal fin, D^.

4. Dj short-based, strong.

3. Dj with longer base, strong.

2. Dj somewhat long-based, flabby.

1. Di long and low.

0. Di incorporated in Dg (posterior dorsal).

c. Nature of Dg.

4. Dg short-based, strong.

3. Dg with somewhat elongated base.

2. Dj moderately elongated.

1. Da very elongated, but not yet confluent with epichordal lobe

of tail.

0. Da very elongated, confluent with epichordal lobe of tail.

d. Nature of anal fin.

2. Anal short-based, well separated from tail.

1. Anal very close to tail.

0. Anal confluent with hypochordal lobe of tail, no separate anal

basal skeleton.

XX. Nature of paired fins.

Here there are two progressive changes, the change from a rela-

tively short stout muscular lobe to a very long slender lobe (which

may even lose its fin-rays and all but the axis of the endoskeletal

structures), and an interesting change in the position of the pectoral

fins. In early forms the pectorals are carried low down on the flank,

and were probably oriented in a similar manner to that of the

rhipidistian pectoral fin (cf. WestoU, 1943b). In the living genera the
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pectorals are borne high up on the flanks and have apparently become

rotated in the process, so that the preaxial margin is uppermost when
the fin is pressed back along the flank. No evidence bearing on this

change of attitude of the fin as such is yet available from the vast

majority of fossil forms,

a. Size of muscular lobes.

3. Paired fins rather stout, short and muscular.

2. Paired fins moderately elongated, covered with scales and

bearing fin-rays.

1. Paired fins very elongated, with scales and fin-rays.

0. Paired fins extremely elongated, no fin-rays.

b. Position of pectoral fins.

3. Pectorals very low, as in Rhipidistia.

2, Pectorals low, a little above the old position.

1. Pectorals arise some way up flanks.

0. Pectorals arise very high up flanks.

XXL Nature of axial skeleton.

Here again we have two sets of factors: firstly, degree of ossifica-

tion (a factor very difficult to judge in early forms), and secondly

the nature of the neural and haemal arches and spines, fin-radials, etc.

The second point was discussed in outline by Graham-Smith and

Westoll (1937).

a. Degree of ossification.

2. Heavily ossified, at least in some individuals.

1. Lightly ossified.

0. Not ossified.

b. Arrangement of axial and fin skeletal elements.

3. Neural and haemal spines continuous with their arches;

median fins with two rows of radials.

2. Anterior neural spines separate from neural arches.

1. More posterior neural spines, and anterior haemal spines,

separate from their arches.

0. Neural and haemal spines separate from their arches; various

complexities as in Epiceratodus,

As with “characters” I-XVII, these ratings for each genus are set out

in Table 2.

The figures for Ctenodus and Sagenodus are mere estimates for most

characters, but the known material is quite consistent with the ratings

given, and distinctly higher ratings are quite excluded. So far as

Dipnorhynchus is concerned, we may be quite sure that the total rating can-

not be lower than in Dipterus, A provisional rating of 28-31 may confidently
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be assigned to Dipnorhynchus. If body-form be considered, Lepidosiren is

the most “degenerate” living lungfish.

These figures, and the “grand total” figures, are again plotted against

geological age in Figure 11. The character of the curve which best fits

the points is clearly similar to that obtained from cranial characters.

Rates of Evolution in Dipnoi

If the graphs and tables set out above can be trusted they provide an

interesting picture of the changing rate of evolution of the group as a

whole. From the graphs, tables and discussions it seems quite clear that

Figure 11. Graph showing rate of loss of characters of the ^cestral type during

evolution of Dipnoi, and the approximate time range of the main genera. A, A',

Dipnorhynchus; B, Dipterus; C, Penihndia; D, Scaumenacia; E, Fleurantia; F,

Pnaneropleuron; G, Uronemus; H, Ctenodus; I, Sagenodus;
J,

Conchopotna; K,

Ceratodus; L, Epiceratodus; M, Protopterus (and Lepidosiren),

{ m
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the Dipnoi diverged from the common ancestral stock shared with

Rhipidistia not significantly earlier than the beginning of Devonian times.

Apart from the Early Devonian members, the Dipnoi form a group with a

rapid rate of change in the Middle and Late Devonian, which falls off

very markedly with the passage of time. Indeed, the curve for post-Early

Devonian times resembles an exponential curve. It must now be inquired

how far this appearance is significant.

The time-scale is based on the recent work of Holmes ( 1947). His two

scales, A and B, differ mainly in two respects: in scale A the Devonian is

considered to end some 20 million years earlier, and the Cretaceous to end

some 10 million years earlier, than in scale B; the intervening periods are

shifted more or less bodily. The duration of the Devonian is taken as 43

million years on scale A and 58 million years on scale B. Although Holmes

favors scale B, it is thought preferable here to use average figures for the

time elapsed since the end of any given period; the end of the Ordovician

is accepted as 350 million years ago in both scales. Only a rough estimate

of the relative lengths of the Early (= Gedinnian-Coblenzian), Middle

(= Eifelian + Givetian) and Late Devonian (= Frasnian + Famen-
nian) is possible. Revision here would somewhat, though not gravely,

alter the nature of the early part of the curve.

It is obvious that the twenty-one factors used above are not by any

means of equal value. Some are of considerable importance no matter

what may be one’s views on the degree of weighting to be accepted-

such are, for example, factors I, II, III, IV, VI, VII, IX and X, XI, XIV,

XVI, XVII, XVIII, XIX and XX. A rather crude and admittedly subjective

relative weighting has been given to a few of the various "characters”

in the figure representing ancestral conditions. No doubt another worker

would alter the weighting adopted here, and the writer is conscious of

having undervalued some. But it is probably significant that the great

majority of the characters, taken individually, also show a sharp drop in

the rating during Devonian times; the main exceptions are IV, XII, XIII,

XV, XVI and XXI, all of which show slow changes, or changes late in

geological time, while XVII and XX show a slower fall than some others.

Of these, XII and XV show very few "stages”; XIII and XVI appear to con-

cern quite late degenerative features. XX is very diflGcult to assess, and

XXI represents factors of at least two kinds. IV is also complex; the first

part of the change (6-4 or 6-3) takes place rather quickly, and the change

from grade 3 to grade 0 is a highly distinctive end-stage, in which the

dermal bones of the skull-roof have come to have new relationships to the

musculature; this second phase is effectively distinct from the first.

It would therefore appear that, with any reasonable weighting of the

various characters considered and any reasonable division of the allow-

ance for each into stages, a very similar overall picture would be obtained.
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The subjective nature of many of the figures used here is fully appreciated,

but this is a difficulty inherent in the material.

The three curves of Figure 11 all seem to show a distinctly lower

gradient in early times. It is unfortunate that the material of Dipno-

rhynchus is so rare that an accurate analysis of its nature cannot be made.

The rating of D. lehmanni for cranial characters is taken as 61-65 ( out of

69 ) , but it could easily be somewhat higher, and if this form is indeed very

close to the immediate ancestor of Dipnoi the maximum possible rating

would be rather below 69. Hence this early part of the curve is more

doubtful than the remainder, though the obviously close comparison pos-

sible between D. lehmanni and D. sussmilchiy with their separation in

geological time, points to a decided fall in the gradient of the curve here-

abouts. This initial part of the curve is therefore accepted, though with

reservations about its accuracy.

A perusal of the tables given above seems to show slight differences in

the rate of incidence of many of the changes so characteristic of the

Devonian forms. Thus characters I, II, III, V, VI, VIII, IX, X and XIV, all

concerning the skull, have completed far the greater part of their total

change before the Late Devonian, while the post-cranial characters were

then at about their maximum rate of change. It seems likely, therefore,

that the great modifications of the dipnoan skull were well under way
before the characteristic fin-changes, etc., had really begun. Changes in

body and fin structures in Dipnoi certainly imply loss of rapid locomotory

abilities and assumption of ripple-movement swimming. We may now
consider how far such changes may be related to changes of dietary and

other habits. It is a well-worn theory that relates the increasingly sluggish

locomotion of Dipnoi to their adoption of a triturating rather than a slash-

ing or sharply biting dentition, and the writer unhesitatingly supports it.

It is now possible to state rather definitely that the changes in dentition

probably pre-dated the changes in body and fins.

It is furthermore very clear that several changes in the skull of Dipnoi

can be shown to be direct correlatives of changes in the dentition. It seems

to the writer entirely reasonable to suppose that the immediate ancestors

of Dipnoi had, besides well-developed pterygoids and prearticulars, tooth-

bearing bones comparable with ectopterygoids, palatines, and coronoids,

and possibly also marginal tooth-bearing bones. The teeth may quite safely

be assumed to have included well-developed conical teeth as well as

shagreen-like smaller teeth; Bystrow (1942) gives a clear comparison of

the tooth histology in the two groups. The jaw suspension probably in-

cluded a strong basal, a well-defined ethmoid, a poorly-developed ascend-

ing, and an extensive but not very intimate otic connection, with the

cranium; and the jaw musculature arose mainly from the palato-quadrate

and its related dermal bones and passed back obliquely to be inserted
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near the pars articularis of the mandible. Such a musculature would allow

the wide gape and rapid snapping of the jaws suitable for seizing moving

prey.

But the assumption of a triturating dentition clearly requires a different

organization, and the typical holostylic suspensorium is an easily under-

standable corollary. The conditions in D. lehmanni strongly suggest that

the characteristic dipnoan dentition was well developed before the

pterygoid bone showed very great changes. Again we may with good

reason suppose the change of habits to have been reflected first in the

teeth and associated bones. Quick closure of the jaws is now not ad-

vantageous, but a better mechanical advantage of the jaw musculature is

very definitely so. The following changes may reasonably be related to

this factor: bracing of whole cranium by fusion of anterior and posterior

sections and development of dipnoan parasphenoid; fusion of otic

process with cranium; more anterior insertion of adductor muscles in the

mandible; more vertical and direct pull of adductor muscles, whose

origins spread on the lateral wall of the cranium; in consequence of the

necessary increase in power of these muscles, increase in cross-sectional

area. As direct correlatives of these changes, note: the shortening of the

cheek-region; forward movement of opercular bones; broadening of otic

section of skull-roof, probably correlated in turn with the increasing im-

portance of the median bones {B^ and B). It is possible that the rostro-

caudal shortening of the otic region in the adults ( i.e. the area covered by

X-Yi, and by /1
-/

3 )
is partly correlated with the same changes in jaw

musculature, but a similar progressive drastic shortening of the otic

region is noticeable in quite a number of early groups of vertebrates

(e.g. Arthrodira, the Rhipidistia and early Tetrapoda, and the early

palaeoniscoids ) , and it seems very probable that this may be associated

with the loss of a very highly-developed lateral-line system, with its

necessarily large lateralis part of the acoustico-lateralis tracts in the hind-

brain.

The other noticeable features of the otic section of the skull-roof—the

development of the anastomosis between the supra- and infraorbital

sensory canals, the subsequent degeneration of the posterior end of the

supraorbital canal, and the partial and eventually complete loss of

(/j-Jg)—are interrelated but have no apparent connection (except in the

shortening of the /-series ) with the changes in dentition, jaw musculature,

etc. Here again we have an interesting comparison with other groups of

fishes. Osteolepids have already arrived at stages corresponding to IX. 1 by
Middle Devonian times, though still at X.3. But several Middle and Late

Devonian derivatives of the osteolepids (e.g. holoptychiids, coelacanths)

have attained stages corresponding to X.l, perhaps even X.O, by Middle

and Late Devonian times. In the Palaeoniscoidea the pattern of dermal
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bones is at first sight very different from that in Dipnoi, but it may be said

that conditions corresponding to IX.4 and X.3 persist in most members

of the group until Triassic times or even later, though changes parallel to

the dipnoan IX,4—>0 occur even in some Carboniferous forms (Westoll,

1944), and the parietals ( corresponding essentially to /g and /g )
are lost in

a number of “advanced” or specialized Actinopterygii.

In passing, many other evolving characters of the skull in Dipnoi are

paralleled in other groups: IV, VI, and VII are shown by osteolepids—

>

Tetrapoda, and by many Actinopterygii; VIII is shown in holoptychiids,

coelacanths, late osteolepids, and various Tetrapoda, and also by

Actinopterygii; XI is clearly shown in an advanced stage by early

Actinopterygii, though even living types give developmental evidence of

the process, and it is well advanced in osteolepids ( so-called “frontals” =
parietals of early Tetrapoda), and a similar process almost certainly

affected the so-called “nasals” of osteolepids in the production of the

frontals and nasals during the transformation to Tetrapoda (cf. Westoll,

1943 ) . It is the other group of characters, most characteristic of Dipnoi ( I,

II, III, VI, VII, XVII, and probably XIV), which appears in the main to

be correlated directly with change in dietary habits.

Of the post-cranial characters, XVIII follows IV to a considerable

degree, but the thinning of the scales is more rapid than that of skull-

bones, and the end-stages are different. The loss of the layer of cosmine

is strictly paralleled among the Rhipidistia and their tetrapod derivatives,

and the corresponding dentine-tissue in the scales of Actinopterygii is

also progressively lost. The other characters are clearly associated with

changes in locomotory habits. They, too, show very rapid change during

the Devonian; but Dipterus, in which the cranial characters have already

changed considerably from the ancestral pattern, has only changed

relatively little in post-cranial characters, so that at least in temporal

succession the changes in body form seem to follow those of the skull.

It is of the greatest significance that the Dipnoi as a whole occupy so

narrowly-defined an evolutionary track. The side branches so far knovm
are few and involve very little difference in overall rating from con-

temporary forms where such are known. We may note the long- and
narrow-snouted Fleurantia and Rhynchodipterus with somewhat more
“archaic” body-shape and median fins than their contemporaries, f/ron-

emus with its modified but recognizably dipnoan dentition, and
Conchopoma with its distinctly aberrant dentition. Moreover, such forms

are known at present only from Late Devonian and later times, after the

period of most rapid changes in cranial structure.

There can be little doubt that Dipnoi have come to occupy an ecological

zone quite different from that of their ancestors, and that they have done
so by what must be allowed to be a relatively very rapid evolutionary
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shift. We are, in fact, dealing with an example of mega-evolution

(Simpson, 1944, p. 105), involving the mode termed quantum evolution

by the same author ( 1944, pp. 198-199, 206-217 ) . The result has been the

differentiation of an order (Dipnoi) which could certainly be divided into

“families,” though these would necessarily be somewhat arbitrarily de-

fined. For the moment it will be convenient to disregard family divisions;

the “families” recognized in text-books are of doubtful value.

The remarkably stimulating pioneering discussion of mega-evolution

and quantum evolution provided by Simpson (1944) was necessarily

largely inductive in nature, and it is of great interest to see how far the

present example conforms to his conclusions. In the first place the early

evolution of the group appears to have been moderately slow {Dip-

norhynchus), and in this range the fossil material is extremely scarce.

There succeeded a phase of relatively very rapid change {Dipterus to

Phaneropleuron)
y
marked by considerable variability in skull-pattern in

any given population, and with considerable fossil populations known
from several horizons. The next phase includes the segregation of a num-
ber of Carboniferous-Permian genera, each of very much more closely

defined skull pattern, and many (if not all) with a markedly longer range

in geological time. The last phase is one in which generic differentiation

is possibly questionable and certainly slow; the Triassic Ceratodus, on a

conservative view, could be held congeneric with the living Australian

lungfish, and it is possible that the Lepidosiren^Gnathorhiza resemblance

is truly indicative of direct descent. In these living forms some details are

very variable (e.g. some head-bones, latero-sensory canals).

As genera are currently defined in Dipnoi, the overall rate of generic

evolution in the group is not extremely high. We may reckon perhaps

ten “genera” (possibly as few as 8, possibly as many as ca. 12-15) in the

history of any of the three living genera from Early Devonian times, or

something of the order of 1 genus to about 30 ( 20-40) million years on

the average. Even in the most rapid part of the whole history, during the

Devonian period, no more than about 5 genera are recognized in the

main track, and this over a period of some 25-30 million years ( estimated )

,

or 1 genus per 5-6 million years. This last figure is closely similar to that

given for horses (1 in 5-6 million yrs.), but there can be no real com-

parison here, since if Dipnoi were known as well as horses we may be sure

that very much finer generic divisions would be recognized. But the

Dipnoi as a whole have evolved in slow-motion, which allows us to see

the process more clearly.

The rapid period of dipnoan evolution in the Middle and Late Devonian

is clearly of the type called tachytelic by Simpson ( 1944, p. 134); later a

period of modest differentiation of phyletic type produced a number of

side branches not radically different from the "main line” forms, and a few
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late genera which became so completely rutted in the evolutionary track

as to be apparently bradytelic. In earlier Devonian times the rate of

change was probably not so striking as in the Middle Devonian, at any

rate there is apparently not a catastrophically “explosive” beginning, but

a period of accelerating change ( Dipnorhynchus stage )

.

At least in so far as characters of the dermal skull are concerned, the

early (essentially Devonian) forms show high variability, and the Carbon-

iferous and Permian genera are each very rigidly defined, while the living

genera show a rather high degree of variation in dermal bones and latero-

sensory system, of a kind more haphazard than in early forms.

These observations allow rather detailed commentary on some of the

conclusions (many of them quite tentative) reached by Simpson. We may
first note his discussion (1944, pp. 105-124) of major systematic discon-

tinuities of record. It remains true that there is still a distinct gap between

the earliest known Dipnoi and Rhipidistia, and it seems certain that each

has diverged from the common ancestral structure. The really early Dipnoi

(
pre-Givetian

)
are very rare indeed, and further knowledge of them is

likely to be sporadic and fortuitous. Simpson's discussion (op, cit., pp.

109-114) based on fossil mammals is not altogether acceptable in the

present study, or in the cases of the origin of coelacanths and of early

Tetrapoda, which the writer has also studied. Simpsons point No. 1 (p.

109), that “missing forms . . . were, as a rule, small animals compared with

their best-known contemporaries and with their descendants,” is not

likely to be true in any of these three cases. Dipnorhynchus is decidedly

large, so is an extremely primitive coelacanth now being studied by the

writer, and so is Elpistostege (Westoll, 1938, 1943a). His point No. 2 is

supported by all three groups, and so are Nos. 3 and 4, except that really

early forms ancestral to Dipnoi and at least some Rhipidistia are not

certainly known. The Dipnoi allow a rather clear estimation of the time

taken to develop well-marked dipnoan characters. It is clear that it was
not an immeasurably brief time; the earliest fairly completely known genus

(Dipterus) had probably at least ten and possibly as much as thirty mil-

lion years of specifically dipnoan ancestry. With regard to his point No. 6

(p. 112) it is as least tempting to correlate the rise of the Dipnoi with

the results of earth-movements of the periods usually termed “Acadian”

and “Caledonian.” Comment on Simpson's point No. 7, with which the

writer is in general agreement, will be held over until the whole complex

of Rhipidistia, coelacanths. Dipnoi, and various early Tetrapoda has

been subjected to analysis.

From the formal point of view of population genetics, Simpson's ex-

planation of such discontinuities (op, cit,, pp. 115-124) is not immediately

satisfying if applied to Dipnoi, though it seems possible to harmonize the

results. It is obvious however that there has been no very large scale
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saltation in the sense of Goldschmidt (1940). The very scarce remains of

pre-Givetian Dipnoi suggest but by no means prove that these transitional

forms were few in number. But these forms very probably evolved less

quickly than the relatively well-known Middle-Late Devonian members,

which, according to Simpson's analysis, would be expected to represent

small populations subjected to very strong selection pressure. At any one

time such populations would be expected to show exceptionally low vari-

ability (see Simpson, 1944, p. 40), but such Devonian forms as Dipterus

and Scaumenacia are represented by extremely numerous remains from

individual horizons and in some ways (dermal skull-patterns) show
conspicuously high variability. The latter point may be of small signifi-

cance, since the rest of the organism shows far less variability, and per-

haps selection-pressure was far from strong in its effects on skull-patterns

in detail. But it does appear that definite evolutionary trends affect skull-

patterns of later forms ( e.g. large K + + ^^2 + ? Af elements ) ,
and this

point deserves attention by other workers. The large fossil populations of

Dipterus, Scaumenacia, Phaneropleuron, etc. known from single localities,

are at first sight surprising, since these forms were probably evolving

rapidly. But there can be little doubt that all these Middle and Late

Devonian genera lived in rigorous conditions, probably in each case with

strong seasonal or other cyclic changes. In such conditions the population-

size may fluctuate widely, and thus the effective breeding-population over

a period of time may have been quite small, in spite of local and temporary

shoals of fishes (as at Dura Den!). The discussion by Simpson (1944,

p. 69 ) is very suggestive on this point. It seems probable that conditions

in the Old Red Sandstone cuvettes would favor isolation of small remnants

during hard times, and it is tempting to regard the peculiar cranial pat-

tern of the Banniskirk population of Dipterus (above, p. 139) as due to

descent from such a small “cyclic-relict" population in which a modified

genotype became important. This population may have been annihilated

with the next onset of hard times.

It is thus possible to fit only part of what is known of the evolution of

Dipnoi, and that only with reservations, to Simpson s analysis of the

processes and results of mega-evolution.

Turning now to rates of evolution, it is important to try to decide

whether any of the later Dipnoi have become truly bradytelic. It is not

possible to give more than crude estimates of the duration of each genus

of Dipnoi, and there are unfortunately very few genera concerned.

Analysis on the lines of Simpson’s discussion of pelecypods and land

carnivores (1944, pp. 20-29, 126-143) strongly suggests that the curve for

survivorship of extinct genera is of the same type as in Simpson’s ex-

amples, while the longevity of living genera indicates that Epiceratodus is

almost certainly, and Protopterus may be, bradytelic. If Gnathorhiza is
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really closely connected with the ancestry of Protopterus and Lepidosiren,

both these genera are possibly bradytelic. The section of the record from

Dipterus to Phaneropleuron is essentially tachytelic. So far, Simpson s

terminology and definitions are accepted; but the data on Dipnoi provide

a much less complex overall picture than the Carnivora or Pelecypoda

and suggest that bradytely in this particular case is not strictly separable

from the later phases of increasingly slow horotelic evolution. The statisti-

cal picture in the Pelecypoda, which led Simpson ( 1944, p. 133 ) to define

bradytelic evolutionary rates and bradytelic "phyla,'^ could result from

the summation of a large series of evolutionary patterns like that shown by

Dipnoi, the "curves” beginning at diflFerent times and having diflFerent

‘lengths.” The longevity of a "genus” is clearly, to a first approximation,

inversely proportional to the rate of evolution (Fig. 11), and if that rate

falls almost to nothing, as it does in late Dipnoi, we have the requirements

for a "bradytelic” genus. The writer can see no convincing reason for

defining bradytely on any other grounds than very slow horotely.

It is reasonable to regard very early Dipnoi as “inadaptive” in the sense

that they had lost "the equilibrium of [their] ancestors or collaterals,”

but they were undoubtedly, as events were to show, “preadaptive” in

being able to realize new functions in a different environment. With
reservations concerning the terminology, the Dipnoi compare well with

the pattern of three phases of Simpson’s quantum evolution (1944, p.

207), with a second rapidly-changing "preadaptive” phase grading into a

final "adaptive” phase.* There is no doubt that by this quantum evolution

the Dipnoi have actually entered a new zone of the adaptive grid.

It is significant that modem Dipnoi live in fresh water, often with

widely fluctuating conditions. From at least Middle Old Red Sandstone

times the group seems to have been adapted to generally similar condi-

tions. Adaptation to such a range of conditions implies wide tolerances,

and the survival of the group is obviously a measure of its thoroughgoing

nature. It is true that all the known specimens of Dipnorhynchus come
from marine deposits; it is probable that the Hunsriickschiefer were laid

down quite near land and D. lehmanni might have been carried out from

rivers, but little can be deduced about the conditions of formation of the

Buchan and Murmmbidgee marine limestones of Australia. It remains

an open question whether the immediate pre-Dipnoi were marine or not.

Another important point concerns Simpsons comments (1944, p. 141)

on the large breeding populations to be expected in bradytelic "phyla.”

The writer knows of no evidence concerning any of the living genera of

lungfishes which would support the existence of really large effective

* In the writer's experience the terms inadaptive, preadaptive, and postadaptive
have often proved semantic blanks in discussions, since their connotations are heavily
subjective.
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breeding populations. This again appears to be a case where current

generalizations from population genetics do not give a very good fit to the

data. To anyone familiar with the rich Old Red Sandstone fish beds, it

must be very highly probable that lungfish populations then (at a time

of tachytelic evolution )
were larger than those of the present day.

Nearly all modem discussions on evolution involve genetics (especially

population genetics) and the comparative anatomy on which most of

systematics and paleontology are founded, but there is a large and
habitually neglected “middle term,” namely Entwicklungsmechanik in its

broader modern meaning. Analysis of methods of change in genotype

can properly benefit analysis of temporal successions of phenotypes, and

vice-versa, only when there is an adequate corpus of information about the

way in which a new genotype modifies the phenotype and its ontogeny. It

is proposed very briefly to indicate some lines of thought which the writer

has found fmitful. It is assumed that individual development is an

epigenesis regulated by a complex sequence of organizer-controlled

processes which in various ways determine the fate of tissues hitherto

labile. These are the essentials of Waddingtons lively synthesis (1935,

1939, Chap. VI). In “normal” individuals of any species the succession

and mutual relations of organizers (the “epigenotype”) are recognizably

similar. Genetical changes of the type most suitable for laboratory experi-

ments normally affect only relatively late-stage or peripheral members of

the organizer systems, though quite ordinary single-locus mutations may
have remarkable effects on the appearance of the phenotype, indicating

great interference with the earlier more fundamental organizers. The vast

majority of all such “deep-level” modifications of the epigenotype are not

very viable, but they illustrate the important principle, too frequently

overlooked in discussions on large-scale evolutionary changes, that

changes in epigenotype and phenotype do not depend simply upon the

total accumulation of mutation. The writer explicitly does not imply sup-

port for the cruder “saltation” hypotheses by these remarks. But it seems

obvious that the epigenotype of, say, Phaneropleuron was quite markedly

different in many ways from that of the hypothetical Early Devonian pre-

Dipnoan. All that is suggested is that this total change did not necessarily

proceed by myriad minimal modifications of the epigenotype, but that

from time to time genetic mutation may have resulted directly (by inter-

ference with time of action, by suppression, or by chemical or physical

modification of evocators) in changes at a “deep” level in the epigenotype

such that considerable possibilities of new combinations of more periph-

eral epigenetic effects became possible. The primary effect might very

occasionally be selectively advantageous, and could then result in a rapid

offset from the parent population, since there would then be a new field
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for genetic recombinations to “explore.” Of course it is not suggested that

a natural order such as the Dipnoi arose simply as the result of one or two

such lucky breaks! But it seems a possibility worth bearing in mind that

during a “quantum evolution” the epigenotype in a substantial part of a

whole population may be in a sensitive condition, peculiarly liable to

changes of the type just outlined. These brief speculative considerations

lead the writer to suspect that “quantum evolution” may occur at many
levels; with relatively small shift it may result in some forms of speciation,

while with a considerable ofiFset, undoubtedly composite and resulting

from the integration of smaller changes, the diflFerentiation of a group like

Dipnoi can be understood. This possibility is now, with the development

of the “population cage” for Drosophila by THeritier and Teissier (see also

references in Wright and Dobzhansky, 1946; Dobzhansky, 1947), open to

experimental investigation at intraspecific levels. The history of Dipnoi is

not only a “quantum evolution”; it is a quantum evolution on a large

(ordinal) scale, in which habitat and conditions of sedimentation have

allowed a moderately good record of the early transitional stages to be

preserved, in contrast to the known history of terrestrial animals.
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EVOLUTIONARY RATES AND TRENDS
IN RHINOCEROSES

BY HORACE ELMER WOOD,

The rhinoceroses are not merely one more example of an evolutionary

case history. Like the horses, they belong to the order Perissodactyla; but,

having a sharply contrasted phylogenetic development, they can counter-

balance the frequent tendency to overgeneralize from the horse record.

The general impression that horses evolved far more rapidly than

rhinoceroses is broadly true, yet there are many exceptions and qualifica-

tions to this summary statement. Rates of rhinoceros evolution may be

conveniently measured in 'liorse-units,” using the familiar main horse line

as the standard of comparison. The plural form, rates, is used advisedly,

since different lines of rhinoceroses evolved at very different rates. Differ-

ent parts of the body—the skull, teeth and feet, in particular—have also

evolved at very different rates in any given line, in contrast with the

roughly parallel evolutionary rates of horse teeth and feet. Except for the

head and feet, the skeleton remained very stable. For example, the white

rhinoceros of Africa and the Pleistocene woolly rhinoceros of Eurasia

reached a stage comparable to Pliocene horses in crown height of the

cheek teeth; in weight distribution their tridactyl feet are most compar-

able with Oligocene horses. The Indian and Javan rhinoceroses still

barely survive, in the Oriental Region; comparative anatomy and pale-

ontology indicate that of the two the Javan rhinoceros is much less

modified from their Pliocene common ancestry. Compared with horses,

their teeth and feet have reached only Miocene stages.

The extraordinary elasmotherine rhinoceroses can be traced from the

Pleistocene back to the Late Miocene, and, less certainly, farther back into

the more generalized aceratheres of the Late Oligocene. While always

remaining rhinoceroses, they out-horsed the horses in developing high-

crowned cheek teeth with crenellated enamel buried in cement to form

an eflBcient grinding mill. From the Late Miocene until their extinction

before the end of the Pleistocene, the elasmothere cheek teeth evolved in

the same direction as, but definitely farther than, the horses evolved from

the Middle Miocene to the present. Over the same time, their feet

elongated slightly, with some emphasis on the middle digit, thus also

1 Professor of Biology, The Newark Colleges of Rutgers University.
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paralleling the horses, but making only the progress made by the horses

from Early to Middle Miocene.

The baluchitheres were by a wide margin the largest of all land mam-
mals. By the time of their extinction in the Early Miocene they had de-

veloped gigantism farther, and I believe more rapidly, than any other

mammalian line, during the Oligocene epoch. Their legs had elongated

and their feet had emphasized the middle toe rather more than the

contemporaneous Early Miocene horses. Their teeth, at the same time,

compare more nearly with latest Eocene than with any Oligocene horse

teeth in molarization of the premolars and in the retention of low crowns;

in coniparison with other rhinos their teeth represent an Early Oligocene

stage.

In the same way, tapir evolutionary achievement can be summarized

as follows: from the Early Eocene to the present day, tapir cheek teeth

have made roughly the progress that horses made by the Early Oligocene;

in size and skull, tapirs compare best with Miocene horses; during all this

time, their feet have remained in an Eocene stage, compared with peris-

sodactyls in general, or with horses in particular.

If Goldschmidt had kept to his saltatory concept of ‘macroevolution”

as a possible occasional deus ex machina, it would be impossible to dis-

prove it by paleontological evidence; but for its universalized form such

refutatory evidence is readily available. There are many such evolutionary

series as the European dicerorhine rhinoceroses, where one closely-knit

species succeeds another from a primitive Late Oligocene form to the

highly specialized woolly rhinoceros of the Pleistocene. The curves of

variation of the populations of some succeeding levels overlap, but the

total amount of evolutionary change from beginning to end is more than

“macroevolutionary” by Goldschmidt's standard. There is, however, no

single level at which his postulated evolutionary jump could have oc-

curred. The familiar horse series from Mesohippus to Equus covers an

even longer time, produced a greater morphological change, and shows

still more closely-knit successive populations.

So far as evolutionary trends are concerned, the rhinoceroses are perhaps

more instructive than the horses, since they show as diverse trends as the

messenger who jumped on his horse and galloped off in all directions.

They have run to larger size than the horses, and have specialized in

brawn rather than brain, but even in brain they show some progress, al-

though at a slower rate than their rivals. Their well-publicized stupidity

is only relative; even a pretty stupid rhinoceros is more intelligent than a

brilliant alligator. Both horses and rhinoceroses developed distinct

browsing and grazing trends; in the horses, the grazers predominated and
alone survive to the present. Both types occur in living and fossil rhi-

noceroses. The browsers, the predominant type, had low (or, at most,
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medium) crowned teeth, represented by the hving Sumatran and black

rhinoceroses and most fossil forms. The white rhinoceros, the only living

grazing form, has high crowned teeth. Elasmotherium, presumably a

grazer, surpassed any horse in height of crown, being rivalled only by a

few rodents. A few lines of rhinoceroses have even gone in for speed:

Diceratherium and Hyracodon, or, as the extreme form, Triplopus, with

its gazelle-like figure. The development of bulk has been much more

typical, with the elasmotheres and the baluchitheres as the most striking

examples. A semiaquatic fluviatile habitat like that of the hippos has been

adopted twice independently, in the amynodonts and in Teleoceras; the

former developed hippo-like canine tusks, and the latter, a more extreme

barrel-like torso than the hippo.

The rhinoceros horn, which may be described as a high cone of ap-

pressed fibers (like hair without follicles), is unique in the animal king-

dom. Besides this original invention, rhinoceroses have shown their in-

dividuality in the number and placement of their horns. The following

patterns occur: a single median horn on the nasals, as in the Indian and

Javan rhinoceroses, or on the frontals as in Elasmotherium^ or on both, in

a file, as in the Sumatran rhinoceros, the woolly rhinoceros, and the African

rhinoceroses, or paired horns on the nasals as in Diceratherium. Most of

these fashions evolved more than once from the diversified primitive

stock of hornless rhinoceroses.

It is customary, though not very accurate, to cite the horses as a

prime example of monophyletic evolution. The rhinoceroses have the

opposite extreme, a “bushy” family tree, with no definite main stem but

all side-branches, as illustrated either by the thirteen or so “main” lines

of rhinoceros evolution ( whether they are assigned family, subfamily, or

supergeneric rank), or by the equally bushy development of the relatively

primitive subfamily Caenopinae in both hemispheres.

One of the most striking convergences in parallel evolution (if the

mathematicians will condone the solecism) is that between the woolly

rhinoceros and the living white rhinoceros of Africa. The resemblance,

especially in skull and teeth, is so close that it long seemed incontrovertible

that they were extremely closely related. This now appears not to be the

case. The white rhinoceros seems to be derived, vdth its relatively

primitive cousin, the more abundant black rhinoceros, from a diflFerent

Miocene-Pliocene ancestry, whereas the woolly rhinoceros is descended

from a long known line of dicerorhine rhinoceroses related to the living

Sumatran rhinoceros.

In the past, paleontologists have been among the worst oflEenders in

offering orthogenetic interpretations of what appear to be more or less

straight-line sequences. The rhinoceroses furnish a striking illustration

of this type of phylogeny together with the evidence to act as antidote
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for this interpretation. The accompanying table shows the distribution in

time and space of all known American amynodonts. No actual inter-

gradation has yet been established in this sequence except between

Amynodon advenus and A. intermedius, where there is either strati-

graphic or morphologic intergradation, according to one’s concept of

species in paleontology. If species are defined strictly by their morphology,
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one specimen of A. intermedius is known from Uinta B and several mem-
bers of A. advenus have been collected from a quarry in Uinta C. On the

other hand, if species are defined partly in terms of their geologic levels

and
(
purely theoreticaP )

opportunities to interbreed, then the two species

can be separated stratigraphically but overlap somewhat in structure.

There is a virtually unitary succession of progressively more specialized

types at each ascending geologic level. Except for the occurrence of

Amynodon reedi (the most primitive species) in Uinta B as well as in the

probably earlier Poway conglomerate of California, and the somewhat

aberrant Californian Amynodontopsis, this series is a made-to-order

example of so-called orthogenetic evolution. I know no other authentic

case so devoid of side lines in which an “internal perfecting principle”

seems so clearly to drive the organism through the predestined stages of

racial youth, maturity, and old age to the inevitable doom of racial

senescence and extinction. Such a plausibly mystical interpretation of the

American amynodonts is rendered slightly ludicrous when the Mongolian

amynodonts are examined; preliminary study shows that they include

forms closely related to the American stock, by direct migration, as well

as a group of autochthonous forms, diverging in multiple directions, in

typical rhinoceros fashion. If the “orthogenetic” evolution of the North

American amynodonts is attributed to some kind of purely internal control,

it is difficult to see why this control should have disappeared at what was

later to become the International Date Line.

Some amynodont evolutionary trends are remarkable illustrations of

“relative growth.” The progressive atrophy of the incisors and premolars

contrasts sharply with the hypertrophy of the canines and molars. The
molars seem to suflFer plastic deformation; the lower molars are pulled

out antero-posteriorly, with some shear, and pinched in transversely, and

the buccal sides of the upper molars become progressively more hypso-

dont than their lingual sides, as if trying to grow over them in an arc.

Altogether this is a remarkable evolutionary development, toward which

the South American astrapotheres converge remarkably, as the only really

similar combination. In all lines of amynodonts the skull tends toward

achondroplasia. In both America (Amynodontopsis) and in Mongolia a

wedge-shaped front of the skull evolved.

2 Obviously, it is pure fiction that individuals from, say, the top and bottom of

Uinta B belonged to a single interbreeding population, wnereas those from the top

of B and the bottom of C belonged to different populations.
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EVOLUTIONARY TRENDS IN THE ANGIOSPERMS

BY RALPH W. CHANEY^

With the exception of the flower, all of the organs used in the classifica-

tion of land plants had appeared before the close of the Paleozoic era, some

two hundred million years ago. Since that time the fossil record shows

many new characters developing in stems, roots, leaves, and cones, all of

which may be of value in classification; but few of these characters have

progressed along recognizable trends suggesting lineal descent. Most of

the structures which provide a basis for establishing plant phylogenies

had reached the culmination of their evolutionary development before

Cretaceous time and the appearance of flowering plants. Only a brief

mention of these older trends is within the province of this discussion.

The most ancient land plants, assignable to the Psilopsida and Lycop-

sida, or to a position intermediate between these major groups, appear in

many parts of the world in rocks of latest Silurian and older Devonian

age. Their stems show the most primitive structure, the protostele, with a

narrow strand of conducting tissue at the center. One of the most typical

Paleozoic genera of the lycopsids, Lepidodendron, may have a protostelic

stem, but an advanced type is more characteristic, a siphonostele with an

interior cylinder of pith. Development of a cortical shell or periderm for

support in the stems of these older trees is followed by growth of sec-

ondary wood. In earlier and smaller forms this was centripetal, but the

Middle Devonian stems of Callixylon show a centrifugal growth like that

of modem trees.

The first roots appear in the lepidodendrids, where elongate basal

extensions of the trunk known as rhizomorphs served both for root at-

tachment and as support for the tmnks of Lepidodendron and Sigillaria,

These tall trees disappeared before the close of the Paleozoic era and were

followed by Pleuromeia, a smaller genus of the Triassic; the base of its

trunk shows short tuber-shaped lobes from whose surface branch numer-

ous rootlets. A third stage has recently been described, represented by

Nathorstiana of the Cretaceous; this much smaller form has greatly

reduced rhizophomorphs. Finally in the living herbaceous genus, Isoetes,

the rhizophomorphs are short and thick, with many lateral roots.

The oldest leaf occurs on Baragwanathia, a small plant from the Late

1 Professor of Paleontology, University of California, and Research Associate,

Carnegie Institution of Washington.
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Silurian of Australia; while this simple scale-shaped enation shows a

vascular connection with the stele, it appears not to have led to higher

types of leaves. In the fem-like psilopsid, Protopteridium, and in one of

the oldest seed ferns, Eospermatopteris from the Late Devonian, lateral

branchlets divide in a single plane to form a blade-like expansion. With

further lateral growth, a leaf-blade of the fern type appears both in the

Filicineae and the Pteridospermae of the Carboniferous. The dichot-

omously branching vascular strands of the original branch become the

veins of the leaf, which are dichotomous in primitive ferns and seed

ferns. Gradually a more eflBcient vascular circulation results from the

cross-connection of these parallel nerves to form a coarse network. This

type of leaf first appears in the Middle Carboniferous and becomes

abundant in such Mesozoic ferns as Clathropteris and Lonchopteris; it is

still further developed in the leaves of the Angiospermae. Increasing

effectiveness shown in the structures of leaf, stem, and root seems clearly

related to the trend toward larger size among land plants in their

competition for sunlight.

The evolution of reproductive structures in land plants, from the

simple terminal sporangium of Rhynia to the cone of the Abietineae has

been so well elaborated that we need not review it here. Of particular

interest are the recent studies of Florin ( 1 ) on the cones of the Cordaitales

and Voltziales, which suggest an evolutionary trend from this Permo-

Triassic order to the Mesozoic and modern conifers.

The Record of the Angiosperms

V The flower appears rather suddenly in the record of the Cretaceous

period, in rocks laid down one hundred million years ago. In these and

later deposits it is supplemented by the remains of stems and leaves,

which resemble those of angiosperms and further establish the existence

of this class during later geologic time. In the classification and resultant

phylogenies of angiosperms, living and fossil, such conservative organs as

stems and leaves are little used. The structure of the flower provides the

principal basis for recognition of relationships and evolutionary trends.

The rarity of fossil flowers and fruits in which internal details of structure

have been preserved presents a serious problem to the paleobotanist who
seeks to study the history of the group along the lines followed by bota-

nists. As a result studies of fossil angiosperms have emphasized their distri-

bution in time and space, and the building of phylogenies has been left

largely to students of modern plants. In spite of this incompleteness of the

record, it seems desirable to summarize the available data which bear

upon the origin and evolution of flowering plants.

Although fragmentary and doubtful remains of angiosperms have been
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discovered in rocks of Jurassic and Triassic age,^ the first reliable record of

their occurrence is in rocks of Early Cretaceous age from Greenland.

Before the end of the Early Cretaceous, they were beginning to appear in

eastern NorthtAmerica, western Europe, and southern Siberia, but they

were neither abundant nor widely distributed until Late Cretaceous time.

Whether Greenland is the actual area of origin or whether flowering

plants became established there after migration from the south is difiBcult

to demonstrate. The known record favors a northern origin; but our

meager knowledge of past life in the tropics, due in some degree to the

rapid disintegration there of sediments exposed at the surface, imposes an

element of caution. Wherever their source, the oldest known angiosperms
' are in no sense to be considered the oldest angiosperms. The Kome flora

of Greenland includes such diverse families as the Magnoliaceae, Meni-

spermaceae, Lauraceae, Platanaceae, and Moraceae. With the exception

of the first two, these families are placed at a relatively high level in most

phylogenies of dicotyledons; even the two simpler families are wholly

unrelated. Some of the fossils suggest an extended pre-Cretaceous history.

Leaves of Platanus show no recognizable distinctions from those on living

trees.® Wood from the Early Cretaceous of England, referred to the

genus Woburnia, exhibits no characters by which it may be separated

V from stems of existing members of the tropical family Dipterocarpaceae.

If, as is commonly supposed, the environment of the first angiosperms

was in the uplands, no satisfactory record of their remains may ever be

found, for deposition and preservation of plant fossils are limited largely

to lowland basins of sedimentary accumulation.

Many leaf prints from the Greenland and other Cretaceous floras may
be said to represent somewhat blurred copies of their existing equivalents.

While they resemble the leaves of families to which they have been as-

signed, most of them are properly referable to form genera rather than to

genera now in existence. The Dakota flora from the area east of the Rockies

includes numerous plants of this type, and even the latest Cretaceous

plants from the Laramie of this region show marked differences from

modem genera to which they have been assigned, according to Dorf, who
has been working with them in recent years (2). There have been, as

indicated by these leaves, some recognizable changes in many families and

genera, but only rarely may a developmental trend be noted.

2(1) A leaf resembling that of a dicotyledon from the Rhaetic of Greenland
(Harris); (2) an ash-like seed from the Rhaetic of Argentina (Wieland); (3) a leaf

resembling Fopulus from the Jurassic of England (Seward); (4) Propalmophyttum
from the Jurassic of France (Lignier); (5) wood resembling that of the Lauraceae
from the Early Cretaceous of Madagascar (Fliche); (6) leaves Ficophyllum,
Proteaephyllum, Rogersia, from the Early Cretaceous of ^e eastern United States

(Fontaine).
2 Fruits essentially like those of living species occur in the Late Cretaceous of

Europe.
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The best example of such a trend is found in the oak-like leaves of the

Fagaceae in rocks ranging in age from Cretaceous through Tertiary, and

is expressed in changes in size, shape, and marginal characters. Leaves

from the Early Cretaceous of Virginia and Wyoming hale been referred

to the form genus Quercophyllum. While not all of them appear to be

fagaceous, there is at least one species, Q. chinkapinense Ward, which may
be an ancestral oak. It is small, ovate in shape, with an entire margin

except for small teeth near the apex. Another form genus, Dryophyllum*

is wide-ranging from Late Cretaceous to Eocene, although many of its

later species appear indistinguishable from true oaks (Quercus), D.

gracile Debey, from the Late Cretaceous (Ripley) of Tennessee, is of

medium size, with secondary nerves terminating in short marginal teeth, a

typical oak character. Two species of Dryophyllum from the Laramie of

Wyoming and Colorado have larger leaves with similar nervation and

margin characters.

The oldest reference to Quercus is in the Late Cretaceous (Patoot) of

Creenland. These leaves are of relatively small size, with entire margins

or short teeth. Several species with teeth large enough to be considered

shallow lobes have been referred to Quercus, though there is some doubt

about their relationships. Late Cretaceous leaves of Quercus are recorded

from the eastern United States and the Rocky Mountain region, most of

them of larger size than those above mentioned. Three types of margin

are represented. The widely distributed Q, morrisoniana Lesquereux has

entire margins, and in general appearance is suggestive of the modem
Q, transmontana Trelease, Q. scherzeri Trelease, and other evergreen oaks

of low latitudes in the Americas and Asia. A second type has shallow

pointed teeth, as in primordialis Lesquereux from the Dakota sand-

stone of Nebraska, resembling the smaller species of Dryophyllum above

mentioned, as well as numerous living species of Quercus, Castanopsis,

and Lithocarpus from middle to lower latitudes in North America and

Asia; this type may represent the oldest record of the subgenus

Erythrobalanus, or black oaks. Finally there are species from Alaska (Q.

pseudomarioni Hollick) and Utah (Q, antiqua Newberry) which have

shallow rounded teeth almost large enough to be considered lobes; these

appear referable to the subgenus Leucobalanus, or white oaks. In spite of

the close resemblance of many of these leaves to modern oaks, the dis-

covery of acorns in rocks of Cretaceous age must be expected to precede

any final conclusion that the genus Quercus was represented in the forests

of that time.

Quercus groenlandica Heer from the Eocene of Spitzbergen, Greenland,

* While this genus was established to include other members of the Fagaceae, most
of the species assigned to it resemble Quercus more closely than other living genera

of the family.
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and Alaska is represented by large leaves with shallow rounded lobes;

they resemble the leaves of Q. prinus Linne and other chestnut oaks from

the eastern United States and Asia. Similar species with more deeply and

simply-lobed Id^ves suddenly became common during the Miocene and

have been abundant members of the temperate forests of North America

ever since, with a few living in Eurasia. Leaves with rounded-compound

lobes of large size and great depth also made their first appearance in the

Miocene of Oregon. These leaves are larger than older leucobalanoids

and resemble those of numerous species of temperate white oaks living

mostly in eastern North America; none of the living white oaks of Eurasia

have compoundly-lobed leaves. In the Miocene of Oregon there also ap-

pear suddenly abundant black oaks with deep lobes, both simple and

compound. Erythrobalanoids of this type are confined to North America,

in fossil as well as living floras. A probable ancestor of the Miocene black

oaks is Q. xalapensis MacGinitie from the Eocene of California, whose

leaf margins are coarsely spinose-dentate.

In western North America, and doubtless in other parts of the continent

where the record is largely missing, lobed oaks made up a conspicuous

part of Miocene and Pliocene floras. More than any other Tertiary plants

they provide a striking illustration of gradual speciation during geologic

time, with suggestions both of divergence and of convergence into a mesh-

like pattern of development. Recent discussion with Babcock and Steb-

bins has indicated that the high variability of leaf form in Quercus is

consistent with the genetic make-up of modern members of the genus.

Like most widespread living plants, the oaks are heterogenic, including

great numbers of biotypes which may be grouped into more or less

distinct ecotypes. Ready interpollination by wind has tended to ac-

centuate their heterozygosity, and great genetic variability is the result.

The wide range of leaf form within living species and the marked inter-

gradations between species otherwise distinct find a close parallel in the

white oaks and black oaks of the Tertiary. Ultimately we may anticipate

the extinction of many living species and the more restricted distribution

of their survivors. The more nearly homogenic oaks of the future should

present fewer problems of classification than must now be met by the

botanist and paleobotanist.

The beginnings of such local extinction and restriction may be seen

in the later Tertiary history of the western United States, where oaks

with large lobed leaves are now much fewer in number than on the

eastern side of the continent. During the Pliocene epoch, which was
characterized by reduced and more seasonally restricted precipitation

than in the Miocene and earlier epochs, the white oaks were greatly

reduced in size and abundance. The modem Q. douglasii H. & A., a small-

leafed species restricted to dry slopes and valleys in California, may be
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considered to represent the culmination of this trend; in the eastern

United States, where summer-wet climate like that of the Oregon Miocene

has continued, the living white oaks have more fully maintained their

Miocene leaf characters. A tendency toward smaller size and thicker

texture may be noted for the black oaks as early as Middle Eocene time,

when Q. distincta Lesquereux, an ancestor of the coast live oak, Q.

agrifolia Nee, appeared in west central California. The Pliocene black

oaks of western America are predominantly small-leafed, with shallow

lobes and thick texture suggesting an evergreen habit. One of them, Q.

wizlizenoides Axelrod, has a modern descendant, (2. wizlizenii A. De-

Candolle, the interior live oak, which hybridizes with the common
California black oak, Q. kelloggii Newberry, to produce Q, morehus

Kellogg, a species restricted in distribution and numbers. Occurrence

in the Mio-Pliocene Remington Hill flora of central California ( 3 )
of the

Tertiary equivalents of both these parent species, as well as of a third

fossil species, remingtoni Condit, having leaves like the hybrid, sug-

gests that hybridization similar to that in the modern oaks may have been

taking place several millions of years ago on the western slopes of the

Sierra Nevada. Q, remingtoni is not to be considered the direct ancestor

of the living Q, morehus, but merely a Tertiary manifestation of a

tendency to hybridize similar to that among surviving black oaks in

California.

Other western live oaks, representing the Tertiary equivalents of

species referred to the subgenus Protobalanus, appear to have had their

center of development in the cool dry Sierra Madrean region of northern

Mexico. Trelease (4) has suggested that Protobalanus represents the

ancestral stock of Quercus, an idea for which there is paleontological

support in the presence of small entire-leafed or shallow-serrate leafed

oaks in the Cretaceous of high latitudes. Oak leaves of this type may be

found at most horizons of the Tertiary in western America. During the

Pliocene, when the climate in the northern hemisphere was becoming

cooler and more arid, partly as a result of topographic changes, these

small-leafed evergreen oaks spread out widely in the western United

States as the most typical genus of the Madro-Tertiary Flora. From that

time to the present they have been associated with the small-leafed

species of white and black oaks above mentioned, in woodland and

chaparral formations of the West.

The developmental trends of leaves of Quercus from Cretaceous time

down to the present may be summarized as follows:

1. The oldest oak leaves are for the most part of small size and general-

ized form and may be tentatively included in the primitive subgenus

Protobalanus. Before the close of the Cretaceous, differentiation may be
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noted into the subgenus Leucobalanus or white oaks, and possibly into

the subgenus Erythrobalanus or black oaks.

2. There has been an increase in size and in numbers of species of the

white oaks and black oaks, suddenly reaching its culmination in the

Miocene. In eastern North America their Miocene size and species

representation has been maintained. In the west the size of these broad-

leafed deciduous oaks was reduced, as was their number of species,

during the Pliocene. The prevalence of semi-arid climate over much of

the western interior since the Pliocene seems directly related to the

smaller size and fewer species of surviving oaks, as compared with their

eastern occurrence in a continuing summer-wet climate. As is the case

with most other leaves of the tropics, fossil and modern species from

warm humid environments are characterized by larger leaves than those

of most temperate species.

3. From the round-toothed white oaks of the Late Cretaceous, there

developed species with shallow simple-lobed leaves in the Eocene, and

much deeper and larger lobes, both simple and compound, by Early

Miocene time. Both shallow and deep-lobed species of the subgenus

Leucobalanus have survived in temperate and subtropical forests, although

species with deep-lobed leaves are more characteristic of temperate

latitudes, largely in the western hemisphere.

4. From the sharp-toothed black oaks of the Eocene and possibly the

Late Cretaceous there developed species with deeply simple- and com-

pound-lobed leaves by Early Miocene time. Living members of the sub-

genus Erythrobalanus are confined to the western hemisphere, with

most of the deep-lobed species characteristic of temperate latitudes.

5. A reversal in the trend toward increasing size may be noted in

western North America among certain white and black oaks of the Plio-

cene. Species with small non-lobed or shallow-lobed coriaceous leaves

reached their maximum abundance at this time and have continued down
to the present, commonly in association with members of the primitive

subgenus ProtobalanuSy and largely in semi-arid regions.

6. As Trelease has pointed out, there is “a long existing foliage plasticity”

in the genus QuercuSy which extended from Cretaceous to Miocene time

and was doubtless accentuated by free-hybridizing so characteristic of

wind-pollinated trees. The greater expansion of lobed oaks in North

America than in Eurasia, both today and in the past, seems related to

modifying geographic factors. One of these may have been the elimina-

tion of migration routes, both over the Bering Sea and Greenland land

bridges, before the expanded development of lobed oaks during the

Miocene epoch. Subsequently there have been both topographic and

climatic barriers to migration of these oaks from North America to
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Eurasia. Another geographic factor involving competition is discussed by

Stebbins in Chapter 12 of this voliune.

Turning now to the evidence of evolutionary trends afforded by
reproductive structures, the relative scarcity of available material in the

fossil record has been a serious handicap. To be of great value, the

fruits, seeds, and flowers of most angiosperms must show relatively

complete surface details and/or their original internal structure. Such

fossils are rarely found, and have been adequately studied only in floras

from the Tertiary of Europe, most notably in the flora of the London Clay

from the Early Eocene of England (5). Even here Reid reports there is

little evidence of developmental trends. Certain fruits which are clearly

referable to the walnut family, Juglandaceae, are of doubtful relationship

to living genera, according to Reid and Chandler. The details of form

and structure of the seeds suggest relationship both to Juglans and Carya,

and in certain respects show differences from both these modern genera.

As a result, they have been placed in the form genus Juglandicarya, Since

neither Juglans nor Carya are recorded from these beds, and since the

seeds seem to be somewhat simpler in form than those of living members
of the family, these Eocene species of Juglandicarya may be considered as

possibly ancestral to both Juglans and Carya. Leaves referred to the form

genus Juglandites and to the botanical genus Juglans have been reported

from the Cretaceous of North America, and Juglans is widely represented

by leaves in Eocene deposits. Walnut-like fruits have been reported from

two Eocene floras in North America, the Brandon lignite of Vermont,

and the Clarno formation of Oregon, but study of these specimens has

not progressed to a point where they can be said fully to establish the

record of Juglans in the Eocene. Carya has been recorded from both the

Cretaceous and Eocene of North America, but only on the basis of leaves.

From the evidence at hand it may be questioned whether the foliage

referred to Juglans and Carya provides conclusive evidence of the

presence of these genera in rocks as old as Eocene, during which time the

intermediate and possibly ancestral genus Juglandicarya was living in

England. It seems more probable that the modern genera of the Ju-

glandaceae may have become differentiated subsequently. Records of

other genera, based largely upon leaf fossils, may also be subject to

correction, for with discovery of their well-preserved fruits additional

evidence of intermediate forms may be forthcoming. Our common as-

sumption that most modern genera of the angiosperms were fully

differentiated during Cretaceous and Early Tertiary time must be checked

by the evidence of their fruiting structures as well as of their leaves.

Study of the monocotyledon Stratiotes by Chandler (6) has provided

the most completely consecutive history of any genus yet published. A
series of seven species in chronological order, ranging without consider-
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able stratigraphic break from Late Eocene to Recent, shows seeds of this

aquatic plant ranging from short and broad to long and narrow. Pro-

nounced ornamentation of the testa in older species has largely disap-

peared in many of the Pleistocene specimens, and seeds of the living

monotypic plant are perfectly smooth.

Similarly detailed study of fruiting structures of grasses has been made
by Elias (7), although the time limits of his series are considerably less.

This occurrence of hollow silicified husks of grass seeds in continental

deposits of Miocene and Pliocene age east of the Rocky Mountains pro-

vides critical information regarding the development of prairie vegetation

at a time when the history of plains mammals is especially complete and
significant. The later Tertiary members of the tribe Stipeae, including the

Tertiary genus Stipidium^ show a close resemblance to the modern genus
Stipa. Elias states, . . they have essentially the same hull, with typically

constructed and overlapping lemma and palea, with a long callus at the

base and a joint at the summit of the hull. Even the ornamentation of the

hull is the same and consists of tubercles, cusps, and hairs. In the course

of evolution of this type of hull in the late Tertiary no innovation of any
kind developed. . . . The evolutionary trends observable in the hull of the

fossil and living Stipeae consist of change of its size and diflFerential

changes in the hull and its parts and minor modifications of these parts.

Some of the parts underwent reduction or complete suppression. On the
whole, therefore, the evolution of the hull of Stipeae and probably of the
whole plant, from the early Miocene to our time, may be characterized as

diflFerentiation (Guppy) or down-grade process in which reduction plays
a conspicuous part. However, this process includes also developments of

orthogenetic progressive type, such as increase in size of the hull, which is

noticeable in some phyletic branches of Stipidium and Berriochloa, a
modification of the lemma and palea for better protection of the grain,

probable elaboration of the awn for better dispersal of the seeds, and
other apparent progressive adaptations.” Numerous abrupt changes are
noted by Elias in the grass floras of the High Plains, resulting, he believes,

not from extinction of earlier forms but from migration “into more suitable

environments in connection with apparent change of climatic conditions.”

Several species show a progressive increase in size which reached its cul-

mination in Middle Pliocene time, and none of the living equivalents here
have seeds of equal size.

This development of grasses, associated with increasing areas of grass-

lands at the expense of forests, came at the same time that the oaks of
Oregon and California were changing from forest to woodland and
chaparral types, in response to a major climatic trend. Just how far such
changes in vegetation, both in its floristic aspects and in the details of the
structures involved, are the product of migrations, or to what extent they
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represent modifications in structure of indigenous plants resulting from

spontaneous mutations, it is not now possible to determine. The answers to

such questions are antecedent to any estimates of rate of evolution, since

if migration is the only factor in a changing assemblage of plants, speed

of movement rather than rate of evolution is to be measured by the floral

sequence from age to age.'^

A final example of an evolutionary trend among angiosperms may be

noted in the stem of Eopuntia^ an Eocene cactus from Utah (8). The

flattened stems of this fossil show evidence of a siphonostele like that

of the most primitive Cactaceae, rather than the specialized dictyostele

which characterizes Opuntia and other advanced types of modern cacti.

Details in shape and structure of the fruits of Eopuntia also suggest rela-

tionship to some of the less specialized living members of the Cactaceae.

We have here an opuntioid which in its outward form closely resembles

modern Opuntia but whose internal structures plaee it in ancestral rela-

tionship. Discovery of fossil cacti in rocks younger than the Eocene may
be expected to add other intermediate stages in the development of this

now highly specialized family.

Summary

Although the structures which contribute most significantly to our

knowledge of the phylogeny of angiosperms are not commonly well-

preserved in the fossil record, there are available sufficient materials to

suggest the general pattern of evolution since the Cretaceous period. The
genus Quercus is represented by an abundance of leaves which show a

trend toward increasing size and lobation to the middle of the Tertiary

period. Judging from these foliar organs there has been little if any evolu-

tion among the oaks since the Miocene epoch, some thirty million years

ago. Study of the acorns of Quercus

,

if and when they are available as well-

preserved fossils, may indicate a degree of post-Miocene speciation hot

reflected by the leaf and fruit impressions now at hand. Fruits of the

Juglandaceae from the London Clay indicate that the walnut {Juglans)

and hickory (Carya) were not generically differentiated during the

Eocene, although their leaves have been recognized as distinct in floras

of that age. Clearly we may expect earlier development and stabilization

in some organs of a plant than in others. It will be necessary to study more

than the leaves of Quercus and other dicotyledonous genera before we
shall reach a satisfactory understanding of their phylogenies.

Fossil fruits of such monocotyledons as Stratiotes and the grasses show
recognizable trends in size and surface markings during the Cenozoic. To

® On the other hand, Babcock suggests that speed of migration in Crepis is directly

dependent on adaptive structures for wind transport. Reduction in size of seed in rela-

tion to the pappus is shown in more advanced t^es, and appears to have aided rapid

Plio-Pleistocene evolution.
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an extent not now measurable, major changes in climate appear to stand

in causal relationship to the more marked stages of floral evolution. Moun-

tain making and variations in the solar constant appear to have been

responsible for increasing diversity of environment in western North

America during Pliocene time. Restriction of forests, as shown by the

reduction or extinction of many forest types and by the smaller and

thicker leaves of later Tertiary oaks mentioned above, seems to have been

accompanied by a marked expansion of grasslands, by increased specia-

tion of the grasses, and by their development of larger fruits.

To facilitate the gathering and interpretation of critical information

regarding the angiosperms, the following suggestions may be made for

future studies;

1. Consideration of taxonomic rather than regional or stratigraphic

units of vegetation will place increased emphasis on the phylogeny of

well-represented families and genera. Observations will then accumulate,

showing relationships of plants now distinct, permitting estimates of the

rates of change, and ultimately leading to greater understanding of

evolutionary processes.

2. There is need for more collecting and study of fruits and seeds show-

ing structures useful in establishing plant relationships. In North Amer-

ica the Brandon lignite of Vermont, the Clarno tuffs of the John Day
Basin, and numerous Pleistocene deposits along the Pacific Coast give

promise of supplying valuable information regarding plant trends and

relationships through later geologic time.

3. The sudden appearance of the angiosperms in rocks of Cretaceous

age can be accurately interpreted only after exploration of older Mesozoic

rocks, particularly in upland deposits, and at low as well as middle and
high latitudes. If a comprehensive search fails to produce a record of the

ancestors of Early Cretaceous angiosperms, the case for their rapid evolu-

tioil in Middle Mesozoic time will be greatly strengthened; but it seems

highly probable that older sediments will reveal their presence.

4. Collection and detailed study of carbonaceous films associated with

leaf impressions, along the lines followed by Florin with fossil and by
Foster with modem leaves, may disclose trends in structure which will

permit a wider use of foliar organs in the building of plant phylogenies.

5. Emphasis on studies like those made by Bailey on the wood and
leaves of the Winteraceae, if adequate fossil material can be found, may
be expected to confirm his conclusions regarding this primitive family,

and to extend its relationships to other ancient families of the angio-

sperms.
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RATES OF EVOLUTION IN ANIMALS

BY GEORGE GAYLORD SIMPSON^

Much has been said and written about rates of evolution in animals.

Most of these studies have, however, been so cursory and unsystematic

that our resulting knowledge of this subject is diffuse and inadequate. The

present need seems to be not so much the compilation of data, although

that is needed too, as the development of methodology in this field and

more extensive but more precise definition of its problems. The study now
of methods and problems, in the light of what has been done, should pro-

mote the more systematic and useful future gathering of data, and this

in turn should advance us more rapidly toward the solution of these

problems.

This is the point of view and purpose of the present summary. It would

be foolish to hope that an adequate methodology in so large a field could

be supplied in one paper or by one student, or that all outstanding

problems could be listed, not to say discussed. It is perhaps too grandilo-

quent even to mention these pressing general needs in connection with

an attempt to exemplify rather than to supply them. Among the many
different sorts of rates of evolution, some that may prove to be most

useful are first designated and defined. Some methods of measurement,

integration, comparison, and interpretation are then mentioned. Finally a

few examples are given of broader evolutionary problems on which rates

of evolution have a crucial bearing.

Definitions of Rates of Evolution

The expression “rate of evolution" has so many possible meanings as to

be almost meaningless without further qualification. Study of the scattered

literature of the subject soon shows that different authors have in mind

quite different things when they write about rates of evolution. Clarity

demands more careful definition and specification.

Evolution is, to begin with, studied under several different aspects of

which three are most pertinent here. Evolution may be considered as

change in genetic composition of populations, as morphologic change in

ancestral-descendent lines, or as taxonomic progression and diversification

within a line or complex of larger taxonomic scope. There are thus genetic,

1 American Museum of Natural History, and Columbia University.
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morphologic, and taxonomic rates of evolution.^ These are closely inter-

related, but each has its special data, methods of study, and theoretical

implications.

Genetic Rates. Genetic rates of evolution underlie most other rates and

are more basic than most, but their direct study is so limited in scope

that little will be said regarding them here. The ideal would be to obtain

measured changes in total genetic make-up in numerous different

organisms over periods of time comparable to those usually involved in

the origin of species in nature. This ideal is not attainable at present and

there is no real prospect that it can ever be closely approached. Short

range fluctuations of particular genes or gene arrangements are being

studied successfully in both natural and laboratory populations (e.g.

Dobzhansky, 1943). Rates of dispersion of particular mutants have also

been studied (e.g. Dobzhansky and Wright, 1943). This work clearly

has an important bearing on the study of rates of evolution, especially by

the provision of interpretive and explanatory principles. It seems unlikely,

however, that it will directly provide examples or measurements of evolu-

tionary rates of a scope applicable to specific or even subspecific evolu-

tion in the history of animal life.

Another genetic approach is by comparison of the genetic make-up

of two or more living populations and by estimation of the time involved

in their diflFerentiation (see e.g. Mayr, Stebbins, and Simpson, 1945).

This problem is even more complex and its study has not so far been

strikingly successful. Genetic analysis and comparison of the groups in-

volved is necessarily very incomplete, and it is virtually if not completely

impossible unless they are all closely related. Even with a few selected

genes or gene arrangements study can only exceptionally rise beyond

and seldom can rise to the specific level. It is also difficult to determine the

time of divergence of the groups in question, and when this can be done

with even rough accuracy it is usually on a morphological or taxonomic

basis. The study of genetic rates of evolution in such cases, if possible at

all, is thus secondary to determination of morphologic and taxonomic rates.

In spite of these numerous and serious difficulties, this approach may
nevertheless be most promising for genetic rates.

Morphologic Rates. Morphologic rates of evolution are more readily

determinable and are far less limited, in some cases virtually unlimited,

as to time because they can be determined from fossils. I have discussed

and exemplified such rates at some length elsewhere (Simpson, 1944)

and therefore will only summarize them here. The morphologic change

studied may be in a single character (e.g. length of skull), in a complex

of characters (e.g. the dentition as a whole), or in the whole organism. In

2 There are also ecologic and other sorts of rates. This list is obviously not exhaustive.
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practice, however, a primary morphologic approach to the evolution of

the whole organism involves too many separate characters for ready

analysis and combination, and the more practical study of this broader

aspect of evolutionary rate is by taxonomic methods. Morphologic rates,

in the strictest sense, are most profitably studied in terms of single char-

acters.

Morphologic changes can be converted to rates by relating them to the

passage of time or to simultaneous changes in other characters or other

groups of organisms. In many respects the most interesting and enlight-

ening of evolutionary rates are those of morphologic change per unit of

absolute time, e.g. the increase in mean molar size (ectoloph length) in

early Tertiary horses.” There are several possible ways of measuring the

morphologic change in such rates, notably by absolute dimensions, by per-

centage change, or by standard deviations. However this be measured,

the rate of morphological change per absolute time comes so immediately

to mind that some paleontologists, particularly, seem to think of it as the

rate of evolution, but much valuable information would be lost if our

attention here were directed only to absolute rates in unit characters.

Knowledge of absolute geochronology is so imperfect that such rates

are always rough approximations and can only rarely at present be usefully

determined for geologically short periods of time. A method frequently

applicable to shorter sequences is that of rate of morphologic change

per unit thickness of deposited strata. This method also has numerous

shortcomings, but it does yield objective numerical values, which are,

within limits, comparable with each other even if not directly comparable

with absolute time rates. Rate of morphologic change on the sequential

geologic scale, e.g. rate per epoch or per period, is frequently mentioned

but lends itself only to verbal expression and has the serious disadvantage

that it cannot be expressed, as a rate, numerically except in a very arbitrary

way.

Relative rates of morphologic change do not involve any measurement

or estimate of elapsed time. In view of our present inability to supply

accurate time measurements, this is a great advantage. The elimination

of the time factor gives such rates quite different interpretive values and

limitations than time rates. Speaking of a rate that does not involve time

seems anomalous at first glance, but it can readily be seen that such rates

do have considerable significance for evolutionary studies. There are two
principal useful sorts of relative morphologic rates. Degree of change in

one character may be measured relative to the simultaneous change in

another character within the same organisms. This is the now familiar

8 This proceeded at the rate of about 0.1 to 0.2 mm. per million years. The change in

less than 5,000,000 to 10,000,000 years was practically imperceptible under the usual

sampling conditions, even though the whole history shows that this rate was an
essential factor in horse evolution.
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relative growth or allometric concept applied phylogenetically rather

than ontogenetically (see, inter alia, Huxley, 1932; Robb, 1935). Or,

degree of change in a character in a given group of organisms may be

measured relative to simultaneous change in the same character in a

diEerent group of organisms (see, e.g. an example in Simpson, 1937).

Thus these rates determine whether one character is evolving faster than

another in a given phylum or whether the same character is evolving faster

in one phylum than in another. Quantitative estimates of the relative

rates may also be obtained. These are clearly significant facts about the

animals concerned, even though they do not tell us just how fast the

character is evolving in absolute terms.

Taxonomic Rates. Taxonomic rates are concerned with the rate of

origin of new taxonomic categories at any level, from subspecies to king-

dom (although in practice there seems little point in applying this con-

cept to levels above orders or, at most, classes ) . The taxonomic categories

are almost always recognized and defined on a morphologic basis and are

in the best modern practice, at least, assumed to have a genetic basis

and made to correspond as nearly as possible with genetic groupings. The

use of taxonomic rates may thus be viewed as a device for indirect study

of genetic and morphologic rates in terms of the whole organism, rates

not amenable to direct study by methods now available. This makes the

taxonomic rates in many respects the most interesting of all, and more

attention has been given to them than to other sorts of evolutionary rates

here discussed.

Taxonomic rates of evolution are also of several possible sorts, each

different in method and implications. The two most important of these

sorts may be qualified as phyletic taxonomic rates and as rates of tax-

onomic diversification.^ A phyletic taxonomic rate concerns the length of

time involved in the origin of a new taxonomic unit, such as a species or a

genus, from an ancestral unit, or the length of time over which such a unit

persists without evolving to the extent recognized as requiring classifica-

tion under a different name. Such rates are hardly simple in themselves

and they may be measured and expressed in various different ways. Thus
the average number of genera per million years in the ancestry of the

horse (approximately .15)® is a phyletic taxonomic rate and the origin

of a distinct Scottish subspecies of deer {Cervus elaphus scoticus) in the

last 7,500 years {jide Zeuner, 1946a) is also a phyletic taxonomic rate.

Such rates are usually and most usefully given in terms of the absolute

* Examples of both are common in recent literature on evolutionary rates, but they
are seldom clearly distinguished and I have not found terms less clumsy than those

here proposed. This terminology is not satisfactory, but with the accompanying
definitions it will suffice for clarity here.

® See Simpson, 1944. I now use somewhat larger figures for the lengths of the
Tertiary epochs.
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time scale. In some cases they may, however, be related to the geologic

time sequence or given in terms relative to other contemporaneous phyla.

Rates of taxonomic diversification are concerned with the increase or

decrease in numbers of taxonomic units included within a higher category.

These, too, may be given in terms of absolute time, for instance if a family

had three genera in the earliest Pliocene (taken as roughly 12,000,000

years ago ) and now has eleven, its diversification rate might be said to be

2/3 genera per million years.® For these rates, however, the data are also

frequently arranged according to the relative geologic time scale, and

the numbers of known taxonomic units in the various geologic periods or

epochs are used to demonstrate changes in rate of diversification.

In summary, the following main sorts of evolutionary rates have been

defined ( others exist but are not considered here )

:

I. Genetic rates (subdivisions not listed)

II. Morphologic rates (for unit characters and character complexes)

A. Temporal morphologic rates

1. Absolute (per unit of time in years)

2. Correlative
(
per thickness of strata, etc.

)

3. Sequential (per epoch, etc.)

B. Relative morphologic rates

1. Intra-group (between difiFerent characters of the same organ-

isms
)

2. Inter-group ( between the same characters in different organ-

isms)

III. Taxonomic rates

A. Phyletic taxonomic rates (by duration of units)

B. Rates of taxonomic diversification (by numbers of units)

Measurement and Interpretation of Temporal Morphologic Rates

The basic concept of rates in general is essentially quantitative and, as

with any other quantitative concept, evolutionary rates should be studied

as far aj; possible in numerical terms. In the present state of knowledge

numerical expressions of temporal rates are seldom more than rough ap-

proximations, but even these are better than vague verbal expressions that

a rate is fast or slow, or faster or slower than another. Approximate numer-

ical data also lend themselves to legitimate manipulations that are far

more revealing than any non-numerical treatment.

Absolute geochronology is one essential numerical basis for absolute

temporal rates. The present state of knowledge has been discussed by

® For various reasons, some of which will appear later, this is a very crude example.
Proper evaluation of the taxonomic diversification would involve considerably more
complex study and statement, but this will here serve to illustrate the general sort of

rate under discussion.
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Knopf in this volume and by Zeuner ( especially 1946a, with many refer-

ences to older studies ) . Accuracy is slight, but involves the right order of

magnitude, at least; and the rates calculated on the basis of a consistent

scale, even though it be inaccurate, are suflSciently comparable for most

purposes. Use of a correlative of time, of which the most practical is

thickness of strata, may permit better or complete numerical accuracy,

although still inaccurate in absolute time, because the correlation of thick-

ness of strata with elapsed time is not perfect.^

It has often been questioned whether rates of evolution on a scale of

time in years may not be spurious and whether the natural unit would

not be the generation. At first sight this would appear logical and proper,

but I do not believe that it can be maintained in practice. The only way of

determining a rate per generation, for any sufficiently long span to be of

much use, is first to obtain a rate per year (or other absolute temporal

unit) and then to apply the appropriate factor for mean length of genera-

tions. It then remains to be demonstrated empirically whether, in fact,

rates per generation are more nearly comparable with each other, or, from

another point of view, whether the length of the generations does really

have a significant influence on the ( absolute temporal
)
rate of evolution.

This is one of many fields in which we badly need more concrete data.

It may be rather surprising that the preliminary and inadequate studies

that have so far been made suggest that length of generations does not

have a strong or, at least, a consistent influence on rate of evolution

(Zeuner, 1931, 1946a; Simpson, 1944). If this is confirmed, the absolute

temporal rate, which is in any case the primary datum, will properly

continue to be the main object of study rather than the rate per genera-

tion. The two rates have, however, somewhat different implications and

it is probable that both should be considered in many cases.

There are several different ways in which the morphologic change

involved in these rates may be measured. Simplest and most obvious is the

change in units of raw measurement, e.g. in millimeters for a linear

dimension, in cubic centimeters for a volume, or in degrees for an angle.

These have the drawback that the comparability of rates of change may
and probably does, as a rule, depend on the absolute dimensions involved.

That is, a change of O.I mm. in a linear variate with mean value about

I mm. may correspond, in evolutionary significance, with a change of I

mm. in a variate with mean value about 10 mm. In such a case the rate of

change may be given in terms of percentage increase rather than absolute

increase, or, what amounts to the same thing and may be more convenient

mathematically, rates may be studied and compared in terms of the

logarithms of the dimensions involved.

^ It is conceivable that we may in a few cases be able to calculate absolutely accurate

temporal rates, for instance wifliin the varved Eocene Green River shales.
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A third suggestion® is to measure rates of this sort in standard devia-

tions. For instance, if a population has a standard deviation of 0.5 mm.
for a given variate and if this variate is evolving at the rate of 0.2 per

million years, the rate may be given as 0.4 standard deviations per mil-

lion years, or 2.5 million years per standard deviation. Such a rate reveals

how rapidly the actual population overlap in variation is being reduced,

and in this way it has considerable interest and significance. The standard

deviation rate may also give some insight into the rate at which the

population variation is being utilized by the evolutionary process of shift-

ing the mean by selection of variates on one side or the other of that

mean. On the other hand, the standard deviation rate cannot be con-

sidered an acceptable substitute for a rate of change in the mean itself.

The same significant amount of change in the mean would appear to be a

lower rate in a more variable than in a less variable population, if ex-

pressed in standard deviations. The comparison involved here would be

valid only if the coefficient of variation were the same in all groups com-

pared, and in such a case the more general expression of a percentage or

logarithmic rate would be simpler and preferable.

Transformation of the basic morphologic data (mean differences in

absolute form, in percentages, in logarithms, or in standard deviations)

and temporal data
(
years, stratigraphic thicknesses, etc. ) into rates can be

done graphically by plotting the morphologic data on one scale (prefer-

ably the ordinate
)
and time, or its correlative, on the other. A percentage

or logarithmic rate can be plotted directly from the absolute dimensions

by the use of arithlog quadrate paper. The graphic procedure is always a

useful preliminary and is sometimes adequate, without further opera-

tions, for presentation and interpretation of the data. A line may then be

drawn to represent the trend, and the slope of this line is the rate of

evolution of the particular character entered. The rate is constant if the

line is straight and variable if it curves. The fitting of such a line and

determination of its slope at appropriate points can be made exceedingly

complicated but fortunately only simple methods are necessary, or

justified, for most studies of evolutionary rates. Simple inspection usually

shows sufficiently well whether use of a straight line is justified, that is,

whether the rate has been approximately constant. Such a line can readily

be fitted by well-knovm rough methods or, if the data are sufficiently good

and numerous, by the also well-known method of least squares, explained

in all textbooks of statistics.

When the data definitely suggest a curve, i.e. when the rate in question

has varied significantly, this also can usually be determined by inspection

®Made by J.
B. S. Haldane in open discussion at the Princeton Conference on

Genetics, Paleontology, and Evolution and afterwards also discussed privately with
Th. Dobzhansky. See Evolution, 3, 51-56.
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and a suflBciently good curve sketched in freehand, if desired.® If numer-

ical values of the rate are desired, these can be supplied as adequate ap-

proximations by treating successive appropriately short segments of the

curve as if they were straight lines.

The interpretation of such data, on the descriptive level, at least, seems

too obvious to require elaboration. Relatively few morphologic sequences

have, in fact, been presented in this way. (For some examples, see

Simpson, 1944.) Further accumulation of such graphic and numerical

records should provide a wealth of information on comparative rates of

various single characters (differences in slope of their separate trend

lines), on acceleration (inflexion of the curve upward) and deceleration

(inflexion downward), etc., as a source for more theoretical study.

Measurement and Interpretation of Relative Morphologic Rates

The treatment of relative rates of evolution of different characters

in the same organism is an application to phylogeny of techniques

originally developed for the study of relative growth in ontogeny. Graphic

treatment is similar to that for temporal rates except that a second

morphologic character, rather than time, is plotted on the abscissa. These,

too, frequently give straight lines. As a special case, the "allometric equa-

tion” y = bx^ has frequently been found applicable when the graph is a

curve.^® The fitting of this curve is fairly simple and is adequately ex-

plained in Huxley, 1932, Simpson and Roe, 1939, and elsewhere. The ap-

plicability of this formula implies that change in size of the variates in-

volved was geometric (that is, they tended to increase or diminish by a

percentage of their former size, rather than by a fixed arithmetic amount)

and that these geometric rates of change had a constant ratio (

k

of the

equation). A straight line implies that the ratio of arithmetic rates was

constant.

The existence of such a constant relationship between rates of evolu-

tion of two different characters is an important empirical conclusion when
it can be established. It suggests, although it cannot rigidly prove, that

these characters are not evolving independently but that they are cor-

® The point is open to debate, and decision depends on the use to be made of the

curve, but in many cases it is doubtful whether the empirical fitting of a mathematical
curve is justified, regardless of the labor involved, if no definite biological meaning
can be given to the constants and variables of the corresponding equation.

It may also be applicable when the graph is a straight line, but in that case an
equation of the form t/ = a -f hx may be preferable. Fitting of the allometric curve to

a graph of relative rates does not necessarily incur the objection made against some
other types of curve-fitting in a previous note, because a definite biological meaning
can be assigned to the variables y and x and the constants h and k. There is, however,
some dispute as to the logical status of the equation, and it has been misapplied. See
discussion, with references to other papers on this subject, in Kavanagh ana Richards,

1942; Richards and Kavanagh, 1945; and Reeve and Huxley, 1945.
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related or determined by some common factor. It is somewhat speculative

but is, at least, a plausible inference that the common factor is genetic

( see, e.g., Robb, 1935, criticized by Reeve and Murray, 1942; Hersh, 1934;

Simpson, 1944). It may then be concluded that although proportions of

the different parts of an organism may change (as they will if fc is greater

or less than 1 in the allometry formula), the underlying genetic determi-

nant may remain unchanged (as reflected in the constancy of fc), so that in

fact there has been no mutation in this factor. Similarly, if the relationship

is not the same in allied lines (fc is different) or in one line at different

times (the trend is divisible into two or more sections each fitted well

enough hy y = bx^ but with different values of fc), the segregation of a

mutant in this genetic growth factor may have occurred ( compare Phleger,

1940; Gray, 1946).

As with many other lines of study of evolutionary rates, so little work

of this sort has yet been done that its possibilities can hardly be estimated.

It seems, however, to be exceptionally promising because it is one of the

few approaches that may make possible inferences regarding definite

genetic factors in evolution on the basis of morphologic paleontologic

observations.^^

The method has further interest because it is a step toward the desir-

able and elusive goal of measuring rates of evolution of form or shape,

rather than only of dimensions. From this point of view, observed changes

in relative growth rates (e.g. systematic changes of fc with time in the

foimula y = bx^) may be of even greater interest than a constant rate

relationship. A necessary next step is to bring the relative rates of change

in two or more different dimensions, which may define or measure a

shape, into relationship with time, thus progressing to the measurement

of temporal rates of evolution of shape. Approaches to this difficult

problem on an ontogenetic basis have been sketched out by Medawar (e.g.

1945) and by Richards and Kavanagh (e.g. 1945), in part as a develop-

ment of the method of transformed coordinates proposed by D'Arcy

Thompson (e.g. 1942, following original publication in 1917). These

later students have not applied their techniques to phylogenetic data, and

although the original method of D'Arcy Thompson has been so applied,

it yields no direct information concerning rates of evolution. Here is an

It is noted, however, that the existence of an approximately constant relationship

between the evolutionary rates of two characters does not necessarily and invariably

indicate that both are governed by one constant genetic factor. This inference may
not be justified unless some further developmental basis for the relationship can be
inferred or demonstrated—unless, for instance, it can be shown that the ontogenetic

rates of the two characters are similarly related. This is not because “ontogeny repeats

phylogeny” but because the inheritance of ontogenetic patterns is phylogeny. In a
sense, it is more nearly correct to say in such cases that phylogeny repeats ontogeny.
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important field for future work by paleontologists, one so new that it is

impossible to judge even how promising it may be.

In the study of relative evolutionary rates of the same character in

diflFerent lines of descent, the logical and biological concepts of relative

growth do not apply. It would be entirely possible in such cases to plot

and study the rate in one line in terms of the progression in the other, in

a way analogous to relative growth, but the inferences to be drawn would

not be those of relative growth, and interpretation might be diflBcult and

confusing. As far as I know, this method has never been used. It might

be worth while to explore its possibilities, but it seems likely that plotting

the two separate lines against the same time scale, rather than one against

the other, will continue to be the more useful method. This method has

been employed repeatedly and found enlightening. The time scale may be

absolute or may be the relative or sequential geologic scale. In the latter

case, no numerical value for either rate can properly be calculated, but

the relationship between the two rates is nevertheless made clear. ( There

are examples in Gregory, 1937. ) The numerical value of the slope of either

line is meaningless, but differences in slope between the two for any one

time interval correctly indicate and are proportional to differences in

their evolutionary rates.

Measurement and Interpretation of Phyletic Taxonomic Rates

Taxonomic data for study of evolutionary rates have two special weak-

nesses for which due allowance must always be made. The first is in-

volved in the long-emphasized incompleteness of the paleontological

record. We seldom know the full duration of, say, a genus; and it is

probably even more seldom that we know, for example, all the species

of a given genus at any given time in the past. Many groups of animals

are so poorly known as fossils that their taxonomic rates of evolution

cannot usefully be studied by any direct paleontological method, but

many groups are now well enough known to make such study possible.

The second important weakness of taxonomic data is inherent in their

subjective nature. One man’s species is another man’s genus. The rate of

evolution in taxonomic terms would appear much more rapid if based on

the work of the latter, a splitter, than if based on the work of the former,

a lumper. Among rather closely related animals, within an order, for

instance, it is nevertheless usually possible to gather taxonomic data based

on reasonably uniform criteria and therefore permitting suflBciently reli-

able comparisons of evolutionary rates. For very diverse groups this may
be impossible and the comparisons may have little objective value. A
related difficulty is the great difference in complexity and in available

taxonomic characters among different groups. Lingula shells, for instance,

are simple objects with few characters to distinguish one from another,
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while mammal skeletons are exceedingly complicated objects distinguish-

able from each other by thousands of determinable characters. A slight

morphologic change from one species to another in Lingula might con-

ceivably be equivalent, in underlying genetic and evolutionary signifi-

cance, to a generic or even to a familial or higher change in mammals.

This factor may be, I think probably is, one reason for the evidently

faster rates of evolution in mammals and other ‘liigher” more complicated

organisms than in molluscs and other “lower” simpler organisms. This

does not alter the fact that the taxonomic rates do average higher in mam-
mals than in molluscs, but it should be kept in mind when we think of the

evolutionary significance of this fact.

Among many possible approaches to the study of phyletic taxonomic

rates, three have been most generally employed, all involving the dura-

tion of one or more comparable taxonomic entities. The first and perhaps

most obvious of these involves the age of taxonomic units now existing.

The Tertiary epochs were originally defined by Lyell (1833) on the basis

of the percentage of living species occurring at the various horizons. The
particular figures given by Lyell are, of course, no longer valid in terms of

modern taxonomy and the method is now in disrepute as a means of

stratigraphic correlation and subdivision, but it is still a useful and actively

used source of data on evolution. A good recent example is given by
Umbgrove ( 1946) for reef corals and molluscs in the East Indies, plotting

percentage of living forms against the absolute time scale. Both curves

show a sharp upturn in Middle to Late Miocene, indicating an increased

radiation of new species at that time. There is undoubtedly a relationship

between this observation and evolutionary rate, but the relationship is

probably not as simple as it might appear on the face of the data. On one

hand, such an increase might and probably does indicate accelerated

diversification, but not necessarily phyletic progression, while on the

other hand it might indicate decrease, rather than increase, in phyletic

rates. That is, if in the Late Miocene phyletic evolution of corals became
markedly slower, then this factor alone would result in an increase in

the number of coral species destined to survive into the recent and the

upturn of the curve would represent a deceleration of evolution and not

an acceleration as might seem more probable at first sight.

The same sort of data may be more directly related to evolutionary rates

by conversion into survivorship tables and curves and into age composi-

tion tables and graphs for the recent fauna, as I have elsewhere illustrated

(Simpson, 1944). It is assumed that there is some sort of inverse relation-

ship between mean survivorship or mean present age of a group and its

average rate of evolution, that is, the longer an average species, genus,

12 Also in the Pleistocene, but this is interpreted as an artifact of the data.
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or other taxonomic unit survives as such, the slower it is evolving. (As will

be remarked later, data based on extinct groups show that this relationship

as observed in surviving forms is subject to certain interesting complica-

tions. )

Many other more scattered observations on the time required for the

evolution of one taxonomic group from another of the same rank have

been based on the recent fauna. Besides the direct paleontological ap-

proach, estimates may usefully be based on insular forms or others the

separation of which from a main parental stock can be approximately

dated. Without attempting to cite or discuss the widely dispersed litera-

ture, reference is made to representative examples given by Huxley

(1942) and by Zeuner (1946a, b). As would be expected, the periods of

time involved at any given taxonomic level vary enormously, and as far

as I know the data of this particular sort are not yet numerous enough or

have not yet been suflBciently systematized to warrant many generaliza-

tions. There is evidence that subspecies or, at least, clearly differentiated

local races may evolve in less than a century but commonly require

10.000 years or so for their evolution, and may evolve for as much as

500.000 years without rising to the specific level. The evolution of a

species, fully distinct genetically and morphologically, seems usually to

require 50,000 years or more in nature and even in groups with fairly

rapid average evolutionary rates, such as mammals, some living species

are about 1,000,000 years old. As shown by grouped survivorship data

of the sort mentioned previously, some living invertebrate species are

much older than this and in a few cases seem to be as much as 30,000,000

years old.

One generalization that is already reasonably clear from the available

information but that seems to merit more intensive study is that phyletic

taxonomic rates of evolution vary inversely with the inclusiveness of the

taxonomic category involved. Subspecies evolve more rapidly than species

in the same group, species more rapidly than genera, and so on. This

perhaps appears obvious, but it has an important bearing on evolutionary

theory because it does not seem (to me) to be consistent with the view

that species, genera, or higher categories normally arise by single

“systemic mutations.” Accumulation and evaluation of more quantitative

data on, say, the relative survivorship of species and genera within given

groups would also permit a more systematic approach to the now rather

arbitrary definition of these various categories.

Study of evolutionary rates based on living groups has the defects that

we do not know that living forms are representative in this respect (in-

deed for some groups we may be quite sure that they are not
)
and also that

duration for these groups is really indeterminate (we have no very good
idea how much longer they will endure before evolving into something
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else or becoming extinct ) . The two other principal methods of attack on

problems of phyletic taxonomic rates to be discussed here avoid these

difficulties because they are based on groups that are now extinct and that

have therefore complete and (theoretically) determinate durations.

The most accurate available data on such evolutionary rates are pro-

vided by the members (excluding the first and the last) of known con-

tinuous ancestral and descendant phyla. In such cases the duration is

determinable within the limits of the geochronological scale and it

represents, so to speak, the full potential life span of the unit in question

because this is not curtailed by extinction. The usefulness of the method

is, however, limited by the fact that relatively few long lines of this sort are

sufficiently well known and that still fewer have as yet been studied from

just this point of view. The figure of about 0.15 genera per million years

in the direct ancestry of the horse has been cited above as an example.

Figures given in this form are directly proportional to the average phyletic

taxonomic rate of evolution for the time span concerned, while figures

directly derived from the observed duration, e.g. 6% millions years per

genus, are inversely proportional to that rate.

The final method to be discussed in this section is that of compilation of

known durations for all known extinct taxonomic units within a given

group. This, also, has some fairly serious disadvantages. It lumps together

units that evolved into something else and those that became extinct,

although the duration of the latter must, on an average, be shorter for any

given rate of evolution. It also necessarily ignores the fact that for the

many groups of unknown ancestry, unknown descendants, or both, the

actual duration must average longer than the known duration. Both these

factors tend to make the figures of record for duration shorter than the real

duration. If, however, the data are carefully gathered and systematized for

reasonably large numbers of taxonomic units, it is probable that this bias

will be more or less uniform throughout, so that it will not seriously affect

the form of the distribution of durations and so that comparisons of dura-

tions for different groups will still be valid.

Of the various ways in which data of this sort can be assembled and
presented for the study of evolutionary rates, two seem to me particularly

useful and I have exemplified and discussed both of these elsewhere

(Simpson, 1944). One is to transform the data into survivorship tables

and graphs and the other is to transform them into evolutionary rate

distributions on the postulate that evolutionary rate is inversely propor-

tional to survivorship. In the work cited I have demonstrated tliat for

some groups (e.g. Carnivora) survivorship based in this way on extinct

genera is similar to that based on living genera, while in others (e.g.

Pelecypoda) it is quite different. It was possible in this example to

demonstrate that the difference is mainly if not solely due to the fact that
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there are living pelecypod genera that are virtually immortal, that have

greatly exceeded any life expectancy that could be derived from survivor-

ship in their extinct relatives.

Measurement and Interpretation of Rates of

Taxonomic Diversification

Basic data for study of taxonomic diversification are the numbers of

taxonomic units within some larger taxonomic category known or first

appearing at stated times. A great many data of this sort have been

gathered and paleontological publications contain numerous examples,

varying from precise tabulations in great detail for various groups to the

common, generalized phylogenetic charts with the relative abundances

of the various phyla suggested by the widths of the lines representing

them. In view of this abundance of material and its frequent emphasis in

the literature, it is surprising to find relatively little really careful analysis

of such data or consideration, above an elementary level, of its significance

for the study of rates or other evolutionary problems. For instance the

phenomena involved are analogous, at least, to those of population

growth, a subject that has been elaborately investigated and for which

some unusually elegant and enlightening special techniques have been

developed. It seems probable that more extensive application of these

or similar techniques to paleontological data would give interesting and

important results. What has been done has recently been emphasized and

partially summarized by Zeuner ( 1946 a, b ) in a way especially pertinent

here because he stresses the temporal aspect and hence the bearing of

these observations on evolutionary rates.

The general weaknesses of taxonomic data for rate studies, already

mentioned, are very evident in this field. Our knowledge of numbers of

smaller taxonomic categories, particularly, is certainly very incomplete for

any given group at any time in geological history, and, what is worse, our

knowledge is very uneven at diflFerent times. Before the data become
reliably meaningful they must be scrutinized more carefully than has

been usual in past studies, to be sure that each time-entry represents

reasonably intense sampling of the faunas of that time and, especially,

that the successive entries represent samplings approximately equal in

intensity. The interpretation of these data in terms of evolutionary rates is

a complicated problem and also seems to call for considerably more care-

ful study than has yet been given to it.

Zeuner (1946b) gives interpretations based on a theoretical model in

which the time-frequency curve, as he terms it, is the result of a rate of

splitting and a rate of extinction. The rate of splitting is postulated as

18 See, for example, the relatively simple introduction to this subject in Pearl, 1941.
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geometric ( doubling the frequency of taxonomic units in a given period of

time), while the rate of extinction is arithmetic (a given number of units

becoming extinct in a given period). Aside from the question whether

rate of extinction should not also be considered geometric, it seems to me
that this model is too simple to be really enlightening as to the evolutionary

rate phenomena of the time-frequency curve, and that even on this over-

simplified level it is somewhat unreal.

The time-frequency curve, supposing that the data are adequate and

representative, must be the resultant of at least four, not two, factors of

quite different evolutionary significance. Among, say, the genera of a

family between two different times:

(a) some may persist unchanged (on the generic level),

(b) some may persist but sufficiently changed to be classified as

new genera at the later time,

( c

)

some may split into two or more genera one of which may, for

purposes of analysis, be considered as representing the unchanged ( a

)

or changed (b) ancestry while the others are new lines arising by

splitting, and

(d) some may become extinct without issue.

Factors a and b do not change the frequency between any two suc-

cessive times (although their own numbers do change), while c in-

creases and d decreases the frequency. The total frequencies compared

are for Time l,a-\-b + d and for Time 2, a + & -f- c and the net change

in frequency is c — d. The number of new species at Time 2, also com-
monly graphed (by Zeuner among others) is & + Factors a and b are

mainly affected by the phyletic rate of evolution, not by a rate of splitting

or of taxonomic diversification, but the relationship is not simple and
linear. A time will come when most or all of the genera concerned have

evolved into new genera (a has reached a minimum and b a maximum)
and thereafter this phyletic evolution may continue at the same rate or

may radically increase or decrease without having any further effect on

the numerical value of a or 6. Elimination of a and b from the time-

frequencies would eliminate the effect of phyletic evolutionary rates and

give a result determined solely by splitting and extinction, as in Zeuner's

model. This is not, however, actually done in the examples given by
Zeuner or in others knovm to me and perhaps cannot usefully be ac-

complished on any large scale because of the diflBculty of distinguishing

b and c, units that are merely the ancestral units transformed and those

that are additional to the ancestral units.

Factor c is determined by the rate of splitting or the rate of taxonomic

diversification, and it would provide an adequate measure of that rate but,

as just noted, it is not distinguished in the usual data and is diflBcult to
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distinguish adequately. Total extinction as read from the data is generally

taken as h + d at Time 1, that is, all the genera (or other units) known at

that time and not encountered at Time 2 or thereafter, and this is the

only extinction figure readily noted from the usual data, but in fact only

d involves true extinction or can give a determinate extinction rate. Even

if (Z? + d)/time be defined and understood as an extinction rate, it may
become indeterminate or meaningless because of the fact that more than

one linear change of genus ( or other unit
)
may occur between Time 1 and

Time 2.

These complexities are real and highly pertinent, but they do not

deprive even the oversimplified time-frequency or new-unit curves of all

value. They do necessitate cautious and in some respects modified in-

terpretation of these curves. Aside from the previous caution as to

representative sampling, the period interval used should evidently be no

greater than the time involved in the rise of an average genus ( or whatever

taxonomic unit is under study) within the group in question. The various

interpretive principles cannot be exemplified or studied in any detail in

this general summary, but the following points are noted ( assuming that

the data are properly representative )

:

1. A rise in the time-frequency curve indicates an increased rate of

taxonomic diversification. It does not, however, reliably indicate the

duration or continuity of this higher rate and may, for instance, combine

two episodes of “explosive evolution” separated by an interval of low rate.

2. A continued high level in the time-frequency curve does not indicate

a continued high rate of taxonomic diversification and is likely to be

accompanied by an underlying decrease in this rate.

3. The rate of taxonomic diversification may increase significantly

without causing a rise in the time-frequency curve.

4. A rise in the new-unit curve above an average level (maintained by
phyletic evolution) may and probably usually does represent increase in

rate of taxonomic diversification but may be caused wholly by increased

taxonomic phyletic rate.

Some Special Problems and Implications of Evolutionary Rates

This summary has been mainly devoted to the definition and method-

ology of evolutionary rate studies. Little space can be devoted to the

broader theoretical implications of such studies, but the discussion would
be incomplete without brief mention of some of these, given as suggestive

examples rather than as a review of the field. The examples are purposely

chosen among those most open to discussion or perhaps to controversy.

Evolutionary Rate Distributions. This topic was discussed at some
length in Simpson ( 1944) but necessarily only in a preliminary and some-

what speculative way because of the paucity of data available or
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analyzed for this purpose. I then found what seemed to be a character-

istic sort of taxonomic rate distribution among extinct genera of widely

different groups of animals. The actual rates in each group cover a wide

range and the mean value is very different in different groups, but the

distribution pattern of these rates (strongly leptokurtic and negatively

skewed) is coherent and is similar in shape for different groups. Being

based on extinct forms only, with determinate and complete spans, this

distribution is assumed to represent a normal sort of evolutionary metab-

olism, so to speak, for the groups in question, and I have called it the

horotelic distribution. Similar distributions based on living forms would be

essentially the same if rates of evolution of living forms were comparable

to those of their more ancient relatives. This is true in some cases but in

others there are strong discrepancies which are explicable, after further

analysis, by the hypothesis that there are in such groups more or less

numerous surviving lines with average rates of evolution and with a

distribution of rates unlike those of the horotelic distribution of the group.

It is therefore inferred that the evolutionary rates of these particular lines

form a distribution of relatively slow rates, distinct from the previously

established horotelic distribution, and called bradytelic.^* Less direct

evidence further suggests that at certain periods in their history, almost

always poorly recorded paleontologically, most major groups have evolved

at rates above any shown in their horotelic distributions. It is inferred

from this that there is still a third type of rate distribution, effective only

during certain crucial relatively short evolutionary episodes, which is

designated as tachytelic. These are merely working hypotheses at present,

but they seem to systematize some otherwise irregular and inconsistent

results of rate study and may merit more extensive study and application

to larger bodies of data.

Evolutionary Rates and Lamarckism. It has often been suggested, for

instance by Wood Jones (1943),^® that the inheritance of acquired char-

This hypothesis seems to have been misunderstood by some readers of my earlier

discussion, who have assumed that any particularly slow rate is bradytelic as defined
by me. There are both slow and fast rates within the horotelic distribution, and the
slower rates are not, ipso facto, bradytelic. The hypothesis, whether or not it stands up
under further investigation, is that certain rates belong to a different rate distribution

entirely, one with lower range and mean, although it may possibly be found some-
times to overlap the horotelic distribution for the same group. Bradytelic rates as a
whole are slower than horotelic, but a relatively fast bradytelic rate might conceivably
be faster than a relatively slow horotelic rate. All groups have horotelic rates, by
definition, but the fact that some rates in the horotelic distribution are relatively slow
does not mean that the group also has bradytelic rates. The evidence is that some
groups of animals have no bradytelic lines. Space is lacking here for further elabora-
tion, but this comment may clarify these admittedly rather difficult concepts.

It may appear to an audience which is probably overwhelmingly non-Lamarckian
that I am belaboring a dead horse in selecting their bearing on neo-Lamarckism as one
example of the deeper theoretical implications of evolutionary rates. Wood Jones's
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acters, although not detectable in the brief span of experimentation, may
yet occur in the long periods of natural evolution. Rate studies might be

adduced in support of this view and, indeed, Zeuner (1946a) has men-

tioned this possibility in a somewhat noncommittal but still generally

favorable way. The morphologic rate observable in many phyla is so slow

that it certainly could not be observed in contemporaneous groups, as

exemplified by the average change in diameter of early equid molars, not

more than 0.2 mm. per million years during a time when differences of

3.0 mm. or more occurred within single populations. Similarly, it is

probable that taxonomic rates in such lines are seldom faster than ap-

proximately 500,000 years per species. How, ask the adherents of

Lamarckism, can one maintain in the face of these figures that the failure

to demonstrate inheritance of acquired characters in the laboratory has

any bearing on its possibility in evolution at the rates observed in nature?

The possibility merits discussion, surely, but I may say that to me this is

only a begging of the question or an echo of the pious ejaculation that

"with God all things are possible,” with Father Time raised to the rank of

deity. These considerations do not really demonstrate even a possibility,

and demonstration of a possibility would hardly establish a theory. Nor is

the failure of experimental verification the only objection to the hypothesis

of the inheritance of acquired characters. Equally important are the

failure to discover or even to postulate an acceptable mechanism, the

failure of neo-Lamarckism to provide a general explanation of the

phenomena of adaptation on which it is based, and the failure to adduce

examples for which there are not other demonstrated or probable alter-

native explanations (see, e.g., Huxley, 1942, but candor compels me to

admit that in a few cases the alternatives are not completely satisfactory )

.

Probably the most cogent argimient for neo-Lamarckism is that it could

explain the rise of adaptive characters through incipient stages when their

selective value appears to be or is asserted to be too small to be effective.

In this respect the argument based on the general slowness of evolutionary

rates and the enormously different time scales of natural as opposed to

experimental evolution seems to rebound sharply against neo-Lamarckism.

Any selective value, no matter how small, could become effective if it

clever little book resuscitates the issue, if it could ever be called moribund. That the

issue is not truly dead is also attested by a number of paleontologists, one of whom
could recently say that, "To them [the geneticists] the idea that external conditions

can so influence an organism that in course of time their effect becomes heritable is

almost absurd; to me it is axiomatic." ( Hopwood, 1945. ) Indeed there are students in

most other fields of biology who incline to a favorable, even if not wholly enthusiastic,

attitude toward the possible inheritance of acquired characters. Until the Utopian
day when the processes of evolution are all really well miderstood, we cannot afford

to close our minds conclusively to any factors that might conceivably prove to be at

the root of the many mysteries still remaining.
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operated ( in suitable populations ) for a suflSciently long time. The power
of stronger selection to change the genetic composition of groups can quite

readily be demonstrated in the laboratory, while the power of acquired

characters, large or small, to do so ( except through a secondary selective

process) cannot be or, at least, has not been demonstrated. Surely with

two processes that might conceivably produce the same result given the

vast periods of time actually involved in evolutionary rates, theoretical

choice should fall on the process that is known to be real and not on the

other.

Nor, finally, can it reasonably be argued that time alone can make ef-

fective a process that produces no eflFect whatever in a shorter period and

therefore is completely undetectable in the study of living populations

in nature or in the laboratory. Ten million times zero is still zero. Caullery

has suggested, most recently in his excellent short history of biology

(Caullery, 1942), that the natural laws of today may not rigorously apply

throughout the vast stretches of past geological time. I do not believe that

there is any real evidence for this ( Caullery mentions it only as an inter-

esting possibility), and even such tentative rejection of the principle of

uniformity would, in the absence of strong evidence, quite needlessly

undermine the whole foundations of the study of evolution. Passing

mention may also be made of the suggestion (e.g. by Jordan, 1936) that

the physical principles of indeterminism and discontinuity might accord

with the reality of such a biological factor as the inheritance of acquired

characters, but might make its manifestations so rare that they might not

occur at all in circumstances available for observation. The rejection of

this wholly unacceptable idea is perhaps sufficiently justified by merely

pointing out that a process responsible for the universal and continuous

adaptation of the whole organic realm throughout geologic time cannot be

manifested only by statistically rare events. What seems to me a more
rational relating of indeterminism and discontinuity to heredity is given,

for example, by Schrodinger (1945) and is more consistent with Dar-

winian than with Lamarckian evolution.

Evolutionary Ratos, Selection, and Quantum Evolution. If it be

granted, as I think it must, that natural selection is an effective factor in

most of our examples of phyletic evolution, the conclusion to be drawn

from the rates of phyletic evolution, so slow in terms of human observation

and experiment, is that the selective forces involved are indeed very small.

If, for instance, it had been very advantageous for an early equid to be

larger than its fellows, Epihippus might well have achieved the size of

Equus,

Such considerations, among others, strongly suggest that the steadily

but rather slowly evolving lines which constitute a majority of those for

which there are good suites of paleontological materials had already
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achieved a good adaptive status at the beginning of their continuously

recorded histor)\ Then any selective pressures on them were slight and

arose or increased only as small and gradual changes occurred in the

population and its environment, and phyletic evolution was correspond-

ingly slow and gradual. We observe, moreover, that a more marked

shift in adaptive status, as from browsing to grazing in horses, is ac-

companied by a definite and measurable increase in the rate of evolution

of the organs concerned, and, to me at least, it seems rather obvious that

this is a response to increased selective pressure.

The origin of such lines and of higher taxonomic categories in general

usually involves a pronounced change in adaptive type from that of the

ancestry. On a larger or smaller scale it involves a transformation, in the

sense of Gregory (e.g. 1936), rather than simple phyletic progression, or,

especially at higher levels, what Sewertzoff (1931) has called “aromor-

phosis,” a change in organization that increases the energy or life activity

of the organisms.^® A balance of evidence of several different sorts suggests

that these changes usually occur much more rapidly than the subsequent

phyletic evolution of the same groups. In terms of rate distributions, they

are tachytelic as opposed to horotelic. The increased rate of evolution

takes place in a period during which the group is not in adaptive

equilibrium but is in a relatively unstable transition from one (usually

slowly shifting) equilibrium to another, a transition for which I have

proposed the term evolutionary quantum step. It is evident that selection

pressure would be unusually great during such a step, and the independent

conclusion that the evolutionary rate is then also high is another item in

the considerable body of evidence that, on the whole, evolutionary rates

tend to vary with selection pressure. Undoubtedly there are other im-

portant contributing factors, such as size of population, but it seems likely

that selection is the most important single determinant of evolutionary

rates.

Evolutionary Rates and Earth History. The thought that, as Barrell

(1917) put it, the “forces which make for evolution work intermittently,

not continuously,” is not applicable to the usual instances of phyletic

progression, demonstrably continuous in many cases, but it finds support

in other rate phenomena and has often been stressed in studies of

historical geology. Quantum evolution, as briefly defined above, is clearly

an intermittent process, and so are the episodes of marked increase in rates

I am not quite satisfied that this is an adequate or accurate statement of what is

increased by, say, such "aromorphs” as the vertebrate jaws. They may not especially

increase the energy or metabolism of the individuals that first attain tfiem. Yet some,
at least, may increase the total flow of energy in the organic world as a whole, and so

accord with the interesting suggestion of Lotka ( 1945). These more remote and rather

philosophical problems are too complex for discussion here, and less highly theoretical

interpretation of the phenomenon merely as a shift in adaptive type is here preferred.
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of diversification, which may occur with such relative rapidity as to merit

the term “explosive evolution” and which are normally followed by a sharp

decrease in diversification rates. It is probable that markedly new sorts of

animals usually ( always?
)
arise by the first of these intermittent processes

and that their rise is often ( usually?—apparently not always ) more or less

closely followed by an episode resulting from the second sort of inter-

mittent process.^^

It has long been asserted that the distribution of such intermittent

events in geologic time is not random but that they tend to recur rhythmi-

cally, constituting a sort of “pulse of life” ( Lull, 1918 ) . The physical history

of the earth is also characterized by intermittent events and these, too, are

believed to be rhythmic ( see, among many others, Schuchert and Levene,

1927; Umbgrove, 1942), an idea so appealing to the scientific sense of

order as to become almost obsessional at times ( as it perhaps rather nearly

was with Grabau, e.g. 1940). The thought is inescapable that the two

rhythms may be related or identical. It has become one of the common-
places of historical geology to claim that the intermittent tectonic episodes

of earth history coincide with the intermittent rate episodes in evolutionary

history. Unqualified statements to this effect are usual in the textbooks

(e.g. Schuchert and Dunbar, 1933: “Great crustal disturbances thus bring

on critical conditions for most types of life and lead to a period of ac-

celerated evolutionary change. . . .”).

It seems so obvious that this should be so that we may be too much in-

clined to take it for granted that it is so. In spite of voluminous discussion

and repeated dogmatic assertion, there is a paucity of carefully gathered

and objectively evaluated evidence. As far as I know no one has tabulated

all the now available material on the dates of markedly accelerated evolu-

tion of both sorts, and determined whether these are objectively rhyth-

mical and do coincide with established earth rhythms. Probably they will

be found to do so, at least in part, but surely it would be worth while to

restudy this question with an open mind. I suspect that a great number
of exceptions and complications will be found and that the generalization

is neither so universal nor so simple as is now often superficially taken for

granted.

There are, in the data already at hand, ample reasons for such suspicion.

In considering any given major episode in the history of life, it is always

possible to find a tectonic episode that occurred in the neighborhood of

that time and to assume a relationship that may not really have existed and

Many writers seem to assume that the two episodes are simultaneous or identical,

a general intensification of evolutionary rate rather than increases in two different sorts

of rate, phyletic rates and rates of diversification. I think the two sorts of intensified

evolution are distinct and separable. They may well be essentially simultaneous in

some cases, but in other instances they occur at different times.
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that certainly cannot be demonstrated without evidence of closer coin-

cidence and without evidence from enough dijEerent episodes to rule out

pure chance. There is, for instance, always some supposed ‘‘earth pulsa-

tion” within about 50,000,000 years, at most, of the appearance of a new
major group of animals, and in many cases the coincidence of the two is no

more nearly demonstrated than this.^®

There is, moreover, considerable evidence that critical episodes in

different groups of organisms commonly do not tend to occur at the same

time. As a very generalized example it is well known that the Paleozoic,

Mesozoic, and Cenozoic, broadly characterized by faunal types, are not

coextensive with broad paleophytic, mesophytic, and cenophytic floral

types.

Of course I do not mean by these remarks to deny any connection

between evolutionary rates and earth history, but only to suggest that we
do not know nearly enough about this connection and that part of what

we think we know is probably wrong. The physical environment of the

earth has certainly undergone both repeated and continuous changes, and

animal evolution must certainly have been influenced by these changes,

whether or not the influence was reflected in simultaneous rhythms of

evolutionary acceleration and tectonic cycles.

The most obvious relationship and perhaps the only one that should

now be accepted as well-established is primarily distributional. The sud-

den influx of varied mammals into the known fossil collecting areas at

the beginning of the Paleocene and again, for different groups of mam-
mals, around the Paleocene-Eocene boundary, for instance, is evidently a

matter of suddenly expanded distribution and not of evolution in situ.

It seems almost certain that this expansion had some physical cause or

concomitant. It is not clear that this cause had any particular relationship

to the origin of the groups that expanded at those times or had any direct

influence on evolutionary rates. The great expansion in distribution, with

invasion of vast and varied areas new to the animals involved, must con-

siderably have increased their rates of diversification for a time, and
hence the physical cause may be said to have had a secondary influence

on this particular sort of evolutionary rate.

As an example, the nine evolutionary events entered by Umbgrove ( 1942) on his

carefully prepared and enlightening table of “the pulse of the eartn” presumably were
selected to show the postulated influence of this “pulse” on evolution. Yet only two of

these items come near to coinciding with an episode of mountain building, of basin
formation, or of abnormal climate, and the others follow the next preceding episode
by variable spans of 15,000,000 to 30,000,000 years (Umbgrove^s dating). In fact

the distribution of the evolutionary items seems to be random with respect to the
physical episodes, and on the face of it, if this chart indicates anything (in this

particular respect), it indicates that there is no connection.
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RATES OF EVOLUTION IN PLANTS

BY G. LEDYARD STEBBINS, J R .

In the plant kingdom the fossil record provides much less evidence on

rates of evolution than it does in animals, largely because of the more

fragmentary nature of this record. Although plant remains are abundant in

many deposits, these fossils usually consist of single organs, like leaves,

stems, fruits, and seeds, which often fail to provide completely the diag-

nostic characters needed for classification and for comparison with modern

forms. Furthermore, the fossil record of plants is much more highly

selective than that of animals. The plants most easily preserved are woody
species which grow in lowland forests, chiefly near large rivers or lakes

which are the usual sites of deposition. Plants of uplands, and particularly

of savanna, steppe, or desert areas rarely enter the fossil record. In

paleobotany, therefore, the absence of a species from the fossil record

means little, and parts of plants which differ widely from existing ones are

hard to connect with their modern descendants or relatives.

Nevertheless, recent intensive work on fossil plants (see Chaney, in-

this volume
)
has provided us with much valuable evidence on the compo-

sition of pre-existing floras, and two main conclusions can be drawn from

this evidence. In the first place, most of the genera of woody plants have

existed for a long time, at least since the early part of the Tertiary period,

and many species have changed relatively little since the middle or latter

part of this period, that is since the Miocene or Early Pliocene epoch.

Secondly, the past distribution of many of these genera and species was

very different from the present one, and in particular the temperate

regions have suffered a large amount of extinction of woody types. In

other words, the woody plants which form the bulk of the more recent

fossil records have evolved very slowly during most of the time over which

abundant fossil remains have been deposited and at the time when they

were evolving more rapidly they left few recognizable remains. Rates of

evolution in the plants which preceded the angiosperms are hard to

estimate because most of these plants are so different from modern forms

that their relationships are obscure.

In order to determine whether evolutionary rates were any different in

herbaceous species from those in woody ones, I shall summarize the

evidence from the three best fossil records of such species known to me.

1 Division of Genetics, Hilgard Hall, University of California.
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The first is the excellent series of seeds described by Reid and Reid ( 1915

)

from the Pliocene deposits of northwestern Europe. As their illustrations

show, many of these seeds can be compared directly with those of modern

species now living in the mountains of China, and thus represent species

which have become extinct in part of their range but remain unchanged in

another part. Other seeds were identified to the genus but did not seem to

resemble any living species, while a small percentage were unidentifiable

as to genus or even to family. It is, of course, possible that these seeds

belong to some as yet unrecognized modern species, and there is no way
of saying how many of them, instead of becoming extinct, gave rise in-

stead to divergent modern European species of their genera. Neverthe-

less, the proportion of unidentifiable seeds as compared with those

resembling modern species should provide a rough estimate of the amount

of evolution which has taken place in western Europe since the Pliocene.

In particular, the fact that these floras contain seeds of herbaceous and

woody species in about equal proportions should provide a basis for

comparing the rate of evolution in the two types. The results of such a

comparison, compiled from Reid and Reid's (1915) data on the Early

Pliocene Reuverian flora, are given in Table 1.

TABLE 1

Comparison between rate of extinction in woody and herbaceous species of the

Early Pliocene Reuverian flora.

Woody Herbaceous

no. per no. per

spp. cent spp. cent

Fossil seeds referred to

modern species, either

European or exotic 25 27 31 26

Fossils referred to mod-
ern genus, but not

species 66 69 70 67

Fossils not identified 13 14 22 18

Total 94 123

From these figures it seems likely that the herbs associated with the

forest existing in western Europe in Early Pliocene time have not evolved

any more rapidly than the woody species of this flora.

The second example, which comprises only a single genus, but which

gives the most complete sequence known for any herbaceous plant, is the

series of seeds of the genus Stratiotes from Europe described by Chandler

(1923). The oldest seeds in this series, of Eocene age, are small, broad,
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and heavily sculptured, while those of younger strata are progressively

longer, narrower, and smoother, until in the uppermost Pliocene there

occur seeds which are indistinguishable from the modern European S.

aloides. During the Tertiary period there was undoubtedly extensive

evolution in this genus and perhaps its relatives, but its significance is

hard to estimate. Stratiotes is today a monotypic genus of the small,

exclusively aquatic family Hydrocharitaceae, and according to the syn-

opsis in Engler and Prantl, Die naturlichen Pflanzenfamilien, occupies a

rather isolated position in that family. The seeds of its other modem
genera have not been studied and are not available among the collections

of specimens in the larger herbaria. There is no way of deciding, there-

fore, whether the recorded changes in the seeds are on the species level,

or whether the Eocene seeds belonged to plants of a different genus.

Furthermore, it is not even possible to infer what types of changes were

taking place in the rest of the plant and whether the Early Tertiary species

grew under similar or different conditions from the modern one. Stratiotes,

therefore, represents an isolated case of undoubted progressive evolution

of which the causes and significance are obscure.

The third and most significant series is that of the grass seeds of the

tribe Stipeae described by Elias (1942). This shows a clear progression

from the beginning of the record in the Early Miocene epoch to its end

in the Middle Pliocene. The fmits found in all of the earlier deposits are

different from any known in modern species of Stipeae, but many of those

of the mid-Pliocene beds resemble modern species of the genus Pipto-

chaetium, subg. Podopogon, nearly all of which are now confined to South

America. The history of the Stipeae on the North American Great Plains

since the middle of the Pliocene epoch has been mainly one of extinction.

Instead of fifteen to twenty species as in the Pliocene, there are now only

four related to the group found in the fossil series. And these four modem
species, Stipa comata Trin., S. spartea Trin., S. neomexicana (Thurb.)

Scribn., and Oryzopsis hymenoides (Roem. and Schult.) Ricker are all

polyploids with respectively 46, 46, 44, and 48 chromosomes, and probably

allopolyploids, while the close South American relatives of the Phocene

Stipeae are diploids with 22. The evidence therefore suggests that

progressive evolution in the Stipeae of the Great Plains continued from

the middle or early part of the Tertiary period until some time in the

Pliocene epoch, and then ceased, to be replaced by extinction, hybrid-

ization, and polyploidy. Moreover, Elias has noted the fact that the only

seeds of woody plants found in these deposits, those of the genus Celtis,

are identical with seeds of the modem C. reticulata, still existing in the

same area. In the Great Plains, therefore, the herbaceous species seem to

have evolved with some rapidity, while the woody ones, like the trees and
shrubs of the forest belts, may have remained relatively static.
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As has been noted elsewhere (Stebbins, 1945, 1947), indirect evidence

from present distribution patterns can give a clue to the age of species,

particularly when these patterns are correlated with those of the woody

species with which they are now associated. They indicate that most of

the herbs now growing in the surviving parts of the fonnerly widespread

Arcto-Tertiary forests have either failed to evolve at all or have produced

only minor specific differences since the middle or early part of the

Tertiary period. In other words, the prevailing evidence indicates that

the herbaceous plants in the great forest belts of the temperate zone have

evolved just as slowly as the woody ones.

This may be much less true of the herbs of tropical forests, particularly

the epiphytes. In this group, represented chiefly by the Orchidaceae and

Bromeliaceae, there are many genera and tribes, very rich in species,

which are confined to one continent or even a single relatively circum-

scribed area, and often clusters of related species grow in the same or

adjacent regions.

Distributional evidence from some of the plants inhabiting drier

habitats in the temperate zone suggests that they may have evolved much
more rapidly in Recent geological time. This is particularly true of the

annuals found in such areas as California and the Mediterranean region.

These often form large genera, containing clusters of related species

which occupy localities near together but nevertheless geographically and

ecologically distinct. One of the best examples is the tribe Madinae, of

the family Compositae, in which species relationships and speciation proc-

esses have been fully analyzed in the largely unpublished work of

Clausen, Keck, and Hiesey ( 1941 ) . In this tribe there are many examples

of closely related species which occupy localities near together but

nevertheless geographically and ecologically distinct, and are separated

from each other by imperfectly developed isolating mechanisms. For

instance, the three species Layia Jonesii, L. Munzii, and L. leucopappa

occupy small areas in three valleys of south central California. These

localities are fifty to sixty miles apart and have rather different climatic

and ecological conditions. The habitats may have been still more differ-

ent during the Pleistocene, and were inundated by the sea shortly before

that time; thus they are new. These three species of Layia surely sprang

from a common ancestor, and at present the genetic isolating mechanisms
separating them are incomplete, since Fi hybrids are about 25 to 30 per

cent fertile as to seed setting. They are species in the state of becoming. A
similar group of two similar species consists of Layia chrysanthemoides

and L. Fremontii of north central California; these also have probably

descended recently from a common ancestor and are just barely distinct

species. The two groups mentioned are separated from each other by
about two hundred miles and have a somewhat more remote common
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ancestor. The genetic barrier between them is rather well developed. A
species somewhat more distantly related morphologically and genetically

is L. platyglossa; its wider range overlaps those of both of the previously

mentioned groups. Similar patterns indicating species actively evolving

have been found by Clausen, Keck, and Hiesey in other genera of Madinae

(Clausen, 1947), and undoubtedly exist in most of the large groups of

annual species in California. In the Mediterranean region the annual

species of Crepis have very similar distributional and genetic patterns and

likewise are probably in an active state of evolution (Babcock, 1947).

But the active evolution in these regions is not confined to the annuals

or even to the herbs. In the perennial species of Delphinium which occur

in the same parts of California, evidence has been obtained for the recent

origin of at least one species, D. gypsophilum Ewan, from hybridization

between two others ( Lewis and Epling, 1946 ) ,
and other species which

occur in habitats which have been changing rapidly in Late Tertiary and

Pleistocene time are likewise probably recent. In the genus Brodiaea and

its relatives, a group of bulbous perennials, there are several “species,”

particularly Triteleia laxa, T, ixioides, and T. peduncularis, in which sev-

eral different chromosome numbers, both euploid and aneuploid, have

been counted. These probably consist of a number of species recently

evolved or still evolving, and the conclusion of Burbanck (1944), that

they are in an active state of evolution, is fully justified. The same is

probably true of the other large Californian genera of Liliaceae, such as

Allium and Calochortus, Among woody plants the genus Ceanothus con-

tains many plastic species and local endemics which are certainly in an

active state of evolution (McMinn, 1942). The same is true of Arcto-

staphylos in some regions, although in parts of California, especially in the

Sierra Nevada, its species appear to be relatively stable. On the other hand,

the dominant trees of the California savanna area are species of Quercus

and Pinus which have changed little or not at all since the Miocene epoch.

The following generalizations can be made from the data outlined above.

In the first place, the larger, dominant woody plants of all modern floras,

whether temperate or tropical, forest or savanna, are relatively ancient

and have been evolving very slowly since the early part of the Tertiary

period. On the other hand, the rate of evolution in shrubs and herbs has

differed widely from one region to another. In the great temperate forest

belts, particularly in those regions not influenced by the Pleistocene

glaciation, the shrubs and herbs have evolved little if any faster than

the trees. Very little is known about the history of the herbaceous vegeta-

tion in the tropics, but some evidence suggests that in the rain forests

at least the epiphytes and parasites have been evolving relatively rapidly

in recent times. In savanna and probably desert as well as alpine areas

the smaller plants, both woody and herbaceous, have been in a more or
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less active state of evolution, and this has been particularly true in

regions like the southwestern United States, which have undergone great

orographic and climatic changes. There is a rough correlation between

shortness of generation and speed of evolution, but this is by no means

absolute, as is evidenced by the comparatively rapid evolution in such

slowly growing plants as the California manzanitas (Arctostaphylos)

,

The
diflFerence between the relative stability of the trees and the plasticity of

the shrubs and herbs is due to other factors than the smaller number of

generations in the former plants.

Furthermore, the lower rate of evolution in trees does not seem to be the

result of a lower mutation rate. The species of forest trees are rich in

genetic variability and present some of the best examples of polytypic

species in the plant kingdom. Furthermore, horticulturists have been able

to select from many species of conifers a great array of different genetic

types, many of which appear like recessive mutants. This is true even in

the big tree, Sequoiadendron giganteum, one of the most ancient and

conservative of living species. According to
J. T. Buchholz (oral com-

munication) many horticultural varieties have been selected from this

species in the comparatively short time that it has been known.

A second set of factors which might be conceived as reducing the rate

of evolution, namely inbreeding, homozygosity, and consequent loss of

genetic variability, likewise are not operating in these woody plants. Most

of them have floral structures well adapted to cross pollination; and

progeny tests, whenever they have been made, indicate that they are

higUy heterozygous. The highest degree of panmixy in the plant kingdom

is almost certainly among the widespread and dominant tree species of

temperate forests. On the other hand, inbreeding and homozygosity are

particularly common among the rapidly evolving annuals of savanna and

other dry areas.

The conclusion that these internal factors are not the ones which govern

slow evolution, or bradytely, agrees with that of Simpson ( 1944, p. 137 )

.

Simpson s further conclusion, that bradytelic groups should have large

populations, is in general true of plants, although a number of exceptions

exist. The presence of large populations, however, does not of itself

produce bradytely, since many of the rapidly evolving annual species

have equally large populations. Simpson s next conclusion, that groups

are not primitive but specialized and advanced when they become brady-

tehc, is hkewise true of plants. The anatomical studies of the past twenty

years have established without question the fact that the flowers and
inflorescences of the oaks, poplars, hickories, and other groups formerly

placed in the order Amentiferae are highly specialized structures. And
the vegetative parts of these plants, such as their wood, their winter buds,

and their deciduous leaves, are equally specialized. And the modern
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conifers, although they are relatively primitive as regards their gymno-

spermous condition, are nevertheless highly specialized in most of their

vegetative and reproductive characteristics (Florin, 1944), Even such

archaic types as the cycads and Gnetales are in their vegetative character-

istics among the most specialized plants knovm. In their morphological

and anatomical condition these gymnosperms correspond in every way
to such animals as the hngulids, limulids, sphenodonts, and crocodiles.

We can paraphrase for them Simpson's remark (1944, p. 139): they are

primitive in the recent flora, because they have been passed in the evolu-

tionary race, not because they had an initial handicap.

Furthermore, Simpson s conclusion that most of the bradytelic groups

formerly had high rates of evolution is fully borne out by the fossil

evidence on these plant groups. Most of the modem famihes of woody
angiosperms appear suddenly in the middle of the Cretaceous period, and

evidence for an earlier existence of the flowering plants is very scanty.

While this is doubtless due partly to the imperfections of the fossil

record, nevertheless the evolution of families and genera of woody angio-

sperms must have been much more rapid during the early part of the

Cretaceous period than at any time since. And the profound differences

between Cretaceous and Early Tertiary floras of the same climatic zones

which have been brought out by Chaney in this volume show that some of

this evolution continued into the latter period. In fact, the relative evolu-

tionary stagnation in the woody angiosperm flora is chiefly a feature of

the last thirty milHon years. The recent studies of conifer evolution by
Florin ( 1944 )

have shown that these plants underwent extensive evolution

from the Carboniferous to the Jurassic period, but have since then been

relatively static.

The complete agreement with Simpson's conclusions in all points yet

mentioned indicates that, like him, we botanists should look for the

principal factors governing rates of evolution in the organism-environ-

ment relationship (Simpson, 1944, p. 140); and here again we find that

the situation in most woody plants closely corresponds to that described

for bradytelic animals. Their specialized characteristics are all highly

adaptive. This is evident from the fact that the angiospermous trees of

the temperate zone are among the best examples in £he plant kingdom of

convergent evolution. Such families as the Fagaceae and Juglandaceae, or

the Salicaceae and Betulaceae, have developed very similar adaptations

from entirely different origins. The broadness of this adaptation is evident

from the wide distribution of most species of trees in the temperate zone,

and the still wider distribution of the genera. They are less sensitive to

differences in soil conditions and other edaphic factors than are most

herbaceous species. They are governed principally by climatic factors,

and since they can often tolerate extreme annual or cyclic fluctuations in
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climate they can become adapted to certain of the major alterations

during geological epochs with less change in their genetic composition

than can the more particularly adapted herbs. We can again quote

Simpson s remark: they “are so well adapted to a particular, continuously

available environment that almost any mutation occurring in them must

be disadvantageous.”

In the herbaceous types we should again expect that the differences

between the relatively static and the rapidly evolving floras can be sought

in the organism-environment relationship, and this is undoubtedly true

for the herbs associated with the temperate forests. These are highly

adapted to an environment which is made and governed for them by the

trees under which they grow. As long as the forest is present, conditions

within it are constant, and when the trees are destroyed, the herbaceous

forest flora becomes extinct. This is partly because these herbs have

evolved certain definite specializations of vegetative habit. Most of them

produce thickened rhizomes, corms, or bulbs, and many of them have a

very specialized growth rhythm, like that of Trillium, in which leaf and

flower formation, including meiosis and the partial maturation of the

pollen, is completed underground in the buds during the fall proceeding

their emergence. These plants are so highly adapted to their own en-

vironment that almost any new mutations are disadvantageous, and they

are so specialized that when the environment changes they become
extinct rather than evolving.

Turning to the epiphytes and parasitic flowering plants of the tropical

rain forests, we again find a high specialization to a constant climatic

and edaphic environment, so that in vegetative characteristics we should

expect to find evolved a standardized constant pattern of adaptation. This

is exactly the case. In the epiphytic orchids, species, genera, and even

tribes are remarkably similar in habit. They are also relatively constant in

the characteristics of fruit and seed. Their remarkable diversity and ex-

tensive evolution is in the structure of the flower, which obviously repre-

sents a series of adaptations to cross pollination by insects. In this factor

we see the principal difference between the floor of the temperate forests

and the upper stories of the rain forest in the tropics. The former is poor,

the latter very rich in species of insects; and many of these insect groups

may still be actively evolving new species and genera. So while the secular

environment of the rain forest epiphytes is remarkably constant, their

biological environment has been and may still be undergoing considerable

changes, which continually call forth new adaptive evolution in their

flowers. The epiphytic bromeliads are much less rich in species than the

orchids, but they include at least as many different types of vegetative

habit. But since related species of the rain forest habitat are usually very

similar in habit and fruits, differing mainly in characteristics of the
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flowers, the selection pressures producing these species have probably

been similar to those acting in the orchids. In the parasitic mistletoes

( Loranthaceae
)
of the tropics, seed dispersal as well as cross pollination

is effected by insects. This family is remarkably diversified and shows

evidence of active evolution in Recent times in the form of clusters of

related species inhabiting the same or adjacent areas.

In short, the epiphytic and parasitic herbs of tropical jungles appear

to be in an active state of evolution, or at least have been so in the not so

distant past. This evolution has consisted principally in the elaboration of

mechanisms for pollination and seed dispersal. Thus the evolutionary

significance of these groups, already recognized by Darwin, will be among
the greatest in the plant kingdom if we can obtain a more complete picture

of their ecology and cytogenetics. They deserve careful study by modern

methods.

In the herbs of savanna and other dry areas, as well as in the arctic-

alpine vegetation, rapid evolution has been associated with the great

climatic changes which have taken place in these regions since the middle

of the Tertiary period. It has chiefly consisted of the perfection of

various adaptations to life under these conditions, but has been greatly

aided and diversified by the alternate isolation and reunion of populations

which have resulted from the climatic changes. But not all groups of herbs

and shrubs subjected to these conditions have evolved equally rapidly.

The two major factors which have brought about this unequal response

to the same climatic and edaphic changes have been on the one hand the

length of generation and on the other the presence or potential develop-

ment of adaptations to dry conditions. Rapidly developing plants, either

annuals or perennials which could become annuals with relatively little

genetic change, have been consistently favored and stimulated to rapid

evolution. Among plants with slower growth and long life cycles,

xerophytes or potential xerophytes have evolved extensively, and meso-

phytes have been relatively static. It is no accident that the modem genera

richest in local, endemic, recently evolved species should be such types as

Eriogonum, LupinuSy Astragalus, Euphorbia, Salvia, Crepis, Senecio,

Stipa, Eragrostis, Andropogon, and Allium, all of which have marked
adaptations for life under dry conditions. And it is also according to

expectation that primarily mesophytic genera like Aquilegia, Ranunculus,

Saxifraga, Rumex, Viola, Pedicularis, Campanula, Carex, and Juncus

should be represented in the drier areas by relatively few but usually

common and widespread species, and that they should possess distribution

patterns suggestive of recent active evolution in montane and alpine

regions.

We can therefore suggest that when the environment is changing, plants

preadapted or potentially preadapted in the direction of the change will
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evolve rapidly and become rich in genera and species, while groups in

which the primary adaptive norm is in the direction of the conditions that

are disappearing will remain relatively static and will decrease in num-

bers. This may explain the two examples given above of difierential rates

of evolution between groups inhabiting the same territory during the same

period. In the North American Great Plains during the Miocene and

Pliocene epochs the climate was gradually becoming drier. Under these

conditions the genus Celtis, which is essentially a mesophyte, remained

static, but the Stipeae, whose seeds are admirably adapted to dry condi-

tions, progressed rapidly. In California during the Pliocene and Pleisto-

cene epochs the genus Quercus evolved little or not at all while

Arctostaphylos and Ceanothus, both of which are woody and have gener-

ations as long as or at least not much shorter than those in the oaks, evolved

much more rapidly. This might be explained by the fact that the acorns of

the oaks are short lived and need a certain amount of moisture con-

tinuously for germination, while the seeds and seedlings of Arctostaphylos

and many species of Ceanothus tend to be much more drought resistant.

Hence a much greater diversity of genetic types can become established

in the two latter genera than in the former, giving the species populations

greater opportunities for ‘exploring” new adaptive peaks. The same is

very likely true of such xerophytic woody genera as Atriplex, Acacia,

Eucalyptus, and Artemisia, all of which have been actively evolving in

geologically recent times.

One factor of the organism-environment relationship is of particular

significance when we compare the rates of evolution in plants with those

in animals, as well as in comparisons between the higher and lower plants.

This is the relation between the evolving population and the other types

of organisms surrounding it or, as Shmalgausen (1946, p. 353) has ex-

pressed it, the position of the organism in the hierarchy of nutrition. The
lowest position in this hierarchy is occupied by small organisms which

have no defense against aggressors except rapidity of reproduction. Since

in these organisms elimination is largely non-selective, they will tend to

have the slowest rates of evolution. The largest proportion of such organ-

isms is in the fauna and flora of plankton, and Shmalgausen has given

several examples of extreme evolutionary conservatism in plankton organ-

isms. Entirely in accord with this hypothesis is the fact that the most

primitive of nuclear organisms, the euglenoids and volvocales, are plank-

ton organisms. Similar small defenceless organisms are the bacteria and
fungi, and there is every reason to believe that the non-parasitic members
of these groups have been relatively conservative in their evolution.

The next lowest position in the hierarchy of nutrition is occupied by
those organisms with purely passive forms of protection. All sedentary

organisms, but particularly those with heavy armor, are in this category,
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which includes almost the entire plant kingdom. This, according to

Shmalgausen, is the reason for the fact that plants have in general

evolved more slowly than animals, particularly vertebrates. It is in the

latter group that we find most of the organisms in the two highest posi-

tions of the hierarchy of nutrition, namely those that escape from agres-

sors by their activity, and those that are themselves predators, competing

with each other for their food.

Since nearly all plants are placed by this scheme in the same category,

differential rates of evolution within the plant kingdom can only be

explained if the concepts of Shmalgausen are amplified, and two facts

about plants suggest how this amplification can be made. In the first

place, different groups of plants differ widely in the extent of their de-

mands on the environment. We can therefore postulate that evolution

will be slowest in those organisms which demand relatively little of their

environment, and progressively more rapid as the minimum requirements

for existence become greater and greater. In particular, small plants make
fewer demands on their environment than large ones. They require less

mineral nutrition and often less light, while their problems of support and

conduction are less. We should therefore expect a positive correlation

between plant size and rate of evolutionary specialization in vegetative

characteristics, a tendency which Watson (in this volume) has emphasized

in vertebrate animals. This agrees with the fact that the most primitive and

probably slowest in evolution of plant groups are the blue-green algae,

green algae, certain fungi, and lichens. The modern representatives of

the most primitive groups of vascular plants, which are certainly brady-

telic lines, are all smaller than their extinct Paleozoic relatives. Such

plants are Psilotum, Lycopodium, Equisetum, and Botrychium, The annual

species of seed plants might be considered exceptions to this rule, but in

these plants evolution of vegetative characteristics has lagged behind that

of the reproductive structures, and such evolution as occurred in leaves

and stems has been chiefly simplification rather than elaboration of parts.

Furthermore, aquatic plants have their demands more easily fulfilled than

those of dry land, hence we should expect slower evolution in water than

on land. This is in general true, as far as can be judged, pf higher as well

as lower plants.

A second and more important amplification of Shmalgausen's concepts

is based on the fact that in the sedentary plants problems connected with

reproduction and dispersal are far more important than those involved in

maintenance. The primary differences between plant groups at nearly

every level—phyla, classes, orders, families, and genera—are in the repro-

ductive organs. The selective value of these differences lies in the ecology

of their reproduction. We can therefore recognize in plants a hierarchy of

reproduction containing three levels comparable to the four established by
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Shmalgausen for the hierarchy of nutrition. The lowest is that in which

success in reproduction depends entirely on numbers. In respect to

fertilization, this stage is represented by plants which make use of passive

agents like wind and water and therefore produce huge numbers of male

gametes or gametophytes. As regards the other critical stage of plant

reproduction, namely dissemination of seeds, spores, or other propagules,

the lowest stage is represented in plants which again rely on wind or

water for this process, and in addition possess no protective devices either

for these propagules or for the young plants derived from them, but

merely produce huge numbers of seeds or spores. The second level in the

scale of reproduction is that in which passive protection of propagules is

emphasized. To this level belong all plants with tough resistant seeds or

spores. In addition we might classify here plants which because of the

extreme longevity and resistance to disease or other enemies of the mature

individual, or because of efficient vegetative reproduction, have relatively

little need for reproduction by the sexual method. The highest level is

represented by plants which make active use of other organisms, par-

ticularly animals, for either fertilization, dissemination of propagules, or

both.

In this reproductive scale the lowest position among land plants is

occupied by homosporoiis types, in which successful dissemination of

propagules depends entirely on the great numbers released and on the

passive agency of the wind. Here we find the bradytelic genera of

vascular plants mentioned above {Psilotum, Botrxjchium, etc.). Among
seed plants the conifers, which early developed efficient methods of wind

dispersal for both pollen and seeds, have been the most successful of the

bradytelic lines. Even in the angiosperms the evolution of floral parts

which produce large numbers of either pollen grains or seeds has been

followed by slow evolution in these structures. The stamens have in gen-

eral shown less evolutionary progress than other parts of the flower, and

they have been particularly constant in wind-poUinated groups like the

grasses and sedges. Many-seeded capsules show much less evolutionary

differentiation in the groups in which they occur than do achenes, nuts,

or other few-seeded types of fruits.

The middle position in the reproductive scale is occupied by the more
advanced thallophytes with oogamy and resistant resting spores, and
by a considerable proportion of seed plants, while in the highest position

are the angiosperms which are cross-pollinated by insects and have fruits

adapted to dispersal by animals. In the latter a high selective value is

placed on devices for attracting animals or for promoting the transport

of pollen and seeds. Since diversity among animals is much greater Aan
among climatic and edaphic conditions, many more adaptive gene com-
binations are possible in plants which rely on animals for their vital
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reproductive functions. We should expect, therefore, to find the most rapid

evolutionary rates and the greatest diversity of adaptive devices in plants

which are either insect pollinated, or have methods of seed dispersal by
animals, or both. This explains to a large extent the evolutionary diversity

and plasticity of such families as the Leguminosae, Malvaceae, Labiatae,

Compositae, Gramineae, and Orchidaceae. It explains also the fact that

this diversity has affected principally or entirely the organs involved in

the dispersal by animals. Thus in the Orchidaceae and Asclepiadaceae

pollination is by insects but seed dispersal by wind, hence the perianth

is very diverse and specialized but the capsule uniform and relatively un-

specialized. In the Gramineae, on the other hand, pollination is by wind

but seed dispersal usually by animals. In grasses, therefore, the floral

structures connected with anthesis, namely the palea, lodicules, and

anthers, are very constant, and the great diversity and evolutionary

specialization is found in the floral and inflorescence structures connected

with seed dispersal.

The present discussion can be summarized in the form of the following

hypothesis. Rates of evolution are determined primarily by the relation

between the evolving population and its environment, and secondarily

by forces inherent in the population itself. If all of the selective environ-

mental forces acting on the population are constant, evolution will slow

down until it stops at a level which represents the attainment in the

population as a whole of the set of gene combinations which gives it the

best adaptation to the environment that is possible on the basis of its

fundamental structure and mode of life. This evolutionary stability is a

stable equilibrium, in which new mutations and gene combinations are

constantly entering into the population and are being removed from it

by selection.

If the environment changes, the rate of evolutionary alteration of

morphological and physiological characteristics in response to this change

will depend on a number of factors, of which the principal ones are:

1. The amount of genetic variability in the population in terms of

heterozygosity of individuals and genetic differences between actually or

potentially interbreeding races.

2. The structure of the population, whether large or small, and whether

continuous and panmictic or subdivided into partly isolated subpopula-

tions (Wright, this volume).

3. The nature of the adaptation of the population to its environment,

whether generalized or specialized, and whether typical or extreme in

relation to the adaptive norm for the group to which the population

belongs. The more general is the initial adaptation, and the less it depends
on structures that are divergent or aberrant in relation to the character-

istics of the group to which the population belongs, the greater are the

evolutionary possibilities.
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4. The ease or difficulty, determined by the number and extent of the

genetic changes needed, of adaptation in the direction of the changing

environment. If the environmental change produces a new series of un-

occupied ecological niches, then that group of organisms which possesses

characteristics most nearly adapting them to those conditions will expand

and become diversified in these unsaturated environments.

5. The position of the organism in the hierarchy of nutrition; the higher

the position the more rapid and extensive the evolutionary change.

6. The position of the organism in the hierarchy of reproductive

adaptations.

7. The intrinsic mutation rate.

The various points of this hypothesis can be tested on a variety of

organisms, both plant and animal, by both observation and experimenta-

tion, as well as by gathering significant data from available literature. If

they are conect, then an intimate study of any group of organisms in

relation to these points should enable us to determine their evolutionary

possibilities and to accelerate greatly their rate of evolution, provided that

the group can be handled experimentally. As Haldane has stated else-

where in this volume, the eventual control of evolution by man is not an

impossible goal.
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RATES OF EVOLUTION IN TAENIODONTS

BY BRYAN PATTERSON^

The Taeniodonta are an order of mammals confined to North America and

known to have ranged in time from the earliest Paleocene to the later

Eocene, a span of approximately 33 million years. Once strongly suspected

of close relationships with the Edentata, they are now regarded as an

isolated group, probably derived from unknown Cretaceous insectivores.

The order includes but one family, the Stylinodontidae, divided into two

subfamilies, the Stylinodontinae and the Conoryctinae. Stylinodontines

occur in all of the major divisions, or provincial ages, of the Paleocene—

Puercan, Torrejonian and Tiffanian^—and in the Wasatchian, Bridgerian,

and Uintan, which together constitute the greater part of the American

continental Eocene, as currently recognized. Conoryctines, except for one

poorly preserved fragment from an Early Tiffanian horizon, are confined

to the Puercan and Torrejonian.

Five genera are included in the Stylinodontinae: Wortmania of the

Puercan, Psittacotherium of the Torrejonian, Lampadophorus of the Tif-

fanian, Ectoganus of the Early and Middle Wasatchian, and Stylinodon

of the Late Wasatchian to Uintan. Fragmentary evidence (Gazin, 1941)

indicates that a form intermediate between Wortmania and Psittacothe-

rium occurs in the Dragon, Early Torrejonian, local fauna. Stylinodon is

found in deposits of three successive provincial ages; it is quite possible

that more than one genus may be distinguished in the future within this

time span, but the specimens now known are, for the most part, not

directly comparable and are really inadequate to prove even a specific

difference between the earliest and the latest representatives.

These genera appear to form a direct phyletic series. Indeed, Wortman,
an earlier student of the group, enthusiastically claimed that they consti-

tute . . as complete and perfect a phylum as has ever been deciphered

within the whole range of paleontology." This was a somewhat sweeping

1 Curator of Fossil Mammals, Chicago Natural History Museum.
2 The standard work on the North American continental Tertiary (Wood et al.,

1941) recognizes two additional Paleocene provincial ages: the Dragonian (post-

Puercan and pre-Torrejonian ) , and the Clarktorkian ( post-Tiffanian ) . Further study
of the “Dragonian” by Gazin ( 1941 ) has demonstrated, however, that there are

two local faunas of this supposed age; one, the Wagonroad, slightly later than the

typical Puerco; the other, me Dragon proper, somewhat earlier than the typical

Torrejon. Analysis of the post-Torrejonian Paleocene faunas fails to demonstrate a

clear-cut division that would warrant recognition of more than one provincial age. For
these reasons, Dragonian and Clarkforkian are not used here.
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statement, considering what was even then known of the horse sequence,

but it was by no means completely unjustified. Although poorly docu-

mented in comparison with such records as those of the horses, titan-

otheres, camels, and proboscideans, stylinodontine history nevertheless

does provide the longest and most complete direct phylogeny that dates

from the beginning of the Age of Mammals. The evolutionary trends in

the group, particularly as expressed in the dentition, may be interpreted

and indeed seem explicable only in terms of rather recent and, for the

most part, entirely independent work carried out by several geneticists,

anatomists, and paleontologists. The very paucity of the documentary

evidence is in itself interesting, as it suggests, however tentatively, that

in this group the sizes of successive populations were at most medium
rather than large. Any information bearing on the rates of evolution in

such populations is a desideratum in paleontology. That the record of

these populations should demonstrate part of a series of quantum steps in

evolution is a fortunate circumstance that considerably enhances the

interest attached to it.

The three known genera of the Conoryctm2Le—Onychodectes of the

Puercan and Conoryctella of the earlier and Conoryctes of the later Tor-

rejonian—also appear to form a direct ancestral series. Their less spectac-

ular evolution provides an interesting and instructive contrast to that of

their more remarkable relatives.

In order to provide an adequate background for the discussion that fol-

lows, it will first be necessary to present some description of the trends

observed. This has been summarized from a more extended account of

these animals that will be published elsewhere ( Patterson, in press )

.

I am indebted to Mr. D. Dwight Davis for access to a manuscript of his

paper that appears in this volume, and to him and to Mr. Robert F. Inger

for critical comments. The figures are by Mr. John Conrad Hansen, based

in part on preliminary sketches by me.

Evolutionary Trends in the Stylinodontinae

Dentition

Reference to Figures 1 and 2 will reveal that knowledge of the denti-

tion is not complete. The upper teeth are somewhat better known than

the lower; the cusps of the cheek teeth of Wortmania are unfortunately

not fully revealed by the specimens so far discovered; certain teeth are

unknown in this form, in Lampadophorus, and in Stylinodon^ and no
unworn crown of the latter has yet come to light. Nevertheless, the broad

outlines of the trends followed are quite clear, and there is an amount
of information available on details that might not readily be apparent to

one unaccustomed to dealing with paleontological evidence.
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Wortmania diflEered from the conoryctine genera in two conspicuous

dental features: the number of incisors had been reduced to one on each

side above and below, and the canines were markedly larger. These are

diagnostic characters for the subfamily, which was thus distinguished,

although not by any means fully differentiated, at the time of first ap-

pearance in the record. Another diagnostic character, the structure of the

claws, was almost fully expressed (see p. 254). The canines, in addition

to being absolutely larger, were relatively larger in comparison with the

other teeth, and the same is true of the incisors.® They showed some indica-

tions of a posterior buttress and were completely invested by enamel.

Figure 1. Left upper dentition of a, Wortmania otariidens; b, Psittacotherium multifragum;

c, Lampadophorus expectatus; d, Ectoganus gliriformis; and e, Stylinodon sp. X 1/2. Outlines

represent alveoli, c and e from single specimens in Chicago Natural History Museum; a, b and
D composite drawings from specimens in the American Museum of Natural History and the

United States National Museum. In b and d, worn canines and incisors have been combined
with unworn cheek teeth in order to bring out the more important characteristics of each; such

a combination would not have occurred in nature.

® Owing to the small number and fragmentary condition of the known specimens, it

is impossible to obtain adequate quantitative data in support of statements such as

this. They are of necessity based on observation, but every effort has been made to

keep them as objective as possible.
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Tiffanian

Figure 2. Skulls of a, Onychodectes tisonensis; b, Conoryctes comma; c, Wortmania;

D, Fsittacotherium; e, Ectoganus; and f, Stylinodon, X 1/5. Lampadophorus is too poorly known
for inclusion, a and b slightly modified from Matthew; c-f composite drawings based upon
specimens in the American Museum of Natural History, Chicago Natural History Museum,
United States National Museum, and Yale Peabody Museum of Natural History. TTie dashed

lines indicate phylogeny.
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although this was thin on their posterior faces and rapidly worn off.^

Crown structure in the molars is unfortunately not fully known; rather

well worn specimens show that there was a large internal cusp (proto-

cone) and suggest that a small postero-external cusp (metacone) was

present in addition to the larger antero-external one (paracone). A
cingulum ran from the protocone around the external part of the tooth.

j^i -2 ^^3 jg unknown) were three-rooted; the roots were very long and

well separated, the internal being stouter and rather longer than the two

external. The enamel extended a little farther up over the internal root

than over the external ones. From this last character it may be inferred

that the upper molars resembled those of the conoryctines, although to a

lesser degree, in having the inner portion of each crown somewhat higher

than the outer. Such an arrangement indicates an outrolling of the tooth

in the course of eruption and abrasion; this or the reverse, inrolling, are

not uncommon phenomena among the Mammalia. The opposing lower

teeth tend to roll in an opposite direction, although the action is usually

by no means as strikingly apparent. Inheritance of this character by

Wortmania was of significance in the later evolution of the group, as will

appear. The premolars were essentially bicuspid, the inner cusps, and also

each tooth as a whole, progressively increasing in size posteriorly. All the

lower and the first two upper premolars were single rooted; the lower

appear to have been implanted transversely.

The subsequent history of the canines in the subfamily is remarkable.

Psittacotherium shows a great advance over Wortmania in the structure of

these teeth, being indeed closer in this respect to the terminal members of

the series than to its predecessor. The enamel was limited to the anterior

half of the tooth, which, because of the presence of this resistant substance,

was at a higher level than the posterior flat, enamel-free portion, the

equivalent of the incipient buttress in Wortmania. The canines thus be-

came in effect double-action tools, the anterior portions capable of cutting

and the posterior of grinding, a combination that long ago attracted Cope's

attention (1884, pp. 190-195), and to which there is, to the best of my
knowledge, no exact parallel among the rest of the Mammalia. In compar-

ison with Wortmania, these teeth were enormously lengthened, the base

of the root of the upper carried, in young animals, back to a point medial

to the orbit and that of the lower well down into the symphysis of the

mandible; the enamel extended over more than half of their lengths. Al-

though not of fully persistent growth, they, or rather the enamel bands

they bore, were evidently long enough to have maintained the peculiar

shapes of the occlusal surfaces until well on in their bearers' lives. Per-

sistent growth of the canines, including the enamel bands, appears to have

* Of the three specimens of this tooth known to me, one, an upper, shows the

complete investment.
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been attained before the stage represented by Lampadophorus of the Tif-

fanian. About the only change in crown pattern that occurred from Tor-

rejonian to Uintan was a progressive narrowing of the posterior portion

and apparently a slight relative increase in total size.

The premaxillary bone seems to have been peculiarly liable to post-

mortem breakage in this group; at any rate the tooth-bearing part of it is

hardly ever preserved. In consequence, the history of the upper incisors

is rather poorly known. Such clues as are available indicate a close parallel

to that of the canines, namely confinement of the enamel to the anterior

faces and great increase in length by Torrejonian, succeeded by attain-

ment of the rootless condition by Early Wasatchian if not Tiffanian. The
muzzle in all stylinodontines was wide, the canines were set widely apart

and the upper incisors were separated from them and perhaps from each

other as well. The lower incisors followed a rather different course and

one difficult to interpret. In Wortmania and Psittacotherium, they were

comparable in size with their fellows of the upper series, whereas in

Ectoganus and Stylinodon, they were reduced in size, apparently had no

persistent enamel, were displaced posteriorly to a position medial to the

posterior portions of the canines, and abraded during life in a curiously

rounded way. Yet they appear to have been rootless.

As stated above, the crown structure of unworn molars is not known in

Wortmania. Psittacotherium had short wide teeth in the upper series,

consisting of a large paracone, a much smaller metacone, and a large

protocone. The latter was connected to the bases of the external cusps by
low ridges, remnants of the cingulum seen in Wortmania, that exhibited

a tendency toward the development of small cuspules on their rims. The
first of the series (M^) appears to have been the peak tooth, certain

characters, e.g. size of the metacone, decreasing posteriorly from it. The
lower molars consisted of two parallel, transversely aligned crests formed

from four cusps—the antero-external and -internal (proto- and metaconid)

and the postero-external and -internal (hypo- and entoconid). The ridges

connecting these cusps also show a tendency to develop cuspules. These

structural details were largely confined to the tips of the crowns, becoming
obscured by only a moderate amount of wear. The roots were coalesced

to a considerable extent. The enamel extended, in the form of an incipient

band, farther upward on the internal than on the external faces of the

upper molars, and farther downward on the external than on the internal

faces of the lowers.

The ensuing history of the molars is not completely known, although

its main features are clear enough. The crowns of the upper teeth became
longer antero-posteriorly relative to their widths. Advances in crown
complication took place, but remained limited to the superficial part of

the crown. The metacones became enlarged, a postero-internal cusp (the
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hypocone) came into existence,® the transverse ridges moved apart, the

central valley enlarged in consequence and there was a very considerable

further development of cuspules, not only on the rims of the lophs but also

on the slopes of the cones. Less information is available on the lower

molars; about all that can be said concerning their crown structure is that

in the development of cuspules they fully kept pace with the upper

molars. The roots of both uppers and lowers underwent a very consider-

able amount of change. Those of Lampadophorus were longer than those

of Psittacotherium and almost entirely coalesced, the relation of tooth to

alveolus being that of a peg to its socket. Those of Ectoganus, in turn,

were completely coalesced and longer still, unworn teeth being ap-

proximately as deep as in the succeeding Stylinodon. This terminal mem-
ber of the series had rootless cheek teeth, the change from the rooted to

the rootless condition clearly having taken place within Wasatchian time.

A comparable amount of change occurred in the distribution of enamel.

Lampadophorus differed only slightly from Psittacotherium; the bands of

enamel on the internal faces of the upper and the external of the lower

extended a little farther, and in one species two prongs at the bases of the

enamel on the opposite faces represented the beginnings of a second band.

Psittacotherium was evidently still in the outrolling ( upper
)
and inrolling

(lower) stages of molar eruption and abrasion, and, indeed, appears to

have increased this tendency beyond the stage seen in Wortmania. In

Ectoganus, the first band extended well toward the extremities of the

roots, the second, spearheaded in its advance by prongs such as those

seen in Lampadophorus, for a somewhat shorter distance. No trace of

rolling eruption persisted, this earlier trend being completely reversed.

Enamel on the anterior and posterior faces did not lengthen. At a certain

stage of wear, therefore, these teeth are almost identical in pattern with

those of Stylinodon (cf. Figs. IE, 3E), in which both bands were of per-

sistent growth. As already stated, no unworn tooth of Stylinodon is

known. There can be little doubt, however, that the crown in the molars

was originally entirely invested by enamel. The continuously growing

molars of Stylinodon convey, at first glance, the impression of a con-

siderable difference between this form and its immediate predecessor.

Actually, however, an advance as great, if not greater, in development of

enamel bands took place between Lampadophorus and Ectoganus than

between the latter and Stylinodon (Fig. 3). When a series of quantitative

steps leads to a qualitative change, attention is very likely to be focused

on the latter rather than upon the stages in the former.

Starting from the rather simple conditions seen in Wortmania, the pre-

molars evolved in different directions, the history of the first and second

® This cusp may have been present in rudimentary form in Psittacotherium, but
known specimens are too worn for certainty on this point.
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contrasting quite sharply with that of the third and fourth. In the first

two the crown pattern remained simple, never consisting of more than two

cusps—the external paracone and paraconid and the internal protocone

and metaconid.® In and Pj, the external cusp was elongated antero-

posteriorly to form an external ridge that became progressively longer in

succeeding genera. P% in at least one specimen of Psittacotherium, had a

posterior ridge connecting the protocone to the base of the paracone and

bearing one or more cuspules. This tendency appears to have been

eliminated in later forms; there is no trace of it in Ectoganus. The roots

so far as can be determined from the evidence, were never divided. In

Psittacotherium and possibly in Lampadophorus the root of the first was

shorter than that of the second, and also those of the third and fourth, but

by the stage represented by Ectoganus it had become longer than that of

any of the other cheek teeth. P- and Po (later P^ and P^) were longer

rooted than P^*^ and P^.^, and these in turn were longer rooted than the

molars. The enamel, even in Psittacotherium, extended much farther up

on the external sides of P^ and P^ than on the internal sides, where this

F

Figure 3. Posterior left upper cheek teeth of a, Wortmania; b, Psittacotherium; c, Lampado-
phorus; and d, Ectoganus. e, crown view of upper molar of Ectoganus after the tooth has

been worn beyond the complete enamel investment ( cf . Stylinodon, Fig. 1, e). X 1/1. F, hypo-
thetical illustration of interlocking chisel edges that would have resulted from unequal growth
of external and internal enamel bands on the molars.

® The homology of this cusp is not quite clear.
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substance did not become involved in the increasing hypsodonty of the

tooth as a whole and was therefore rapidly abraded away. The combina-

tion of these trends culminated, in Stylinodon, in first premolars that were

essentially thin, antero-posteriorly elongated, cutting edges molded around

the canines and complementary in function to them. and Pg did not

elongate antero-posteriorly and the enamel on the internal sides was con-

siderably more extensive. Nevertheless, if we may judge from one speci-

men of Stylinodon, the internal enamel of this latest member of the group

did not participate in the complete hypsodonty of the tooth but became

worn off during life. The evolutionary history of the external and internal

enamel bands of P^'^ was thus very different from that of the molars.

The third and fourth premolars had a history that rather closely

resembled that of the molars. Progressive changes in root structure, ex-

ternal and internal enamel bands and increasing length were almost ex-

actly comparable. Changes in crown structure were also comparable, up

to a point. P®'^ of Psittacotherium resembled the molars in the possession

of ridges connecting the protocone to the anterior and posterior sides of

the base of the paracone, and differed from them in the absence of

metacones and in the lesser development of cuspules on the ridges. The
corresponding teeth of Lampadophorus possessed small metacones and

numerous cuspules on the ridges, being essentially comparable therefore

to the molars of Psittacotherium, No advance was registered between

Lampadophorus and EctoganuSy P^*^ in the two agreeing almost cusp for

cusp and groove for groove. This is a striking example of evolutionary

stagnation, especially in view of the fact that the molars of Ectoganus

( and, very probably, Lampadophorus to a somewhat lesser degree
)
had

well developed metacones and separate hypocones. Unworn crowns are

unfortunately unknown in Stylinodon. The lower teeth followed a similar

course. The posterior portion, or talonid, was incipiently developed on P4

in Psittacotherium; cuspules have not been observed, although no entirely

unworn teeth are known. The talonid of Lampadophorus was almost as

large as that of the molars on Pg as well as on P4; both it and the trigonid

bore cuspules, but an entoconid was not developed to any extent. Ecto-

ganus was practically indistinguishable from its predecessor as far as

the crowns of these teeth were concerned.

There was a decided change in the size gradient of the cheek teeth. In

Wortmania, and Mj.g appear to have been the peak teeth, the sizes

of the others diminishing away from them. The peak shifted anteriorly in

the succeeding genera, until, in Stylinodony there was an antero-posterior

gradient away from P^ and Pj. Cement on the cheek teeth first appeared

definitely in Lampadophorus^ and was well developed in the later forms.

^ There is a trace of it on a specimen of Psittacotherium.
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It was deposited mainly on the enamel-free anterior and posterior sides

of the cheek teeth and to a lesser extent on the canines and incisors.

Skull

The skull is imperfectly known in all the genera here discussed.

Available specimens are, with one exception, incomplete, and are often

badly crushed. The figures given here (Figure 2) are restorations, each

based on more than one individual, with allowance made for distortion.

It is to be hoped that they are not too wide of the mark. Knowledge of

the mandible is in a more satisfactory state, as may be seen.

Wortmania had a skull that was still of a rather primitive stamp, but

which nevertheless clearly foreshadowed, especially in the short face and

massive jaw, the profound changes that took place in its descendants.

In succeeding forms the face became even shorter, not by an overall

reduction, but rather through a continued shortening of the pre-

maxillaries. The zygomatic arches were rounded and relatively heavy

by the Psittacotherium stage, and appear to have maintained a fairly

constant relationship to total skull size thereafter. The occiput is un-

fortunately unknown in earlier genera. In the later, it was very high,

triangular, and extremely broad at the base, the width in Stylinodon

being equal to about three-fourths of the total skull length. What is

known of the cranial roof in earlier forms suggests that there was a

progressive increase in height and width of the occiput within the phylum.

Increasing height of the occiput, of course, progressed hand in hand with

larger and larger temporal fossae, more prominent sagittal crests, stouter

coronoid processes of the mandibles, and greater areas for origin and

insertion of the temporal muscles. It will be noted from Figure 2 that

there was an apparent decrease, or rather failure to increase proportion-

ately, in the sizes of the orbits. This may possibly have been associated

with increase of the canines, which pushed back between and partly above

them.

In the mandibles the symphysis became progressively more massive,

deepening and lengthening to accommodate the increasing canines, and
the coronoid processes became longer antero-posteriorly, stouter and
more vertical with respect to the horizontal ramus. One curious feature

that persisted throughout the evolutionary history from Psittacotherium on
was the presence of a conspicuous pit that extended forward into the

posterior part of the symphysis at the level of the posterior premolars.

This pit underwent an increase in depth pari passu with the increase in

length of the symphysis. It may be interpreted as indicating the place of

origin of the genioglossus muscle of the tongue, evidently a highly im-

portant organ in this group. The pit maintained its original position on
the symphysis, the bone growing back beyond it. The condyle was
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wide and moderately convex, the articular surface extending over to

face posteriorly as well as dorsally in all forms. The glenoid cavity was

correspondingly wide, almost flat, and with only a bare indication of a

post-glenoid process. The whole permitted a wide gape and some lateral

movement, but very little antero-posterior movement. The latter mu5t
have been limited, in any case, by the closely interlocking canines, the

former facilitated by the gaps between canines and incisors. The angle

increased progressively in size.

Post-cranial Skeleton

Exceedingly little is known of the history of most parts of the post-

cranial skeleton. Fragments included in one specimen usually represent

different parts from those included in another, or are so crushed as to

prevent profitable comparison. As a result, knowledge is really limited to

the anterior extremity and especially to the fore foot. The manus is

partially known in Psittacotherium and Stylinodon (Fig. 4, B and C). A
considerable amount of change took place between the two. The lunar

widened distally to rest upon the entire proximal surface of the enlarged

magnum. The centrale was displaced medially and certainly reduced, if

not eliminated entirely. The third metacarpal no longer rested partly upon

the fourth and had lost its contacts with the unciform and trapezoid.®

Judging from the size of the facet on the unciform, the fifth metacarpal

became greatly reduced in size, and this was very probably true of the

Figure 4. Right manus of a, Onychodectes tisonensis, X S/4; b, Psittacotherium multifragum,

X 1/2; and c, Stylinodor^ mirus, X 1/5. a and b from Matthew (b slightly modified), c from
specimen in Yale Peabody Museum of Natural History.

® So far as can be seen in the only known specimen of the manus of Stylinodon,

now mounted in a plaster block.
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first also. Reduction of the lateral and medial digits in Onychodectes

(Fig. 4A) suggests that this was a trend inherited from the common
ancestry of both phyla. The fifth metatarsal of Stylinodon was similarly

reduced, to judge from the facet on the cuboid. The ungual phalanges

were large, laterally compressed claws. The few foot bones of Wortmania

that have been found fortunately include an ungual. This reveals that in

this character, as in the size of the canine, Wortmania stood in sharp

contrast to Onychodectes, in which the unguals were small and pointed.

As will be discussed, early acquisition of compressed claws and enlarged

canines appears largely to have determined the course of stylinodontine

history.

Interpretation of Stylinodontine Trends

More than half a century ago, Bateson ( 1892, 1894) advanced the view

that teeth should be regarded as a system rather than as single units. This

suggestion received scant attention until Butler commenced a series of

studies (1937, 1939a, 1939b, 1941, 1946) that has gone far toward estab-

lishing its validity. Butler ( 1939a ) regarded the dentition as a morpho-

genetic field with an antero-posterior axis, characterized in the Mam-
malia by regions of incisivation, caninisation, and molarisation. Within

each region the characteristic features are most strongly expressed in one

area or peak, i.e. one or more teeth, decreasing in degree of expression

away from it. The regions may extend, shift, or concentrate their in-

fluence in the course of evolution, and may follow independent evolution-

ary trends. Butler has adduced much observational evidence in support

of this view, which is in itself in accord with and was inspired by work

carried out by embryologists. Dahlberg (1945) has applied the concept

to the human dentition, but thus far no phyletic sequence of considerable

duration and reasonable completeness has been interpreted in terms of it.

Such an attempt is made here, with results that, to me at least, are most

illuminating.

Tooth history in the Styhnodontinae is hardly understandable except

as a resultant of the interaction of gene changes that exerted a regional

effect upon the developmental field represented by the dentition as a

whole. Characters appearing first in the caninisation or in the molarisation

region spread through the field, the degrees of their phenotypic expres-

sion depending in part upon the structure of the various teeth in the series

(which, once established, they in turn affected), in part upon time of

appearance in ontogeny, and therefore, in the final analysis, upon selec-

tion affecting the processes of growth through action on the end products.

The predominant characters manifested in the caninisation region were in-

crease in size, enlargement in the transverse diameter, restriction of

enamel to the anterior ( external ) face and acquisition of persistent growth
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in which the enamel band was included. Those in the molarisation region

were increasing complexity of crown structure, enlargement in the antero-

posterior diameter, and rolling eruption, which involved the lengthening

of the enamel on the internal (upper) and external (lower) sides of the

teeth. The interaction of the two may clearly be observed in the premolars.

Wortmania displayed the contrast between the two regions character-

istic of the Mammalia generally. The cheek teeth exhibited the usual

gradient in size and complexity of structure to and from the peak molar.

Significantly, however, the canines were enlarged relative to the cheek

teeth and the incisors were included in this tendency. Thenceforward, the

region of incisivation was subordinated to that of caninisation, the upper

incisors evolving in harmony with the canines, the lower undergoing re-

duction in the later stages of their history.

As already noted, the very rapid advance in the evolution of the canines

that took place between the stages represented by Wortmania and Fsit-

tacotherium involved the acquisition of all caninisation characters except

development of the fully rootless condition. This advance was ac-

companied by an extension of the caninisation region posteriorly. The
anterior premolars, in particular, were caught up in this and, in

Psittacotherium, had become much enlarged and widened transversely,

thus beginning the reversal of the primitive size gradient in the cheek

teeth. Their roots had become longer, particularly those of and Pg,

which exceeded in length the roots of P®’^ and P3 .4 , as these in turn ex-

ceeded those of the molars. This last feature may be attributed in part to

extension of the caninisation region, specifically as regards the greater

length of the premolar as compared to molar roots, but it is probable that

increase in gross size of Psittacotherium over Wortmania also played a part

in the process (cf. Simpson, 1944, pp. 86-87). The relatively short roots

of P^ and Pi may be interpreted as a character associated with a trend in

the molarisation region toward reduction of these teeth inherited from

the common ancestry of the family as a whole. This trend evidently con-

tinued in the Conoryctinae, resulting in the apparent loss of P^ and the

great reduction of P^., in Conoryctes (Matthew, 1937, p. 251), but was
halted and then reversed in the Stylinodontinae by extension of the

caninisation region. At the stage represented by Psittacotherium the re-

versal was well under way, but all specializations of the earlier trend had
not yet been eliminated. The disposition of enamel on P^ and P^, and on

P^ and P2 to a much lesser extent, had begun to follow the canine pattern

of extension of the external band and curtailment of the growth of the

internal. The rapidity with which the two anterior premolars were af-

fected by the caninisation characters is explicable on the assumption that

these teeth were no longer a fully functional part of the molarisation

region, and therefore that no profound genetic disturbance was involved in
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their “transfer” from the one region to the other. The roots of P®-M^ and

Mj.g had begun to unite.^

The molarisation region was evolving concurrently and extending its

influence anteriorly. In Psittacotherium, cuspules had begun to appear on

the transverse ridges of and, presumably, on the crests of P^.^, and this

influence reached fleetingly to the posterior portion of P^, as is shown by

one individual. The enamel had extended farther up on the teeth, es-

pecially on the internal faces of the upper teeth and the external faces of

the lower. This resulted in part from further expression of the molarisa-

tion character of rolling eruption inherited from the common ancestry with

the Conoryctinae. The fact that these incipient enamel bands were

actually longer on the posterior premolars than on the molars indicates

that their extension was also in part a result of the increase in total length

discussed above and of the expansion of the crown into the root, de-

velopments that provided an increased area for enamel growth.

The stage represented by Lampadophorus is unfortunately poorly

known. There is evidence that the caninisation character of continuous

growth had been achieved in the canine. Almost all trace of separate

roots had been obliterated in the posterior upper premolars. These teeth

had become straighter, indicating that selection had brought about

reversal of the molarisation character of rolling eruption and initiated the

extension of caninisation influence to the molar region. Increase in the

total length of these teeth over the stage represented by Psittacotherium

was little if any greater than could be accounted for on the assumption of

association vidth increase in gross size; evidently caninisation was just

beginning to exert an influence in this direction. The molarisation region,

to judge from M®, had been affected by a change in growth that resulted

in a relative increase of the antero-posterior diameters of the molars. This

permitted a greater degree of phenotypic expression of the factor or

factors for metacone and for hypocone than was exhibited by the nar-

rower molars of Psittacotherium. The posterior premolars strongly sug-

gest that further cone development in the molars was directly associated

vdth the increase in width. These teeth had not been affected by the

relative increase in antero-posterior diameter and their metacones and
hypocones were rudimentary. In both ratio of antero-posterior to trans-

verse diameter and cone development they were closely comparable to

the molars of Psittacotherium. The molarisation character of cuspule

development continued to extend its influence forward, P®'* being almost

fully comparable, in this respect, to the molars.

By the Ectoganus stage, caninisation influence, now reinforced by

® Actually, the crowns appear to have expanded into and obliterated the individu-

ality of the roots (Fig. 3, A and B), possibly following upon concentration and
enlargement of the pu^) cavity.
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acquisition of continuous growth, had extended posteriorly to a conspic-

uous degree. The roots of and Pj had become longer than those of the

other cheek teeth; in fact, a tooth-length gradient decreasing posteriorly

from the canine had become established. The total lengths of all cheek

teeth had increased notably. This was not accompanied by any marked in-

crease in gross size of Ectoganus over Lampadophorus, and may, there-

fore, be attributed almost wholly to extension of the regional influence.

The external enamel bands of P^'^ and P^.g extended almost to the bases of

the roots. The internal bands of P^ and P^ were strictly limited in growth

and were rapidly worn off during life, resulting in teeth that, so far as

enamel distribution was concerned, were decidedly canine-like. These

teeth had increased very considerably in the antero-posterior diameter of

the external border; selection had made great progress over the stage seen

in Psittacotherium toward molding them into cutting adjuncts of the

canines. P^ and Pg had become the peak teeth in size. In structure they

had remained purely bicuspid, exhibiting no trace of the other cones,

cuspules, and ridges or crests that characterized the teeth posterior to

them. The specimen of Psittacotherium referred to above, in which a

posterior transverse ridge and one or more cuspules occurred on P^,

exemplifies an extension of molarisation influence, or rather its phenotypic

expression, that did not become established.

In the region of molarisation it would appear that relatively little change

in crown pattern had taken place. To judge from a comparison of M® in

Lampadophorus and Ectoganus^ some further accentuation of metacones

and hypocones appears to have occurred. As already noted, no change in

the crown structure of P®’* had taken place between the stages represented

by these two genera. Such stagnation suggests either that the molarisation

character of increase in antero-posterior diameter had been slow to extend

its influence to the replacement dentition (upper milk molars show that

it had affected the posterior deciduous teeth), or that caninisation in-

fluence leading to development of a crown that was short in the antero-

posterior diameter and long in the transverse had inhibited such growth.

Unworn posterior premolars of Stylinodon should settle the question;

meanwhile, the former alternative appears more probable.

The changes in the distribution of enamel on P® and Pg to M® and Mg
that took place between Lampadophorus and Ectoganus are of great

interest. The earlier molarisation character of rolling eruption had resulted

in a greater development of enamel on the internal faces of the upper

teeth and on the external faces of the lower. When continuing caninisa-

tion influence led to further increase in total tooth length and enamel

deposition, these areas had a head start, so to speak, toward the formation

of bands. The enamel on the opposite faces, however, almost at once

began to form bands also. The fost traces of these were the prongs met
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with in the species of Lampadophorus referred to above. By the Ectoganus

stage these prongs were not far behind the main band in their progress

toward the extremity of the root (Fig. 3D). Selection evidently operated

to keep the growths of opposite bands from becoming too uneven. Had
the internal bands in the upper teeth and the external in the lower seriously

outstripped their opposites, the result would have been the formation,

with wear, of opposing chisels, whose bevelled edges would have faced

externally in the upper teeth and internally in the lowers (Fig. 3f). Such

an arrangement would have made lateral chewing, a motion evidently

employed to some extent by these animals (see above), mechanically

inefficient, thus imposing a handicap upon them.

Before the final stage in the history of the group had been reached, the

caninisation character of persistent growth had spread throughout the

dentition. A size gradient that decreased posteriorly from the canine had

become established, and and had been completely transformed in

structure and function, bringing them into close harmony with the canines.

The entire dentition of Stylinodon conveys the impression of being a mere

appendage to the dominant canines, and the remnants of molarisation

influence—the more or less quadrangular molars and the presence of two

enamel bands—appear, in worn teeth, to be insignificant indeed. Such

remodeling of a nearly complete series to conform with the functioning

of one dominant tooth is without a close parallel among the rest of the

Mammalia.

This record of the action and interaction of gene-controlled ontogenetic

reactions upon a field provides an interesting illustration of the process

of homeosis at work over a long period of time.

It is evident that the canines were a controlling influence in the evolu-

tionary trends that were followed by the skull, as well as by the dentition.

The increase in depth and length of the symphysis and in the massiveness

of the mandible as a whole were obvious direct adjustments to enlarging

canines. Clearly associated, and evolving pari passu, were such changes as

increase in height and basal width of the occiput and enlargement of the

various fossae, crests, and processes. Shortening of the premaxillaries

brought the canines, the principal biting teeth, to the front of the mouth.

The apparent failure of the orbits to increase in size proportionately has

already been alluded to. Progressive development of the pit for the tongue

muscles appears to have been associated indirectly with increase in canine

size, the symphysis increasing posteriorly around it.

Such evolutionary trends as can be observed in the manus—suppression
of the centrale, enlargement of the magnum, readjustment of metacarpal

contacts and decrease in size of digit V ( and almost surely of digit I as

well)—may be interpreted as leading to the development of a progres-
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sively more eflScient digging or tearing foot of the general type seen in the

Edentata and Pholidota (Simpson, 1931, pp. 315-319).

Comparison of the Conoryctinae and Stylinodontinae

It is fortunate for the purpose of this study that the order contains

two phyla, one that remained by contrast rather generalized and another

that became highly specialized. By comparing, in so far as this is possible,

the earliest known representatives of each, some idea may be gained of

the basic characters in which the two differ. Knowledge of the Puercan

Onychodectes and Wortmania is far from complete but is nevertheless un-

usually extensive for such very early Tertiary forms. The following parts

are known in both forms: skull, cervical centra, ulna and radius, three

bones of the forefoot ( the lunar, a second metacarpal, and an ungual
)

,

femur, and tibia.

The skull of Wortmania differs from that of Onychodectes in being

heavier and deeper, especially in the mandible; it has a much shorter facial

region, with the anterior margins of the orbits over P^-^ rather than over

M\ greatly enlarged canines and reduced premaxillae. and 1^, 3
are

lost, the condyles of the mandibles are lower, and the coronoid processes

and temporal fossae are much larger. Only in the structure of the cheek

teeth, in which there is a lesser development of rolling eruption and in-

equality of enamel distribution on external and internal faces, is Wort-

mania less specialized than its contemporary.

The cervical centra indicate that the neck was short in both forms. The
limb bones are relatively much more robust in Wortmania, although a

fundamental resemblance to Onychodectes in structure is quite apparent

throughout. Among the foot bones there is almost no difference other than

size between the lunar in the two forms. The second metacarpal is

relatively much shorter and heavier in Wortmania than in Onychodectes;

and the ungual is very different, being long, high, and laterally compressed

instead of small and pointed. In both metacarpal and ungual Wortmania

displays a close resemblance to Psittacotherium.

This array of differences, which is rather impressive in members of

phyla that may not have diverged very long prior to the Puercan, appears

to be traceable to two fundamental structural developments in the stylin-

odontine phylum-transformation of the unguals into claws and modifi-

cation of the jaw mechanism, of which the most striking if not the con-

trolling feature was the hypertrophy of the canine.

What is known of the evolution of the extremities in the Stylinodontinae

reveals a progressive improvement of a digging or tearing type of limb.

Effective claws are the basic requirement for such an adaptation. Once a

change in this direction from a simple, pointed ungual, such as that of

Onychodectes, had begun, the associated trends toward greater robust-
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ness and shorter metacarpals and intermediate phalanges, already under

way in Wortmania, would ensue also. The profound eflEects of continued

canine enlargement and jaw modification on skull form in the stylin-

odontines subsequent to Wortmania have been outlined above. The
departures seen in Wortmania from the primitive skull form exemplified

by Onychodectes are readily explicable as early readjustments to this

modification. Thus the deepening of the skull, particularly the anterior

portion of the mandible, the reduction of the premaxillae, and presumably

loss of incisors were associated with increase in size of the canines.

Lowering of the condyle permitted a wider gape, thus allowing these

teeth a greater freedom of action. Displacement of the orbit anteriorly

and the resulting shortening of the face was a resultant of the enlarge-

ment of the temporal fossa and coronoid process (both associated with

increase in size of the temporal muscle) and of a forward movement of the

anterior root of the zygomatic arch ( associated with a forward extension

of the masseter) which gave a greater mechanical advantage to this

muscle, following the progressive anterior concentration of the main

biting point and the weight of the mandible. There is strong suggestive

evidence that the claw was the earlier of these two basic characters to

appear.

Extension of this comparison to ConorycteSy the later Torrejonian

representative of the Conoryctinae, yields some additional information.

Comparison of the skulls of the three forms by means of the Cartesian

coordinate method employed by Colbert (1935, p. 191) shows that

Onychodectes is an almost ideal structural ancestor for both the other

forms (Fig. 5), and that there is, indeed, no reason to suppose that it was

not on the direct ancestral line leading to Conoryctes.^^ There can be little

doubt that the stylinodontine phylum originated from forms essentially

similar to Onychodectes but with somewhat less advanced cheek teeth.

Of even greater interest is the number of features in the skull of

Conoryctes that are similar in general to those of Wortmania, although not

carried to such an extreme or expressed in precisely the same manner as in

that earlier form. The canines are notably enlarged over the condition

seen in Onychodectes, the skull (particularly the mandible) is deepened,

the orbit shifted anteriorly, at least one incisor lost, the coronoid process

and temporal fossa somewhat enlarged, and the anterior root of the

zygoma larger and situated farther forward. This is one more illustration

of the fact, familiar in paleontological work, that similar phenotypic

The two genera have actually been placed in different subfamilies by some
authors (Winge, 1923, pp. 128, 133; Matthew, 1937, p. 236), chiefly, it would
seem, because Onychodectes is decidedly more primitive. This is not necessarily a

valid reason for such separation (cf. footnote 13, p. 284), especially when the popula-

tions of the forms involved were not large.
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effects often appear independently and often at somewhat different times

in phyla that diverged from a common ancestry. In such cases the geno-

type of the ancestral stock may have been constituted in a way that

similar effects were liable to be brought out independently in the

descendants; that is, it may have been so limited in its potential pheno-

typic expression as to render their appearance almost probable. The

circumstances leading to independent appearance of such effects need not

A
Figure 5. Cartesian coordinate diagram of skulls of a, Wortmania; b, Onychodectes; and c,

Conoryctes. Wortmania x 1/2, the others drawn to the same basilar length.

Cf. Blum's remarks at the Symposium as reported by Jepsen and Cooper, p. 9.
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necessarily be the same in each phylum. In the present case, it appears

likely that in the stylinodontine phylum a new mutation, resulting

eventually in a major phenotypic effect elsewhere in the organism, placed

a high selective value upon early expression of the cranial features under

discussion. This change, I believe, was that leading to the transformation

of the unguals. The intimate integration in Wortmania and its descendants

of the eflFects of modifications arising from changes in the feet and in the

jaw mechanism lends support to the supposition that the latter would have

been of immediate selective advantage once a trend toward claws had

begun. In the conoryctine phylum there was apparently very little

change in the post-cranial skeleton. The few limb bone fragments of

Conoryctes that have been discovered are not robust like those of Wort-

mania but are, on the contrary, similar in structure, proportions, and size

to those of Onychodectes ( Matthew, 1937, p. 254 ) . Although the feet are

unknown, this evidence indicates that the claws had remained simple and

pointed. Differences between the skulls of Conoryctes and Wortmania,

especially the unreduced premaxillaries and the posteriorly rather than

anteriorly expanded canines of Conoryctes, show that the jaw mechanism

of the conoryctines was of a rather orthodox type. Expression of the

cranial features in these forms appears therefore to have come about in

response to a selective advantage conferred upon them by acquisition of

a more powerful jaw that, comparatively speaking, evolved more or less

alone rather than in close concert with a profound and presumably rapid

change in the rest of the organism. Given such conditions, the more
gradual and somewhat different nature of the trend is entirely under-

standable.

There was clearly a profound difference in the tempo of evolution

in the two phyla that almost certainly resulted from a difference in the

mode, the stylinodontines being the result of a quantum shift.

Evolutionary Rattis

The time that elapsed from the beginning of the earliest Paleocene

Puercan to the middle part of the later Eocene Uintan, the known range

of the subfamily, may be estimated at approximately 33 million years.

This figure has been arrived at by assigning 17 million years to the

Paleocene and 20 to the Eocene, and by dividing Eocene time equally

among its three divisions, early, mid, and late, two and part of a third

of which coincided with the time range of the stylinodontines. Admittedly,

it is a crude estimate, but it is in accord with current placement of the

only usable Tertiary radioactive date (Knopf, this volume) and with the

consensus as to the duration of the Tertiary epochs (Simpson, 1947), the

best that we have at the present time. So long as only four absolute dates,

only one of them post-Paleozoic, can be tied in to the relative time scale,
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the study of evolutionary rates will be carried on under a handicap.

Attempts to develop additional techniques for measuring absolute time

are actively being carried on and their perfection would be one of the

greatest benefits that the physical sciences could confer upon the bio-

logical. Meanwhile, the data at hand must be discussed in the light of the

time estimates available, but it is encouraging to reflect that it may be

possible in the not too distant future to reevaluate them in a more precise

manner.

Five genera of the Stylinodontinae, regarded as being in a direct

ancestral line, are known. As stated at the beginning of this paper, there

was almost certainly one additional genus intermediate between Wort-

mania and Psittacotherium^ and possibly another among the forms now
lumped, in default of evidence to the contrary, under Stylinodon. As-

suming six genera, the average organism rate (time range in years per

number of genera in a phyletic series
)
works out at 5.5 million years per

genus, or 0.18 genera per million years; assuming seven, it is 0.21 per mil-

lion. Adjusting Simpson, 1944, to Simpson, 1947, the organism rate for

horses is 0.13. Despite the elements of uncertainty involved, the data

indicate that the average organism rate in stylinodontines was faster

than in horses. Unfortunately, there are no known mammalian phyletic

sequences with the same time range as the stylinodontines with which

comparison could be made. A few sequences coincide with parts of this

range, but in every case there is some uncertainty as to whether the

relationships of the genera involved are truly phyletic. The phenacodontid

condylarths of the Desmatoclaenus^'^-Phenacodus phylum provide an ex-

ample of these, and one in which the phyletic relationship is rather prob-

able. With three genera and a range from Early Torrejonian to Wasatchian,

the average organism rate is 0.18 genera per million years. The rate for

the stylinodontines over the same period of time, assuming a genus in

the Early Torrejonian Dragon local fauna, is 0.24. Comparisons of the

amount of evolutionary change that has taken place in different phyletic

sequences, like the basis for estimation of organism rates, involve sub-

jective judgement and can be at best only very rough approximations,

but they nevertheless do have a certain usefulness. With due regard to

the very different adaptive trends followed, I venture to suggest that the

total advance from Wortmania to Stylinodon was greater than that

achieved by the horses in an approximately equivalent span of time. Early

The arctocyonid creodont Protogonodon from the Puerco is so similar to

Desmatoclaenus in dental structure that it could perhaps be regarded as a direct

ancestor. To do so would imply that at least three of the condylarth families had an
independent origin within the Arctocyonidae or that Protogonodon is reaUy a

phenacodontid. Either alternative is possible; the matter may be left sub judice until

there is evidence other than that provided by the dentition upon which to base an
opinion.
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Eocene to earliest Miocene, and indeed roughly comparable to that

achieved by this group in the 60 million years of their history. The advance

from Psittacotherium to Ectoganus was much greater than that from

Desmatoclaenus to Phemcodus. The organism rate was the same, 0.27, in

both conoryctines and stylinodontines during the Puercan and Tor-

rejonian, but the amount of evolutionary change in the latter phylum

was far greater.

The rate pattern of the dentition shows that evolution of the teeth was

by no means regular, but was subject at times to sharp acceleration. The

canine is typical of the pattern. Already enlarged relative to the cheek

teeth by Early Paleocene, it had not then fully acquired the characteristic

double-action tool structure described above. This condition was com-

pletely attained by the mid-Paleocene (Fig. 6) and the tooth as a whole

was well on the way toward the hypsodont condition. The transition was,

geologically speaking, extremely rapid.^® Thereafter, evolution of the

canine proceeded at a slower rate. The posterior cheek teeth show a fairly

regular progression in the earlier stages, followed by rapid attainment of

increased total length, equalization of enamel bands, and finally complete

hypsodonty between the end of Paleocene and the end of Wasatchian

time.

Figure 6, Demonstration of part of a quantum shift in evolution; the relation of the canine

to the facial region in Wortmania of the Puercan, a, and in its descendant, Psittacotherium of

the Torrejonian, b. X 1/2.

Until quite recently it would have been rather orthodox procedure, on the as-

sumption that there had been insufficient time for so profound a change, to dismiss

Wortmariia from the direct ancestry of PsittacotheHumy and to suppose that the latter

had been derived from some as yet undiscovered Early Paleocene form. Such begging

of the question would be entirely unwarranted in this case; there is nothing in the

known structure of WortmanUiy other than its more primitive dentition, and this is not

an objection, that conflicts with the beliefs of Wortman (1897) and Matthew (1937)
that the genus was on the direct ancestral line leading to Psittacotherium.
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These two periods of acceleration, separated by ten or more millions of

years, appear to have been related events, parts of a chain of quantum

steps touched off by the increase in size of the canine and the associated

modifications of the jaw mechanism that started this division of the order

on the road to the peculiar dental specialization attained by its later

members, a trend that was in its turn linked to acquisition of the claws.

Enlargement of the canine, accompanied or closely followed by a relative

increase in growth of the transverse over the antero-posterior diameter,

had led to the evolution of unstable forms by earliest Paleocene time; in

other words, a morphological threshold had been reached. Wortmania,

with its round-oval, relatively short-rooted canine on which enamel growth

was strictly limited, was quite certainly ill-suited to the adaptive zone,

whatever this may have been,^^ that was so well exploited by its descend-

ants. The incipient posterior buttress on this tooth indicates that the genus

was either on or just over the threshold of the zone. Selection at this

critical stage must have been intense. Rapid canine abrasion was ob-

viously a major hazard of life in the zone; once the enamel on this tooth

had been worn away, the rudiment of the double-action tool would be lost

and the animal placed at a disadvantage. Duration of life was probably

rather directly dependent upon canine structure, and was perhaps shorter

than in earlier forms, in which the canine was not yet as all-important a

structure. Under such conditions, any mutations that resulted in lengthen-

ing of the canines and particularly in lengthening of the enamel on the

external faces of these teeth would immediately be of very positive ad-

vantage to the animals in which they occurred. These would, on the

average, live longer and therefore have more offspring, thus speeding the

spread of the favorable mutations in the successive populations. Intense

selection and rapid spread of favorable modifying mutations would con-

tinue until canine structure had reached a state of perfection sufficient to

maintain the pecuHar crovm pattern until well on into breeding age. This

condition had clearly been attained by the Psittacotherium stage, which

thus more or less marked the end of this quantum step in the shift. That

evolution of the canine was slower thereafter may be interpreted as due

to a lessening in the extreme selective value of mutations tending toward

its further improvement. As perfection proceeded, the structure of this

tooth became a progressively less critical factor in survival. More and more

non-progressive and even retrogressive individuals, in regard to the mean
for canine at any particular moment in the history of the group, were able

I am elsewhere suggesting—speculating is a more honest word—that the

stylinodontines were primarily adapted to a diet of hardshelled fruits and nuts, the

husks of which were tom off by the claws and the shells cracked by the teeth. Tongue
and anterior teeth, particularly the canines, may have functioned in a manner remotely
analogous to the action of tongue and beak in the parrots.
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to survive and breed for longer periods of time, thereby slowing down ( al-

though not stopping) the spread of genetic changes favorable to further

progress of the tooth. This is an example, and one possible explanation, of

the self-limiting nature of tachytelic evolution.

The second period of acceleration appears, as outlined above, to have

coincided with a second period of instability. The first period of in-

stability appears on the evidence to have been rather directly organismal-

environmental: the stylinodontines at or about the Wortmania stage had

to acquire certain modifications of the canine further fitting them for

occupation of the new adaptive zone. The second was primarily intra-

organismal: a maladjustment resulting from evolutionary trends in the

dentition that were earlier harmonious and later conflicting raised a barrier

to continued and fuller exploitation of that zone. It has been pointed out

that caninisation and molarisation regions evolved more or less independ-

ently during the earlier history of the group. While the canine was in

process of acquiring its characteristic structure and the anterior pre-

molars were becoming increasingly influenced by it, the molars, due to

the conservative factors of heredity ( Simpson, 1944, p. 154 )
and of selec-

tion, could and did evolve further along lines inherited from the common
ancestry of the group. However, by the time (Late Paleocene) that the

definitive canine had been acquired, this trend had not resulted in molars

of anywhere near suflBcient length to keep pace in wear with this ever-

growing tooth.^® For more orthodox mammals, in which there is a division

of function between the various regions of the dentition, such a condition

would have been relatively unimportant. For the stylinodontines, in which
evolution was bringing about a dentition that functioned more nearly as

a unit, it was of considerable importance. As a result, duration of life in

these forms probably became once again to an extent dependent upon a

portion of the dentition, this time upon the molars and posterior pre-

molars. A second period of intense selection therefore set in, during which

those individuals with progressively longer molars and more nearly

equalized enamel bands were able, on the average, to survive and breed

longer, precisely as were their ancestors with progressively longer canines.

This second phase lasted about as long as the first, approximately 5 to 6

million years, according to the crude present estimates. The factors for

part at least of the rapid transformation undergone by the posterior cheek

teeth were already present in the morphogenetic field, but did not earlier

become established phenotypically in this region. The factors may have

achieved phenotypic expression in some individuals during the earlier

That they did keep pace before complete hypsodonty of the canine was attained

is almost diagrammatically shown by an old individud of Psittacotherium in the
American Museum of Natural History (Matthew, 1937, Figure 62, p. 258). Here,
enamel of canine and cheek teeth were coming to an end almost simultaneously.
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stages, but these may have been selected against because the change in the

cheek teeth did not then outweigh a possible disadvantage of the genetic

alteration to the rest of the organism. So long as the old specializations,

long since "set” genetically, were not disadvantageous, there was no

selective advantage in disturbing the balance. As soon as such disturbance

became positively advantageous, changes tending to bring out these

cryptic factors were at once favored by selection. The most likely muta-

tions capable of bringing this about would seem to have been those

governing an earlier appearance in ontogeny of the factors concerned.

Whatever the process, the result was the elimination, transformation, or

reduction in importance of characters once typical of the molarisation

region. The complicated crown pattern, with its ephemeral existence in

the latest forms, is a conspicuous character that became reduced in im-

portance; it suggests one possible explanation of non-adaptive characters

in organisms, namely that these may once have been highly adaptive and

then later rendered almost or quite functionless as a result of readjust-

ments following upon a conflict in trends.

The rate of evolution of the fore foot, while unfortunately not at all

well revealed by the available evidence, was clearly different from that of

the dentition. Acquisition of the claws, which appears to have preceded

and to have set the stage for the dental and cranial changes (p. 262), was

presumably rapid. Subsequent evolution of the extremities appears to have

gone on at a relatively sedate pace. The great change in canine structure

from Puercan to Torrejonian, at least, was evidently unaccompanied by

any changes of corresponding magnitude in the manus, those that are ob-

served being of a relatively slight nature. Changes of some magnitude did

occur between Torrejonian and Bridgerian (Fig. 4, B and C); but

whether these took place steadily (as was probable) or at an uneven rate

cannot be stated, owing to lack of knowledge of the intervening stages.

The rate of evolution of the skull in the known stages appears to have been

regular; it is probable, however, that acquisition of the jaw modifications

associated with initial canine enlargement was rapid, and possible that

better specimens susceptible to accurate measurement might reveal an-

other rather rapid advance associated with later canine evolution between

Puercan and Torrejonian. Increase in total size continued at an even rate

from Puercan to Tiffanian, with little if any change later.

The evolution of the stylinodontines, as interpreted here, is shown

diagrammatically in Figure 7. The great similarity of this diagram to

Simpson's generalized example of the quantum mode (1944, Fig. 31, p.

198) will at once be apparent. The available evidence on trends and

rates in these animals permits a reasonable reconstruction of the sequence

of events, at least of the major ones, in the shift that took them from one

adaptive zone to another. The starting point was, I believe, the establish-
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ment in a population of conoiyctines of a mutation that affected the

unguals, and possibly the distal portions of the feet as well, resulting in

the trend toward the long, laterally compressed, high claws and the

shortened intermediate phalanges and metapodials. This mutation and

the modifications that arose around it led to transformation of the limbs,

especially the anterior, for a digging or tearing function. This trend created

a morphologic threshold, at which phenotypic expression of the factors

for the enlarged canine and associated jaw mechanism became very

positively advantageous. Rapid integration and interaction of the two

trends, resulting in forms that by the Wortmania stage were decidedly

different in structure and adaptation from the ancestral stock, then led to a

second morphological threshold, at which the factors that brought about

the extraordinary specialization of the already enlarged canine were

selected for. Evolution of the canine and extension of caninisation effects

to adjacent teeth created yet another threshold, at which reversal of the

molarisation trend became advantageous. According to this interpretation,

stylinodontine history involved four quantum steps. Three of these were

involved in the shift from the old adaptive zone to the new, while the

fourth occurred during the phyletic phase of evolution, after the new zone

had been occupied.^® The rate pattern observable in the last two steps,

Figure 7, Diagram of the evolution of the Taeniodonta according to the views advanced in

this paper. The dashed line indicates phylogeny. The solid and dotted frequency curves

represent, respectively, known and inferred stages.

Lest it appear that this distinction between modes is unduly arbitrary, it may be
emphasized that the shift had clearly been completed by the Psittacotherium stage.
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initially rapid and later comparatively slow, was probably the same in

all. These animals provide an almost perfect example of a specializing

adaptation in which the direction that selection may take is severely

restricted (Wright, 1941).

This record strongly suggests that quantum steps are completed

gradually and not suddenly. The great change in canine structure between

Puercan and Torrejonian, for example, was “rapid” only in the geological

sense of that word; 5 million or so years is after all a long stretch of time,

probably suflBcient for a million if not more generations. There is, further-

more, indirect evidence that the change was more or less uniform during

this time. The undescribed genus from the later Dragon ( Gazin, 1941 )
is

known from a single upper incisor intermediate in structure between those

of Wortmania and Psittacotherium. Since the upper incisors were in-

corporated very early in the caninisation region and kept close pace with

the canines thereafter, it may be inferred with reasonable assurance that

the canines of the Dragon genus were also of intermediate type. The some-

what less radical but still rapid change in molar structure was also

achieved by degrees over a similar length of time. The record of another

group of fossil mammals, which I believe illustrates the quantum mode,

reveals a pattern of rapid but steadily progressive evolution of the basic

character. The Mylagaulidae were remarkable rodents of the Middle to

Late Tertiary, distinguished by large, extremely complicated and high-

crowned and P4 ,
remaining cheek teeth much reduced (eliminated

in the latest forms), a very broad skull, etc. The basic character appears

to have been the structure of P^ and P4 . McGrew (1941) has shown quite

conclusively that they arose from the Aplodontidae, a primitive family

represented today by the so-called mountain beaver or sewellel. His data

suggest that the time of origin of the mylagaulids was near the end of the

Oligocene, and that the ancestral aplodontid was a form close to, if not

actually, Meniscomys. Evolution thereafter was rapid—four well-marked

genera succeed each other during the Miocene—but there is an almost

perfect gradation in the structure of P* between Meniscomys and the

terminal members of the descendent family.

The bearing of the evidence just discussed on the possible nature of

genetic changes leading to major adaptive changes is mentioned in the

concluding section.

The evidence bearing on evolutionary rates in the stylinodontines has

now been reviewed. It would appear that they were a rapidly evolving

group, not only during the quantum phase but also during the phyletic

phase that followed. The work of population geneticists, particularly

Wright, Fisher, and Haldane, has demonstrated the all important bearing

of population size and structure on evolutionary processes, especially
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rates. Any suggestion, therefore, that the geologic record of the Taeni-

odonta can provide as to the sizes of the successive populations of the

group is of interest. Table I shows the number of taeniodont specimens,

all single occurrences, compared with the number ( in several cases a low

estimate) of other contemporaneous mammals in collections. The data are

weighted in the direction of taeniodont abundance by several factors.

First, the taeniodonts were among the larger mammals of their times and

therefore, on the whole, more likely to be preserved and detected than

minute forms such as, for example, the apatemyids cited by Simpson

( 1944, pp. 72-73 ) . Second, they are unorthodox creatures likely to attract

the attention of collectors, who would tend to bring in even quite frag-

mentary material. Third, the table lists very nearly all taeniodont speci-

mens but does not in some instances include all specimens of contempo-

raneous forms. Data on numbers of specimens are very rare in the

paleontological literature, Simpson’s papers being a notable exception.

The figures given have been compiled largely from information kindly sup-

plied by curators of collections. Not all of those appealed to were able to

provide exact numbers or even estimates of specimens in their charge, and

several who did respond reported that they had on hand unprepared

material not included in their lists. Fourth, not all identifiable fossils

encountered in the field are collected. This is less true for the Early

Tertiary, where fossils are usually less abundant, than for the later; but,

in dealing with the commoner forms of any deposit, collectors do tend to

take only the more perfect specimens.

The data show that taeniodonts are rare in formations laid down
within their time span. The possibility that the group may have been

abundant in areas in which sediments did not accumulate or from which

they have subsequently been removed by erosion requires consideration.

An interesting case with some bearing on this question is provided by the

oreodonts of the genus Merycoidodon, Were knowledge of the Oligocene

Orellan provincial age restricted to the deposits in the Goshen Hole area

of southeastern Wyoming, Merycoidodon would be regarded as one of

the rarest of mammals ( cf . Schlaikjer, 1935, p. 173 ) . How unsound such

an inference would be is apparent from the fact that Merycoidodon ap-

pears to outnumber all other mammals of medium size found in the more
extensive and more productive deposits of the same age in nearby south-

western South Dakota and northwestern Nebraska. Despite this and other

cases, 1 nevertheless believe that the rarity of taeniodonts in the record

reflects a real situation. The example just cited reemphasizes the obvious

fact that it is unsafe to base inferences as to rarity or abundance on meager
data, but the available evidence on taeniodont occurrences is far from
meager. Formations of appropriate Early Tertiary age occur in an irreg-

ularly oval area, measuring some 1200 miles from north to south and 4^
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miles from east to west, in the Rocky Mountain region, slightly west of the

center of the North American continent. Not all provincial ages con-

cerned are, to be sure, equally well represented throughout this vast

region, the Puercan and Uintan being scantily so, Wasatchian formations

and Tiffanian local faunas, however, are widespread within it, while

those of the Bridgerian and Torrejonian are somewhat less so. These

deposits clearly include animals from a variety of habitats. The various

Tiffanian local faunas differ widely among themselves, and the differences

are certainly not attributable to age alone. Striking faunal variations

due to facies are known, for example, within Wasatchian formations (Van

Houten, 1944, 1945); and less obvious ones should become increasingly

evident as assemblage collecting is more strictly attended to in these

continental sediments.

Taking all factors into consideration, it is, I think, safe to infer from

the data that the successive populations of stylinodontines were certainly

not large but were at most of medium size (sensu Wright) throughout

the greater part of the history of the group.^’' This strong probability and

the fact of their rapid phyletic evolution from Torrejonian to Late

Wasatchian or Bridgerian accord well with Wright's view that populations

of intermediate size facilitate rapid evolution. The percentages of

stylinodontines to all contemporaneous mammals fluctuate from some-

what over 6 per cent (Plateau Valley Tiffanian local fauna) to small

fractions of 1 per cent. Whether this fluctuation is wholly due to random

sampling or actually reflects differences in successive population sizes, it

is impossible to say. It is tempting to see in the small numbers of Puercan

forms an indication of a small population involved in a quantum shift,

and in the very few Bridgerian and Uintan specimens a suggestion that

small population effects were at work; but to do so would go beyond

the evidence. On the other hand, the rarity of Ectoganus in the Wasatchian

of western Colorado, especially striking in comparison with the relative

abundance of this form in northwestern New Mexican deposits of closely

comparable age, is very probably real. I have myself had a hand in nearly

all the collecting done in Colorado, and a poor eye for a taeniodont is not

one of my defects. Possibly, ecological conditions may have been favor-

able only occasionally in Colorado during Wasatchian time as compared
to longer periods in New Mexico. This suggests that populations may
have been widespread but at times fragmented and the local groups al-

most isolated, an important point in connection with Wright's views.

The table indicates that conoryctines, as well as stylinodontines, were
rare forms with populations of at most medium size and of similar

It need hardly be emphasized that this discussion merely represents an attempt
to obtain some conception of the relative sizes of the populations and not of absolute

population numbers, something that would be impossible in paleontology.
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structure. If Onychodectes was ancestral to Conoryctes, as seems probable,

evolution in this phylum was rapid, certainly about as rapid as anything

that occurred between the successive post-Psittacotherium stages of

stylinodontine phylogeny. It does not, of course, compare with the amount
of change between Wortmania and Psittacotherium, nor with what must

have occurred between an OnychodectesAike ancestor and Wortmania,

This is not surprising, since a quantum shift was not involved in

conoryctine phylogeny; smaller populations may facilitate such shifts

but naturally do not insure that they will take place.

Despite the complexity and uncertainty of the subject, the accumulation

of data on relative abundance of fossils seems to be worthwhile for

paleontology. One additional example of the interest that attaches to such

data may be cited. Simpson has given the numbers of horses from various

horizons in the collections of the American Museum ( 1944, Table 14, p.

73). The percentages of horses from the Early, Middle and Late Eocene as

compared to all mammals in this collection, is in round numbers, 20,^® 3,

and 4. There was clearly a great and sudden drop in occurrences after

Wasatchian time. This drop, unaccompanied by any marked change in

the type of deposition of the successive formations or by any great external

change in the skeletal structure of the horses themselves, would have been

inexplicable a few years ago. It is now known (Edinger, 1948), however,

that the horse brain underwent a great evolutionary advance during the

Middle and Late Eocene. The rate at which the advance took place could

hardly have been attained in very large, continuous, random breeding

populations (cf. Wright, 1945), such as the evidence suggests for the

Wasatchian horses. The comparative rarity of horses in Bridgerian and

Uintan deposits may well be a reflection of this critical time in the evolu-

tion of the family.

Concluding Remarks

In view of the great interest in the origin of new major adaptive types,

this brief section may be devoted to the bearing on this crucial question

of the study just presented. The available evidence, incomplete though it

is, does indicate that the starting point of the stylinodontine adaptive

type was the establishment of a single, orthodox mutation—that leading

to the development of large, laterally compressed claws—of a type that is

probably of rather common occurrence in the Mammalia.^® It even sug-

In the collection from the Wasatchian of Colorado ( Chicago Natural History

Museum), the percentage of Hyracotherium is 38, a considerably higher figure. It may
more nearly represent actual abundance in the deposits since the poorer as well as the

better specimens were collected.

As may be inferred from the fact that rather similar types of claws were evolved

independently at least four times in such a seemingly imlikely group as the ungulates.

It will, of course, never be known whether or not homologous genes were involved.
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gests, furthermore, that this mutation was the only wholly new major

addition to the ancestral genotype throughout the history of the group.

Subsequent phenotypic changes, even though profound, appear to have

been expressions, variously aflFected by modifiers at each successive

morphologic threshold, of factors already present in the genetic back-

ground before the new mutation appeared. This is almost certainly true

of the initial enlargement of the canine and the associated modification

of the jaw mechanism, and probably true of the subsequent evolution of

this complex as well. The unique later specialization of the canine was to

a considerable extent a result of the restriction of enamel to an anterior

band. A trend toward unequal enamel distribution was characteristic

of the molars of all taeniodonts at one stage or another. This suggests

that in the common genotype there were numerous similar weak points in

the homeostatic system of the dental field that would respond similarly

to similar genetic alterations. Thus, once the threshold leading to extreme

canine specialization had been reached, selection for localization of

enamel in this tooth could operate through the same genetic changes. It

would thus appear possible that under favorable circumstances a single

new mutation can lead eventually to coordination of an entire genotype

in a new and diflFerent way.

Davis (this volume) concludes, on the basis of examples discussed in

his paper, that origin of a new adaptive type involves an abrupt shift in

adaptive direction, and that there is little evidence for an inadaptive

phase preceding the shift. Stylinodontine history can best be interpreted

in the light of this conclusion. Establishment of the claw mutation must

certainly have begun such a shift. Comparison between the two sub-

families of the order, as pointed out on a previous page, suggests that the

stylinodontines arose from forms only slightly more primitive than

Onychodectes, and hence surely in the conoryctine adaptive zone. Similar

conoryctines not affected by the claw mutation presumably went on

through Onychodectes to Conoryctes. There is no hint of an inadaptive

phase here, although in the absence of direct knowledge the possibility

of it cannot of course be ruled out entirely. There is also no hint of one in

the case of the aplodontid and mylagaulid rodents referred to above.

Davis lists five sub-modes by which new adaptive types may arise. The
only one of these that nearly fits the interpretation of stylinodontine

history given in this paper is the fourth: “Mutations with conspicuous

effects resulting from an alteration of relatively early ontogenetic proc-

esses could conceivably produce a new type basically preadapted to a

radically different ecological zone.” Without ruling out the theoretical pos-

sibility of shifts resulting from mutations with immediate and great pheno-

typic effects, I would be inclined to redefine this sub-mode in the follow-

ing somewhat different way in order to include cases such as the one under
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consideration: Given a suitable genotype, establishment of a new mutation

ultimately (in extreme cases perhaps immediately) resulting in conspic-

uous efiFects may produce a new type basically preadapted to a different

ecological zone. Such a mutation need not have an immediate and/or

great phenotypic effect; its initial penetrance could be low or medium ( cf

.

Stern, this volume), but once established in a population it would provide

the basic adaptation for occupation of a new zone. The stylinodontine

claw is, of course, considered to be a case in point. This sub-mode is the

only one of the five in which a preadaptive threshold is not involved. The
prerequisite for it is a genotype so constituted as to readily permit

integration of the new mutation.

As previously stated, there is some suggestion that completion of

quantum steps may actually be rather slow, measured in absolute time,

however rapid the process may appear to be in geological perspective.

Should this prove to be true generally, any group undergoing an adaptive

shift toward an already fully occupied zone would usually be placed at a

serious competitive disadvantage for a long, rather than for a very short,

period. The chances of shifts being carried to completion under such

circumstances would be slight indeed. Full exploitation of a zone by a

group comparatively low in the scale of evolutionary progress to the

exclusion of groups higher in the scale would thus be more readily under-

standable.

SuMMABY

The single family Stylinodontidae of the order Taeniodonta contains

two phyla of subfamily rank, one of which, the Stylinodontinae, was
characterized by an unusual combination of adaptive characters. The
history of this phylum is believed to provide an example of a quantum
shift in evolution.

The dentition of this subfamily, in which canine and molar regions were

at first differentiated in the usual manner, became increasingly dominated

by a trend toward the evolution of a very peculiar type of canine. The
other teeth underwent adjustment to it until finally a dental series without

a clear-cut functional division between canines and cheek teeth was

attained; in the course of this a trend in the molar region that had been

inherited from the ancestral stock was halted and its effects largely

obliterated. The trend in the skull was toward great breadth, short facial

region, reduced premaxillae, deep and heavy jaw with low condyle,

occiput high, temporal fossa and coronoid process large. The extremities

were of a digging or tearing type, robust, with well developed claws.

The trends in the stylinodontine dentition are interpreted as the results

of interaction of genetic changes affecting this morphogenetic field as a

whole, with selection generally favoring those first expressed phenotyp-
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ically in the caninisation region. Changes in skull form are regarded as

adjustments associated with the remarkably modified jaw mechanism, of

which the canine is the most striking if not the dominating feature. The

trend in the foot led to the evolution of a progressively more efficient

digging or tearing organ.

The other phylum, the subfamily Conoryctinae, remained comparatively

generalized in structure. A comparison of the earliest known representa-

tives of the two phyla, Wortmania and Onychodectes of the earliest

Paleocene Puercan, reveals that two basic characters determined the

course of stylinodontine evolution—the claw and the canine and associated

jaw mechanism. The claw is believed to have been the first of these to ap-

pear. The stylinodontines probably arose from forms very similar to

Onychodectes. ConorycteSy a later conoryctine, independently acquired

certain features of the jaw mechanism that were similar generally, but not

precisely, to those of the earlier Wortmania. Evidently the genotype of

the common ancestral stock was retained relatively intact, with the result

that similar phenotypic effects were likely to appear independently in

both phyla. Acquisition of claws in the stylinodontine phylum is believed

to have placed a high selective value upon early expression of the jaw

mechanism characters. The much slower appearance and somewhat dif-

ferent nature of the generally similar characters in the later conoryctines

is believed to have resulted from a selective advantage conferred upon

these forms by acquisition of a more powerful jaw. What is known of the

post-cranial skeleton of Conoryctes exhibits almost no advance over that

of Onychodectes, indicating that skull changes in the phylum did not

evolve in concert with a major change in the rest of the organism.

The time that elapsed from the earliest to the latest recorded appear-

ance of the stylinodontines was approximately 33 million years. The
average organism rate for the subfamily was faster than that for horses

and phenacodontid condylarths. A great amount of evolutionary change

took place in the phylum, much greater, for example, than occurred in

the Conoryctinae, although the organism rate for the two groups was the

same in the Puercan and Torrejonian. The rate pattern of the dentition of

the Stylinodontinae shows two periods of sharp acceleration, each period

lasting approximately 5 to 6 million years. Canine structure was rascally

transformed between Puercan and Torrejonian—a major step in the

quantum shift undergone by the group—and molar structure was pro-

foundly altered between the end of the Tiffanian and the end of the

Wasatchian. The rate of evolution of the foot was different from that of

the dentition; following a presumably rapid evolution of claws and as-

sociated modifications, acquired by Puercan time, further change was
probably rather gradual. Skull modifications appear to have gone on at

an even rate, presumably following upon rapid acquisition of the jaw
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mechanism specializations. Total size increased steadily during the

Paleocene and remained more or less constant during the Eocene.

The sequence of events believed to have been involved in the quantum
shift undergone by the stylinodontines is outlined; steps in the shift follow

attainment of morphologic thresholds. There is some evidence that the

step or steps occurring in such shifts are rapid only in the geological sense.

Available data on the numbers of taeniodonts and of all contempora-

neous mammals in collections suggests that the successive populations of

stylinodontines and conoryctines were of medium size, at most, through-

out the history of the order. This is in accord with the rapid evolution

undergone by these animals.

A single orthodox mutation resulting in the development of claws is

believed to have been the starting point of the new adaptive shift

represented by the Stylinodontinae. It is suggested that this mutation may
have been the only major new addition to the ancestral genotype, subse-

quent changes arising largely through the action of modifiers on factors

present before it appeared. The possibility would seem to exist that under

favorable conditions one mutation can lead eventually to coordination of a

genotype in a new and different way.

Stylinodontine history is best interpreted in terms of the view that origin

of new adaptive types involves abrupt shifts in adaptive direction and that

such shifts are seldom preceded by inadaptive phases. The claw muta-

tion surely initiated a shift of this sort, and there is no clear evidence of

the occurrence of an inadaptive phase. A preadaptive threshold is not in-

volved when inception of a new adaptive type is the result of a single

mutation. The prerequisite in this sub-mode is a genotype permitting

ready integration of the new mutation.

Indication that completion of quantum steps actually may be rather

slow in terms of absolute time, if found to be true generally, suggests that

groups undergoing an adaptive shift toward a zone already fully occupied

would be at a decided competitive disadvantage for a long period of time.

Under such conditions, the chances of successful completion of shifts

would be few.
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SPECIATION AND SYSTEMATICS

BY ERNST M A YR^

It was only rather recently that it was realized what speciation means.

Darwin is quite vague on this point; in fact, in his Origin of Species, a

work which does not contain the word evolution, he seems to consider

origin of species as synonymous with evolution. In the last decade of the

nineteenth century several authors recognized that evolution comprises

several processes. Romanes (1897) calls them appropriately "‘the trans-

formation of species in time” and "the multiplication of species in space.”

A number of M. Wagner s followers, as for example Seebohm and Jacobi,

also emphasized this point. This clear distinction was unfortunately almost

forgotten in the early twentieth century, which is one of the many reasons

for the cleavage that existed at that period between geneticists and

naturalists. It is now recognized that evolutionary change is possible with-

out multiplication of species, and reciprocally that multiplication of

species is sometimes accompanied by rather shght evolutionary changes.

This difference is illustrated in Figure 1. If A is, for example, an isolated

island, the population on it may change in the course of time from species

a through species b and species c into species d without ever splitting

into more than one species. On the other hand, if a widespread species a

occurs on the four islands of archipelago B, it may become modified

genetically on each island and a whole species swarm may eventually

develop through cross colonizations of the islands. Numerous cases of this

type of evolution have been found on all archipelagos.

The new species that are produced under the conditions of both A and B
are of the same kind, as far as the paleontological record is concerned.

But in the case of A the total number of species will stay constant, while

only B permits the multiphcation of species. It is this multiplication of

species which in the current literature is referred to with the term

speciation.

A consideration of the biological significance of speciation helps in the

understanding of the mechanisms that are involved in the multiplication

of species. The complex system of discontinuous species that is actually

found in the world is not the only thinkable system of organization of

living beings. It is quite possible to think of a world in which species do

not exist, but are replaced by a single "connubium” of individuals, each

^ The American Museum of Natural History. Paper submitted: April 1947.
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Figure 1. The left part of the diagram represents evolutionary change of a species

isolated on island A. The right part illustrates the process of speciation on archipelago

B with four islands. The originally monotypic species a breaks up into five species

through geographical speciation and cross colonization.

one different from every other one, and each one capable of reproducing

with those other individuals that are most similar to it. Each individual

would then be, so to speak, the center of a concentric series of circles of

genetically more and more unlike individuals. What would be the

consequences of the continuous, uninterrupted gene flow through such

a large system? In each generation certain individuals would have a

selective advantage because they have a gene complex that is specially

adapted to a particular ecological situation. However, most of these

favorable combinations would be broken up through pairing wdth

individuals adapted for a slightly different environment. In this system

there is no defense against the destruction of superior gene combinations

except abandonment of sexual reproduction. It is obvious that a system

that prevents such unrestricted outcrossing is superior. The isolating

mechanisms have evolved as a consequence of this situation. They are

a protective device of superior gene combinations (and every gene

combination that can survive in competition with all the others is de facto
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superior). In order to prevent the destruction of such favorable gene

combinations they must be separated by a genetic gap, reenforced by
isolating mechanisms, from all other populations with strikingly different

gene combinations. These considerations provide the answer for three of

the properties of species, their genetically-controlled ecological adapta-

tion, their genetic isolating mechanisms, and the gaps that separate them
from each other.

Each species consists then of groups of individuals with more or less

similar gene combinations optimally adapted for a given environment.

This is the “ecological niche” in which the species fits and where it thrives

and is superior to its competitors. The species, or it might be better to say

in this context, its gene complex, is less eflScient away from this optimum
environment. It occurs with lower frequency and it utilizes its environ-

ment less eflSciently. Finally, at the ecological margin of the environment

of a species, it can survive only under specially favorable conditions. This

is illustrated diagrammatically in Figure 2.

Species 1 is genetically constructed for maximum efficiency in environ-

mental niche C. Even though it also occurs with lower frequency in niches

A, B, D, and E, it is specifically adapted to niche C. It is obvious that the

niciies B and D inefficiently, and A and E very poorly. Species 2 cannot utilize

niclies A, B, and C at all, but finds optimal conditions in £ and F. The absence of

coi|lpetition in niche A will invite the evolution of a species adapted for this niche.
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gene complex of species 1 would have to be modified considerably before

file previously marginal niche E would become optimal. This is exactly

what speciation does—creates gene complexes which find optimal condi-

tions in previously insuflSciently or entirely unoccupied ecological niches.

The process of speciation leads thus to a continuous increase of the

diversity of organic nature, each evolutionary step resulting in an in-

creasingly efficient utilization of the environment. Each new species in

turn helps to create new niches. For example, the evolution of fiowering

plants set the stage for the evolution of many new kinds of insects; the

development of this insect fauna was the prerequisite for the evolution

of many groups of birds. They, in turn, permitted the evolution of new
predators and parasites and so ad infinitum,

Speciation is thus an adaptive process toward the most efficient utiliza-

tion of the environment. An improvement of the environment will create

new niches and will favor speciation; an impoverishment will lead to

extinction. Seen in this light, speciation is a process of as much concern

to the ecologist as it is to the systematist.

The Nature of Species

Speciation is the multiplication of species. The process of speciation

cannot be studied until there is some understanding of the nature of

species. It is rather hopeless to arrive at a satisfactory species definition, if

one wants to include in a single species concept apomicts, hybrid flocks,

obligatory hermaphrodites, and asexual organisms. However, it is pos-

sible to arrive at a fairly usable species definition for bisexual animals. A
study of the population structure and of the attributes of such species

shows that the diflFerences between the populations (subspecies) within

a single species are often very pronoimced. This is strikingly illustrated by
certain species of birds of paradise, pheasants, butterflies, and beetles.

Forms that were originally described as separate species or even genera

have sometimes turned out to be nothing but geographical races of other

forms. On the other hand, it has been found in the case of the so-called

sibling or cryptic species that differences between perfectly good species

can be exceedingly slight (Mayr, 1948), Obviously then, the degree of

morphological difference is not an absolute yardstick for determining

specific distinctness. Species are recognized not on the basis of the degree

of difference but rather on the completeness of separation. "Species are

groups of actually or potentially interbreeding natural populations that

are reproductively isolated from other such groups.” Sympatric species are

always separated from each other by a distinct gap.

Speciation then is a multiple problem:

(1) How do the gaps between incipient species develop?
j
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(2) How are these gaps maintained?

(3) What genetic processes operate in the separated populations?

There was formerly much disagreement between taxonomists and

geneticists concerning the correct answers to these questions. This was
largely due on one side to a Lamarckian belief by taxonomists in the

directive powers of the environment, and on the other side by an exag-

gerated emphasis by early geneticists on the evolutionary importance of

single individuals and of single mutations.

The fact that speciation in sexual animals is a phenomenon of popula-

tions rather than of individuals needs special emphasis. It was the over-

sight of this fact which caused De Vries to postulate speciation through

single mutations and which prompted Bateson to say as recently as 1922

that speciation was still a complete mystery to the geneticist. Bateson

looked for the wrong thing when he stated, ‘The production of an in-

dubitably sterile hybrid from completely fertile parents which have arisen

under critical observation from a single common origin is the event for

which we wait.” Not individuals but populations are the units of evolution

and such populations can drift apart decisively through an accumulation

of small, often minute, genetic diflFerences. Such gradual speciation is the

norm while instantaneous speciation is the exception.

Instantaneous Speoation

Instantaneous speciation (Mayr, 1942) is understood to mean the pro-

duction of an individual (or the offspring of a single mating) that is repro-

ductively isolated from the species to which the parents belong. Poly-

ploidy is the only proven mechanism of instantaneous speciation in sex-

ually reproducing organisms. But this phenomenon, common as it is

among plants, is of no significance in animals (White, 1945) yWherever it

occurs (beetles, isopods, turbellarians, etc.) it seems to be restricted to

self-fertilizing hermaphrodites or to parthenogenetically reproducing

organisms, but even among those it is rare. The evidence in favor of

polyploidy in sexually reproducing animals cited by Lorkovii ( 1941 ) and

by Svardson (1945) is considered by White (1946) as not convincing.

The belief in Tiopeful monsters” (e.g. Goldschmidt, 1945; Gunter,

1943) has even less foundation. This thesis neglects the ecological situa-

tion as well as the need for isolating mechanisms. Wheeler s fantastic

claim of the sudden origin of a new species of Nemertean has been

thoroughly refuted by Zimmerman ( 1943). I shall come back later to the

evidence which some paleontologists have interpreted as indicating

instantaneous speciation.

Gradual Speciation

A steadily increasing amount of evidence has accumulated to show that
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speciation normally is gradual. The origin of a new species of higher

animals in a human life span is impossible; in fact, it may require a mini-

mum of about one-half million years, and normally even considerably

more than that. Since speciation is such a slow process it has often been

claimed that it cannot be ascertained how speciation operates. This is not

true, since there is abundant indirect evidence to take the place of direct

observation. Such indirect proof is derived from two groups of data, so far

as the systematist is concerned:

( 1 ) The study of the gaps between species.

(2) The study of the structure of species.

It was shown by me in a previous publication ( Mayr, 1942) that all this

evidence indicates that the normal process of gradual speciation is that

of geographical speciation. I defined this as follows: “A new species

develops if a population, which has become geographically isolated from

its parental species, acquires during this period of isolation characters

which promote or guarantee reproductive isolation when the external

barriers break down.” Work by many authors during the past five years

has shown that this definition includes a number of ambiguities and

omissions that require further discussion. To simplify the following discus-

sion it may be useful at this point to introduce some diagrams ( Figure 3 )

.

Geographical Isolation

What exactly does geographical isolation mean? Does it imply that

geographically isolated populations are cut off by unsurmountable bar-

riers like oceans or high mountain ranges, or does it merely indicate

segregation that is mutual, spatial exclusion without actual separation by

barriers?

Before this question can be answered it is necessary to examine the

actual conditions under which parts of species are separated from each

other. Populations of a species, for example, that live on mountains above

10,000 feet are isolated from each other by all valleys or lowlands descend-

ing below this altitude. Is this geographical or is it ecological isolation?

Is this isolation any more ecological than if the mountains were sunk

into the ocean until the water reached the 10,000-foot level? Grasslands

for forest animals, deciduous forests for inhabitants of the coniferous

forest, all constitute extrinsic barriers and lead to a reduction of gene

flow. The literature is replete with examples of barriers of this nature.

This fact makes it quite impossible to distinguish between geographical

and ecological barriers (e.g. for element (c) in Fig. 3A).

The Incx>mpleteness of Barbiebs

Isolation between populations of a species is rarely complete. Even
where there is apparently an absolute barrier, like an ocean strait, some
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Figure 3. Diagram of various kinds of geographical isolation. A. The two popula-

tions a and b are completely isolated from each other by the unsuitable intervening

area c. B. The nature of the intervening area c permits a certain amount of dispersal

(gene flow) between populations a ana b. C. Individuals of species a and b coexist

in random distribution in the same area ( sympatrically ) without any traces of spatial

isolation.

individuals apparently get carried across the gap at irregular intervals. In

other words there is, as indicated in Figure SB, only partial isolation; a

certain amount of gene flow continues.(|Tie smaller Ae distances and the

less formidable the barriers, the greater this gene flow.)However, even in

the complete absence of barriers there is usually not complete panmixia

widiin a species but isolation by distance. Taxonomists are thoroughly

familiar with subspeciation in the absence of geographical barriers, and
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the increasing number of cases of circular overlap ( Mayr, 1942, pp. 180-

184) prove that this isolation by distance may cut down gene flow to the

I
point where the terminal populations act toward each other like good

* species. S, Wright has given the mathematical interpretation of this

process (Wright, 1943).

Intrinsic Factors

There is thus considerable range of variation in the size of a barrier-

forming gap between the isolates. How small can it be? This is determined

entirely by the dispersal faculties of the particular species (intrinsic

factors). A barrier between two living populations is thus not a strictly

mechanical matter, since it is reenforced by intrinsic mechanisms. This

can be well demonstrated for birds with their potentially excellent

dispersal facilities. Many white-eyes (species of Zosterops) have shown

that they can cross large water gaps. The genus is represented by various

species on many isolated oceanic islands (Ponape and Kusaie in Micro-

nesia, Savaii in Samoa, Fiji, Norfolk and Lord Howe, and the Loyalty

Islands). The Australian White-eye (Zosterops lateralis) invaded New
Zealand in 1856 after jumping an ocean gap of 2000 km. But in a closely

related species of white-eye from the central Solomon Islands ( Zosterops

rendovae) strikingly distinct races are restricted to islands not more than

two to six kilometers distant from each other. A flight of a few minutes

would carry the birds from one island to the next, but intrinsic factors

prevent the occurrence of such flights or else make the frequency of their

occurrence negligible.

Animals have an instinctive knowledge of their habitat which they are

normally loath to leave. This can be observed particularly well in species

that are colored like the soil on which they live. It has been described for

larks (Niethammer, see Mayr, 1942) and for grasshoppers (Chopard,

1938). It is this same habitat selection which confines animals to a given

ecological niche and normally prevents them from. leaving it. (Miller,

1942).

Intrinsic factors are also responsible in other ways for preventing the

mixing of populations. In migratory birds it happens not infrequently

that breeding and non-breeding individuals of the same species coexist

at certain seasons in the same region. In New Guinea I saw in the same

grove of trees breeding pairs of the native subspecies (waigiouensis) of

die roller Eurystomus orientalise as well as non-breeding migrant visitors

of the Australian subspecies (pacificus). Genetically controlled differences

in their physiological condition prevent the interbreeding of these two
subspecies^ In Great Britain also there is no interbreeding between
nonspecific individuals if one belongs to winter visiting Scandinavian

populations and the other to the native resident. The same has been
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proven abundantly for North American birds where, for example, mixed

vdnter flocks of various subspecies of Juncos, Fox Sparrows, and Rosy

Finches are commonplace.

Among the intrinsic mechanisms dispersal facility is the most im-

portant. It is different from species to species ^nd it is different in the

various stages of the life cycle. The provision for dispersal is one of the

basic properties of living matter. Dispersal leads to increased gene re-

combination and apparently there is selection for an optimum range of

dispersal. Too much dispersal leads to too much outcrossing, insuflBcient

dispersal to too narrow inbreeding. As pointed out by many recent

geneticists, there is an optimum condition between these two extremes.

Ghilarov ( 1945 )
shows that there is a dispersal phase in the life cycle

of every species. In the sessile marine organisms (coelenterates, molluscs,

crustaceans), for example, it is in the larval stage. In most insects it is in

the adult stage. Among birds, in which the adults may have practically no

dispersal owing to territoriality and homing faculty, there is considerable

scattering of the young. However, this is not random scattering since

even the young settle at comparatively short distances from the place of

birth, as recent analyses of bird banding records have shown. The limited

range of many avian subspecies would otherwise not be intelligible.

There are many ways by which to demonstrate the influence of dispersal

on speciation. This is especially evident when related forms with different

dispersal facilities are compared. The swimming ducks (Anas) in the

northern latitudes of the Holarctic have high dispersal rates and a

minimum of subspeciation; the geese (Arwer, Branta) that live in the

same latitudes have very limited dispersal and high subspeciation ( Mayr,

1942). Speciation on islands also is closely correlated with the dispersal

facilities of the respective species.

Dispersal is a complicated phenomenon. It is influenced by homing
faculty, by territorialism, by habitat selection, and by the ability to

survive in a novel environment. It is different from species to species and
in the various phases of the life cycle of a single individual.)The complex

nature of dispersal is the reason it is so difiBcult to study gene flow, which

is after all nothing but dispersal expressed in terms of the geneticist.

Segregation versus Isolation

No two populations of the same species normally coexist at the same
locality. Conspecific individuals that are in breeding condition and occur

together will interbreed and become thus de facto members of the same
population. Conversely different populations of a species are spatially

segregated. They may meet in a zone of contact and interbreed freely, but

their centers of distribution will be different. Such spatially segregated

populations are included by most authors under the heading "geograph-
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ically isolated” but are excluded by others. This has been the cause of

much confusion and has been the basis for much of the argument about

the possibility of sympatric speciation.

(it is still uncertain whether or not spatially segregated populations can

develop into full species if they are in complete contact with each other^

I have discussed this question on a previous occasion (Mayr, 1942, pp.

188-189). To permit speciation of such populations there must be a

bottleneck that seriously impedes gene flow. The cases of the cave fishes

described by Pavan (1946) and of the four endemic “species” of fish of

Lake Waccamaw ( Hubbs and Raney, 1946 )
are some recently described

situations where species may have evolved in geographical segregation

without complete isolation.

It would be well worth while to test this possibility experimentally.

The natural situation could be simulated by two population cages, each

of which is placed in a very different environment but which are joined

by a connection that is almost impassable. The unexpectedly large size

of the coefficient of selection that has been found in much of the recent

research ( Dobzhansky, 1947 )
opens the possibility that natural selection

may be stronger than the slight gene inflow across the barrier. The im-

portance of natural selection for the reduction of gene flow is further

substantiated by studies of hybrids in zones of overlap of closely related

species (e.g. Epling, 1947). It may become necessary to consider this

possibility and to define species as follows : “Species are groups of actually

or potentially interbreeding natural populations that are either completely

reproductively isolated from other such groups or whose genetic differ-

entiation (owing to mutation, selection, etc.) outweighs an actual or

potential gene interchange with other such groups.” But there are also

some serious objections to such an emendation.

The Polytypic Species as an Aggregate of Incipient Species

The concept of geographical speciation is based on the assumption that

geographical subdivisions of species are potentially incipient species. The
study of speciation thus involves a study of the structure of species. The
taxonomist finds that most populations of species are different if proper

methods of analysis are employed, T5iit only a small minority are

suflBciently distinct to be recognized as subspecies. The most distinct sub-

species are usually those that occur along the periphery of the species

range; in fact, such peripheral subspecies are frequently so distinct that it

is diflBcult to decide whether to consider them species or subspecies

(Mayr, 1948). This diflSculty of the taxonomist is of purely practical

nature.

Of greater interest is the ecological structure of species. Many authors

insist on distinguishing between geographical and ecological races, but the
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fact remains that geographical races are invariably to a lesser or greater

degree also ecological races, in view of the climatic, edaphic, and biotic

peculiarities of every district. Conversely, no evidence is available to show
that ecological races exist that are not at least microgeographic races.

It becomes evident when one reads the conflicting literature on geo-

graphical versus ecological speciation that the disagreement is mainly

due to a difference of emphasis. If Speyer (1938) finds that a valley

population of a moth hatches on the average one month earlier than the

populations on the neighboring hills, one may emphasize either the

existing difference and the ecological factors that favored selection for this

difference, or one may emphasize the geographical segregation of the two

localities which limits gene flow between them. The important fact is

that two different populations are involved, each with a locally superior

gene combination. Spatial segregation will prevent the destruction of these

adaptive gene combinations through gene flow.

Too great an emphasis in the past on the purely taxonomic structure

of species has obscured the fact that even the lowest taxonomic category,

the subspecies, is composed of numerous genetically distinct populations,

each of which is adapted to a local environment. This was proven inde-

pendently by the geneticists (see Dobzhansky, 1941, for a summary) and

by the naturalists. Noll (1934), for example, quotes numerous instances

of local bird populations which differ in various physiological and

^

ecological features. Such differences can be sharp and striking if there is

a sufficient spatial gap between the populations. The differences are

slighter and more gliding if the populations are in complete spatial

contact. As a rule the most pronounced ecological differences are found

in the populations that are found along the periphery of a species, whether

or not they have reached subspecies level.

The response to the local environment in plants is usually even more

striking than in animals where it becomes apparent only through genetic

and ecological techniques. Botanists therefore often apply a special

terminology to the species of the field naturalist and to its locally adapted

subdivisions. Turesson (1922) uses ecospecies for the ‘Xinnaean species

from the ecological point of view.” ‘TTie term ecotype ... is therefore

proposed for the ecological unit, to cover the product arising as a result

of the genotypical response of an ecospecies to a particular habitat.”

The species then is a compound of locally adapted populations which

can be called ecotypes or ecological races. This still leaves the question

how these ecological differences evolve and what role these populations

play in the evolution of new species. In order to answer these questions it

is essential to make a short survey of the speciation process.
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The Speciation Process

Speciation in its simplest and most diagrammatic form occurs when a

population (or group of populations) becomes completely isolated geo-

graphically from the parental population (Figure 3A). The following

events take place in the isolated population:

A. Genetic changes owing to mutation, recombination, and random

fixation, strongly infiuenced and directed by selection pressure.

As a consequence of A.

B (1) The development of reproductive isolating mechanisms.

(2) Ecological divergence (see Lack, below, pp. 299-308).

(3) SuflBcient genetic change to make hybrids between parental

and incipient species inferior in competition with either

parental population.

The isolated population can spread out into the range of the parental

species and thus demonstrate the completion of the process of speciation,

as soon as B(l), B(2), and B(3) have reached a certain degree of

perfection.

A few words of comment must be said about the definition of isolating

mechanisms. It is generally agreed that they have to be divided into two

fundamentally different categories: (1) innate reproductive isolating

mechanisms, and (2) geographical isolating mechanisms. (A slight

transition between these categories, however, is caused by the fact that

even the efficiency of geographical barriers is usually reenforced by in-

nate factors.) Geographical isolation, being mainly based on extrinsic

barriers, has the important characteristic of reversibility. As has been

emphasized especially by botanists (Stebbins, 1945), but is equally true

and well-substantiated for animals, geographically isolated populations do
not necessarily develop into full species. A number of plant species are

found in eastern Asia and eastern North America which have probably

been separated for millions of years but are still morphologically in-

distinguishable. Others (e.g. Platanus, Catalpa) show slight differences

but are fully fertile. In spite of their complete geographical isolation these

forms are not species. Any event in the history of 4e earth that would
eliminate the gap in the distribution would demonstrate this conclusively.

Reproductive isolating mechanisms, on the other hand, operate in contrast

to geographical barriers only when two populations are in physical con-

tact. Their functioning is thus an essential criterion of species. They have a

multifactorial genetic basis which cannot have become perfected without

an initial interruption or at least very drastic inhibition of gene flow.

If this hypothesis of speciation is correct, it follows that the develop-

ment of B(l), B(2), and B(3) must occur while the respective popula-

tions are still in the stage of incipient species. It must be possible to find

evidence for it by comparing geographical races. This is indeed the case.
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Geographicai, Variation of Isolating Mechanisms. That there is

sometimes a great deal of sterility among individuals belonging to different

geographical races is well established in the literature (Mayr, 1942, p.

163). In the meantime this has been even better established for certain

species of Drosophila (for a summary see Mayr, 1948; and Patterson et

al., 1947). Moore (1946) made a systematic analysis of developmental

disturbances of the hybrids between various populations of the frog

Rana pipiens. In hybrids between distant populations there is a retarda-

tion in rate of development, and morphological defects are pronounced.

Crosses between far-distant populations, like Vermont and southern

Florida or Wisconsin and Texas, result in a high degree of hybrid

inviability. This type of research is still at its beginning. However,

it is already established that in a majority of cases conspicuous differences

in mating preference and often also in fertility can be observed between

individuals of different populations, particularly if they come from distant

localities.

Geographical Variation of Ecological Preference

Many cases of geographical variation of ecological preference have been

described by Studnitz (1935), Stegmann (1935), Bodenheimer (1938),

Mayr (1942, pp. 56-57), Huxley (1942, pp. 272, 278), Stresemann (1943),

and others. The warbler Phylloscopus occipitalis nests on the mainland of

Japan on the ground and has a characteristic song and call-note (sub-

species coronatus). On the island Oshima (Seven Islands) it nests off the

ground on bushes and has a strikingly different song (subspecies ijimae).

In the thrush Luscinia akahige the nominate race {akahige) lives on the

main islands of Japan in the mountains about 1000 meters altitude, while

on the Seven Islands (Miyake, Mikura, Hachijo) the subspecies tanensis

lives at sea level. The nest of akahige is on the ground, the nest of tanensis

in natural cavities in trees one to three meters above the ground
(
Jahn,

1942).

The fact that in every region the local subspecies of cross-bill ( Loxia

curvirostra) has become adapted in its bill structure to one particularly

favored species of conifers is well known (Stresemann, 1934; Kirikov,

1940). In many species different geographical races live at different

altitudes. Dwarf races of Passer montanus, P. rutilans. Paras major, Corvus

rruicrorhynchos, and Lanins schach live in the tropical zone at the foot of

the Himalayas and giant races in the Alpine zone (Stresemann, 1943). In

the cormorant Phalacrocorax carbo the widespread Eurasian race sinensis

always nests on trees, the Atlantic race carbo always on rocks. In the

Herring Gull {Laras argentatus) the flesh-footed race argentatus of

Europe always nests on the seacoast. Its eastern neighbor, the yellow-

footed L. a» omissus, in its western populations, is an inhabitant of the
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marshy shores of tundra lakes. In north Finland, where both subspecies

meet, they retain their ecological characteristics: omissus nests in marshes,

argentatus along the adjacent rocky coasts and on sandy beaches ( Strese-

mann, 1943). This last case illustrates the importance of these acquired

ecological differences as isolating mechanisms.

(These facts prove abundantly that more or less complete isolating

mechanisms as well as ecological differences between subspecies are in-

deed frequenty'Does this mean that the theory of geographical speciation

has only limited validity? The answer is apparent from the following

discussion.

veographical speciation is a process ^at is fully consistent both with

the genetic and the taxonomic evidenc^Also its operation is abundantly

documented by borderline cases. There is universal agreement that the

concept of geographical speciation, as developed by the systematists, has

greatly clarified our thinking on speciation. With this fact established, the

time has now come to ask whether the concept of geographical speciation,

as originally presented, was not an oversimplification, and furthermore

whether there is not in addition to it a second kind of gradual speciation,

variously referred to as ecological or sympatric speciation. This question

has never been adequately answered for lack of suflBcient data, which is

not unexpected since it is only within the past four or five years that

the problem has been defined precisely. The available evidence indicates

to me that ^eciation is not always as crudely geographical as sometimes

stated, but that, on the other hand, there is no evidence that two entirely

different processes of speciation are involved. Rather “geographical” and

“ecological” speciation are but two aspects of the same phenomenon. J

Sympatric Speciation

The concept of sympatric speciation is very old; in fact, it is a good deal

older than that of geographical speciation. It was no doubt the prevailing

concept in the latter half of the nineteenth century, Moritz Wagner s

efforts notwithstanding. Darwin himself, Weismann (1872), and others

leading evolutionists frequently endorsed it rather unequivocally. Even
after the importance of isolation began to be realized, sympatric specia-

tion was not abandoned but revived under the label “physiological selec-

tion.” The muddy thinking of this period is typified by the following

quotation: “Suppose that on the same oceanic island the original colony

has begun to segregate into secondary groups under the influence of

natural selection, sexual selection, physiological selection or any of the

other forms of isolation, there will be as many lines of divergent evolution

going on at the same time ( and here on the same area ) as there are forms

of isolation affecting the oceanic colony” (Romanes, Part 3, 1897, p. 22.)

This is a nearly perfect statement of the concept that species originate
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sympatrically by segregation of individuals within a single population. The
truth is, of course, that a colony on an isolated oceanic island is about the

least likely population to break up into several species.

Various forms of sympatric speciation have again been championed in

recent years. A detailed analysis of the evidence quoted in favor of this

concept is too long for the present discussion and has been published

separately ( Mayr, 1947 ) . Here I shall content myself with a summary.

Reasons listed as proving sympatric speciation:

The impossibility to conceive that the wonderfully efiBcient way in

which numerous species of a locality utilize their environment could

have originated in geographical isolation.

The fact that certain animals may become conditioned to new
ecological conditions.

The existence of sympatric species swarms, particularly in fresh

water lakes.

Assumptions often made in connection with sympatric speciation:^

New species are founded by aberrant individuals of the parent

species.

Species differences are originated by few genes.

Reproductive isolation is by necessity linked with ecological

divergence, and vice versa.

DiflBculties of the sympatric speciation concept:

It is diflScult to visualize how two balanced well-adapted gene

complexes can develop in the same area.

Geographical races are always more or less different in their

ecological requirements, and all so-called ecological races are at least

microgeographical races.

Incipient cases of sympatric speciation are unknovm.

It seems legitimate to conclude from these facts that there is no

process of sympatric speciation that differs in principle from spatial

speciation. Neither is there any need to postulate it, since all known facts

are consistent with geographical (i.e. spatial) speciation. The same

ecological differences that are quoted as necessitating the acceptance of

the concept of ecological speciation exist between species that are known
to have originated in geographical isolation. Various seemingly aberrant

phenomena, such as species swarms in lakes, can be interpreted as having

resulted from origin of species in spatial isolation.

The process of speciation can thus be summarized as follows:

There is a selective advantage in the multiplication of species since

* The validity of these three assumptions is considered in Mayr, 1947.
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it permits a more efficient utilization of the environment by organisms.

Speciation proceeds through the gradual genetic modification of

spatially segregated populations (excepting polyploidy and other aber-

rant phenomena).

Gene flow between such populations must be greatly reduced with the

help of factors of the environment, in order to permit the development of

genetically-controlled isolating mechanisms.

Outlook

The findings of the taxonomist on the process of speciation are merely

a progress report. Further work will lead to an expansion as well as pos-

sibly to a modification of our present concepts. The findings, as they are,

carry a different message to the paleontologist, to the geneticist, and to

the taxonomist.

Paleontologist. The work on living species shows that speciation is a

very gradual process and that sudden changes are exceedingly rare. Hence

it becomes apparent that the so-called "mutations” in the paleontological

record are not genetic events. Rather, as Rensch ( 1933 ) and others have

pointed out, "mutational” breaks in phylogenetic lineages must be

interpreted as biogeographical events (shifts in populations).

The splitting of one population into two seems to be possible only in

spatial segregation. However, in the paleontological literature numerous

cases are reported of lineages that forked at a single locality in successive

strata into two or more species as, for example, the Steinheim snails. It is

highly desirable that paleontologists should reinvestigate such cases with

the best modem stratigraphic and biometric methods. A confirmation of

the older findings would be a powerful endorsement of the hypothesis of

sympatric speciation.

Geneticist. The findings of the systematists pose a number of genetic

questions, such as the following;

How great is the number of the genetic differences between species

that have recently completed speciation? What is the number of loci

involved?

What is the nature of the events that occur during the reorganization of

gene complexes in incipient species?

How much gene flow is permissible between diverging incipient

species?

Obviously it will be impossible to give a complete answer to these

questions, but it seems very desirable that more work be done along these

lines.

Taxonomist. The process of speciation in ordinary terrestrial bisexual

animals is fairly well established. There are, however, large groups of

animals of whose speciation nothing is known. This is particularly true
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of all groups with aberrant reproductive mechanisms. A study of the

speciation pattern among animals with temporary or permanent parthe-

nogenesis, self-fertilizing hermaphroditism, and various forms of temporary

or permanent asexual reproduction is badly needed. Such studies should

first determine whether or not there are well-defined populations within

species in these groups, and whether or not some of these populations

have the earmarks of incipient species. The subspecies concept has never

been consistently employed in any of these groups.

Work along these lines by paleontologists, geneticists, and taxonomists

will lead to further advances of our knowledge of the process of speciation.
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IS-
THE SIGNIFICANCE OF ECOLOGICAL ISOLATION

BY DAVID LACK^

In this paper is presented a brief synthesis of studies by the writer on

ecological differences between species and their significance in regard to

the origin of new forms. Examples are chosen almost exclusively from

birds because, though the writer believes that his conclusions apply more

widely, it is dangerous for a specialist to select examples from groups

with which he has not worked at first hand. One reason for this paper is

to bring the problem to the attention of specialists in other groups.

Knowledge of the work on speciation in the synthesis by Mayr (1942) is

assumed; indeed the present paper might be regarded as an appendage

to Mayr s main thesis.

Habitat Selection

Closely related species of birds living in the same region tend to occupy

different habitats. At one time it was naively assumed that specific differ-

ences in climatic tolerance or food preference were responsible, but

birds are homoiothermic animals comparatively independent of their

physical environments, and many of them have very generalized diets.

When, for instance, one finds two English buntings, Emberiza schoeniclus

and E. citrinella, the former in marshes, the latter in dry scrub, each taking

a varied diet of both plants and invertebrates, but the former mainly

marsh plants and insects, the latter mainly those of drier country, it is

reasonable to suppose that the difference in their diets is a result, rather

than a cause, of their difference in habitat (Lack, 1933).

Birds select their habitats, utilizing recognition features which are not

necessarily those directly essential to their existence (Lack, 1933, 1937).

Originally, the writer suggested that differences in recognition factors

might themselves provide a sufficient explanation of the habitat differ-

ences between species, but later this view was abandoned (Lack, 1940),

the criticism of Miller (1942) being valid. The error arose through a fail-

ure, not uncommon among biologists at that time, to distinguish between

the proximate factors concerned with internal mechanism and the ultimate

factors concerned with survival value. This distinction may be illustrated

by reference to an invertebrate which in nature is found only in fresh

^Director of Edward Grey Institute of Field Ornithology, Oxford University,

England.
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waters between certain temperature limits. It might be shown, first, that

the animal selects its habitat through a direct response to temperature,

and secondly that, under laboratory conditions, it readily survives in

temperatures outside these limits. In this case, though temperature is the

proximate factor controlling habitat selection, the ultimate factor de-

termining survival is different, perhaps competition for food with another

species. A temperature response has been evolved because the animal is

thereby brought into the habitat where it can survive.

In the same way, recognition factors proximately determine a bird s

habitat, but the writer thinks that, ultimately, the habitat limits have been

determined by natural selection. Occasionally a bird breeds outside its

typical habitat, and that such irregularities do not persist suggests that

they are eliminated by selection. It is also significant that in one part of its

range a species may have a more restricted habitat than in another,

correlated with the presence or absence of a related species. However,

while there is some circumstantial evidence, there is as yet no proof that

natural selection is involved in such cases, and it will be very diflBcult to

obtain. Experiment under realistic conditions is impossible, since, when
birds are transferred to a strange habitat, they merely fly back home.

Speciation via Ecological Isolation

To account for the habitat differences between closely related species,

various writers, formerly including Lack (1933), suggested that where a

population is spread over several habitats ecological isolation might lead

to subspecific differentiation, and so eventually to speciation. However,

Mayr (1942) in his review emphasizes two strong arguments against

this view, with which the present writer is in full agreement.

First, in birds, subspecific differentiation is far more pronounced on

islands than over continental land masses, though the latter usually provide

more varied physical conditions and habitats; i.e. isolation of populations

per sCy and not divergence in their environments, is the major factor in

subspecific differentiation. The bird species occupying different habitats

in the same region usually have numerous border zones where they come
in contact, the degree of isolation is certainly not complete, and it does

not seem suflScient for the subspecific differentiation of populations. This

view has been criticized by Thorpe (1945), but neither Mayr nor the

writer thinks it at all likely that this criticism has validity in birds.

The second objection is much stronger, that in birds there are no
known subspecies or incipient species in process of differentiation in

adjacent habitats in the same region. All avian subspecies are isolated

geographically. Some also differ in ecology, examples being given by
Miller (1942), Stresemann (1943), and others, but in all such cases there

is also geographical isolation.
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In addition to these two negative objections, there is the positive point

that the work started by Stegmann and Rensch twenty years ago and

summarized by Mayr (1942) has shown conclusively that, in birds, sub-

species diflFerentiated in geographical isolation can give rise to new species

when they later meet in the same region. Moreover, when the arguments

in the next section are admitted, there are no cases known in birds where

this method of speciation does not fit the available facts. Rensch queried

the Galapagos finches (Geospizinae) in this respect, but the writer has

strong reasons for thinking that geographical isolation is the key factor

here, as in other birds (Lack, 1947 ).2

When Species Meet

Mayr's review left unexplained the ecological differences between

species. Why, if they do not originate in this way, do bird species so often

differ in ecology? The answer is, surely, to be found through a considera-

tion of what happens when two forms, differentiated in geographical

isolation, later meet in the same area. There is first a genetical problem,

that of interbreeding, which is not considered here. There is also an

ecological problem, that of competition. The chance is negligible that

two such forms will be equally efficient, which leaves four possibilities:

First, one form may be so much better adapted than the other that it

eliminates it. This will not usually have left any trace for the contemporary

observer. Secondly, one form may be better adapted than the other in

part of its range, the other in the rest. The result will be geographical

replacement. Thirdly, one form may be better adapted than the other in

part of the original habitat, the other in the rest. The result will be

ecological replacement. In this and the previous case, there may be an

area of overlap where both forms are about equally well adapted.

Fourthly, one form may be better adapted for taking certain foods, the

other for other foods, in which case the two species may be able to live in

the same region and the same habitat without competing.

To test these possibilities, the v^iter has surveyed the ecology of five

groups of birds: (i) British passerines (Lack, 1944); (ii) passerines on

remote islands (Lack, 1944); (iii) British species of Cormorant {Phala-

crocorax) (Lack, 1945a); (iv) European birds of prey (Falconiformes

and Strigiformes) (Lack, 1946); (v) Darwin’s finches of the Galapagos

(Geospizinae) (Lack, 1947). In these five groups, nearly every species

was found to be isolated ecologically in one of the above ways from all

closely related species. The few apparent exceptions may be due merely

to inadequate knowledge, apart from the special case of superabundant

* When this thesis is discussed in relation to small animals, it seems better to replace

the term “geographical Isolation” by “spatial isolation.”
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foods, discussed later. The ecological isolation of Darwin’s finches is

summarized in Table 1.

The necessity for ecological isolation was brought to the writer s atten-

tion by the statement of Cause (1934) that two species with the same

ecology cannot persist in the same region. Cause, who derived his views

from the population studies of Lotka and Volterra, explored the manner

of competition between species, a study since amplified by Crombie

(1945), but the basic postulate is all that is needed for the present

argument.

TABLE I

Ecological Isolatiok of Darwin’s Finches

A. On large central Galapagos islands

Species Main breeding habitat Main diet Ecological niche

Geospiza

magnirostris semi-arid lowlands* seeds large ground-finch

fortis
« « u « u medium “ “

fuliginosa « « « » u small “

diffieilis humid uplands ? humid forest ground-finch

scandens semi-arid lowlands* Opuntia cactus ground-finch

Camarhynchus

crassirostris humid uplands* fruit and leaves vegetarian tree-finch

psittacula « « « insects large insectivorous tree-finch

pauper <( « « medium “ “ “

parvulus t< « « « small “ “ “

pallidus «t « « woodpecker-like

heliohates coastal mangroves a mangrove tree-finch

Certhidea

olivacea arid lowlands and
humid uplands

small insects warbler-like

* Notes

i

(i) All the Oeospiza spp. which breed in the semi>arid lowlands, and all

the Camarhynchus spp. which breed in the humid uplands, also breed in

the extensive transitional zone between the two, so here they overlap

widely in habitat.

(ii) On Chatham Island, O. magnirostris is absent and O. fortis attains

an unusually large size, and C. psittacula is absent (also C. pauper)
and C. parvulus attains an unusually large size.

(iii) C. pauper and C. heliohates are very local species.

B. On small outlying Galapagos islands

Note: On the small outlying islands, the only available habitat is semi-arid lowland,
and no Camarhynchus spp. are known to breed. The number of Oeospiza spp.

is also reduced, with the result that a species sometimes occupies an unusual
niche, or combines niches which on the large islands are filled by two separate
species. In such cases there are corresponding modifications in beak and size.

The reduction in the number of species and of ecological niches, even in the
same general type of habitat, on islands as compared with continents, and on
small as compared with large islands, seems widespread in birds, and should
be studied further.
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TABLE I (cont.)

Ecological niche Tower Island Wenman Island Cul'pepper

Island

Hood Island

large ground-finch G. magnirostris G. magnirostris G. conirostris^
G, conirostris

cactus ground-finch G. conirostris
1 G, difflcilis

J

h G, difflcilis G, fuliginosa
small ground-finch (7. difflcilis

warbler-like 0. olivacea

1 J

C. olivacea C. olivacea C, olivacea

Note how on one island the species G, conirostris occupies the cactus-feeding niche,

on another that of the large ground-finch, and on a third island it combines the two.

Likewise, G, difficilis on one island occupies the niche of the small ground-ftnch, on
two others it combines this with cactus-feeding, and on the large central islands its

niche is quite different, as it is found not in the semi-arid lowlands but in the humid
forest. In all these cases, there are corresponding adaptations in beak. For example,

where the species G. conirostris or G. difflcilis feeds on cactus, the beak is modified

similarly to that of the species G. scandens, which fills this niche on the central islands.

C. Cocos Island

No adaptive radiation. Pinaroloxias inornata is the only species. This is a forest

form with a beak not unlike that of Certhidea olivacea.

The considerations in this and the previous section indicate that, in

birdsy ecological isolation is primarily a result, rather than a cause, of

speciation. However, it should be added that if two forms differentiated in

geographical isolation are both to persist when they later meet, they must

already have evolved some ecological or adaptive difference in their

period of isolation, i.e. it is those geographical races that differ in

ecology which are the potential new species. But geographical isolation

is the primary factor in producing such ecological differentiation. The
validity of these views is strongly supported by the recent paper on the

fantails of the group Rhipidura rufifrons by Mayr and Moynihan (1946).

Isolation by Habitat

Of particular significance for the views developed here are those cases

in which a species has a different habitat in one region than another, cor-

related with the presence or absence of other species. For instance, the

lowland semi-desert of each Galapagos island is occupied by one and only

one species of small ground-finch, usually Geospiza fuliginosa, but on

the northern islands where G. fuliginosa is absent, the niche is filled by

another species, G. difficilis. The latter species also breeds on the large

central islands, but here it is confined to the upland humid forest, whereas

G. fuliginosa breeds only at lower altitudes. So in one part of their range

these two species occur in the same region but in different habitats, and

in another part they occur in the same type of habitat but are separated

geographically. Somewhat parallel, there are cases in Europe where two

passerine species breed in different habitats in the same region, but
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migrate to winter in different geographical regions (Lack, 1944). Hence

the ecological isolation of two species is not always achieved in the same

way.

Again, while the European Chaffinch Fringilla coelebs is in most of its

range abundant in both broadleaved and coniferous woods, the race of

this species on Tenerife and Gran Canaria does not breed in conifers. On
these islands the coniferous woods are inhabited by a related species

F. teydea, which systematists consider to have been derived from F.

coelebs by an earlier invasion of the Canary Islands. On another Canary

island, Palma, F. teydea is absent, and here F. coelebs breeds also in

conifers. Hence the absence of F. coelebs from conifers in Tenerife and

Gran Canaria seems clearly due to competition with the other species.

A number of similar examples are known, mainly from islands, but also

from continents.

The views developed here imply that closely related species which

occupy different habitats have associated adaptive differences. In a few

cases such adaptations are known, e.g. there is a difference in the length

of the hind claw in the European Meadow Anthus pratensis and Tree

Pipits A. trivialis, this being in the same direction as that found between

other terrestrial as compared with arboreal birds; but in most cases such

adaptive differences have yet to be described. Also, as mentioned earlier,

there is not as yet any experimental proof that the habitat restrictions

of birds are imposed by natural selection.

Competition for Food

While closely related bird species often live in different habitats, it is

equally striking that, when they occur in the same habitat, they differ in

diet. This was shown in all five of the writer s surveys. The case for

sympatric speciation through isolation by habitat is, if improbable, at

least arguable. But the differentiation of two bird populations living in the

same region and habitat but differing in diet is extremely diflScult to con-

ceive, as there would be virtually no spatial isolation. On the other hand,

isolation by diet and isolation by habitat are likely alternative conse-

quences for species which meet in the same area and tend to compete.

Closely related bird species which live in the same habitat often differ

markedly in size. In a number of cases, e.g. Goshawk Accipiter gentilis

and Sparrowhawk A. nisusy a parallel difference has been shown to exist

in their prey, and in other cases such a difference probably occurs.

Evidently a difference in body-size is one of the easiest ways in which a

difference in diet has been evolved. Such size-differentiated species are

prominent on oceanic islands but are by no means confined to them, e.g.

Geospiza and Camarhynchus in the Galapagos, Nesospiza on Tristan da
Cunha, but also Loxia in Europe, etc.
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Competition for food requires much further study. The mathematics

involved has been developed only for monophagous predators, whereas

nearly all birds are highly polyphagous. While two monophagous species

cannot both persist if they compete for the same food, the polyphagous

bird species which live in the same habitat often show an overlap in diet.

It is not known how much, and what type of, overlap can be tolerated.

Goshawk and Sparrowhawk show a small overlap in diet probably

at all times of year. More interesting is the case of "temporarily super-

abundant foods” (Lack, 1946). When fruits or caterpillars are seasonally

abundant, several passerine species in the same habitat may turn to feed

on them, both in Britain and in the Galapagos. Although the food in

question may temporarily constitute most of their diet, such species will

not be in competition provided that the food supply is excessive. It also

seems important that the eventual decrease of the food is not due to the

birds, but to some independent factor, such as falling in the case of fruit,

and pupation in the case of caterpillars. As already mentioned, the passer-

ine species concerned in these cases differ in ecology at other seasons of

the year, though in the case of the Galapagos finches the superficial ap-

pearance of overlap in diet was enough to cause a bad misinterpretation of

the data in a first analysis ( compare the accounts in Lack, 1945b, and by
earlier workers, with that in Lack, 1947).

A more striking case of temporarily superabundant foods is provided

by the several species of predatory birds and mammals which can be

found in the same region and habitat preying on the same species of

"plague” rodent, such as the vole Microtus or the lemming Lemmus, In

these cases, the same prey-species provides the bulk of the diet for two or

three years, but during this time it would seem to be superabundant, and

its decrease is apparently not caused by the predators but by disease or

some other factor. Further work is needed to prove whether, as is sug-

gested, each predatory species takes a different alternative prey during

the periods when the rodent is scarce.

Two species might also be able to live in the same habitat on the same

diet without competition provided that their numbers were controlled by

predators or parasites. This situation seems rare or non-existent in birds,

but might well be important in small invertebrates, and requires explora-

tion. For instance is it necessary that such species should always, or only

usually, be kept below die food limit? Again, is the claim of Nicholson

( 1933) correct that, if two species are controlled by the same predator or

parasite, both caxmot persist together? This depends on a parallel argu-

ment to that developed for food-competition, but, while it seems logically

true if the predator hunts at random, both prey-species mi^t possibly

persist if die predator alternated between th^, seeking whichever was
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the more abundant. This situation might be further complicated by

polyphagy.

Speciation and Adaptive Evolution

It has sometimes been stated, e.g. by Huxley (1942), that the origin of

species has little to do with the main story of evolution, that speciation

merely results in irrelevant discontinuities which have no influence on

long-term adaptive trends. This view the writer believes to be wrong.

Speciation commonly results in the presence in the same area of two

species where formerly there was one. When both persist, the ecology

of each is almost certain to be restricted, which in turn allows each to

become more specialized. For example, the European ChaflBnch cannot

become specialized for broadleaved as distinct from coniferous woods, or

the reverse, as it is abundant in both types. But the Tenerife form of this

species can become specialized for broadleaved woods and the closely

related F. teydea for conifers, as each is restricted to the habitat in

question. These habitat restrictions, and the possibilities of increased

specialization, are due to the two forms meeting and persisting in the

same area, i.e. to the origin of a new species.®

The point under discussion in this section is shown particularly well by

Darwins finches ( Geospizinae ) . The Galapagos archipelago provides

admirable opportunities for the geographical isolation of populations and

their subsequent re-meeting, and this group of birds has diverged into a

multipHcity of species and subspecies. Further, there has been an adaptive

radiation, with the evolution of new and quite unfinchlike types, warbler-

hke, tit-like, woodpecker-like, cactus-feeding, and others. The writer

considers that the essential first step in this adaptive radiation has been

the geographical isolation of populations, though it has secondarily been

greatly assisted by the paucity of other land-birds in the Galapagos. This

has allowed greater ecological divergence in geographical races of the

same species than is possible on a continent at the present day, where the

presence of eflBcient types in other genera restricts each form to a nar-

row ecological niche. As already discussed, it is only those geographical

races which di£Eer in ecology which can persist as separate species when
they later meet in the same area. Such meeting in turn results in a

greater ecological restriction of the new species, and this allows the

further specialization of each. Any subsequent tendency for increased

ecological isolation through their further ecological divergence vrill also

have been assisted by the paucity of other land-birds.

* Modem workers seem agreed that F. teydea was the original Chaffinch in the
Canary Islands and became so distinct in isolation that it was able to keep separate
from flue much later second derivative from the European stock, i.e. speciation took
place aUopatrically.
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It would seem that, in the Galapagos, this process has been repeated a

number of times, the new species in turn spreading over the archipelago,

producing geographical races, some of which diverged in ecology, that

these later met and persisted in the same area, resulting in further

ecological restriction and differentiation, and hence in further specializa-

tion, and that in this way an adaptive radiation was gradually evolved.

This picture of evolution fits all the known facts about the Geospizinae,

and there is no need to invoke some special or unusual type of evolution,

as has been thought necessary in the past ( excessive inherent variability,

repeated hybridization, sympatric speciation, etc.).

One species of Geospizinae occurs outside the Galapagos, on Cocos

Island. This bird is so different from the others that it is placed in a genus

of its own. This suggests that it has been on Cocos for a long time. Never-

theless, there is still only a single species and subspecies there and, of

particular relevance to this section, there has been no adaptive radiation.

Cocos resembles the Galapagos in providing varied habitats and in having

a great paucity of other land-birds, but it differs in one essential respect: it

is a single island, not an archipelago. Hence there has been no opportunity

for the geographical isolation of populations and hence no evolution of

new species or of an adaptive radiation. There has likewise been no

adaptive radiation of an endemic bird species on other single oceanic

islands, however isolated. Such radiations have occurred only on oceanic

archipelagoes, notably Hawaii, and, further back in time, on the

continental land-masses, i.e. only where there has been opportunity for the

geographical isolation of bird populations.

The Galapagos finches differ from the passerine birds of large conti-

nental regions in that their adaptive radiation is less complex and much
more recent, but it is of essentially the same type, differing in degree, not

kind. The writer therefore believes that the type of evolution outlined

above has much wider application than to the Galapagos alone. The
extent to which similar views might apply in groups outside birds is

matter for further discussion.*

* A few points may be briefly mentioned. In invertebrates, particularly insects,

ecological isolation requires study, especially to determine the ways in which predator

or parasite control might modify views here reached for a group of animals in which
control by food supply seems paramount. In smaller anLnals and also in plants,

transference of species to unusual habitats is not impracticable, thus permitting

experimental analysis. In plants, competition is greatly affected by the time factor.

The situation seems very different in forest trees which, once started, may live for

several hundred years, than it is in fast-growing annuals, in which emphasis may be
on the rapid exploitation of temporary habitats. Finally, the -writer would stress the

need for a more complete logical and mathematical treatment of competition, par-

ticularly allowing for polyphagy and for composite predator-prey chains.
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Summary

1. Birds select their habitats through recognition factors which have

been evolved through natural selection, and this is ultimately responsible

for the habitat differences between species.

2. Bird species are normally isolated from each other ecologically,

either by region, or by habitat, or by diet. This is an inevitable conse-

quence of competition and is a result, rather than a cause, of speciation.

3. Competition for food requires further study and analysis.

4. Speciation is closely associated with adaptive radiation, the links

being as follows: (a) geographical isolation of populations, (b) morpho-

logical differentiation, (c) partial inter-sterility and partial ecological

divergence, (d) re-meeting, with persistence of each form as a new
species when both genetic and ecological isolation are sufficient, ( e ) in-

creased ecological restriction and differentiation, and increased specializa-

tion of each form to its modified niche, and (f) further geographical

spread of each form, with a repetition of the whole process from (a) to

(e).
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EARLY STAGES IN ALLOPATHIC SPECIATION

B Y E . B . FORD^

There can be little doubt that in bisexually reproducing organisms

sympatric speciation is virtually limited to the establishment of polyploidy,

which must itself be a matter of great diflBculty in the absence of self-

fertilization. It is indeed impossible to be sure that speciation within a

freely interbreeding community has never in exceptional circumstances

taken place. Yet Mayr (1942), who has made an especially thorough and

critical analysis of this subject, holds that such an event, if it occurs at

all, is at any rate so rare as to be of negligible significance in evolution, a

view that appears to be in full accord with theoretical considerations and

with the great bulk of observational data.

Some degree of geographical isolation therefore is an essential for

species formation, wheAer this be achieved by physical barriers, such

as mountains or valleys, land or water, or by mere distance, as at the

opposite ends of a long dine. A vast body of information is accumulating

on this process, but it should be remarked that it may have occurred or be

well advanced along its course in many unsuspected instances. For

sterility, partial or complete, is sometimes built up between groups which

differ so little from one another, when judged by the characters normally

used in taxonomy, that its presence may remain unsuspected. Without

breeding tests, Drosophila pseudoobscura and D. persimilis, formerly

known as D, pseudoobscura Races A and B, would never have been

distinguished from one another, nor would it have been supposed that

those subspecies of Lymantria dispar which give rise to sexual abnormal-

ities on crossing have in fact departed far enough on the road to speciation

to do so.

An earlier stage even than incipient reproductive incompatibility may
be recognized in aUopatric speciation: that in which a suflBciently large

number of substitutions have been incorporated in the gene-complex for

the genetic adjustments of certain characters to be upset on crossing,

while the switch-mechanism controlling maleness and femaleness remains

yet unaffected. Indeed this is surely to be anticipated, for the very nature

of the sex control suggests that Ae quantitative reaction involved will

have a fairly large "value for safety,'' the excess of sex-determining

substance, at all levels from the primary products of the genes onwards,

1 University Reader in Genetics, The University Museum, Oxford, England.
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being normally considerable in either direction, since in most forms it

ought to be uninfluenced by ordinary environmental and genetic changes.

The point may be illustrated by the results of racial crosses in the moth

Ectropis crepuscularia Hh. (Geometridae), but as there is some con-

fusion in the literature in regard to this species, its status in the British

Isles must first briefly be mentioned. It is single-brooded and occurs

throughout England and Scotland and is widespread in Ireland. A deeply

speckled semi-melanic form, delamerensis White, has become established

in Cheshire and the neighboring counties where, in some localities, it is

now common. It is inherited as a simple dominant. There also exists a

still darker variety, nigra Th. Mieg., which is blackish except for a pale

submarginal line. It is found sporadically throughout the range of the

insect, but is always rare. It is unifactorial and recessive. The very closely

related species Ectropis bistortata Goeze can only be distinguished from

E. crepuscularia with difiiculty, being on the whole browner, but many
specimens are not separable on their visible characteristics. It is double-

brooded, is not found so far north in Britain, and seems to be absent from

Ireland. No variety comparable with delamerensis of E. crepuscularia is

known in E. bistortata, but a recessive blackish mutant, defessaria Frr.,

occurs as a rarity, and this may well be homologous with the dark recessive

form of E. crepuscularia.

I have bred this latter variety, E. crepuscularia var. nigra, from a female

found in Berkshire, and have reared 73 specimens and 164 of the Fg

generation (comprising four broods of 63, 56, 34 and 11). The variety

behaved as a complete recessive throughout. I also crossed melanics from

this stock with normal Irish examples bred from wild larvae, and these did

not differ in appearance from the ordinary English form. In two of the

families so obtained the dominance adjustment broke down, for the

moths of the F^ generation (broods of 29 and 27 respectively) were

distinctly darker than the normal English or Irish insects, and in Fg

(comprising 107 in all) the heterozygotes ranged from a shade approach-

ing, though I think always distinct from, var. nigra to that of the normal

homozygotes. One more family was reared from a racial cross of the

same kind in which, however, var. nigra was almost completely recessive

(17 Fi and 38 Fg specimens) though in each generation two unusually

dark individuals emerged, and these may reasonably be ascribed to a

slight heterozygous expression of the nigra gene. No sexual abnormalities

were detected in any of the broods resulting from these racial crosses,

and the munbers of males and females closely approached equality in all

of them.

Instances of failures in dominance on crossing subspecies or species

are of course well known, as in the work of Harland ( 1933 ) on Gossypium;
but in the present example the comparison between that situation and
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the still normal sex control is a valuable one. Considering the recurrent

nature of mutation, it may be assumed that the nigra gene exists in the

Irish as well as in the English population of E. crepuscularia, though I

have no definite information on the matter. But it appears that the gene-

complex has become adjusted to it in different ways in the two countries

(whether nigra is fully recessive in Ireland, as is probable, or not), sug-

gesting an early stage in the divergence of the two races.

The obvious possibility of speciation taking place owing to isolation

through mere distance, at the opposite ends of a long dine, has been little

explored. It may conveniently be illustrated by work on the butterfly

Coenonympha tullia Muller (Satyridae). This passes through a long dine

from Scotland down to Shropshire and Staffordshire, its most southerly

habitat in England, which is distinguished by a gradual increase in

spotting and darkening in color from north to south, the males being of a

deeper shade than the females (Ford, 1946). The butterfly is in Britain an

inhabitant of moors and marshes from sea level up to about 1800 feet,

but is absent from agricultural land. Therefore it forms colonies through-

out its range, and these must now be to a considerable degree isolated

from one another, especially in the south. But it is likely that tdiere is some
flow of genes between many of them even today, and this must have been

much greater before the agricultural improvements of the last half of the

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Indeed the north to south dine

is rather uniformly expressed, specimens from all localities at a given

level within it being very similar. On interbreeding males from Merioneth

with females from northern Scotland, I obtained several sexually ab-

normal individuals, which were restricted to the females; they amounted

to 5 out of 36 females bred.

Patches of the darker male coloration were to be seen on the wings of

these 5 intersexes. Their prothoracic legs were intermediate between Aose
of normal males and females, which differ rather markedly in the

Satyridae, while the internal and external genitalia were abnormal, but

were imperfectly developed rather than intermediate in structure. The
numbers of these intersexes per brood are given in Table I. I obtained

TABLE I

The occurrence of intersexes among the offspring of Merioneth males and Scotch
females of Coenonympha tullia.

Brood
Males

Normals Intersexes Normals

Females

Intersexes

1 25 — 15 4

2 8 — 9 1

8 12 — 7 —
Total 45 — 81 5
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only a single successful reverse mating, that between a male from Scot-

land and a female from Merioneth, and I failed to rear the larvae. It will

be noticed that the distribution of these sexual abnormalities conforms

with the view expressed long ago by Haldane (1922) that when one sex

among the oflFspring of a cross between species or subspecies is abnormal,

rare, or absent, it will be the heterogametic one. This is the female in the

Lepidoptera.

Such results, both in their nature and irregularity, are surely of the

kind which may be expected sometimes to occur at an early stage in

allopatric speciation.

It is clear that evolutionary changes are greatly favored by the

subdivision of a species into isolated groups. For example, an isolated

colony of the butterfly Euphydryas aurinui Rt. (Nymphalidae) in

Cumberland, England, was kept under observation for many years

(Ford and Ford, 1930). Specimens were very scarce from 1913 to 1919,

but from 1920 to 1926 a rapid increase in numbers took place, and by
1925 they had become excessively common and remained so until the

observations ceased in 1935. During the period of rarity up to 1920, the

imagines were extremely constant in appearance, but an extraordinary

outburst of variation took place while the numbers were rapidly in-

creasing, and many of the more extreme aberrations were deformed. When
the population became stabilized again at the new and high value, uni-

formity was restored, yet the constant form which was then established

differed in appearance from that which existed before the outburst of

variability.

In this instance the process was accelerated by fluctuation in numbers,

but whether this occurs or not, colony formation is doubtless favorable to

relatively rapid evolution. Evidence is accumulating to show that this is

due not, as some have thought, to the effects of random survival in

numerous populations of small size, but to selection adjusting them to

the varied environments to which they are usually exposed.

The importance of selection and random survival has now been ex-

amined experimentally in a colony of the moth Fanaxia dominula L.

isolated in a marsh surrounded by agricultural land about five miles from

Oxford (Fisher and Ford, 1947). The area inhabited by the species is

about 20 acres, and the number of specimens emerging each year, from

1941 to 1946, has been ascertained by the technique of marking, release,

and recapture. It was found that it did not fall below 1000 nor exceed

8000 in any season. This population is one in which a gene has spread in

natural conditions during the time that it has been under observation.

Since the heterozygote is distinguishable from either homozygote, it has

been possible to determine the gene-frequency vnfh considerable exacti-

tude. Up to 1928 it occupied 1.2 per cent of available loci. By 1939 it had
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risen to 9.2 per cent and in 1940 to 11.1 per cent, after which it has

fluctuated between 6.8 and 4.3 per cent, showing no tendency to rise

again to the high value reached in 1940 nor to sink back to the low one

which it occupied prior to 1929. These gene-frequencies and the popula-

tion sizes, during the period that both were determined, are shown in

Table II.

TABLE II

Percentage frequencies of a mutant gene, and numbers of imagines emerging per
season in an isolated colony of the moth Panaxia dominula. The size of the samples
from which the calculations were made is also given (based on Fisher and Ford,

1947).

Year
Size of

sample
% frequency of

mutant gene

Total calculated population

per season

1941 461 6.8 2000 to 2600

1942 206 5.4 1200 to 2000

1943 269 6.6 1000

1944 496 4.5 6000 to 6000

1945 372 6.5 4000

1946 986 4.8 6000 to 8000

We have here exceptional opportunities for evaluating the parts taken

by random survival and selection in the spread of a gene, since both the

yearly changes in its frequency and the size of the population in which it

was fluctuating are known. It has been possible to show that the chances

are less than one in a hundred that the observed variations in the gene-

ratio could be produced by random survival, indicating that they must be

due to the influence of selection, varying in direction and intensity from

year to year. This is the first time that these alternatives have been

studied experimentally, and the result gives no support to the view that

random survival plays a significant part in evolution in populations of

1000 individuals or more. Moreover, it is likely that colonies of much
smaller size are not permanent, being liable to extinction in periods of

time which are short from an evolutionary point of view, unless maintained

by immigration. Thus though random survival may affect the constitution

of such small groups, it does not materially influence the course of evolu-

tion. Indeed it has lately been possible to compare the average expecta-

tion of life in three colonies of the butterfly Maniola jurtina L. ( Satyridae )

,

two being much larger than 1000 and one under 500. The results, which

are now being analyzed, demonstrate that the survival rate is sub-

stantially less in the small population.

A consideration of some of the early stages in aHopatric speciation tiius

suggests that the gene-complexes of isolated populations are gradually

modified along distinct lines, a process which usually but not invariably
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influences the visible characters at an early stage. It may be expected

frequently to evoke minor genetic adjustments before the establishment

of reproductive incompatibility. Such effects may sometimes be detected

by introducing mutant genes when crossing individuals from distinct

populations. Mere distance may provide efficient isolation, affecting the

balance of the sex genes, even when the forms concerned are connected

by an interbreeding series, as in a long dine. The subdivision of a species

into isolated groups is favorable to rapid evolutionary change. This is

due not to random survival in populations of small size but to selection

adjusting them to the varied environments to which such colonies are

exposed.
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PATTERNS OF EVOLUTION IN THE GENUS RANA

BY JOHN A . MOORE^

There is no single pattern that will explain evolution in all biological

systems. The type of discontinuity that arises is dependent upon a number

of variables such as mutation rate, recombination of existing genes,

chromosomal pattern, type of reproduction, density of population, degree

of panmixia, influence of other organisms, behavior, and the nature of the

physical environment. The relative importance of each of these factors

may vary from species to species. This variability of the factors involved

in speciation necessitates a synthesis of studies on the pattern of evolu-

tion in many different species before we can hope for an adequate under-

standing of evolution as a whole. The data that have already appeared

are considerable. Following the pioneer work of Goldschmidt on

Lymantria, studies have been made on such diverse forms as Peromyscus,

Crepis, the Gossypium, and Drosophila. These studies have necessarily

emphasized one or a few of the factors in evolution, but it is frequently

possible to discern the dim outline of a pattern for the species under con-

sideration.

It is my purpose to summarize^ the available data that are pertinent

to an understanding of evolution in the eastern American members of the

genus Rana.^ This genus is represented by not more than twelve species

in the region under consideration. The majority of the forms appear to

have reached a fairly stable evolutionary condition. In marked contrast,

Rana pipiens seems to be splitting into reproductively isolated subgroups.

Thus a single genus affords valuable material for studying the results of

evolution at two taxonomic levels. A comparison of the “stable” species

will reveal the magnitude and type of the differences associated with the

species level. A study of racial variations in Rana pipiens wiU reveal not

only the magnitude and type of differences between populations of a

single species but also give evidence on the origin of specific differences.

^ Barnard College, Columbia University, and The American Museum of Natural

History.

2 This paper is essentially a summary of my work on frogs. Some of the data are

presented in more detail in Moore, 1939, 1940, 1941, 1942a, 1942b, 1944, 1946a,

1946b, and 1947. The full data on geographic variation in adaptive embryological

characters in Rana pipiens and on interspecific hybridization oi eastern American
frogs will be presented in the near future.

8 These investigations are supported by a grant from the Penrose Fund of the

American Philosophical Society. 1 am indented to C. M. Bogert, Th. Dobzhansky, and
E. Mayr for reading the manuscript.
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Geographic Distribution

Geographic and ecological distributions are rough measures of adapta-

tion in continental species that have attained equilibrium in space. The

failure of a species to extend its range implies the lack of genotypes that

could lead to successful colonization of accessible adjacent habitats.

This statement should not be construed as implying that each species oc-

cupies every suitable ecological niche throughout the world, since bar-

riers of one kind or another may prevent access to appropriate territory.

In general continental species do not have a range equal to the land

mass diat is available to them. This might be restated in an interpretative

way by saying that most species cannot produce genotypes that are suit-

able for widely diflFerent environments without splitting into two or more

species. Examples of this restricted distribution can be seen in Figures 1-12.

The twelve forms diflFer considerably in their distribution but not one of

them occupies the entire continent. Rana virgatipes, for example, is

restricted to acid bogs in New Jersey and to similar habitats farther

south (Fig. 7). Rana heckscheri occurs along the coastal plain from

South Carolina to Louisiana (Fig. 12). The two species with the greatest

area of distribution are Rana pipiens and Rana sylvatica (Figs. 1 and 2).

The geographic ranges have been measured from the distribution maps
by means of a planimeter. The results are given in Table I. They must

be considered tentative and approximate since distributional data are in-

complete and the methods of measurement are not precise. It is thought

that the values are within 15 per cent of the real area.^ Rana sevosa has

TABLE I

Extent of geographic area occupied by eastern American frogs.

Species

Area in square

miles

Relative size of area

(Rana pipiens = 100)

Rana sevosa 46,000 1

Rana virgatipes 60,000 1

Rana heckscheri 78,000 2

Rana capita 94,000 2

Rana grylio 180,000 2

Rana areolata 306,000 6

Rana septentrionalis 606,000 12

Rana palustris 1,369,000 26

Rana clamitans 1,736,000 88

Rana catesbeiana 1,991,000 88

Rana sylvatica 8,064,000 68

Rana pipiens 6,804,000 100

The species population is not continuous throughout this area but is restricted

to suitable habitats. The sum of all habitats actually occupied would be much less

than the figure given. I am using "geoTOphic range" as the area encompassing

suitable habitats in which the species has been found.
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the smallest range, occupying a total area of 46,000 square miles. Ram
pipiens has the largest range and is found within an area of 5,304,000

square miles. If the range of the latter species is used as a basis of

comparison, it will be seen that six of the twelve species each has a range

that is less than seven per cent of that occupied by Rana pipiens. Five of

these species are restricted primarily to coastal areas of the southeastern

states. The sixth. Ram areolata, is a midwestern form. It is of interest to

note that none of these six species with small ranges has extended into

regions covered by Pleistocene glaciers. One possible error in Table I

concerns the proper taxonomic designation of Ram areolata. Ram capita,

and Ram sevosa. These are usually considered valid species, but future

study may indicate that they could best be considered as three subspecies

of a single polytypic species.

Many of these species, especially those with large ranges, are highly

variable. The northern populations of Ram sylvatica are frequently con-

sidered as separate subspecies. Ram clamitans and Ram catesbeiam ex-

hibit considerable color variation, but in recent years no one has thought

it necessary to name the various local populations. Ram pipiens has both

the largest range and the greatest amount of morphological variability.

Some aspects of its geographic variation are dealt with in Moore, 1944.

The determination of the factors that are responsible for the range of

any species presents an enormous problem. The range of Ram pipiens, so

much greater than that of any other species, raises an especially inter-

esting question. In addition to this extensive geographic distribution, Ram
pipiens has a wider range of habitats than any other Ram with which I

have had field experience. In New England it is found in swamps, wet

meadows, coastal marshes, lakes, large ponds, and along rivers and large

streams. It is the only Ram that is successfully established throughout

the prairie region. In Mexico I have observed it around the outflow of

desert springs and along tropical rivers and streams.

This wide geographic and habitat distribution of Rana pipiens could be

due to one of several types of adaptation.

1. Individuals of this species might be adapted to a wider range of en-

vironments than other members of the genus. Each individual would
possess a genotype that is capable of success in any of the habitats

and climatic conditions that occur throughout the species' range of

distribution.

2. On the other hand, individuals of this species might have the same

degree of adaptability as individuals of other species, and the popu-

lation might consist of a complex of geographic races each adapted

to its local environment but incapable of survival in markedly dif-

ferent parts of the species' range.
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3. A third, though unlikely, possibility is that Rana pipiens consists

of a number of ecotypes. Each ecotype might be restricted to a

narrow habitat, yet many different ecotypes could spread the species

over a wide geographic range. There is no evidence that anything

like this occurs and for the present it seems safe to ignore this pos-

sibility.

If the first possibility proves to be the correct explanation, no special

importance could be attached to the study of speciation in this form, yet

a study of its adaptation would be of significance for other evolutionary

problems. If the second explanation is correct, this species would be a

border-line case in which an originally homogeneous population is be-

coming divided into different races. In such an event it would be profitable

for investigation. In any case it is necessary to ascertain as many as pos-

sible of the factors that limit the distribution of Rana pipiens and the

other species of the genus and to see if these factors vary geographically.

Factors Limiting Geographic Distribution in Frogs

The factors that restrict a species to its characteristic habitat and area

of distribution are usually poorly understood. It can safely be said that we
do not know why any species of frog has its characteristic distribution, but

there is a general feeling that the most important factors are temperature

and moisture. Chemical factors, in addition to moisture, appear to play a

role in limiting distribution in at least two instances. In the first place no

species of amphibians are able to tolerate the high salinity of sea water.

The preference of Rana virgatipes for bog waters may be a second

instance of the role of chemical factors in limiting distribution. Except

in such instances the chemical environment seems to be adequate and in

no case limiting in eastern North America. There are no known cases in

which the absence of a particular type of food is responsible for the

absence of a species from a region. The relations of frogs to other organ-

isms is undoubtedly an important factor in distributions, yet relatively

little is known of these complex relationships. A possible example is the

nearly complete absence in overlap of the ranges of Rana septentrionalis

and Rana catesheiana. This may be due to the predatory nature of the

latter.

The belief in the paramount importance of water and temperature in

controlling the distribution of frogs is due in part to our ignorance of

other factors, and it seems improbable that these factors are of much in-

fluence in limiting species with small ranges, such as Rana heckscheri^

Rana capita, and Rana virgatipes. In wide-ranging species, temperature

and moisture undoubtedly play a more significant role. The western limits

of Rana palustris, Rana clamitans, and Rana catesheiana appear to be
determined largely by the presence or absence of sufficient water for
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breeding purposes.® East of the plains there is ample water to meet the

requirements of any species, so this environmental variable is not limiting.

Thus, by eliminating all other factors because they are either unknown
or improbable (to be sure a most dubious procedure), we are left with

temperature as the principal known factor responsible for the northern

and southern limits of distribution of the wide-ranging eastern American

frogs. If this is so it should be possible to find among the species

physiological differences indicative of adaptations to temperature and

correlated with distributions. A form that is able to extend to the Arctic

Circle should differ from one reaching its northern limit at the St.

Lawrence River.

The search for temperature adaptations has centered largely on the

embryonic stages. The reason for beginning investigation with this period

of the life cycle is due primarily to the fact that embryonic stages are

least resistant to temperature extremes. The effects of temperature would

be most pronounced in that part of the life cycle during which the animal

is most sensitive. Furthermore the pronounced seasonal nature of the

breeding habits suggests the need for special temperature conditions dur-

ing early life. This is another indication that this part of the life cycle

could profitably be studied.

Fairly complete data with reference to the effects of temperature

during early development have been accumulated for Rana sylvatica, Rana

pipiens, Rana palustris, Rana clamitans, and Rana catesbeiana. These

species have been listed in their sequence of decreasingly extensive

northern distribution and, except for Rana pipiens, of increasingly ex-

tensive southern distribution. The differences in distribution suggest that

Rana sylvatica possesses the genotype best suited for survival at low

temperatures and Rana catesbeiana (again omitting Rana pipiens)

the best equipped for high temperatures. This conclusion is further sub-

stantiated by the breeding behavior of the five species in the same locality.

Rana sylvatica supplies a “northern"' environment for its embryos by
spawning during the middle of March in the New York region. Rana
catesbeiana supplies a “southern" environment by breeding in July and

August. The other species breed in order of their decreasing northern

distribution.

Among these species the main differences (Table II) thought to have

an adaptive significance are as follows:

1. Embryonic Temperature Tolerance. Northern species have lower

minimum and maximum limiting temperatures for normal development

than southern species.

2. Rate of Development. In poikilothermic organisms low temperature

B Rana catesbeiana has been introduced in a number of localities west of its normal
range. In some of those places with ample water it has become established.
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exerts a retarding effect on physiological processes. The embryos of

northern species compensate for this by having a more rapid rate of de-

velopment than southern species. This difference is most apparent at lo’w

temperatures. At temperatures near the upper limit for northern embryos,

the rate of development for southern embryos may be the same or slightly

exceed those from the north.

3. Temperature Coefficient. The temperature coeflBcient for embry-

onic development is lower in northern than in southern species. This

means that the relative influence of different temperatures on the rate of

development is less in northern than in southern species.

4. Egg Size. The egg size of northern species tends to be greater than

in southern species. This phenomenon is frequently encountered in marine

invertebrates as well; the cold-water forms endowing their embryos with

a greater amount of yolk. Correlated with this large egg size, in frogs the

egg complement is frequently smaller in northern than in southern species.

5. Type of Jelly Mass. Northern species deposit their eggs in a compact

mass that is usually attached below the surface. Southern species deposit

their eggs in a surface film. The submerged mass is laid at a time of the

year when subsequent freezing of the surface waters is to be expected.

If the embryos were in a surface film at this time they would be killed by

the ice. The submerged mass, although well-suited for cold waters, is a

decidedly poor type for high temperatures. Under the latter conditions

diffusion of oxygen is not rapid enough to supply the needs of the embryo.

This results in the embryos in the center of the mass being killed and the

TABLE II

The relation between geographic distribution, breeding habits,

and adaptive embryological characteristics.

Rana Rana Rana Rana Rana
sylvatica pipiens palustris clamitans catesbeiana

Northern limit 67® 60® 61-65® 60® 47®

Southern limit 34® 9® 82® 28® 28®

Beginning of breeding mid early mid
May June

season March AprU April

Lower limiting embryonic

temperature 2.5® 6® 7® 12® 16®

Upper limiting embryonic
temperature

Hours between stages

24® 28® 80® 82® 82®

8 and 20 at 20*=*C. 72 96 105 114 184

Temperature
coefficient 6. 1.98 2.18 2.80 2.60 2.88

Egg diameter in mm. 1.9 1.7 1.8 1.4 1.8

T3rpc of jelly mass globular, globular, globular, dim, at dim, at

submerged submerged submerged surface surface
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products of their decomposition have a lethal effect on the embryos of the

peripheral portions of the mass.

The adaptive significance of differences in embryonic temperature

tolerance and type of jelly mass seems unequivocal. With respect to the

other characters studied, that is, rate of development, temperature co-

efficient, and egg size, this is not so apparent. The best evidence that these

differences are of adaptive significance is, first, that they vary in a regular

way with geographic distribution and, secondly, totally unrelated forms

frequently exhibit these same characteristics when they occur in similar

environments. These facts strongly suggest that these characters have be-

come established through the action of natural selection because they

confer an advantage on the organism. They are, therefore, adaptive. This

method of equating “parallelisms” with “adaptive characters” is probably

the most objective means of identifying the latter.

Geographic Variation of Adaptive Embryological Characters

If the embryological differences which were revealed in a comparison

of the frog species are important in limiting distribution, they must either

be constant throughout the range of the species or show such slight varia-

tions that they still remain a limiting factor. A study of Rana catesheiana

has shown that these adaptive embryological characters are identical in

individuals from the northern and southern portions of the species range.

Eggs of a female collected in the Adirondack Mountains of New York

were as well adapted to high temperatures as those from southern

Louisiana. Limited data for Rana clamitans have revealed no geographic

variation in these adaptive characters.

Extensive data on geographic variation of adaptive embryological

characters are available for Rana pipiens. It was thought that this species

would be of exceptional interest because of its unusual geographic distri-

bution. Thus, if we compare the maps of distribution with the data of

Table II, we would predict a southern limit for Rana pipiens near latitude

33°. The New England populations of Rana pipiens have embryological

characteristics which are intermediate between those of Rana sylvatica

and Rana palustris. If these characteristics are really the important limiting

factors then Rana pipiens should extend farther south than Rana sylvatica

but not so far as Rana palustris. Instead, in total disregard of the theory,

the range of Rana pipiens extends southward into Costa Rica. A study of

this interesting exception should allow a test of the original hypothesis

concerning the relation between distribution and adaptation, and, in

addition, throw light on the origin of populations adapted to different

climatic regions. The method used has consisted in comparing Rana
pipiens embryos from widely different geographic regions. The most

complete data have been secured on material from Quebec, Vermont,
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Wisconsin, New Jersey, Louisiana, central Florida, southern Florida,

Texas, and San Luis Potosi.

Geographic Variation in Embryonic Temperature Tolerance. The
temperature tolerance of embryos from nine localities is given in Figure 13.

The embryos from Quebec, Vermont, Wisconsin, and New Jersey appear

to be identical in this respect. Louisiana embryos can survive equally well

at low temperatures, but the upper limiting temperature is four degrees

Figure 13. Geographic variation in embryonic temperature tolerance in Rana
pipiens. The lower and upper limiting temperatures for the embryonic stages are

given. A question mark signifies the absence of data,

above that of northern embryos. The upper limiting temperature for

central Florida, Mexico, and Texas is 32-33°. Embryos from southern

Florida may possibly have a slightly higher upper limit. These southern

embryos, except for Louisiana material, are much less resistant to low
temperatures. Such observations are interesting inasmuch as previous
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work with New England material had shown that Ram pipiens possessed

the embryological characteristics of a “northern” species. Its extensive

southern distribution was difficult to understand, but study of southern

material has shown that the embryonic temperature tolerance of these

populations is very different from that previously encountered in the

north. In fact the southern Ram pipiens embryos can withstand temper-

atures as high as or higher than any southern species of frog or toad that I

have studied.

Geographic Variation in Rate of Embryonic Development. The rate

of development is also subject to geographic variation. Once again the

material from Quebec, Vermont, Wisconsin, and New Jersey was uniform.

The data are summarized in Figure 14. The method of presentation is as

follows. The rate of development of Vermont, Quebec, Wisconsin, and
New Jersey embryos at the various temperatures is taken as 0. The data

for other localities are expressed as the percentage of acceleration or the

Figure 14. Comparison of rate of development in 9 populations of Rana pipiens.

The rate of development is identical in embryos from Quebec, Vermont, Wisconsin,
and New Jersey. The rate for these embryos is taken as standard, and equal to 0, and
the rate of embryos from other regions compared. The comparison is made by
determining the percentage acceleration or retardation in terms of the northern
embryos.

percentage of retardation in terms of the northern material. In all cases

the curves for the southern localities form an angle with the northern

base line. Thus, at temperatures above 26® the Texas embryos develop

more rapidly than northern embryos, but at lower temperatures the situa*

tion is reversed. It should be remembered that the normal breeding tem-

perature for northern populations of Ram pipiens is about 12® (Wright,
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1914). At this temperature the northern embryos develop more rapidly

than any of the southern material tested. The differences in rate of de-

velopment between northern and southern populations of Rana pipiens

are of the same type as we find differentiating northern and southern

species.

Geographic Variation of the Temperature Coefficient. It can be

seen from Figure 14 that temperature, acting over a considerable range,

has a greater differential effect on the rate of development of the southern

pipiens than on the northern pipiens. Once again we observe the same type

of difference previously found between northern and southern species.

Geographic Variation in Egg Size. The mean egg diameter for nine

localities is given in Figure 15. In the four northern localities the value

is large and the differences between means are not significant. In Texas

and Louisiana the size is somewhat less and in Florida the smallest

Figure 15. Geographic variation in egg diameter in Rana pipiens.
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diameters are observed. This trend is in keeping with the situation in

diJBFerent species, where the southern form has smaller eggs than the

northern form. In Mexico, however, the trend is reversed and the egg

diameter is the largest recorded for any locality.

Geogbaphic Variation in Type of Egg Mass. The artificial conditions

under which eggs are secured in the experiments makes it unwise to

compare types of egg mass. Observations have to be made in the field. The
only southern Rana pipiens embryos that I have observed under natural

conditions were near San Pedro, Coahuila, Mexico. The egg masses were

very different from those in the northeast. Instead of being found in a

single compact mass the eggs had been deposited in a number of relatively

diffuse small groups. This may not have been typical for southern egg

masses, since Wright (1931) has stated that the egg mass of Rana

'^sphenocephala” ( a term used by some for Rana pipiens of the southeast

states) is the same as that of Rana pipiens. The question of geographic

variation in egg mass must await additional data.

The original questions asked with reference to the distribution of

Rana pipiens (page 323) can now be answered. These studies have shown
that the greater than expected southern distribution of Rana pipiens is

associated with a number of adjustments that adapt the embryonic stages

to high temperatures. Thus southern populations of pipiens resemble

southern species in having a greater tolerance to high temperatures, a

slower rate of development at low temperatures, and generally a smaller

sized egg.

Hybridization

Data for approximately one hundred different interspecific and intra-

specific combinations of American frogs are available. The interspecific

crosses have been made largely among the species found in the northeast.

The intraspecific crosses have been among various populations of Rana
pipiens.

In Table III the results of the interspecific combinations are given in

terms of the stage of development reached by the hybrids. The cross

septentrionalis g X catesbeiana $ is listed under two categories. Al-

though the majority of these hybrids fail in the early embryonic stages, a

few develop beyond transformation. The other types of hybrid combina-

tions are uniform with respect to the time the embryos die.

For the student of evolution these results are of interest in two

respects: first, the extent to which interspecific gene exchange is pos-

sible; and second, the possibility of correlating ability to hybridize with

assumed genetic relationships. With respect to the first point it is clear

that gene exchange among the species tested is usually impossible. It is

only within the pipiens-palustris-capito-areolata group that hybrids are
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TABLE III

Extent of development in American frog hybrids.

NO CLEAVAGE

Rana clamitani $ X capita c? Rana clamitans J X palustris J
Bana clamitans J X catesbeiana $ Rana clamitans J X pipiens

Rana elamitan* $ X heckscheri Rana clamitans 2 X sylvatica

Bana clamitans 2 X septentrionalis $

CLEAVAGE AND BLASTULA STAGES NORMAL, FAILURE AT BEGINNING OP GASTRULATION

Rana areolata 2 X catesbeiana ^ Rana pipiens 2 X septentrionalis

Bana areolata 2 X R«wa clamitans ^ Rana pipiens 2 X Ra»a sylvatica ^
Bana areolata 2 X R®^ sylvatica (J Bana pipiens 2 X R®^ virgatipes d
Bana catesbeiana 2 X areolata d Bana septentrionalis 2 X Ra«« clamitans d
Bana catesbeiana 2 X R^^® clamitans d Bana palustris 2 X R«^fl clamitans d *

BarM, catesbeiana 2 X R®^® palustris d Bana palustris 2 X R®»® catesbeiana d
Rana catesbeiana 2 X R®*wi pipiens d Bana palustris 2 X R®*wt sylvatica d
Bana catesbeiana 2 X Ba>na sylvatica d Rana sylvatica 2 X R®»® areolata d
Bana pipiens 2 X R®»® catesbeiana d Bana sylvatica 2 X R®wa catesbeiana d
Rana pipiens 2 X R®^ clamitans d Rana sylvatica 2 X R®w<i clamitans d
Bana pipiens 2 X R®»® 9^ylio d Bana sylvatica 2 X R®w<t palustris d

Rana sylvatica 2 X R®»® pipiens d

EARLY DEVELOPMENT NORMAL, FAILURE DURING NEURULA AND TAILBUD STAGES

Bana septentrionalis 2 X R®^® palustris d
Bana septentrionalis 2 X R®»® pipiens d
Bana septentrionalis 2 X R®^® catesbeiana d

DEVELOP NORMALLY TO ADULTS

Bana pipiens 2 X R®w® areolata d Bana palustris 2 X R®^® pipiens d
Bana pipiens 2 X R®»® capita d Rana areolata 2 X R®^ pipiens d
Bana pipiens 2 X R®^ palustris d Rana areolata 2 X R®^ palustris d
Bana palustris 2 X R®®® areolata d Bana septentrionalis 2 X R®®® catesbeiana d

formed that develop normally to the adult stage. The correlation between

ability to hybridize and genetic relationship is complicated. The species

that hybridize easily, namely the members of the pipiens-palustris-capito-

areolata group, are thought by taxonomists to be closely related. Similarly

Rana septentrionalis and Rana catesbeiana are thought to be closely

related. Species thought not to be closely related form hybrids that in-

variably fail early in development, but there are some species that appear

morphologically to be as closely related as the members of the pipiens-

palustris-capito-areolata group and yet are incapable of forming hybrids

that develop beyond the earliest embryonic stages. Such an example is

Rana clamitans and Rana catesbeiana. These two species are simdar in

adult structure, embryonic stages, and in general habits but they are in-

capable of successful hybridization.
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The intraspecific crosses among populations of Ram pipiens are of

interest in demonstrating a gradual development of hybrid inviability with

increasing north-south distance between the parent populations. The
populations that have been most studied are Vermont, Wisconsin, New
Jersey, Louisiana, central Florida, southern Florida, Texas, and San Luis

Potosi. The graded nature of the results can be seen when eggs of Ver-

mont females are fertilized with males from the other localities. Hybrids

with Wisconsin or New Jersey males are entirely normal. When a Louisi-

ana male is used some irregularities are noticed. There is a slight retarda-

tion in the rate of development and the embryos exhibit morphological

defects. These are not extensive enough to result in a significant mortality.

When males from Florida are used there is a marked retardation in the

rate of development and morphological defects are so great that many of

the embryos die. Incompatibility is even greater when Texas males are

used. In addition to retardation in rate, the morphological abnormalities

are extensive and in some experiments the mortality has been 100 per

cent. If we reverse the direction of the cross and use southern females

and progressively more northern males the degree of incompatibility in-

creases with distance. The crosses Texas 2 X central Florida J ,
central

Florida 2 X Texas , central Florida 2 X southern Florida ^ result

in normal embryos. In the Texas 2 X New Jersey ^ cross there is a

slight retardation in the rate of development and some morphological

defects. The crosses Texas 2 X Wisconsin ^ and Texas 2 X Vermont ^
result in very abnormal embryos and, as is the case in the reciprocal

crosses, the mortality may be 100 per cent. The most abnormal intra-

specific hybrids thus far obtained have been in a cross between a Mexican

female and a Vermont male. In this case most of the hybrids died in the

gastrula and neurula stages.

A paradoxical situation appears when we compare the results of these

Ram pipiens intraspecific crosses with the results of interspecific crosses

between Ram pipiens and Ram palustris or Ram areolata or Ram capita-

Ram pipiens can be crossed with any of these species and the resulting

embryos are perfectly normal, yet northern and southern individuals of

Ram pipiens form very defective hybrids. In these cases intraspecific

‘liybridization” is less successful than interspecific hybridization.

Degree of Isolation of the Species

The importance of isolation in maintaining separate species has been

reemphasized in recent years by geneticists. There are many ways by
which contemporaneous® populations of sexually reproducing species

can be prevented from exchanging genes. Following Dobzhansky

® Since we are dealing with populations living at the same time level we do not

have to consider temporal isolation (in the geological-time sense).
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(1937) and Mayr (1942), these methods could be outlined as follows.

1. Geographic isolation. During the period of breeding the two popula-

tions occupy diflFerent geographic regions.

2. Habitat isolation (‘ecologicaF isolation of many authors).^ During

the period of breeding the two populations occupy different habitats or

niches. The distinction between geographical and habitat isolation is

merely quantitative.

3. Seasonal isolation. The periods of breeding of the two populations

are different.

4. Sexual isolation. Individuals of one population will not mate with

members of the other population even if the opportunity presents itself.

5. Failure of fertilization. The exchange of genes between the two

populations is prevented by the failure of the egg of one and the sperm

of another to form a zygote.

6. Hybrid inviability. The hybrid formed from gametes contributed by

the two populations is incapable of reaching maturity due to develop-

mental failure at some stage in the life cycle.

7. Hybrid sterility. Free genic exchange between the two populations

is prevented by the failure of the hybrids to produce gametes normally.

These isolating mechanisms may be partial or complete in their effec-

tiveness. Two populations may be separated by one, several, or all.

In Table IV an attempt is made to measure the effectiveness of some of

the isolating mechanisms that prevent gene interchange among the six

species of frogs found in the northeast. No data are available that serve to

measure sexual isolation or hybrid sterility (in those cases where the

hybrids reach the adult stage). The absence of development in hybrids

formed from Rana clamitans eggs is probably due to some failure in the

fertilization process, but since this is not definitely known, all cases in

which normal development does not occur are listed as developmental

incompatibility.

All of these species are sympatric to some extent, so geographic isolation

is always less than 100 per cent effective. The degree of geographic isola-

tion becomes complex when the ranges of the two species overlap. This

can be brought out by a consideration of the case of Rana palustris. The
entire range of this species is included within the range of Rana pipiens.

Inasmuch as all female Rana palustris would be found in areas with Rana
pipiens males, the extent to which geographic isolation is effective is zero.

On the other hand Rana pipiens has a much greater range. The possibility

of the cross Rana pipiens $ X Rnna palustris $ taking place will be
limited to that part of Rana pipiens range where Rana palustris males

7 It does not seem appropriate to restrict a broad term, such as ecological, to one
of its particulate aspects. Geographical, seasonal, and habitat isolation all have an
ecological basis.
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occur. Since in only 26 per cent of Rana pipiens range are Rana palustris

males to be expected, the degree of geographic isolation between Rana

pipiens females and Rana palustris males is 74 per cent.® This method of

measuring geographic isolation is based on the assumption that the species

have fixed ranges and that the two species have an equal and uniform

distribution throughout their ranges. The first assumption is probably

TABLE IV
Estimations of the magnitude of geographic isolation (G), habitat isolation (H),

seasonal isolation (S), and developmental incompatibility (D). Complete isola-

tion = 100. Absence of isolation = 0.

^\Males Rana Rana Rana Rana Rana Rana
Females\^ sylvatica pipiens palustris clamitans catesbeiana septentrionalis

G 29 G 61 G 69 G 68 G 80

Rana H 70 H 40 H 30 H 70 H 60

sylvatica S 60 S 100 S 100 S 100 S 100

D 100 D 100 D 100 D 100 D ?

G 69 G 74 G 67 G 62 G 88

Rana H 70 H 70 H 70 H 86 H 80

pipiens S 60 S S 100 S 100 S 100

D 100 D D 100 D 100 D 100

G 13 G 0 G 3 G 23 G 72

Rana H H 70 H 60 H 70 H 60

palustris S 95 S 40 S 96 S S 100

D D 0 D 100 D D ?

G 28 G 0 G 24 G 18 G 22
Rana H 30 H 70 HEm H 30 H 20

clamitans S 100 S RIM S 96 S 60 S 0

D 100 D 100 D D D 100

G 61 G 0 G 47 G 29 G 93

Rana H 70 H 85 H H H 30
catesbeiana S 100 S 100 S S S 60

D 100 D 100 D D D ?

G 0 G 0 G 87 G 36 G 79
jLiCtThGt H 60 H 80 H 60 H 20 H 30
septenr-

7t 6
S 100 S 100 S 100 S 0 S 60
D ? D 100 D 100 D 100 D 96

correct. The second is undoubtedly incorrect. Thus Rana pipiens probably

does not reach the same density in the arid portions of the west that it does

in the more humid east. The value for geographic isolation of Rana
pipiens females from Rana palustris males may be somewhat too large

for this reason.

The values for developmental incompatibility can be given in more
exact terms. In the Rana pipiens and Rana palustris combinations where

normally developing hybrids are formed it is zero. In the cross Rana

® These values were determined from measurements of the area of overlap of the

ranges of distribution that are shown in Figures 1-12. Area was determined with a

planimeter. The data are, therefore, approximate.
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septenMonalis $ X Ram catesbeiam $ approximately 5 per cent of

the hybrids reach the adult stage. Developmental incompatibility is thus

95 per cent eflFective. In all other combinations developmental incompat-

ibility is 100 per cent, aflFording complete isolation.

The values for habitat and seasonal isolation are tentative. They are

based on my impressions of the extent to which these factors operate in

the northeast. Zero habitat isolation between two species would signify

that they always occur in the same habitats at the time of breeding. If

the value was 100 per cent it would signify that there was no overlap in

breeding sites. From the data in the table it is apparent that habitat

isolation is never complete. The extent of seasonal isolation is highly

variable since it depends on the climate of each year. In some years there

is no overlap in the breeding periods for Ram sylvatica. Ram pipiens, and

Ram palustris. Seasonal isolation would then be 100 per cent. In other

years, characterized by a retarded spring and a subsequent rapid rise in

temperature, there may be considerable overlap of breeding season. It

is probable that the extent to which seasonal and habitat difiFerences

separate two forms varies in different geographic regions. These difficulties

mean that the data in Table IV are to be considered as first approxima-

tions that can be revised on the basis of subsequent data.

Discussion

An effort can now be made to relate the data to problems of evolution.

It is invariably found in studies of this sort that evolutionary theory con-

tributes more to the understanding of the data than the data contribute

to an understanding of evolution. The present studies are no exception.

In the introduction it was stated that evolution could be studied at two

levels in the genus Ram, namely, the specific and the subspecific. This

can now be considered.

The gaps between the various species in northeastern America are now
so extensive that little can be deduced concerning their origin. Effective

isolation is attained through differences in breeding habitats, breeding

seasons, and by hybrid inviability. Even in the closely related Ram
pipiens and Ram palustris there is no evidence of hybridization under

natural conditions. To me the most interesting data derived through study

at the species level are those showing adaptive differences between the

species. It is usually assumed that adaptive differences between species

must exist but they are rarely demonstrated. The nature of the adapta-

tions encountered suggests that they are important factors in the geo-

graphic distribution of the species. The origin of these adaptations is,

therefore, a most important problem. The data strongly suggest that

they are inherited characteristics of the species. With respect to the man-
ner of origin, the very fact that these adaptations are correlated with en-
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vironmental temperature difiFerences suggests that the various species

originated in diflFerent climatic zones. This is inference, not fact; never-

theless it may indicate that divergence was associated with allopatric

rather than sympatric distributions. Another observation might appear,

at first sight, as evidence of sympatric speciation. Rana palustris is found

throughout much of eastern North America (Fig. 3). Its range is entirely

encompassed by that of its closest relative, Rana pipiens (Fig. 2). A num-
ber of hypotheses could be advanced to explain this case, the simplest of

which would be to assume sympatric speciation; but evidence from other

sources suggests that sympatric speciation would be unusual, if not im-

possible, in an organism such as the frog. An alternate explanation, for

example allopatric speciation with subsequent invasion of the territory

of one species by the other, is more likely.

The improbability of obtaining much insight into the dynamics of

speciation from studies of different species necessitated a change in the

intraspecific level. The data accumulated through observations on differ-

ent populations of Rana pipiens revealed a method by which speciation

could occur in the genus Rana. Rana pipiens was found to consist of a

series of populations adapted to different temperature regions. This is the

only species so far examined in which temperature-adapted races have

been formed. The differences in temperature tolerance and rate of de-

velopment between the extreme temperature races in this species are of

the same magnitude as those found between many species of the genus

Rana. This suggests that the adaptive characters now differentiating any

two closely related species could have arisen from allopatric populations

of a common ancestor. But speciation implies the splitting of a population

into reproductively isolated groups in addition to adaptation. It is of

exceptional interest, therefore, to find that the extreme temperature races

of Rana pipiens are isolated to a high degree through the inability of

their hybrids to develop. The data suggest that adaptation to widely

different environmental conditions can in itself lead to genetic isolation.

The pattern of evolution in Rana pipiens consists of tibe formation of

temperature races in allopatric populations through the action of natural

selection. This in itself can lead to barriers of the type separating species-

groups.
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INCREASED VARIABILITY IN POPULATIONS FOLLOWING
NATURAL HYBRIDIZATION

BY WILLIAM HOVANITZ^

The genetic consequences of occasional crossing between the members of

distinct populations depends upon the ability of the hybrids to cross freely

with the parental types and with other hybrids so that segregation and

assortment of genetic factors may occur. Where no physiological barrier

to such crossing exists, an increased variability in the participating

populations is the usual result. Such an event might occur at the time of

hybridization between diverse populations of the same species (races or

subspecies), or in the hybridization between totally different species. In

either case, the increased variability arises due to the segregation and

independent assortment of the various genes and alleles by which the

populations differ.

Hybridization between distinct species is considered a rare phenom-

enon. Generally speaking, it must remain a rare phenomenon, for other-

wise the genes by which two species differ would be interchanged and the

two species would blend into one.

Hybridization between subspecies usually occurs geographically in the

sense that two geographically discrete subspecies can blend together

in a geographical area where the two populations are in contact. In this

case, the blending between the two subspecies occurs in a series of

steps by means of intermediate subpopulations. True hybrids between

different individuals of the two subspecies in contact are rarely formed;

instead, the hybridization is accomplished by means of the intermediate

populations the individuals of each of which differ from individuals of

the next adjacent population by a few of the many genes by which the two

subspecies differ.

The difference between species hybridization and subspecies hybridiza-

tion as thus described is a matter of degree—the degree to which crossing

occurs accompanied by Mendelian assortment and segregation. Inter-

mediate cases may be expected to be found, cases in which a small amount

of crossing occurs. The crossbreeding is insuflBcient in these instances to

eliminate the distinctive character of the participating species, nor, on the

other hand, enough to allow them to become highly inbred and homo-

zygous for the genes for which they are specific. One result of this small

1 Department of Biology, Wayne University.
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amount of crossing is to introduce the alleles of one species into the

genome of the other with resulting heterozygosity and observed variability

in visible characters of both. Hybridization of this sort can be an effective

aid in the development of parallel variation gradients as have often been

described (Hovanitz, 1941).

Some examples of natural hybridization in American butterflies to

illustrate this increase in variability are given in this paper.

The Genus Basilarchia

Butterflies of the genus Basilarchia occur throughout North America

from central Mexico to the barren lands of Canada and Alaska. There

are five distinct species recognized by most systematists although for

reasons given below occasionally these are reduced to two.

Basilarchia archippus occupies the area from central Mexico north to

southern Canada, west to the Sierra Nevada and Cascade Mountains and

east to the Atlantic Ocean (Fig. 1). Through this area there is a remark-

able uniformity in coloration of the wings but some subspecies have been

described, one in Florida, one in the southeastern deserts and another in

Mexico.

The remaining four species occupy discrete but adjoining geographical

areas (Fig. 2) covering the territory of the North American continent

south of the barren lands of Canada and Alaska to the southeastern

deserts, south along the Mexican plateau, west to the Pacific ocean and

east to the Atlantic. These four species are arthemis of the north, astyanax

of the east and south, lorquini of the Pacific coast and weidemeyeri of the

mountain states.

Much information on the interrelationships between these species exists

for only astyanax and arthemis, and lorquini and weidemeyeri. The
detailed map of the contact zone between astyanax and arthemis (Fig.

3) shows that these two species actually overlap from New England
to Pennsylvania and west through northern New York, central Michigan,

Wisconsin and Minnesota. In this zone of overlap there is no belt of in-

termediate populations. Both species exist largely in their typical form. The
typical forms are distinctive enough, for arthemis has a wide white band
on a black background across the wings while astyanax lacks this white

band and has instead a blue band along the margin of the hind wing
(Plate I).

Nearly all the butterflies collected in the field, whether in the zone of

overlap or elsewhere in the distributional range of the species, are either

one or the other of these two types. The form with the white band
(arthemis) is shown by the dots in Figure 3 while the type lacking it

(astyanax) is shown by the triangles. North and south of the zone of over-

lap intermediates between the two types are not found at any considerable
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Figure 1. Distribution of BasUarchia archippus.

distance. They are, however, frequently encountered along the belt indi-

cated by wavy lines and by crossed circles on the map. Unfortunately,

quantitative data on the relative frequencies of the different forms are

almost nonexistent, even though these facts have been known for seventy

years. Mead (in Edwards, 1879) states of the situation in the Catskill

Mountains of southern New York; “When I collected every Proserpina

(intermediate) I could find, I took 110. Of Arthemis, I actually did take

about 200, and could have taken a thousand without any difficulty.”
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Figure 2. Distribution of BasUarchia arthemis (cross-hatched), B, astyanax (dotted),
B. weidemeyeri (wavy-hnes), and B, lorquini (lines slanting to the left).

Edwards (1879) states that he has had the same results in the same area.

Information written by Edwards in 1879 is especially interesting because
of the long time that contact hybridization has been prevalent, and his re-

marks are repeated here. When he mentions Ursula he refers to astyanax
and when proserpina he refers to intermediates of one type or another.

... in the Adirondacks of northern New York, where Arthemis abounds, Mr. W. W.
Hill, in four seasons collecting, has seen no example of Proserpina, So Mr. A. E. Graef
states that he found Arthemis abundant in the Awondacks, but saw no Proserpina.
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Professor S. H. Peabody writes that he collected in the Hoosac Mountains the last

week of June, 1873, and Arthemis was abundant. In 1875, was in Vermont the

middle of July, and walked up the western slope of Mt. Mansfield, the highest of the

Green Mountain range. He found Arthemis plenty, but neither there nor in Massa-

chusetts has he seen Proserpina, and does not know of the latter having ever been
taken in Vermont. Mr. C. H. Roberts, of Factory Point, southern Vermont, says

**Arthemis is found abundantly in this region, and I have taken it in several counties

of this State. I have collected for seven years, and have not seen the Proserpina form.

I have twice bred Arthemis from the egg, with the result fifty-nine Arthemis, but no
Proserpina**

Mr. Scudder, in Geological Report of New Hampshire, describes Arthemis as being

exceedingly abundant in the White Mountains, as well as in northern New England
generally, and states that its southern limits nearly coincide with the northern limits

of Urstua [Astyanax]; also that it has not been taken south of Massachusetts, and but

rarely in that State. Nothing is said of Proserpina in this report, showing that the

presence of this form in the State was unknown to the author. Mr. Morrison, who
collected butterflies in the White Mountains in 1875, did not meet with Proserpina,

Mr. C. P. Whitney, of Milford, southern New Hampshire, says that Arthemis is rare

in his district, and further: ''What I have called Proserpina, that is, with a white band
across the fore wings, or traces of it, is fully as abundant here as Ursula, which last

varies much from examples of Ursula found further south. I am sure that my
Proserpina are a variety of Ursula’-a. northern form. A few weeks ago I received a

letter from a friend saying he had seen an Arthemis raised from a brood of Ursula**

With this letter Mr. Whitney sent me 8^1$ taken at Milford. One of these males

shows a broad white band across primaries below, and a macular stripe across same
wings above; no white on either side of secondaries. Another shows a cluster of

whitish scales in each interspace quite across primaries below, and a clear white spot

at costal margin of secondaries; but beyond this there is no trace of a band on
secondaries, or on upper side of either wing. The female also has a slight band on
under side of primaries, and faint traces on upper side; but no white on secondaries.

Three other males have very slight traces of the band on under side of primaries,

restricted to small clusters of scales in the two or three posterior interspaces. The
remaining examples have nothing of this. The first three spoken of I have no doubt
are true Proserpina, and probably all the others are, though they cannot be distin-

guished from some examples of Ursula taken in certain districts where Arthemis is

never known to fly. All mese Milford examples, and all from the Catskills which I

have ever examined, have tliis common peculiarity, that the general coloration of the

under surface is similar to that of Arthemis, varying as this varies from cinnamon or

ferruginous-red to chocolate-brown, exhibiting many shades of color. Now in Ursula

from the districts in which Arthemis is imknown there is almost always a flush of

blue-black or of green over a dark brown ground, though occasionally an example is

ferruginous or li^t brown, just as some Arthemis are. On the other hand, now and
then an example of Proserpina from the Catskills has a flush of blue-black. I have in

my cabinet such a Proserpina placed side by side with an Ursula taken at Coalburgh,
W.Va., in which last the blue flush is much less than usual in examples here, and me
two are scarcely if at all distinguishable from each other. Therefore I cannot say that

all these Milford examples are not Proserpina', and indeed I do not know where
Proserpina ends and Ursula begins, though a typical example of each is distinct

enough. Mr. Scudder, in the report before cited, speaking of Ursula [Astyanax], says;

'Tt is tolerably abimdant in the southern parts of New England, and occurs ah^t as

far north as the annual isotherm of 45®, the northernmost points recorded being Dublin
and Milford, N.H."

Arthemis must rarely cross the southern line of New Hampshire, or of Vermont
except at the Hoosac Mountains, which are a continuation of the Green Mountains.
Dr. Harris states that it is rare in Massachusetts; and Prof. H. W. Parker, of Amherst,
writes that he has never seen it in his district, or on Mounts Tom and Holyoke, or on
the hills about Chester.
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Plate 1 . A, Basilarchia arthonis. B, Basilarchia astyanax. C, An inlerniediate specimen

showing part of the characteristics of arthemis, part of asti/anax but the wide band of

arthemis. D, An intermediate sliowing a part of tlie characters of each of arihemis

and astyanax but an inli'rmediate band. Tliis form would be known as proserpina.
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Mr. Anson Allen, of Orono, central Maine, says, **Arthemi8 is common here, but I

have never known of Proserpina being taken. Ursula is not found here.”

Mr. H. H. Lyman, Con. £nt., VI., p. 38, speaks of Ursula (Ephestion) as having
been taken at Portland, Me.; but I learn from him that he is now satisfied that the

butterflies were Proserpina*

To the eastward, Proserpina is recorded by Rev. C. J. S. Bethune, Can, Ent., IL,

p. 55, as having been taken in Nova Scotia.

Mr. Robert Bunker, of Rochester, N.Y., says that Proserpina has not been taken in

that part of the State, so far as he knows, but that Arthemis is taken about Rochester

every summer. Also that Ursula is not common.
At Albany, N.Y., which is nearly in the latitude of the southern line of Vermont and

New Hampshire, and is half a degree north of the Catskills, and not more than thirty

miles from them, Arthemis is usually rare, but in some seasons has appeared in con-

siderable numbers, according to Mr. Lintner. He has sent me two males of undoubted
Proserpinay with traces of the band on both surfaces, and another like these, but with

no trace. As these graded from Proserpina to what seemed to be Ursula, Mr. Lintner

was led to the same conclusion that other observers reached, that Ursula originated

with Arthemis, through Proserpina. This apparent Ursula is precisely like the imbanded
examples from Milford, with the coloration of under surface as in Proserpina.

Mr. Robert M. Grey, residing at Kenwood, near Albany, writes that he has taken

examples of Proserpina three miles below Albany in company with Ursula. And of

tliree males sent me by Mr. Grey, one was somewhat banded, while the other two
showed no trace of the band, and were of same type as the supposed Ursula of Mr.
Lintner. Mr. Grey states further that he has taken Proserpina in the Heldeberg Moun-
tains, fifteen miles back of Albany, in company with Arthemis. An example sent from
that locality was Proserpina, slightly banded. A fifth male, taken five miles back of

Albany, in “company with Arthemis and Ursula,** as Mr. Grey states, also showed
traces of the band. It is evident in all these cases that what has passed as Ursula is

only distinguished from Proserpina by the absence of the band. Both these types in

districts inhabited by Arthemis probably come from the same brood of larvae. With
the examples sent by Mr. Grey was a very interesting one of Disippus, considerably

melanizea, so that there was sufiBcient approach to the black species to suggest

hybridism between the two.

Mr. Adolph Gonradi, of Bethlehem, Penn., writes: “Arthemis is common in Monroe
and Pike coimties, northeastern Pennsylvania, and in pine swamps. Proserpina I have
never taken myself, but a friend took one in Monroe Gounty last summer. This had
the white band on primaries entirely wanting, whereas on secondaries it was fully

developed. I have been a collector of lepidoptera for the last eighteen years and have
taken Ursula in at least twenty cotmties of this State, but I have never t^en one which
varies from the ordinary type,”

Going westward. Dr. R. M. W. Gibbs, of Kalamazoo, Mich., writes that Arthemis is

not a common species. That Proserpina has been taken in Wexford Goimty in the

northwest (lat. 44®).

Prof, A. J. Gook, of Lansing, says that Arthemis is found in the very north of the

State, but is rare, so much so that no examples of it are in the cabinet of the Agri-

cultural GoUege. Proserpina is found in the middle counties, and Ursula in the south.

Mr. Gharles E. Worthington, of Ghicago, has collected extensively for several

years in northern Indiana and Illinois, but has not met Arthemis or Proserpina, though
Ursula is frequendv seen.

Dr. J. P. Hoy, ot Racine, Wis., writes that Arthemis was formerly quite common in

his neighborhood, but of late years has become very rare, and that Proserpina in

certain localities was numerous; and he sent me a well-marked example of the latter

form, male.

Rev. T. D. Hulst collected in Minnesota, near St. Cloud, and at Duluth and Sault St
Marie: round Arthemis everywhere, but saw no Proserpina.

As to the northern limits of Proserpina: Mr. Wm. Brodie, of Toronto, writes that his

experience is based on acquaintance of thirty years wi& Arthemis, mostly in the
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central parts of County of York, about thirty miles north of Toronto* Arthemis was
very abundant, but he never saw a Canadian specimen of Proserpina,

On the other hand, Mr. W. Murray, of Hamilton, Ontario, says; ‘Tor the last seven

or eight years I have found Proserpina in company with Arthemis^ but they are never

plenty. Four years ago, 2d July, I tried sugaring in the daytime, and among the

insects which came to the sugar were four Arthemis and one Proserpina. On the tree

one of the Arthemis was trying to mate with the Proserpina, when I disturbed them.”

Hamilton is about fifty miles to the south of Toronto, and nearly in line with the

southern boundary of Vermont. So in Can. Ent., IX., p. 140, Mr, Moffat states that

Proserpina has been taken near Hamilton occasionally, and always in company with

Arthemis.

In Can. Ent, VII., p. 208, is a list of butterflies taken at Godbout River, on the north

side of the lower St. Lawrence, in the seasons 1873 and 1874, in which Arthemis is

included, and said to be common, but neither Proserpina nor Ursula are mentioned.

The conditions as described in 1879 by Edwards are apparently un-

changed today. In check lists of the butterflies of the different states,

authors vary in their treatment of these intermediate forms; some do not

differentiate them from the typical in their lists while others do note their

distinctness. As Edwards found, the range of variation may be continuous

from one species to the other but the parental types and the hybrid

types are the more abundant. Moore ( 1939 )
states under arthemis in his

listing of localities for the two species in Michigan: “There seems to be

little doubt but that this and the preceding [astyanax] are the same

species. Intermediate forms intergrade completely. The records above

include all intermediate forms as well as the typical arthemis."*

In addition to the intermediate form proserpina of arthemis there is the

form albofasciata of astyanax (Newcomb, 1907), The difference between

these two is that proserpina presents most of the characteristics of

arthemis except the broader white band, while albofasciata presents most

of the characteristics of astyanax and has a portion at least of the white

band. Also, proserpina is largely found in the southern part of the range of

arthemis, while albofasciata is found in the northern part of the range of

astyanax.

Field (1910) reared the offspring of a wild captured female proserpina

and obtained nine proserpina and seven arthemis. Edwards ( 1877 ) like-

wise bred the offspring of a female proserpina from the Catskills and
obtained three arthemis and one proserpina. These added together give

ten arthemis to ten proserpina as the offspring from proserpina wild

females, each of which most likely had mated with arthemis males because

they were obtained in an area where astyanax were extremely rare. If the

difference between the banded form and the non-banded forms were
differentiated by alleles of a single gene, the allele controlling the banded
form might be designated hp (meaning band present) and for the non-

banded form ba (meaning band absent). The fully banded forms then

might be considered homozygous, bp/bp. Likewise, the fully non-banded
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forms might then be considered homozygous ba/ba- The partly banded

forms, proserpina and albofasciata, would then be heterozygotes without

dominance, bp/fea, as they are intermediate in the characteristic. With
respect to this hypothesis, both proserpina and albofasciata are then alike

as to genotype for this pair of alleles. They are not alike in appearance,

however, for proserpina is more like arthemis in other characteristics and

albofasciata is more like astyanax. Since proserpina is northern and

albofasciata is southern it would be expected that each would carry genes

typical of the species from their respective districts. This would alter the

heterozygote in the direction of that species. The occurrence of proserpina

far to the north of the area where astyanax often flies (in Nova Scotia)

and of albofasciata far to the south of arthemis territory (in Virginia)

suggests that the alleles may be carried considerable distance as a

heterozygote. The result is that the populations of the two species exhibit a

zone of variability decreasing outward from the belt of overlap.

The ratio of 10:10 for the offspring of the heterozygotes is anticipated

for the backcross to either parental type. Since both females were taken

in arthemis territory, the 1:1 ratio of equal numbers arthemis and

proserpina is expected. Similar ratios of equal numbers of astyanax and

albofasicata are expected from albofasciata females if they mate with an

astyanax male. One fully banded albofasciata: two half-banded albo-

fasciata: one non-banded astyanax would result from crossing two half-

banded albofasciata, I have found no record of the existence of these fully

banded astyanaXy but they would be very rare.

Similar ratios would be expected for the proserpina crosses because

proserpina X proserpina should give one banded arthemis: two half-

banded proserpina: one non-banded proserpina. Such varieties have

been taken in the wild populations along the southern range of arthemis.

The above hypothesis might be summarized as follows;

genotype band arthemis genome astyanax genome

&p/6p full arthemis albofasciata

fep/6. half proserpina albofasciata

hJK none proserpina astyanax

The cross arthemis X astyanax according to this hypothesis should

give all half-banded individuals blending as one arthemis and astyanax.

The hybrids arising from the cross would be bp/fca in genetic constitution

for this pair of alleles but would also share equally the other genes for

which the species differ. Thus they would be intermediate in appearance.

Field ( 1914) made such a cross in the laboratory between a bred female

astyanax X a wild male arthemis. Eight offspring were obtained which
he called proserpina and which, judging from his figures of a male and
female, were exactly intermediate in all characteristics.
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The two species lorquini and weidemeyeri seem to hybridize on the line

where their ranges overlap along the eastern edge of the Sierra Nevada,

Cascade, and northern Rocky Mountains. B. lorquini is distinguished from

weidemeyeri most obviously by an orange patch at the apex of the fore

wings and by a more orange color generally. In the zone of juxtaposition

of these two species at Mono Lake and Mammoth Lakes in the Great

Basin, intermediates have been taken which have been named fridayL 1

have collected all three forms in the same willow grove. No breeding has

been carried out on tliese forms but it is possible that the relationships

will be found as simple as in the case above. Both species have the white

band across the wings as in arthemis.

The species archippus seems quite distinct from each of the other four

species in the genus Basilarchia and overlaps or bounds the range of each

of them. It is generally brown in color instead of black. Hybridization

seems to occur at quite infrequent intervals between archippus and the

other species and hybrid or varietal names have been given to the results,

such as arthechippus, rubrofasechippus, weidechippus, and ruhidus. Few
of these, however, are based upon anything more than circumstantial

evidence, namely, the fact that they are intermediate between the other

species, that they were found in company with them, and that they are

rare. Field ( 1914), however, has some definite information that the species

do cross. He reared Basilarchia archippus in captivity and mated a female

with a wild arthemis male. Eight males were bred through to maturity

and these were all found to be intermediate between the parents and

similar to the form arthechippus, which is occasionally taken in the wild

where these two species overlap. These were not all alike; and although

they were intermediate between the parents, they showed considerable

variation. This might be an indication that the parents were not com-

pletely homozygous for different alleles; for if so, the heterozygotes which
resulted should have been alike. It seems likely that enough interbreeding

occurs between these different species so that none of them is able to reach

a state of complete homozygosis for the genes by which they differ. Thus
the hybrids are never all alike.

The Genus Colias

Evidence seems to point toward the fact that nearly all species of the

genus Colias will cross with any other species of the genus if given favor-

able circumstances in the natural environment or in the laboratory. At
present the laboratory evidence of hybridization is restricted to two
species but in the wild many populations which may involve in a ring

nearly all North American species have indicated cross-hybridization

either directly or through circumstantial evidence. Many of these data are
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now in the process of accumulation and only a general idea of the

magnitude of the hybridization can now be indicated.

The two species eurytheme and philodice (which I earlier called the

orange and yellow races of chrysotheme due to their hybridization) occur

over a large part of North America, overlapping much of the territory

of the United States. Colios philodice, however, occurs much farther

north than does eurytheme. In the area of overlap of the two species as

shown by the double hatched lines on the map (Fig. 4), the two species

Figure 4, Distribution of Colios phUodice (lines slanting to the left) and Colios

eurytheme (lines slanting to the right). Where the lines overlap, hybridization occurs

between these species.
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hybridize to such an extent that in long-standing populations approxi-

mately ten per cent of all the individuals taken in wild populations are

intermediates of one sort or another. Copulating pairs consisting of the

two parental types have been taken in the wild and, likewise, hybrid pairs

have been mated in the laboratory. The genetic difference between the

two species is multifactorial as shown by the being intermediate and

the Fj giving a swarm of all variations ranging from the one species to the

other. Wild individuals have been taken, the progeny of which indicate

that backcrosses between the F^ hybrids and the parental types are

frequent. Despite the crossing of these two species with such a high

frequency, their identity is not being eliminated by the blending effects

of the genetic mechanism. For over sixty years, the hybridization is known
to have occurred in some places and it has probably been occurring for

much longer than that. Throughout the eastern part of the United States,

Colios eurytheme is a recent immigrant, although it is now a permanent

resident in the fields opened up by mans deforestation. Throughout this

area Colios philodice was represented by a subspecies different in char-

acter from the subspecies represented in the west, where the original

range of eurytheme overlapped that of philodice. Since the advent of the

hybridization in the eastern area, however, the eastern subspecies is

rapidly losing its distinctive character and may soon become similar to the

western subspecies which itself approaches the character of eurytheme.

Hybridization has been intensively studied in three areas over the

range of these two species, in New Hampshire by Gerould, in Michigan

and eastern California by the present author. In each of these places the

circumstances connected with the hybridization are the same, although the

characters of philodice are different in each zone. In Michigan and Cali-

fornia, philodice is especially abundant in areas where the larval food

plants, species of Trifolium, grow; and eurytheme is especially abundant

where the larval food plants, species of Medicago, grow. Hybridization is

especially common in those areas where the food plants are grown to-

gether in the same fields.

A number of physiological and ecological circumstances are evident to

account for the lack of complete intergradation and blending of the two
species. First, the food plant differences keep the populations largely

separated into different fields even in the same general area. Second,

there is a partial sterility even of the parental types when the larvae are

fed on the wrong food plant. Third, even notwithstanding the food plant

steriKty, there is a heavy hybrid mortality in the eggs and larvae. This is

despite the fact that the Fj, Fj, and backcross in^viduals are normally

fer^e. Fourth, a larval diapause exists in philodice which permits individ-

uals of that species to overwinter in cold areas better than eurytheme.

Indirectly this diapause also regulates the periods of butterfly flight
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quite closely so that the adults of the two species may have different flight

periods in the same region.

It might be thought that excessive hybridization between two species

would be deleterious and that mechanisms would be developed to act

toward its elimination. Such does not seem to be the case. On the other

hand, there is a definite advantage for both species because of the

hybridization. The hybrid individuals would have the advantage of in-

creased heterozygosity and accompanying hybrid vigor as well as a store

of gene material available for selection which is greater than that

possessed by either species alone. Neither species seems to have lost out in

the struggle for existence. On the contrary, the evidence indicates that

both species are now much more common than formerly over much of the

territory. This fact is probably connected with the increased habitat now
available due to the elimination of the eastern hardwood forest.

Other species within the genus Colios also give evidence of hybridiza-

tion. These include the following pairs:

Colios christino X Colios gigonteo (Alberta plains)

Colios heclo X Colios nostes (Arctic coast)

Colios christino X Colios philodice (Alberta mountains)

Colios interior X Colios philodice (Michigan)

Colios olexondro X Colios philodice (Idaho)

The two species christino and gigonteo occupy overlapping ranges

throughout the northern Great Plains area in southern Canada. The larval

food of gigonteo is a dwarf willow which lives in muskeg bogs and that

of christino includes a number of leguminous plants such as Astrogolus and

Hedysorum. Colios gigonteo, therefore, inhabits bogs or the low-lying

areas and christino the uplands or the hilly areas where the drainage is

good. These areas overlap to a certain extent and because of this it is

possible for the males of one species to find the females of the other before

the latter have had much chance to fly. The latter occurrence is important

because the females mate but once and will mate with the first available

male.

Changes in the natural habitats made by man have probably been of

some importance in increasing the natural hybridization of the two species

by the increase in the overlap between the bog and the upland habitats.

TTie construction of roads has brought Hedysorum along the roadsides

into the midst of the bogs, for example. But nevertheless, the hybridiza-

tion is of natural occurrence and appears in areas where the primitive

conditions have not been altered at all. In these areas, the orange color

characteristic of the wings of christino may be found in small quantity on

some specimens of normally yellow gigonteo,

Colios heclo and nostes are two Arctic species which overlap over a

part of their geographic range along the nortihem coast of North America
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(Fig. 5). Colias hecla exists in the Arctic archipelago and Greenland

south to Southampton Island and east in the barren grounds of Alaska

and south along the plains of the Mackenzie drainage basin to southern

Alberta. In the southern area it is a very early flyer, being found as the

adult as early as May. In the north it is found in July and August. Colias

nastes does not occur so far north as hecla but is found along the north

coast of North America, Southampton Island, Labrador, Churchill, and
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south from the barren lands along the tops of the Rocky Mountains to

Montana. It flies during late July and August both in the north and south.

In the southern areas there is no possibility of nastes coming in con-

tact with hecla owing to the two months difference in flying time and the

elevation differences at which they occur. In the north, however, they fly

in the same place and at the same time in the narrow belt of country

from northern Alaska and the mouth of the Mackenzie River to South-

ampton Island. Now, in this area a species of Colias named boothi is

found which combines the characteristics of hecla and nastes. This species

is found only in the area of overlap of the two species hecla and nastes.

Further information concerning the exact relationship between boothi on

the one hand and hecla and nastes on the other awaits further field work

and will be reported on later. At any rate, when a long series is obtained,

the range of variation in the populations is from nastes through boothi to

hecla. Here, however, instead of the parental types being the more

numerous, the species boothi is more numerous than the two presumed

parental species.

The remaining examples of hybridization all involve Colias philodice

and may be affected by alterations in ecological conditions aided by agri-

culture. Colias philodice occupies clover pastures or fields in either the

mountains or the plains. Many of these fields have been created by men for

the pasture of range animals by the cutting and clearing of the natural

vegetation. Therefore, the habitat of philodice can impinge very closely

upon that of other species which may have been living in the natural

areas. Colias Christina lives in the open woods in the foothills of Alberta

and this area may be dotted with clearing occupied by philodice. In this

area, specimens are found which seem to be intermediates between these

two species. They are not abundant. The fact that a dominant white gene

is very abundant in populations of Christina and nearly absent in popula-

tions of philodice suggests how weak the results of the hybridization are.

Colias interior occupies the open sand barrens of northern Michigan

where there is a dominant ground cover of low Vaccinium ( blueberry ) . It

is very abundant in this area. Open fields of clover pasture have been cut

in the same area but are not abundant and in these fields philodice are

not rare. Likewise, clovers have come in along roadside cuts followed by

philodice. There is evidence of hybridization between these two species

as evidenced by a long range of intermediates. These, however, are not

common. A white genetic form of the interior population is very rare here

while in philodice it is very common. The responsible allele thus is not

exchanged from one species to the other frequently.

Colias alexandra probably is a geographical division of the Christina

species. It exists throughout the western mountains of the United States in

various forms such as have been given the names astraea^ edwardsi,
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chrysomelasy harfordiy etc. It lives on the uplands and is never in the

meadows or open fields where philodice is found. Nevertheless, the

habitats overlap to a certain extent in the Great Basin semi-desert irrigated

lands and in one population there is considerable evidence of complete

crossing between ihe forms in the same manner as that between Christina

and philodice.

In all these cases of hybridization the first evidence of the intercrossing

is the great increase in the variability of the species concerned in the area

of overlap. These variations tend in the direction of the characters of

the species with which they are hybridizing. In the one case of Colics

boothi it appears as if the two parental species may be disappearing in

favor of the hybrid in the area of overlap.

Another type of increase in variability as a result of hybridization is

that of breaking down a set of modifiers of dominance for a given gene.

Each species of Colias has two color phases in the female, the normal

yellow or orange, and a white form. The latter is usually controlled by an

allele which is dominant over that for the yellow or orange so that the

white individuals are either homozygous or heterozygous for the dominant

allele and the yellow or orange are all homozygous for the recessive. The
segregation between these two color forms is usually very sharp. That is,

the dominance of the white is usually complete. However, in the popula-

tion in Alberta where Christina is hybridizing primarily with occidentalis

a series of forms can be obtained which range from orange to yellow and

various grades of white. These intermediate forms may be explained by
postulating a breakdown of the different system of modifiers for dominance

of the white allele which had been developed in the two species.' Thus,

intermediates would be formed.

A similar situation has been found in the hybridization between differ-

ent geographical subspecies which differ by single characters in the genus

Argynnis (Hovanitz, 1943). The single character differences seem to be

controlled by single pairs of alleles, but at the zones of overlap intermedi-

ates occur, and these tend to simulate a hybrid swarm. An explanation

which now may be postulated is that the difference between any two races

is largely that of a single pair of alleles as suggested then, but that differ-

ent modifiers have been developed to act with the allele present in any

one subspecies. These modifiers are assorted by crossing at the zone of

hybridization and lead to the series of intergrading forms present only at

that zone. Such an explanation is applicable also for the variations in the

forms proserpina and albofasciata of the species Basilarchia arthemis and

astyanax previously discussed.

Summary

Examples of natural hybridization between species within the butterfly
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genera Colios and Basilarchia are illustrated. In each case the hybridiza-

tion has resulted in an increased variability in the populations directly par-

ticipating in the hybridization. In most examples the hybrid or intermedi-

ate forms are less common than the parental types; in one presumed case

of hybridization between Colios hecla and Colios nostes the hybrid type

(Colios boothi) appears to be more abundant than either parental type in

the area of hybridization. In another case, the dominance of one allele

over its contrasting allele seems to have been changed as a result of the

hybridization.
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EVIDENCE FOR THE GENETIC SUBMERGENCE OF
PINUS REMORATA

BY HERBERT L. MASON^

An example of natural genetic processes operating in the development of

present day floras is afforded by the fossil and recent history of the

Insignes section of the genus Finns, Here is presented a situation about

which we may erect an hypothesis with a view to developing a method to

demonstrate its validity. The Insignes section of Finns includes the so-

called “closed cone pines*’ of the Pacific coast of North America.

Genetically they are a group of closely related species as is indicated by

the ease with which they can be made to produce fertile hybrids, as well

as by the fact that wherever two species occur together in nature, occa-

sional natural hybrids between them may be found. All have twelve pairs

of chromosomes. This western group of pines includes Finns attenuata

Lemmon, the knob cone pine; F. radiata Don, the Monterey pine; F.

muricata Don, the bishop pine; and F. remorata Mason, the island pine.

Subspecific races have been described in both F. radiata and in F.

muricata as taxonomic varieties. With the exception of F. attenuata all

are members of the maritime and insular floras of California and Lower
California. F. attenuata occurs discontinuously in the coast ranges and the

Sierra Nevada to the Cascades from northern Lower California to central

Oregon. It is typically an interior species but reaches the coast at Ano
Nuevo point where it hybridizes with F. radiata. It is authentically

recorded in the Pleistocene ( 1 ) from California as is also F. linguiformis

Mason (2). In the Pliocene is reported F. pretuberculata Axelrod (3).

These three closely related pines probably represent a continuum of the

genetic lineage of F. attenuata in time.

Finns radiata is a discontinuous maritime species that occurs along the

southern shores of Monterey Bay in Monterey County, and at San Simeon
and Cambria along the San Luis Obispo County coast, California. The
southern colonies are characterized by very large cones and it is possible

that this character might have taxonomic significance. A two-needled

colony on Guadalupe Island off the west coast of Lower California has

been described as F. radiata var. binata Engelmann. F. radiata is well

represented from the Pleistocene (4, 5) in several deposits from Santa

Barbara County to Mendocino County in California. Notable are the

1 Department of Botany, University of California.
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Carpinteria flora and the Tomales flora. A Pliocene occurrence is

represented by two cones in a private collection taken from a deposit that

is now paved over by road work within the city of Santa Barbara. The
collection belongs to Dr. Ouzdel, a surgeon of Santa Barbara. The re-

maining two species, P. muricata and P. remoratay form the basis of the

present discussion and will now be treated in greater detail.

Pinus muricata is a highly discontinuous and highly polymorphic species

of coastal and insular California. A few isolated individuals occur near

Crescent City in Del Norte County, California. A considerable colony

occurs in the redwood forest just north of Trinidad Head in Humboldt
County. The main mass of the species ranges from Ten Mile Creek in

Mendocino County to near Fort Ross in Sonoma County. Another colony

occurs on Inverness Ridge in Marin County with a few scattered individ-

uals on San Geronimo Ridge in the same county. An isolated colony occurs

in the vicinity of Monterey and Carmel in Monterey County. This is

entirely surrounded by P. radiatUy and what appear to be hybrids between

them occur in the zone of contact of the two species. The smooth cone

character of these putative hybrids suggests the botanical origin of the

enigmatic P. insignis Loudon (6) of the early literature. Other colonies

occur in the Pecho hills in San Luis Obispo County, from where the type

upon which the name P. muricata rests is presumed to have come, and on

La Purisima Ridge in Santa Barbara County. The species occurs also on

Santa Cruz, Santa Rosa, and Cedros islands, the latter in Lower Cali-

fornia. A colony reported from "near San Quentin,” Lower California,

and described in the literature as P. muricata var. Anthony

i

Lemmon ( 11

)

and based on a collection by A. W. Anthony in 1889, probably came from

San Vicente canyon about 32 miles north of the point. Point San Quentin

seems an unlikely habitat for the pine, and several botanists have at-

tempted to locate it here and have not only failed to find it but those who
were familiar with the species throughout its range report the habitat

unsuitable for it. In 1925 I noted a single half-dead specimen near a build-

ing in this decadent village, giving every evidence of having been planted

by man. Recent investigators have failed to note even this specimen. When
considering the nature of cone variation in the species it is probable that

the colony of pines of Cedros Island which have been described as

P. muricata var. cedrosensis
J.

T. Howell (7) is the same genetic stock

as that on the mainland and hence the name should be reduced to

synonymy with it. On Santa Cruz Island hybrids between P. muricata and

P. remorata occur. Major geographic breaks in the distributional pattern

of P. muricata occur as a 45-mile gap between Crescent City and Trinidad

Head; a 110-mile gap between Crescent City and Ten Mile Creek; 35

miles between Fort Ross and Inverness Ridge; 120 miles between Point

Reyes and Monterey; 75 miles between Carmel and San Simeon; 50 miles
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between San Luis Obispo and Purisima Ridge; 50 miles from Purisima

Ridge to Santa Rosa Island; and 550 miles from Santa Cruz Island to

Cedros Island. Mileages expressed are approximate airline distances.

Many of these gaps were less extensive in Pleistocene time as is indicated

by fossil records in some of the intermediate areas where the species no

longer occurs. Like P. radiata this species has left an extensive fossil

record. It is recorded from the Pleistocene asphalt deposits at Rancho

La Brea (I) and at Carpinteria in southern California, from the Tomales

flora and from the Point Arena flora of northern California. In the Pliocene

Pico formation of southern California as well as in the Merced sand-

stones (8) and the Santa Clara lakebeds (9) of the San Francisco Bay

area, P. Masoni Dorf occurs. It is so close to P. muricata as to represent a

continuum in time with the Pleistocene and modem forms.

The trees in the colonies north of San Francisco Bay differ from those

to the south both as to stature and as to the nature of the habitat in

which they occur. These northern individuals are massive trees with large

trunks and heavy blue-green foliage. They occur on good soil that is often

deep and sometimes also wet. Where the habitat is rocky, the bed rock

is usually shattered or covered with deep pockets of soil. However, these

northern trees at times extend into poorly drained winter-wet pine bar-

rens. The cone scales of the northern type, although well developed, are

not on the average so massive as those of the southern type. In the south

the trees are smaller, the foliage is a lighter blue-green hue than the

northern type, and the plants occur on shaley or decomposed dioritic

ridges as well as on diatomaceous earths in habitats suggestive of pine

barrens. These differences in form and aspect as well as in habitat prefer-

ence may well indicate that the entities merit subspecific taxonomic

separation.

Finns remorata is an insular endemic confined to Santa Cruz and Santa

Rosa islands, and it is possible that it occurs also on Cedros and Guadalupe
islands, although the evidence for this is far from clear. It differs from

P. muricata in its symmetrical cones, the scales of which bear smooth,

rounded, scarcely raised umbos when mature, in its thicker needles, and
also in some of the details of the internal anatomy of the needles. In

stature the trees resemble the southern California members of the P.

muricata complex.

On Santa Cruz Island there is abundant evidence that P. remorata and
P. muricata are actively hybridizing. Much intergradation occurs, sug-

gesting complete genetic compatibility between the two. The extent of

this intergradation led
J.

T. Howell (7) to the belief that P. remorata as

such had no taxonomic reality but was only a minor expression of P.

muricata. He gave no hint of his interpretation of the causes of so high a

degree of polymorphism as characterizes these variable populations. Re-
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peated rumors suggested the occurrence of P. remorata at La Purisima

Ridge on the adjacent mainland. Investigation of the entire colony at this

locality disclosed many intermediates between P. remorata and P.

muricata. There were, however, no pure P. remorata individuals to be

found. There is reason to doubt that any of the Pleistocene type of the

P. muricata complex now exists on La Purisima Ridge, since these trees

all give evidence in their stature of being close to P. remorata from Santa

Cruz Island. Furthermore, at La Purisima Ridge they occur only on

diatomaceous soils or other pine barren sites such as do not exist near the

localities where abundant Pleistocene records of the species have been

obtained, immediately to the south of Pt. Conception, where the species

does not occur today. That P. remorata is a pure-breeding genetic entity is

exemplified by the fact that seed gathered on Santa Cruz Island by Dr.

Carl Wolf and planted in an extensive grove at Rancho Santa Ana Botanic

Garden came true to type. On the other hand, trees in Tilden Park,

Berkeley, from seed from intermediate types from Santa Cruz Island

give ample evidence of genetic instability, as shown by the great range of

variation of cone and needle characters. Further evidence that in times

past P. remorata was a distinct morphological and taxonomic type may
be derived from the fossil record. In the Santa Cruz Island flora, Chaney

and Mason (10) reported P. remorata. The numerous fossil specimens are

all essentially uniform and are clear examples of P. remorata as it still

exists on Santa Cruz Island. In the several lenses containing the Pleistocene

flora that were investigated no specimens of P. muricata were discovered.

All of the lenses contained needles, cones, and wood referred to P.

remorata. This led to the conclusion that P. remorata at least dominated

the flora and probably existed to the complete exclusion of P. muricata in

that area during that part of the Pleistocene. This interpretation is

strengthened by our findings in the apparently contemporaneous Carpin-

teria flora just across the 30-mile-wide Santa Barbara Channel. Here we
found, in ihe Pleistocene flora, both P. radiata and P. muricata in great

abundance. There were two water-worn cones of P. remorata found

imbedded among cobblestones on what was evidently a former beach.

This is taken as evidence that the cones may have been transported across

the channel and deposited on the Pleistocene beach. The very prolific way
in which P. remorata bears its cones would seem to demand that if it grew

near enough to the Carpinteria site for two cones to enter, many more
cones would certainly have entered with them and their preservation

would have been insured by the asphaltum matrix of the deposit. The
usual mode of occurrence of pines in these deposits is for branches with

several whorls of attached cones to be imbedded in the matrix. From
three to seven or eight cones occur in each whorl. It must be admitted that

the absence of P. muricata from the Pleistocene of Santa Cruz Island is
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negative evidence, but its abundance in other Pleistocene deposits tends to

support the conclusion that its absence from the record here may be

significant. Such discrepancies between mainland and insular floras are

consistent with many such occurrences between Santa Cruz Island and

the adjacent mainland today.

Pinus remorata was observed by Chaney and Mason (10) in the fossil

record of the Pleistocene flora of Santa Cruz Island. During the investiga-

tion of the floristics involved in this study, the pine was discovered still

living on Santa Cruz Island. There had been previous reference to it in

the literature (11) but here it was confused with P. radiata var. binata

Engelmann, an endemic on Guadalupe Island some 650 miles to the south.

The situation as it exists between P. muricata and P. remorata today on

the one hand, and as is suggested by their fossil record on the other,

presents some interesting evidence of the role of certain genetic processes

in the history of the genetic lineages that make up our floras. Here is a

case where two species apparently closely related and probably not very

anciently separated from one another developed independently through

genetic processes under the sanction of geographic isolation. This isolation

was apparently complete as far as P. remorata is concerned on Santa Cruz

Island. But there is evidence that possibly even in Pleistocene time genetic

disturbances, involving gene infiltration of P. remorata into the southern

population of P. muricata were operating toward the differentiation of the

northern and southern populations of the latter species. However, since

the migration of P. muricata to Santa Cruz and Santa Rosa Islands in Late

Pleistocene or post-Pleistocene time, complete and uninhibited gene flow

between these two species is apparently taking place, resulting in a third

type of pine. This new type has cone characters largely influenced by
P. muricata, but the stature of the tree and the habitat requirements have

been influenced by P. remorata, P. remorata is now doomed to extinction

by complete genetic submergence. P. muricata, because of its discon-

tinuity, will be enabled to maintain distinctive populations in the north as

well as on Cedros Island to the south for considerable time to come; al-

ready the stands from Monterey to Santa Barbara County give evidence

of increasing relationship with P. remorata as one moves southward. This

apparent infiltration of genes of P. remorata into the mainland populations

is evidenced particularly in the stature of the trees and in habitat prefer-

ences. The situation at La Purisima Ridge suggests a key to the problem.

This grove of trees lies in the path of the prevailing wind from Santa Cruz

and Santa Rosa islands. P. remorata pollen could readily be carried the

30 or 40 miles from the islands and function to pollinate the ovules of

P. muricata. Likewise pollen from the hybrid swarms now on Santa Cruz
Island will serve to further speed the processes operating on La Purisima

Ridge. It should be recalled that the population of La l^risima Ridge is
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an evident hybrid swarm without any of the parent P. remorata being

present as a tree in this locality. It is here suggested that the flow of genes

of P. remorata into the adjacent mainland populations of P. muricata via

wind-bome pollen began in Pleistocene time and was able slowly to build

up an effect on the population of P. muricata. Due to the continued isola-

tion of the insular colony of P. remorata it could continually exercise its

influence upon P. muricata without in turn being submerged by that

species. Today with P. muricata on Santa Cruz and Santa Rosa islands, the

situation is different. The gene flow is now in both directions, a situation

that will lead to the complete submergence of P. remorata as a distinct

entity.

I have deliberately avoided any discussion of species concepts as in-

volving this group of plants, preferring not to formulate judgments in the

light of any of the current ideas on this subject but rather to await further

investigation into the nature and behavior of the entities within the

complex. To make a decision at this time would be premature. To shift the

groups up or down the taxonomic hierarchy or to merge them will in no

way alter their relationships nor will it at all alter the problem. There is,

however, in this problem an interesting example of the futility of nomen-

clatorial rigidity in the field where modem botany impinges upon paleo-

botany. If we assume that our deductions in this case are correct and that

P. remorata and P. muricata were distinct species during Pleistocene time

but today through gene infiltration have already resulted in the partial

submergence of P. remorata and a differentiation in the present popula-

tion of P. muricata^ then what name and relative categories must be used

for such an entity as P. remorata both as a fossil species and as a living

intergrade with P. muricata? The science of taxonomy must rest upon

realized facts and not upon potential facts, simply because potentialities

are not always realized. This will demand recognition of a changed status

for this entity through time. Continuity with genetic change is bound to

plague the nomenclaturist and tend to point up the inadequacy of our

present taxonomic stmcture to fit the facts derived from genetic studies.

A program of genetic study of this complex designed to test the above

hypothesis is now under way under the joint auspices of the University of

California and the Institute of Forest Genetics of the California Forest

and Range Experiment Station of the United States Forest Service. These

species lend themselves well to genetic study since they mature cones

when only 4 to 5 years old. With the techniques developed at the Institute

of Forest Genetics, crosses within this group of pines are easily made.

Many of the preliminary crosses have been completed and in some cases

first generation hybrids are already established in the nursery.
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ADAPTATION AND SELECTION

BY SEWALL WRIGHT^

The process of adaptive evolution is one of central interest from both the

philosophical and scientific points of view. As with other natural phe-

nomena there is probably both an internal and an external aspect. To
avoid possible duplication of the same factor under different aspects, an

attempt at scientific analysis must be restricted to the latter. In the present

discussion, no consideration will be given to hypotheses which attribute

evolution to inscrutable creative forces whether these be supposed to bring

about gradual orthogenetic advance (Nageli, Osborn), abrupt emergence

(Lloyd Morgan) or are assigned to individual organisms (Lamarck). The
discussion will also be restricted to factors for which there is a sub-

stantial basis in genetics. This consideration excludes the hypothesis that

evolution is an extension of individual physiology ( Lamarck, Eimer, Cope,

etc. ) . Mutations of chromosomes and genes, and recombinations of these,

are with minor qualifications the only known sources of hereditary change.

The available evidence indicates that these occur independently of physio-

logical adaptations of the individual. We are left with the hypothesis that

phylogenetic adaptation is ultimately preadaptive. The variations come
first, the organisms do the best they can with them, and natural selection

is the arbiter (DafwmJT Under
selection may be considered as the measure of adaptation, and some

degree of guidance of the course of evolution is virtually inevitable. It

appears now that natural selection is the only verifiable factor making for

cumulative adaptive change. This statement, however, by no means

exhausts the possibilities of analysis.

Evolution from Single Mutations

The earliest hypothesis along Mendelian lines was that significant

evolutionary change is due to the occasional occurrence of mutations of

such a nature as to give rise to new species (or higher categories) at once

(deVries, Goldschmidt).

The abrupt origin of species by mutation requires that the most essen-

tial feature of the mutation be an isolating effect. This hypothesis has in

its support the evidence that polyploidy has been important in the multi-

1 Ernest D. Burton Distinguished Service Professor of Zoology, The University of

Chicago.
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plication of species, especially in cases in which it has occurred in a sterile

hybrid, converting the latter into a fertile amphidiploid.

It is, however, impossible to base all evolution on the addition of

chromosome sets. There is no other class of mutation which combines the

properties of full fertility by itself, the production of sterile hybrids with

the parent form or forms, a balanced organization favorable to adaptation,

and (in amphidiploids )
striking novelty. The other balanced types of

chromosome mutation (translocation, inversion) result, when viable, in

minor variants within the species of origin, often recognizable only by

examination of the chromosomes themselves. Simple aneuploidy may
bring complex character changes, suggestive of those distinguishing

species, but not isolation. Most such changes are indeed incapable of

existence except as heterozygous segregating varieties. Compound
aneuploidy may, however, be a rare species-forming process ( Darlington )

.

Small duplications have no doubt been very important in evolution in

increasing the number of genes, but hardly in the abrupt origin of new
species. Such minor chromosomal changes can be treated statistically for

the most part as gene mutations.

Evolution by Gradual Transformation

The most obvious alternative to abrupt origin of species by mutation is

the conception of gradual transformation through the occurrence, orderly

increase in frequency, and ultimate fixation of mutations that give a selec-

tive advantage to the individuals that carry them. Haldane has developed

mathematically the nature of this process in a great variety of cases ( 1924

and later). Fisher (1937) has investigated the properties of the wave of

difiFusion from a portion of a population in which a mutation has become

fixed.

Acceptance of any hypothesis of evolution by statistical transformation

of populations permits differences of opinion as to whether it is the fixation

of rare major adaptive mutations or the accumulation of a large number
of minor ones that is usually responsible for a new species, whether by
transformation of the entire parent species or of an isolated portion of the

latter. This issue is somewhat confused by the ambiguity of the term big-

ness as applied to a mutation. The most literal sort of bigness is in the

degree of physical change in the chromosomes. There is, however, no
consistent correlation between this sort of bigness and conspicuousness or

complexity of the effects on characters. There may be extensive re-

arrangements of the material of the chromosomes without conspicuous

effect, and conversely single gene mutations may produce abnormalities of

the most extreme sort. Again mere conspicuousness (as of many color

mutations) may have litde relation to morphological or physiological
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complexity. Finally bigness in any of these ways is far from being posi-

tively correlated with ecological potentiality.

Analyses of the actual genetic differences between related species have

demonstrated all of the viable types that have arisen in the laboratory (cf.

Dobzhansky, 1941 ) . Changes in chromosome number and rearrangements

are common but appear to have only minor importance, where any, with

respect to distinguishing characters other than of fertility of hybrids.

Conspicuous unitary differences are sometimes found especially with

respect to color. The mode of segregation for most characters, however,

indicates a multiplicity of genetic changes with effects that are either

individually slight, or (if the character itself is of an all-or-none sort)

of low penetrance.

The view that these species differences are largely due to mutations that

were not only adaptive from the first but were carried directly to fixation

by favorable selection is undoubtedly too simple, as indeed has probably

been recognized in some degree by all who accept the geiieral hypothesis

of transformation. It makes the occurrence of adaptive mutations the

limiting factor in evolution to an extent that severely restricts the possible

rate of evolutionary change. There is evidence that evolution can proceed

with great rapidity, given an adequate ecological opportunity.

It is necessary to examine the genetic properties of populations to find

whether these may not provide a basis for rapid exploitation of oppor-

tunities without waiting for the accidental occurrence of the right muta-

tion.

Gene Frequency

The basic concept of statistical genetics is gene frequency. Because of

the symmetry of the Mendelian mechanism, gene frequencies tend to

persist unchanged from generation to generation. The state of the species

with respect to a particular locus can be described in such a form as

where the A’s designate k alleles and the q’s are their frequencies.

The random unions of eggs and sperms, each with the array of alleles

characteristic of the species, give a stable genotypic array at each locus of

the type

(Hardy, 1908; Weinberg, 1908). The frequencies of combinations among
loci are in the long run those of random combination, in a random breeding

population, irrespective of linkage, unless the latter is complete (Wein-

berg, 1909, 1910; Robbins, 1918; Geiringer, 1944, 1948). The array may be

represented by
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where L is any one of n diflFerent loci. Thus 4 alleles ( 10 combinations) at

each of 100 loci provide the potentiality for 10^°® difFerent genotypes.

A genetic description of a population can obviously be given much more

economically in terms of gene frequencies than of genotypic frequencies.

Moreover the tendency toward persistence of gene frequencies insures

relative persistence of the statistical properties of the population, if the

system of mating remains the same, even though no genotype is ever

duplicated.

A change in the system of mating changes the array of genotypic

frequencies and consequently the statistical properties of the population,

but does not in itself tend to change the arrays of gene frequencies. Thus

a tendency toward mating of relatives, whether sporadic or from a

breaking up of the population into more or less isolated groups, gives a

genotypic array at each locus of the type

(l~F)[2(qA^)]^ + F5(qA^A^)

where F is the inbreeding coefficient, defined as the correlation between

uniting gametes with respect to additive gene eflFects (Wright, 1921, 1922).

The increased homozygosis, measured by F, gives rise to the well-known

effects of inbreeding, but the q"s are not changed, and a return to the

original system of mating is followed by return to the original genetic

situation. Similarly, pure assortative mating with respect to any character

causes departures from randomness of combination among the loci and

consequent changes in the statistical properties of the population, but

again the process does not in itself affect the gene frequencies and random

combination is gradually restored on resumption of random mating

(Wright, 1921).

The Elementary Factors of Evolution

The elementary evolutionary process in a reasonably large homogeneous

population may be considered to be change of gene frequency. It is con-

venient for the present purpose to distinguish three primary modes of

change according to the degree of determinacy in the changes which they

bring about. First are modes of systematic change, termed the evolu-

tionary pressures (Wright, 1929, 1931). These are capable at least in

principle of precise mathematical formulation which would make possible

prediction of evolutionary trend if there were no processes of an inde-

terminate nature. Second are the random fluctuations in gene frequency,

of which only the variance is determinate. Finally, it is convenient, al-

though somewhat arbitrary, to distinguish from both of these, events that

are unique or nearly so in the life of the species.
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Modes of Immediate Change of Gene Frequency

1. Systematic change {Aq determinate in principle).

A. Pressure of recurrent mutation.

B. Pressure of immigration and crossbreeding.

C. Pressure of intragroup selection.

2. Random fluctuations (Sq indeterminate in direction but determi-

nate in variance).

A. From accidents of sampling.

B. From fluctuations in the systematic pressures.

3. Nonrecurrent change (indeterminate for each locus).

A. Nonrecurrent mutation.

B. Nonrecurrent hybridization.

C. Nonrecurrent selective incidents.

D. From nonrecurrent extreme reduction in numbers.

Back of these processes are all factors that cause secular changes in

mutation rates, conditions of selection, size and structure of the population

and the possibilities of ingression from other populations.

Mutation Pressure

Mutation pressure refers to the tendency of known genes to mutate to

known alleles at definite rates. In the two-allele case, the net rate per

generation obviously may be written

Aq=^ = vil-q)-uq

where u is the rate of mutation from the gene in question (frequency q)
to its allele, v is the rate of reverse mutation, and time is measured in

average generations. Haldane (1926) has shown that the effects of over-

lapping of generations are of only secondary importance in the transforma-

tion of populations. Aq may be treated as dq/dt in order to obtain the

approximate amount of change in a given number of generations (^) by
integration.

The extents of systems of multiple alleles, known at many loci in many
organisms, make it probable that each locus is capable of evolutionary

change through a branching system of indefinitely great extent, and that

many alleles normally coexist at many loci in any large population. Taking

cognizance of this, the description of mutation pressure requires a system

of simultaneous equations of the type

where Uh is the rate of mutation to allele Ae from one of its alleles Ai, Uig

is the rate of reverse mutation and summation applies to all alleles of Ag.
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It is obvious that the distinction between recurrent mutation and non-

recurrent mutation must be arbitrary.

Immigration Pressure

Immigration pressure refers to the effects of recurring invasion of the

territory under consideration by individuals, capable of producing cross-

breds that enter into the population. Here

Aqo == —m{qc — qo(j))

where qc(i) is the frequency of the gene among the immigrants and m is a

coeflBcient measuring the amount of replacement of population by the

immigrants per generation. The theory is closely similar to that of

mutation pressure because of the linear nature of its effect. As with muta-

tion pressure there is no sharp line between recurrent immigration and a

type of hybridization so infrequent in the history of the species that each

occurrence is best treated as a unique event.

Selection Pressure

Immigration pressure may be considered as a process of intergroup

selection, less drastic than expulsion or extermination. We shall, however,

use the term selection pressure, where not qualified, as relating only to

intragroup selection. Selection pressure in this sense may be defined so as

to include exhaustively all systematic modes of change of gene frequency

which do not involve physical transformation of the hereditary material

(mutation) or introduction from without (immigration). It includes the

effects of differences in mating rate, fecundity, mortality rate, rate of

attainment of maturity, and emigration rate. It differs mathematically from

the pressures of mutation and immigration in being nil for either q = 0

or q = 1. There can be no selection in the absence of alternatives.

The general formula for selection pressure is

Aqc = dqc/dt = q, (W, - W)/W

where Wo is the momentary selective value of the gene in question, giving

due weight to the frequencies and selective values of all types of 2ygote

into which it enters, and

r(=s*,w,,,)

is the mean selective value for the population as a vi^hole.

The selective value of a given type of zygote (fertilized egg) is as-

smned to be measured by its average contribution under the prevailing

conditions to the array of zygotes produced a generation later in such a
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way thatW is the ratio of the effective size of the population in the follow-

ing generation to that in the one under consideration.

W = 2Wf

in terms of the selective values (W) and frequencies (f) of genotypes.

It is important to distinguish two kinds of selection: that in which the

selective values of genotypes are constant under standard conditions, and

that in which they are functions of the relative frequencies of genotypes.

Relative constancy is to be expected where selection depends directly on a

constant environment external to the species. Secular changes in both

absolute and relative values of the selective values may indeed be expected

to occur with changes in the density of the population but these are inde-

pendent of the relative frequencies of genotypes in this sort of selection.

If, however, there is selection based directly on the relations of diflEerent

kinds of individuals of the species to each other, the selective values are

necessarily functions of the frequencies of these genotypes. In the fol-

lowing discussion, random mating is assumed unless otherwise specified.

Constant Selective Values. Single Loci

It is convenient to take up first the case in which the selection co-

efficients for genotypes of the locus in question are independent of

frequencies at other loci and are constant and alike in the sexes. In this

case the rate of change in frequency of gene Ac is as follows (Wright,

1937, 1942).

Aqc^ dqc/dt = qc{l—qc)(dW/dqc)/2W

It is assumed that the frequencies of all alleles of the gene, Ac, are ex-

pressed in the form

qi^Ticil — qc)

in W before diflPerentiating. Here ru, is the frequency of Ai among the

alleles of Ac- Thus

'dqi/'dqc = —fie = —qi/{ 1 — ^o).

The composition of the population relative to a series of alleles may be

represented by a point in a ( fc — 1 ) dimensional space. Thus in the case

of three alleles, the gene frequencies may be represented by the distances

from the sides of an equilateral triangle of unit height. The mean selective

values (W) for populations with given sets of gene frequencies, cor-

responding to points within this, may be represented by ordinates from the

plane of this figure, defining a surface. Similarly in the case of four alleles

the gene frequencies may be represented by distances from the four

faces of a regular tetrahedron of unit height. The mean selective values
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of populations require an additional dimension W which may be indi-

cated by shells of equal selective value, the contours of a “surface” in

four-dimensional space.

This “surface” of selective values may be of various sorts. There may
be a continuously upward gradient leading from each point toward a

single peak value. If this is at one of the comers, it means that selection

leads inevitably to fixation of the corresponding homozygote, except in so

far as mutation or immigration maintains other alleles. If it is on an edge,

or face, or in the interior of the figure, it is implied that selection by itself

leads to a condition of stable equilibrium among two or more aUeles. A
depression from which gradients lead up in all directions implies a position

of unstable equilibrium. There may also be saddle points, toward which

selection drives the set of gene frequencies from certain directions but

from which selection tends to cause ever-increasing departure, after a

slight initial departure in certain other directions.

All alleles are maintained in equilibrium, if all heterozygotes (AiAj)

are alike in selective value and are superior to all of the homozygotes

{AiAi, AjAj etc.). Let

Wij = ^W44 = a(l ^ s*), Wyy = fl(l Si):

A?, = ‘9.(Km’ -

l=Ws,)/K,W\)
where qo is the value of qo at equilibrium all Aq"s equal 0.

If the heterozygotes diflFer in selective value, the conditions for

maintenance of all alleles are somewhat restricted. Thus if all homozy-

gotes (k alleles) have the same selective value, a, and all of the heterozy-

gotes except one have the value a (1 -f- s) with s positive, and that one

(

A

1A2 ) has the value a ( 1 + f)

W= c[l + s(l — 5*^9,*)

+

2(f-s)qr^<
3f^l ^

s)2q^qJ/W

qi = qt = s/[l(S— (fc — 2)(f— s)] if 0 < t < 2s

q^ = q^= {2s — t)/[ks— (fc — 2)(< — s)] if 0 < t < 2s

All alleles are maintained in equilibrium if f is between 0 and 2s. If £

is negative, equilibrium is unstable; either Aj or is eliminated accord-

ing to the initial composition. If f is greater than 2s, all alleles other than

Ai and A, tend to be diminated.

It is possible for a gene that would be eliminated if only certain alleles
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were associated with it in a population to be maintained if others also are

present. The conditions are decidedly restricted, however.

In many cases, some of which have been indicated above, there may be

two or more peak values. Obviously any homozygote that is superior to all

of the heterozygotes in which its allele enters is at a distinct peak. Which
allele becomes fixed depends on the initial composition of the population.

Any two or more alleles may form a group capable of stable equilibrium

within itself but in unstable association with other such groups.

The rate of change in the mean selective value of the whol^ population

is given approximately by the following formula, if the selective diiBEer-

entials are small.

AW = J ( 1 - 9^) ( 2)W/'dq^)Aq,]

It is assumed, as before, that the frequencies of all alleles are expressed

in the form qj=: rji{l — qi) in W, before differentiating with respect to

any frequency, qi.

Constant Genotypic Selective Values

The treatment of selection as acting on single loci independently of all

others is however highly artificial. Selective value, in a given setting, is a

property of the organism as a whole and hence of its whole genotype. A
gene is likely to be more favorable than an allele in some combinations,

less favorable in others. The composition of the species may be thought of

as located in a space of 2*'(/c — 1) dimensions, assuming n loci and a

variable number (k) of alleles at each locus. If the selective value, W, for

each genotype as a whole is constant, and if the frequencies at the loci are

combined at random (as is approximately true under long continued

random mating and small net selection coeflBcients of the genes), the

formula for rate of change of gene frequency per generation is still

A(7c = qo{l- qa){dW/dqc)/2W

under the same convention as before butW ( ) is here a function not

only of the gene frequencies at the locus in question but of the genes at

all other pertinent loci.

It is again convenient to add another dimension to the geometric

model: mean selective value (W) of populations. The "surface” defined

by W may be expected to be a very rugged one with innumerable peaks

and subpeaks, corresponding to different harmonious combinations of

genes.

These peaks may be of three sorts phenotypically: (a) peaks centering

in different genotypes that give the same phenotype (as under the con-

ventional multiple-factor hypothesis for quantitative variability and an
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intermediate optimum), (b) peaks that center in phenotypes that difiFer

but give adaptation to the same conditions, and (c) peaks that center in

adaptations to different conditions w^ithin the array of conditions to which

the population has access, corresponding to the different adaptive zones

and subzones of Simpson (1944).

The formula for AW is the same as that above except that summation

applies to all genes at all loci. The control by the gradient is obviously

qualified by the term qdl — qo)/2W in the formula for each Aqo- With

constant genbtypic selective values, the species tends to move toward one

of the peaks, though not, as carelessly stated previously, up the steepest

gradient in the surface W from the point at which it is located. The peak

toward which it moves is not likely to be the highest one.

Effects of Deviations from Assumed Conditions

The situation is altered more or less by various types of deviation from

the idealized case to which the preceding formulae apply. If there are

very large differences between the sexes in selection, special formulae

must be used; but even with moderately large differences the results are

almost as if the average selective coefficients for each genotype applied to

both sexes as shown (with a different mathematical formulation) by
Haldane (1926) (cf. Wright and Dobzhansky, 1946). If there are

moderate deviations from random mating due to inbreeding, and the net

selection coeflBcients of genes are small, the expression 'd^/'dqo of the

preceding formulae may be replaced by 3(W + PWj)/'Qqo where Wf is

the mean selective values of genotypes that are homozygous at the locus in

question. The expression W/ is identical with W at loci at which there is no

dominance but otherwise is different (Dobzhansky and Wright, 1941).

Selective mortality at different ages, and selective fecundity have di-

verse effects on observable frequencies. These must be carefully con-

sidered in analysis of concrete cases and are likely to make it necessary to

go back to the basic formula.

Selection itself always produces departures from complete randomness

of combination among loci if there are nonadditive interactions, but these

are negligible for most purposes unless selection or linkage is strong ( cf

.

Wright, 1942). Assortative mating, however, may produce very great

departure from randomness (Wright, 1921) which requires considerable

increase in complexity in its treatment. Subdivision of ihe population into

nearly isolated strains also has effects which alter the situation drastically

and are best treated under the head of intergroup selection by means of

differential migration pressure. In view of a criticism by Fisher (1941) it

should be emphasized that the formula for Aq above, to whidi he re-
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ferred, was explicitly based on the assumption of random mating of

diploids and of constancy of genotypic selection coeflScients. Other

formulae had been used for other conditions.

Fisher ( 1930, 1941) himself has developed a diflEerent mode of approach

for dealing with selection apart from other factors. According to his

‘'fundamental theorem of Natural Selection": “The rate of increase in

fitness of any organism at any time is equal to its genetic variance in fitness

at that time.” Genetic variance here refers only to the additive effects of

genes. There is approximate agreement between our formulae for small

selective differences and constant selective values, the difrerence being

that Fisher s method does not introduce the term W in the denominator.

The application of this theorem to cases in which there are variable geno-

typic selection coeflScients is not, however, clear.

Variable Genotypic Selective Values

With variable genotypic selection coeflScients, but otherwise the same

assumptions as above and the same convention with respect to differentia-

tion,

Aqc = qc{l- gc)S[WOf/3q,)]/2W

where the fs are frequencies of genotypes, in general involving many loci,

and the summation applies to aU genotypes. The term S[W

(

'df/'dqo

)

] may
be written

[OW/3qr,) - (aWT^)]
(Wright, 1942). In this, d^/dqc measures the effect of change in the

frequency of tlie gene in question on the average selective value of the

population as a whole, while {'d^/'dqo) measures the average effect on

the selective values of all genotypes and is of course absent if these

selective values are constant.

An important case is that of competition between members of the same

species such that the relative degree of competitive success of each of the

genotypes is constant but the net rate of increase of the population is un-

affected by changes in the relative frequencies. This situation can be

represented by writing Wo = aRo/R when a is a general constant, Ro is a

constant pertaining to the particular genotype, and R(= SR</) is the

variable average value of R. The surface of selective values for the popula-

tion as a whole is constant (W = a) in accordance with the hypothesis,

but gene frequencies change according to the rule;

Aqc = q<,( 1 - qc) ( dR/dqc)/2R

The surface R is not level and selection pressure tends to drive the species

toward a peak value of fl.
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If there is a combination of both kinds of selection, we can write

W==a[(fl/fl)+s]

W = a(l + s)

Aqc=^aqc{l — qc)
^qo

/2W

The surfacesW and log R may both be rugged and the peaks and valleys

need not agree. The species moves toward a peak in the resultant surface

[ (log R) -f s]. If log R and s are systematically opposite in sign and log R
is numerically greater, selection leads to a deterioration of the species in

relation to its environment. This puts in symbolic form an interpretation of

apparently orthogenetic trends toward extinction given by Julian Huxley.

The special case considered by Huxley was that of selection for char-

acters useful to males in competition but somewhat deleterious in relation

to the environment.

A case that is similar in its consequences although somewhat more
complicated from the mathematical standpoint is that of competition

among members of the same brood. If there is no relation to success of the

population and and Wgg are the selective values of A^A^,

and A2A2 when present in the same brood, W a

Aqi — aq,il — q,)
W,.

+ 2W,, + W,:)

2qAl 9i) +

If there is a negative correlation between success in intrabrood competi-

tion and success in meeting the external environment, the process may
lead to deterioration of the species. This case has been treated from a

different mathematical vie\vpoint by Haldane ( 1924a )

.

Where advantages with respect to social relations and external environ-

ment are negatively correlated but closely balanced, it is possible for the

opposing selection pressures to maintain alleles in equilibrium.

A genotype may have qualities that are of advantage to the species in

proportion to some function of the frequency of such individuals but of

no additional advantage to these individuals themselves. If this is the case,

all selective values (W) are to be multiplied by the same term

[l + ^(9c)] in which is the function of the frequency of the

genotype in question. If the W*s are otherwise the same,W= fl[l+ ^( ]

with a peak or peaks corresponding to one or more values of qo. There is,

nevertheless, no tendency for qe to change at all ( Aq© = 0). If the gene

has a deleterious effect on its possessors it will tend to be eliminated in
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spite of its advantage to the species, still assuming random mating (cf.

Haldane, 1932; Wright, 1945a).

The relative as well as the absolute selective values of genotypes may
change with changes in their frequencies. It must suffice here to consider

a few simple cases involving only one series of alleles. It will be assumed

that the selective values of heterozygotes are always exactly intermediate

between those of the corresponding homozygotes to avoid complications

due to dominance or superdominance of the sorts that occur also where the

selection coefficients are constant.

First consider the case in which the selective value of a homozygote

rises in proportion to the frequency of its allele in the population. This

may hold where the individuals of each type receive a social advantage

from the presence of others of their own kind or are injured by the

presence of other types. Let

Wn =: a(l + 2si9 , )> ^^2 = a[l + Mi +M 2 ]. ^22 = a[l + 2sj9j,], etc.

W=a[l + 22l^s^q;] _
A<7« = MJMc- 5*L,s,9/]/W

There is unstable equilibrium (ss all positive) at the set of values

One allele or another tends to become fixed according to the initial

composition of the population.

The selective advantages of genotypes may, however, decrease as the

corresponding allele increases in frequency. This occurs if there is a

division of labor among types to their mutual benefit, or if the population

occupies a heterogeneous territory in which rare genotypes can always

find a favorable niche but abundant ones are forced to live in part under

unfavorable conditions. In this case the s*s in the above formula are

negative. There is stable equilibrium at the values (I/So)/S(lAi),

exactly as if all heterozygotes had the same constant selective value and each

of the homozygous types had a certain disadvantage [W<,= fl(l— 2s<,)]

etc. In the case with variable selection coefficients considered here, gene

frequencies move in exactly the same type of surface W in the same way
except that the rate is only half as great in relation to the slope as with

constant coefficients (Wright and Dobzhansky, 1946).

A somewhat similar case which has been analyzed in detail in a previous

paper (Wright, 1938) is that of self-sterility alleles in plants. Alleles are

favored when rare and opposed when common, but as the selection

depends on a relation between male gametophyte (haploid) and female

sporophyte (diploid), it is more complicated mathematically than cases

in which selection depends on relations among diploids, and is symmetri-

cal or nearly so with respect to sex.
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There may be cyclic movement of gene frequencies under certain limit-

ing conditions which are probably of more mathematical than evolution-

ary interest. Thus if the selective values are as follows, and s is very small,

there is an approach to perpetual cyclic motion although the surface of

values is completely flat {W = a)

Wn = c[l + 2s((7j, — qfj)] = a[l + siq^ — q^)]
Wj.2 = a[l + 2s(<73 — 9.)] W23 = fl[l + siq^ — q.)]

Wjj = a[l + 2s{q, — q^)] W31 = o[l + *(9, — ^3)]

A<7 i
= 591(92 — 9s)

A92 = 592(93 — 91)

A93 = 59,(91 — 92)

With the slightest departure from the limiting situation the species

tends to move in a spiral in the field of gene frequencies either toward or

away from a peak, if there is one, or toward or away from a depression to

a point at which all Aq*s are zero. Somewhat similar cases may involve

more than one locus.

The formula for AW is the same as with constant selection coefiBcients.

Net Systematic Pressure

The net effect of all of the systematic pressures on the frequency of a

gene is the sum of the various components. Thus in a random breeding

population of diploids, the rate of change in the frequency of a gene Ac as

one of a system of simultaneous equations is approximately as follows:

Aqc= :^iu^qi) - ( 2«i„) 9o-m( 9<,- 9.ai)

This type of pressure on all of the genes tends to carry the species to

some position at which A<J = 0 for each of them ( except in certain

limiting cases referred to above ) . This position tends to be in the neighbor-

hood of a peak in the surface of mean selective values in so far as due to

selection related to the environment, but this is not likely to be the highest

peak. Mutation and immigration pressure, if present, keep the population

from attaining the exact peak. The position of stability may indeed not

even be near a peak in cases in which selection depends on certain types

of social relations. We have here a theory of stability of species type in

spite of constant mutation, extensive variability at all times, constant

action of selection, and substantial possibility of improvement if the

species could arrive at certain combinations of genes already present, other

than the combinations that prevail.

Acodents of Sampling

Accidents of sampling may cause fluctuation from the position of
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Stability, but these are negligible in a large random breeding population.

They become important in small populations where they are responsible

for the well-known effects of inbreeding. They may be responsible for

nonadaptive differentiation of small island populations but are more
likely to lead to ultimate extinction in a small population, completely

isolated from its kind, than to evolutionary advance (Wright, 1931 and

later). These conclusions follow from the chance of fixation of a com-

pletely indifferent gene which is 1/{2N) where N is the effective size of

population, and from the chance of fixation of a deleterious gene ( selective

disadvantage s in heterozygote, 2s in homozygote
)
which is 2s/ ( — 1 )

•

Nonrecurrent Mutations

Stability in a species living under constant conditions may be upset by

the occurrence and establishment of a favorable mutation that has never

occurred before or has previously been lost by accidents of sampling if

it ever has occurred. Even a mutation with a considerable selective ad-

vantage is likely to be lost by accidents of sampling when present in only a

few individuals, although it is practically certain to reach its equilibrium

frequency if it ever reaches moderate frequencies in a large population.

The chance of fixation of a semidominant mutation with selective ad-

vantage s in the heterozygote is 2^(1 — or approximately 2s as

given by Haldane (1927b). A recessive mutation with selective ad-

vantage s has a chance of fixation given by Haldane as of the order

of \/s/N and by Wright ( 1942) as \/s/2N, With v the rate of recurrence

of a mutation, the chance that all recurrences within a period of T
generations are lost by accidents of sampling is F = (1 — 2s)^^^^ in the

former case, F = [1 — in the latter. The line between re-

current and nonrecurrent is necessarily arbitrary. A type of mutation with

an even chance of becoming established within 1000 generations must be

considered recurrent from the standpoint of a species with a life ( T )
of

hundreds of thousands of generations; but if there is an even chance only

in 100,000 generations, the mutation may be considered nonrecurrent in

this case. Putting P z=z% in the period T generations, rate v < 0.69/4NsT

may be used to define nonrecurrent mutations with dominant favorable

effect and v < 0.6d/\/2NsT for recessives with favorable effect. Thus in

a population of 10^® and T = 10^, mutation rates above about 10'^® would

be considered recurrent for mutations with s = 0.01 in the heterozygote

and mutation rates above 10 ® in the case of recessives with s = 0.01.

The likelihood of disturbance of stability by nonrecurrent mutations

probably increases indefinitely with increase in size of population. The
number of alleles maintained in equilibrium at each locus by one of the

mechanisms discussed earlier should obviously increase with increase in
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the size of population and thus give a broader base for new mutations. It

was suggested in earlier papers (Wright, 1931 and later) that there

might be a certain optimum size for evolution in the case of a homogeneous

population living under constant conditions, but this probably does not

give adequate weight to the likelihood of indefinitely extended allelic

series.

Evolution from novel favorable mutations is obviously limited by the

rate at which these occur, in so far as dependent on these mutations

themselves. However, the process of establishment of a novel mutation

would tend to upset the system of selective values among genes that have

been maintained within the species (Fisher, 1930). The readjustments in

the system required to set oflE to best advantage the effects of a novel

favorable major mutation might be extensive. They would be less ex-

tensive with the more frequent favorable minor mutations. Even so a

single novel mutation might start a chain of evolutionary changes that

would continue long after tlie mutation itself had reached either fixation

or an approximately stable frequency. Evolution by this mechanism is

therefore far from being completely limited by mutation rate.

In terms of the geometric model, the establishment of a novel favorable

mutation in the species adds a new dimension. If minor in effect, it may be

thought of as slightly elevating the adaptive peak to which the species has

been bound, thus making possible slow evolutionary advance along the

established line. If, however, a novel mutation brings about a new
adaptive type at a step, this means the formation of a bridge to a higher

peak across what had been an impassable valley.

Changing Environment

So far we have assumed constancy of external condition. But climatic

conditions change, food species and enemy species increase or decrease in

numbers and change in character. A portion of the species may move to a

region in which such environmental conditions are different from those

hidierto encountered. Under such changes of condition, the whole system

of selective values of genotypes in the species changes. Peaks in the

surface of selective values may be depressed and low places elevated.

With too rapid a change the location of the species in the system may
be carried to such a low point that it becomes extinct, but with less

extreme changes the species may move sufficiently rapidly to keep up
with the changing position of the peak to which it is attached, by drawing

on the store of variability provided by loci in which multiple aUeles have

been maintained in equilibrium. Very great changes in character may be
brought about without waiting for the occurrence of any novel favorable

mutation and without elimination of any established genes, merely

by a shift in the equilibrium frequencies at many loci. Tbe number of
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combinations of frequencies may be so great, if there are many such

loci, that evolutionary adjustment to a continually changing environment

may theoretically proceed indefinitely without limitation by mutation

rate. However, as the system of gene frequencies changes, mutations

which have been so rare as to be classified as nonrecurrent may be
expected to become recurrent. While the process as a whole has the aspect

of a struggle of the species to hold its own in the face of a continually

deteriorating environment, rather than of evolutionary advance, there

can be no doubt that a large part, perhaps the major portion of evolu-

tionary change, is of this character (Wright, 1932).

Genotypic Selection

In the reaction of a homogeneous species both to novel favorable

mutations and to changes of environment, the course of the changes in

frequency at each locus is governed largely by the net effects of change

in the frequency of each gene in all of the genotypes in which it occurs.

The real objective of selection is the genotype as a whole (or even a

harmonious system of genotypes); but under random mating exceptionally

adaptive genotypes are broken up by the reduction division immediately

after they are formed, making selection by genotype impossible. Effective

selection by genotype requires that these multiply as such.

This occurs most simply if there is uniparental reproduction. Selection

among competing clones is indeed so effective that an array of such

clones tends to be reduced to a single clone very rapidly in a homogeneous

environment. Thereafter evolution can proceed only by the occurrence

of favorable mutations, with no amplification through readjustments in a

store of variability. If, however, there is a properly adjusted alternation

of predominant uniparental reproduction with occasional crossbreeding,

and suflBcient isolation and local heterogeneity to mitigate the effects of

selection in the uniparental phase, the situation would seem favorable

for a very effective and indefinitely continuing evolutionary process based

on genotypes (Wright, 1931). This system is, of course, characteristic of

many species, especially ones in which there are great cyclic variations in

numbers and has no doubt provided effectively for their evolution. It is

less favorable in species in which population size remains relatively

constant.

Population Structure

This brings us to consideration of the effects of population structure in

species in which there is exclusive or at least predominant biparental

reproduction. The mathematical theory depends on the inbreeding co-

efficient F (Wright, 1943, 1946). If a species is divided into numerous local

populations which are partially isolated from each other and which may
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become genetically differentiated from each other for any reason, the

store of variability in the species as a whole is obviously much greater than

in a random breeding population of the same size. Moreover the store of

variability in any local population should be much greater than in a

completely isolated population of its size because the postulated im-

migration from the rest of the species may have very much greater effects

than recurrent mutation at observed rates without breaking down the

basis for local differentiation. Any local population that acquires a

genetic complex of exceptional adaptive value tends to increase in num-

bers and become a major source of immigration into neighboring popula-

tions. If this adaptation is only of local value, selection pressures may be

set up against its spread that tend to isolate it and split the species, but if

the adaptation is of general value it tends to transform its neighbors in

this direction. There is here the basis for an extensive trial and error

mechanism within the species by which the species as a whole may ad-

vance. It is to be noted that the unit of selection here is not the gene and

not even the genotype as a whole but the entire system of gene

frequencies of a local population.

It is important in this connection to compare the various mechanisms

by which local populations may become differentiated. The most obvious is

difference in the pressure of different local environments on the direction

of selection. Appreciable differentiation occurs if the difference in the net

selection coeflScient s of a gene is greater than the immigration coefficient

m (Wright, 1931). Otherwise differentiation tends to be swamped by
crossbreeding. Strong differentiation of this sort belongs in the category

which tends more toward splitting of the species than of promoting its

evolution as a single group. Nevertheless if differentiation is not too

extreme, the increase in the store of variability both locally and in the

species as a whole is favorable for evolution of the species as a whole and
occasionally selection directed by local conditions may lead to adapta-

tions of general value.

Where structure is suflBciently finely divided, the effects of local

accidents of sampling provide a mechanism of differentiation comple-

mentary to the preceding, since it affects all loci in which there are no
important differences in selection pressure between localities. The sam-

pling variance of gene frequencies in one generation is

al^ = q{l-q)/2N

where N is the effective size of the local population (in general much
smaller than its actual size).® The variance of tlie frequencies among local

2 Random fluctuations in the systematic pressures have effects somewhat similar

to those due to accidents of sampling. Formulae for the variance, (al^) in each case,

and the resulting frequency distribution ^(q) of gene frequencies, have been
published (Wright, 1948) since this was written.
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populations tends to increase by this amount in each generation but is

counteracted by the eflFects of the systematic pressures toward the

equilibrium frequency. The result is a frequency distribution through

which the local populations tend to drift at random. If q represents a

gene frequency and (q + ^9 + Aq) its value after a random fluctuation

(Sq) and a systematic change (Aq) has occurred, the frequency dis-

tribution 4>{q) of the gene frequencies should be such that all moments

of deviations from the mean before and after the above changes remain the

same.

+ Sq + Aq- qY<l>{q)d{hq)dq = §\{q - qY<t>{q)dq

For cases in which Aq is of the same or lower order than it can be

shown that this is satisfied by the equation

^(q) = iC/ff-^^)exp[2f(Aq/<r-^^)dq]

This was demonstrated in earlier papers for the mean and second

moment (Wright, 1937, 1938). The same proof can be extended at once to

all higher moments. Various special cases have been derived by other

methods (Wright, 1931). A method, used by Kolmogorov (1935) in

confirming one of these, leads to the partial differential equation of the

general case (Wright, 1945), of which the preceding equation is the

solution for the case of a stable state.

I am indebted to Dr. L.
J.

Savage for calling to my attention that this

same formula (Focker-Planck) has been used in physics in the analysis

of Brownian and allied types of random movement.

In the case of an array of local populations of effective size N, all

subject to the same conditions of selection of the type with constant

coeflBcients, and each replaced to the extent m by a random sample from

the total population, the rate of change of gene of gene frequency is

Aqc = —m{qc — qc)
qC^-q)

2

3 logW
dqc

The distribution of frequencies of the gene Ao for a given set of frequen-

cies at other loci is

The joint distribution for multiple alleles at a locus, still assuming that

the frequencies at other loci are given, is
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The joint distribution for genes at all loci under the assumed condi-

tions is of the same form except that qt applies to any gene at any locus

and there are Sit terms in the product, the summation here relating to all

loci. It should be emphasized that it is assumed in these formulae that

ejffective m is the same for all aUeles, which is not necessarily the case.

Returning to the case of one pair of alleles and assuming that selection

and mutation pressures are negligible, the variance of the distribution of

gene frequencies is approximately (Wright, 1931)

tr* = qil — q)/{4Nm + 1)

Somewhat severe isolation is necessary to permit extensive random local

differentiation. Nevertheless it can be shown that even in a large popula-

tion with full continuity of interbreeding throughout its area, a slow

rate of diffusion permits extensive random differentiation not only of

neighborhoods but of large regions (Wright, 1943, 1946). The rate of

diffusion must be such that the parents of any individual are drawn from

an adult population of not more than a few dozen. If the effective

population of the neighborhood (parental population) is in the hundreds

random differentiation is relatively slight, while if it is in the thousands

the situation is practically equivalent to random breeding, even though

the species as a whole is indefinitely large ( still assuming no differential

selection). The possibilities of random differentiation are, however,

much greater if there is merely linear continuity as along a shore line or

river or if there are obstacles to interbreeding other than distance.

The continually shifting random differentiation of local populations is

especially significant because it occurs at all variable loci. If there are

hundreds of unfixed loci in the species, the number of substantially

different genetic complexes that may arise by chance among local popula-

tions becomes indefinitely great.

This sort of differentiation cannot be expected to continue in-

dependently of selection, however, even though conditions are uniform

throughout the species. Genetic complexes may be expected to arise in

different localities that give adaptation to these same conditions in some-

what different ways and thus create differential selection where it had not

existed before.

In certain cases such joint effects of selection and chance are excep-

tionally great. Any character that is affected by multiple factors with more
or less additive effects and which is optimum at an intermediate grade ( as

is usually the case) necessarily has many peak combinations of genes. For

example if capitals are used for plus factors and small letters are used for

minus factors, AABBccddy AAbbCCddy AAbbccDDy aaBBCCddy oaBB-
ccDDy and aabbCCDD may determine six peaks representing the same
phenotypic optimum. Stability is reached in a large random breeding
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population at approximate fixation of one or another of these types. On
subdivision of the population into partial isolated local populations, every

type may be expected to predominate somewhere. The transition from

one to another may arise from slight fluctuations in the position of the

optimum or else merely by accidents of sampling (Wright, 1935a, b).

Such a species is obviously in a position to utilize to advantage any favor-

able secondary interactions of such genes with others in which local

populations come to diflFer.

Certain conditions were referred to earlier as leading to the mainte-

nance of two or more alleles at subequal frequencies in a random breeding

population. The opposite conditions favor differentiation among partially

isolated populations and hence maintenance of multiple alleles. Such dif-

ferentiation is to be expected in cases in which homozygotes are superior

to the corresponding heterozygotes. An important example is that of re-

ciprocal translocations. In plants, heterozygotes for reciprocal transloca-

tions are usually semisterile and thus very strongly selected against, while

the balanced homozygotes may be equally vigorous. The situation is

similar though somewhat more complex in animals. The establishment of

a new arrangement requires accidents of sampling in exceedingly small

local populations, probably ones in which there is frequent extinction of

the population and restoration from very small numbers of migrants

(Wright, 1941). In this case the process obviously has more significance

for ultimate splitting of the species than for its evolution as a single group.

A locus in which genes become increasingly favored as they increase in

frequency has, as noted earlier, a point of unstable equilibrium. Genes

with social effects favorable to their own kind come here. Recognition

marks are an example. Again differentiation of local populations on such

a basis tends toward splitting of the species, but less than in the case of

reciprocal translocation, and in contributing to the store of variability

may contribute to the evolution of the species as a whole.

ITie evaluation of the actual importance of the various evolutionary

processes depends on the determination of values of the various co-

efiBcients. Determinations of mutation rates from a number of very differ-

ent sorts of organisms (men, flies, corn plants, bacteria) indicate that

genes with recurrence rates of the order of 10 ® per generation are not un-

common but that few have rates higher than 10 °. No lower limit can

of course be set. The value of m can be anything from 0 (complete isola-

tion) to 1 (no isolation whatever), but much remains to be learned of the

structure of actual populations. The observations of Dubinin, Dobzhansky,

and others on the occurrence of lethals in nature have demonstrated that

genes with the highest possible selection coefficient are common. Such

studies as those of Dobzhansky and associates on Drosophila pseudo-

obscura indicate the existence of abundant selective differentials of high
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order (greater than 0.10) relating to physiological characters. These

strongly indicate a shifting state of balance among selection pressures of

far higher magnitude than had previously been believed to be the case.

Accidents of sampling can of course be of little importance for such sets

of genes except where there is isolation of very small populations. This,

however, does not preclude and indeed favors the existence of a still

larger number of sets of genes with much smaller selective diflFerentials.

The general conclusion seems warranted that a certain degree of sub-

division of a species into partially isolated groups provides the largest

store of variability both locally and within the species as a whole, and by

providing for selection in which whole genetic complexes are the objects,

frees evolution most completely from dependence on rare favorable muta-

tions and makes possible the most rapid exploitation of an ecologic op-

portunity (Wright, 1931 and later).

The Evolutionary Process

Under this interpretation, a continual kaleidoscopic shifting of the

statistical characteristics of the local populations is to be expected within

any species that occupies, not too densely, a reasonably large range. A
similar but slower shifting of character is to be expected among the larger

and more differentiated groups recognized as subspecies. The net result

should be a gradual shifting in the characters of the species as a whole

until the change becomes so great that a new species must be recognized.

Subspecies on this view are only rarely incipient species.

In the occasional splitting of species to form two, the critical event

seems necessarily to be complete or nearly complete interference with

exchange of genes. In some cases, especially in higher plants, the primary

isolation is undoubtedly genetic in origin ( autopolyploidy, amphidiploidy,

compound aneuploidy). In most cases, at least in higher aiiimals, it seems

however to be geographic, less frequently if ever purely ecologic (cf.

Mayr). If splitting occurs by the extinction of intermediates in a chain of

subspecies, it is possible for one species to become two without any
current genetic change whatever in these. At the other extreme, a portion

of a species which does not differ appreciably in any respect from the

parent stock may become completely isolated. In the course of time the

accumulation of random and selective differences in genetic composition

may be expected to lead to clear-cut character differences and also to

ones that prevent exchange of genes on renewed contact. The question as

to the time at which two species are present instead of one is here

somewhat arbitrary. The critical event however is the isolation rather

than any particular genetic changes. The majority of cases are perhaps
intermediate.

Similarly the multiplication of species relatively rarely leads to generic
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differences and still more rarely to families and higher categories by a

gradual cumulative process. There seems to be

the contention of Willis and Goldschmidt that evolution works down from

the higher categories to the lower rather than the reyerse. Nevertheless die

critical event in the appearance of a higher category seems to be a major

ecological opportunity rather than any sort of mutation. Such an oppor-

tunity may arise in various ways. Two extreme cases may be distinguished

( 1 )
A form, in the course of its gradual evolution, may acquire a char-

acter or character complex that happens to be of general rather than

merely special significance and which thereby opens up the possibility

of a relatively imexploited way of life. In many cases such an "emergence”

turns on the possibility of using an organ evolved apparently for one

purpose for a different purpose. (2) A form which reaches relatively

unoccupied territory also has before it a major ecological opportunity

independently of any character differences from its parent form. David

Lack has made a most illuminating analysis of such a case in his recent

study of the ground finches of the Galapagos Islands. In terms of our

geometric model, the first case is one in which the genetic composition of

the species manages by any means to cross a difficult valley in the surface

of selective values and reaches a system of peaks higher than the single

peak to which it has been bound. In the second case, the surface of

selective values of the isolated portion of the species is itself changed

abrupdy by the elimination of competition and in many cases by changes

in environmental conditions. The effect, however, is the same as in the

first case; a single peak is replaced by a higher system of peaks.

Beyond a certain threshold in degree of success in the achievement of

a major adaptation, improvement should be as rapid as the store of vari-

ability permits. When decisive superiority is attained or unoccupied ter-

ritory is reached, a very extensive and rapid adaptive radiation should

follow under the divergent selection pressures toward exploitation of the

various special ecological niches, opened up by the general adaptation

(in the first case) or the mere absence of competition (in the second).

The most favorable conditions are those in which the population is

suflSciently sparse and the territory sufficiently extensive and interrupted

to permit a fine-scaled subdivision grading into complete isolation in

many places. Differentiation of two forms must ordinarily start in

geographically isolated regions but may be accelerated by competition if

one form reinvades the territory of the other after genetic isolation has

been reached. This rapid evolution in the origin and adaptive radiation

of a higher category constitutes the tachytely of Simpson.

The primary adaptive radiation may be expected to be followed by
secondary and tertiary radiations of progressively lower scope, and by
extensive selective elimination of other higher categories especially in the
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case in which an original general adaptation has outmoded older forms in

a great variety of ecological niches. As this process continues, the time

comes when each of the successful forms has only one line of advance

open to it, a single ridge in our model. There is slow and more or less

orthpgenetic advance, the horotely of Simpson. There may be extensive

diversification of genera and species, but these are rarely of significance

in starting new trends. Ultimately forms may become bound each to a

single peak, with no other peak attainable and evolution virtually ceases,

the bradytely of Simpson. While the sizes of the steps in such a cycle tend

continually to fall off until they reach the vanishing point, a step may
occasionally be larger, and on very rare occasions, much larger, initiating

a new higher category and new evolutionary cycle of emergence, adaptive

radiation, selective elimination of higher categories, orthogenesis and

stability.
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PROGRESSIVE ADAPTATIONS
AS SEEN IN THE FOSSIL RECORD

BY EDWIN H. COLBERT^

It is perhaps a commonplace to say that the geneticist studies the

mechanisms of evolution while the paleontologist studies the results of

evolution. This statement of fact needs no reiteration to paleontologists

and geneticists, yet it must be constantly borne in mind if the students

working in these two branches of evolutionary factual and interpretive

research are to meet for an exchange of data and ideas on a common
ground. It is because of this basic fact that the common ground is so

difficult to find; there is no getting around it, a meeting of minds between

scholars in these two scientific disciplines is not easy.

In spite of this difficulty it behooves the geneticists and paleontologists

to work together, with due regard on the part of each for the work of the

other, if progress in the two fields is to avail itself of the fullest oppor-

tunities. The paleontologist must base his interpretations of evolution not

only upon the fossils before him but also upon the facts of genetic

mechanisms as revealed by recent researches in this branch of zoology.

The geneticist must always give proper attention to the facts of paleon-

tology in the interpretation of his data; his theories must not contravene

the fossil record.

Perhaps there has been in the past a tendency on the part of some
geneticists to ignore, or at least to minimize, the role of adaptation in the

study of evolution. This has been the result of too great a preoccupation

with the mechanisms of evolution as revealed by experimental work in

the laboratory, and not enough appreciation of the results of evolution as

revealed by structural adaptations seen in the recent organisms living

around us and the extinct organisms seen in the fossil record. Adaptations

cannot be ignored, and this is a fact of which the paleontologist is well

aware. ITie record of evolution as revealed by paleontology is largely a

record of adaptations—adaptations as correlated with environments.

The particular contribution of paleontology to evolution is the pos-

sibility for a long view of life on the earth. It is the dimension of geologic

time, the projection back through vast epochs of time by means of Ae
record of the fossils and of the rocks in which they are contained, that

gives to the field of paleontology a value that is unique among the various

^ The American Museum of Natural History and Columbia University.
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branches of evolutionary studies. The paleontologist can journey through

the ages, he can see climates changing, as revealed by the records of the

rocks, and he can see the responses of organisms to these changing

climates. Thus he has a record of what actually happened as a result of

genetic plasticity as controlled by ecological opportunity, and the record

is definite.

Consequently there can be no doubt in the mind of the paleontologist

about the importance of adaptations in the evolution of life. He sees

adaptations in the fossil record, and what is more, he sees progressive

adaptations correlated with geological changes—which is to say, with

environmental and ecological changes. The question that confronts him is

this; how are these environmental changes and the correlated adaptations

in the evolving organisms to be interpreted?

Interpretation of the Fossil Record

Various interpretations can be brought forward to explain the close

correlation of adaptations with environmental conditions through geologic

time. In the light of modem work in genetics and paleontology it is pos-

sible to picture the interrelationships of adaptations and environment

during long stretches of geologic time as the result of natural sequences

of events in earth history and evolutionary history. It is possible to explain

trends in adaptations, for there certainly are directional trends, in terms

of mutations and natural selection, without resort to vitalistic theories of

orthogenesis or other explanations that have been invoked in the past to

account for evolution as seen in the fossil record. Perhaps the sequence

that brings about a directional trend in adaptations can be outlined some-

what as follows.

1. Equilibrium of Environment and Organism. This is the state of

affairs that may hold at any particular, limited time in the history of the

organism and its environment. Actually equilibrium either of organism or

of environment probably is relatively rare, geologically speaking. The
earth is constantly changing; this is evolution. Of course the biologist

looking at modern plants and animals gets the impression of stability

and equihbrium, because the experience of Man as a scientist in the

geologic time scale is limited to an almost instantaneous impression.

2. A Change of Environment of Definite Geologic Duration. Earth

changes in geologic history are of varying magnitudes and speed. At some

stages changes are very slow and relatively small, at other times very

rapid and great. At the present time we are living in a period of rapid

and profound geologic changes,

3. Buildino Up Selection Pressures during the Environmental

Change. This point needs no elaboration; it is obvious that changes in

environment will result in selection pressures along definite lines.
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4. Reaction of Adaptations to the Change. A favorable interaction

between the adapting organism and its environment will of course result

in the continuation and even the expansion of a phyletic line. An un-

favorable interaction may very well bring on extinction.

5. A Consequent Evolutionary Trend. Naturally, if the environment is

changing in a definite direction, the adaptations through mutation and

natural selection will be controlled in definite directions also. Thus there

are definite trends in adaptations, trends which in many cases may follow

very narrow lines. Adaptations under conditions of changing environ-

ments certainly are not random.

6. New Adjustments and a New Status of Equilibrium. Again,

complete equilibrium and adjustment probably is not very common in the

long view of evolution.

The Sequence of Changes during Triassic Times

The Triassic period in earth history is of particular interest to the student

of vertebrate evolution, for it marks the era of reptilian dominance. It is of

interest because it was a period of change, a period during which old

vertebrate types that had become well established in Paleozoic times and

had held over into the Triassic suffered extinction, a period during which

new vertebrate types that were destined to dominate the earth for more

than one hundred million years were becoming established. One might

say that the Triassic was a period of transition.

It was definitely a period of continental emergence over a great portion

of the earth’s surface. Of course there were epeirogenic fluctuations

within the Triassic in some areas; for instance in Europe there was a

marine incursion during the Middle Triassic in contrast to emergent con-

ditions at both the beginning and the end of the period. On the whole,

however, lands were high and areas that in Late Paleozoic times had been

shallow seaways were now dry continental regions. The climate was
probably generally rather uniform with tropical or subtropical conditions

prevailing over much of the earth’s surface.

Naturally these environmental conditions, which were changing during

the development of the Triassic, had their effect upon the evolution of

continental animals and plants of that time. Faunas and floras, which at

the beginning of the Triassic period were in many respects similar to

life of the Late Paleozoic, were by the end of the period quite changed
in their aspects, for in this time most of the Mesozoic groups became
established, to set the pattern for a long subsequent course of evolution.

Vegetation was rich in many areas, but there was a decrease during the

Triassic of Paleozoic plant types and there was a development of char-

acteristic Mesozoic forms, such as the cycads, the conifers, and the fems*

In this period the holostean fishes went through a phase of great
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expansion and became widely adapted to marine environments. On the

land certain characteristic Paleozoic tetrapods held over into, and in some

cases persisted through, the Triassic period. But by the end of the period

these ancient types had become extinct. Such were the labyrinthodont

amphibians, as represented by the large and secondarily aquatic stereo-

spondyls, the cotylosaurian reptiles as represented by the small specialized

procolophonids, and the therapsids or mammal-like reptiles. Among the

therapsids, the theriodonts offer a special and interesting case of extinc-

tion, for some of them disappeared through transformation into the first

mammals, which appeared in the upper portion of the Triassic sequence.

The establishment of the characteristic Mesozoic reptilian groups was a

very important development in the evolution of Triassic life. Thus, we
see during the course of this geologic period the appearance of the great

and highly varied group of archosaurian reptiles; the thecodonts, the

crocodiles, and the dinosaurs, which were to be so completely dominant

during later Mesozoic times. We see also the appearance of other dominant

Mesozoic groups, especially the marine ichthyosaurs, the sauropterygians

or plesiosaurian reptiles, and the first turtles.

It may be useful at this place to outline the adaptations that took place

among two groups of Triassic reptiles, one group representative of a

characteristic Paleozoic order that held over into the Triassic period, the

other representative of one of the new archosaurian orders that appeared

in this period of geologic history. The first of these groups to be con-

sidered is the family Procolophonidae, constituting a persistent Triassic

branch of the order Cotylosauria, the stem reptiles characteristically of

Late Paleozoic age. The second group to be considered is the family

Phytosauridae, an archosaurian family of the order Thecodontia, represent-

ative of the new progressive reptiles that appeared during Triassic times.

Progressive Adaptations in the Triassic Procolophonids

The procolophonid reptiles are found in South Africa, various parts of

Europe, and North America. The Procolophonidae are essentially of

Triassic age, although the first members of the family are found in

sediments of Late Permian age. As pointed out above, they belong to the

primitive reptilian order known as the Cotylosauria, the order of stem

reptiles from which most if not all other reptiles evolved.

The first procolophonids were essentially primitive reptiles, not far

removed either in age or in structure from the point of reptilian origin.

They were of small size, no larger than good-sized lizards, and were rather

elongated, ground-living reptiles. Indeed, they must have been consider-

ably like some of our modern lizards in appearance and in habits, even

though they preceded the origin of the lizards by many millions of years.
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The legs were relatively short, so that the early procolophonids must have

been for the most part crawling animals. The skull was rather flat and

triangular, and around the edges of the upper and lower jaws there were

numerous small, sharply pointed teeth. In most respects the skull was

similar to the stem reptile skull, as exemplified in certain primitive

cotylosaurs, but it was specialized in that the orbital openings were

inordinately large. Evidently these first procolophonids had very large

eyes. Moreover, the pineal opening, so characteristic of the primitive

reptiles, was also large. Because of these structural developments, it has

been suggested that the early procolophonids were nocturnal or crepuscu-

lar.

It would seem that these early procolophonids, as typified by the genus

NyctiphruretuSy found in the Late Permian of northern European Russia,

were small, inoffensive animals, perhaps living in the underbrush along

streams, or in swampy areas, probably preying for the most part upon

insects or upon other very small reptiles.

Because the ancestral procolophonids of Late Permian times have

retained most of the primitive characters found in the Early Permian

stem reptiles, it can be assumed that they were probably in a fairly stable

stage of equilibrium in relation to their ecological environment. In other

words, these were conservative reptiles, with a long conservative heritage

behind them, a heritage marked by but minor genetic changes during a

considerable lapse of geologic time.

From these beginnings it is interesting to trace the ecological rela-

tionships and the structural development of the procolophonids through

Triassic times.

For instance, there was no definite trend toward increase in size, as is so

conunon in phylogenetic lines represented by good paleontological

materials. There were, of course, sporadic size increases that affected

certain genera in this family of reptiles, but such increases were not part

of a general trend. Indeed, selection pressures probably were against an

increase in size, for these reptiles seemingly were inoflFensive and timid

animals that sought safety from the contemporary large predatory reptiles

by hiding under plants or rocks. Thus the very specialized procolophonids

of Late Triassic times were essentially no larger than their primitive

Permian forebears.

Evolution in the procolophonids was a matter of definite changes in

certain structural characters as correlated with changes in living habits.

During the extent of the Triassic period these animals showed a marked
development of and increase in spinescence, with the result that in the end
stages of their evolution the skull was armed with numerous spines or

points in contrast to the spineless skuU of the ancestral types. In a super-

ficial way the skull of Middle and Late Triassic procolophonids fore-
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shadowed what subsequently and quite independently was to take place

in the skull of the horned lizard, Phrynoscmia. Although we do not have

any evidence as to the nature of the skin in the later procolophonids, it is

reasonable to think, in the light of the development of horns or spines on

the skull, that the skin also was covered with spines as it is in the modem
horned lizard or the moloch.

Even more interesting evolutionary trends in the procolophonids are

to be seen in the changes brought about in the skull and dentition,

obviously as adaptations to a shift in the diet. The skull of the primitive

procolophonid has been described briefly above. To repeat, it was rather

flat on top and triangular in outhne. The long lower jaws, which were

hinged at the extreme posterior border of the skull, and the upper jaws

too, were armed with numerous sharp, conical teeth. The orbits were very

large and the pineal foramen was large.

During Triassic times the following evolutionary trends are to be seen

developing in the skull, jaws, and teeth of the procolophonids.

1. Development and increase of spines on the skull (discussed

above).

2. Shortening of lower jaw, with a consequent anterior migration of

the jaw articulation from the back to the middle portion of the skull.

3. Lengthening of the orbital openings.

4. Reduction in number of teedi.

5. Enlargement of premaxillary and anterior mandibular teeth.

6. Enlargement and transformation of maxillary and posterior

mandibular teeth to form broad interlocking chisels.

What is the meaning of these changes? By analogy with other tetrapods

it seems fairly clear that the evolutionary trends in the procolophonid

skull represent a shift from a carnivorous or insectivorous diet to a pre-

dominantly herbivorous diet. A shortening of the lower jaw in relation to

the skull is a general trend among herbivorous tetrapods, and can be seen

taking place independently time and time again in numerous phyletic

lines. The transformation of the teeth from sharp points to broad chisels,

working against each other, is again an herbivorous or frugivorous adapta-

tion that is seen among many different lines of land-living vertebrates.

Finally, the lengthening of the orbital opening is an adaptation for in-

creased strength in the jaw muscles. It is probable that the eye occupied

only the forward part of the elongated orbital opening, and that the

portion of the opening behind the eye was developed as a sort of pseudo-

temporal fenestra, to allow for the bulging of the short and powerful

capiti-mandibularis muscles.

In the post-cranial skeleton the evolutionary trend was toward a relative

shortening and broadening of the body. Thus, while retaining the

primitive crawling habitus, the procolophonids were transformed from
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elongated animals with considerable lateral flexion of the backbone during

the various phases of locomotion, to rather short, flat, stubby animals in

which there probably was very little bending of the backbone from side

to side. Here again we see an analogy with the homed lizard, Phrynosonuiy

and if analogies mean anything we very probably see a shift from life in

semi-aquatic or moist habitats to an upland dry-land mode of life. Per-

haps the sequence of correlated adaptations and the evolutionary changes

in the procolophonids can be outlined according to the process described

above, in the following manner:

1. Equilibrium of organism and environment.

Swamps, streams. Animal elongated; carnivorous. Late Permian,

Nyctiphruretus.

2. Change in environment.

Gradual increase in dry-land conditions. Consequent changes in

botanical associations. Early to Late Triassic.

3. Building up selection pressures.

Pressures brought on by the changes in environment and
ecological conditions and biotic factors. A decrease of oppor-

tunity for life in moist areas; an increase of opportunity for up-

land life. Presence of active predators favoring selection against

size increase. Safety was sought by an obscure mode of life, by
hiding in the sand or in undergrowth.

4. Adaptations to environmental changes and selection pressures.

Genetic changes controlled by these selection pressures; there-

fore oriented in the direction of upland life and an herbivorous

diet.

5. Evolutionary trend.

Adaptations along a definite line and for the most part not

random. Adaptive trend toward persistent small size, spinescence,

shortening of the body, flattening of the skull, increase of the

orbital openings, shortening of the lower jaw, decrease in the

number of teeth and transformation of the teeth from sharp

points to broad chisels. These trends can be followed through

the extent of the Triassic period, about 30 million years.

Early Triassic Middle Triassic Late Triassic

Hypsognothus

_ .
Leptovleuron

Progressive

adaptations SderoMurut

Frocolophon

6. New adjustments and a new status of equilibrium.

A true status of equilibrium may or may not have been attained

before the group became extinct.
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Progressive Adaptations in the Triassic Phytosaurs

The phytosaurs are reptiles characteristically found in Late Triassic

sediments in the northern hemisphere, particularly in central Europe and

in eastern and western North America. Most of the known phytosaurs are

limited to the Late Triassic, but a primitive genus is found in the Early

Triassic of Europe, and through this form we can project the history of

the group back to their earlier, pre-phytosaurian ancestors. Thus it will be

seen that the knowledge of the phytosaurs depends to a large extent upon

the specialized end forms, so that the course of the evolutionary history in

this group must be to a considerable degree inferred, in contrast to the

rather well-documented history of the procolophonids that runs through

the extent of Triassic times. Nevertheless, upon the basis of the highly

adapted end forms and the more primitive Early Triassic ancestor, a valid

picture of the evolutionary trends in this group of reptiles can be drawn

with a reasonable degree of exactitude. And in reconstructing this picture

it is interesting to contrast the development of the progressive, new
archosaurian phytosaurs with the development during the same time of

the persisting Paleozoic cotylosaurian procolophonids, already outlined on

the preceding pages.

The phytosaurs belong to the reptilian order Thecodontia, being one of

the highly adapted suborders within this larger taxonomic division. As

such, it is to be supposed that the phytosaurs eventually were descended

from some of the primitive thecodont types, which are well known to us

in the fossil record. These primitive thecodonts appear in Early Triassic

times and are characterized by such genera as Euparkeria of South Africa

or Omithosuchus of Europe.

These were small reptiles, generally no more than two or three feet in

length. They were lightly built and evidently very active, for they habit-

ually walked and ran in a semi-upright posture on strong elongated hind

limbs. The front limbs and hands were relatively small and evidently were

used for grasping. Since locomotion was essentially bipedal the pelvis

was very strong, for it served as a fulcrum upon which the body was

suspended. It had a typical triradiate structure, with the pubic bones

directed forwardly and the ischia to the back, and there was a strong

sacral connection with the backbone. The tail was elongated and served

as a counterbalance to the body. The skull like the post-cranial skeleton

was lightly built yet relatively strong. It was deep and narrow, and as seen

from the side or the top it consists of a series of arches or bars surrounding

various openings. In front of the large eye and behind the nasal opening

diere was a large preorbital foramen, while behind the eye there were two
large temporal fenestra, one on the side of the skull and one placed

dorsally. In addition there was a large opening in the side of the mandible.
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All of these openings made the skull light in weight without sacrificing

essential strength, l^e articulation for the lower jaw was placed at the

posterior limits of the skull, thus giving a wide gape to the mouth. Both

upper and lower jaws were armed with sharply pointed, conical teeth,

obviously well adapted to the grasping of prey.

Such was the primitive thecodont—evidently an active, predatory

reptile, well adapted to catching other reptiles as well as vertebrates of

other classes. This small swiftly-moving predaceous animal set the pattern

for early thecodont evolution, and from it as a central type evolved not

only the highly specialized thecodonts such as the phytosaurs, but the later

archosaurian reptiles as well. These were the crocodilians, the pterosaurs

or flying reptiles, and the dinosaurs. They were, however, largely of post-

Triassic development, and it is with the Triassic phytosaurs that we are

concerned at this place.

The earliest phytosaur, the genus Mesorhinus from the Early Triassic,

shows a very great shift in its adaptations from the presumed thecodont

ancestry. It is obviously far along on the evolutionary road toward the

most advanced phytosaurs of the Late Triassic, so one must conclude that

there was a short phase of explosive evolution, or what Simpson has

called ‘quantum evolution,” in Early Triassic times, during which all of

the essential phytosaurian adaptations were established. From that point

on, evolution in the phytosaurs was a matter of perfecting the details.

In the evolution of the phytosaurs from ancestral thecodont types there

was a complete shift away from the upland mode of life, away from very

active cursorial adaptations as exemplified by the bipedal pose, and toward

an aquatic existence in which the animal was secondarily completely

quadrupedal. Thus in the phytosaurs the fore and hind limbs became

subequal in size and relatively small, for these were above all swimming

reptiles, spending a greater part of their time in the water. It is probable

that in the water the limbs were used very little, as is the case in the

modem crocodilians, propulsion being effectuated largely by undulatory

movements of the tail. The main use of the legs in these animals was for

crawling about and walking on river banks or on the shores of lakes.

Along with this reversion from dry land to the water, there was a

distinct trend toward size increase in the phytosaurs. As is so common
among aquatic vertebrates the phytosaurs became large—and often times

huge. The body was long and rather cylindrical; the tail was deep and

powerful, a strong scull for pushing the animal through the water.

In the evolution of the slmll and jaws the ph)^osaurs showed a very

marked trend away from the basic thecodont skull pattern. The facial part

of the skull became greatly elongated to form a long rostrum armed with

numerous sharp teethe There was a correlated elongation of the lower jaw.
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Thus the jaws of the phytosaur became extraordinarily long and well

armed, an adaptation of great eflFectiveness for an animal of predaceous

habits. The nostrils did not take part in the forward growth of the rostrum,

as might be expected, but rather they retreated and became elevated to a

position immediately in front of and above the eyes; indeed in many
phytosaurs the nostrils are elevated above the level of the skull roof on a

craterdike eminence. The advantage to an air-breathing aquatic animal of

having the nostrils on the top of the head is obvious.

Such were the general trends of phytosaurian adaptations, yet in spite

of this phyletic shift away from the basic thecodont structural pattern

the phytosaurs retained many of the fundamental characters that show

them to be essentially thecodont in their organization. Thus the cranial

portion of the skull, even though modified, was still thecodont. The
various openings in the skull, described above as typical of the ancestral

thecodonts, were retained. In these reptiles, in spite of their aquatic

adaptations, the structure of the pectoral and pelvic girdles was very

similar to that for the ancestral thecodonts. And in other respects, through-

out the skeleton, characteristic patterns retained from the primitive theco-

dont ancestor are to be seen in the advanced phytosaurian descendant.

Perhaps these trends in the evolution of the phytosaurs can be summed
up as follows:

1. A secondary trend toward complete quadrupedalism, involving a

relative reduction in the size of the hind limbs.

2. Increase in size.

3. Elongation of the rostrum and of the lower jaw.

4. Increase in the number of teeth.

5. Retreat and elevation of the nostrils to a point on the top of the skull,

just in front of the orbit.

The ecological implications of these changes are clear. The phytosaurs

left the upland habitat that had been the home of their ancestors and

became completely adapted to life in the streams and lakes of the Triassic

landscape. But in doing this they retained the predaceous habits of their

ancestors; in fact predaceousness was accentuated in these animals so that

they became very aggressive beasts of prey. It is probable, from the de-

velopment of the long slender snout and lower jaw, that the phytosaurs

preyed largely upon fishes, but there is every reason to suppose that they

may have eaten such land-living vertebrates as they could catch.

Thus their evolutionary history may be contrasted very sharply with that

of the procolophonids, described above. The procolophonids evidently

shifted from a moist to a dry upland environment; the phytosaurs did the

opposite. In the evolution of the procolophonids there was no distinct

trend toward size increase, which was the case in the phytosaurs. The
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procolophonids lost the carnivorous habits of the ancestral cotylosaurs and

seemingly became adapted to plant-eating, whereas the phytosaurs

retained and accentuated the predaceous mode of life that was character-

istic of the primitive thecodonts. The evolution of the procolophonids was

a rather steady process of progressive development continuing through

the Triassic period, whereas evolution in the phytosaurs was marked by

an explosive phase taking place at the beginning of the period, during

which most of the phytosaurian adaptations were established, followed by

a long, rather even phase at a high level of advanced adaptations, during

which evolution was mainly a matter of the perfection of details. The
whole process can be outlined in the same manner that was used for il-

lustrating the evolutionary adaptations of the procolophonids.

It will be seen, however, that the order of events is not quite the same

in the evolutionary adaptations of the phytosaurs as it was for the

procolophonids. It seems likely that in the evolution of the procolophonids

a change in environment was involved in the building up of selection pres-

sures that brought about adaptations. In the phytosaurs, on the other

hand, it appears that primary selection pressures were dominant in bring-

ing about a shift of the developing phyletic line from one type of environ-

ment to another.

1. Primary equilibrium of organism and environment.

Uplands. Animal bipedal, very active, carnivorous. Basal Tri-

assic. Primitive thecodont reptiles.

2. Building up of selection pressures.

Pressures probably the result of intense competition between

predaceous forms in upland environment.

3. Change in environment.

A shift of the phyletic line from one environment (uplands) to a

new environment (rivers and lakes). This probably was inde-

pendent of general changing environmental conditions in the

Triassic.

4. Adaptations to new environment.

Genetic changes oriented in the direction of increased adapta-

tions to an aquatic mode of life and a new food supply. Aquatic

vertebrates instead of upland vertebrates.

5. Evolutionary trend.

Adaptations toward quadrupedalism, increased emphasis on tail

as propulsive organ, increase in size, elongation of the skull and

jaw, and increase in the number of teeth to form a fish-catching

mechanism, elevation of the nostrils to the top of the skull.

These changes took part largely at the beginning of Triassic

times.
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6. New adjustments and a new status of equilibrium.

The adjustments were made very rapidly in the early part of the

Triassic, and a status of equilibrium then persisted over a long

time range, until the close of the period.

Extinctions and Subsequent Reptilian Parallels

At the end of the Triassic period both the procolophonid and phyto-

saurian phyletic lines became extinct. The extinction was sudden and

complete, and coincided, so far as can be determined, with the termina-

tion of the Triassic period and the initiation of the Jurassic period.

Why these extinctions should have taken place is one of those diflBcult

problems of paleontology to which no satisfactory answer can be given.

The procolophonids were an evolving line throughout the extent of the

Triassic period, and it is diflScult to see why the line should not have con-

tinued into later Mesozoic periods. The phytosaurs, though they had

attained their full evolutionary status at an early stage in the Triassic,

seemingly were well adjusted to their environment; they were a highly

successful and a very dominant group of reptiles in the final phases of

Triassic history. But for some reason both of these lines failed to survive

the transition from Triassic to Jurassic conditions.

Yet both of these lines were imitated by later reptiles. So far as the

procolophonids are concerned, the imitators did not appear until late

Mesozoic and Cenozoic times in the forms of the lizards. It may be that

environmental conditions during the Jurassic were not favorable to small

ground-living reptiles of this type, but this point cannot be settled

definitely for the early history of the lizards is as yet quite unknown. At

any rate, when the lizards did become established, they went through a

wide range of adaptive radiation that included types quite similar in many
respects to the long-extinct procolophonids. The specialized end forms of

an archaic line of reptilian evolution were replaced by specialized mem-
bers of a new and perhaps progressive phylogenetic line.

The imitation of the ph)^osaurian adaptive trend by the crocodilians

is one of the most striking examples of parallelism to be seen in the fossil

record. After the phytosaurs had become extinct, the crocodilians evolved

in Jurassic and subsequent geologic periods to imitate almost completely

the line of adaptive trend that had been followed earlier by the phyto-

saurs. Indeed, from the beginning of the Jurassic to the present day the
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crocodilians have been a highly successful group of reptiles, and they have

continued their evolutionary history through a long sequence of time dur-

ing which many other reptilian lines and many groups of mammals have

arisen, reached the culmination of their development, and then have de-

clined to the point of extinction. This raises a question. If the adaptive

trend taken by the phytosaurs could be successfully paralleled by the

crocodilians, why was it not continued by the phytosaurs? Why did this

adaptive trend ultimately fail for the one group, and why was it so suc-

cessful for the other?

In Late Triassic times, when the phytosaurs were at the height of their

dominance as aquatic predators, the first crocodilians were making their

appearance as small upland-living reptiles. While the phytosaurs were

dominant these ancestral crocodilians were limited by selection pressures

to their initial upland mode of life, a mode of life not greatly different from

that earlier enjoyed by the ancestors of the phytosaurs. But with the

extinction of the phytosaurs a new habitat was opened to the primitive

crocodiles, and within a remarkably short duration of geologic time these

reptiles shifted from one environment to another, just as the phytosaurs

had done at the beginning of the Triassic period, to become during Early

Jurassic times fully adapted aquatic predators, fulfilling in every way the

same ecological role that had been fulfilled during the Triassic period by
the phytosaurs. Here we see adaptations to environment taking place ac-

cording to the same pattern in two successive geologic periods. The pat-

tern was established by the phytosaurs in the Triassic period. It was re-

peated by the crocodilians in the Jurassic period, and this time the pattern

held, to continue into Recent times.

Conclusion

Two examples of progressive adaptations as seen in the fossil record

have been outlined. These examples have been selected to show differing

types of adaptations taking place side by side in geologic history. They
illustrate the importance of adaptation and selection in evolution.

Natural selection is the keystone in the arch of evolutionary principles;

it is the main evolutionary process. As the result of natural selection the

evolving organism becomes adapted to the conditions under which it must
exist. Thus adaptation is a process of prime importance to the evolving

animal or plant, for without adaptation through selection there would be
no evolution. This fact is especially brought out through the study of

fossils, because the paleontological record brings the time factor into the

evolutionary picture. In the fossil record we can see progressive adapta-

tions taking place through definite periods of geologic time; we can see the

maimer in which organisms change as their environments change. The
fossil record leaves no doubt as to the importance through geologic time
of adaptation and selection in evolution.
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HUMAN EVOLUTION: PAST AND FUTURE

BY J. B. S. HALDANE^

I AM asked to speak on one of the great problems of human biology. I

do so gladly, but with one important reservation. I am going to treat of

man from one point of view, the biological. This is wholly justifiable

provided I do not leave you with the impression that this is the only point

of view that matters. Only evil can come from forgetting that man must

be considered from many angles. You can think of him as a producer and a

consumer. This is fully justifiable provided that you do not think that the

economic angle is the only angle. You can treat him as a thinker, as an

individual, as a member of society, as a being capable of moral choice, as

a creator and appreciator of beauty, and so on. Concentration on only one

of these aspects is disastrous. I make these obvious remarks for the fol-

lowing reason. Hitler and his colleagues bfelieved that the history of the

human past could be interpreted, and the history of the human future

created, on biological lines. Now the Nazis degraded most of the German
people morally, and brought death and misery to a whole continent. Their

biological ideas were grossly incorrect. But supposing they had been as

accurate as any which we possess today or will possess a century hence,

I believe that any attempt to reduce ethics and politics to biology would

have involved a moral degradation.

A biologist can do two things besides discovering facts, such as the facts

of human evolution and genetics. He can tell his fellows how to achieve

ends which they desire already, such as the cure or prevention of a disease.

He can tell them of possibilities at which they had not guessed, such as the

possibility of making childbirth painless, or some of the possibilities of

which I shall speak later. But he can never tell them what is worth doing. \

That is always an ethical, not a biological, question. In what follows, I

shall say that I think certain things are worth doing, that it is better to be

bom with a normal mouth than a harelip, with a normal color sense

rather than color-blind, and so on. These are my opinions as a human
being. If you disagree with them, I cannot, as a biologist, persuade you to

change your opinion. But if you agree, then, as a biologist, I may be able

to help you to work for the ends on which we are agreed.

Perhaps you think I have taken too long over these preliminaries. But

^Department of Biometry, University College, London. Address delivered: January
1947. Subsequently published in die Atlantic Monthly, March 1947.
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there are those who say that any attempt to apply biology to human
a£Fairs is mere Hitlerism. To my mind, that is as stupid as to say that when

a tailor wants your measurement he is treating you as a mere lump of

matter and no more. However that may be, I have felt it necessary to safe-

guard my rear. Now let us go forward.

I We have been discussing evolution as something which has happened

in the past, and is happening now. I may add in parentheses that we are all

convinced that it has occurred, though we differ a good deal as to how,

and still more as to why, it has occurred. The very first point I want to

make is the time scale of the process. Forty years ago we knew the

sequence of events in our evolutionary history, but could only guess at

their dates. It is as if we knew that Washington lived before Lincoln, but

did not know whether Washington was born 200 or 2000 years ago. Now,

thanks to the study of radioactive minerals, we know our dates with an

error generally under 10 per cent when we are dealing with dates between

about 30 million and 500 million years back. We know that somewhere

around 350 million years ago our ancestors were fish, 270 million years ago

amphibians somewhat like salamanders, 200 million years ago reptiles

not very like any living forms, and 70 million years ago, mammals some-

thing like shrews.

Curiously enough we cannot date the last few million years quite so

accurately, until we get to the last 20,000, when we have layers of mud
laid down each year in water from melting ice. But we can say that

\l

SinanthropuSy the so-called Pekin man, lived about half a million years

ago, and almost surely less than a million and more than 200,000 years.

Further we can say that at that time there were no men of the modern
types; so our ancestors must have been a good deal less human than any

existing race, even though, as they used tools, they probably deserved the

name of man.

Controlled Evolution as an Ideal

' These Pekin men had queer-shaped heads, broadest about the level of

the ears instead of much higher up, brow ridges, no chins, and so on. In

half a million years we have changed a bit. Certainly the difference

between Sinanthropus and modem man is as great as that which separates

many nearly related animal species (for example the coyote and wolf).

It is doubtful whether it is as great as that between two nearly related

animal genera (for example dogs and wolves on the one hand, and
various kinds of fox on the other). In fact it has taken about half a million

years for a change large enough for zoologists to give it a name with full

certainty. Other animals, such as horses and elephants, of whose ancestors

we have a far better record, have been evolving at about the same rate.

These facts suggest that, if we did not try to control the evolutionary
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process in any way, our descendants half a million years hence might

differ from us, for better or worse, about as much as we differ from Pekin

man, or a cat from a puma. Now at present I do not think we know how to

control our evolution, even if we wanted to, or if biologists were granted

all the powers which Hitler exercised for twelve years. But supposing a

thousand years hence we know how to direct our evolution, and further

that the vast majority of men accept this ideal, as the vast majority of

Americans accept the idea of sanitation today, what then?

The answer is rather curious. An unaided man can walk 20 miles a day

with a fair load, and keep it up indefinitely. I have walked over 50 with a

rifle and a few extras, but I couldn’t keep it up. At present one can easily

fly 2000 miles a day, but a 5000-mile flight is more difficult. Roughly speak-

ing, science has increased our speed of travel a hundredfold. It is reason-

able to hope that we might speed up evolution a hundredfold if we knew
enough. If so, we might achieve a change as large as I have indicated in

5000 years, or 200 generations. This is a long time. The earliest date in

human history is 2283 b.c., or just over 4000 years ago. This is the date of a

total eclipse of the sun which immediately preceded the capture and

destruction of Ur by the Elamites. Five thousand years ago civilization

had started in Egypt, Iraq, and maybe a few other areas, but most men
were savages.

Is it worth while even talking about a change which we do not yet know
how to bring about, and which would take 5000 years to accomplish if

we did? Yes, it is worth while talking about it, for three reasons. In the

first place we ought to discuss the right and wrong ways of using a power ^

before we get it. The world would be a far safer and happier place today

if we had discussed how to use nuclear, or so-called atomic, energy for a

century, or even a generation, before we got it. If so, very likely almost all

decent people would be agreed as to the rights and wrongs of this matter,

which they certainly are not today. About 2500 years ago, the prophet

Isaiah got the idea that one day all the nations of the earth would be at

peace. Isaiah’s idea of universal peace was something like a Jewish world

empire. Ours is an association of friendly democracies. The ideal has only

just become possible of accomplishment because world-wide transport has

been achieved. But if visionaries had not been talking about it off and on

since Isaiah’s time, there would be no chance of achieving it now, when
the alternative is, quite literally, destruction by fire from heaven. Now
Hitler’s idea of, the desirable biological transformation of man was very

crude indeed. Mine may be a little less crude,

ideas, or Prof. H.
J.

Muller’s ideas, may be better than mine, and so on.

But we shall only get at better ideas by putting up our own to be shot at,

as I am doing here.

Secondly, we shall not get the required knowledge in a hurry. Even
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now we can do a little to alter the inborn capacities of the next genera-

tion. Let us begin to think about what sort of changes we want, and

criticize one another's ideas, as democrats should.

Thirdly, if we put the ideal of controlling evolution before us, and try to

accumulate the necessary knowledge, we may find out something even

more important on the way. Columbus set out to find a sea route from

Europe to China. A ship can get from Europe to China through the

Panama Canal, but the discovery of America was a vastly more important

I result of his voyage than the opening of this route.

Slow Development as a Major Evolutionary Trend

Our first task will be to take a glance at human evolution, and to see

how man differs from the other mammals, his nearest relatives, and how
these differences have arisen. Man is an exceptionally brainy animal. The
whale has a heavier brain, and the mouse has a brain which is a larger

fraction of its body weight. But if we take a series of closely related

animals, such as the cat, ocelot, puma, and lion, we find that their brain

weight is roughly proportional to the square root of their body weight.

If we rate animals on the ratio of brain weight to square root of body

weight, the great and small cats, for example, are about equal, and man
comes out well ahead of any other animal.

We use our brains for thinking, but it is a mistake to suppose that the

brain is primarily a thinking organ. Thinking is mainly, if not wholly, per-

formed with words and other symbols, as the Greeks recognized when
they used the word logic—from logos, a word—for the study of thought

processes. From the study of the effects of brain injuries we know what
parts of the brain are most concerned in thought and language. These

areas are usually in the left cerebral hemisphere in the neighborhood of

the area which controls the right hand. The human brain has two super-

animal activities, manual skill and logical thought. Manual skill appears to

be the earlier acquisition of the two, and the capacity for language and
thought has grown up around it. If we bred for qualities which involved

the loss of manual ability, we should be more likely to evolve back to the

apes than up to the angels.

^
We develop far more slowly than any other mammal. Most mammals

are mature at one year or less, a chimpanzee at about 7 years, a human
being at 15 or more, while growth is not complete till over 20 years, and

i the skuU sutures are often open till nearly 30, so that the brain can still

' grow. We are much more like baby mordceys than adult ones. In

biological language we are neotenic, like the axolotl, a Mexican sala-

mander which, imlike most salamanders, never comes out of the water,

but breeds without shedding its larval gills. Since a little thyroid hormone
will make it grow up, and for other reasons, we may be pretty sure that
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its ancestors came out of the water. An obvious advantage of this neo-

tenic tendency has been that man has a very long period of learning. As
regards behavior he is the most plastic of all the animals. His behavior

patterns are less fixed by heredity than theirs and more dependent on his

environment.

If this tendency continues, whether by natural processes or human
design, we should expect our remote descendants to have an appearance

which we should describe today as childish. We should expect their

physiological, intellectual, and emotional development to be slower than

our own. We should not expect them to be bom with an overpowering

urge to any particular kind of conduct, good or bad.

For example, some birds are monogamous, others polygamous. Monog-
amy is just oile of a series of fairly stereotyped behavior patterns. Man
has evolved away from stereotyped behavior patterns, and can be

monogamous, polygamous, or celibate. How he will behave depends

largely on the impact of society on him. Even a cat is comparatively plastic

in its behavior. A kitten which is brought up with mice, and does not

see other cats kill mice in its first few months of life, will rarely kill them.

But a child’s behavior is far less fixed in advance than a kitten s.

This feature, which is so highly developed in man, and which we call

plasticity of behavior when we look at it from outside, is called the

freedom of the will when we look at it from inside. In any evolution

which could be called progressive we are likely to develop it still further.

Bernard Shaw, in Back to Methuselah, shows us a young lady emerging

from an egg some thousands of years hence, and spontaneously talking

very good English. She is like those birds which, without education,

produce a fairly complex song characteristic of their species. I can

imagine human beings bred for stereotyped behavior patterns. Perhaps

if the Nazis had won they would have tried to do so. But any such step

would be a step backwards.

Man is not only the brainiest species of mammal. He is the most poly-

morphic and polytypic if we exclude domesticated species such as the dog.

Let me explain these words. We say that a species is polymorphic when
in the same area there are several different types breeding together, the

differences being genetically determined. For example, the fox Vulpes

fidva of eastern Canada has three color types: the red, cross and silver

foxes. A polytypic species has different types in different areas. Your deer

mouse, Peromyscus maniculatusy has a gray form inland, and nearly

white forms on the white beaches of the Gulf of Mexico.

Human Diversity Desirable

Man is polytypic. For example, the peoples of tropical Africa have

very dark skins and kinky hair. Those of Europe have light skins and
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wavy or curly hair. The pre-Columbian peoples of North America have

intermediate colored skins, but straighter hair than the Europeans. Man is

polymorphic. And at least as regards to color, the European, the most

successful of the human races at the present time, is also the most poly-

morphic. If anyone thinks that I am exaggerating this polymorphism,

he will perhaps tell me of another mammalian species apart from domestic

animals in which the hair color in a single geographical area ranges from

black to pale yellow, the eye color from dark brown to pale blue.

This polymorphism is not necessarily, or even probably, due to race

mixture in the past. For example, there is no reason to think that there

was ever a race all of whose members had red hair. And the skull shape

is as variable in cemeteries of 6000 years ago as in modern cemeteries.

Human polymorphism certainly extends to innate abilities as well as

physical and chemical characters such as stature and hair color. For

example, I am tone-deaf. I cannot distinguish between quite well-known

tunes. I am pretty sure that this defect is congenital. I am also a better

mathematician than the average, and have little doubt that I have ab-

normally high congenital ability for mathematics. No doubt I had good

opportunities of learning mathematics, but so I had in the case of music.

We know very little about the reasons for variation in human achievement,

but we know enough to be reasonably sure that inborn differences play a

great part in determining very high and low levels of achievement.

I believe that this psychological polymorphism has been a major

reason for the success of the human species, and that a full recognition of

this polymorphism and its implications is an essential condition for its

success not only in the remote future but in our own lifetime. Let me make
my meaning clearer. One of my colleagues, a man of greater manual
ability than myself, and very likely of equal or greater intellectual ability,

is also a musical executant who could have been a professional musician.

If I had his musical gifts I might devote as much time as he does to music,

at the expense of my scientific output. It is quite possible that my tone-

deafness is an advantage not only for society but even for myself; though

such a limitation would almost certainly be undesirable if my probable

span of socially useful life were 400 years instead of 40.

The PouncAL Implications of Human Diversity

I will now make a definition. Liberty is the practical recognition of

human polymorphism. I hasten to add, because I recognize that your

brains work differently from my own, that few of you will accept this

definition. That society enjoys the greatest amount of liberty in which the

greatest number of human genotypes can develop their peculiar abilities.

It is generally admitted that liberty demands equality <rf opportunity. It

is not equally realized that it demands a variety of opportunities, and a
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tolerance of those who fail to conform to standards which may be
culturally desirable but are not essential for the functioning of society.

If I lived in the Soviet Union I should not find its political and economic

system irksome. I should be, and have been, irked by the assumption often

made there that any cultured man enjoys listening to music and playing

chess. If a nation were a pure line there would be little scope for liberty.

Everyone between 45 and 50 would want so many hours a week at the

movies, so much (or so little) liquor per week, and so on. These would

be provided by rationing, as our needed food calories are provided in

England, and everyone would be equally happy. There would be no

freedom, no deviants, and no progress.

We are polymorphic not only in our aesthetic but in our intellectual

abilities. Ways of describing the world as different as analytical and pro-

jective geometry may be equally true, even if at present one human mind
cannot accept more than one of them at a time. Last year I saw for the

first time Rubens’s and Breughers great picture of Paradise at The
Hague. As a geneticist I noted with interest that the guinea pig had been

created with at least three genes recessive to the wild type. But I was

even more struck by the fact that the Tree of Knowledge was infested by
only one serpent but no fewer than four parrots. Maybe in the long run

the parrots are more dangerous than the serpent. Certainly we must so

far recognize polymorphism as to realize that our own formulations of

knowledge are not unique.

Domesticated animals such as dogs are more polymorphic than man.

But greyhounds and sheep dogs differ only because they are repro-

ductively isolated. The Indian caste system was an attempt to divide

society into a set of reproductively isolated groups each with its peculiar

function. This system broke down, as I believe and hope that any such

system would break down. I believe that when our descendants plan

the genetical future of man they will have to plan for high polymorphism

without reproductive isolation. I don’t know how they will do it.

Fortunately I shan’t have to do the planning.

Man is also polytypic. This does not mean that any two races differ

as much in intellectual, aesthetic, or moral potentiahties as they do in

color. The darkest European has lighter skin than the lightest Negro.

There is no overlap. But even in a society where Negroes have poor op-

portunities of education the most cultured Negro is far more cultured

than the average European, let alone the least cultured one. Nevertheless

polytypicism has so far been an advantage to humanity. Without postu-

lating any over-all superiority of one race to another, we can be fairly

sure that some desirable genotypes are commoner in one people than in

others and that this difference is to some extent reflected in its achieve-

ments. For example, the genotype needed for long-distance runners is
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relatively frequent among Finns, that needed for short-distance runners

among American Negroes. Doubtless the same is true for the genotypes

needed for cultural achievement.

In the past a given people at a given time has usually specialized in a

few fields of culture. Thus, potential mathematicians had little chance in

medieval Europe, but potential architects had a good chance. Very likely

the contributions of a people to our common culture depend considerably

on the genotypes available in it. If so, it is certainly desirable that, until all

peoples have reached such a stage of liberty that rare but desirable geno-

types can develop their faculties everywhere, man should remain poly-

typic.

If, however, 10,000 years hence we combine extreme tolerance with a

psychology which will enable us to pick out hmnan abilities at an early

age, then I can see no need to foster or preserve polytypicism—though

it may be desirable to do so for reasons which are not obvious at the

present time. In discussing polymorphism we must not forget sex

dimorphism—that is to say, the innate differences between the sexes. It is

curious that in our existing society most men try to diminish them by

removing their beards, while women try to exaggerate them by the use of

cosmetics and other devices. Sinanthropus and related types seem to have

been much more sexually dimorphic than ourselves. So it looks as if men
conformed better than women with the evolutionary trend. It is not clear

whether this trend should be encouraged to go much further. It is es-

sential that the sexes should understand each other, but a certain differ-

ence in intellectual and emotional reactions may well be sociably desir-

able.

The Evolution of the Meek

To sum up, I think that in the last million years man has become more

cerebral, more neotenic, and more polymorphic. I think it probable that

these are desirable evolutionary trends, while I suggest that judgment

should be reserved concerning polytypicism and sexual dimorphism.

Others will doubtless say that I have left out the one essential: namely, a

bias towards their own canon of behavior, whether moral, religious, or

political. However, I have at least given reasons why I believe that any

hereditary fixation of behavior patterns is undesirable.

Even this moderate list of desirable qualities gives us food for thought.

If it were shown, for example, that the median intellectual performance

of English children at the age of 15 were diminishing, and that this was
not due to environmental changes, this fall could be due either to the fact

that, on the whole, we were reaching a lower intellectual level at maturity,

which would be undesirable; or that we were reaching the same level as
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our ancestors, or a higher one, but reaching it more slowly, which would

be desirable.

How are we to achieve these ends? I do not know. We do not know in

detail for what human characters we want to breed. The experience of

animal husbandmen will not help us much, for several reasons. We do

know that the domestic breeds have been selected for highly specialized

performances. But in gaining desired qualities they have lost others which

would be desirable in a different context. The greyhound cannot hunt by

smell, the dachshund is a poor runner, the husky is ill adapted for city

life, and so on.

I also think that the history of man’s ancestry, as revealed by the

geological record, should make us a little cautious. If a Martian zoologist

who knew no more than we do now about evolution had been asked to

pick the most progressive vertebrate at any time in the past, I think he

would very rarely have picked on the line which was destined to give rise

to man. During most of the last quarter-billion years they have been pretty

small, inconspicuous, and unspecialized animals. Looking at the Jurassic

and Cretaceous mammals, and most of the Tertiary Primates, one might

be inclined to summarize the evolutionary story as "Blessed are the meek,

for they shall inherit the earth,” and perhaps to suggest that peoples such

as the British in the nineteenth century and the American in the

twentieth, who have been successful in war, are dead ends from the

evolutionary point of view.

However, if we go back to the Permian, we find that our ancestors were

large and progressive reptiles. No one who looks at the skeleton and
particularly the teeth of such a beast as Cynognathus, which was not far

from our own ancestral line, could possibly class it as meek. Why the

descendants of large predatory theromorphs became small and vegetarian

is very far from clear. It is possible that the giant forms discovered by Dr.

von Koenigswald were actually our ancestors. If so, our ancestors a million

years ago were monsters who could have torn up a tiger with their bare

hands. In that case there was a second occasion on which our ancestral

line tried physical dominance and gave it up again. It is also possible that

the giants of Java and China were side branches from the human line, and
represent an unsuccessful evolutionary experiment.

Negative Eugenics

After all this caution, I believe we can make a start. Whatever else we
may want our descendants to be, we do not want them to be blind, deaf,

paralyzed, or brittle-boned. Now these conditions are sometimes due to

dominant genes, which can be prevented from spreading further by
negative eugenics. At fibrst sight it might be thought that these genes could

be eliminated. For example, in many pedigrees of juvenile cataract, af-
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fected persons pass on the gene for cataract to about half their children,

/and it very rarely skips a generation. It has been said that were they all

' sterilized, these conditions would be abolished. This was one of the ideas

behind Hitler s racial hygiene laws.

The idea is false, because these harmful genes constantly reappear as

the result of mutation. Occasionally two normal parents will have a child

with a harmful dominant gene, which is then handed on until natural

selection or negative eugenics puts an end to its career. The two processes

are roughly in equilibrium. Thus, achondroplastic dwarfs have about one

fifth the fitness of normal people. That is to say, they produce on an aver-

age about one fifth as many children. So only one fifth of the dwarfs alive

at any time are the progeny of dwarfs, the others being the progeny of

normal parents. If all dwarfs of this kind were sterilized we could only

cut down the number of dwarfs by one fifth.

With hemophilia we could cut down the frequency to about one half

by preventing the breeding of hemophilics and heterozygous women.

With hereditary cataract we could cut down the frequency to much less

than one half—perhaps to one tenth. Some, though not all, types of mental

defect could be considerably reduced; so could harelip and many other

physical defects. This would be well worth doing, but the battle would

never be finally won, the race never finally purified.

We could, however, cut down the incidence of a great many congenital

maladies to a large extent. Others, such as neonatal jaundice, or erythro-

blastosis fetalis, and perhaps mongoloid idiocy, are due to gene differences

between father and mother. We could only abolish them by forbidding

unions between people of different genotypes. A closed mating system

based on skin color is bad enough, in the sense of making for the division

and perhaps the instability of the community. One based on blood anti-

gens, in which an Rh-negative woman might not marry an Rh-positive

man, would perhaps be even worse. I should be the last to recommend it,

even if it saved the lives of a few babies.

Nor at the present time can we do much to diminish the frequency of

undesirable recessive conditions, whether they are lethal, like fetal

ichthyosis, or merely a slight handicap, like albinism. The most eflBcient

eugenic method is the introduction of good road transport into backward
rural areas, thus encouraging outbreeding.

It may be that, if we knew enough, 1 per cent or even rather more of

the population would be found to carry undesirable dominants or sex-

linked recessives, which any sound eugenic policy would reduce. How
should we do it? Many people believe that carriers should be sterilized,

either voluntarily as in Denmark, or compulsorily, as in Nazi Germany.
1 do not, for the following reasons. Laws for compulsory sterilization are

liable to gross abuse. Those for voluntary sterilization are only rather
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less so. I recall the case of a laborer in one of your Western states who
was given an indeterminate sentence up to five years’ imprisonment for

theft. The judge suggested that he be voluntarily sterilized. He agreed,

and was not imprisoned. His agreement can only be called voluntar)’^ in a

Pickwickian sense. However, I might be in favor of sterilization if it would
finally rid us of these undesirable genes. But it would not.

There is another reason, perhaps worthy of consideration. If we are ever

fo control our evolution we shall certainly have to overhaul our whole

mating system. By this I do not mean that we shall have to abolish mar-

riage or adopt polygamy. I do not know what we shall have to do. We
shall only do what is right if people realize that we have a duty to beget

and bear the best-endowed children possible.

It is of the utmost importance that the idea should not be spread abroad

that we can improve the human race to any serious extent by sterilizing in-

dividuals who do not come up to certain standards. In England we are

already beginning to persuade people with harmful dominants to refrain

from reproduction, either by chastity or by contraception. We shall not

improve the human race by compulsion. A prerequisite for doing so is the

moralization of our sexual behavior—that is to say, making it subordinate

to ideal ends, not to impulse on the one hand or superstition on the other.

Difficulties of Positive Eugenics

What about positive eugenics? In many human societies those types

which are most admired are bred out. The Middle Ages admired holiness

and courage. The holy men and women were celibate, the courageous men
killed one another. Our age admires money-making. The men who make
most money have least children. I am less worried by this than many of my
contemporaries. I am not convinced that a business executive is a higher

type than a saint or even a feudal knight. In any case, a differential

birth rate lasting over a century need no more permanently affect the

gene frequencies of a race than selection of certain chromosome orders for

a few months per year affects a Drosophila species. And in Sweden the

tendency has already reversed itself, and the poor breed rather more
slowly than the rich.

Why, it may be asked, should we not encourage the breeding of rare

and desirable genes as we can discourage the breeding of rare and un-

desirable ones? The answer is that we do not know of a single rare gene

in man whose frequency we should increase. I have no doubt that such

exist. But our analysis of the genetic basis of human abilities is so utterly

rudimentary that we know nothing of them. Their discovery will need a

vast program of collaboration between geneticists, physiologists, and
psychologists. Until even one such gene is known, it seems to me rather

futile to talk about a program for positive eugenics.
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I would, however, suggest that among the genes whose spread we
would want to encourage are those for the non-development of teeth,

particularly wisdom teeth. Our cerebral development has caused a good

deal of overcrowding of our teeth. I hope also that we shall do something

about our noses, which are one of our weak points. (I have a nasal in-

fection at the moment. No other organ lets me down so frequently.) The
nose has of course been squashed out of shape by the growth of the

brain. In consequence, while a sneeze takes a straight path in a dog or a

horse, it has to take a hairpin bend in our own species. In a century or so

we may know of detailed changes in our psychological make-up which

are equally desirable.

In fact, while we can begin with negative eugenics, we cannot begin

on positive eugenics until we have got a great deal more knowledge and

a wider diffusion of the eugenic attitude. Probably the first requisites for

the development of this knowledge are, on the one hand, the mapping of

the human chromosomes, a task to which I have devoted some effort, and

on the other, an attempt to analyze the psychological make-up of people

judged to be exceptionally gifted, as Spearman in England and the

Chicago school in America have tried to analyze that of more normal

people. When these are accomplished it will be time to start research

on the genetics of great intellectual or moral endowment. Much of it may
turn out to be due to heterosis, and as unfixable as the good points of a

mongrel dog, but I have little doubt that many rare and desirable genes

for these characters exist.

So far I have assumed that our descendants will take over the control

of evolution in an intelligent manner. Let us consider the other possi-

bilities. In the next century the human race may largely destroy itself.

From the genetic point of view a war using atomic energy would be worse

than one using old-fashioned weapons, or even pestilences. For the sur-

vivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki have been so affected that their de-

scendants will show a variety of abnormalities. Some will appear in the

first generation and disappear within ten or so. Others will be recessive,

and first appear after several generations, their evil (and very rarely

good) effects continuing for many thousand generations. The killing of

10 per cent of civilized humanity by atomic bombs might not end civiliza-

tion. The vast crop of abnormalities produced by another irradiated 10

per cent might do so, and even render recovery very diflBcult.

I hope that we shall avoid such an international war, or, what seems to

me just as likely, a civil war in which a small group get control of some
atomic bombs and hold up a whole nation. If so, we may settle down to

some peaceful world order, but do nothing about our evolution. In such a

case we^might stay put for a very long time. Sewall Wright has shown
that, on certain assumptions, which seem to me thoroughly sound, evolu-
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tion goes on quickest in a species divided up into many groups of a few
score or hundred individuals nearly, but not quite, sexually isolated from

other groups. This was the human condition for thousands of centuries

during the Old Stone Age. With agriculture and industry the community

has grown, and evolution has probably slowed down. For some time there

was heavy selection against crowd diseases, but the progress of hvgiene

has checked this tendency.

I do not know what we are selecting for now. Let me take an example.

Until two generations ago large families were respectable in my country.

Anyone who voluntarily restricted his or her family was a deviant. Selec-

tion favored genes making for conformity to mores in this respect. Now it

is a deviation from the norm to have a dozen children. We are selecting

in favor of deviation, instead of against it.

We may be favoring genes which make for high sexual activity, low in-

telligence, or lack of susceptibility to propaganda, to mention only three

possibilities. Most eugenists regard the parents of large families as, on the

whole, undesirable genetically. This may well be true. It is certain that

on the whole they are economically unsuccessful. Before we equate

economic success and long-term biological value, however, it might be

desirable to read the Sermon on the Mount or the record of the dinosaurs.

I do not know if the trend described is desirable or not, and I contend that

no one else does.

Another possibility is that we shall control our evolution and choose the

wrong path. If I had had to pick hopeful ancestors for a rational and

skillful animal from past faunas I doubt if I should ever have got the

right answer between the Pennsylvanian and the Miocene. I should

certainly have picked StruthiomimuSy a Cretaceous reptile like an ostrich,

standing on its hind legs, but with arms in place of wings. I am equally

sure that I should go wrong today. Dr. H.
J.

Muller has suggested a

method for the radical improvement of the human race, involving the

widespread use of artificial insemination. I guess that if I were made
eugenic world dictator I should have one chance in a hundred of choosing

the right path. Dr. Muller is ten times as good a geneticist as I, so he

might have one chance in ten, but not, I think, much more.

I am convinced that the knowledge required, both of past evolution

and present genetics and cytology, is considerably greater than the whole

body of scientific knowledge on which our present civilization is based.

We can get this knowledge if we want it. We may say that God is now en-

larging the sphere of human choice, and therefore giving us new duties.

Or we may say that the evolutionary process is now passing from the stage

of unconsciousness to that of consciousness. But we have not yet got the

knowledge.

Our immediate task is the remodeling of human society. This can be
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done in a few generations. The great men who founded your Republic

based it on principles which had never before been applied to human
societies but which nevertheless worked in practice. The great men be-

hind the French and Russian revolutions made somewhat different but

comparable experiments. No society is perfect, and the time scale of social

jchange is so vastly less than that of evolutionary change that the duty to

reform society is far more urgent than that to control evolution. The two

duties must and will go together. But it would be fatal to think of the man
of the future as one who would fit into contemporary American, British,

Russian, or Chinese society, or into any society which we can even

imagine today.

If I am right he would probably be regarded as a physical, mental, and

moral defective. As an adult he would probably have great muscular skill

but little muscular strength, a large head, fewer teeth than we have, and

so on. He would develop very slowly, perhaps not learning to speak till 5

years of age, but continuing to learn up to maturity at the age of 40,

and then living for several centuries. He would be more rational and less

instinctive than we are, less subject to sexual and parental emotions, to

rage on the one hand and so-called herd instinct on the other. His motiva-

tion would depend far more than ours on education. In his own society

he would be a good citizen, in ours perhaps a criminal or a lunatic. He
would be of high general intelligence by our standards, and most individu-

als would have some special aptitude developed to the degree which we
call genius.

But just as, were we transported to the past, we should be unlikely

to win the admiration of Sinanthropus, so, were one of these products of

planned evolution brought back to our own time, we should probably

judge him an unpleasant individual. This thought need not distress us. We
shall not meet him.
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REDINTEGRATION OF THE SYMPOSIUM ON GENETICS,
PALEONTOLOGY, AND EVOLUTION

BY H. J. MULLER^

The Convergence of Evolutionary Disciplines

Haldane, in the preceding chapter, has called attention to the fact that

one of the features of importance in human evolution is man s poly-

morphism. A striking illustration of this (though by no means mainly on a

genetic level!
)

is the coexistence of those two peculiar types known as

paleontologists and geneticists. Fortunately there is a related feature,

even more important-plasticity. This not only allows the change of any

type, but the fusion of types, leaving new and higher types formed by
their synthesis, and this is a process which we are witnessing now. We
may, of course, expect the synthetic types in due course to split again,

along different lines of cleavage than before, as the evolutionary process

continues. A third feature which according to Haldane is advantageous,

namely, slow development, has evidently been retarding the process of

change and of fusion, making it slower but, we hope, surer, by allowing

the elements to settle into more harmonious configurations than might

otherwise be attained. Many of us geneticists can remember an analogous

process of merger which occurred in our own earlier history, when the

forms known as cytology and genetics combined to give rise to a higher

type, which was given the name of "cytogenetics,” or, as is now more

usual, simply “genetics” again. We need expect no such terminological foul

play on the part of geneticists in the present instance, however, for there

are still the good old terms "evolution” and "evolutionists” waiting to be

promoted to their higher meanings here. It has been one of the chief

functions of the present symposium to assist in this promotion.

That great complex beast called Life, which is so subject to both inner

and outer conflicts, has left behind him a long and devious though often

ill-marked trail. Poring over the footprints, the marks where he has lain

down or struggled or undergone digressions or reverses, the paleontologists

have tried to reconstruct the story of his wanderings and to interpret

what features of his nature and what characteristics of the terrain led to

his following the routes that he did. On the other hand the geneticists,

coming upon the creature himself apparently slumbering (his motions

1 Department of Zoology, Indiana University.
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being so much slower than theirs), have tried, together with the

taxonomists and physiologists, to penetrate into his present nature and

therefrom to infer the manner of his movement, what paths he is likely to

have taken and why, and what future directions of travel might be ex-

pected of him. On each method alone, it is evident, the complexities and

uncertainties of the problems are very great, and far better results could

be achieved by a pooling of the evidences.

Fortunately the two groups of investigators, after years of turning their

backs to each other, are now coming to a common point of view and

system of interpretations which promise to be mutually helpful. Both have

been recovering from that reaction against Darwinism which set in with

the closing years of the last century. Among geneticists this had led some

over-zealous "mutationists” to set up large mutations against natural

selection as a method, or the method, of evolutionary change, and it had

also led some, such as Bateson, to conclude that genetics cannot reach any

interpretation of evolutionary splitting whatever. Among paleontolo-

gists considerable credence had been given both to the idea of inheritance

of acquired characters and to that of an inner evolutionary urge. The lat-

ter was supposed to lead on the one hand to increasing perfection and on

the other to what might be called willful waywardness, decadence, and

suicide. But along with the more recent realization that these hypotheses

are not justified by the evidence, both disciplines have been attaining a

common ground of theory, wherein evolution is based on the natural

selection of, mainly, minute variations, taken out of a great store of

hereditary variations occurring in numerous directions. This conception

is entirely in harmony with those features of Darwm s own interpretation

which distinguished him from most earlier evolutionists. In the course of

time this conception has become greatly sharpened, elaborated, and
implemented, so that now it constitutes a really vigorous “neo-Darwinism,”

incorporating within it the principles of Mendelism and of mutation as at

present understood, as well as, in its longer ranges, the processes dealt

with by the paleontologists.

The Relation of Gene Changes to Character Changes

The genetics of today traces the fact of evolution back to the existence

of ultramicroscopic bodies, the genes, which not only reproduce them-
selves but, more important, reproduce their own changes, or mutations,

and which can continue thus to change without losing the power of re-

producing their changes, to an unlimited degree. At the same time there

are mechanisms whereby the genes can become bound into an aggregate,

and whereby die number in an aggregate can become increased (“duplica-

tion”). Following such increase in number the component genes can and
eventually will undergo mutations difFerent from one ano&er, and thus
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not only the degree of compoundness but the complexity of the gene

aggregate becomes increased, and with it its potentialities of forming a

complex organism as a result of the interactions of the different genes of an

aggregate with one another. In this way it has been possible for what we
call living matter to advance from the stage of one or a very few kinds of

genes, at first separate from one another and naked, to that of a large

constellation, individually differentiated from one another within the

group, which by their common activities result in that prodigious,

stupendously intricate working system evident to us as the soma.

In higher organisms the different genes are numbered in the thousands

and their interactions are so complex that, as Stem has pointed out in this

symposium, there is hardly a trace of a one-to-one relation between the

outward characters of an organism and its genes. First, many or most of

the individual genes affect more than one, sometimes very many, outward

characters, being as geneticists say ‘ pleiotropic/' Put in another way, we
may say that the developmental and physiological reactions initiated

originally by the genes are branching ones, so that there are commonly
many end-twigs to a given gene’s effects as seen in the organism. Second,

not only do the reactions initiated by one gene branch, but the reactions

initiated by different genes are apt to run into one another, with the result

that various different genes cooperate in the production of most observed

characters of the organism. Taking both the branchings and the anasto-

moses into account at the same time, we see that the processes of develop-

ment as well as those of physiology constitute a complicated network of

biochemical paths, leading from the genes at one side of the net to the

observed or phenotypic characters at the other side. Hence a change in a

given character can usually be caused by a mutation in any one of a con-

siderable number of genes, some of these having much and others little

influence on the character, and some being obviously qualitative in effect

while more of them are detectible only as differences in the degree or

quantity of expression of the character.

There is evidence that any individual gene is usually exceedingly stable,

that is, that new mutations take place in it with great rarity, often of the

order of 10“® or even 10“® per reproductive cell per generation. Neverthe-

less, because of the multiplicity of genes affecting a given character, the

frequency of new mutations affecting that character may be not incon-

siderable (e.g. of the order of 10"^ to 10“^). Moreover, it must be remem-

bered that in most natural crossbreeding populations there has occurred

a great accumulation of mutations that have arisen through the course of

hundreds of preceding generations and that have not yet become estab-

lished but with regard to which the population is still heterogeneous.

Thus diere may be a very considerable amount of hereditary variability of

that character in the population, allowing its plasticity in response to
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selection in virtually any direction, and this again despite the fact that

mutation in any individual gene is so exceedingly rare.

As data on mutational occurrences accumulate, students of the subject

become more and more convinced that there is no relation between the

kind of natural circumstances ( e.g. type of climate or prevailing physio-

logical state) under which given mutations arise and the direction of

phenotypic change which these mutations result in; still less is there any

adaptive relation between them in the sense of the phenotypic changes

tending to be of types that would be more useful under the circum-

stance that prevailed when they arose. There are, to be sure, a few genes

known which tend to change with a high frequency in a given direction

when in a certain genetic or non-genetic enviromnent, but this is not

common enough in nature to aflFect our thesis, especially when all muta-

tions affecting a given character, rather than a given gene, are taken into

account. In general, the natural mutations are sporadic, and one gets about

the same range under one type of condition as under another. It is

further evident that the vast majority of natural or “spontaneous” muta-

tions, being in this sense blind, must be to some degree harmful in their

effects upon the organism’s functioning. When we compare them with the

gene mutations produced by radiation, which certainly must be the result

of ultramicroscopic accidents, we find that the spontaneous mutations

cover about the same range, are in general similar in type, and are, on the

whole, no more harmful than the radiation mutations. This shows clearly

that the spontaneous mutations likewise are accidental, in a similar sense;

the accidents upon which they depend, however, are usually effects of

thermal agitation rather than of natural radiation.

As a natural consequence of this situation, those mutations which have
smaller effects should, on the whole, be less harmful than those with more
marked effects. The smaller ones should therefore have more chance of

getting established in the course of evolution, as Stem has stated.

The correctness of this inference is indicated, among other things, by the

finding that most of the phenotypic differences between organisms of

different systematic categories that can be crossed and subjected to genetic

analysis prove to be due to individually small and usually fairly numerous
gene differences that act cumulatively upon the given character. It is,

however, to be expected that occasionally a mutation causing a large

change will become established, but in such a case it will be accompanied
by a number of the smaller gene differences which, as Huxley has termed
it, “buffer” its effects, that is, bring them into harmony with the rest of the

organism.

It is important to note that, although a picture of apparently con-

tinuous variability is thereby given, and of a gradually sliding evolution,

nevertheless^ even the minimal changes in the genes are individually rare,
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and are discrete. They arise by sudden mutations, just as the big changes

do, and they are subject to the Mendelian, i.e. chromosomal, rules of

inheritance. Thus it still remains necessary to make a sharp theoretical

distinction between the eflEects of the environment on the soma, which are

not inheritable and usually show a really continuous variation, and the

efiFects caused by the accidental changes in the genes, which are in-

heritable with regularity and with high stability.

As for the question to what extent the organism may be affected by

changes in non-nuclear genes, it must be recognized that such genes

certainly do exist, both in the plastids of plants and also to some extent

even outside the plastids proper, in the cytoplasm of plants and of at least

some animals (all, as yet observed, unicellular). It is clear that between

different species the number of such differences is usually extremely small,

as compared with the number residing in the chromosomal genes. An im-

portant reason for the limitation of the number of different genes that lie

free from one another in the protoplasm, as compared with that of the

genes which are bound together in linear order in the chromosomes, must

lie in the fact that for the former it would be very much more difficult

to establish a system whereby their relative numbers remain fixed, i.e. to

prevent one kind from displacing another through random distribution

and through competition. And even if such a stable equilibrium had on

occasion become established, it would still be susceptible of being upset

when one of its genes underwent a mutation. An increase in the number
of kinds of such genes would thus entail great difficulties, since here again

delicate chemical adjustments would be necessary for establishing the

new equilibrium. Furthermore, the establishment of stable recombinants

following crossing would be far less likely to occur than for chromosomal

genes, especially in view of the fact that the male gamete usually carries

far fewer of the non-nuclear genes than the female gamete.

Cryptic Genetic Change

It has been pointed out that, owing to the phenotypic equivalence of

numerous mutations, characters which appear very similar to one another

in related species may nevertheless have a somewhat different genetic

basis, the close similarity thus being deceptive and constituting a sort of

phenotypic facade. This must certainly be true in those species in which

crossing gives rise to a hybrid in which the given characters are different

from those of the parents. The sterility of many interspecific hybrids

furnishes good examples of this fact in the field of the physiology of

reproduction*

On the other hand, the findings of Sturtevant that many of the

conspicuous mutations retain the same distribution among chromosome
arms in rather diverse species of Drosophila give evidence that these genes
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have largely retained the same general functions in these different species.

Since it seems likely that those genes whose changes affect a given char-

acter more conspicuously would usually, in their normal form, play a more

important role in the production of that character than do the genes whose

changes seem to affect the character less, this result is rather to be ex-

pected, in the light of the conception that evolution tends to proceed by

small steps. But it would probably still remain true that, if a more detailed

examination were made, considerable differences would be found in the

genes having a more accessory or supporting function, and that even the

major genes for the character would differ to some extent in their degree

and direction of expression.

The differences found by Stadler between the representatives of the R
gene in different varieties of maize, when minutely examined, have given a

good illustration of this phenomenon. And Spencer s finding of the rarity

of mutations to the Minute bristle condition in Drosophila hydei, as com-

pared with melanogaster and other species, shows how the mechanism of

development may change so that a given character (long bristles), though

still appearing the same, comes to rest on a rather different genetic and

developmental basis. Probably the extent to which such invisible genetic

differences creep in, behind a relatively permanent phenotypic facade,

differs a good deal from one group of organisms to another and even from

one character to another in the same group of organisms, depending upon

genetically determined characteristics of the mechanism of development.

This is indicated, for example, by the relative ease with which species

crossing in animals leads to genic disharmonies in the first-generation

hybrid resulting in its sterility, as compared to the situation in plants,

where most of the apparent hybrid sterility seems to be due simply to the

non-matching of chromosomes at meiosis and to the formation of inviable

recombinants in the second diploid generation, or in the haploid gameto-

phytes just antecedent to the latter. The degree to which the genetic basis

changes underneath a given fafade must also depend upon the extent to

which a given population is panmictic or broken up into many relatively

isolated groups, for, as will be discussed later, the latter situation gives op-

portunity for a much greater amount of genetic change even while the

same phenotype is being retained as a result of its usefulness.

The Effectiveness of Selection

That given phenotypes are maintained over long periods as a result of

natural selection, and therefore must also have become established by
such selection, is evident from the very fact of their long continued

existence, and in many cases of their coexistence in different species, in

fact sometimes even in very distantly related ones where the conditions of

life are similar, as in the case of the fish-like form of aquatic vertebrates
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belonging to diflFerent orders and classes. Were the phenotypes not held

in place, so to speak, by a selective process, most of them would be bound

to decay into other phenotypes by mere mutation pressure, since enough

is known about mutation rates to make it certain that this pressure usually

is more than suflBcient to change the phenotype over the course of a

geological period unless it is counteracted by selection pressure. Here the

combination of genetics and paleontology is a very fruitful one in con-

firming the conclusions of either alone concerning the importance of

selection.

Further evidence from genetics in the same direction lies in the data

which show the high stability of the normal phenotype as compared with

most mutant phenotypes. This stability depends upon groups of so-called

modifying genes operating in conjunction with the genes of major effect

to render their expression more resistant to both environmental and genetic

influences that would tend to change the major genes" effectiveness. It is

this principle which results, very probably as a by-product, in normal

genes usually having far greater dominance than mutant ones. Another

manifestation of the same principle is seen in the phenomenon known as

dosage compensation. In this kind of case modifying genes have been

preserved that are of such a nature as to compensate for the difference

between the dosage of major sex-linked genes present in male and female,

even though such dosage differences without the modifiers are usually in-

sufiBcient to produce a phenotypic effect visible to our unaided eyes. In

other words, in the practically identical phenotypes of male and female

with regard to these sex-linked genes, we do have examples of like fagades

which are brought about by different genetic mechanisms acting in the

two sexes, and these mechanisms must have come into existence as a

result of selection operating in favor of a given phenotype, and operating

with a nicety of discrimination that considerably surpasses our own visual

powers.

Despite the exactitude with which a given advantageous phenotype can

be attained, as shown by such evidence, the organism cannot be con-

sidered as infinitely plastic and certainly not as being equally plastic in

all directions, since the directions which the effects of mutations can take

are, of course, conditioned by the entire developmental and physiological

system resulting from the action of all the other genes already present.

An illustration of that is seen, for instance, in the dearth of Minute

bristle mutations in Drosophila hydei already referred to, and in the dearth

of body color mutations in Drosophila robusta to which Spencer has called

our attention. Similarly, in paleontology, it is well known that given

characteristics, such as horns, are much more prone to arise and evolve,

again and again, within the different lines of certain large groups, rather

than within those of other large groups which apparently would have
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found them as useful. As Stern has pointed out, even intra-nuclear condi-

tions, such as gene positions, the presence of heterochromatin in certain

places, etc., tend to set limitations on variation, not to speak of the in-

terior structure of the genes themselves, that conditions their individual

mutability. Hence certain kinds of qualitative mutations \vill be absent and

others may be so exceedingly rare ( like the porcupine boy mentioned by

Haldane) as to make such mutations practically not recurrent but inde-

terminate, so far as their furnishing a handle for selection is concerned.

Nevertheless, despite these restrictions, there is necessarily a big leeway

for selection, i.e. a pressure of mutation in many different directions. Thus

when it comes to changes in size, proportions, and patterns in general,

which affect the dimensions and degrees of development of already

present structures, the organism may be regarded as exceedingly plastic

and correspondingly responsive to selection, and predominantly de-

termined by the latter.

But even the change in degree of a given character, under the guidance

of natural selection, cannot be as simple and easy a process as sometimes

supposed. Since any given species has hundreds of millions of years of

natural selection behind it already, it tends to have attained optimal

degrees of development of its characters in relation to one another and to

the conditions of life under which it lived. And any recurrent mutation

having the frequency of origination dealt vdth in most genetic data would

already have become selected and established in that species had it been

advantageous under the conditions for which that species had been

selected. If, however, the outward conditions themselves ( under which we
include of course the biological environment, constituted of other species

)

undergo some sort of shift, then some mutations formerly disadvantageous

become advantageous and we may expect our given species gradually to

change pari passu, giving the appearance of orthogenesis. Even if the outer

change be a relatively sudden one, the change in the given species may lag

far behind, again proceeding gradually through an orthogenetic-seeming

process. This is because all parts and characters of the organism are so

nicely intercoordinated that a major change in one character, even though

considered separately it might represent a better adjustment to the new
outer environment, causes trouble until many other characters can be
brought into harmony with it. Hence a small step in the character in

question is for a time more advantageous, and then has to be followed up
by small changes in the other characters before a further step in the same
direction can become established. Therefore the progression will tend to

be gradual in this case also, although of course not nearly so slow as if the

change in conditions had itself been less sudden. And the fact that not only

do the different characters of the given species have to be brought into

relation with one another but that there is also an interaction between those
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of different species, a reciprocal ecological interplay, acts as a brake on the

changes of both. But in the end this may result in the changes going much
further than they otherwise would, as each gradually responds, and this,

too, will be seen to favor a more or less prolonged orthogenetic effect. All

this can happen even in large panmictic species, through the gradual

spread and establishment of (in the main at least) recurrent mutations.

The importance of sexual reproduction is to be noted here, in allowing

various mutations to spread simultaneously within a species, inter-

penetrating one another, so to speak, as a result of Mendelian recombina-

tion and crossing over, rather than having to wait in line as in asexual

organisms.

It has been pointed out by several students of the subject, but especially

by Haldane, that there are often various different selective tendencies, some

of them conflicting to a greater or lesser degree, acting at once on a

population. Some of these tendencies are more shortsighted than otliers,

in the sense of favoring characters which may help the immediate spread

of the individuals or genes concerned but which are harmful to the

population as a whole or in the long run. This is particularly apt to be the

case with the characters that help an individual in its competition with

others of the same species immediately around it rather than in its

struggle with the rest of nature. Among such characters would be the

increased rate of multiplication allowed by a return to asexual reproduc-

tion, or, in a social species especially, characters of social parasitism. In

such cases there is, of course, in the end, a longer-sighted natural selection

operating also, either in the form of intergroup competition within the

same species or, if the species is practically panmictic, then only in the

forms of interspecific competition or of the general struggle against nature

to keep alive at all. The latter forms may not be effective enough, how-

ever, to prevent extinction on a large scale. This is one reason why the

existence of numerous small semi-isolated groups in a species is favorable

to its evolutionary advance.

It is also very important to note that when for any reason some char-

acter or part of the organism has undergone a change which introduces

that organism to a new mode of life of any kind, this circumstance at once

begins to operate in the same way as a change in the outer conditions

themselves, throwing many other parts or features out of adjustment

and making mutations in them advantageous which previously were

not. Hence this sort of change might well be followed by a long ortho-

genetic progression in a certain direction. Seeing how intricate and deli-

cate the balance of parts in an organism is, it is easy to see that the process

might be started by some relatively small change. And such a change

could, of course, come about more easily in a small semi-isolated section
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of a species exposed to special conditions of selection, and subject also to

drift, than in a large panmictic population.^

Wright has pointed out the various advantages of the division of a

population into small partially independent but ultimately competing

units. In general these advantages all derive from the fact that numerous

experiments, if we may call them so, in diverse directions, are thus made

possible on the part of species, experiments which involve the temporary

establishment of whole combinations of genes rather than the trying out

of single genes on their individual average merits as happens chiefly in

panmictic populations. It seems probable that many genes which in the

population as a whole would have a net disadvantage and so would fail to

gain an evolutionary foothold would be successful in local combinations,

which they would not have had a chance to form effectively except (for

some cases) through the accidents of small numbers (drift), and (for

other, more numerous, cases) through the vagaries of the selection ap-

plying under local and often temporary conditions. Genes are thereby en-

abled locally to pass through the stage of combinations which in the

species as a whole would have been effectively selected against, and

thence on to combinations in which they can succeed on a wider longer-

range scale, thus traversing "troughs” and arriving at "peaks” of ad-

vantage, as Wright puts it. Then, in the intergroup competition that

gradually follows, they may finally be found successful even for the species

as a whole. Probably this (temporarily at least) non-orthogenetic progres-

sion is more frequent on the biochemical and physiological level than on

the morphological one, yet there is enough relation between the two kinds

of characters, both ontogenetically and ecologically, for the process to

have important morphological repercussions also. And since local condi-

tions are so varied and unpredictable, an element of indeterminacy is

2 Some surprise was expressed at the symposium that the present author should

defend the thesis that evolutionary rates are chiefly determined by selective factors

rather than by mutation rates. Just because my own experiment^ work has dealt

largely with the latter does not mean that I have ever considered them to be the
dominating factors in this respect. Over twenty-five years ago I taught my classes in

evolution mat tlie keys to evolutionary spurts and radiations were to be found in ( 1

)

the appearance (witnout preadaptation) of character complexes which happened to

open up major new modes of life and opportunities for living, and ( 2 ) changes in the

physicd and biological environment which had a similar effect; and I have retained

these views on this subject. In explaining this point of view, I repeatedly resorted

to the expression that, at any such criticS time, many of the mutations which had
previously been occurring but which till then had proved disadvantageous, because
of the temporary ‘‘optimum” that had been reached, became advantageous at that
point because of the changed needs of the organisms, and in this way allowed a faster

evolution, even without any speeding up in the occurrence of the mutations themselves.
The point was also made at that time, with such illustrations as that of genetically

conditioned social parasitism, that a shortsighted natural selection would sometimes
lead to the» establismaient of characters that were not of benefit to the species as a
whole.
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thereby introduced into the evolutionary process which is probably

considerably greater than that due to the exceedingly rare (non-re-

current) types of mutations of individual genes previously referred to.

For in this way those corners may more easily be turned which lead to

changes in mode of life and which thus set the species going along a new
direction of evolution, as pointed out in the preceding paragraph, than in

the plodding conservative mode of progress of large, thoroughly inter-

breeding species.

Species Divergence

Among the changes to which the presence of numerous small local

populations thus gives rise are those leading to the formation of gene

combinations that are inharmonious when crossed with those of the

original population or with those of other local populations. If the dis-

harmony is great enough to limit the interflow of genes to the level where

it can be counteracted by the differential selections and drifts operating

on the groups in question, speciation has been started on its way, i.e. the

splitting of an original species into two or more groups which are ef-

fectively isolated genetically from one another. These will necessarily tend

thereafter to undergo genetically divergent evolution, even though

phenotypically they may sometimes run largely parallel.

There is good reason to infer that the establishment of groups which

are in a state of nature unmixable even if brought together (in other

words, of separate species, if we may for present purposes at least define

species in this way )
ordinarily requires to begin with an isolation, that is

enforced from without, of one group from another. This implies some form

of “geographical” isolation, using this term in a broader sense than usual.

To be sure, occasional individual mutations are conceivable which by
themselves would be so drastic in their action and of such a nature as to

render the individuals inheriting them uncrossable with the original type,

although still fertile with one another. These would not seem to require

spatial isolation, although ( except in selfing organisms
) it would have to

be postulated that several such identical mutants had arisen at once, and,

presumably by virtue of some feature conferred upon them by the same

mutation, succeeded in finding one another effectively enough and over a

long enough period to establish a permanent line. This might be supposed

to happen if, for example, the mutation led to sufiBciently different food

habits, sex preferences, time of breeding, or other peculiarities of repro-

ductive behavior, provided the mutation was one of those very rare ones

which had a large effect but was nevertheless well enough adjusted for

indefinitely long survival. However, even in such a favorable ad hoc case,

it is to be expected, except in the relatively rare case of polyploids, that

mutants of the same general nature as the “isolating” ones but of a less
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extreme nature would also be present in the population. In the great

majority of cases in which large gene mutations of a given sort are

found, others deviating in the same direction but to a lesser degree are

more frequent, and various grades of intermediates usually coexist. In

other words, the more extreme mutants simply form one end of a curve.

The intermediates then would serve as a bridge to allow intercrossing

between the more extreme type and the usual, and there would be no real

isolation. For this reason this process could seldom lead to speciation.

Ordinarily, then, for genetic isolation to be eflFective at least two muta-

tional differences working together, and in this sense complementary to

each other in their action, are required to differentiate two groups of

organisms in such a way as to make them non-crossable. Either difference

taken alone would allow crossing—a fact which would explain how each

step, occurring separately, had been able to breed sufficiently to get

established in the first place. Organisms of the two genetically isolated

groups would however differ regularly in both respects at once, otherwise

they could intercross indirectly by way of those individuals of the two

groups that differed by only one step, and thus the isolation would become
more and more broken down. But for the two groups thus to have come to

differ regularly by both established gene differences would have required

a prior isolation imposed from without since, as we have seen, there would
by no effective genetic isolation before both the differences had become
established, and since Mendelian recombination (or crossing over)

would have prevented their getting sorted out into the separate groups so

long as interbreeding was allowed. On the other hand, given the out-

wardly imposed isolation, the complementary mutations, producing the

mutually inharmonious but self-harmonious gene combinations, would

have been bound to occur in the course of time, as mutational differences

accumulated between the isolated populations. For so long as the groups

could not mix, there would be no selective hindrance to the establishment

within either group of mutations inharmonious with the other group only.

After this genetic isolating mechanism had once become established,

however, the groups could safely be brought into contact without danger

of their merging, and this must often have happened, so as to give

sympatric species.

It is interesting that the above interpretation of geneticists should be in

such complete agreement with the conclusions arrived at by Mayr as a

result of his studies of systematics. Geographic isolation, he finds, in the

great majority of cases at least, is the factor which initiates the splitting;

it has been necessary for most of the evolutionary divergence which we see

in crossbreeding organisms. Sympatric species thus become secondary

phenomena, resulting from the later removal or overcoming of the geo-

graphic barriers. It is to be understood that geographic differences are to
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a certain extent associated with ecological ones, and that unless two

species that were originally isolated geographically have become some-

what different ecologically, both cannot later survive in the same area be-

cause there could be no stable equilibrium between them, short of the

extinction of one or the other.

Without this primary possibility of divergence, there could have been

no evolutionary radiation, whether adaptive or not. By a repetition of such

a process of divergence, however, a group may be enabled to branch out

into various geographical and so, eventually, ecological niches, and if

these afford it good opportunities for further development, the result

will be ‘adaptive radiation.”

Evolutionary Speed and Genetic Systems

We have seen that the direction and speed of evolution will be

determined largely by selection pressure, that is, by the molding factors

of the outer environment acting in relation to the possibilities of the organ-

ism for further change in advantageous directions. It must be remem-

bered at the same time that the speed of genetic change is limited by
various features of the given breeding system. Thus, we have seen that

non-crossing organisms suffer from a serious disadvantage as compared

with those that can have Mendelian recombination of mutations arising

in separate lines of descent. There are many other characteristics of the

breeding system that can influence evolution, such as the extent of polyg-

amy or polygyny, the degree to which crossing over may be restricted

to given chromosome regions, the existence of haploid generations, or of

considerable haploid portions of the genotype, polyploidy, the wideness of

crossing consistent with interfertility, etc.

It may here be asked: Is not the mutation rate itself a basic limiting

factor of great importance? No doubt in an ultimate sense this is true, but

even the mutation rate is known to be influenced by the kind of genes

present and therefore it itself must have come under the influence of selec-

tion. Obviously those species with a rate more nearly optimal for themselves

would, other things being equal, have succeeded better. This optimal rate

is, of course, not the maximal one, since very high rates exceed the power

of selection to maintain an equilibrium between the origination of harmful

mutations and their elimination, and thus lead to genetic degeneration.

On the other hand, as Sturtevant once pointed out, the selective tendency

which acts to keep the mutation rate low by reason of the harmful effect

of most mutations is probably more effective than that working in the

opposite direction, which tends to raise the rate because of the occasional

advantage that a few mutations do give the species in its evolution. The
former tendency is more effective because its process of selective elimina-

tion, by acting sooner and more constantly, is more apt to weed out the
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very individuals which contain the genes that caused the difference in

mutation rate in question. In consequence, we should expect most species

to have mutation rates rather below than above the optimal, although the

amount by which they were less than the optimal would depend in con-

siderable measure upon characteristics of their system of breeding, in-

cluding on the one hand the amount of division into small local popula-

tions, this favoring a higher rate, and on the other hand the amount of

dominance of mutant genes and the relative size of the X chromosome,

these factors favoring lower rates. Some artificial speeding up of the muta-

tion rate then might not in the end be a disadvantage to most species, and

in this sense mutation rate might in truth be to some extent a limiting

factor in evolutionary speed.

Present genetic knowledge shows the hereditary basis of every higher

organism to be exceedingly complex, the number of genes lying in the

thousands at least. But most individual genes are, in all probability, them-

selves very complex, and if our interpretation is correct they attained their

present state through a succession of numerous small mutations. Most of

these individual small mutations seem to have conferred only a very small

selective advantage and therefore took a considerable time to become

established in the species as a whole, over which they had to spread after

originating in a very few individuals. All this must have required an ex-

ceedingly great length of time, even when we take into consideration the

telescoping of the process allowed by the recombining of genes in sexual

reproduction. Making any plausible assumptions concerning the quanti-

tative aspects of these several facts, we find a period of time measured

in the hundreds of millions of years at any rate, a period far beyond that

allowed by geologists of Darwin's day.

Evolutionary Time

Modern physics and geology combined have come to the rescue of Dar-

winism, or, if you like, neo-Darwinism, by giving the great extension of

time needed.

As Knopf has explained in Chapter 1, the eon-glass found in the

running down of the radioactive elements to helium and lead can now be
read in an increasing number of cases without those grave errors which
marred its use at first. Even where the chief source-substance, uranium,

has been partly oxidized and washed away, another, actinium U, can
sometimes be used, provided its own end-substance, its characteristic lead

isotope, is isotopically identified. And for the determination of the end-
substances from the running down of uranium, not only its lead but also

helium, as Hurley has shown, can now be used where the mineral

magnetite is present, since unlike most other minerals which tend to lose

their helium and thus throw off the calculation, magnetite holds all the
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helium generated within it. Unfortunately it has been possible so far to

make only four accurate time readings of strata which can be placed pre-

cisely in the chart of geological succession by means of the usual geological

criteria, since the strata holding most of the radioactive deposits are not

geologically satisfactory for placement. But these four have been enough

to give good landmarks for the Late Paleocene, Early Permian (confirming

each other accurately from two places), and Late Cambrian—fairly
strategically spaced points, as it happens. With the working out even of

micro-methods along these lines ( which, though not so well checked, have

on the whole shown considerable consistency) and with the increasing

ease of conducting isotope determinations, it is to be expected that our

knowledge will be considerably more abundant and precise in the not too

distant future.

As it is, from the fact that the Late Cambrian shows an age of

460.000.

000 years, and that some other strata, though not placed geologi-

cally with any precision, are at least 2,000,000,000 years old, we see that

there has been as much time for the evolution of higher forms as anyone

had thought necessary, while there has been considerably more allowed

for the earlier parts of evolution. ( In fact, according to Arthur Holmes in

an article which appeared in Nature on January 25, 1947, there is good

evidence from radioactive deposits that the earth has existed for about

3.300.000.

000 years, ) All this agrees with the evidence from biochemistry

and physiology that even the bacteria have protoplasm about as compli-

cated as that of higher organisms, and that therefore a great many more
biochemical complications had to develop in the time between the origin

of the first genes and that of bacteria than in the whole time elapsing from

that stage to the present.

Even at its best, the radioactive clock can be expected to give us only a

relatively few definite landmarks, but other methods are being worked

out for the determination of shorter sequences, particularly through the

finding of ‘Varves” or annual markings. These allow us to count the years

in these deposits almost as in sections of tree trunks, and they are thus

helping to fill out our knowledge of the between-times, even though little

has yet been done along these lines as compared with estimates based

on the much more variable and uncertain measures afforded by thickness

of deposits.

Intctpretations of Observed Differences in Evolutionary Rates

Although a more nearly absolute time scale is thus being set up
gradually, most studies of evolutionary rates have been relative to the

thickness of strata or to one another, criteria which must be used with

caution. Moreover, as Simpson has pointed out, the paleontological rates,

necessarily dealing with morphological changes, are not necessarily pro-
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portional to genetic rates (see, for instance, the above strictures about

phenotypic facades ) . And the rate of morphological change within a given

line can vary quite differently from the rate of morphological splitting, in

other words from taxonomic diversification.

Nevertheless, despite all these limitations, it is quite evident that the

time-rate of change within individual lines and also the rate of diversifica-

tion of lines has for some large groups been exceedingly different during

some portions of geological history than during others; there have been

unquestionable spurts and bursts, and contrasted long periods of relative

stasis. There has been no convincing evidence for ascribing these

evolutionary accelerations, as a general principle, to such inanimate

factors as earth crustal movements or outpourings of radioactivity, except

in so far as the rearrangement of terrain may alter the conditions of

selection and of isolation. Despite the apparent suddenness of many of the

evolutionary events, the spatial as well as temporal imperfections of the

records have been so great as to make the interpretations of migration

and of lost intervals much more plausible than that of major coordinated

changes occurring in a really discontinuous fashion ( “quantum evolution” )

,

especially when the gradualness of the record in practically all cases

where the record itself has been continuous over a sufficient area is taken

into account.

Many examples of changes in rate of evolutionary progression as well

as in rate of diversification have been presented, especially by Chaney

and by Stebbins in plants, and by Romer, by Watson, and by Newell in

animals. Our attention has been called, for instance, to the burst, com-

bined with spurt, in land plant structure in the later Paleozoic, in

flower structure in the Cretaceous, followed by relatively very slow

development in both cases, to the burst of bivalves in the Ordovician with

their subsequent slowing down, to that of mammals in the Early Tertiary,

and to the vacillations in the rates of change of nautiloids and ammonoids,

not paralleling each other but with many intra-group parallels. Although

the details of the causal factors concerned are largely lost to our view

because of the difficulties in learning the minutiae of ecology and
physiology of extinct organisms, many of these bursts and spurts involve

the common feature that a new structural system (and/or a biochemical

one, but in any case one genetically conditioned) had recently arisen,

giving rise to a new mode of life that offered further opportunities of

living, in varied directions not open to these organisms before ( or at any
rate not open to nearly the same degree). This not only raised these

organisms above much of the previous competition but in some cases, as

in the land plants especially, even opened comparatively virgin fields

withih which selection, pursuing new courses, must have favored both
diversification and progression. Of course, if you ask what caused the new
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structural or other genetic complex to arise here in the first place, you
cannot give an exact answer, and the thing may even have been to a

certain extent indeterminate, but it is evident in various cases that the pre-

existing structures happened to come close enough to the new ones to

afford a basis for the development of the latter, as we should have

expected. This, however, is by no means the same as saying that there was

some principle of preadaptation, for evolution can take advantage only of

its inherent possibilities when it proceeds from step to step. It has already

been mentioned that, following the initial turning of a comer with its

immediately ensuing burst, there should be a slower and slower selective

approach towards new optima, as both the intra-organismal and more
especially the inter-organismal reciprocal adjustments will be very intricate,

with minor corners again occurring here and there. Thus too there is ever

and again the possibility of once more upsetting the main balance and

starting off anew.

Even in following a relatively complete story which has been sup-

posed to show practically steady progression, as in the case of the horses,

as Romer has pointed out, things are not usually very simple. So, for

example, though the growth of face length seems to have been practically

linear, the face-to-cranium and face-to-cheek-teeth ratios have gone

first down and then on the whole up, with branchings, while the tibia-to-

femur ratio has shown several reverses. Yet on the whole the longer and

most characteristic central line has undergone a development which is

not only fairly constantly oriented but which in this case, because of our

knowledge of the 'regularities” of vertebrate anatomy and ecology, is

very understandable. As Watson has pointed out, it represents an ob-

viously increasing adjustment to a herbivorous grass-eating life, at a time

of the spread of the grasses, in an animal profiting by the advantages of

increase in size while maintaining or increasing the cursorial ability forced

upon it by the presence of increasingly fast and formidable carnivores.

Here then, given the original structure and mode of life of the animal,

we need only grant it the plasticity in morphological proportions allowed

by general genetics to explain its major changes as a result of the

selection imposed by outer conditions.

The importance of the outer conditions, taken in relation to the

organism s own endowment, in bringing about evolutionary spurts and

bursts or, contrariwise, periods of relative stasis, was demonstrated by

Stebbins. What can be the meaning, for example, of the fact that in

typical temperate forests, throughout a great range of angiosperm types,

including both woody and herbaceous species, there has been practical

stagnation in their evolution since Miocene times, together with a similar

rate of extinction for both the woody and herbaceous forms, whereas in

the drier regions of the western Cordilleras with their newly diversified
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habitats and comparative isolation of localities, there are varied examples

of more recent change and diversification, more especially in the

herbaceous but also to some extent in the longer-lived forms? What can be

the meaning here except that the comparatively recent changes in en-

vironmental conditions, acting on what was originally the same collection

of material, led to the establishment of adaptations to those conditions

(including adaptations to the changes in other species that were also

occasioned by these conditions), whereas in the original environment

there was little or no selective pressure to alter the optima which had

already been attained?

On the other hand, in tropical forests, which have more local diversifica-

tions and barriers than typical temperate ones, there seem to be more

examples of comparatively recent changes. Especially instructive in

tropical forests, as showing the influence of outer selective conditions,

are the remarkable flower developments found in the epiphytes there.

Being able by reason of their partial parasitism to survive and flower in

a dark submerged habitat where insects are scarce, there is a premium

here on attracting and making the most of insects, and this must be far

more pronounced than in the ordinary habitats of flowering plants, where

insects are abundant. Surely the varied and remarkable flower fantasies

of the orchids have been a result of the selection pressure thus engendered

( whereas this in its turn is in part to be ascribed to the new mode of life

brought about by their genetically conditioned parasitism). Now in

a general sense these flower developments, though so diverse, have run

parallel to one another, from the point of view of function. One cannot

explain this result, however, by a tendency to vary in a given direction,

since the result is so polymorphic, and so one is led to interpret it as an

effect of outward selection pressure working in all the lines towards the

same end, although through means that are subject to accidental devia-

tions—unless indeed one would endow the germ plasm here with a very

versatile and knowing entelechy! Other striking evidences of a widely

operating activity of selection were the evolutionary changes in flora of

varied species attendant on the recession of glaciation and, in most recent

times, on the radical disturbances in nature s economy made by man.

In judging what organisms would be likely to evolve furthest in response

to changing outer conditions or to the changed conditions of life brought

about by some prior change of their own in a structural or physiological

complex. Stebbins has called attention to considerations recently put for-

ward by the Russian vertebrate embryologist Schmalhausen. The latter

has pointed out that, in a general way, the evolutionary rate may be ex-

pected to be higher for organisms standing higher in what he terms the

nutritive hierarchy. The lowest stage of this hierarchy consists, according

to Schmalhausen, of the organisms that are eaten but whose species
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survive primarily by reason of their very active growth and reproduction.

Second come those which passively protect themselves, third those which
try to escape, and finally the predators. Since most of this is inapplicable

to plant evolution, Stebbins would add that there is, similarly, a repro-

ductive hierarchy there, in which the lowest stage gets by through

sheer quantitative multiplication, the second engages in passive pro-

tection of its stages of dispersal, and the third achieves dispersal by having

these stages become attached to actively moving animals. These hierarchies,

if taken too literally, are of course oversimplifications, since one would
hardly put a predatory Stentor above an escapist horse, nor put a juniper,

with its edible berries, above some anemophilous hardwood tree. How-
ever, in so far as they are true to fact, they represent the well-known

principles that in the competition for holozoic nutrition there is a chance

for success in ever greater elaborations of mechanism working to gather

more elusive and/or resistant prey, while for non-holozoic organisms,

lacking contractile and nervous systems, there have been great ad-

vantages in the development of machinery to protect their dispersal stages

( especially under terrestrial conditions ) and to effect their transportation.

For these are among the major general problems for the two respective

groups of organisms, as any good elementary course in biology should

bring out.

Organisms standing in a more primitive position in one of these series

have failed to turn the major corners, i.e. to develop the major innovations

of their series, and, representing in the main an archaic type of organiza-

tion, find themselves now surrounded by a wealth of forms that have long

been diversified in innumerable minor ways, i.e. that have turned minor

corners. Hence there is usually not much room for their further evolution,

and they find themselves largely confined to their present niche. On the

other hand, some of those that have taken part in the great developments

and turned one major corner after another are not yet so effectively

hemmed in, and so there are more apt to be opportunities for their still

further development. In other words, “There's always more room at the

top”—for those already there, and so major steps as well as minor steps

of evolution are to be expected more often on the part of organisms which

have already advanced far than in those which have stayed behind. This

makes it appear as if the germ plasm of one line had been more progres-

sive than that of another on account of some inner urge; but differences

in fundamental genetic plasticity are not required, since an organism that

has through historical accident remained behind tends to find itself in a

selective rut. If, however, the competition of other forms is somehow
removed or lessened later, as by placing it in an isolated region of great

enough extent to allow active evolution, it may now be found taking ad-

vantage of this by adaptive radiation, as Lack has pointed out in the case of
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certain finches. On the other hand, even the achievement of major advances

often fails to protect an organism from getting into a rut of specialization,

and it is almost a truism to add that further evolution may be expected

mainly from those forms which have remained more functionally versatile.

It is evident that to get at rational specific interpretations of how or why
the major innovations which led to the great evolutionary spurts came

about, we must attempt to get more detailed knowledge of the organisms

concerned, as they existed in their ecological settings. Such ecological

knowledge is often very imperfect, as Newell has pointed out for the bi-

valves. Moreover, an understanding of why a given key structure or

system arose in one group rather than another may involve us in minutiae

of physiology, developmental mechanism, or biochemistry. Why was it, for

example, that tracheae arose at least twice independently among land

arthropods but nowhere else? Wherever there are parallelisms of evolu-

tion (and where are there not?) there is evidence of deterministic proc-

esses of some kind, and the causes involved represent actual problems to

be worked out, which are not to be solved by referring to inner urges.

On the other hand, as has been pointed out above, some unique turning

points may never be completely soluble because of the appearance of

practically non-recurrent mutations or, more likely, of practically non-

recurrent combinations of mutations that chanced somewhere to become
locally established. Naturally, however, science seeks to reduce the

postulation of such occurrences to a minimum, though not denying their

possibility. In the meantime, it would be presumptuous to try to attribute

evolutionary changes which we cannot at present explain, such as the ap-

parent “overdevelopment” of a certain character in numerous parallel

lines, followed by their extinction, to such mysterious processes as racial

senility, inwardly conditioned orthogenesis, or even developmental cor-

relation of a harmful character with a useful one (there being few cor-

relations which cannot be overcome when it is to the advantage of the

organism to do so). For we must bear in mind how very rudimentary our

knowledge usually is of the ecology and physiology of existing organisms,

not to speak of long extinct ones.

It may seem as though, in laying emphasis on the primary importance of

selective factors in evolution, we had gone back on our thesis that genetic

plasticity is itself a variable, through variations both in the mutation rate

itself and in all sorts of factors concerned in the system of breeding. These

factors do remain important. Thus, higher organisms which develop

exclusively asexual reproduction or which by too unmitigated inbreeding

or other limitations seriously curtail the advantages of sexual reproduc-

tion, although they sometimes do well for a while because of the ad-

vantage that their speedier and more convenient method of reproduction

gives them, are seldom destined to survive long geologically, except per-
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haps in the lowest groups, where further evolution at this late date would
seem to be least advantageous. The more evolving lines have been those

possessing the various characteristics (including that of division into small

local populations
)
necessary for optimal genetic plasticity. In most major

groups, and more particularly the higher ones, this combination of repro-

ductive features is in fact to be found, in some of the members at least,

even though there may be reproductively decadent side-branches; and it

has itself been maintained by a long-term natural selection. Granting this,

however, the questions whether and what evolution will occur in these

reproductively progressive groups, and at what rate, must be decided

mainly by selective factors, dependent upon the relation of the structure

of the organism to the opportunities afforded by its environment.

At the same time, we must recall that there remain certain rather

permanent features of the system of reproduction, widespread throughout

whole groups and not easily changed, which must have evolutionary

repercussions on these groups. The implications of some of these features,

such as the relative extent of haploid versus diploid phases, would bear

considerable discussion. Darlington, and later Stebbins, have elsewhere

considered some of these matters, but most of them would take us too far

afield to allow entering into them here. We will consider only one feature,

namely, the length of the generation, as this was mentioned several times

in this symposium, where the question was raised whether it is better to

measure evolutionary rate in terms of time itself or of number of genera-

tions.

Doubtless the answer to this question will vary with the purpose of the

measurement; but it is to be observed that the number of steps of re-

combination, of multiplication, and of selection all depend upon the

number of generations, and that these processes therefore tend to be

slowed, proportionately, by longer generations, other things being equal.

Of course they are not really equal, since, for one thing, survival and

reproduction tend to be more selective and less accidental for higher or-

ganisms, which tend to have longer generations, and that is probably true

more especially in higher forms of animals in which conditioned responses

of the nervous system may play an important role. As for mutation

frequency, if this were, as some students of the subject formerly thought,

proportional to absolute time, then the latter should be our index so far

as this factor is concerned. However, longer-lived organisms have prob-

ably been selected more effectively for a lower mutation rate than have

short-lived ones, and, if our recent results on flies could be extended to

other forms, there may also be a physiological mechanism which tends to

keep the mutation rate much more nearly constant per generation, when

the time is varied, tlian it would be according to a time-proportionality

rule, even in organisms of the same or related species. Fur&ermore, what
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limited data are available on mutation frequency from varied kinds of

organisms tend to confirm the inference that the frequency per genera-

tion is much more alike for species of widely different lengths of life

cycle than would be expected if a fixed time-proportionality rule applied.

All this is in keeping with Stebbins's observation that on the whole longer-

lived species tend to evolve more slowly than their shorter-lived relatives,

even though the speed would, according to our present considerations,

vary somewhat less than proportionately to the number of generations in

a given time. If, then, a situation were observed in which, on the contrary,

the evolution of related groups having widely different lengths of genera-

tion seemed to proceed at a similar time-rate, despite the difference in

length of life (as in some cases referred to by Stebbins), we would be

justified in suspecting that this rate was primarily a reflection of the rate

of change in outer conditions and that these furnished the limiting factor

in the evolutionary speed in these cases, rather than intrinsic features of

the organisms themselves.

On the Possibility of Forecasting Evolution

If the task of working out the causes of past changes is in many cases

such a difficult and uncertain one, how much more so must be that of

predicting future events in evolution? While in some cases it would seem

safe to extrapolate, orthogenetically, we must beware of the treacherous

comers and remember that they occur especially often when there are

sudden and profound changes in general conditions, such as have un-

doubtedly taken place par excellence in most recent times. Yet, while

preserving our caution about making predictions in our present state of

unreadiness, we must recognize that it is nevertheless one of the aims of

science in every line to get to the point where it can make predictions,

and that it must gradually arrive at both surer and more distant ones.

It has been noted above that the interference of man, even of primitive

man, has already resulted, unintentionally, in considerable changes, not

all of the nature of extinction, in our "wild” flora and fauna. To judge the

possibihties arising from a continuance of this interaction, we should

first take into account the relevant peculiarities of man himself. Haldane

has outlined some of these to us. Practically everyone will agree that the

most important, and the dominating, change distinguishing man s evolu-

tion has been the development of his brain power far beyond that of his

predecessors and of all other organisms, even though this may in turn have
been occasioned by the selection attendant upon certain other innovations,

such as an erect predatory life involving use of the hands for manipulation,

acting on a basis of organization already advanced in appropriate direc-

tions and furnishing an opportunity for further such development. It

should be recognized that this increase of brains reached a critical turning
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point when it became quantitatively and qualitatively adequate for allow-

ing the continued development of tradition, whereby the process of

learning by experience was enabled to unite the experiences of coexisting

individuals and extend over countless generations. Very recently we have

in a sense reached a further turning point with the development of mech-

anisms for the betterment and increase of tradition itself, mechanisms

which may be largely summed up in the word “science.” Thereby we are

clearly becoming the dominating influence throughout living nature. Here-

after our interference with the evolution of other organisms will not have

to be guided only by our immediate needs, unconscious of the long-range

effects, as it has in the main been until now, but can increasingly take

the latter into account in an ever more far-seeing way. It is to be expected,

therefore, that if we make use of our own potentialities, the job of

finding out what will happen to other organisms will not be only that of

determining how the by-products of our activities will chance to affect

them. It will ratlier be that of determining what we ourselves wish, on the

assumption that we will be able largely to carry our wishes into effect,

provided these wishes are in harmony with biological possibilities. In

other words, the world of plants and animals should be increasingly ours

to remold as we choose. Here, of course, the question of ethics, raised by
Haldane, cannot be ignored, but I submit that ethics itself cannot be

divorced from the biological realities which brought it forth and which

must continue to condition it.

But what of the further evolution of man himself? It seems unthinkable

that if man brought under his control the evolution of the major species

about him he would wish to leave his own nature to the play of un-

controlled forces. Particularly is this true since in his own case the de-

velopment of his tradition has resulted in certain peculiarities of his

system of breeding which, without his so intending it, are markedly

antagonistic to, or at the best grave hindrances to, such further biological

evolution as could be considered progressive under any reasonable

meaning of the term. For there are no longer any other, non-human, species

offering serious competition, to whet the knife of such selection as still

operates on mankind. Neither is he himself divided into separate species

which could give play, among them, for a trial and error process, with

reserve types to fall back upon in case of evolutionary errors. And within

his own single species he is now rapidly approaching the condition of one

immense panmictic population, which will be practically devoid of those

numerous semi-isolated local groups that were previously so important

in his evolutionary progression, particularly in regard to the selection of

those invaluable characters which favored intra-group cooperation. The
selective forces which do remain, moreover, must be to a considerable

extent different in their direction from those which brought these char-
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acters to their present point, and they are evidently weaker, if not in some

respects even reversed, in regard to their former action of putting a

premium on greater intelligence. That is, most signs indicate strongly that

one effect of modern civilization is to bring about a higher rate of multipli-

cation on the part of those with lower intelligence, no matter whether that

lower intelligence is chiefly of environmental or of genetic origin, and

there is evidence that this phenomenon exists in the U.S.S.R. just as in the

other major industrialized countries. Despite these unfavorable tendencies,

however, mankind has so far shown marked resistance to having his repro-

ductive behavior modified further, or guided in any way.

Reproducing as a single panmictic species, man has, so to speak, thrown

all his eggs into one basket. Unquestionably dominant though he now is,

this is a risk in which the chances would be all against him, since only a

very small proportion of evolutionary twigs can ever be expected to form

the indefinitely continuing lines. Despite natural selection within the lines,

there is too much likelihood of failure for any single one. Therefore the

only chance of avoiding ultimate decline must eventually be the fore-

seeing of the biological pitfalls, and the exercising of some form of con-

scious guidance over his processes of multiplication. This would certainly

involve a very great amount of genetic and evolutionary knowledge in-

deed. Yet I am not pessimistic enough to think that humanity will in the

end balk at the application of such knowledge, when the realization of it

has become sufficiently widespread. And when such knowledge has once

been put to use for the prevention of degeneration, the next step, that of

applying it so as to bring about actual progression, would surely be on the

way also. It is true that here again we would come into questions of

ethics and of social science in general, but these cannot be disengaged

from the biological factors which largely underlie them. Such “biological

engineering” is no doubt in its major features far distant; it is one of the

highest activities in which an organism can conceivably engage. But we
have at least made a significant beginning in our very recognition of the

existence of natural biological evolution and of the kinds of factors whereby
it operates. It is also possible at this stage to see clearly one thing regard-

ing the goals thereby to be achieved; that is, that whatever else happens

we must strive for an increase in intelligence and in those characteristics

which help intelligence to operate for the benefit of the species as a whole.

It may seem absurd to be optimistic about these distant possibilities

just when we are at our most critical moment of indecision, standing at

such a portentous parting of the ways in regard to our physical control of

the environment. We do not know whether higher life on earth is about to

be destroyed, or to be empowered to spread to other regions of the cosmos.

It is Only on the assumption that we shall successfully surmount the

dilemma of having discovered means of using overwhelming violence for
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which our social structure is not yet ready that we can talk about further

developments for our species at all. But if we do survive this dramatic

episode, there will remain for us our own inherent biological problem,

of a nature no less grave, though infinitely slower in its coming on. Even
greater potencies of injury or benefit will depend on our treatment of

this problem than on that of our immediate socio-physical problem. For

we now see that there is no inexorable law of evolution, after all, which

spells “onward and upward forever,” and that despite the fact that the

highest species have the best chance of going further still, there is no

necessity that any given species do so, and nothing can take the place of

the multitudinous trials and errors of nature except the most consummate

intelligence. Yet, theoretically at least, this can. And conceivably we may
gain such intelligence. If, then, we wish evolution to proceed in ways that

we consider progressive, we ourselves must become the agents that make it

do so. And all our studies of evolution must finally converge in that

direction.
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acarpy. Lack of carpels in inferior ovary, also lack of fruit.

aceratheres. A group of extinct (Oligocene to Pliocene), hornless. Old World rhinoc-
eroses.

achene. A small, dry and hard one-seeded fruit which remains closed at maturity,

achondroplasia. In man, a hereditary developmental defect resulting in dwarfs with
abnormally short limbs and with trunk and head disproportionately large. (The
statement by Wood in this volume that the amynodont rhinoceros skull “tends
toward achondroplasia” presumably does not imply equivalence with the path-
ological human condition and may refer to normal increase in relative size of the
head of these animals.

)

Actinopterygii. The great group (commonly ranked as a subclass), that includes all

the true, bony fishes except the Crossopterygii and Dipnoi
(
q.v. )

.

adaptation. Correlation, in a way useful to the organism, between structure, function,

and environment. Also, the progressive changes bringing about increase in such
relationships in organisms.

adaptive peaks. A figurative representation (especially in work by Sewall Wright) of

an organism-environment situation such that the top of the peak represents the

highest possible degree of adaptation, and change downhill from this point repre-

sents lessened adaptation.

adaptive radiation. The spreading or phyletic ramification of a group of animals from
a common ancestral type into divergent descendent types, each with distinct and
characteristic adaptive status and ecological relationships,

adaptive zone. A figurative representation of organism-environment situations such

that a zone represents a given type of adaptation, broader or narrower as the

structural and functional relationships involved are few and loose or many and
rigid. A zone may be pictured as including subzones each with a particular sort of

adaptation as a variant of or in addition to the adaptation common to the whole
zone.

Adelospondyli. Another name for the Microsauria (q.v.).

agglutination. The aggregation of cells, or other particulate material into groups. When
an antigen is present at the surface of cells or particles, they may be agglutinated

by the specific antibody.

allele. Any of the alternate expressions (states) of a gene.

allometric. Referring to the relative growth of two parts of an organism such that their

proportions may change but the ratio of their growth rates (as percentage in-

creases) remains approximately constant. Specifically, growth patterns of two
variables x and such that tj = bx^ where h and a are constants. (Or, y = bx^.)

allopatric speciation. Speciation during spatial isolation or segregation,

allopolyploid. A polyploid (q.v.) having one or more of its chromosome sets derived

from a distant or unrelated strain or different species, and with chromosome asso-

ciation at meiosis often largelv or entirely between homologous chromosomes of

like origin; hence a trinloid allopolyploid tends to form n bivalents + n' univa-

lents, certain tetraploid allopolyploids tend to form n + n' bivalents, etc.

alveolus. The socket in a bone into which is inserted the root of a tooth and its sur-

rounding soft tissues.

ammonites. A large, extinct group of molluscs related to the living chambered nautilus.

They are generally distinguishable by the fact that the sutures (lines of attach-

ment of the chamber partitions to the outer shell) are complex and angular where-

as they are straight or simply curved in the nautilus and its relatives (nautiloids).

amniote egg. An egg in which the developing embryo is surrounded by a thin double

membrane, the amnion, characteristic of the reptiles and their derivatives, the

birds and mammals.
amorph. A gene that fails to produce the effect of its wild type allele,

amynodonts. A group of extinct (Late Eocene to Early Miocene), hornless, hippo-

potamus-like, probably amphibious, North American and Eurasian rhinoceroses.
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anamestic. Term applied ( by Westoll ) to small, highly variable bones ( specifically in

fish skulls) which seem to arise in a haphazard manner in individual ontogeny
and to fill in space left between larger, more constant, topographically fixed bones,

aneuploid. With a chromosome number which is not a multiple of the haploid number;
the opposite of euploid.

angiosperms. The class of flowering plants having seeds enclosed in carpels or ovary,

antheres. The pollen bearing parts of the stamens,

anthesis. The time of opening of a flower.

anthracosaurs. Members of a small family of Paleozoic ( Carboniferous
)
primitive am-

phibians ( labyrinthodonts, q.v.).

antigen. A substance, usually protein, but sometimes polysaccharide or lipopolysaccha-

ride, which is capable of evoking the formation of antibodies in the animal organ-

ism, which can be collected in the blood serum and which will react specifically

with the antigen.

antimorph. A gene that produces the opposite effect of wild type,

apomict. A plant which produces viable seed without fertilization.

Archegoniatae. Group designation embracing bryophytes and pteridophytes and char-

acterized by flask-shaped female sexual organ ( archegonium )

.

archegonium. Female sexual organ of bryophytes, pteridophytes, and some gymno-
sperms, typically flask-shaped with egg cell in venter ( bulblike base ) surrounded

by sterile multicellular outer wall and with prolonged narrow neck,

archosaurian reptiles. Members of a large group (usually taken as a subclass) of rep-

tiles characterized in part bv having two openings and two bonv arches in the

posterior part of the skull. The group is mainly extinct and includes pterodactyls

and dinosaurs, but also includes the crocodiles and the ancestors of the birds.

Arthrodira. A group of placoderms (q.v.), abundant in the Devonian, with heavily

armored heads which are movably jointed to similar armor covering the anterior

part of the body,

assortative mating. The mating within a population of individuals of similar pheno-
type or any other form of nonrandom mating,

astrapotheres. A group of extinct (Eocene to Miocene), tusked, herbivorous, ungulate

mammals, confined to South America,

autopolyploid. A polyploid originating by a doubling of a chromosome set.

autosomes. Chromosomes ordinarily existing in identical numbers in both male and
female of species having heterogametic modes of sex determination; i.e. not X-
or Y-chromosomes ( q.v. )

.

awn. A slender bristle at the end or back of an organ, usually on the principal flower-

ing bract of grasses.

back-cross. A mating between a first generation hybrid ( “Fi” ) with one of the parental

tvpes.

baluchitheres. A group of extinct (Late Eocene to Earlv Miocene), hornless, Asiatic

rhinoceroses which attained enormous size and include the largest known land

mammals.
basalt. An igneous rock composed essentially of gray feldspars and dark minerals,

in fine grains of uneven size.

bauriamorphs. A group of advanced, Triassic, South African mammal-like reptiles,

paralleling the cynodonts (q.v,).

belemnites. A group of extinct Mesozoic molluscs closely related to the squids and
resembling them, but with the internal shell more complete,

bennettitalean. Of or pertaining to Bennettitales (Cycadeoidales), an extinct Mesozoic

group of gymnosperms.
biogenetic law. The so-called 'law” of recapitulation (q.v. ).

biotype. All individuals of the same genetic constitution,

brachiopods. A very large group of marine invertebrates, often classed as a distinct

phyfum, abundant in the fossil record since the Cambrian and now surviving in

diminished numbers. The animal is enclosed in two shells or valves which differ
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from each other and in which (with rare exceptions) each valve is bilaterally

symmetrical.

brachyodont. Referring to teeth, low-crowned.
brachyopids. Members of a widespread Old World family of Triassic amphibians ( late

labyrinthodonts, q.v.).

bradytelic. Of evolution, proceeding at rates so slow as to simulate cessation of evolu-
tion or casual and slight fluctuation about a norm; rates below any of those shown
in the inferred usual distribution of rates for the group in question. ( See horotelic.

)

Bryophytes. Moss-like plants, true mosses and liverworts.

buffer. Subsidiary genes that help to integrate a gene into a harmonious gene complex,
bunodont. Referring to teeth, with distinct cusps, not or not fully merged into crests

or developed into crescents.

callus. The hardened, pointed base of the flowering bract and fruit of certain grasses,

camassial teeth. Teeth adapted to shearing or scissor-like cutting, especially of flesh,

carpel. In flowering plants technically equivalent to megasporophyll of lower vascular
plants and comparable to a leaf; either developed as a simple pistil or element of

compound pistil; bearing ovules.

caytonialean. Of or pertaining to tlie Caytoniales, an extinct Mesozoic group of gym-
nosperms.

centromere. A chromosomal region or organelle attaching the chromosome to the

spindle at mitosis; a synonym for kinetochore or spindle attachment body.
cephalaspids. An extinct group of ancient ( Silurian and Devonian ) fish-like but jawless

vertebrates, remote allies of the living lampreys, with flattened, armored heads,

ceratopsians. A group of quadrupedal Cretaceous dinosaurs with posterior skull bones
forming a frill over the neck and usually with horns,

chaparral. A dense plant formation of hard-leaved evergreen .shrubs,

chelonians. Members of the reptilian order Chelonia, the turtles and their allies,

chromatin. An ambiguous term originally denoting nuclear or chromosomal constitu-

ents which stain intensely with basic dyes, thus contrasting with other weakly
basophilic nuclear and chromosomal constituents. By tacit understanding today,

“chromatin” is often more explicitly employed to designate chromosomal materials

rich in desoxyribonucleoprotein.

chromosome limb (or arm). The entire portion of a chromosome lying to one or the

other side of the centromere. Most chromosomes have a single interstitial centro-

mere, and accordingly possess two limbs.

cingulum. On teeth, a ridge or shelf, generally basal in position, along some part of

the tooth borders.

clone. All the individuals derived by asexual reproduction from a single sexually pro-

duced individual.

coelacanths. Members of an ancient (Devonian to Cretaceous as fossils and with one

Recent species) group of true or bony fishes, belonging to the Crossopterygii

(q.v.), allies of the lungfishes and near the ancestry of the amphibians,

coriaceous. Leathery in texture,

corm. The broadened, bulb-like fleshy base of a stem from which the new growth starts

in spring, as in a gladiolus.

cormophyte. Plant differentiated into axis and foliage, as all vascular plants,

cosmine. A hard, enamel-like substance in the outer parts of scales and dermal bones

of certain fish (especially Crossopterygii, q.v.), with numerous canals or pulp

cavities, in distinction from the denser but otherwise similar ganoine of ganoid

fish scales.

cricetine rodent, A member of the Cricetidae or Cricetinae, a very large group of rat-

and mouse-like rodents, including the field mice and native rats of the New
World, along with some Old World forms, but excluding the house mouse, house

rats, and their Old World allies.

crossing-over. Ordinarily an exchange at meiosis of homologous genes between two

homologous groups of linked genes (or chromosomes).
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Crossopterygii. A large group of true fishes, Devonian to Recent ( only one known liv-

ing species), including among oAers the osteolepids and coelacanths (q.v.), the

early members ancestral to ainpmbians and related to lungfishes.

cryptic species. See sibling species.

cycloid. In reference to fish scales, rounded in shape and broadly overlapping, like

shingles.

cynodonts. A group of advanced mammal-like reptiles, Permian to Triassic, known
mainly in South Africa (but also South America).

cytogenetics. That branch of genetics ( and of cytology ) that studies the structures of

the cell, in particular the chromosomes that are involved in inheritance, and

analyzes the effect these structures have on the modes of inheritance.

Deinocephalia or Dinocephalia. A group of relatively primitive, Permian, Old World
mammal-like reptiles.

diabase. An igneous rock essentially similar to basalt (q.v.) in composition but with

a *‘meshwork” or felted texture.

diapause. A temporary interruption of growth in the embryo or larva of insects, usually

during hibernation or aestivation.

dicotyledon. A member of that subclass of angiosperms having usually two cotyledons

(seed leaves), vascular tissue in a hollow cylinder of a single ring of bundles, and

netted veined leaves.

dictyostele. A type of vascular (woody) cylinder in the stem, net-like in structure.

diphycereal. In fishes, referring to a type of tail in which the tapering end of the body
and its vertebral column run straight to the end, with fins symmetrically de-

veloped above and below this.

diploid. Having a double set of chromosomes, as is characteristic for most cells derived

from a fertilized egg cell.

Dipnoi. The lungfishes.

dolerite. A general term for dark colored to black igneous rocks containing some feld-

spar and with the grains of fairly even size and large enough to be distinguished

with the naked eye.

DoUo’s Law. See irreversibility.

dominant. A genetically controlled character that is expressed in the phenotype,

whether the gene producing it is in the heterozygous or the^ homozygous state.

dosage. In genetics the quantity of a given gene in a zygote.

dosage compensation. The effect produced by modifying genes that compensate for

the difference between the dosage of major sex-linked genes present in male and
female.

double dose. The presence of two identical alleles in the germ plasm.

Downtonian, In Europe, a stage transitional from Silurian to Devonian and assigned

by students sometimes to the latest Silurian and sometimes to the earliest Devonian.

echinoids. The sea urchins and their close allies.

ecotype. A term used in botany for ecological races or for subspecies that owe their

most conspicuous characters to the selective effects of local environments. Many
plant species have pronounced ecotypes on the sea coast, on sandy soils, in the

mountains, or in other localities characterized by special climatic or edaphic

conditions.

edaphic. Affected by properties of the soil rather than by other extrinsic factors.

Edentata. An order of mammals including the armadillos, true anteaters, sloths, and
allied extinct groups.

effective population size. The total number of individuals of an interbreeding local

population which contribute genes to the next generation, in other words, which
are the parents of the next generation.

elasmobianchs. A subclass of fish-like vertebrates including the sharks and their allies.

elasmotherine. Referring to a group of extinct. Old World rhinoceroses in which the
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teeth became extremely high-crowned and one large horn boss developed on the
forehead. ^

embolomerous. Referring to vertebrae of certain primitive amphibians, in which each
vertebral segment consists of two circular, nearly equal discs surrounding the
notochord.

embiyo sac. Female gametophyte in flowering plants; a large thin-walled cell in nucel-
lus of ovule, in which egg and eventually embryo are formed,

endocranium. The internal part of the skull around the brain and associated sensory
organs, formed by cartilage or by bone. In this sense, essentially = neural cra-

nium
(
q.v. )

.
( So used by Westoll in this book, following good precedent. The term

is, however, more commonly used for the internal surface of the brain cavity or

for the membranes lining this.

)

entelechy. The nonmechanical agency held responsible by vitalists for the phenomena
of life and growth.

environmental niches. Local and narrowly defined ecological situations having specific

requirements with respect to adaptation
(
q.v. )

.

enzyme. Protein catalyst produced by living organisms, typically consisting of a pro-

tein part (apoenzyme) which confers specificity and a non-protein part (coen-

zyme ) which is required for action.

epeirogenic. In geology, referring to broad, mainly vertical, movements of the earth’s

crust, such as those lowering regions on continents and causing their invasion by
shallow epeiric seas.

epharmonic. Perfectly adapted to environment; adaptive.

epigenesis. The theory that individual development consists not of expansion of struc-

ture performed in the egg but of the entirely new creation of individual struc-

ture, guided more or less rigidly by an inherited developmental system or series

of determinants. Also, the process of development in this way.

epigenotype. The set of organizers and organizing relations to which a certain piece

of tissue (or organism) will be subject during development. (The appearance of

a particular organ [or organism] is the product of the genotype and the epigeno-

type, reacting with the external environment.)

epiphysis. A terminal part or process of a bone that ossifies separately and usually later

fuses with the main body of the bone. ( General only in mammals, for instance at

the articular faces of the vertebrae or the ends of the long bones of the limbs.

)

epiphytes. Plants growing upon other plants without being parasitic,

equids. Horses in the broadest sense, members of the horse family, Equidae.

euchromatin. Regions of chromosomes or whole chromosomes are said to be composed
of euchromatin when they undergo the customary alternations of coiling, con-

densation, and basophily in a mitotic cycle more or less simultaneously with the

other chromosomes of a set; euchromatin stands in contrast to heterochromatin

(q.v.).

euploid. A chromosome number which is an exact multiple of the haploid number,

explosive evolution. Relatively rapid splitting of a group into numerous different lines

of descent within a period of time geologically short (but which may, neverthe-

less, run into some millions of years).

Fissipedia ( or Fissipeda ) . A suborder of progressive, terrestrial, mammalian carnivores,

including all the nonaquatic, living Carnivora,

fitness. In terms of natural selection, fitness is sometimes defined by the number of

offspring an individual leaves as compared with individuals of different genetic

constitution or as compared with the average for the population of which it is a

member.
fusion. The more or less permanent union of unrelated chromosome arms or fragments

following breakage by natural or artificial means. The term is often used more

explicitly to indicate the joining, generally by an unknown process, of two rod-

shaped chromosomes to give a V-shaped chromosome.
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galactozymase. Enzyme system required for the fermentation of (production of carbon

dioxide from) the sugar galactose.

gametophyte. The gamete (egg and sperm) bearing generation of higher plants,

usually haploid in chromosome nuniber.

gene frequency. The percentage of a given gene in a population,

genetic cirift. Genetic changes in populations due to random fixation ( “Sewall Wright
effect” )

.

genome. The sum total of genetic material in the chromosomes of a zygote,

genotype. In genetics, the genetic constitution of an organism. In taxonomy, the type

species of a genus.

geochronology. The study of time in relationship to the history of the earth, or a sys-

tem of dating developed for this purpose. Absolute geochronology involves dating

of geological events in years. Relative geochronology involves the system of suc-

cessive eras, periods, and epochs used in geology and paleontology,

gephyrocercal. In fishes, referring to a tapering tail, symmetrical above and below, and
so resembling the diphycercal (q.v.) tail, but generally with upper and lower fins

confluent around the end of the vertebral column and secondarily derived from
some other type of tail, such as the heterocercal

(
q.v. )

.

Gestalt morphology. Proposed in 1937 by Agnes Arber for modem school of plant

morphology (W. Troll) which aims to determine principal stmctural types of

main organs or whole plants irrespective of their taxonomic relationships and wide
range of individual variants.

gnetalean. Of or pertaining to Gnetales, the highest gfoup of gymnosperms with many
angiosperm characteristics.

Gymnophiona. An order of limbless, worm-like, burrowing, tropical amphibians. ( Also

called Apoda.)

haemophilia ( hemophilia ) . A heritable defect in which blood does not clot under con-

ditions in which clotting is normal.

haploid. Having only a single set of chromosomes, hence having the basic chromosome
number for the species. Gametes are usually haploid; somatic cells, ordinarily

diploid.

heterocercal tail. In fishes and fish-like vertebrates, a tail in which the vertebral axis at

the end of the body bends upward and tapers to a point, while a fin is asym-
metrically developed below this.

heterochromatin. Regions of chromosomes or whole chromosomes are said to be com-
posed of heterochromatin, rather than of euchromatin

(
q.v. ) ,

when their alterna-

tions in coiling, condensation and basophily in a mitotic cycle either take a differ-

ent course from the majority of chromosomes, or are wholly dissynchronous with

respect to them.

heterogametic. The sex which is heterozygous for the sex chromosomes,

heterogonic. Referring to relative growth, same as allometric.

heterosporous. Producing two distinct kinds of spores,

heterozygote. An individual with unlike alleles of one or several genes,

heterozygous. Having different alleles at one locus.

holostean fishes. Members of a large group of relatively primitive bony fishes, especially

characteristic of the Mesozoic but also including the living bowfin ( Amte )

.

holostylic. Referring to a type of jaw suspension in vertebrates in which the cartilagi-

nous element (
palatoquadrate ) of the upper jaw is fused to the cranium and the

lower jaw articulates directly with the cranium,

holozoic nutrition. With the mode of nutrition characteristic for an animal,

homeosis (or homoeosis). The assumption, by one member of a series of structures in

an individual organism, of a form usually characteristic of another member of the

same series.

homepstatic system. A developmental process or regional control involved in modifica-

tion or differentiation of a series of generally similar structures in an individual

organism.
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homoiothermy ( or homeothermy ) . Maintenance by an animal of more or less constant

body temperature by physiological mechanisms independent of or resistant to en-
vironmental temperatures. Contrasted with poikilothermy (see poikilothermic).

homology. Essential similarity between structures in difFerent groups of organisms, in-

terpreted as due to inheritance of these structures from a common ancestry. An
alternative usage bases homology on similarities of position, development, etc.,

without implication as to common ancestry,

homoplastic. Similarly adapted through parallel but independent evolution,

homosporous. Having the asexual spores all alike, as in most ferns,

homozygous. Having like alleles at one or more specified loci.

horizon. In stratigraphy, an exact plane or limited zone in sedimentary rocks defined

essentially as representing a point (or span of imperceptible duration) in time.

Definition is commonly by names of fossils diagnostic of the time in question,

horotelic. Referring to rates of evolution included in the distribution of rates usual in a

given group for lines evolving normally and over considerable periods of time.

Contrasted with tachytelic rates during short, exceptional fast evolutionary shifts

or spurts, and bradytelic rates in lines evolving unusually slowly or showing
virtual cessation of progressive change.

hybrid flock or hybrid swarm. A local population consisting largely or entirely of hy-

brids between two species.

hypomorph. A gene that produces a smaller effect than its wild type allele.

h}^sodont. Referring to teeth, high-crowned.

ichthyosaur. Any member of a large order of extinct Mesozoic ( Triassic to Cretaceous

)

reptiles, completely aquatic and shark-like in body form,

immigration coefficient. A term in population genetics denoting the percentage within

a population of those individuals which have become members of the population

by immigration.

inflorescence. The flowering part of a plant and in particular its mode of arrangement,

intersex. An individual showing characters intermediate between those of male and
female. This intermediacy may affect either the sex organs or other morphological

differences between the two sexes.

inversion. Reversal of the linear order in a segment of a linkage group or chromosome;
e.g. the c~e interval in abedcfg is inverted with respect to the original sequence

ahcdefg,

inversion, paracentric. An inversion that does not include the centromere, hence an

inversion restricted to one limb of a chromosome,

inversion, pericentric. An inversion that includes the cetromere within the inverted

segment, and thus involves both limbs of a chromosome,

irreversibility. Of evolution, the principle or belief that an evolving group of organisms

( or a part of an organism ) does not return to an ancestral condition. Also known
as ‘‘Dollo's Law.''

isoalleles. Alleles which, although they are not identical, produce such slight pheno-

typical differences that special techniques are required to reveal them,

isolate. An isolated population or group of populations.

isolating mechanism. Any intrinsic factor diat inhibits interbreeding between two
populations (mostly species).

isopods. A group of mostly terrestrial crustaceans including the so-called wood lice

or sow bugs.

isotopic. Relating to isotopes, which*are elements of identical chemical properties but

difEerent atomic weights.

kaiyogenetic. Heritable, not subjected to direct environmental Influences.

Keweenawan. A series of rocks, mainly of late pre-Cambrian age, in the Great Lakes

region. Also, the time when these rocks were formed.
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labyrinthodonts. Members of a large group of extinct amphibians, including most of

the Paleozoic forms (also occurring in the Triassic), defined mainly as primitive
amphibians in which the vertebrae ossified from blocks or arches ot cartilage,

lateral Ime system (or organs). In primitive aquatic vertebrates, a series of canals or

pores along the sides of the body and on the skull, lodging special sense organs,

sensitive to movement, pressure, or vibrations in the surrounding water,

latero-sensory canals. Canals within or on the superficial (dermal) skull bones of

primitive aquatic vertebrates, lodging tlie anterior part of the lateral line system
(q.v.).

least squares. In statistics, a method of fitting a line to a graphic series of observations

in such a way as to make the squares of their distances from that line minimal,
lemma. The principal flowering bract or scale of grasses, which encloses the fruit at

maturity.

lethal, A gene or genotype that produces the death of its bearer.

lethal, homozygous. A gene, or genetic condition, wliich in homozygous condition

produces the death of its bearer.

limulids. King or horseshoe crabs. Members of an ancient family of crab-like animals,

more nearly related to the spiders (Arachnida) than to the crabs (Crustacea).

Limulus is the typical hving genus.

lingulids. Members of an ancient family of brachiopods (q.v.) with simple shells.

Lingula is tlie typical living genus.

linkage. The tendency of several distinct genes or loci to be inherited together due to

residence in the same chromosome,
locus. The position of a gene on a chromosome.
lodicules. Small organs at the base of tlie grass flower, probably reduced petals,

lophs. On teeth, especially of mammals, elongated crests in tlie enamel pattern,

loxommids. Members of a family of Paleozoic (Carboniferous) European and North
American primitive amphibians (labyrinthodonts, q.v.).

M. Symbol for a molar tooth in mammals. M* is the second upper molar, Ma tlie third

lower molar, etc.

macroevolution. Evolution of higher categories than that of local differentiation in in-

terbreeding populations; origin of species, genera, etc. The term is used particu-

larly by Goldschmidt, in whose woric it reflects his belief that such units arise by
saltation, by a process supposedly distinct from the “microevolution” studied by
experimentalists in interbreeding groups,

maltase. Enzyme which hydrolyzes the sugar maltose into its glucose components,

mass spect^raph. A device for separating elements of identical chemical properties

but diflSrent atomic weights (isotopes, see isotopic),

meiosis. Two consecutive modified mitotic divisions, characterized by pairing and
segregation of homologous chromosomes, and consequently ordinarily resulting

in cells or gametes having haploid or reduced sets of chromosomes,

meristem. Formative (embryonic) tissue capable of giving rise to permanent (differen-

tiated ) tissues; either primary at growing points ( tips of roots and stems ) or sec-

ondary found in thin layers in assoc^tion with permanent tissues,

mesophyte. A plant adapted to intermediate conditions of moisture,

metaphase. The stage or mitosis at which the chromosomes lie in the equatorial plane

of the spindle prior to their disjunction and movement to the spindle poles,

metapodial. In land vertebrates, the long foot bones between the toes and the wrist or

ankle. The metapodials of the forefoot (or hand) are metacarpals and those of the

hindfoot are metatarsals,

metatarsal. See metapodial.

Microsauria. A group of relatively rare, small, long-bodied, rather salamander-like

extinct amphibians from the Late Paleozoic ( Mississippian to Permian),

modifier. A gene which affects the action or expression of a gene at a different locus;

such modifying genes often have no other known effects,

monocotyledon. A member of that subclass of angiosperms having one cotyledon,

vascular tissue in scattered bundles, and usually parallel veined leaves.
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monophagous. An animal that feeds on a single type of food ( host plant or species of

prey;.

monotypic. A taxonomic category which contains only a single unit of the next-lower
category, e.g. a monotypic genus contains only a single species,

multifactorial. Controlled by several gene loci,

mutant. The bearer of a mutation.

natural selection. The natural process favoring “the survival of the fittest"* and the
elimination of less adapted genotypes.

negative eugenics. Improvement of the genetic make-up of a population by prevention
of reproduction in individuals with undesirable heritable characteristics.

Neo-Darwinian. A somewhat equivocal term which until recently was applied par-
ticularly to the school of Weismann in antithesis to the Neo-Lamarckians. Many
recent students, including some of the contributors to this volume, call the recent
synthesis of (mainly) mutationist and selectionist evolutionary theory “Neo-
Darwinian,** although it diflFers radically from Darvvinism or from Weismannian
Neo-Darwinism.

Nco-Lamarckism. The theory that evolutionary change is directly caused by the influ-

ence of the environment on tlie organism and the reaction of the organism to the

environment. ( This theory differs radically from Lamarckism, strictly speaking.

)

neotenic. Characterized by prolongation of juvenile or larval stages of development.
Applied especially to amphibians (such as the living axolotl) that do not meta-
morphose but breed in the larval form.

neural cranium. The part of the vertebrate skull that is laid down as cartilage in the

embryo and that surrounds the brain and closely associated sensory organs,

neuromast. A cluster of sensory cells, with connecting nerve fibers and surrounding sup-

porting cells, constituting a unit sensory organ in the lateral line system (q.v.).

nominate subspecies. The first named subspecies of a species which therefore gives its

name to the species.

obligatory hermaphrodite. A self-fertilizing individual with both male and female

sexual organs.

Occam's razor. In logic and scientific methodology, the principle that “entities are not

to be multiplied without need,** or that the simplest sufficient hypothesis is to be
preferred, even though others are possible,

occlusal surfaces. On teeth, the surfaces of upper or lower teeth that come into contact

with opposing surfaces, lower or upper, when the jaws are closed,

ontogeny. Development of the organism throughout its individual existence,

oogamy. Sexual reproduction by means of a large type of gamete, the egg, and a small

type, the sperm.

oreodonts. Extinct mammals confined to North America and common there during most

of the Tertiary, forming an independent group of even-toed hoofed mammals
with adaptive similarities to both pigs and ruminants,

orthogenesis. Evolution continuously in a single direction over a considerable length of

time. Usages differ greatly, but the term usually carries the implication that the

direction is determined by some factor internal to the organism or, at least, is not

determined by natural selection.

orthoselective. Pertaining to natural selection acting continuously in the same direction

over long periods, a phenomenon often called orthoselection. (Compare “ortho-

genesis.” )

osteolepids. Members of a family of extinct. Paleozoic (Devonian to Permian), true or

bony fishes belonging to the Crossopterygii (q.v.), allies of the lungfishes and

near the ancestry of the amphibians.

palaeoniscids. A Pennsylvanian to Jurassic family of true fishes, typical of the palaeonis-

coids (q.v.).

palaeoniscoids. A large group of early (mainly Paleozoic, some in the Jurassic) very
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primitive Actinopterygii (q.v.), forerunners of and broadly ancestral to most of

the abundant groups of higher bony fishes.

palaeotheres. Extinct, Early Tertiary relatives of the horses, which evolved independ-
endy in Eurasia while the main early horse line was evolving in North America,

palea. The iimer flowering scale of grasses.

paloplotheres. Extinct, Early Tertiary, European relatives of the horses, allied to the

palaeotheres
( q.v. ) and usually included in that group. In particular, members of

the genus Plagiolophus Pomel, 1847 ( = Paloplotherium Owen, 1848 )

.

panmixia. Random interbreeding among the members of a species,

pappus. A series of hairy, scaly, or ho^-like appendages on fruits of members of the

family Compositae.

pegmatite. A coarse-grained rock, occurring only in dikes or veins cutting across other

rocks, with a great variety of mineral constituents but usually mainly composed of

quartz, feldspar, and mica.

Pelycosauria. The most primitive order of mammal-like reptiles, Pennsylvanian to Early

Triassic, especially characteristic of the North American Permian but also known
in the Old World.

penetrance. The frequency with which a gene manifests itself in the phenotype; most
genes have a 100 per cent penetrance, other genes, though dominant, have only

low penetrance.

perianth. The outer envelope of the flower either undifferentiated or consisting of calyx

and corolla.

phenotype. Observable appearance of an organism due to the interaction between the

genotype and environment.

phosphatase. An organic catalyst (enzyme) involved in the utilization of phosphates

in animals.

phyletic evolution. Evolution within a phyletic series (q.v.). More particularly, evolu-

tion occurring within a broad phyletic series, or group of such lines, at moderate
rates, without marked change of adaptive type,

phyletic series. A line of ancestors and descendants. ( Compare “phylogeny.**

)

phylogeny. The line, or lines, of direct descent in a given group of organisms. Also, the

study or the history of such relationships.

placoderms. A heterogeneous assemblage of ancient (Silurian to Permian), fish-like

vertebrates possessing bone and jaws but more archaic in structure than the shark-

like fishes or the true bony fishes.

poikilothermic = "cold blooded.” Animals in which the body temperature fluctuates

with the temperature of the environment.

polymorphic. Of a population, including two or more recognizably different sorts of

individuals within a single, interbreeding group,

polyphagous. Feeding on many types of food.

polyploid. A cell, tissue, or organism is said to be polyploid when its nuclear comple-

ment of chromosomes is some integral multiple (greater than 2) of the haploid

chromosome set; if the haploid set is n chromosomes, the diploid set 2n, then frip-

loids (3n), tetraploids (4n), etc., are polyploids,

polytypic. Of a taxonomic category, including several units of the next lower category,

e.g. a species with several subspecies.

population. In statistics, the universe of discourse, the theoretically infinite group rep-

resented by the finite body of data derived from a sample. In biology, broadly the

whole ( finite
)
group of eistent organisms of a given kind. More narrowly or more

explicitly in systematics and in population genetics, a local population, the essen-

tially homogeneous group of actually or potentially interbreeding organisms at a

given locality.

porphyry. An igneous rock with visible grains or crystals scattered in a matrix that is

glassy or very fine-grained; the term refers only to the texture and a wide variety

^ minerals may compose the rock.

positive eugenics. Improvement of the g^etic make-up of a population by increasing

zepro<hiction of individuals with desirable heritable characteristics.
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preadaptations. Characteristics, especially new characteristics arising by mutation,

which have no usefulness as regards the preceding, ancestral adaptation, but
which become adaptations in a new and available relationship between organism
and environment.

Proboscidea. An order of mammals including the elephants, mammoths, mastodons,
and their allies.

propagule. Any structure adapted to propagating the plant, whether asexually or
sexually.

protostele. A primitive type of vascular (woody) cylinder in tlie stem, solid in structure,

pteridophytes. Ferns and fern allies.

quantum evolution. Relatively rapid evolution, under strong selection pressure, from
one type of adaptation to another distinctly different.

radiogenic. Said of an element derived from another element by atomic disintegration.

Thus lead derived from associated uranium is radiogenic and is to be distinguished

from lead which may also be associated with it but which was not derived from
the uranium.

Radiolaria. Microscopic animals consisting of a single mass of protoplasm, not divided
into cells, usually with an internal skeleton composed of silica.

recapitulation. The theory (now rejected in large part and profoundly modified) that

the individual development of an organism passes through stages resembling the

adult conditions in its successive ancestors.

rectilinear evolution. Continued change of the same sort and in the same direction

within a line of descent over a considerable period of time. Similar to orthogenesis

(
q.v, ), but with no implications as to how the direction of evolution is determined

and maintained.

reduction division. An obsolete term formerly used to indicate one of the meiotic

divisions at which homologous chromosomes from opposite parents were believed

to be segregated to the poles of the spindle. In most organisms both meiotic

divisions are reductional for some portions of the chromosome set, depending upon
the relations of these portions to centromeres and to crossing-over proximal to

them.

reverse mutation. A mutation, affecting a previously mutated locus, which reestablishes

the original genotype, often a return to wild type; some reverse mutations lead

only part way to the original genotype.

Rh [factor]. Heritable presence in the blood of a certain chemical substance (a par-

ticular antigen). Those having the factor are Rh-positive; those lacking it, Rh-
negative.

rhipidistian. A member of an extinct ( Devonian to Pennsylvanian
)
group of true fishes,

members of the Crossopterygii ( q.v. ) and including, among others, the osteolepids

(q.v.).

rhizome. Any subterranean, most horizontal, stem, usually rooting at the nodes and
becoming erect at the apex, differing from true roots by the presence of buds and
scale-like leaves.

rhizomorph. A root-like structure, usually applied in plants which lack true roots.

salivary chromosome. In many somatic nuclei of larval flies homologous chromosomes

uncoil to a marked degree, pair side by side, and undergo growth in length and

girth. The resulting giant chromosomes are called “polytene chromosomes,” but

as they have been especially studied in salivary glands of larval flies they are

commonly referred to as "salivary gland chromosomes” or, inelegantly, "salivary

chromosomes.”

saltatory evolution. The theory that new types and groups of organisms arise by

abrupt and radical change from parent to offspring, without transitional inter-

vening generations and populations.

sauropterygians. Members of an extinct (Triassic to Cretaceous) order of marine

reptiles, including the plesiosaurs.
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sclerite. A hardened area in the integument of an arthropod, usually separated from

adjacent sclerites by sutures or membranous areas,

scutellum. A sclerite in the dorsal portion of a thoracic segment of an insect,

selection coefEcient. The increase in fitness ( above 1 )
produced by a gene. A selection

coeiBBcient of .01 denotes a 1 per cent increase in fitness,

selection pressure. The degree of systematic bias or enhanced probability in favor of

increase, from one generation to the next, of the frequency of a given genetic

factor or type of genetic system.

selfing. Self-fertilizing, in hermaphrodite or monoecious organisms,

semi-dominant. A character in which the heterozygote is intermediate between the two
homozygotes.

serial homology. The resemblance between different members of a single series of

structures within an individual organism, for example, between fore and hind
limbs or between different vertebrae.

sex chromosome. A chromosome which does not occur in identical number in both
sexes, and which consequently is usually involved in sex determination. ( See auto-

somes )

.

sex-linked. Of genes, located in a sex chromosome.
shale. A general term for a rock compacted and hardened from what was originally a

soft sediment consisting of very fine grains, usually clay or fine silt, commonly
with a tendency to split along the bedding planes,

sibling species. Pairs or groups of morphologically nearly or completely identical species,

single-brooded. Producing a single brood per year.

single dose. The presence of only a single one of a given allele in a genotype,

siphonostele. A type of vascular (woody) cylinder in the stem of a plant, tubular in

structure.

spermatheca. An organ in the female reproductive tract of most insects and many other

invertebrates which stores sperm. In Drosophila the spermatheca is a sclerotic

capsule of characteristic shape.

sphenacodonts. Mammal-like reptiles, a group of pelycosaurs (q.v. ).

sphenodonts. Members of an ancient ( Triassic to Recent ) family of reptiles including

the relict, living, lizard-like Sphenodon or Hatteria of New Zealand,

sporangium. A spore-case.

sporogenous axis. Fertile axis capable of producing spores.

sporophyte. Independent or parasitic generation arising from fertilized egg and even-

tually terminating with production of asexual (haploid) spores,

stage. In stratigraphy, the ensemble of rocks within a single province of deposition

deposited during a defined span of time, generally shorter than an epoch and
designated as a provincial age.

standard deviation. In statistics, a measurement of the scatter of observations around
their mean value: the square root of the mean square of their deviations from that

value.

stock. In geology, a circular or irregular body of igneous rock, up to a few miles in

diameter, that has been intruded as a molten mass upward into the crust of the

earth.

sympatric. Coexisting in the same geographical area.

sympatric speciation. The splitting of one species into two, without spatial segregation

of the involved populations.

symphysis. The immovable or only slightly movable, usually sutural or fused, union of

paired bones at the midline of a vertebrate; for example, the union of lower jaws
anteriorly at the mandibular symphysis.

tachytelic. Of evolution, proceeding at rates more rapid than any involved in usual or

long-continued evolution of the group in question. ( See horotelic.

)

talonid. The posterior, usually lower, part of the lower premolars atid molars of many
mammals, posterior to the trigonid (q.v.).
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GLOSSARY
teleology. The principle that a given occurrence or construction arises in response to a

purpose and is directed toward an end. In evolutionaiy studies, specifically the
behef that evolution is finalistic, has followed the purpose of a Creator, and is

directed by Him toward His determined goal,

telome. Terminal (ultimate) division of plant axis above point of union with otlier

telomes; characteristic of primitive vascular plants; either sterile or fertile,

terebratuloid. Pertaining to a particular, long-lived ( Devonian to Recent
)
group of

brachiopods (q.v. ), in the superfamily Terebratulaceae, with loop-like internal

supports and generally with rather smooth shells,

testa. The outer usually hard seed coat.

tetrapod. A vertebrate animal with four feet, or descended from an ancestor with four
feet; an amphibian, reptile, bird, or mammal.

Thallophyta. Collective term for all lower plant groups such as bacteria, algae, fungi,

and lichens.

thecodonts. Members of an extinct (Triassic) order of reptiles including the most
primitive archosaurian reptiles (q.v.) and the crocodile-like phytosaurs.

therapsids. A large order of mammal-like reptiles, Permian and Triassic in age, includ-

ing among others the Deinocephalia, cynodonts, and bauriamorphs
( q.v. )

.

thrust. In geology, a result of local compression of the earth's crust by which one seg-

ment of the crust has broken from the next and has been pushed forward over tlie

latter.

translocation. A transfer of a portion of a chromosome to a new location in the same
chromosome, in a corresponding chromosome, or in a non-homologoiis chromo-
some, that results in new linkage relations.

banslocations, reciprocal. The interchange of chromosome sections between two
chromosomes.

trigonid. In mammalian teeth, the anterior triangle of three main cusps on lower molars

(sometimes also premolars) of primitive marsupials and placentals, and homol-
ogous structures derived from these in specialized forms,

trilobites. Primitive, extinct crustaceans, occurring throughout the Paleozoic and
abundant in its earlier periods, characterized by segmented bodies divided by
longitudinal grooves into three lobes.

triturating dentition. A dentition adapted to grinding and crushing, usually consisting

of teeth forming large, flat or ridged plates,

turbellarians. The class of flatworms to which the planarians belong.

umbo. In plants, a protuberance bearing a spine.

ungual. In vertebrate feet, the last joint of the toes, a joint bearing a claw or hoof,

unifactorial. Controlled by a single gene.

uniformity, principle of. The principle that the past history of the earth and of life is

correctly interpreted as caused by or subject to the same influences, physical

laws, and properties of matter and of life that exist and operate today, and no
others.

Ursidae. The bear family.

variance. In statistics, the square of the standard deviation, or the mean square of

deviations from an average value.

varve. A layer or layers representing the deposition of one year in a fine-grained,

laminated sediment. Sediments with recognizable annual laminae are said to be

varved.

viable. With the capacity for growth or development.

wild-type. The sum total of the normal alleles of a species or of those usually found in

nature.

X-chromosome. Ordinarily a chromosome in diploid heterogametic forms normally

represented twice in the chromosomal set of one sex, but once only in the chro-

mosomal set of the other. Usually the female is XX in constitution, the male XY.
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xerophyte. A plant adapted to dry conditions.

Y-chromosome. Ordinarily a chromosome normally present in but one sex of diploid
heterogametic forms; e.g. only the male has a Y-chromosome in humans.

zygote. A cell or individual resulting from a union of two gametes; in the higher ani-
mals and plants a fertilized egg.

ERAS

Cenozoic

Mesozoic

Paleozoic

Geological Time Table

(Younger divisions above, older below)

PERIODS EPOCHS

r Quaternary*

^Tertiary*

{

Cretaceous

Jurassic

Triassic

^Permian
Pennsylvanian f

Mississippianf

Devonian
Silurian

Ordovician

^Cambrian

{

Recent or Holocene
Pleistocene

f'

Pliocene

Miocene
< Oligocene

Eocene
I Paleocene

(No world-wide system

for epochs earlier than the

Paleocene is in general

use.

)

Pre-Cambrian

* Some authors reject the terms “Tertiary” and “Quaternary” and consider the whole Cenozoic as
a single period.

t European authors (e.g. Watson in this volume) do not use the American terms “Mississippian” and
‘Pennsylvanian” but include the corresponding time in a single period called “Carboniferous.”
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Acarpy, 90
Accipiter gentttis, 304; A. nisus, 304
Acoustico-lateralis system, 163
Adamson, R. S., 95
Adaptation, 402; altered direction, 83;

and comparative anatomy, 66, 78; defi-

nitions, 78; degree of, 80; diverse,

leading to genetic isolation, 337; in em-
bryonic temperature tolerance, frogs,

325; in fossils, 103; generalizing vs.

specializing, 80-81; and geographic

distribution in Rflnfl, 336; interpreta-

tion in extinct types, 77, 103; major,

genetic changes leading to, 273-275,

and ontogenetic change, 181, origin of,

68, 274, 387, 430, sudden emergence,

74, 76, 81, 114; measured by geo-

graphic and ecological distribution,

316; at nuclear level, 19; origin of,

80ff., and comparative anatomy, 82;

and paleontology, 76; in plants, 235-

238; and population structure, 75; pro-

gressive, in fossil reptiles, 390ff.; real-

ity of, 78; selective extension, 83; shift

in vs. evolutionary rate, 224; special-

izing, in taeniodonts, 269; and specia-

tion, 284; and standardization, 96;

successive shifts in direction, 87
Adaptive changes, major, genetic changes

leading to, 273-275
Adaptive characters, embryonic, geo-

graphic variation in Rana, 327-&1;
identification via parallelisms, 327

Adaptive differences in closely related

species, 304
Adaptive evolution and speciation, 306
Adaptive peaks, 79, 373ff., 430
Adaptive radiation, 114, 387, 433, 439;

on Galapagos vs. Cocos, 307; in Gala-

pagos finches, 306
Adaptive shift and origin of major adap-

tive types, 87, 274
Adaptive trends, sequence leading to,

391-392

Adaptive type, modes of origin, 82ff.

Adaptive zones, 79; in taeniodonts, 267

Adelospondyli, 62

Age composition tables, 215

Age of the earth, 4, 435

Akae, blue-green, 239; green, 239

Alleles, multiple, maintenance, 385; self-

sterility in plants, 377; species specific,

14

Allen, G. S.. 94

Alligator, relative intelligence of, 186
Allometric equation, 212; growth, 52, 208
Allometry, genetic base, 213
Amadon, D., 84
Amentiferae, 234
Ammonites, 47
Amorph, 18

Amphibia, major trends in resemble laby-

rinthodont pattern, 62
Amphidiploidy, 386
Amphiploidy and origin of species, 366
Amynodonts, evolution, 188-189
Analogy, 23, 80
‘‘Anamestic"" bones, 135
Anas, 289
Anchitherium, 48, 49
Aneuploid, 233
Aneuploidy, compound, 386; and origin

of species, 366
Angiospenn flower, interpretation, 90
Angiosperms, origin and evolution, 191ff.

Animal distribution and earth history, 226
Anomodontia, 60
Anset, 289
Anteaters, 81

Anthracosaurs, 56
Anthus pratensis, 304; A. trivialis, 304
Antigens, 14

Antimorph, 18

Apatemyids, 270
Aplodontidae, 269, 274
Aptenodytes forsteri, 83; A. patagonicus,

83
Arber, A., 91, 94
Archaeohippus, 49, 111
Archegoniatae, 96
Arched, 55
Archosaurs, 393
Argynnis, 354
Aromorphosis, 224
Artiodactyls, 52
Autopolyploidy, 386
Aves, 16

Axolotl, 408

Bacteria, 238
Badger, 85
Baluchitheres, 186
Barrel!,

J.,
224

Barriers, to gene flow, 286; mechanical

vs. intrinsic factors, 288

BasUarchia^ natural hybridization, 340-

348; B. archippus, 340ff., vars., 348;

B. arthemis, 340ff.; var, prosetpina.
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341; B. astyanax, 340ff., var. albofasci-

ata, 346-347; B. lorquini, 340flF.; B.

iveidemeyerij 340ff.

Bateson, W., 70, 254, 285, 422
Batrachiderpetony 62
Bauritty 59
Bauriamorphs, 59
Beecher, C. E., 118
de Beer, G. R., 71
Behavior, plasticity in man, 409
Belemnites, 114
Bergmann's principle, 112

Betulaceae, 235
Beurlen, K., 81, 86

Biogenetic law, 95
Biological vs. ethical questions, 405, 444
Biology, neo- vs. paleo-, 73

Biotic pressure, 439
Blood groups, human, 14

Boker, H., 66, 81, 82
Boltwood, B. B., 1

Bothriceps australis

y

56
Botrychium, 239
Bower, F. O., 96
Boyden, A., 23, 24
Brachiopods, linguloid, 117; terebratu-

loid, 114
Brachyopids, 57
Bradley, W. IL, 7
Bradytely, 221, 388; in Dipnoi, 178-180;

vs. horotely, 180; in plants, 234; and
population size, 180; vs. slow horotely,

221; and specialization in plants, 234
Brain, evolution, 116; in Eocene horses,

273; in man, 442; weight in man vs.

other mammals, 408
Branta, 289
Breeding structure, effects on action of

selection, 374; and evolution, 429; and
gene frequency, 368; and genotypic

selection, 381

Bridges, C. B., 26
Bromeliaceae, 232
Bucher, W., v
Buchholz, J. T., 234
Burbanck, M. P., 233
Butler, P. M., 70, 254

CacopSy 56
CalippuSy 111
CamarhynchuSy 302, 304
Camels, 48
CapiiosauruSy 55, 56
Camassial teeth, 79
Carnivora, 53, 78, 80, 85, 217
Carpintgria flora, 359
Carson and Stalker, 25

Cartilage bone, evolutionary reduction,

53
Catalpay 292
Cattle, domestic, 51

Caullery, M., 223

Cave fishes, 85, 290
CeltiSy 231
Cenozoic Era, 462; length, 6

Cephalaspids, 53
Ceraterpetoriy 62

CeratoduSy 54, 124; skull morphology,

155; C. sturdy 155

CerthideUy 302, 303
Cervus elaphus scoticuSy 208

Chalicotheres, 73
Chandler, M. E.

J.,
230

Chaney, R. W., 229, 235, 436
Chaney and Mason, 359, 360
Character, cataclysmic origin, 17; change

of genic basis, 19; consequential effects

of change, 429; correlation of useful

with harmful, 440; defined, 13; evolu-

tion preceding utilization, 106; and
morphological evolutionary rate, 207;

mutant, variation of, 20; non-adaptive,

267; similar, non-equivalence of gen-

ic basis, 425-426

Chelonians, 117

Chino, M., 39
ChondrosteuSy 53-54

Classification of animals, basis, 45
Classification and parallelism, 116
Clausen, R. E., 43
Clausen, Keck, and Iliesey, 232
Clines, in Lepiduptera, 311
Coelacanths, 53, 54
Coenonympha tullkty 311

Colbert, E. H., 260
Colios, 348-354; C. alexandra, 351, 353;

vars., 353; C. boothi, 352tf.; C. chris-

tinOy 351, 353; C. chrysothemey 349ff.;

C. eurytheme, 349ff.; C. gigantea, 351;

C. heclOy 351-353; C. interior, 351,

353; C. nastesy 351-353; C. philodice,

349ff.

Comparative anatomy, and adaptation,

78; and embryology, 68; functional,

66; and genetics, 67; old and new, 64;

and origin of adaptations, 82; and ver-

tebrate paleontology, 72
Competition, 301
Comj^sitae, 232, 241
Con^opoma, 124, 154-155

Condylarths, 263
Cones, Abietineae, 191; conifers, 191;

Cordaitales, 191; Voltziales, 191
Cpnifers, 235, 392
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Conoryctella, 244ff.

Conoryctes, 244ff.

Conoryctinae, 243, 244flF.; jaw mechanics,

262
Consequential effects of mutation on on-

togenetic reactions, 69
Cope, E. D., 106
Cotylosaurs, 393
Creeper fowl, compared to labyrintho-

donts, 58
Crepis, 233, 315
Crocodiles, 393, 401

Crombie, A. C., 302
Crustaceans, decapod, 86

Cryptogams, 94
Ctenochis, 124, 152-153

Cushion plants, 96
Cuvier, 45
Cycads, 235, 392
CyclotosaumSy 55, 56, 57

Cynodonts, 59-60

CynognathuSy 59, 413

Dahlberg, A. A., 254
Dakota flora, 192

Darwin, C., 78, 237, 281, 294, 365, 422

Darwinism, 422
Darlington, C. D., 441

Davis, D. D., 274

De Candolle, A. P., 92

Degeneration, 117
Deinocephalia, 59-60

Delphiniuniy 233
Dendrerpetony 62
DendrolaguSy 84
Dentition, horse, 49; a morphogenetic

field, 254
Desmatoclaenus, 263
Developmental reactions, variability, 20

De Vries, H., 285
Diademodon, 60
Dicotyledons, 97
Differentiation, mechanism in local popu-

lations, 382; random, 384

Dimetrodony 104

Dinosaurs, 393; homed, 118

DiplocauluSy 62, 116

Dipnoi, 53; axial skeleton, 170; early shift

in ecological zone, 176; endocranium,

127; environment, 179; evolution of

skull, 125, 167; evolutionary changes

vs. habits, 174; evolutionary rates, gen-

eral, 172ff., in post-cranial characters,

167, 169-171, in skull, 163-168; fins,

169; geological distribution of genera,

124; homofogies of dermal skull bones,

125-127, 159-163; jaw mechanism,

{ 465

174-175; longevity of genera, 172; otic

region, 175; population sizes, 179, 180-

181; and Khipimstia, common ancestor,

123, compared, 122, 159ff., time of

divergence, 173; scales,; 167; skull bone
terminology, 126-127

DipnorhynchuSy 124, 139-143; D. leh-

manni WestoU sp. nov., 142, skull

morphology, 142-143; D. sussmUchi,

skull morphology, 139-142

DipteruSy 54, 124, 127ff.; D. hrachy-

pygopteruSy skull morphology, 137-

139; D. platycephaluSy anamestic bones,

135, fusion of dermal skull bones, 132-

135, fusion of lateral line elements,

132, lateral line bones, 132-135, latero-

sensory system abnormal, 136, skull

morphology, 128-137

Discontinuities, of record in Dipnoi, 178;

of record vs. morphological, 74
Discontinuity, 233
Dispersal and speciation, 289
Dobzhansky, T., 206, 211, 290, 291, 333,

385
Dobzhansky and Wright, 374

Dollo's law, 23, 112
Dosage compensation, 427
DracOy 84
Dfosophilay 116, 293, 315, 415, 425;

bristles, 18; chromosome alterations,

25; gene doublets, 29; gene loci, 15;

Minutes, 16, 19, 27; multiple genic

effects, 15; paracentric inversions, 26;

pericentric inversions, 24; spineless-

aristapedia, 27; variation in mutant
characters, 20

D. affiniSy 24, 26
D. algonquiriy 24
D. ananassae, 24
D. funebriSy 26
D. hydeiy bent, 36; bobbed, 28; blister,

41; cherry, 30; chromosome II homol-

ogies, 37; chromosome III homologies,

37; chromosome IV homologies, 40;

chromosome V homologies, 41; chromo-

some VI homologies, 35-36; cinnabar,

37; Cubitus intemiptus, 35; cut, 28;

dusky, 28, ebony, 37; engrailed, 38;

Extension, 38; Extra, 32; flared, 28;

garnet, 31; gene homologies, 24;

grooveless, 36; nomologues, autosomal,

35-41; homologues and non-homo-
logues in X-chromosome, 27-32; incom-

plete, 41; irregular-IV, 40; irregular-

V, 41; jauntex, 31; javelin, 41; fothal,

36; Light, 32; miniature, 28; Minute

bristle, 426, 427; Notch, 29; rose, 41;
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nissett, 31; rusty, 32, sable, 29; sanded,

39; scabrous, 38; scaloid, 32; scaly, 32;

scute, 29; sepia, 41; shaven, 38; short,

40; singed, 30; spineless-azistapedia,

37; squatty, 40; tibia bent, 36; tiny

wing, 32; translocations or duplications

in III, 38-40; vermilion, 30; vestigial,

38; warped, 37; white, 30; yellow, 30
D. hydei and melanogastet^ parallel auto-

somal loci, 42; X-chromosomes com-
pared, 33; X-chromosome linkage

maps, 34
D. melanogaster, 25, 26, 40, 426; Cata-

ract, 39; Cubitus interruptus, 18; gene
homologies, 24; * mimic” mutations, 26

D, persimiliSy 309
D. pseudoobscura^ 24, 26, 309; selective

values in, 385
D. repleta, 35
D. rohusta^ 26, 427; pericentric inver-

sions, 25
D. simulans, 24, 26
D. virilis, 24, 39, 40
Dubinin, N. P., 385
du Nouy, L., 105, 106

Duplication as evolutionary mechanism,

366
Du Rietz, G. E., 95, 96
Dwarfism, secondary, 110

Dwinasaurus, 56

Earth movements and animal distribu-

tion, 226; and evolution, 178

Ecological disequilibrium, 86

Ecological isolation, 299ff.; in Darwin’s

finches, 302; a result of speciation, 303
Ecological niche, 283
Ecological preference, as isolating mech-

anism, 293
Ecospecies, 291

Ecotype, 291, 324

EctoganuSy 243ff.

EctropiSy 310; E. bistortata, var. defas-

saridy 310; crepusculariSy vars, dela-

merensis and nigra, 310
Edinger, T., 116, 273
Edwards, W. H., quoted on BasUarchUiy

342-346

Egg, amniote, 106
Egg size, egg mass, geographic variation

in Band ^piensy 330
Elasmotheres, 185
Elephants, 77, 110
EBas, M. K., 231
Ernberimy 299
Embryology and comparative anatomy,

'

68 '

'

Embryonic development, extent in Rana
hybrids, 332

Engard, C. J., 91, 94
Engels, W. L., 85
Engler and Prantl, 231
Entelechy, 438
Environment, and evolution, 437-438; and

evolutionary rates in Dipnoi, 179; man-
made changes, 351, 438, 442

Entwicklungsmechanik and evolution, 181
EohippuSy 8, 107, 108 (see also under

Hyracotherium

)

EpiasteVy 46
EpiceratoduSy 124; skull morphology, 157-

159
EpihippuSy 49, 107, 108
Epiphytes, 323, 438
Equidae (see Horses)
Equisetuniy 239
Equusy 8, 48, 49, 52, 107
EryopSy 56, 57
Eugenics, negative, 413-415
Eugenics, positive, 444; difficulties of,

415
Euglenoids, 238
Euparkeridy 397
Euphydryas aurinidy 312
Euploid, 233
Eurystomus orientaliSy 288
Evolution, adaptive phase, 75, in Dipnoi,

180; and adaptive mutations, 367; in

amynodont rhinoceroses, 188-189; via

alteration of ontogeny, 75, 81; aspects

of, 205; control by man, 242, 443; con-

vergent, 115; convergent in plants, 97;

“degenerative,” 169; and earth move-
ments, 178; elementary factors, 368;

and environment, 437-438; and en-

vironmental opportunity in reptiles,

402; “explosive,^ 114, 220, 225, ex-

planation, 115, in phytosaurs, 398; ge-

netic nature of process, 386; by grad-

ual transformation of populations, 366;
gradual nature, 428; of higher cate-

gories, paleontological evioence, 61;

inadaptive phase, 76, 86, in Dipnoi,

180; “irreversibility” of, 109-113; par-

aUel, 115, 175-176, 260-261; patterns

in Rana, 3l5ff.; preadaptive phase, 75,

in Dipnoi, 180; prediction, 442-445; in

procolophonids vs. phytosaurs, 399-400;

rectilinear, 108; reversible, 110; role of

novel favorable mutations, 380; salta-

tory, 69, 75, 113, 181; sequence in phy-
tosaurs, 400; sequence in procblo-

phonids, 396; a shm in adaptation, 77;
slow rate, 116; of skull in Dipnoi,
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159ff.; specific vs. subspecific in Rana^ Fagaceae, 235
336; of Stipeae, 231; teleological ex- Faunal vs. floral types of geological eras,
planations, 105; tetrakinetic of Osborn, 226
106 Ferns, 392

Evolutionary change, total, in Stylino- Field, W. L. W., 346, 347, 348
dontinae vs. horses, 263 Fisher, R. A., 269, 366, 374, 375, 380

Evolutionary disciplines, convergence of, Fleurantia, 124, 149
421-422 Florin, R., 235

Evolutionary progress, 65 Flower, first appearance in time, 191
Evolutionary rates, vs. ages of taxonomic Fockner-Planck formula, 383

units, 215; comparison in different Food, competition for, 304; maintenance
lines, 214; defined, 205-209; deter- ration, 50; production ration, 50
miners of in plants, 241-242; differ- Foods, temporarily superabundant, 305
ences vs. organism complexity, 214; Forests, Arcto-Tertiary, 232; ecology of

differences in, interpretations of, 435- tropical vs. temperate, 438; temperate,
442; Dipnoi, 121, 172ff., post-cranial 232, 233, 234; tropical, 232, 234
characters, 167, 169-171, skull charac- Form, measurement of evolution of, 213
ters, 163-168; distributions, 220; and Fowl, frizzle, 16
earth history, 224; and environmental Franz, V., 71
change in plants, 237; and generation Fringilla coelebs, 304; teydea, 304, 306
length in plants, 234; and genetic sys- Frogs, 62
terns, 433-434; and Lamarckism, 221; Fungi, 238, 239
morphological, 206-208, 209-214; mor-
phological, relative, 212-214; morpho- Galapagos finches, 301ff., 387
logical, temporal, 209-212; and muta- Cause, G. F., 79, 302
tion rate in plants, 234; organism, in Geckos, 84
taeniodonts vs. horses, 263; phyletic Gegenbaur, C., 65, 78
taxonomic, 208, 214; phylogenetic taxo- Gene, control of morphological regions,

nomic, duration of taxonomic units 70; “defective,'' 18; duplication, 422;
within given group, 217; problems and homologies, criteria, 26; infiltration,

implications, 220-226; in rhinoceroses 361; interspecific exchange in Rana,

vs. horses, 185; selection vs. mutation, 331; relation to character, 13, 422-425;

430; selection, and quantum evolution, stability, 423
223-224; summary of types of, 209; Gene frequency, 367; change is elemen-

taxonomic diversification, 209-218; tary evolutionary process, 368; change
taxonomic, 208, 214-220; time in years in wild population, 312; changes, role

vs. generation length, 210; varying, in in evolution, 381; equilibrium of, 372;
dentition of Stylinodontinae, 264-267; modes of change, 369; net effect of

various in herbaceous plants of differ- systematic pressures, 378
ent habitats, 232-234; in woody plants Genes, cytoplasmic, 425; evolution of,

vs. herbaceous, 229-230, 231 422; homologous defined, 24; increase

Evolutionary series, ammonites, 47; in number and kind, 24; large number
horses, 48-52; invertebrates, 46-47; common to divergent organisms, 24;

mammals, 47; Micraster, 46 major vs. minor, 425-426; pleiotropic.

Evolutionary simplification, 117 423
Evolutionary trends, in Cactaceae, 199; Generation length, evolutionary impor-

conflicting, 266, 429; in Conoryctinae tance, 441

vs. Stylinodontinae, 259-262; genic Genetic change, cryptic, 425-426

basis, 16; in leaves of QuercuSy 195; Genetic divergence, rate in plants, 292
not induced by environment, 54; in Genetic plasticity, variability, 440
reproductive structures of angiosperms, Genetic submergence of Finns remorata,

197, of grasses, 198; in rhinoceroses vs. 360-361

horses, 186; in skeleton of phytosaurs. Genetics, and comparative anatomy, 67;

898-399; in skeleton of procolophonids, and paleontology, 390; physiological,

394-396; in Stylinodontinae, 244-259 viii, 67; population, viii, 67; and spe-

Extinction, causes of, 118-119; evolution- ciation, 296; concepts, viii

ary, ll'T'; in fossil reptiles, 401 Genic action, consequential effects, 16;
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multiple effects, 15; repetitive, 16; and
substrate, 18

Genic systems, evolution of, 20
Genotype frequency and environment,

371; and geographic distribution, 316
Geographic distribution, and adaptation

in Rana, 336; of Basilarchia archippus,

341; of Colias nastes, C. hecla, and C.

boothi, 352; of Colias philodice and C.

eurytheme, 349; of Rana in eastern

North America, 316-324

Geographic variation, of adaptive embry-

onic characters in Rana, 327-331; as

isolating mechanism, 293
Geological Eras, 462; durations, 6

Geological time, table, 462

Geospiza, 302-303, 304

Geospizinae, 301, 307

GerathoraXy 56, 57

Ghilarov, M. S., 289

Gigantism, 186

Gnetales, 235
Goebel, K., 92, 97

Goethe, 65, 91, 92
Goldschmidt, R., 17, 20, 68, 69, 70, 71,

72, 81, 85, 113, 315, 387

Goodman, C., 3

Gossypium, 310, 315
Gramineae, 241

Grasshoppers, 288

Gray, S, W., 213
Green River shales, 7, 210
Gregoire, V., 91

Gregory, W. K., 115, 214, 224

Greyhounds, racing, 50

Growth forms of plants, 95

Gymnophiona, 62

Habitat selection, 288; and adaptive dif-

ferences, 304; in birds, 299; proximate

vs. ultimate factors in, 299
Habitats, relative range in Rana, 323
Habitus, 115
Hadrosaurs, 118
Haeckel, E., 68
Haldane,

J. B. S., 71, 211, 242, 289, 312,

366, 374, 376, 421, 428, 429, 442, 443
Hammond,

J., 60
Harland, S. C., 310
Harris, J. E., 83
Hawks and falcons, 78
Heer, O., 7
Helium method of time measurement, 2
Herbaceae, 97
Heritage, 115
Heterochrony, 71
Heterogenic growth, 52

Heterosis, 416
Hierarchy of nutrition, 238, 438, 439
Hierarchy of reproduction, 239-241, 439
Higher categories, origin of, 224, 387; re-

lation of phylogenetic taxonomic cate-

gories to origin of, 216
Hipparion, 48, 49, 51

Hofmeister, W., 93
Hog, domestic, effect of differential feed-

ing on, 60
Holmes, A., 173, 435
Holostean fishes, 392
Homeomorphy, 115
Homeosis, 70, 258
Homoiothermy, 79
Homology, 23, 66, 80; gene, 23; and par-

allelism, 116; serial, 70
Homospory and bradytely in plants, 240
Hooijer, D. A., Ill

‘‘Hopeful monster,” 85, 285
Hopwood, A. T., 222
Homs, frequency of origin, 427

Horotely, 221, 388
Horses, 77, 208; dental evolution, 49, 111;

dentition, 51; evolution 48-52, 107,

437; evolution of feet, 49, of limbs,

110, of premolars, 108; relation of in-

creasing dental complexity to size, 51;

relative population size and brain evo-

lution rate in Eocene, 273; relative pro-

portions of face and cranium, 51

Howell, J. T., 358
Hubbs, C. L., 23, 86
Hurley, P. M., 3, 434
Hutchinson, J.,

97
Huxley, J., 52, 65, 208, 212, 306, 376,

424
Hybrid inviability in geographic dines of

Rana pipiens, 333
Hybrid swarms, 360
Hybrids, allopolyploid, 17
Hybridization, advantages in Colias, 351;

and distribution of food plants in

Colias, 350; effects on modifiers, 354;

frequency vs. man-made habitat

changes in Colias, 350, 351, 353; and
homozygosity in Basilarchia, 348; in-

terspecific in Rarui, 331-333; inter- vs.

intraspecific in Rana, 333; natural, in

butterflies, 340ff.; natural, in Pinus re-

morata X muricata, 358ff.; natural,

relative frequency in Colias, 350; nat-

ural barriers to complete in Colias,

350; repeated, 307; specific vs. subspe-

ciflc, 339
Hybrids, relative freqn^icy in SasHarchia

populations, 341ff.
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Hydrocharitaceae, 231
Hypohippus, 49
Hypomorph, 18
HypsognathuSf 396
Hyracotherium, 8, 48, 49, 50, 52, £73

Ichthyosaurs, 393
Immigration pressure, 370
Indeterminism, 223
Insects and plant evolution, 236
Insectivores, 53
Intersexes in Lepidoptera, 311
Inversion as evolutionary mechanism,

366
Ionium, 3
Iso-alleles, 19
Isolating mechanisms, 292; enzymatic,

14; in frogs, 334
Isolation by diet, 301, 304; by distance,

287; ecological, 306, 433; factors pro-
ducing in Rana, 333-336; geographic,

306, 309, 431, 432; genetic, 431-432;
geographic vs. ecological, 286; geo-
graphic vs. reproductive, 292; by habi-
tat, 303; incipient reproductive in Rana
pipiensy 315; partial, and adaptation,

382, 386; spatial, 301; vs. spatial segre-
gation, 289; and speciation in Lepi-
doptera, 312; types and degrees in

RanCy 334-336

Jacobi, J., 281

Jahn, H., 293
Jakobshagen, E., 65
Jaw mechanics, Conoryctinae, 262; Dip-

noi, 174-175; labyrinthodonts, 56; Sty-

linodontinae, 258
Jepsen, G. L., vii, 104

Jordan, P., 223
Joshi, A. C., 93
Juglandaceae, 235

Kalin,
J., 65, 66, 80

Kangaroos, 84
Kinetogenesis, 106
Knopf, A., 210, 262, 434
Kolmogorov, A., 383
Kome flora of Greenland, 192
Kowalevski, W., 48

Labiatae, 241
Labyrinthodonts, 115, 393; cranio-verte-

bral mechanism, adaptive significance,

57; evolution of retro-articular process,

56, adaptive value, 57; jaw mechanism,

56; major trends resemble those of Am-
phibia, 62; progressive reduction in

skull height, 55; reduction of cartilage
bone, 54; thickening of membrane
bones, 55

Lack, D., 387, 439
Lamarck,

J.
B., 78

Lamarckism, 106; and evolutionary rates,

221-223
LampadophoruSy 243ff.

Land plants, most ancient, 190
Landauer, W., 16
Larks, 288
Larus argenteuSy 293
Lateral line and dermal skull bone rela-

tions, 160
Latero-sensory system, abnormal, 136;

Dipterus platycephaluSy 128-130
Laurence-Moon-Biedl syndrome, 16
Layiay 232-233

Lead method of time measurement, 3;

datable Class I determinations, 5;

classes of age determination, 4; limi-

tations, 4
Leaf, first appearance in time, 190;

morphology, 92
Leguminosae, 241
LemmuSy 305
Lepidosireriy 124
Leptonychafes weddelliy 83
Leptopleuroriy 396
Liberty, defined, 410
Lichens, 239
Life forms of plants, 96
Life span and evolutionary rate, 265, 266
LignosaCy 97
Limb, effect of organism size increase on,

50
Limbs, 106

Limiting factors, evolutionary, 19

LingulCy 214, 215
Linkage groups, 27
Lizards, 401; flying, 84

Loranthaceae, 237
Lotka, A,

J., 224
Loxia, 304; L. curvirostray 293
Loxommids, 56
Lull, R. S., 225
Lungs, 106

Luscinia akahigey 293
Lycopodiurriy 239
Lyell, C., 215
Lymantriay 315; L, dispar, 309

Macroevolution, 113
Macropomay 54
Madinae, 232
Magnetite, 3
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INDEX
Maize, 426
Malvaceae, 241
Mammalia, 16; evolutionary series, 47;

Jurassic, 119; Paleocene, 114; variation

in coat pattern, 20
Man, early, 119; evolution of, 405; evo-

lution and atomic radiation, 416; evo-

lution and population structure, 417;

future evolution, 443; importance of

tradition in evolution, 443
Maniola jurtina, 313
Mastodons, 110
Matthew, W. D., 8, 48
McGrew, P. O., 269
Mayr, E., vi, vii, 299, 300, 301, 334, 432
Mayr and Moynihan, 303
Mead, T. L., 341
Medawar, P. B., 213
Mega-evolution in Dipnoi, 177
Megalocephalus, 55
MeniscomySy 269
MerychippuSy 49
Merycoidodoriy 270
MesohippuSy 49, 50, 107, 108
MesorhinuSy 398, 401
Mesozoic Era, 462; length, 6

MetoposauruSy 57
Mice, gene loci, 15; multiple genic effects,

15
Micrastefy 46
Microsauria, 32
MicrotuSy 305
Miller, A. H„ 299, 300
Mimicry, 115
MiohippuSy 49, 107
“Missing links,” 114
Mistletoes, 237
Modal points, 98
Modifications, consequential, 62
Modifiers, in butterfly hybrids, 354; ge-

netic, 21, 274, 424, 427
Molecular biology, 13
Molidae, 84
Molluscs, 215
Moore,

J. A., 293
Moore, S., 348
Morphogenetic fields, 91, 266; in denti-

tion, 254; interaction of regions in den-
tition, 254-258

Morphogenetic plasticity, 17
Morphological change, measurement of,

207, 210; mechanism underlying, 71
Morphological threshold, see Thresholds,

morphological

Morphological type, 65, 70, 74, 79, 81,

91, 92
Morphology, classical, 65; developmental.

93; floral, 90; Gestalt, 90; neo-classical,

65; new and old, 90
Muller, H.

J., 407, 417
Multiple effects, see Genic action

Mutation, frequency, 423; frequency of

emergence vs. gene frequency, 381; of

harmful genes in man, 414; random-
ness of, 424; large, 422, 424, 431; non-

recurrent, 428, 440; reverse, 113; sin-

gle, and origin of new adaptive types,

273-275; size of effect, 366; “systemic,”

69, 81, 216; consequential effects of

single novel, 380; non-recurrent and
selection, 379

Mutation pressure, 369
Mutation rate, evolutionary importance,

433; and evolutionary rates in plants,

234; determination of, 385
Mylagaulidae, 269, 274

Naef, A., 65, 71, 80
NannippuSy 49, 111
National Research Council, v, vi, ix

Natural selection, 300, 304, 365, 402; and
hybridization in ColiaSy 351; main de-

terminant of evolution, 63, not main
determinant in labyrinthodont evolu-

tion, 58; skull changes in mammal-like
reptiles not due to, 58

NeoceratoduSy 124
Neo-Darwinism, 113, 422
NeospizUy 304
Neoteny, in man, 408
Neotoma, 86

Oeningen shales, 7
Ontogenetic field, 71
Ontogenetic reactions, genetic control, 69
Ontogeny, *T)ranching points” in, 69
OnymoaecteSy 244ff.

Orchidaceae, 232, 241
Orchids, 438
Oreodonts, 48
Organism, subdivisions of, 72
Organography, 92
Organs, change of function in adapta-

tions, 387
Omithosuchus, 397
OrohippuSy 48, 49, 107, 108
Orthogenesis, 49, 52, 58, 107, 108, 109,

388, 391, 428, 429, 440; explained by
natural selection, 53-58; not explained

by natural selection, 53, 55, 56; in

rhinoceroses, 188
Orthogenetic trends toward extinction,

376
Orthoselection« 107
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Oryzopsls, 231

Osborn, H. F., 105, 109

Osteolepids, 53, 54

Otic region, change in primitive fish and
tetrapods, 163, 175

Palaeoniscids, 53, 143

Paleocene of North America, provincial

ages, 243
Paleontological data, plasticity of inter-

pretation, 77, 104, 105

Paleontological procedure, 45
Paleontological record, ix; incomplete-

ness of, 214

Paleontology, and adaptation, 76, 103;

and evolution, 60, 74; and genetics,

390; and speciation, 296; vertebrate,

limitations of, 72
Paleotheres, 107

Paleozoic era, length of, 6

Paloplotheres, 48
Panaxia dominula, 312, 313

Panda, giant, 84

Panmixia, 234; in man, 443
ParahippuSy 49
Parallelism, 440; in evolution, 115; in

Dipnoi, 175-176; in reptiles, 401; in

taeniodonts, 260-262; in wooly and

white rhinoceroses, 187

Paramecium hursaria, 14

Patoot flora of Greenland, 193

Pattern, basic morphological, 74; hier-

archies, 79-80, 81; taxonomic levels,

80
Pavan, C., 290
Pearl, R., 218
Pehrson, T., 134

Pelecypoda, 217
Pelycosauria, 59, 118; "sails” as thermal

regulators, 104

Penetrance, 21, 275

Penguin, emperor, 83; king, 83

Pentlandiay 124, 143

Perissodactyls, 52

Perleidids, 53
Peromyscus, 79, 315; P. maniculatuSy 409

Phalacrocorax carbOy 293

Phaneropleurofiy 54, 124, 147

PhenacoduSf 263
Phenotypic expression and topographic

opportunity, 250

Phenotypic stability and selection, 426

Phillpson, W. R., 91

Phleger, F. B., 213

Phocomelia, 58

PhrynosomCy 395, 396

Phyletic

Phylloscopus occipitalis, 293
Phylogenetic history, ix

Phytosauridae, 393; progressive adapta-

tion in, 397-401

Pigeons, 14
Pinaroloxias, 303
Pinus, natural hybridization in, 356ff.; P.

attenuata, 356; P. insignis, 357; P. lin-

guiformis, 356; P. Masoni, 358; P,

muricata, 356ff., distribution, 357-358;

P. pretuberculata, 356; P. radiata, 356;

P. remorata, 356ff., distribution, 358,

359
Pipa, 62
Piptochaetium, 231
Pit-lines, 136
Plagiosuchus, 56
Plants vs. animals, fossil records of, 229
Plastids, 425
Platanus, 292
Plesippus, 49
Plesiosaurs, 393
Pliohippus, 49
Polymorphism, defined, 409; in man,

409ff.

Polyploidy, 309; 431; in animals vs.

plants, 285; and origin of species, 365;

in plants, 98, 114

Polytypicism, defined, 409; in man, 409ff.

Population, hereditary variability in, 423

Population size, and bradytely, 180; vs.

bradytely in plants, 234; and environ-

ment in Dipnoi, 179; fluctuation and

change in gene complex, 312; and non-

adaptive differences, 379; relative, in

Eocene horses, 273; relative, in taenio-

donts, 270-273; and survival rate, 313

Population structure, and adaptation,

386; and genetic change, 426; and rate

of change, 433; and selection, 381ff.

Populations, advantages of small semi-

isolated, 429-431; inviability between

widely separated, 333

Preadaptation, 365, 430, 437; in plants,

97
Primates, higher. 111

Proboscidea, 53, 109

Procolophon, 396
Procolophonidae, progressive adaptation

in, 393-396

Prosagenodus, 124

Protogonodon, 263
Protopterus, 124

Pseudotsuga, 94
Psilotum, 239
Psittacotherium, 243ff.

Pteridophytes, 97
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Quadrate in mammal-like reptiles, 59
Quantum evolution, 68, 76, 114, 224,

436; defined, 224; in Dipnoi, 177; evo-

lutionary rates, and selection, 223-224;

in phytosaurs, 398; possibilities at many
levels, 182; rate of, 275; in Stylino-

dontinae, 265, 267-269; at various

levels, 86

Racial senility, 440; sterility, 117
Radiogenic lead method of time measure-

ment, 1

Radiohalo method of time measurement, 1

Radon, 5
Ram spp., extent of ranges in eastern

N. America, 316-323; factors limiting,

323-327; patterns of evolution, 315ff,,

R. areolata, 316ff.; R. capita, 316ff.;

R, clamitans, 316ff.; R. heckscheri,

316£F.; R. pipiens, 293, 315ff.; R. se-

vosa, 316ff.; R. sylvatica, 316ff.; R.

virgatipes, 316fF.

Ranzania, 84
Rate of development, geographic varia-

tion in Rana pipiens, 329
Rates of evolution, see Evolutionary rates

Rauh, W„ 96, 97
Raunkiaer, C., 95
Raven, H. C., 84
Rays, origin of, 83
RectigracSitions, 105
Redfield, A. C., 104
Reef corals, 215
Reid and Reid, 230
Relative growth, 208; evolutionary rates,

213
Replacement, ecological, 301; geographic,

301
Reproduction, in plants, 239-241; sexual

vs. asexual, 429, 440-441

Reproductive mechanisms, aberrant, 297
Rensch, B., 296
Reuverian flora, 230
Rhinoceroses, 107; aquatic, 187; black,

50; cursorial, 187; evolution, 185ff.;

horn, 187; tooth height, 186; various,

185flF.

Rhipidistia and Dipnoi, common ances-

tor, 123; compared, 122, 159ff.

Rhipidura rufifrons, 303
Rhynchodipierus, 124, 148, 149
Rhythm in earth history and life history,

225
Ridhards and Kavanagh, 213
Robb, R. C., 52, 208
Robson ajyl Richards, 79
Rodentia, 79, 81

Rodents, 53, 78, 81
Romanes, G.

J., 281, 294
Romer, A. S., 62, 436, 437
Roots, first appearance in time, 190
Root, morphology, 94
Roux, 78
Rowe, A. W., 46
Rubidium®^, 2
Rutiodon, 401

Sagenodus, 124; skull morphology, 150-

152
Salicaceae, 235
Santa Cruz Island flora, 359
Savage, L.

J., 383
Savanna, 233
Sawin, P. B., 70; Sawin and Hull, 70
Scaumenacia, 124; skull morphology, 143-

147
Schindewolf, O. H., 74, 76, 81
Schrodinger, E., 223
Schuchert and Dunbar, 225
Schuchert and Levene, 225
SclerosauruSy 396
Seal, WeddelFs, 83
Seebohm, H., 281
Seeds, Pliocene, 230
Selection, and accidents of sampling, 378;

of alleles, 20; and chance, joint effects

of, 384; and changing environment,

380; creative role, 67; effectiveness,

426-431; evolutionary rates, and quan-
tum evolution, 223-224; of functional

systems, 73; genotypic, 381; intra-

brood, 376; magnitude of forces, 223;
and phenotypic stability, 426; and pop-
ulation structure, 381; vs. random sur-

vival, 312; reversal of value, 21; and
species deterioration, 376; tendencies,

conflicting, 429
Selection pressure, 224, 370; varying, in

taeniodont evolution, 265
Selective peaks, 37 Iff.

Selective value, mode of measurement,
370; relation to change in gene fre-

quency, 377; constant, genotypic, 373;

constant, single loci, 371; variable,

genotype, 375
"Senescence,” racial, 118
Sequoiadendron giganteum, 234
Sewertzoff, A. N., 71, 224
Sexual abnormalities, in heterogametic

sex of a cross, 312
Sexual dimorphism in man, 412
Shades, 83
Shaw, Bernard, 409
Shedand pony, 49
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Shmalgausen, I. L, 238, 239, 240, 438

Shoot, morphology, 94
Shrew, pigmy, 53
Simpson, G. G., vii, 8, 64, 66, 68, 70,

74, 75, 76, 79, 81, 86, 107, 113, 114,

234, 235, 236, 262, 263, 266, 267, 270,

273, 374, 387, 388, 435
Simpson and Roe, 212
Sinanthropus, 406, 412, 418
Sinnott, E, W., 93
Size gradient, evolutionary reversal in

taeniodont dentition, 255
Size increase, absence in procolophonids,

394; advantages, 53, 109; evolutionary,

52; in horses, 49; reversal, 110; in rhi-

noceroses, 187; in taeniodonts, 267
Skull, evolution in Dipnoi, 125, 167; in

early Dipnoi, Rhipidistia, and Tetra-

poda compared, 159-163

Smith, W., 45
Snakes, 81, 86
Social relations and adaptive peak, 378
Society for the Study of Evolution, vii

Soma, 423
Sophophora, 33, 42
Specialization, 119; and bradytely in

plants, 234
“Specialized” vs. “generalized” forms,

119
Speciation, 28 Iff.; and adaptive evolu-

tion, 306; allopatric, early stages,

309ff.; allopatric vs. sympatric in Rana,

337; biological significance, 281; and
breeding structure, 15; defined, 281;

and dispersal, 289; via ecological isola-

tion, 300; and environment, 284; and
fragmentation of land mass, 300, 307;

on Galapagos vs. Cocos, 307; geo-

graphical, 294; geographic, defined,

286; geographic vs. ecologic, 291, 294;

incipient, and dominance adjustments,

310; incipient, and failure of sex differ-

entiation, 311; instantaneous vs. grad-

ual, 285-286; and isolation through

distance, 311; a phenomenon of popu-
lations, 285; and population structure,

312; process, 292, 2^-296; relation to

various disciplines, 296; segregation vs.

isolation, 289; sympatric, 14, 304, 307,

309; without complete isolation, 290
Species concept and genetics, 361; and

systeraatics, ix

Species, control by predators or parasites,

305; defined, 284, 290, 291; deteriora-

tion through selection, 376; differences,

adaptive, in Rana, 325-328, 330; differ-

ences, embryonic adaptive in Rana,

327; divergence, 431-433; ecological

structure, 290; meeting of recently dif-

ferentiated, 301; molecular, 13; origin

of properties, 283; origin by single mu-
tations, 365; pigmy, 110; polytypic,

290-291; rate of evolution of, 216;
sibling, 20, 284; store of genetic varia-

bility in, 382; submergence through
hybridization, 360; sympatric, 284, 290,
294-295, 432; types of isolation in

splitting, 386
Species swarm, 295
Spencer, W. P., 426
Speyer, W., 291
Sphenacodonts, 59
Spinescence, in procolophonids, 394
Stadler, L. J., 426
Standard deviation rate of evolutionary

change, 211
Standardization in plants, 96
Stapledon, O. W., 407
Stebbins, G. L., 98, 292, 436, 437, 438,

439, 441, 442
Stegmann and Rensch, 301
Stegodonts, 110
Steinheim snails, 296
Stensio, E. A., 54
Stereospondyls, 393
Stem, C., 275, 423, 424, 428
Stipa, 231
Stipeae, evolution in late Tertiary of

Great Plains, 231
StratioteSy evolution of, 230
Stresemann, E., 294, 300
Strontium®^, 2

Strontium method of time measurement, 2
Struthiomimus, 417
Sturgeons, 53
Sturtevant, A. H., 26, 43, 425, 433
Sturtevant and Novitski, 24
Stylinodon, 243ff.

Stylinodontidae, 243
Stylinodontinae, 243; absolute duration in

years, 262; basic characters, 254, 259-

260, 265, 267-268, 273-274; canines,

247; evolutionary rate in skull, foot,

and gross size, 267; evolutionary trends

in dentition, 244-252, in post-cranial

skeleton, 253-254, in skull, 252-253,

interpretation, 254-259; jaw mechanics,

258; origin, 260; varying evolutionary

rates in dentition, 264-267

Subspecies, origin of, 60; rarely incipient

species, 386; rate of evolution, 216
Substrate, genic competition for, 18

Sunfishes, ocean, 84
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Survival value of single gene change, 14
Survivorship curves, 215; in Dipnoi, 179;

evolutionary rate distributions, 217
Survivorship tabfes, 215

Tachytelic evolution, 221, 266, 387; in

Dipnoi, 177-180

Taeniodonta, 243ff.

Taeniodonts, numbers of specimens, 270-

272; relative population sizes, 270-273

Tapirs, 186
Taxidea, 85
Taxonomic data, limitations of, 214
Taxonomic diversification, measurement

and interpretation of rates, 218
Taxonomic units, relative ages of exist-

ing, 215
Taxonomy and speciation, 296
Teeth, altered size gradient in taenio-

donts, 251
Teleology, 105
Temperature coeflBcient, geographic vari-

ation in Rana pipiens, 330
Temperature, limiting factor in frog dis-

tribution, 325
Temperature tolerance, embryonic, geo-

graphic variation in Rana pipiens, 328
Tertiary Epochs, 462; duration, 8

Thalarctos, 80
Thallophyta, 94
Thecodontia, primitive structure, 397
Thecodonts, 393
Therapsids, 115, 393
Theriodonts, 393
Thermodynamic eflSciency, 53
Thompson, D'A. W., 213
Thompson, McLean, 91
Thorpe, M. R., 48
Thorpe, W. H., 300
Thrashers, 85
Thresholds, morphological, 76, 265, 437;

in stylinodont evolution, 268
Threshold, preadaptive, 275
Time frequency curve, 218-219

Time, geological, 434-435; absolute dates,

5-6, 435; helium method, 2; horse evo-

lution method, 8; measurement, Iff.;

radiogenic lead method, 1; radiohalo

method, 1; varve method, 7
Titanotheres, 105
Toxostoma, 85
Trachodonts* 118
Translocation, as evolutionary medba-

nism, 366; reciprocal, 385
Trematosaurus, 55
Trends in evolution, see Evolutionary

trends

Triassic Period, 462; climatic and physi-

cal changes, 392
Trillium, 236
Trimerorachis, 56
Troll, W., 92, 94
Tritelia, 233
Tritylodonts, 60
Turesson, G., 291
Twenhofel, W. H., 7

Umbgrove,
J. H. F., 215, 225, 226

“Unbridgeable gaps,” 70
Ungulates, clawed, 273
Uranium^s®, 1

Uranium^s^j 1

Urodeles, 62
Uronemus, 124, 153
Ursidae, 80

Van Houten, F. B., 272
Variability, high in wide-ranging species,

323; increased following hybridization,

339ff.; inherent, 307; genetic limita-

tion, 427-428

Varves, 435; time measurements by, 7
Villee, C. A., 70
Volvocales, 238
von Koenigswald, G. H. R., 413
Vulpes fulva, 409

Waddington, C. H., 69, 70, 81
Wagner, M., 281, 294
Waiters, M., 26
Washburn, S. L., 70
Watson, D. M. S., 115, 239, 436, 437
Weidenreich, F., Ill
Weismann, A., 294
Weiss, P., 68
Wharton, L, T., 24
Wheeler, J. F. G.. 285
White, M., 285
Willis,

J. C., 387
Wolf, C., 359
Wolf, C. F., 91

Wood-Jones, F., 221
Woodrat, 86
Wortman, J. L., 243
Wortmania, 243ff.

Wright, S., 66, 67, 68, 75, 79, 80, 81, 113,

241, 269, 272, 273, 288, 416, 430

Yeast, enzyme formation, 19

Zea may$, 15
Zeuner, F. E., 208, 210, 215, 218, 222
Zimmerman, E. 285
Zosterops, 2SB
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